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THE MYTHIC SOCIETY
RULES

1.

- The Society shall be called the Mythic Society.

2. The objects of the Mythic Society shall be

—

(a) To promote the study of the sciences of archseology, ethnology,

history, religions and allied subjects more particularly in

Mysore and Sonth India.
.

{b) To stimulate research in the above subjects.

3. The; entire management of the Society shall vest in a Committee

consisting of a President, Vice-President, an Honorary Secretary, an Hono-

rary Treasurer, Branch Secretaries, an Editor, and seven other members,

who shall hold office for one year, but shall be eligible for re-election.

4. Membership shall be of two kinds

—

{a) Honorary. (b) Ordinary.

5. Honorary membership shall be restricted to persons, who in the

opinion of the Committee have rendered distinguished service towards the

attainment of the objects of the Society. Honorary members shall be

nominated by the Committee and from the date of their election They shall

be entitled, without payment, to all the privileges of ordinary members.

6. Ordinary membership shall be open to all gentlemen and ladies who
may be elected by the Committee.

7. The subscription for ordinary membership shall be

—

() For members resident in Bangalore, rupees five per annum.

() For members resident elsewhere in India, rupees three per

annum. These subscriptions shall be payable on election, or

annually, on July 1st. The Honorary Treasurer may re<mver

any subscription which may remain unrecovered at the time

the second number of the Journal is issued by sending the

second number by V.P.P.

Membership shall be open to residents in the United Kingdom, the

subscriptions being four shillings annually, a remittance of twelve

shillings covering subscriptions for three years. Subscriptions



from the United Kingdom may be remitted by ‘British Post

Order ' to the Honorary Treasurer, Mythic Society, Bangalore.

JBona fide students resident in Bangalore will be admitted as members

without the right of voting on payment of rupees three per annum.

Any subscriber on payment of rupees three per annum will be

entitled to receive the Quarterly Journal of this Society.

The activities of the Society shall be as follows :

—

{a) There shall be as far as possible nine ordinary meetings in each

session, at which lectures will be delivered ; due notice

being given by the Secretary to resident members only.

Bach session shall be reckoned from 1st July to 30th June.

(5) Members shall be entitled to bring their friends to the meet-

ings, The President shall have the power of vetoing admis-

sion in any special case.

(c) The transactions of the Society shall be incorporated and

published in the Quarterly Journal to be issued as far as

possible on 1st October, 1st Januarj^ 1st April, and 1st July,

which will be sent free to all members, and which will be

on sale at twelve annas per copy to non-members. Mem-
bers joining in the course of a session shall be entitled

to all the numbers issued during that session but their

subscriptions will be due as from the previous Ist July and

they will be expected to pay for the whole year. No resig-

nation from membership will be accepted except between

1st July and 1st October.

id) Lecturers are expected not to allow any Paper or Eeview to

publish their lectures before they have appeared

in the Quarterly Journal of the Society.

{e) The Society will encourage a spirit of research among Univer-

sity students by awarding a medal annually to the best

essay on a subject determined upon by the Committee.

9.

A Library and Reading-room will be maintained by the Society.

10. The Reading-room will be opened to members and registered

readers on days and at times decided on by the Committee and duly notified

to those concerned.

11. Books will not be lent outside the premises to any one except

with the written sanction of the President, the clerk taking requisitions

and obtaining orders in each case.
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12. The Annual Greneral Meeting will be held as far as possible in

July when the report and accounts for the previous session shall be submit-

ted to the members and new office-bearers shall be elected.

13^ The framing and the alteration of Buies rest entirely with the

Oomri^ittee.

14. The habitation, offices, and library of the Society are situated in the

‘ Daly Memorial Hail,’ Cenotaph Road, Bangalore City.

15. The Trustees for the ‘ Daly Memorial Hall ’ are the following office-

bearers for the time being ;

—

The President, the General Secretary and the Treasurer.

A. V. EAMANATHAB,
General Secretary,

<*
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THe Laying of tHe Foundation Stone of tHe
Habitation for tbe M^^tbic Society to be called

‘ Tbe Daly Memorial Hall *

On Wednesday evening August 30, 1916 tlia approaches to the grounds adjacent to
the Government High School and St. Martha’s Hospital, Cenotaph Eoad, looked
bright with flags, festoons, bunting and evergreens, the pleasant occasion being the
laying of the foundation stone of ‘ The Daly Memorial Hall ’ by His Highness

5bh0 Maharaja of Myaorej g.o.s.i. A spacious shamiana had been pitched in the
premises. At 6.30 p.m. Sir M. Visveawaraya, and the Eev. Father Tabard, to-

gether with the members of the Memorial Committee awaited His Highness ’ arrival

at the foot of the Memorial Hall. His Highness accompanied by Sirdar M. Gopalraj

Urs, Aidede-Camp, drove in a carriage drawn by two black horses. After the
reception. His Highness was conducted to the shamiana where a separate dais

had been constructed for the occasion. His Highness took his seat on the dais,

being supported by the Hon’ble Mr. H. V. Cobbe s.i., o.i.e., i.o.s. and Sir M. Vis-

veswaraya, k.o.i.b.. Inside the shamiana over five hundred well wishers of the
scheme had assembled

;
the Councillors, practically all the high officials of Mysore

and of the civil and military station, the City Fathers of both parts, 'the Bench,
the Bar, representatives of the mercantile community, and the members of the

Society resident in Bangalore.

PBESENTATION OF THE ADDEBSS.

Father Tabard, standing at the foot of the dais, with the Members of the Com-
mittee read the following address ;

—

Mat it plbasb Youk Highness,—We, the members of the Daly Memorial
Committee, beg leave to express our feelings of profound gratitude to your High-
ness for having so kindly acceded to our request to lay the foundation stone of the
Memorial Hall. It is a matter of no small pride to us that one in so exalted a
position as Your Highness should set the first stone of a building which is intended

to be an abiding mark of the high esteem and deep love that Col. Sir Hugh Daly,

lately British Eesident in Mysore, has won from Your Highness’ loyal subjects

throughout the State.

The Mythic Society with which this memorial is to bo associated owes its

development, in no small measure, to Sir Hugh’s help and encouragement. When,
therefore, the idea of building a habitation for the Society wak first suggested by
the President in a letter to Your Highness’ Government .‘on November 10, 1914,

it was considered that the hall might be named after Sir Hugh Daly.

Sir Hugh Daly’s liberal culture, suave manners, generous disposition and
sincere sympathy with the aspirations of the people of Mysore for advancement,

evoked on the eve of his departure an eager and widespread desire among the public

also to commemorate in a befitting manner his connexion with the State.

A hall consecrated to letters and intellectual enlightenment was considered the

appropriate form the memorial should take, and the appeal made for contributions

was readily responded to. Your Highness, His Highness the Yuvaraja and Your
Highness’ Government have, in accordance with the well-known tradjytions of this

State, helped the movement with marked liberality. The Committee also avail

themselves of this opportunity to acknowledge the generous donations from His

Highness the Maharaja Gaekwar, Her Highness the Begum of Bhopal and Sir

Dorabji Tata towards the cost of this memorial.

The Committee hope that the people of this beautiful city of Bangalore will,

in the course of a few months, have the pleasure of meeting under the roof of

this temple of research, wherein both Europeans and Indians may unite in close

fellowship in furthering the cause of intellectual advancement.



It only remains for us now to request Your Highness to lay the foundation

stone as a token not only of Your Highness ’ personal regard for the Hon’ble

Col. Sir Hugh Daly, but also of Your Highness’ deep interest in the work and

mission of the Mythic Society.

The address was presented to His Highness in a silver casket.

HIS HIGHNESS THE MAHAEAJA’S SPEECH '

His Highness the Maharaja then made the following speech :

—

Eathbb Tabard, Ladies and Gentlemen,—The building of which I am jusl^

' going to lay the foundation stone is intended to provide a local habitation for the
^

I
Mythic Society and to honour the memory of my friend. Col. Sir Hugh Daly, who

* was till recently the Resident in this State. Both these objects have my warmest

J
sympathy.

In the address just read, Eather Tabard has told us how largely the Mythic
\

Society owed its development to Sir Hugh's encouragement and support during

the past five years. His active interest in the progress of the State and his genia-

lity have won for him a warm place in the hearts of the people of Mysore. "Within

a very short time of his arrival here, I came to regard him as a valued friend. i

I am glad that, by the substantial contribution made by my Government ,

and the principal officers of my State, assisted by subscriptions from outside, it

has become possible for the Mythic Society to attain its chief desire, namely, to

own a building of its own. I learn that the Society gives its chief attention to

researches connected with Mysore history and archaeology, and I earnestly hope
that, when its objects become better known, the people of Mysore at large—not the
learned few only—will begin to feel pride and interest in its work.

' Much of the credit for the success of the Society and the project for this build-
' ing is due to Father Tabard who has been its founder and mainstay. Without him
* and his enthusiasm for antiquarian research, the Society would not have attained its

I present position. I have read the addresses delivered by Father Tabard at the ’

annual meetings of the Society for the last two years, and I am much struck by his

love of Mysore and its traditions, and his appreciation of the magnificent relics of

bygone times found in this country.

[

The building will serve to recall to the memory of future generations the
name of a high-minded British officer who was a sincere friend of Mysore and
its people. It will bring together Europeans and Indians to work on a platform
for an object which* appeals to the higher intellectual tastes of civilized life. I
have no doubt that, in the fulness of time, the researches conducted within its

walls will reveal many a brilliant page in the past history of Mysore.

Laying the Foundation Stone
'

I

Afterwards His Highness was conducted to the foundation stone, the whole I

i party following. Amidst loud cheers, His Highness laid the foundation stone of
|

I

‘ The Daly Memorial Hall’ using a silver trowel presented by the Committee. ¥

Garlanding
|

Rev. Father Tabard then garlanded His Highness and bouquets were freely
,

!

(iiatributed'^jmong those present. 1

Conclusion
|

f

Father Tabard, in a short speech, thanked His Highness, for having consented
|

to lay the foundation stone in the midst of His Highness’ multifarious duties. I

He then called for three cheers for His Highness the Maharaja of Mysore and
|

this was vociferously responded to. His Highness, after shaking hands with Father
|

Tabard, the Hon’ble Mr. H. V. Cobb and Sir M. Visveswaraya, drove back to the
|

palace amidst applause. I
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THE SIXTH ANNUAL MEETING
OF THE

MYTHIC SOCIETY

Held at Bangalore on August 7, 1916

WITH Sm M. ViSVESVARAYA K.C.I.E., DeWAH OF MySOBB

in the Chair.

Mr. F. B, Sel], M.A., the Secretary, read the report.

REPOBT

The session 1915-16, commenced under the auspices of His Highness

the Yuvaraja of Mysore, could not but be a successful one.

The presence of His Highness as Chairman at our last annual meeting,

and the words of encouragement which fell from his lips, gave a new impetus

to our Society ;
and it is our pleasant duty to attribute the success of the

past session to the interest His Highness the Maharaja, His Highness the

Yuvaraja, the members of the Mysore Boyal Family and His Highness’

Q-overnment have evinced in the welfare of the Mythic Society.

At the last, annual meeting His Highness the Yuvaraja announced,

amidst applause, that His Highness’ G-overnment had been pleased to grant

a free site for the erection of a habitation for our Society. That promise has
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136611 as you are all aware royally redeemed. It is not only a site which has
been given but also a substantial building grant. Nay, His Highness the

Maharaja, not satisfied with the G-overnment grant he had graciously

sanctioned, has been pleased to make a personal donation towards the same
object. His royal example has been followed by His Highness the Yuvaraja,

the Dewan Sahib, the Councillors and most of the high officials of the State.

Our thanks in this connexion must also go to His Highness the Maharaja
Gaekwar of Baroda, to Her Highness the Buler of Bhopal and other bene-

factors outside the Mysore Province for their handsome contributions.

A building which will bear the name of a British officer to whom our

Society owes so much is in the course of erection. It will not only provide

a perm^anent habitation for the Mythic Society, but be an ornament to

Bangalore, and stand as a lasting monument to the generous sympathy of

His Highness the Maharaja, his family and his Government with the objects

of the Society.

It is also a source of gratification to be able to report that, through the

exertions of Lt.-Col. Sir Hugh Daly, k.c.s.i., k.o.i.b., and of our President,

the nucleus of a fine library has been formed. In this connexion our

thanks are due to the Imperial Government, the Governments of Mysore,

Madras, Bombay, the Punjab, Burma, the United Provinces, Assam, and

Kashmere, for having so kindly sent us free all their available official publi-

cations.

We may here mention with the expression of our heartiest thanks that

Sir Hugh Daly has presented the Society with many valuable works on

Indian ethnology and archseclogy. We hope that his example will be

followed by others, as gifts of books bearing on the subjects within the

scope of the Society will always be gratefully received.

Our Journal has also attracted favourable notice in other parts of

India. The Director-General of Archaeology in India, the Superintendent,

Archseological Survey, Southern Circle, the Hyderabad Archaeological

Society, the Bombay Branch of the Eoyal Asiatic Society, the Asiatic Society

of Bengal, the Behar and Orissa Research Society, the South Indian Associ-

ation, the Superintendent, Researches Department, ^^Kashmere State, the

Ceylon Antiquary have consented to exchange their publications with ours

and |]ie Imperial Government, the Governments of Madras and Bombay

have intimated their desire to receive our Journal regularly. All this must

be encouraging for the members of the Mythic Society as it helps them to

feel that others working in the same field are in full sympathy with them.

Our membership, 13 honorary, 147 resident and 149 mofussil members,

is also eminently satisfactory as it shows every year a marked tendency

to increase. Yet in this connexion we beg to be permitted to remind

our members that membership carries with it some definite duties, amongst
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which one is to pay their subscription. The journal for 1915-16 has

been more bulky than in previous years, the cost of paper higher. It will

then be readily understood that outstanding of subscriptions to the amount
of Es. 684 is a distinct drawback to a Society like ours. We know well that

in most cases the delay in paying up subscriptions is due to thoughtlessness,

but more than one enter]3rise has been wrecked through such thoughtlessness,

and wc- make an earnest appeal to our members to save the Mythic Society

from the same fate, by forwarding to the Treasurer at an early date all out-

standings up to July 1, 1916, and also their subscription for 1916-17.

But for that small drawback, which, we hope, will soon be set right, our

finances would be, as will be seen from the accounts submitted with this

report, on a sound basis.

Nine meetings have been held during the session under review, and more
than one of the papers read at those meetings have attracted considerable

interest outside Mysore. We have in contemplation some considerable

improvements to our Journal which we have no doubt will enhance its

interest and value, Our programme of lectures for the new session promises

also to be in keeping with our best in the past, and we may hope that large

audiences will make it a point to be present in order to show their appre-

ciation of the efforts made by learned lecturers to keep up the fair name of-

our Society. At the request of the Mysore Government, steps are being

taken to have the Society registered under Eegulation No. Ill of 1904.

Now it only remains for us to offer the expression of our heartiest grati-

tude to the lecturers and contributors who have enabled us to maintain the

high standard of our Quarterly, and once more to all those who have shown
practical sympathy with the aims and objects of the Mythic Society.

FATHEE TABAED’S ADDEESS

Dbwan Sahib, Ladies and Gentlemen,— The report which the

Secretary has just read out to us is very exhaustive, and, I hope you will all

agree with me, satisfactory in every way.

Our Secretary in a graceful allusion to the presence in the chair at our

last annual meeting of His Highness the Yuvaraja of Mysore has pointed

out that under such high auspices the session had to be a successful one.

The coming session is also inaugurated under happy auspices, and the Dewan
Sahib’s presence with us to-night makes us sanguine that the Mythic So^ety

will continue to flourish and progress during the session 1916-17.

This session will be marked by the opening of the ‘Daly Memorial

Hall ’ the foundation-stone of which His Highness the Maharaja will kindly

lay in a few days.

With the realization of our most cherished hopes we shall feel that not

only has the Mythic Society a safe and bright future before it, but that it will,
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with a habitation of its own, be better able to fulfil the primary intentions

of its original founders.

Their first idea in founding the Society was to bring more intimately

together both Indians and Europeans. At the outset they thought of the

Society as of a club where Indians and Europeans would meet to discuss in

a friendly way the fascinating problems connected with Indian history,

archaeology, philosophy and ethnography, and by the means of a quarterly

journal to place the result of those discussions before the public, in order

that, at a time when similar studies were being started in almost every

province of India, Mysore might not be left behind in the path of learning,

she who is accustomed to lead in many others.

The result has exceeded all their expectations. What was intended to

be a club with tweuty or twenty-five members has expanded into a

Society numbering well over three hundred, and we believe that, through our

Quarterly, greater interest has been aroused in Mysore in the objects which

form the scope of the Society.

But all along we felt that meeting once in a way to listen to the reading

of a learned paper was not sufficient—lack of time after the lectures

prevented exchange of ideas and illuminating discussions. In the near

future, through the liberality of His Highness the Maharaja and of His

Highness ’ Government, we shall have our own place, where members will be

able to meet as often as they like. There they will find a congenial com-

pany who, after a heavy day’s work, will enjoy with them an interesting

conversation on the hoary India of the past, and also numerous books and

reviews which will keep them au courant of what is being done and written

all over India with reference to those subjects.

The importance of this social aspect of our Society will be recognized by

every one, as every one cannot help but see that every opportunity taken

to bring educated and cultured Indians and Europeans together must lead

to a better understanding, and, in the end, to greater mutual respect and

confidence. Had the Mythic Society no other object, I still think it ought,

on that account alone, to command the sympathy and support of all. But
the other objects of its activities are also worthy of that same support and

sympathy. It is true, studies like those to which the Society devotes its

energies do not bring an extra rupee to the State, or better, in any material

wa;f^ the position of the lower classes, but the same might be said of all the

arts and studies which contribute to the refinement of the mind. Yet every

civilized nation has deemed it a duty towards even the lower classes to educate

them by means of permanent or temporary exhibitions of work of art and by

giving them the means of understanding the past history of their, country.

History in a large sense is, in my opinion, the basis of nationality
; and

though there is a fundamental unity in India, is not one warranted in saying
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that, if it has neyer become a real nationality, it is because it has so far no
history worth the name. The deeds of our ancestors, their victories or

reverses are a part of each one’s patrimony. What differentiates nations at

the present day has its roots in the past. It is the past which has moulded
us and made us w’hat we are. An Englishman, a Frenchman, for instance,

is a child of that past and almost always it is impossible to understand a

nation unless you are well acquainted with its history. The feeling that

such a link>xists is strong in every European breast. Who is the English-

man of the present day who does not feel that King Alfred, the Black Prince

Nelson and Wellington are his own, the Frenchman who does not thrill at

the names of Charlemagne, St. Louis, Joan of Arc and Napoleon? We are

individually proud of our fatherland’s victories in the past, and still acutely

feel her reverses and defeats.

Why should not the same feeling be encouraged in India? Why not

each one, however small his sphere of action, do his utmost to help towards

erecting what will be one of the greatest achievements of the human mind

—

a real history of Lidia.

But as an imposing edifice is built up stone by stone and storey upon

storey, so must it be with the history of a large empire like the Indian

Empire.

It is by the study of each province, each race as revealed by archaeology,

epigraphy, numismatics, customs and habits that a complete monument will

come into existence. Mysoreans must study Mysore, and they will love

and understand Mysore all the more, then study the history of India as a

whole and the history of the mighty empire of which India is the brightest

jewel. The love for, and pride in, their little motherland will lead them to

love more, understand better, and take more pride in the Indian and British

Empires,

This is what the Mythic Society is trying to do in its modest sphere.

Mysore history and Indian history : this sums up its various forms of

activity ;
for the other branches as archaeology, religion, ethnography and

even philosophy are only the handmaids of history. They all converge

towards one point :
‘ To know and understand the past in order to understand

the present and to foresee in a certain measure the future itself.’

Eesearches must always necessarily be the privilege of a few, but the

results of researches ought to be made accessible to all, and this ’we are

endeavouring to do by means of our Journal and also by having thrown open

to all membership of the Society. We want all, at least in Mysore, to know

the history of their country so that when they pass an old stronghold they

may conjure up the past, or when they look at a palace or a temple they may

be able to date it by its style of architecture. This may perhaps sound

unimportant, but who is he who will say that, while travelling or wandering

2
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about, he has not experienced a keener pleasure in his travels and wander-
ings when he has been well acquainted with the history, architecture, etc.,

of the sights he has looked upon. No one should ever pass by, indifferent in

his ignorance, the imposing or magnificent remains of the past.

It has been my good fortune to receive the personal thanks even
of Mysore officials who had to confess that the Mythic Society has revealed

their country to them and enabled them to revisit with exquisite pluasure

spots which they had visited before with indifference and sometimes haughty
disdain.

We are thankful to His Highness the Maharaja and His Highness’

Government for their having recognized from the very outset the possibili-

ties of the Mythic Society. Bent with all their energies on improving the

material, economic and intellectual condition of the people, they have not

been unmindful of the glories of the past, and at a time when their mind
was occupied with the opening of new railways, the building up of mighty
embankments and the creation of a university, they have allowed the

Mythic Society a share in their sympathies, and encouraged every effort that

has been made to instruct the people of the Province in their splendid

history, and to make them understand those mighty remains which still

witness to their former greatness.

I may here be permitted to -refer in a very special manner to the help

given to the Society by the far-seeing statesman who occupies the chair to-

night. Were I not afraid to be presumptuous, I should say that nothing is

too small or modest for him to encourage, if it is in any Way calculated to

promote the material prosperity of the people, or to improve their intellec-

tual status.

Strong then in the encouragement we are receiving from every side, we
shall continue our work in the full conviction that it is useful work ; but in

return we ask for practical aid and sympathetic support from all. We expect

our members to make the Society more widely known and also to get con-

tributions for our Journal. Our hospitality is whole-hearted. Any one who has

something to say about the subjects we are interested in is welcome to send

us what he thinks will add to the value of our Quarterly. During the last

session we were happy to give our readers two papers read in Madras before

His Excellency Lord Pentland, one on ‘ A little known Chapter of Vijaya-

nagar History’, by Mr. S. Krishnaswami Aiyangar, M.A., m.b.a.s., p.e.h.s.,

p.M-n., and the other by Mr. F. J. Eichards, i.o.s., M.A., m.b.a.s., b.b.A.i. on

' Sidelights on the Dravidian Problem.’ . Let every one know that our Quar-

terly is open to all, and we trust that many lecturers over the Madras Presi-

dency will avail themselves of our columns where the results of their labours

will be presented in a more permanent form than if they were given to the

public.in the shape of ephemeral pamphlets.
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Our past contributors have promised to remain faithful to us. Eao
Bahadur E. Narasimhaohar, m.a., m.b.a.s., the talented Offioer-in-charge of the

Archseological Department of Mysore, has kindly placed his large experience

at our disposal. Were our finances able to bear the cost, he would allow us to

publish some photographs which cannot find place in his Archaeological

Eeport which, as it stands, is the envy of all the other provinces of India-

The great Sanskrit Scholar, Mr. E. Shama Sastri, b.a., m.e.a.s., the man
whose discovery of Kautilya’s Arthasdstra will ever mark a new period in the

study of India, Mr. 0. Hayavadana Eao, b.a., b.l,, Mr. V. Aiyasawmi Iyer b.a,

will come forward again, each one an expert in his own line. We can also

depend on the Eevs. Messrs. Thompson, Slater and Goodwill, whose illustra-

ted lectures are always so well appreciated
;
promising young men like

Messrs. A. V. Eamanathan, b.a., and K. Devanadhachar, b.a., who like me,

delight to take their rest in the evening of a busy day in the study of Mysore

and of India, and to whom I am personally greatly indebted for their ever

-

ready assistance in the management of the affairs of the Society, will induce

many others to come also to the fore.

Mysore has the talent, Mysore has the patriotism, Mysore must also

have the enthusiasm. Enthusiasm in fact must be the key-note of the Mythic

Society. The object we work for is worth it. Under the auspices of His High-

ness the Maharaja, His Highness the Yuvaraja,the Dewan Sahib and practically

all who are highest in the State let us be up and doing. Let our enthusiasm

show itself in straining every nerve in making our Society the great success

it deserves to be. Others have taken the field after us : the Punjab, Bihar and

Orissa, and Hyderabad. We must not allow those Societies, though some of

them are heavily backed up by their Provincial Governments, to outstrip ours.

In our efforts we shall find support iu the thought that by our studies of the

objects forming the scope of the Mythic Society we are setting another

gem, however small, in the fair diadem of Mysore.

With these remarks I have the honour to propose that the report of the

Mythic Society for 1916-16 be adopted.

Mr. A. E. Bannerji, m.a., o.i.k., i.g.s., seconded the adoption of the report

—

The resolution was carried unanimously.

Sir Leslie Miller, Kt., proposed and Eao Bahadur M. Shama Bao, M.A.,

seconded that Father Tabard be re-elected President for another year.

The proposition was carried by acclamation.

Dr. P. Achyuta Bao proposed and Mr. J. G. Tait, m.a., seconded the

election of the other office-bearers as follows : Vice-Presidents, Sirdar

M. Kantaraj Urs, Esq., c.s.i,, b.a.. Justice Sir Leslie Miller, Kt., i.c.s., Eao

Bahadur M. Shama Eao, m.a., F. J. Eichards, Esq., m.a., m.e.a.s., i.c.s.,

A. E. Bannerji, Esq., m.a,, c.i.e., i.c.s. ; General Secretary, A. V. Eama-

nathan, Esq., B.A.
;
Joint Editors, E. R. Sell, Esq., M.A., S. Krishnaswami
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Aiyangar, Esq., M.A., m.r.a.s., f.r.h.s., f.m.u.
;

Honorary Treasurer,

S. Shamanna, Esq., b.a. ; Branch Secretaries for Ethnology, C. Hayavadana
JRao, Esq., b.a., b.l. ;

for History, K. Devanathachariar, Esq., b.a.
;
for

Religions, J. Kann, Esq., b.sc.

Committee

The abovej[ex-officio, and Dr. P. S. Achyuta Eao, P. Sampat Aiyangar,

Esq., M.A., Eao Bahadur E. Narasimhachar, m.a., m.e.a.s., E. P. Metcalfe,

Esq., B.sc., N. Madhava Eao, Esq., b.a., the Eev. E. Goodwill, V. Subramania

Iyer, Esq., b.a.

The Chairman rose amidst great applause and spoke as follows :

—

CHAIRMAN’S SPEECH
Mb. President, Ladies and Gentlemen.—The Mythic Society is a

very learned body engaged in deep study and research. I feel one must
possess an uncommon fund of erudition to presume to preside at any function

connected with such an institution. I protested that I was not the right

person and suggested other names, but Father Tabard would not take a

refusal.

I can lay no claim to have worked in any of the various fields of

activity in which this Society is engaged. I have only a distant acquaintance

with archseological research, my recollections of ancient history have grown
dim. I have never yet interested myself in ethnology, or epigraphy, or

numismatics, and I have long since forgotten the little philosophy I once

knew.

It is in accordance with the eternal unfitness of things that a person

labouring under so many disqualifications, should have been called upon to

take the chair on this occasion.

The Secretary has read a satisfactory report, and the President has

treated us to an eloquent and inspiring speech.

Father Tabard makes a graceful reference to the help given by His
Highness the Maharaja. Such help from His Highness has never failed for

any worthy object for the good of his country or his people. His Highness

has been giving liberal annual contributions, and he has been pleased to

authorize special grants for the new building both from public funds and His
Highpiess’ own privy purse. Father Tabard has gratefully acknowledged the

support the Society has received from His Highness the Yuvaraja and Col.

Sir Hugh Daly. He has referred in generous terms to the contributions

made to the literature of the Society by the Revs. Messrs. Thompson and

Slater, Mr. E. Narasimhachar, Mr. E. Shama Sastry, Mr. S. Krishnaswami

Iyengar and other learned men.

Our President has also told us that he has secured a liberal supply of

books and periodicals to form the nucleus of a fine library, and he is justly
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proud of his new building scheme for which he has been able to collect

subscriptions, both from within and outside the State, to supplement the

G-overnment grant.

When the Society gets a habitation of its own, we are offered the pros-

pect of a sort of club life where Europeans and Indians will move intimately

together, and meet often to exchange ideas and carry on illuminating

discussions connected with hoary Mysore and India of the past. He rightly

adds that the Society will have deserved our sympathy and support if it did

nothing more than promote intimacy of understanding between Europeans
and Indians.

The work which the Society is doing will not fail to raise Mysore in

the estimation of the public. Mr. Sell makes an appeal for more members,
for the regular payment of subscriptions, and for larger attendance at meet-

ings. I trust all these will be forthcoming, and that the Society will have

enduring success and an ever widening circle of subscribers and supporters.

The proceedings of the Society are in English, and it is a blot on the

fair name of Mysore that no connected original history has yet been written

by a son of the soil in the language of the country. This defect will, I hope,

be soon remedied. The vast majority of the population who should take a

pride in the history of the country have, at present, no facilities to study its

history, and they have no conception of the excellent work that is being

done by this Society.

A suggestion has already been made to the learned head of our Govern-

ment Department of Archeology that a small readable pamphlet containing

an account of the more striking incidents in the history of Mysore as revealed

by Mr. Rice, by the Department of Archeology, and the proceedings of this

Society, should issue in the Kannada language for the edification of the

masses of the population.

Concerning the objects of the Society, I am reminded of a couplet Which

described the work of a noted antiquary who lived at the beginning of the

eighteenth century.

Quoth Time to Thomas Hearne,

‘ Whatever I forget you learn.
’

The Mythic Society is trying to keep alive information which, but for

its timely succour, is liable to be lost to the world. I take it that it seeks

to piece together, for its edifice of true history, scraps of truths derived from

books, inscriptions, folk-lore, palm-leaves and other records which, if not

utilized in good time, are likely to be ‘ consigned to oblivion’s uncatalogued

library.’

The objects of the Society have been variously described on previous

occasions. They are said to include the study of history, archaeology, ethno-

logy, philosophy and religions of India. The President to-day brushes aside
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all qualifications, and boldly asserts that the Society’s chief aim is to build

up the history of Mysore and of South India, and that all other studies

merely subserve that prime object. We all agree in this
;
though many of

us may lack opportunities or taste to take part in the actual studies, we

are all intensely interested in the results of the Society’s researches.

The President has referred incidentally to the interest which His High-

ness’ G-overnment are taking in improving the material and economiq^condi-

tion of the people.

It has been the constant wish of His Highness the Maharaja that all the

beneficent activities of civilized countries should find a home in his own

State. The work in which this Society is deeply interested is one of them.

We have a special department of Government working in this field. We
want activities also in other directions, namely, the promotion of civic duties,

of social service, the development of art, literature, science and morals.

We are aware that the number of enthusiasts for any field. of activity is

as yet too small compared to the needs of the country, and there is a great

deal of inertia to be overcome. The real problem of the hour is how pro-

fitably to distribute the limited energies of the people among the several

activities which claim attention. Father Tabard rightly says that the studies

of the Mythic Society do not bring an extra rupee to the State or better, in

any material way, the position of the lower classes, but they contribute to

the refinement of the mind and give the people the means of understanding

the past history of their country.

I do not mind confessing that the term ‘ mythic ’ as applied to the

Society first repelled me, and I have also noticed similar comments in other

quarters. Whatever the original meaning may be, perhaps Father Tabard

hopes to influence future lexicographers to change its significance by the

character of the solid work done by this Society. Thanks to his devoted

labours, the Mythic Society to-day is no longer a myth, but a concrete entity

with a very real object and a great purpose, comprising a learned body of over

three hundred members with a patriarchal seer at its head.

One great defect in our past, in fact in India’s past, has been the

tendency to exaggerate and the inability to write correct history. Facts

were mixed up with mythology and religion. If there was a good king, he
was described as the greatest of kings, comparable only to the gods

;
just as

maFy a pious priest who worshipped at a shrine has, after his death, obtained
a shrine for himself and eventually supplanted the original deity.

The Buddhist chroniclers in other countries have been more reliable. It

was during a visit to Ceylon, eighteen years ago, that I first read in a small
history of that colony that a prince of Mysore had gone there about the

eighth century of the Christian era, and ruled over that island for nearly
thirty years.
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A decade or two ago, any reference to the past history of Mysore would
have been received with incredulity. We owe a debt of gratitude to Mr-
Eice, the pioneer in archeeological researches in this State,- to Father Tabard,
Mr. Narasimhachar...and others for redeeming ancient Mysore in the estima-

tion of the world.

Tradition has it that Mysore was the scene of some of the exploits

depicted in the epic poems of Eim^yana and Mahdbhdrata. She has produced
great preachers in religion and dynasties of kings who have wrought mighty
deeds. The President last year referred to Mr. Rice’s comparison of this

country with Greece, Palestine, and other States inhabited by small but

energetic nationalities. That there was considerable activity in this country

in the past in the fields of religion, art, literature, and philosophy, is borne

out by our great Sanskrit and Kannada works on religion and philosophy.

That the people possessed a high degree of artistic skill and talent is evi-

denced by the superb specimens of sculptural art, such as the temples

at Halebid and Belur, the great stone statue at Sravanabelgola, and the fine

stone bull on the Chamundi Hill. These monuments of a bygone age are

the best of their kind, and have no rivals in any other part of the world.

Father Tabard says :
‘ Mysoreans must study Mysore, and they will

love and understand Mysore all the more.’ I commend this advice to my
countrymen. For great mountains, picturesque rivers, mighty water-falls,

superb scenery, Mysore is unsurpassed. Whether we consider tradition or

history, or the solid worth and beauty of the land, Mysore is a country

which is in every way worthy of our devotion and love.

The President’s erudition and industry have left their mark on the

proceedings of this Society, and his interest in Mysore and its traditions and

his spirit of unselfish service in its cause must command our respect and

admiration. With the help of Father Tabard and his cultured band of

workers, let us hope historic research will find a permanent home in this

State, and that the Mysoreans will be awakened to a full conception of the

past glory and greatness of their country.

The meeting terminated with Dewan Bahadur J. C. Ghakravarti, m.a.,

F.R.A.S., proposing and Eao Bahadur K. Krishniengar, B.A., l.c.e., second-

ing, a vote of thanks to Sir M. Visvesvaraya for having so kindly presided on

the occasion. ^



INDIAN VILLAGE ADMINISTRATION'^
IN THE BUDDHIST PERIOD

A Paper read before the Mythic Society

By K. Dbvai^athaohaeiar, Esq., b.a.

Sir Theodore Morrison in his book The Economic Transition in India

says that ‘ for the purpose of a rough classification the nations of the civilized

world may be divided into two broad categories
;
those which have not and

those which have passed through their industrial revolution,’ and places

India in the first category as she still retains the principal characteristics of

the old economic order. His sympathetic anticipations that India will soon

grow into an industrial country are not likely to be fulfilled for generations to

come. It can be confidently asserted that India is not likely to pass through

the throes of an industrial revolution. India will always remain to be

synonymous with India agricultural. That India should spring at one

bound into the eminence of the Land of the Rising Sun might be in the fond

imaginings of dreamy patriots, but people who are proud of a past built on

the secure foundations of a quiet and peaceful life of a contented peasantry

will always believe that the millenium lies not in the destructive smoke of

monstrous factories but in the curling wavy clouds passing through the straw-

roofed cottages nestling together in the secure shade of the British rule.

In one word India’s greatness lies in her agricultural prosperity.

So it behoves us all to know something of the peace and plenty that

formed the feature of India of old. Unfortunately we share with Prof. Bhys

Davids the regret that there has been as yet no attempt to reconstruct a

picture of the economic condition at any period in the early history of India.

G-reat oriental scholars have but incidentally dealt with some of the points,

to iUustrate some view or other they held, on the basis of the Vedas, the

Jatakas, or the Epics. But generally speaking the books on India have been

exclusively taken up with questions of religion and philosophy, of literature

and language.

What is implied by the contemptuous expression ‘ the unchanging east
’

or ‘ the unchangeable India ’ should be the goal we should have in view, nay
such an expression is rather a compliment paid to India, which should never

be in a hurry to hanker after changes. Changes are not always indicative
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of progress, least of all changes in the modes of life of the people, modes
conforming to the best interests of India, modes into which nature has fitted

India. Material progress, however desirable, should be as far as possible

least competitive in kind, and agriculture is not only contributive to such a

progress, it has none of the pernicious influences of the other kinds of occu-

pations which also help to promote the prosperity of a people. The cry has

been raised that the old village panchayet system should be restored. If

we seeS the village panchayet, we want the village to be there, and if we
want the village, of course we want all the pleasant features connected

with it. Agricultural village is a correct correlation of terms. But have

these idealists bestowed any thought how the village government was

conducted of old, and what formed their peculiar characteristics, characteris-

tics so comprehensive in their nature, that they, wuth a slight or no

modification, could be revived where they have ceased to exist. It is a pity

even with the already existing materials, which since have come to be

considerably augmented, no attempt was made to construct a history which

is sure to. be not only instructive but most absorbingly interesting in its kind.

Mr. E. Sham a Sastry’s translation of Arthasdstra has revolutionised thought,

particularly in reference to the polity of the Buddhist age, an age, which I

take comprises the period 400 B.c. to A.D. 200. Though I was occasionally

tempted to quote extensively parallels obtaining in the administration of the

several dynasties that ruled in India since the Buddhist age, I refrained from

doing so, as I was afraid there would be considerable overlapping and conse-

quent confusion in the study of the subject. I have been sufficiently

impressed that the subject of village administration could be dealt with

in three separate well-defined periods of history ;
the Buddhist or the early

period, the Puranic, or more correctly, the medieval period, A.D, 200 to

1500, and the modern period.

In the Vedic period, of course, there was the village administration in the

sense that there were settlements of villages, hut there were not the units of a

complete administration which began to develop with the extending conquest

and settlement of the Aryans. Except general references to the polity or

more particularly, the duty of kings, we do not read of any detailed picture

drawn to describe the working of the Government. The Indian political

science gets to be more interesting as we approach the Epic period, and

many are the striking instances we have interspersed in the leaves ^ the

Mahabhdraia, particularly in the Shanti Parva. What was very limited in

extent throughout the Epic period, as far as civil government was concerned,

became more and more complex as states grew in extent of territory

towards the end of that period necessitating minor divisions, the last though

not the least of these divisions being a village. Hence the village comes to

take its place as the pivot of administration roughly speaking only after 400

3
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B.C., or what is Imown as the Buddhist period, the subject of my discourse

to-night.

I propose to divide the paper into four parts,

(1) the formation of the village

;

(2) the village officers

;

(3) the relation between the central government and village autonomy

;

and

(1) some general features,

N.B.—^Unless otherwise stated the references are to Mr, E. Shama Sastry’s translation of

Artliasastra.

I. THE EORMATION OE THE VILLAGE'

Villages were constructed either on new sates or on old ruins, either by

inducing foreigners to immigrate, or by causing the thickly, populated centres

of his own kingdom to send forth the excessive population. Villages consisting

each of not less than a hundred families of agricultural people of Sudra caste

with boundaries extending as far as a krosa (2,250) yards or two and capable of

protecting each other were formed. Boundaries were denoted by a river, a

mountain, forests, bulbous plants, caves, artificial buildings or by particular

trees- There was set up a sthaniya (a fortress of that name) in the centre of

800 villages, a dronmiukha in the centre of 400 villages, and a sangrahana in

the midst of a collection of ten villages. Each village was surrounded as in

these days with the quickset hedges that grew to gigantic proportions so as not

to give easy access to man or beast. Gateways were opened early in the morning

and were closed as soon as the sun had set. There were also constructed in the

extremities of the kingdom forts manned by boundary guards whose duty was
to guard the several entrances into the kingdom. The interior of the kingdom

was no less safeguarded. Trap keepers, archers, hunters, chandalas and even

wild tribes were appointed to keep watch and ward. As Professor Rhys
Davids observes the social structure of India was, then more than now, based

upon the village. As in medieval Europe, the difference between a town
and a village was one of degree only. Hence in the elaborate rules laid

down for exercising the central authority, the village very often loomed

large. In fact the administration was one of villages, some big approximat-

ing Jp towns, some small, the latter being a small congregation of people

mainly agricultural in their pursuit living a life of exclusiveness, with simple

wants. As in those days it was considered derogatory for a Brahman himself

to participate in the cultivation of the land, more prominent attention was
paid to Sudras who w’ere looked up to as the agricultural backbone of the

1 Ghapter I, Book II.
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country. Brahmans came in only for a small share of the land given to them
of a purpose. The lands so given them were called Bramad^ya lands

yielding sufficient produce and exempted from taxes and fines. Such a tenure

still exists, and mdnya lands are quite common in the Madras and Mysore
land tenure. Those who performed sacrifices, spiritual guides, priests and
those learned in the Yedas were entitled to those free grants. The peasantry

were rmt allowed to lead an idle life, for lands were confiscated from those

who did not cultivate them. Manu says {VII. 74) that the king should settle

in a country which is open and has a dry climate, where grain is abundant, and

which is chiefly inhabited by the Aryans, not subject to epidemic diseases

and pleasant, where the vassals are obedient, and his own people easily find

their livelihood. At a distance of 800 angulas around every village an

enclosure with timber posts should be constructed. ^ Manu says that on all

sides of a village a space one hundred dhaniis (a dhanus being a bow’s length

or about 6 feet), or three samyd throws the satnyd is a short, thick piece of

wood used at sacrifices) should be reserved.

Manu is very strict that, in the settlement of the villages, the king

should look to the proper protection of the people against theft, robbery,

and assault, and says that a king who duly protects his subjects receives from

one and all the one-sixth part of their spiritual merit, and if he does not do so

one-sixth of their demerit also will fall on him.

A king who does not afford protection and yet takes his share in kind,

his taxes, tolls and duties, daily presents and fines, will, after death, soon sink

into hell. A king who affords no protection and yet receives the one-sixth

part of the produce takes upon himself all the foulness of his whole people

(VIII. 304). Such was the religious terror imposed on the sovereign lest the

villages were denuded of the people, and the formation became a failure.

Kautilya says''^ that the king should provide the orphans, the aged, the

afflicted, the helpless with maintenance. Helpless women should be provided

with subsistence when they were pregnant and also the children they gave

birth to.

Narada Maharishi asks ® Yudhishtira : ‘Is the State not oppressed by

you or your women, or the princes of your family or by thieves or by

avaricious people ? Are there tanks, large and full, located in suitable places

in your kingdom so that agriculture may not depend solely on rain from the

heavens? Does not the seed and the maintenance of the man who tiHs go

unrealized ? Do you award money lent with interest at one per cent ? Is

your varta or department of livelihood looked to by efficient men, for in

mrta lies the happiness of your people. [Varta meant (1) agriculture, (‘2)

cattle-rearing, (3) manufacture and trade. ' Do your five officers of the village,

1 Chapter X, 172.

3 Book TI, Chapter I. 3 Chapter Y, Sabha Parva of the Mahdbhdrat,ha.
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brave, well versed and well actioned achieve the good of the country by

their united efforts ? For the protection of your cities have you made your

villages as strong as the towns? Do dacoits roam and are they not chased by

your forces in even and uneven places ? ’ The quotation is very interesting

because of the fact that village administration was taken to be the chief care

and concern of the king. The questions addressed herein would form the

greatest ideals of any government. ,

No village settlement was complete unless the kings constructed re-

servoirs fitted with water either perennial or drawn from some other source.

Village occupation, the only mainstay of the country, was so engrossing in

its nature that special restrictions were placed to insure its peaceful conti-

nuance. As helpless villagers were always dependent and bent upon their

fields no disturbance of any sort was allowed. Cultivators should not be caught

hold of for debts while they were engaged in their duties? Says Ohanakya ®

that no ascetic other than a Vanaprastha, no company other than the one of

local birth, and no guilds of any kind other than local co-operative guilds

should find entrance into the villages of the kingdom. Nor should there be in

villages buildings intended for sport and play. Nor in view of procuring

money, free labour, commodities, grains, and liquids in plenty, should

actors, dancers, singers, drummers, buffoons, and bands make any dis-

turbance to the work of the villagers. The king should avoid taking posses-

sion of any country liable to the inroads of enemies and wild tribes and

harassed by frequent visitations of famine and pestilence. He should not

only clear roads of traffic from the molestation of courtiers, of workmen, of

robbers, and of boundary guards, but also keep them from being destroyed

by herds of cattle. The formation of villages consisted not only in the king

settling up new ones, but also in keeping in good repair timber and other

forests, buildings and mines created in the past. Manu says (VIII. 230) on al]

sides of a village a space of one hundred dhanus (6 feet) should be reserved for

pasture and thrice that space round a town.

The king had to make provision for pasture lands on uncultivable

tracts. The Brahman came in for a good deal of kindly treatment,

for he was provided with forests for soma plantation, for religious learning

and for the performance of penance, such forests being rendered safe from the

dangers of animate or inanimate objects, and being named after the tribal

nam%.of {gotra) the Brahman resident therein. Elaborate rules were framed

for the formation of forests so as to serve not only the sporting propensities

of the sovereign, but also to prepare commodities from forest produce. A
good deal of attention was paid to the construction of forts. On all the four

quarters gf the boundaries of the kingdom defensive fortifications were to be

1 Oliap. XI, Book III. ^Book II, Ohapfeer I.
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constracted on ground best fitted for the purpose. Fortifications were of

different kinds. A water fortification {audaka) such as an island in the midst

of a river, or a plain surrounded by low ground. A mountainous fortification

{parvatha) such as a rocky tract or a cave, a desert (dhanvana) such as a

wild tract devoid of water and overgrown with thicket grown in barren soil

or a forest fortification (pmadurga) full of wagtail, water and thickets.

Many jvere the expedients defying even the ingenuity of the Huns and
Germans by which entrance into these fortifications was made impossible.

In fact Kautilya devotes more space and attention to these fortifications than

to the formation of places fit for the settlement of the people.

I will quote one such expedient.

‘ Outside the rampart, passages for movements shall be closed by forming

obstructions such as a knee-breaker, a trident, mounds of earth, pits, wreaths

of thorns, instruments made like the tail of a snake, palm-leaf, triangle, and

dogs’ teeth, rods, ditches filled with thorns and covered with sand, frying

pans and water pools.’ Though fortifications more or less of this kind were

common to considerable villages and to towns which were not far removed

from -them in their nature, yet where these were constructed on a elabo-

rate scale they were intended for the residence of the kings about whom
were gathered the town population enjoying facilities for their many-sided

activities.

Very interesting details are given by Ghanakya regarding settlement of

waste areas which was only nextJn importance to the formation of villages :

—

The Indian Machiavelli proposes the question ‘ which is better for coloni-

zation a plain or watery land ’, and answers it of course by asserting that a

limited tract of land with water is far better than a vast plain, inasmuch as

the former is conducive to the growth of crops and fruits throughout the

year. Of plains that, which is conducive to the growth of both early and late

crops, and which requires less labour and less rain for cultivation, is better

than the other of reverse character, and of watery lands that which is

conducive to the growth of grains is better than another productive of crops

other than grains. Of two tracts of land one rich in grains, and another in

mines, the latter helps the treasury while the former can fill both the treasury

and the storehouse. Another interesting problem this practised politician

proposes and solves is, ‘ which is better, the land with scattered people or that

with a corporation of people ? ’ Strangely enough his shrewd statesmalfship

makes him say that the thinly populated laud is better, inasmuch as it can

be kept under control, and is not susceptible to the intrigues of enemies,

while the land of corporations is intolerant of calamities and susceptible to

anger and other passions. There is ample testimony to prove that the

villages and agricultural tracts generally were in the hands of the Sudras who

still form the backbone of Indian prosperity, for, says Kautilya, in coloniz-
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ing a land with four castes, colonization with the lowest is better inasmnch

as it is serviceable in various ways, plentiful, and permanent. Of cultivated

and uncultivated tracts, the uncultivated tract may be suitable for various

kinds of agricultural operations, and of two lands one thickly populated and

the other full of forts, the former is better as it is a kingdom in every

sense. ^

Vishnu in his Smrithi (III, 82), portions of which' are evidently oia later

date than either Chanakya or Manu, evidently knowing how litigation had

increased because of the complications arising out of an oral gift of property,

says that to those upon whom the king bestows any land, he must give

a document, signed with his own seaj, destined for the information of a future

ruler which must be written on a piece of cotton cloth, or a copper plate,

and must contain the names of his three immediate ancestors, a declaration

of the extent of the land and an imprecation against him who should appro-

priate the donation to himself.

The following is a summary of the Mdnasdra 8ilpa Sdstra as given by

Mr. E. B. Havell in his study of Ancient and Mediaeval Architecture of India.

According to him the were possibly compiled about the fifth or

sixth century a.d. but the traditions they embody are of far greater antiquity.

Further he is of opinion the essential points contained therein are not far

different from those which were to be seen in the third century B.o. As regards

the date of the book, it must be accepted with some reservation, but

as regards the essentials Mr. Havell is not far from the truth. If the date of

Chanakya, or rather the compilation of the Arthasdstra which goes in the name
of Chanakya, is taken to be not earlier than the third century B.C., the several

statements made therein do find a place in the Mdnasdra Silpd Sdstra, only

that the latter was professedly a treatise intended to elucidate the principles

of a particular branch of study, and the Arthasdstra a summary of all

sciences, in fact, in the language of Kautilya, the end of sciences. So where
the descriptions are particular in the Mdnasdra, they are general in the book

of polity by Kautilya.

The Mdnasdra says that for choosing the site of a village, a careful

examination of its position and soil is first necessary. The best site is that

which slopes towards the east where the full flood light of the sun would fall.

It should be near a stream where water could be had at a depth of seven

feet.«f The soil must be tested by its colour, smell, taste, appearance and feel.

A rough practical means of testing the soil for the foundations was to dig a

pit one hastha in depth and then return the excavated soil into it. A
stable foundation would be indicated by the soil at the top being higher than

it was before, an indifferent one if it were of the same level, and a bad one if

1 Chapter XI, Book VII.
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the surface were lower. The true position of the cardinal points haying been
carefully ascertained by means of the shadow of a gnomon, the alignment of

the main street of the village was marked out. The general planning of the

larger villages followed that of the cosmic cross, and the so-called magic
square representing the four quarters of the universe. The easterly axis of

the plan ensured that the principal streets were purified by the rays of the

sun sweeping through them from morning till evening, while the intersection

of rnain streets by shorter ones running north and south provided a perfect

circulation of air and the utmost benefit of the cool breezes. The two principal

streets were broad avenues, probably planted with umbrageous trees. The
long one, was called rajcLrpatha, King’s Street, the short one was malmhala—
Broad Street—or otherwise vamana, south street, from the name of the mysti-

cal elephant which represented the southern quarter. The wide path running

round the village inside the wall or stockade was called mangala vlthi—the

way of auspiciousness—this being the path by which the village priest went

daily in performance of the rite of pradaJcshina, or circumambula-

tion, Mangala, has also a secondary meaning as an epithet of Karti-

k6ya, the god of war. In this sense the name refers to the use of the road

by the village sentinels whose watchfulness ensured the safety of inhabi-

tants from hostile attacks. The Md7iasdm gives the maximum width of the

main streets of the village as five dandas (a danda=8 feet). The others varied

in width from one to five dandas. The size of a single cottage was reckoned

as from 24 feet by 26 feet to 40 feet by 32 feet. They were generally grouped

together by fours so as to form an inner square or quadrangle, the magic of

the square depending on the fact that it afforded the best protection for the

cattle of the joint household when they were driven in from the pastures

every evening. Four cottages combined into a single habitation with its own
inner courtyard was the next step in the evolution of the house-plan. The
Mdnasdra recognizes forty different classes of villages. At the least the area

must be 4,000 feet. Of this area, about one-third was devoted to building

space and the rest to the agricultural lands owned by the community. Neither

the village nor a town was usually square in plan but a rectangle, to secure

a proper circulation of air even in the largest cities. The Mdnasdra gives

eight standard types of the village plans ^ a few of which are given below.

(1) The dandaka, after the staff carried by the Sangasms, specially

intended for a hermitage or other religions community, consisting of oijfi to

five long parallel streets running east to west with three shorter ones inter-

secting in the middle and at the two ends. In this provision was made for

tanks and various shrines.

1 For figures and detailed description read pp. 10 to 18 of Mr. Havell’s Ancieni and Mediaeval

Architecture of India,
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(2) The plan called nandymariha (the abode of happiness) was intended

to accommodate a mixed population of different social grades or belonging to

different religious sects.

(3) The plan called padmaha, after the lotus leaf, in which the main

street running on diagonal lines was avoided, as first it would be bad for

defence, and secondly tended to congestion of traffic, and thirdly the streets

would mostly run in the wrong direction for the sun.

(4) The Swastika, the mystic sign derived from the magic square. The

peculiar feature of Swastika lay in the fact that in the Aryan military camp,

it was a formation used for defending the four gateways. In this plan the

direction of the blocks of houses in each quarter of the village indicated the

movement from left to right.

Among the building by-laws laid down in the Mdnasdra are the follow-

ing. Schools and buildings for religious study should be erected at the

angular points of villages, i.e. they should be in the quietest places, out of the

main traffic and near the least used entrances of the village. The lower

classes must never construct their houses of more than a single story. As far

as practicable, the height of the buildings in the same street should correspond.

The front, middle, and back doors of a house should be on the same level, and

in a straight line with each side of the door. The quaint representations of

buildings given in the Bharhut and Sanchi sculptures give some idea of the

aspect of Indian villages in the third century B.o, The commonest type of

village dwelling in the Bharhut sculptures is like those of the present day, a

very simple structure and apparently built of sun-baked clay. The roofs of

the cottages at Bharhut are barrel shaped with semi-circular gables or with

pointed gables. Besides domestic and religious buildings, the Indian village

had sometimes its assembly hall where the village council met. Mr. Havell,

in page 34 of the book, from which I have extensively extracted, says that

there are many representations of village shrines in Asoba sculptures, and

gives a plate which shows a typical one from Bharhut, which proves that the

village shrine of the third century b.g, already contained all the constructive

elements of the medieval temple. The main building was only a square or

circular cell covered by a dome, but when such a shrine became famous a

hall or mandapam was added. The model for this mandapam was that of

the village assembly hall, which was at the same time the local council

chan>ber, court house, music hall, theatre, and school. It was here the

village council met, and the villagers gathered in the evening to listen to

the recitation of the soul thrilling stories from their national epics, the

Edmdyana and the Mahdbhdratha. It was the radiating centre of that

traditional culture which has become the heirloom of even the meanest peasant.

When the village was formed with the necessary defences, houses sprang

up in all directions, but strictly conforming themselves to the rigid rules that
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were laid down for their construction. Nest to Mdnasdra Silpa Sdstra, no
law book gives so much attention to this as the Arthasastra of Ohanakya. The
roof of a house had to be fastened by means of iron bolts to the transverse beam,

and it is only in conformity to the stability of the seki that houses should be

constructed. New houses were to be raised, but never encroaching upon what
belonged to others. The foundations should be two aratnis by three pddas (1^

feet by»Sf feet). Except in the case of temporary structures for the confine-

ment of women for ten days (for then, as it is now with certain non-Brahmin
classes, pollutions of the kind were not allowed within the permanent living

area), all permanent houses were to be provided with a dung hill, water

course and a well. Violation of this rule was visited with punishment.

Sanitary injanctions were minute and rigid. Water was not allowed to

slush the streets, and for each house a water course of sufficient slope was to

be constructed so as to make the water fall from it into the drain. What
has taken years for us to learn, the ancients knew so well, for between any

two houses, or between the extended portions of any two houses the

intervening portion was fixed to be three ’ or four pddds}

When the habitations had sprung up in the newly settled village,

restrictions were laid how to safeguard them from eight kinds of providential

visitations, namely, fire, floods, pestilence, diseases, famine, rats, tigers,

serpents, and curiously enough to modern ears, demons ! Erom these the

king was religiously enjoined to protect his kingdom. As the houses were

mostly thatched, naturally, during the summer, villagers were bound to

carry on cooking operations outside, or they should provide themselves with

the ten remedial instruments (dasam'dli) which were the five water pots,

{panchagliatindm), a water vessel, (Jcumbha) a water tub kept at the door

of each house, {drona) a ladder, an axe probably to cut off the beams that

had caught fire, a winnowing basket to blow off the smoke, a hook to pull

down the burning door panels, pincers to remove hay stalk and a leather

bag to carry water, (As Brahmans would hate to do the work of the listis

by carrying a leather bag of water to put out the fire, the probability is

that these villages had exclusively, or more Sudras than BrahmansX The

villagers at the first sign of fire should remove the thatched roofs. Those

that worked with fire should live all together in a single locality.

Each house owner should ever be present at night at the door of his

own house. Any house owner who did not run to give his help in extinguish-

ing the fire was fined twelve pands, and whoever carelessly set fire fifty-four

pands, but he who intentionally set fire was to be thrown into the fire itself.

Floods .—Villagers living on the banks of rivers should, during the rainy

season, remove themselves upcountry. They should provide themselves

with wooden planks, bamboos and boats. They should, by means of bottle

1 Chapter, VIII, Book III,

4
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gourds, canoes, trunks of trees or boats rescue persons, or else they were

fined twelve panas.

PesUleiices.—Physicians with their medicines, and ascetics and prophets

with their auspicious and purificatory ceremonies were to try to overcome

pestilences and epidemics. Besides the above measures, oblations to gods^

the ceremonial Mahd Kachaoha vardhana, milking the cows on cremation or

burial grounds, burning the trunk of a corpse, and spending nights in

devotion to gods, should also be observed. With regard to cattle diseases

not only the ceremony of waving lights in cow sheds, but also the worship

of family gods to be carried out. Such was their faith in religion.

Famines,—During famine the king should show favour to his people by
providing them with seed and provision. At times he should favour them
by distributing either his own collection of provision, or the hoarded income
of the rich, or by adopting the policy of thinning the rich by exacting

excessive revenue (karsanam), or causing them to vomit their accumulated
wealth (vamanam). The last expedient to be resorted to by the king was to

emigrate to another kingdom having abundant harvest.

Bats,—The rat nuisance was as bad then as now. To ward off the

danger of these pests, cats and mungooses were to be let loose; similar

measures being taken against the danger from locusts, birds and insects.

Snakes.—To get rid of the snakes, a common danger in village tracts

having a rank vegetation, experts in applying remedies against snake poison
should resort to incantations and medicines. On new and full moon days
snakes might be worshipped to propitiate them.

Tigers.—In order to destroy tigers, either the carcases of cattle united
with the juice of Madana plant or the carcases of calves filled with the juice

of Madana or Kodrava plants might be thrown in suitable places, or hunters
or keepers of hounds might catch tigers, by entrapping them in nets or

persons under the protection of armour, might kill them with arms, or on
new and full moon days mountains may be worshipped.

Demons.—Persons acquainted with the rituals of the Atharva-Veda and
experts in sacred magic and mysticism should perform such ceremonials as

would ward off the danger from demons. In all kinds of danger from
demons, the incantation ‘ we ofer thee cooked rice’ should be performed. In
a word the king should always protect the afflicted among his people as a
fatlnr his children. ^

I am conscious I have made this chapter, the formation of villages,

tediously long, but I have taken care to give only just the materials that were
very essential.

1 Chap. Ill, Book lY.
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IL VILLAGE OEEICEBS

Ohanakya says that the king having divided the kingdom into four

districts and having also suh-divided the villages as of first, middle and lowest

rank, he should bring them under one or the other of the following heads :

—

Villages that are exempted from taxation, those that supply soldiers and
those that pay their taxes in the form of grain, cattle, gold or raw material

and thc^e that supply free labour and dairy produce in lieu of taxes.
®

Ghanakya’s statement is important as it makes us to understand pretty

plainly that in those days, as in the early manorial system in Europe, the

stout peasantry or the yeomanry were to fight in war till the standing army
was formed, and taxes were paid in kind, as they are even now in some of the

Indian States. Besides, those that were not able to pay the taxes had to give

presumably two kinds of labour, boon work and week work. Just as there

were the bailiff, the sheriff, and the hayward to take the work from the

villagers aud give an account of the collections made from the people, so

also in the early rural economy there were two officers, the Gopa and the

village headman who were solely concerned with village affairs. A word

of caution is necessary here that the village officers should be distinguished

from the village officials. The officers were apj)ointed by the central govern-

ment and were responsible on pain of punishment, which varied according

to the enormity of the offences they committed, for the orderly carrying

out of the directions of the government in its dealings with the villages. The
village officials, on the other hand, were the servants appointed by the

villagers to attend to their affairs, and paid by them and responsible to them

as the washerman, the blacksmith, etc.

In the Artliasastra, we have only two such village officers, the Gopa and

the village headman. In the Mahdbhdratha, Sabha Parva, mention is made
of five village officers who were, viz. Prasastha, (Headman), Samahartha

(Collector of Eevenue), Samvidhd-ta, (intermediary between the people and the

Collector), Ldkhakaha iShanbhogue or writer of accounts), S4kshi (witness to

the transactions). Some of these seem to be no other than village officials.

Evidently the multiplication of the officers was according to the

multiplicity of the work to be performed. As we shall see presently the two

officers mentioned in the Arthasdstra had more than enough to do. Besides

these village officers, there were a number of superintendents who looked

to many of the concerns of the village, of whom mention will be maffe in

the third part.

The Gojpa and his duties
^

It is the duty of the Gopa, the village accountant, to attend to the

accounts of the five or ten villages as ordered by the Goliector-Geueral. His

sGKap XXXV. Book II » Ohap. XXXVI. Book II.

m
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duties were as onerous as they were varied in kind. He had to set up boun-

daries to villages, number plots of grounds as cultivated, uncultivated, plains,

wet lands, gardens, vegetable gardens, fences, forests, altars, temples of gods,

irrigation works, cremation grounds, feeding houses, places where water was

freely supplied to travellers, places of pilgrimage, pasture grounds and roads,

and then fix the boundaries of various villages, of fields, of forests and of

roads and to register gifts, sales, charities and even remission of taxes regard-

ing fields.

Having numbered the houses as tax paying or non-tax paying, he should

not only register the total number of inhabitants of all the four castes in each

village, but also keep an account of the exact number of cultivators, cowherds,

merchants, artisans, labourers, slaves and biped and quadruped animals,

fixing at the same time the amount of gold, free labour, toll and fines that

could be collected from each house. Besides having to help to frame

this record of Domesday survey, he had to do the duty of the censor, and

mind the moral supervision of the people, by keeping an account of the

number of young and old men that resided in each house, their history, occupa-

tion, income and expenditure. In those places which were under the

jurisdiction of the Gopa, commissioners, specially deputed by the Collector-

General, should not only inspect the works done and the means employed by

the village, but also collect the special religious tax known as hali. Hard was
the lot of the Gopa as spies under the disguise of householders were deputed

by the Collector-General for espionage to ascertain the validity of the accounts

of the village, and also to find out the causes of emigration and immigration

of persons of migratory habit, the arrival and departure of men and women
of condemnable character, as well as the movements of the foreign spies.

Besides these there were the merchant spies to look to the correctness of the

several kinds of produce. The system of espionage was pushed to a far

degree in matters relating to village government. Spies under the guise of

ascetics were deputed to gather information regarding the proceedings of

of honest or dishonest cultivators, cowherds, merchants, and heads of

government departments.

In places where altars were situated, or where four roads met, in ancient

ruins, in the vicinity of tanks, rivers, bathing places and in desert tracts,

mountains, and thick grown forests, spies under the guise of old and notorious

thieves with their student bands were deputed to ascertain the causes of

arrival and departure and halt of thieves, enemies and persons of undue
bravery. Such were the arrangements made energetically to carry on the

affairs of the nucleus of the administration. ’

1 Chapter XXXV, Book II. 2 Chapter XIII, Book IV.
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The Headman of the Village^

The village headman was de facto king of the village. His responsibilities

were large, but unfortunately his position was unenviable at times. Though
he lorded it over the people, he had to cater to the wishes of the sovereign

and his many minions. He loomed large only in the vision of the people. It

cannot be definitely said whether he was a hereditary officer or a nominee of

the kii^. Prof. Rhys Davids in his Buddhist India says that, from the fact

that the appointment of the officer was not claimed for the king until the late

law books, it is almost certain that in earlier times the appointment was
either hereditary or conferred by the village council itself. Mann says

(VII. 116) that the king should appoint a lord over each village, who is none
other than the village headman, as well as lords of ten villages, and of twenty
villages, of a hundred and of a thousand villages. This gradation was intended

so that each should inform the one above of the crimes committed in

his village. It was through the village headman that all government busi-

ness was carried on, and he had both opportunity and power to represent

their case to the highest officials. The village headman had to prepare the

road and provide food on the occasions of a royal person or high official

visiting his village. When the headman of a village had to travel on account

of any business of the whole village, the villagers by turns should accompany
him. Those who could not do this should pay one and a half panas for every

yojana (5.6/44 miles). If the headman of the village sent out of the village

any person except a thief or an adulterer, he should be punished with a fine

of twenty four ;panas. When merchants halted in a village and had made
known the value of the merchandise with them, and if any part of their mer-

chandise which had not been truly sent out of the village during the night

had been stolen or lost, the headman of the village had to make good the loss.

Occasionally the headman was helped in his arduous and risky duty by

other government officials.

Por instance, whatever of their merchandise was stolen or lost in the

intervening places between any two villages, the Superintendent of Pasture

Lands was to make good. If there were no pasture lands in such places, the

officer Choraraijuka should make good the loss. If the loss of merchandise

occurred in such parts of the country as were not provided even with such

security, the people in the boundaries of the place should contribute to

make up the loss. Such was the rigour of the justice of those times, which

survives only in the school discipline now where all boys are made to pay the

penalty for the default of one boy, that if there were no people in the bound-

aries, the people of five or ten villages of the neighbourhood should make up

the loss,

Manu (VII. 199) lays down that the salary of a village headman should

ordinarily be those articles which the villagers ought to furnish daily to the



king, such as food, drink, and fuel. Chanakya says that the subsistence of

a village servant (Grrd,ma bhritika) should be pands)-

Evidently, as it is reported to be in some native states paternally inclined

towards its servants, there was no retirement of the officials, but the sons

and wives of those whp died while on duty were provided with subsistence

and wages. Infants and aged persons were also shown favour. It is said in

Artliasdstra that the king should not only maintain his servants, but also

increase their subsistence and wages in consideration of their learning and
work.®

Whether the officers were appointed by the village council or the king,

or were entitled to the position by heredity, they had played the part of

effective middlemen between the government and the people, and for all

their hard work, had not only to bear the gratuitous odium thrown on their

devoted heads by the people, but were not seldom terrorized by their

superior officers as we read in the Mahdbhdrata where they are compared to

the influence of the evil planets on the Nakshatras. ^

III. THE RELATION BETWEEN THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT
AND VILLAGE AUTONOMY

For the satisfactory carrying out of the village government, the king
appointed a number of superintendents. The most important of them
were (1) Superintendent of Store House, (2) Superintendent of Tolls, (3)

Superintendent of Weaving, (4: Superintendent of Agriculture, (5) Superin-
tendent of Cows, (6. Superintendent of Passports, [1) Superintendent of

Pasture Lands.

I may be allowed to give at least a cursory view of the duties of

each.'*

The Superintendent of Store House .—This officer had to supervise the
accounts of agricultural produce

; keep an acount of different kinds of taxes
paid by the country people : commerce

; barter
;
begging for grain

;
grain

borrowed with promise to repay; manufacture of rice, oils, etc., prepare
revenue statements to check expenditure and recovery of past arrears. Of
the stores thus collected, half should be kept in reserve to ward off the
calamities of the people, and only the other half to be used, old collections
being always replaced by new. The Superintendent had also personally to
supeFrise the increase or the diminution in grains when they were put to
several processes. He had to keep a careful watch that the proper c[uantity
was sent as there were so many ways by which the people could cheat the
king of his just revenues. For instance, grains have a tendency to increase

1 Chapter III, Book V.
3 Quoted by C. V. Vardya ia Epic India, p. 210

.

3 Chapter III, Book V.
* Book II, Chapter XIII aad et
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twice the original quantity when moistened and grains fried will increase by
one-fifth the original quantity. He had to keep a watch over people who
were concerned in these several processes, and he should generally be in

charge of the weighing balance, weights, etc.^

The Superintendent of Tolls .—This officer had to erect near the large

gates of the city both the toll house and its flag facing to the north or the

south. ^When merchants with their merchandise arrived at the toll gate four

or five collectors should take down who the merchants were, whence they came,

what amount of merchandise they had brought, and where the seal mark for

the first time had been impressed. When the merchandise was not stamped,

or stamped with a counterfeit seal, heavy fines were inflicted. Merchants had

to declare the quantity and price of the merchandise, and when purchasers

bid for a sum higher than what the merchants had demanded, the excess

amount was paid into the treasury and the merchants for practising the deceit

to pay a lower toll were fined eight times the toll.

The same punishment was imposed when the price of the merchandise

packed in bags was lowered by showing an inferior sort, or when valuable

merchandise was covered over with a layer of inferior. Commodities were

always to be sold after they were precisely weighed, measured, or num-
bered. Those who uttered a lie to avoid the tolls were punished as thieves.

As tolls formed one of the fruitful sources of revenue and were levied on

a number of articles, it was no wonder stringent regulations were passed in

the matter of their collection.®

The Superintendent of Weaving .—Weaving was carried on as a domestic

industry in rural parts. The Superintendent should employ only qualified

persons to manufacture threads, coats, cloths and ropes. The so-called quali-

fied persons who were engaged in some of the processes of weaving were none

other than widows, cripple women, girls, mendicants, or ascetic women,
mothers of prostitutes, old women servants of the king, and prostitutes who
had ceased to attend temples on service. Wages were fixed according as

the threads spun were fine, coarse, or of middle quality, and in proportion

to a greater or less quantity manufactured Where women were concerned

a high code of honour was demanded of the Superintendent. Those women
who could present themselves at the weaving house should, at dawn, be

enabled to exchange their spinnings for wages. Only so much light as was
enough to examine the threads should be kept. If the Superinteardent

looked at the faces of such women or talked about any other work he should

be visited with punishment. Manu says that a weaver who had received ten

palas of thread should return cloth weighing one pala more. Severe punish-

1 Chapter XY, Book II. 9 Chapter XLI, Book II,
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ments were inflicted on those who failed to do the work agreed on by them,

or who misappropriated raw materials intended for weaving.^

The Superintendent of Agriculture.—He should be one possessed of

the knowledge of the science of agriculture dealing with the plantation of

bushes and trees. Assisted by those who were trained in such sciences, he

should in time collect the seeds of all kinds of grains, flowers, fruits,

vegetables, etc. He should employ slaves, labourers, and prisoner^ to sow

the seeds on crown lands which had been often and satisfactorily ploughed.

He must see that the work did not suffer on account of any want of ploughs

and other necessary implements or of bullocks. Nor should there be any

delay in procuring to them the assistance of blacksmiths, carpenters, borers,

rope makers, as well as of those who caught snakes, and of similar persons.

According to the rainfall, whether it was more or less, the Superintendent

should give instructions to sow the seeds which required more or less water

;

or seeds might be sown according to the changes of the season. Fields that

were left unsown might be brought under cultivation by employing those

who cultivated for one-half the share in the produce. He should grow wet

crops, winter crops, or summer crops according to the supply of workmen and

water. He should know that, where there was smoke caused by the burning

of the essence of cotton seeds and the slough of a snake, snakes would not

stay. He must proportion the contribution of the people according to the

labour involved in the cultivation, for example, those who cultivated the land

irrigating by manual labour should be assessed only a fifth of the produce as

water rate, and by water lifts one-third of the produce. Provisions should be

supplied to watchmen, slaves and labourers in proportion to the amount of

work done by them. One peculiar feature was that always when seeds were

sown, a handful of seeds bathed in water with a piece of gold should be sown
first and the following mantra recited :

—

Prajapatya Kasyap^ya devd.ya namah
Sada’ Sita mSdhyatam d6vi bijAshu oha

dhan6shu oha ohandavata h§
‘ Salutation to god Prajapathi Kasyapa. May agriculture always flourish and
may the goddess reside in seeds and wealth.’ The Superintendent must
freely allow those that were learned in the Vedas, and those that were

engaged in making penance, to take from the fields ripe flowers and fruits for

the ^purpose of worship and rice and barley for performing dgrayana, a

sacrificial performance at the commencement of the harvest season, and also

those who live by gleaning grains in fields to gather grains after they have
been accumulated and removed, ®

The Superintendent of Cows.—He had to supervise herds maintained for

wages, herds surrendered for a fixed amount of dairy produce, useless and

1 Chapter XXIII, Book II. 8 Chapter XXY, Book II.
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abandoned herds, herds maintained for a share in dairy produce, cattle that

strayed, and the amassed quantity of milk and clarified butter,

Cowherds should work under his orders. They should apply remedies

to calves, or aged cows, or cows suffering from diseases. They should graze

the herds in forests which had been severally allotted as pasture grounds for

various seasons, and from which thieves, tigers and other molesting beasts

had been driven away by hunters and their hounds. With a view to scare

out snakes and tigers, and as a definite means of knowing the whereabouts

of herds, sounding bells should be attached to the necks of timid cattle.

Whenever they failed to report the loss of animals by theft, or drowning, or

by destruction, they should be compelled to make good the loss. When an
animal died a natural death they should surrender the skin with the fat, bile,

marrow, teeth, hoofs, horns and bones. The butter milk should be given as

drink to hogs and dogs, though they might reserve some in a bronze vessel to

prepare their own dish. They might also make use of coagulated milk or

cheese to render their oil cakes relishing. Cattle must be milked at proper

times in proper seasons. The cowherd who milked a cow a second time

should have his thumbs cut off. When a person caused a bull attached to a

herd to fight with another bull, he should be punished. Cattle should be

grouped in herds of ten each of similar colour while they were being grazed.

Cowherds should take their cattle far pr near according to their capacity.

Once in six months sheep and other animals should be shorn of their wool.

All cattle should be supplied with abundance of fodder and water.*

The Superintendent of Passports .—This officer should issue passes at

the rate of a maslia a pass. It was only those who were provided with these

passes that were at liberty to enter into or go out of a country. The
Superintendent of Pasture lands should examine the passports. Pasture

grounds naturally therefore should be opened between any two dangerous

places. Valleys should be cleared from the fear of thieves, elephants and other

beasts. Hunters with their hounds should reconnoitre forests.' At the

approach of thieves or enemies, they should so hide themselves by ascending

trees or mountains as to escape from them and blow conch shells, or heat

drums. As to movements of enemies or wild tribes, they might send

information by flying pigeons with passes, or causing fire and smoke at

successive distances. In a word it should be his duty to protect timber and

elephant forests, to keep roads in good repair, to arrest thieves, to ^cure

the safety of mercantile traffic, to protect cows and facilitate the transactions

of the people.®

The Collector-General.—Re was the chief officer of the State. The

several superintendents and commissioners were appointed by him. The

1 Chapter XXIX, Book II.
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system of espionage, as even a hasty perusal of Arthasdstra would show, was

carried to its perfection. The spies permeated, as it were, all walks of life.

Nobody, whatever his calling might be, was free from their scrutiny. The
Collector-General was their chief of staff. He was the highest revenue

minister. Eural as well as urban administration was placed under his care.

The Collector-General thus energetically attended to the affairs of the

kingdom. Also his subordinates constituting his various establishrnents of

espionage along with their colleagues and followers attended to their duties

likewise. ^

Sources of Bevenue .—Many are the injunctions laid thick on the heads

of sovereigns in the matter of collection of revenue. Though the sovereigns

did not leave untapped every possible source for swelling the revenues of the

State, yet they went about it with a method which was as agreeable as it

was exacting. Chanakya says ‘ just as fruits are gathered from a garden as

often as they become ripe, so revenue shall be collected as often as it becomes
ripe. Collection of revenue or of fruits when unripe, shall never be carried

on, lest their source may be injured, causing immense trouble.
’ ®

Manu says with regards to the collection of revenue. ‘ As the leech, the
calf, and the bee take their food little by little, even so the king draws from
his realm moderate annual taxes.’ (YII. 126.)

Manu does not mince matters when he says ‘ the king should not cut
up his own root by levying no taxes, nor the root of other men by excessive
greed, for by cutting up his own root or theirs he makes himself or them
wretched. ’ He must combine in him two impossible qualities being both
sharp and gentle, if he would be respected. (VII. 139.)

So also in Mahdbhdratha, in Shanti Parva, Bhishma says ‘ As the bee
gathers honey from flowers gradually, the king should collect wealth
gradually.’

The king who found himself in a great financial trouble and needed
money might collect revenue by demand. In such parts of his country as
depended solely upon rain, and were rich in grain, he might demand of' his
subjects one-third or one-fourth of their grain according to their capacity (a
very important qualification). He should never make such demands of his
subjects living in tracts of middle or low quality, nor of people who were of
great help in the construction of fortifications, gardens, buildings, roads for
trafi&^y, colonization of waste lands, exploitation of mines, and formation of
forest preserves for timber; nor of people who lived on the border of his
kingdom or who had not enough subsistence. He should, on the other hand,'
supply with grain and cattle those who colonized waste lands. He might
purchase for gold one-fourth of what remained after deducting as much of the

1 chapter XXXV, Book II. s Chapter II, Book V.
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grain as was required for seeds and subsistence of his subjects. He should

avoid the property of forest tribes as their means of living were scanty and

as they did a good deal of service involving great risks, as well as that of

Brahmans learned in the Vedas or Srotriyas. That Chanakya who is

unsparing of the Brahman should be as kind as Manu (VII. 138) who says

that Brahmans and Srotriyas should not be taxed, and that though the king

was dying through want he must not levy a tax on the Srotriya should be a

matter of gratification for the much maligned Brahman. But the king

might purchase of them offering them favourable prices. Failing these

measures, the servants of the Collector-General might prevail on the

peasantry to raise summer crops.^

The demand from cultivators was one-fourth of the grain and one-sixth

of forest produce and of such commodities as cotton fabrics, barks of

trees, hemp, wool, silk, medicines, sandal, flowers, fruits, vegetables, firewood,

bamboos and flesh. They might also take one-half of all ivory and skins of

animals. Besides the demands from merchants raised both on raw materials

and finished products, herdsmen were also taxed. Persons rearing cocks and

pigs should surrender to the Government half of their stock of animals.

Those that reared inferior animals should give one-sixth. Those that kept

cows, buffaloes, mules, asses and camels should give one tenth. Now and

then a very delightful method of collection of taxes was adopted. Those that

maintained prostitutes should collect revenue with the help of women noted

for their beauty and youth in the service of the king. Such was beauty’s

charm on the hard working tax-payers in those days of justice and morality.

The demands anyhow should be made only once and never twice.®

The old law-givers differ not only in the matter of the several sources of

revenue, but also in the share of contribution by the people.

N.B ,—On the whole it might be safely said that ordinarily the revenue of the

State was derived from land and commerce, the other secondary sources being

mines, salt custom duties or shulka (the place where corn was sold), river crossings

and elephants. Mr. 0. V. Vaidya in his Bpic India, page 213, says the fact that the

elephant preserves belonged to the king compels the conclusion that the people were

freely allowed to appropriate other beasts of the jungle for the purposes of food,

trade or hunting. Unlike now the people were allowed the free use of jungles which

usually bordered on a State. They were entitled to live therein wherever they

liked, and to cut what trees they pleised and to graze their cattle wherever

convenient. The Superintendent of Iforests was after all not exacting even though

he was made responsible for forest produce and for their safety and up-keep. It

might without any fear of contradiction be asserted that the land revenue on an
average never exceeded one-sixth the gross. I do not agree with Mr. Vaidya when he
says, ‘ as the tax of the king was levied on the produce of the land, it appears that the

1 Giiapter . II, Book V. » Chapter II, Book V.
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land culfeivated was never measured.’ A study of the Arthasdstra where minute tables

are given for the measurement of space, and also the rules given by Manu and

Ohanakya for the settlement of the boundary disputes, would dispel this view. Of

course there were instances of the land of a village being divided by the villagers

among themselves according to their convenience.

People who were unable to pay taxes were let off by working for the

king a few days a week. The king possessed a right to exact forcq^d labour

from artisans and labourers. ^ No caste seems to have been exempt from this

tax of compulsory labour. Even the Brahmans were made to work for the

king, if they did not follow their own sacred profession, for we read in

Mahdbharata.

'All Brahmans who have not learnt the Vedas and kept the sacrificial

fire should be made to pay taxes and to do forced labour by a king who is

religious.
’

' In Vishnu Sinrithi (III, 22) it is said of the king that he must take from

his subjects a sixth part every year of the grain and a sixth part of all other

seeds (III. 2d) and two in the hundred of cattle gold and clothing. Again a

sixth part of flesh, honey, clarified batter, herbs, perfumes, flowers, roots,

fruits, liquids and condiments etc (III. 24). Manu says a fiftieth part of the

increment of cattle and gold and eighth, sixth or one-twelfth part of the

crops (VII. 130). The king might also take the sixth part of trees, meat,

honey, clarified butter, perfumes, etc.

Remission of taxes was based on a generous and protective principle.

In the construction of new works, such as tanks, lakes, taxes were remitted

for five years and for repairing ruined work, for four years. For improving

or extending water-works, taxes were remitted for three years. If unculti-

vated tracts were acquired for cultivation by mortgage or purchase, remission

of taxation was for two years. Out of crops grown by irrigation by means of

wind power or bullocks or below tanks in fields, parks, flower gardens or in

any other way so much of the produce as would not entail hardship on the

cultivators might be given to Grovernment. ®

Though it might be contended that the taxes were very many in kind,

the fact must not be lost sight of that they were a small fraction, and even the

aggregate did not make them prohibitive. If we only compare the present

system of incidence with the past, we shall see that the many items that are

t ax^ now were not found in the list of taxable articles then, and also the system

of taxation was not rigid, for the taxes were paid only on articles actually

produced. To any one familiar with the thousand and one taxes that Pitt and

Peel took all the trouble to reduce, neither the incidence nor the number of

articles liable to be taxed then seems to be inequitable or large. The words

1 Chapter IX, Book III. 3 Chapter IX, Book II.
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are that the king ‘ may take,' hut there is room to think that he did not take

full advantage of this right. Ghanakya, as has already been seen, makes us to

understand that the king very often came to the help of the people in stead

of exacting according to an iron code of laws the utmost from his subjects.

An interesting question to which I may be permitted to devote a few

sentences is ‘ whether the land revenue was of the nature of a rent or a

tax?’ » The question is interesting because it decides the point according

to the answer we are able to give, whether the ryot had a right in the soil or

not. There is very good evidence to show that by unquestioned prescrip-

tion the Grovernment was entitled to receive from the occupier of the land

whatever it required of the surplus profit, thus reducing the land revenue to a

rent paid by the tenant rather than as a tax paid by the owner to the State.

Kautilya says that when a property was brought to the hammer and its value

increased by the bidding even among persons of the same community the in-

creased amount together with the toll on the value should be handed over to

the king’s treasury.^ Further he adds® lands prepared for cultivation should

be given to taxpayers only for life. Lands might be confiscated from those

who did not cultivate them and given to others. The king should bestow on

cultivators only such favour and remission as would tend to swell the treasury

and should avoid such as would deplete it. All these statements go to prove

that of the two parties that claimed ownership, the king and the subjects, the

king had more of it than the people, but that, subject to the payment of a

stated proportion of the produce to meet the necessities of the administration,

the proprietary right of the cultivator in the soil of his holding was absolute

and complete, and that he was able to mortgage, sell, or otherwise alienate

the land. This was only for land, for the king exercised his right of owner-

ship with regard to fishing, ferrying and trading in vegetables, in reservoirs

or lakes, and had a exclusive ownership in mining. As regards mining,

Ghanakya says'"’ that besides collecting from mines the ten kinds of revenue,

such as (1) the value of output, (2) the share of the output, (3) the premium

of five per cent, (4) the testing charge of coins, (6) fine previously announced

,

(6) toll, (7) compensation for loss entailed on the king’s commerce, (8) fines

to be determined in proportion to the gravity of the crimes, (9) coinage and

(10) the premium of eight per cent, the Government should keep as a State

monopoly both mining and commerce in minerals. A curious coincidence of

the enunciation of similar principles is to be found in a Madras Government

Order, No. 1008, Eevenue, dated September 21, 1882, wherein it is said that

the State cannot without violating the rule and practice dating from time

immemorial, assert in this presidency, an exclusive right to minerals in

1
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unoccupied lands, but that it is fully entitled to a share in such products as

in any other produce of the land. Wherever the ryotwari system prevails,

the position of the ryot in India, whether he has large or small holdings has

not at all varied, as he still occupies a favoured position unlike the ryot

in England, who is not a mere tenant. If he does not enjoy the favoured

position of a landlord in England, neither is he like the English tenant.

If the name of landlord belongs to any person in India, it is -to the

ryot. He divides with the Government all the rights of the land. Whatever

is not reserved by Government, belongs to him. He is not a tenant at will

or for a term of years. He is not removable because another offers more.

It is a large question to decide, neither is it within the scope of my thesis to

ask whether the ryot is not hampered now by the periodical settlernents

where certain factors alone are taken into consideration to enhance the tax

and not others, by which the ryot is reduced to the position of a helpless

being, which was not the case in Ancient India, as the kings had always

taken a share of his net earnings, and that a small fraction. To put it brieflyi

then as now, land revenue was more of the nature of a tax than a rent, as

ample latitude was allowed to the occupiers of land. May it be suggested

that the land did not belong to the State as it demanded only a fixed propor-

tion of the produce, and even that for the protection of the people.

IV. SOME GEHEBAL EEATUKES

Boundary disputes .—These formed a significant feature of rura,

life in those days. The ancient law-givers devoted much attention how
to settle them. Manu says (VIII. 245) that if a dispute bad arisen between

two villages concerning a boundary the king should settle the limits in the

month of Jaistha (June) when the landmarks were most distinctly visible

He should mark the boundaries by trees, shrubs, bamboos of different kinds,

creepers, raised mounds (as followed in Mysore and Bombay), reeds,

thickets, so that the boundary might not be forgotten. Tanks, wells, cisterns

should be built where boundaries meet as well as temples. As through their

ignorance of boundaries trespasses constantly occurred, the king should cause to

be made other hidden marks for boundaries, such as stones, bones and whatever

of a similar kind the earth could not corrode even after a long time. If there

werq.a doubt, even on an inspection of the marks, the settlement of a dispute

should depend on witnesses who should be examined in the presence of the

crowd of the villagers and also of the two litigants. They should, putting

earth on their heads, wearing chaplets of red flowers and red dresses, being

sworn each by the reward for his meritorious deeds, settle the boundary in

accordance with the truth. On failure of witnesses from the two villages,

men of the four neighbouring villages who were pure should make, as
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witnesses, a decision concerning the houndary in the presence of the king.

Failing to secure these, the king might hear the evidence even of

the following inhabitants of the forest, such as hunters, fowlers, herdsmen,
root diggers, etc. If any determined the boundary unjustly he should be
compelled to pay a fine of two hundred panas. In cases where the boundary
could not be ascertained by any evidence a righteous king with the intention

of benefiting them should himself assign his land to each, and that was the

settled rule. Kautilya says much the same thing as Manu.^ In all disputes

regarding the boundary between any two villagers, neighbours or elders of

five or ten villages should investigate the case on the evidence to be furnished

from natural or artificial boundary marks; even among cultivators and
herdsmen outsiders who have had the experience of former possession in

the place, or one or many persons not personally acquainted with the

boundary marks, and then wearing unusual dress should lead the people to

the place. If the boundary marks just described were not found, a fine of

1,000 _panas should be imposed on the misleading or guilty person. Disputes

concerning fields should be decided by the elders of the neighbourhood or of

the village. If they were divided in their opinions, decision should be sought

for from a number of pure and respectable people or the disputants might

equally divide the disputed holding among themselves. If both of these

methods failed, the holding under dispute should be taken possession of by the

king. Encroachment upon boundaries was punished with the first amerce-

ment. Destruction of boundaries should be punished with a fine of 24 pmias.

Thus the determination of the boundaries was dealt with.

Wages .—There was a statute of labourers. The question of wages

received ample attention at the hands of the Government. ® The servant

should get the promised wages. As to wages not previously settled the

amount was fixed in proportion to the work done and the time spent in doing

it. Wherever the wages were not previously settled, a cultivator should

obtain one-tenth of the crops grown, a herdsman one-tenth of the butter

clarified, a tradesman one-tenth of the sale proceeds. Artisans and others

serving of their own accord should obtain as much wages as similar persons

employed elsewhere or as much as experts should fix. Disputes regarding

wages should be decided on the strength of evidence furnished by witnesses.

Failure to pay wages should be punished with a fine of ten times the amount

of wages or six

The law was no less strict or definite as regards labourers. ^ A servant

neglecting or unreasonably putting off work for which he had received

wages should be fined twelve panas. He who was incapable of turning

out work or was involved in calamities should be shown some concession or

1 Chapter IX, Book III, a ArtJiasdstra, Chapter XIII, Book III. 3 Chapter XIV.
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be allowed to get the work done by a substitute. The loss incurred by his

master or employer owing to such delay should be made good by extra

work. An employer might be at liberty to get the work done by another

provided there was no such adverse condition that the former should not

employ another servant to execute the work, nor should the latter go else-

where for work. An employer, not taking work from his labourer, or an

employee not doing his employer’s work should be fined twelve The

same rules applied to guilds of workmen.

Bural Co-operatio7i. Co-operation was much insisted upon. In Artha-

sdstra ^ we read that whoever stayed away from any kind of co-operative

construction should send his servants and bullocks to carry on his work,

should have a share in the expenditure and should have no claim to the

profit. Again® any person who did not co-operate in the work of prepara_

tion for a public show should together with his family forfeit his right to

enjoy the show. If a man who had not co-operated in preparing for a public

play or spectacle was found hearing or witnessing it under hiding, or if any

one refused to give his aid in a work beneficial to all he should be compelled

to pay double the value of the aid due from him. The order of any person

attempting to do a work beneficial to all should be obeyed on pain of penalty.

Co-operation in sacrificial acts was also much insisted upon. Mann says

(IX. 274) that those who do not give assistance according to their ability

when a village was being plundered, or a dyke was being destroyed, or high-

way robbery committed should be banished with their goods and chattels.

There were craft villages and trade guilds.

Money economy .—Natural economy which continued to the twelfth cen-

tury A.D. in England and Europe generally was centuries before replaced by

money economy. This alone is indicative of the fact that the people had

attained a high order of civilization and had extensive transactions in far-

off lands. Anyhow the self-sufficing nature of the village economy acted as

no bar to the people taking to money as a convenient means of exchange.

Prof. Ehys Uavids says in his Buddhist India that transactions were carried

on at values estimated and bargains struck in terms of the kahapana, a square

copper coin weighing about 146 grains and guaranteed as to weight and
fineness by punch marks made by private individuals. There were no silver

coins. There were one-half and one-fourth kahapanas. Market prices came
to b© fixed by Manu’s time. Even though the kahapana was only five-

sixth of a penny its purchasing power was great, quite as much as a shilling.

There was a considerable use of instruments of credit. Merchants gave

letters of credit to one another. The rate of interest varied from eight to

thirty per cent. But Chanakya ^ tells us that the goldsmith should employ
artisans to manufacture gold and silver coins from the bullion of citizens, and

1 Book II, Chapter I, s Book III, Chapter X. 3 Book II, Chapter XIV.
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country people. The goldsmith of the mint should return to the owners
coin of the same weight and of the same quality as that of the bullion

which he received. With the exception of those coins which had been worn
out, or which had undergone diminution, they should receive the same coins

into the mint even after the lapse of a number of years. What an instruc-

tive comparison this affords to the practice obtaining at the present time when
the mints have been closed for private coinage, and when a seigniorage is

charged for gold coins, and the silver coin is nothing but a token coin. But
there was a wholesome restriction. Whoever caused gold or silver articles to

be manufactured in any place other than the mint, or without being noticed

by the State goldsmith, should be fined twelve paoias. The weights and
measures should be obtained from the G-overnment, and should be approved

by them. The fact that fines were levied in terms of money on both rural

and urban population in itself is a strong proof of the universality of money
economy.

CONCLUSION

If one dives into the pages of Arthasastra, one is struck with wonder that

the art of government could have reached that high, level of perfection. A.t

times a vague idea is likely to flit through one’s mind that Ghanakya in one

of his avatars must have studied the technique of the European system of

administration and forged this remarkable document. If we were to read

the pages of Chanakya’s book, after a study of the condition of the country

presented in the Jataka stories, we should be struck with compelling admira-

tion of the remarkable progress made in all directions. The king was no more

a beneficent despot but one that ruled on the principles of constitutional

government, whose many arms were the many departments he had created.

He took an active part in the government of the kingdom. There had grown

up a large number of officials both central and local, the latter being more

often hereditary than nominees of the king, as the big officers or the several

superintendents were. In a country like India which is lamentably liable to

be visited by famines, the irrigation allotment made now was nothing when

compared to the constant care evinced by the sovereign. Mr. Vincent Smith

in his Early History of India (second edition, page 130) says that the provision

of water for the fields was recognized as an imperative duty by the great

Mauryan emperors, and is a striking illustration of the accuracy of M5gas-

thenes’ remark that imperial officers were sent to measure the land as in

Egypt and inspect the sluices so that every one might enjoy his fair share of

the benefit. The land revenue, even though it was the first charge on the land

was not rigorously collected, and varied according to various places. Megas-

thenes noted with surprise and admiration that the husbandmen could pursue

their calling in peace while the professional soldiers of hostile kings were

6
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engaged in battle. Pax Britannica could not have given them more, and

German savagery should be ashamed of its doings particularly in Belgium.

There is no reference to caste panchayets, and the inference is that the

Brahmans who came under the law as much as anybody obeyed willingly the

headman and the village panchayet. The wonderful organization of

Chandragupta’s empire depicted in the pages of Ohanakya, fortunately corro-

borated by the accounts of Megasthenes, must have been the prootuct of a

steady evolution of government of many centuries, and owed not a little

to the centralization of the social and economic activities of the self-govern-

ing Indo-Aryan village communities. The administration of the city by a

board of superintendents was only an amplification of the village govern-

ment. In a word, it might be said that the history of Indian civilization

is the history of its village, which always remained the political unit of the

state throughout the centuries, when mighty waves of dynasties after dynas-

ties followed in quick succession either to build on previous foundations, or to

destroy what was built before, but always leaving unimpaired the undaunted

spirit of the little village.
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INDIAN ARTS AND ARCHITECTURE
A Paper read before the Mythdc Society

By V. Aiyaswami Iyer, Esq., B.A., B.O.E., A.C.B.

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen,

I CANNOT sufficiently thank you, for the great honour you have done me
by giving me an opportunity to-night to read this paper on ' Indian Arts and

Architecture ’ which is merely a compilation of notes taken by me in my
study of several books and periodicals. These notes are culled from the

writings of E. B. Havell, Eergusson, Eadha Kamal Mukherjee, Ganga
Sankar Misra, Kama Eaz, etc. Personally I have not done justice to this

subject for want of time. Eurther I am not a specialist in this branch, nor

do I pretend to have made any original researches in the subject, and yet,

on the great encouragement given to me by our worthy President who is a

true student of the subject of to-day, and myself being an ardent lover of the

subject, I have made bold to read the paper before you to-night. You will,

therefore, kindly excuse me, if the lecture lacks oratory, fineness of expres-

sion, or extraordinarily interesting new matter, and the President of the

evening will, we may be sure, be the real lecturer and make up for all the

deficiences in the lecture.

Art

The dawn of a new era is always accompanied by the birth of great

literary and artistic movements. In the human race there is always a

passion for self-expression. We ever try to create new forms of expressing

the deepest longings and aspirations. This is so characteristic a feature of

human, and, in fact, of all types of life, that it is almost an instinct. Injact,

this passion for self-expression is really a reflection of the great desire on the

part of the Supreme Being to multiply Himself and thus express His infinite

nature in an infinity of objects.

Every object in nature is the expression of some aspect or other of the

infinite beauty of God. In the ever-varying moods of nature is caught

up and mirrored some aspect of the Divine harmony and glory. As

Mrs. Annie Besant says ;
* There is nothing in nature untouched by man
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that has not its own beauty and its own grace. The forest depths and the

mountain solitudes, the tossing waves of ocean and the shimmering ripples

of the lake, the little out-of-the-way valley, cradled in the bosom of the hills

and carpeted with flowers, the snow-clad peak, the brilliant blue and the

summer moon, the dark, star-spangled depths of midnight, the white radiance

of the moon, the dancing shadows cast by the sunbeams, what are these but*

the signs of eternal beauty, the sign manual of God?' Nature, whict^^is His

expression in matter, in her contact with the ugly and the formless, is ever

moulding into new forms of beauty, chaotic matter which is the plastic

material for her artistic finger. Study nature alike in the masses with which
she constructs the world, and in the details with which she crowds the

smallest nook in her vast realms, and you will understand that one of the

pillars on which God, the great architect of the universe, constructs His

universe is beauty.’

Art may be defined to be ‘the beautiful expression of the beautiful.
’

The object of art is to pierce the veil of matter, to seize the idea, the

underlying principle which nature is trying to make manifest, and then

express that idea or principle in marble or canvas. The work of the artist is,

therefore, essentially spiritual. By spiritual intention, he is able to enter into

the mind of nature, and he brings, from his experience in that state of one-

ness with nature, the evermastering inspiration of a great idea which is ever

the basis of all great art. Without it there is no art, there is only drawing,

simulation of natural objects.

Thus it will be seen that art is intimately bound up with religion in the

purest sense of the word, that its object is essentially to purify and widen

human life, by revealing the Divine in the manifested and even in the

unmanifested universe.

In a purely sesthetic sense, art designates what is more specifically

termed the fine arts, such as architecture, sculpture, painting, music and

poetry. The fine arts minister to the sentiment of taste through the medium
of the beautiful in form, colour, rhythm or harmony.

Art in its most extended sense, as distinguished from nature on the one

hand, and from science on the other, is defined as, ‘ every regulated operation

or dexterity by which organized beings pursue ends which they know before-

hand, together with the rules and the result of every such operation or

dextefity’. In this wide sense it embraces what are usually called the useful

arts. The useful arts have their origin in positive practical needs, and

restrict themselves to satisfying them. Art applied to industrial purposes,

may be represented by the triple combination of formulae :

—

Pitness.

Beauty or Rhythm.
Love or Worship.
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Such being the absorbing notion of religion among the Hindus, they

endeavoured to represent this idea in their architecture and sculpture.

Nothing was excluded from the sacred precincts of temples, not even the

humblest occupations of the daily labourer, not even sorrow, suffering and

sin. The universe has emanated from the Deity to whom the architect

dedicated his temples, and as far as humble skill and untiring industry

permitted, he sought to depict the universe on those temples, the imperishable

monuments of his industry and faith.

Vismkarma

This religious bent of Indian art marks its striking originality. The

Grod who is the source of all the beauty, rhythm and proportion is Visvakarma,

and to him all the homage and reverence of the Hindu artisan are due, for

all art and industry are revealed by him to the artisan.

In the Mahabhamta, he is described as Lord of the Arts, the carpenter

of the gods, the fashioner of all ornaments, who made the celestial chariots

of the deities, on whose craft men subsist and whom, as a great and immortal

God, they continually worship. Visvakarma is not only worshipped by the

craftsmen with offerings and ritual at the beginning of their work, but there

are also numerous charms and songs with which he is invoked to w'ard off

disasters and assist them in their work.

Excellence of Indian Art in Ancient Times

India has played an important part in the history of the world. To get

through the knowledge of her art is a difficult task.

Her vast wealth, her green, fertile land, her infinite treasure of philosophy

has made her the famous ‘ Golden Bird ’ in the eyes of various ambitious

and adventurous nations and tribes of the world.

People from the remotest corners, fired with zeal and plunder, have poured

like locusts into the beautiful laud where Yamuna and Ganges flow. She

has resisted the Macedonian Phalanx of Alexander the Great. She felt the

terror of Timur. She often witnessed her beloved sons butchered in cold

blood, her treasuries looted and plundered, her pattern of exquisite work_

manship mercilessly given to conflagration. These significant historical

events cannot be said to pass without leaving any effect on her civilization.

In the absence of historical chronicles, a student of the history of Indian

arts weeps, as if in the wilderness, for the past glory of India,

But, in spite of all this, there still stand the mighty forts, the high and

lordly towers, beautiful palaces, ‘ the silent majestic witness of vanquished

dreams
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Fitness, for the use to which a thing is to be applied.

Beauty, growing spontaneously from the perfect fitness (for man does

not live by bread alone).

Love, the source of the highest aspirations, proceeding from the under-

standing of the identity of a perfect life with the perfect harmony of the

Divine Laws.

In every age and every part of the world, when the progress of National

development has reached its highest point intellectually and spiritually, art

combines all these three qualities and the absence of any one of them is a

symptom of the degradation of art and of national character.

All art which is produced entirely by machinery—(as much of the art of

the present day is produced)—must obviously lack the quality of love, which

no machine can feel
; and art thereby becomes a sham and a make-believe.

Among things that have been conducive to human progress art is the

foremost. The history of art explains those various stages that man has

passed through, before he attained his present position, and reflects the true

national sentiment. It is the authentic record of civilization which seldom

lies. The nations with the greatest art have always been leaders in the

world’s progress.

The Religious Element in the Arts and Crafts of India

India has always been a ‘ spiritual country ’ the land of the philosopher.

She always sought spirituality in each and everything, and this marked
tendency towards spirituality explains the fact that the Indian civilization is

an outcome of her religion. They worked for God and for humanity, and

not for the luxury of materialism. Eomesh Ohunder Dutt observes :
‘ To

the Hindu, his whole life in all its minute acts is a part of religion. Not only

moral precepts, but the rules of social domestic life, of eating, drinking and

behaviour to fellow-men and fellow-creatures are part of his religion. It is

his religion which teaches the warrior to fight, the learned to prosecute his

studies and contemplation, the artisan to ply his trade, and all men to

regulate their conduct towards one another. The very conception of Brahma
in the Upanishad and in all the religious writings is the all-embraciug

universe, all is an emanation from him, all return to him. The very

signification of the word ‘Dharma’ in the ancient Dharma Sastras is not

religion in the modern sense of the word, but the totality of human duties

and of human life in all its occupations, pursuits and daily actions. And
though the modern Hindu is far removed in ideas from his ancestors, yet

even to this day, the whole life of an orthodox and religious Hindu is

controlled by rules and sanctions which he calls his Dharma, rules regulating

every act and every word in political, social, and domestic life.
’

r
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Unprejudiced minds * venture to assert that Indian civilization is more

ancient than that of Egypt. There is much evidence® to show that the

ancient Hindus came in contact with the ancient Egyptians and influenced

their manners, social life and religious faith to no inconsiderable extent-

The Egyptians are stated by all to have come from the Land of

Punt, a country in the east of Egypt, through the ‘Persian G-ulf

round ,the sea to the Mediterranean. ’ The physical aspect of the

‘ Land of Punt ’ quite corresponds with that of the western coast of

India. The word ‘ Punt ’ itself appears to be the corrupted form

of the Sanskrit word Pancli and it is a well-known fact that the

Greek word [Pa^icheo) was used to mean India of the Punjab, the land

of the five waters. This is not mere idle fancy. Sir William Jones,

Philostratus, Eusebius, Col. Wilford, Dr. Eobert Taylor, Pliny, Eawlinson

and other writers, both ancient and modern, are of opinion that Egypt was

colonized from India. Col. Olcott boldly comes forward to say, ‘ We have a

right to more than suspect that India 8,000 years ago sent a colony of

emigrants, who carried their arts and high civilization into what is known to

us as Egypt. ’

—

{G.H.G. Magazine.)

Sir Thomas Munro, in his evidence on the affairs of the East India

Company (1813), when asked if the civilization of the Hindus could not be

improved by the establishment of open trade, gave that memorable answer

which has often been quoted and will bear repetition.

‘ I do not understand what is meant by the civilization of the Hindus ; in

the higher branches of science, in the knowledge of the theory and practice of

good government, and in education which, by banishing prejudice and

superstition, open the minds to receive instruction from every quarter, they

are much inferior to Europeans. But, if a good system of argiculture

unrivalled manufacturing skill, a capacity to produce whatever can contribute,

convenience or luxury; schools established in every village for teaching

reading, writing and arithmetic ; the general practice of hospitality and charity

among each other
;
and above all, a treatment of the female sex, full of

confidence, respect and delicacy, are among the signs which denote a civilized

people, then the Indians are not inferior to the nations of Europe; and

if civilization is to become an article of trade between the two countries, I am

convinced that this country (England) will gain by the import cargo. ’ Munro

had a high idea of the Indian manufacture of his time. Among the causes

which precluded the extended sale of British goods in India then may be men-

tioned ‘ the religious and civil habits of the natives, and, more than anything

else, I am afraid the excellence of their own manufacture.
’ He had used an

Indian shawl for seven years and had found very little difference in it after

1 One would like to have some proof for this bold statement.—The Editor,

s We are not aware of suoh evidence.—^The Editor.
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that long use : while with regard to imitation shawls produced in England, he

said : ‘ I have never seen an European shawl that I would use even if it were

given to me as a present.
’

Mr. Eobert Bichard s who served for many years in Madras and Bombay,
in his evidence given before the British Committee on Indian subjects in 1831

said:—‘Let it be recollected that, in many branches of art, their skill is

absolutely xinrivalled. ' Several of their fabrics, such as muslins, «hawls,

embroidered silks, handkerchiefs, etc., together with examples of workman-
ship in gold, silver and ivory have never yet been equalled by British artists.

Their architecture, though peculiar, is of a superior order, and in the con-

struction of great buildings they have exerted powers of moving and elevating

large masses which are unknown to European architects. Agriculture made
its first progress and attained considerable prefection in the east, which in

this respect, set the example to Europe. In these and many other arts

connected with the comforts and convenience of life, the natives of India have

made great progress in some, and attained perfection in others, without being

in the smallest degree indebted to the European patterns or example.’

The manufactures of India were originally in a highly flourishing

condition. The various native courts encouraged large and urban enterprise.

European traders were first attracted, not by the raw products, but by the

manufactured wares of this country. The fame of the fine muslins of

Bengal, her rich silk and brocades, her harmonious cotton prints had spread

far and wide in Asia as well as Europe. I cannot do anything better than

request you to peruse these plates of the Technical Art series published by

the Giovernment of India which are placed here on the table before you.

Indian Architecture

Among the various arts, architecture claims to be the first which
attracted the human mind. In primeval ages, man was driven to find a

habitation in order to protect himself from the inclemencies of the weather
and thus came the origin of architecture, which is coeval with the history

of man.

The history of building palaces and constructing roads marks an epoch-

making period in the history of civilization. ‘ The history of art in every

country ’ says Mr. Havell, ‘ is contained in the history of architecture. Every
national movement in art has found expression in building. A decline in

architecture means a decline in national taste and thus when architecture

decays, the rest of the arts suffer with it. Architecture has given birth to all

the arts of the painter and the sculptor, the carver and the inlayer of wood
and stone, the glass painter, the plasterer, the lacquer worker and other
minor arts, while it has exercised an enormous influence on the development
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of other arts, such as those of the weaver, the potter, the worker in iron,

bronze, brass and other metals.
’

Treatises on the Ancient India^i Architecture

Study of Indian lit'erary records on art is essential, otherwise it would be

difficult to get at the real value of the art, as has been pointed out by Mr.

F. 0. Oestel. At the Fifteenth International Congress of Orientalists held at

Copenhagen in 1908 he said:—‘In conclusion, I would like to take this

opportunity to draw the attention of the Congress to the difficulty experienced

in the study of Indian Art and Architecture, owing to the want of accurate

translations of Silpa Sdstras. Sukraniti treats of the history of this art

and the Slokds therein furnish us with a criterion by which we can judge what
advancement Indians had made in those prehistoric times. Several works on
architecture are mentioned in Sukraniti, such as

(1) Mdnasdra,

(2) Mayamata.

(3) Kdsyapa.

(4) Vaiganasa,

(5) Sakalddhikdri.

(6) Visva karmiya.

(7) Sanat Kumdra.

(8) Sarasvateeyam and others.

Ramaraju in his essay on architecture calls the collection of these

treatises Sil^a Sdstras and gives a brief description of each of the above

mentioned works.

The first work, Mdnasdra, is said to be the most perfect on the subject

that now exists. It is said to be the production of the sage named Mdnasdra,

and is of great celebrity in the south of India, as affording copious information

on every branch of the art on which he treats, but particularly on that of

building sacred edifices ; and it is often consulted by the artists as the

highest authority for the solution of contested points in architecture. This

work is said to consist of fiftyeight Adhyayas or chapters, each of which is

devoted to a particular topic.

The second work entitled Mayamata is ascribed to Maya, probably the

author or compiler of Surya Sidddnta, a work on astronomy of the greatest re_

pute who is stated in the Valmiki Ramayana to have prepared the altar for the

sacrifice performed by Dasaratha. He is also stated in the Mahdbdrat^ to

have erected a splendid palace for the residence of the five sons of Pandu. It

differs little from Mdnasdra in the main arrangement of the subjects.

The third work entitled Kasyapa is attributed to the sage whose name

it bears. He is considered as one of the progenitors of mankind, and ranked

among the seven holy men who were preserved from universal deluge, and who
peopled the earth soon after the great event. This treatise though more

uccinct than the two former, contains sufficientinform ation on the subject of

7
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sacred architecture and sculpture. The whole is composed in a dramatic

form and is stated in the preface to have been revealed to the author by Siva.

The fourth treatise called Vaiganasa is the work of a sage so named

W'-ho was the founder of a sect of Vaishnava priests, it is written in a sort of

metrical prose and is rather ritual than architectural and the author in the

latter part of the work frequently cites the authority of Kashyapa. This

seems to be a modern performance. r

The work entitled Bahaladhikara is attributed to Aghastya, a sage whose

history occupies a conspicuous place in the Puranas. The rules contained in

this voluminous treatise differ very little in substance from those laid down in

Manasara and other treatises on the same subject.

It will be interesting for you to hear a short enumeration of the

contents of the book. Even village and town planning is treated therein.

The first chapter treats of the measures used in architecture, sculpture,

carpentry, etc., the second describes the qualification of a silpi, and

gives a brief account of the origin of the five different classes of artists,

said to have been descended from Visvakarma, and to have followed re-

spectively the occupations of sculptors, joiners, braziers, jewellers, and black-

smiths. The third, fourth and fifth chapters explain the nature and quali-

ties of the soil on which the buildings should be erected—such as temples,

palaces, and private dwelling houses for the several classes of people. The
sixth contains rules and directions for constructing a gnomon for the purpose

of determining the several points of the compass. The seventh treats of the

parts into which the ground plan of the cities, and towns, temples, palaces

and houses, should be divided. The eighth chapter gives a minute description

of sacrifices and other devotional rites, to be performed on various occasions

in the building of temples, houses, etc. The ninth chapter treats of villages

and towns, and prescribes rules for the formation of streets, and the allotment

of fit places for the erection of temples and for the residence of the different

classes of people. The tenth contains a description of the different sorts of

cities. The eleventh treats of the dimensions of the several sort of edifices.

The twelfth of the garhliavinyasa, or laying the foundation-stone in the centre

of the intended building; the thirteenth of upapitas or pedestals; the

fourteenth of adhistdna or basement; the fifteenth of the several species of

pillars, with their respective dimensions; the sixteenth of prastaras or

enta*l)lature
;

the seventeenth of the junction of the several parts of the

timber work, with reference to their points; the eighteenth of vimdnds,

temples or palaces in general. Ten successive chapters, from the nineteenth

to the twenty-eighth, contain descriptions of temples surmounted by pyramidal

domes, consisting of from one to twelve stories, with their respective

dimensions. The twenty-ninth chapter treats of pmcaras or outer courts of

temples
;
the thirtieth of the attendant deities and the parts respectively
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assigned fco each within the walls of the temple ;
the thirty-first of gopurcis

or pyramidal buildings or turrets raised over the gateways leading to the

temples; the thirty-second ol mantapas or porticoes or resting places for the

deity
;
the thirty-third of salas or halls; the thirty-fourth of cities; the thirty-

fifth of private dwelling houses
;

etc.

Hindu orders of Architecture

Th*e Hindu orders may be said Lo consist of four principal parts, namely,

the {Upa-peeta) or pedestal, the Adishtdna or base, the Stamha or pillar, and

Prasthara or entablature.

The several mouldings which enter into the composition of the pedestals

and the bases are (1) upana, (2) compa, (3) greeva, (4) uUara, (6) mjmam,

(6) prativdjinam, [1) pattica, (8) dlmga, (9) antarlam ail of which are of a

rectangular form, and (10) ku7nuda, (11) padma, (12) kapotham, etc., which

are circular.

According to Mdnasdt’u, there are three kinds of pedestals of which the

first is called vedihliadra, second pratihhadra, third manchabhadra. Each of

these is again divided into four sorts, making in all tw'elve, and each differing

from the other in formation and ornaments, whatever may be its height in

regard to the base with which it is concerned.

leases .—There are not less than sixty-four different sorts of bases under

various denominations, as pratibhmida, ekabhanda, pratikrama, pushpapush-

kalam, sreebhandam, manchabliandobm, sreneebhandam, etc.

Pillars of Indian architecture are, with respect to dimensions, divided

into seven sorts. Sketches of some of these are appended.

The Three Periods of Indian Architecture

Indian Architecture may be divided into three periods :—The Pre-Bud-

dhist, the Buddhist and the Muhammadan. As regards the Pre-Buddhist

period, of one thing we can be pretty certain, viz. that the Aryans were a more

highly civilized race than they are considered to be. They had a thorough

knowledge of architecture at a very early time. Our Sastras\Q>vQ full of

descriptions of buildings. They give a vivid picture of the architecture of that

time. Expressions such as buttresses, halls of sacrifice, strongholds, sacred

mansions, halls built with thousand columns, three-storied palaces are met

with in the Vedas. The Rdnuiyana and the Mahdbhdrata abound in descrip-

tions of temples, many-storied buildings, balconies, porticoes, triumphal arches,

boundary walls, steps in tanks, flights of stone masonry and a variety of other

structures, all indicative of flourishing architecture in the country. We have

enough evidence to show that stone buildings were m use before the birth of

Buddha, ‘ To the Aryans ’ says General Cunningham, in his Archaeological
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Purvey Report, viii, pp. 142-3 ‘ belong the stone walls of old Eajagraha of

Ktisagarpur, the capital of Bimbisar, as well as the Jarasindha-Kapatak, and

the Baibher and Soubhandar caves, all of which date certainly as early as

B.o. 500 ... It may be urged that this rough stone building offers no

proof that the ancient Hindus were acquainted with stone cutting. To

this I reply pointing to the other cave of Soubhandar, with pointed arch roof,

and a square-headed door and window .... This cave was in epstence

before the death of Buddha. Moreover, Rhys Davids, describing ancient

Indian cities, says in his Buddhist India, p. 41 :
‘ Visali must have been a

great flourishing place. . . . There are many shrines of Pre-Buddhist wor-

ship in and around the city, and the discovery and the excavations of the site

are most desirable. ’ This is strong evidence to prove the contention that

the art of architecture was not unknown to the Aryans.

The propagation of Buddhism marks a new era in the history of Indian

civilization. During this period Indian architecture reached its perfection.

It must be mentioned that even in this period we have no foreign element.

Architecture was conducted on the same principles which were found by our

Aryan ancestors. Mr. Fergusson is of opinion that ‘ it cannot be too

strongly insisted that that art displayed in India, is purely indigenous.

There is absolutely no trace of European influence; it is indeed in every

detail antagonistic to the western art, nor can it be affirmed that anything

here could have been borrowed directly from Babylonia and Assyria.
’

But, on the contrary, the fact is that other countries learned various lessons

in art from India. With the spread of Buddhism, Indians came in contact

with various peoples. They carried their art wherever they went. We find

traces of Indian art in Egypt, Rome, Syria, China, Japan, Ceylon, Java,

America, and many other countries. O’Brien has proved that the round
towers of Ireland are of Indian origin and belong to a remote antiquity about

the thirteenth century b.c.

The Hon’ble Alexander Del Mar of New York in his essay on ‘ Indian
Marks in Egypt,' states that ^ ‘ in architecture the pyramids and rock temples
of Egypt are plainly the prototypes of those of India. ’ The discovery of

temples and images in Java, America and in Baku in Russia clearly proves
the fact that Indian architecture travelled far and wide.

The Buddhist architecture has found expression in stupas, chaityas,

pilia<:s, viharas, and cave temples. Most of the buildings of this period are
patterns of finest workmanship. . The stupas of Sanchi and their ornamental
gateways are remarkable for their exquisite engraving and also for their
stability. It is wooden in character.

1 It is diflacult to roconoila this statement with the former one that ' Indian civilization is
more ancient than that of Egypt.—^The Editor.
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* We rather feel inclined to wonder,’ Fergusson remarks, ‘ how men dared

to attempt its erection in stone and are equally astonished that it should

have stood for twenty centuries nearly unimpaired.’

The cave temples of Ellora are well known to every student of Indian

architecture. The lighting of these chapel caves by a great arch over the

entrance has attracted considerable attention, as being admirably adapted for

the purpose. As Mr. Fergusson points out ‘ nothing invented before or since

is lighted so perfectly.
’

The ornamentation of these temples has compelled Professor Harne to

say :
‘ All that is great, splendid and ornamental in architecture above the

ground is here seen also beneath the earth—stair case, bridges, chapels,

columns, porticoes, colossal statues and reliefs, sculpture on almost all the

walls representing Hindu deities.
’

Stupas varied greatly in si2se. The very ancient specimen at Piprava on

the Nepalese frontier which may possibly be earlier than Asoka has a

diameter of 116 feet at ground level and stands only about tioenty-tioofeet high.

The diameter of the great Sanchi monument at the plinth is 121^ feet,

the height about 77^ feet, and the stone railing is a massive structure 11

feet high.

Several monuments in Northern India, some of which were ascribed to

Asoka, are recorded to have attained a height of from 200 to 400 feet.

Styles of hidian Architecture

Fergusson in his architectural memoir says :
‘ The styles of architec-

ture employed by the natives of India are so numerous and their forms so

various that it is extremely difficult to suggest any classification which shall

be so comprehensive as to include all at the same time, so simple as to be
intelligible to those who have not made a life study of the subject. All may
be rejected but three will be defined as easily characterized groups.

The Dravidian style or style of South India.—It prevails throughout the
greater part of the Madras Presidency and is found wherever the natives

speak Tamil or any of the allied languages
;
and when found in any locality,

it is certain that, at that time, the builders were speaking some of these

tongues ;— .

The Bengal or the style of Northern India, is in like manner found only

in the Bengal Presidency, or as far south as people speaking any of the langu-

ages derived from Sanskrit may have extended. Like the preceding, it

always marks the presence of a people speaking these tongues.

Chalukyan style is found in those countries where inscriptions or

records of that race were known to exist. This style is found throughout the
Bombay Presidency extending all the way from Guzerat to Mysore. It
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diners materially from the two above-mentioned but presents a sort of con-

necting link between them.

Dravidian Style

The style of Southern India is the one which will be most easily recog-

nized by those at all familiar with the subject. The people who erected them

indulged in architectural magnificence to an extent unknown in ot^^er parts

of the country. In the Dravidian temples it will be specially noticed that no

arches are found, though the clear openings in some of their great gateways

or mahadwaras exceed twenty feet.

Northern Hindu Style

The ancient architecture of Northern India is easily recognized by any

one at all familiar with the subject. It is not, however, so generally known, as

the examples are few, and small in dimensions, as compared with those of the

Southern styles, and in consequence of there being only found in such places

as Orissa in the east, Maharashtra in the west, or in the jungles of Central

India, in the limits between the two provinces.

In this style, the base is generally of a cubical form but with a slight

projection on each face. The upper part at its springing somewhat overhangs

the base. Above this, it is generally perpendicular at first, but always

falling inwards with a gentle curve towards its summit (see Benares Temple).

In this form,it was employed by the Jain architects as early as the

eleventh century. The most notable examples of the kind are to be found

among the temples of Bhuneswar in Orissa and Dilvara and Mount Abu.

' Ghalukyan Style, ^

It is only very recently that Indian historians have become at all familiar

^
with the Chalukyan kings. Their inscriptions are found as far north as

Mount Abu, and as far south as the banks of the Gauvery, and during the

three centuries that preceded the Muhammadan invasion of the Deccan, they

seem, in their various branches, to have reigned supreme in all the countries of

western India from Guzerat to Mysore.

With a little familiarity their style is easily distinguished from the two
abo;^e described. In plan, their temples are generally star-shaped under six-

teen sides. The typical form seems to be that four of these sides are flat and
form the principal faces, and between each of these are three faces arranged
angularly. The same principle pervades the design of the spire, which is

always rectilinear in outline and generally made up of miniature repetition

of itself heaped one over the other.

1 Should uot this sbyle be more properly called ‘ Hoysala style, ’ '’—The Editor





Copied from Earn Eazu's Essay on Architecture
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The peculiaritywhich is more characteristic of the style than the outline

of its form is the marvellous richness and beauty of the details with which

the buildings are elaborated. There are many buildings in India which are

unsurpassed for delicacy of detail by any in the world, but the temples of

Belur, Halebid and Somanathpur surpass even these for freedom of handling

and richness of fancy. The great age in which they were erected closed

within the Muhammadan conquest in the first year of the 14th century, and

even before that time a decline in style had set in.

Hindu Temple Architecture

In big temples we find

—

(1) Garhhagriha

,

(6) Dlwajasthamham.

(2) Suhmidsi. (7) Maliddivdra.

(3) Navoranga Ma^itapam. (8) Prdkard.

(4) MuTcha Mantapam. (9) Vimdna.

(6) Balipeetam. (10) Gopura.

Eao Bahadur Narasimhachar, head of the Archeeological Department of

Mysore State, has been devoting great attention and immense trouble to a

detailed exposition of the temple architecture in the Mysore Province, in

every one of his very interesting annual reports. I cannot go into the

subject in detail, but I only crave you kindly to peruse the photographs

and the plates that are presented before you to-day here.

Muha77imada7i A rchitecture

The Muhammadan conquest of India marks the commencement of a

glorious epoch in Indian art. The beautiful Taj Mahal, the magnificent

Audience Hall in Delhi Port, the palace of Akbar at Fatepur Sikhri,

Bijapore and other places, the tombs and mosques in Northern India are

the models of architecture of the Muhammadan period. The Muhammadans
had to employ Indian architects to assist them in the construction of their

buildings. Even in the Mughal period, Hindu art continued its ascendancy.

Sir W. Hunter says : ‘Although Muhammadans brought their new fornfe of

architecture, nevertheless the Hindu art a.sserted itself in the imperial works

of the Mughals and has left behind memorials which extort the admiration

and astonishment of our age. The first pattern of architecture of the

Mughal period is the beautiful Taj at Agra. Its claim to superiority is not

disputed by any other buildings in India, nay in the world. There is a

great controversy as regards the design and building of the Taj. It is said that
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the architect was a Venetian named Geronimi Verronee, and that its exquisite

inlaid decoration is the work of Austin de Bordeaux, a French adventurer,

who was for some time employed at the court of Shah Jehan. But this theory

has been disproved by E. B. Havell in his essay on 'The Taj and its

designers.’’ The Ta] is the outcome of the same genius and skill which was
shown hundreds of years ago in this spiritual land of Bharatha Varsha.

Neither any western nor any other eastern country can claim any share in the

glory of making the Taj with India.’

Decline of Indian Art

Generally speaking the decline of Indian art begins with the reign of

Aurangzeb. His fanaticism created a hatred in him towards Hindu art, and

thus the Indian craftsmen and artisans began to be neglected. Soon after

the fall of the Mughal Empire, great political confusion ensued in India,

which gave a fatal blow to everything conducive to national progress. It

was the time when the Indian nation fell from the high pedestal of their

religion and art, and ignorance and superstition began to prevail throughout

the country. In the midst of this state of anarchy and chaos, the English

were brought in by Providence to restore peace and order.

But unfortunately they, instead of renovating the neglected national art

of the country, brought their own methods which are quite unsuitable to the

needs of the country. It is highly desirable for the progress of any country

that her traditions are kept up. No doubt blinded with their ignorance,

Indians have neglected their traditions of architecture and adopted those

which would have been suitable for any country in the Arctic region rather

than for tropical India. But still our traditions are not dead.

Havell says :
‘ India has even now an immense advantage over Europe

in having a still living national art. The wave of commercialism which in

the last two centuries has swept over Europe, carrying all but a feeble remnan
of the splendid traditional craftsmanship of the Middle Ages, has not yet

entirely overwhelmed Indian art. Art in India, especially in the north, is

much more real and living, less artificial and exotic than it is in the great

centres of art of Europe. India needs no art schools, museums, picture and

sculpture galleries. The descendants of the architects who built the Taj

Mahal, of the court painters, and of the craftsmen who decorated the palaces

of Jehangir and Shah Jehan under the engineers who constructed their public

works, still carry on the trade of their forefathers, and throughout the

villages of India, there are still handicraftsmen, painters, potters, goldsmiths,

brass smiths, wood and stone carvers whose skill of hand and inherited craft

traditions represent a source of immense industrial wealth, which in Europe
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is being revived artificially by an elaborate and costly system of teacbing in
art schools, by museums, art galleries and schools for handicrafts.

’

Adaptation to Modern Life {Havell)

Art must always be moving with the times
; for real art is the

expression of the thought of the times. There is no finality of art in any
age. I# always needs the stimulus of new ideas to keep it healthy, just as
the human body constantly requires fresh blood to be moving in the veins.

Indian art must be stimulated with new thought, but this cannot take place

as long as educated India is content to be merely imitative.

It would be a fatal error to assume that Indian art traditions are too old

and worn out to be capable of adaptation to modern life and ways of thought.

Indian art has never failed before to adapt itself to new conditions
; and even

to acquire a fresh vigor by the change of ideas
;
and India stands now in a

better position than any European country for reconciling modern scientific

ideas with ancient or modern art. If India, instead of merely imitating

modern Europe, would set up for herself higher ideals of science and art

towards which the best thought of Europe is aiming, she would value her old

artistic traditions far too highly to wish to throw them away. As long as the

chief ambition of present day Indian art is to become the successful imitator

of what Europe does, India will remain in a state of inferiority—and
rightly too, for indiscriminate imitation is an admission of inferiority which
surely depreciates the power of initiative, and prevents the development of

all the creative faculties. To restore then the constructive powers of the

Indian mind to their full capacity should be the first and chief aim of all

Indian reformers and politicians. This aim can be attained effectively and
quickly through the revival of national art and culture. Of all branches of

art, that of architecture is one which gives occasion for the exercise of the

highest constructive powers
;
and in the revival of the domestic Indian

architecture there is a magnificent field open for all of us, and the very best

opportunity for giving a great stimulus to Indian art. Nowhere is it

more true than in India that architecture is the mother of all the arts, and

the neglect of Indian architectural traditions by Indian leaders of public

opinion, has been one of the principal causes of the deterioration of Indian

art. European experts like Eergusson, who have devoted themselves to the

study of Indian architecture, acknowledge that ‘ the science of building has

"‘heen developed by Indian architects to a point fully as high as and in some
instances higher than the best achievements of Europe’. Eergusson further

says that ‘ if Indians could be persuaded to take a pride in their f wn architec-

ture, there could be no doubt that the master-builders of the present day who
carry on the traditions of Indian architecture might even now excel the great

works of their ancestors’ for he had learnt more of the real science of

8
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architecture, as practised by the great master-builders of Europe, by observing

Indian master-builders at their work, than he had learnt from all the works

he had read.

Eergusson says * the living Indian architectural traditions are the result

of the earnest thinking of thousands of minds spread over hundreds of years

and acting in union with the national voice which called them into existence.’

Fine Arts and their Bevival {Havell)

There will be no true renaissance of art in India until the fine arts are

restored to their proper place in the national life. Our children should learn

the stories of Rama and Sita, of Krishna and Radha, of Savitri and Satyavan,

of Nala and Damayanti, not only from books, but from pictures painted on the

walls of our schools, houses and palace. Our young men should take lessons

in religion and history from the great paintings on the walls of colleges and

municipal buildings. And they must be painted by Indian artists and in an

Indian way. This is the part which fine art should take in a complete and

sound scheme of national education.

There are many Indian artists to be found who have not forgotten the

Indian way of painting and sculpture. They alone deserve to be encouraged.

But for the caste system, the traditional artistic culture, which gives the

present generation of Indians such splendid foundation to build upon, would

long ago have disappeared entirely. It is almost impossible to overvalue the

importance of a sound tradition in art.

The princes and aristocracy of India have a great responsibility in this

.
matter, for, on their patronage, the prosperity of the fine arts largely

depends.

All educated Indians should feel that, by dishonouring the Indian artists

who hold to their ancient traditions, they are dishonouring art, dishonouring

India, and dishonouring themselves. The honour you mete out to Indian

artists should not be in proportion to their skill in imitating European art

—

the essence of art is creation, not imitation,—but in proportion to their

ability to interpret daily Indian life and Indian artistic thought.

Indians will never recover their intellectual freedom until art takes again

its former place in National Education, and until that intense feeling for

beauty and that love and reverence for nature, which shine so strongly in

Vedic literature, inspire once more the whole national life and religion.

Every great intellectual awakening, since the world began has proceeded from

the Yoga—communion with the source of all beauty and all love which our

old Rishis taught and practised, whose wisdom is our most precious

heritage.



REVIEWS
Journal of tKe Royal Asiatic Society of

Great Britain and Ireland

{April, 1916)

The April number of this scholarly journal gives, as usual, much matter worthy
deep attention. It opens with a contribution by Mr. E, L. Turner on the ‘ Indo-

Germanic accent in Marariii.’ Students not only of philology but also of phonetics

will find it of considerable value. Mr. Turner maintains with great ability that

Mamthi is descended from a language which appeared in literature under the form
of Maharastri, and that it was a literary language strongly influenced not only by
Sanskrit but also by the Prakrit dialects. We are afraid the same line of argument
would apply with equal force to the many dialectical forms of Sanskrit. The
point is to see without holding any orthodox opinion how far the dialectical forms

keep still the Indo-Gerraanic traces tenaciously. We admit that as compared with the

other Sanskritized languages, the Marathi maintains a greater affinity not only in

form but also in pronunciation, and that is the most that can be said. When
Mr. Turner says that the origical tone of Sanskrit itself descended from the Indo-

Germanic tone, we are constrained to ask whether the Indo-Germanic tone had
any individuality of its own, i.e. in other words can we fix it to be of this or that

definite form for us to draw conclusions. The subject is as vast as it is erudite and
complex. We have been puzzled in not a few places to follow the author, who, to

his great credit it must be said, has dealt with the question in a scholarly manner.

The next is from the pen of Professor A, K. Sayce on ‘ The Arzawan letters and
other Hittite Notes.’ It has mostly to do with the revised translation of the second

Arzawa Tablet found at Tel-el-Amarna. It contains a letter from a Hittite named
Labbaya who was employed in escorting the caravans from Khalirabbat or Eastern

Cappadocia to Canaan and who with his two sons was accused of intriguing with

the enemies of Pharaoh.

Among other noteworthy contibutions, we may be permitted to make a posing
mention of an interesting article on ‘ The Chinese numerals and other notation al

systems’. It is very interesting because one of the learned members of our Society

has been giving considerable attention to a comparative system of notation among
the ancients, and how the present system of complex calculations has slowly

evolved from the simple and primitive methods. Mr. L. 0. Hopkins in his article

on the Chinese numerals says that the Chinese have two systems, one being the

ordinary notation, and the other called the ‘ commercial ’ notation, and takes up
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the latter system for a critical study. When we compare the normal forms of

the Chinese with their commercial forms, we are at once struck with the simplicity

of the commercial form. May we suggest an explanation that because the

Chinese were far advanced as a commercial nation, they naturally therefore

adopted a system which could be easily followed by others ? As some of the figures

were indicated by vertical strokes, the ingenuity of the people was such that lest

there was confusion if the same number was repeated they used both the vertical

and horizontal strokes, so that one could easily read the numbers without any

overlapping. Mr. Hopkins has been considerably helped in his investigations by

Chinese books on the subject together with the help he has received from the re-

searches of western savants. The study of the numerals is both stimulating and

interesting, and is likely to be of great use for a comparative study of the other

systems where, principally, the pictorial system is followed.

Among miscellaneous contributions we invite attention to a scholarly criticism

by Professor A. B. Keith of Professor Eidgeway’s theory of the origin of the Indian

drama. Professor Keith very aptly contends that the various lines of argument

which give a basis of agreement in the case of Greece are wholly lacking in India,

and maintains that the Indian drama is an offshoot from the religious practices of

early India. The Krishna colour or cult is taken to be the basis either to main-

tain or demolish the theory how far religion played a part to stimulate the dramatic

instincts of the people. Professor Keith maintains that he did not, as understood

by Professor Eidgeway, make the colour of the parties with whom Krishna had to

deal, to be the main point on which he wanted to support his theories, and exposes,

with a vehemence of language that does not lend dignity to the journal, tho

absurdity in the argument of Professor Eidgeway.

Space forbids notice of other attractive and learned topics, particularly the

hidian Day, and the Unlucky Numher 28.

K. DEVA.

TKe Journal of the Behar and Orissa Research
Society'* Vol. II* Part I

This latest comer into the ranks of journals devoted to research and critical

scholarship, bids fair to win a seat among the foremost by dint of sheer merit.

The Government of the new province is enthusiastic in its help to the Society

which issues the journal, and among its active members are men who have made

their mark as philologists, antiquarians or framers of forgotten history. It is not

ever^ province in India that can boast of scholars like Jadu Nath Sarkar, Hara-

prasad Shastri, B. 0. Mazumdar and S. 0. Boy. No wonder then that the three

volumes issued till now by the Society are a veritable storehouse of priceless

historical and archaeological information.

The number before us leads off with the annual presidential address by His

Honour Sir Edward Gait, wherein the highly cultured Governor of Behar

and Orissa puts forward certain pleas for the due encouragement of the Society,

which, put into the mouths of the founders of the Mythic Society, would make
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not tha slightest difference as between Behar and Mysore. Says Sir Edward

:

‘ In conclusion, I would express the earnest hope that all members of the Society

will do their utmost to further the objects with which it was established, and will

not only endeavour to induce as many of their friends as possible to join the

Society, but will also help to provide material for the journal. There is an
exceptionally wide field for research in Behar and Orissa, owing to its diversity of

races and languages, and its richness in sites of special historical and religious

interest tod in archaeological remains, dating back to pre-Buddhistic times, and
comprising relics of some of the greatest dynasties that ever held sway in India.

Again, ‘ I would specially urge junior officers of my own service to take an active

part in ethnographic research. No civilian can be a really successful officer unless

he understands the habits and mentality of the people of his district. . . . Such
enquiries bring their own reward, for they give an added interest to official tours

and develop one’s powers of observation and mental alertness.’ The bare substitu-

tion of the word Mysore for Behar in the lines quoted by us, renders the appeal

couched in them apply with tenfold greater force to the demand made by the

Mythic Society for sympathy and encouragement from our own men of light and
leading. Mysore no less than Behar abounds with untold monuments of historic

value, and these uplands of ours have seen the sway of as many great dynasties as

distant Maghada, the vestiges of whose reigns await yet the patient handling of

enthusiastic scholars.

To proceed : The Hon’ble Eev. A. Campbell, d.d., writes on the ‘ Traditions

of the Santals’ at some length, and readers of the article will find that he has

managed to place on record the many differing versions of these hoary traditions

in the simplest and most entertaining manner possible. The terse, pointed lines in

which the creation of humanity is told, are pregnant with that wisdom to which

the Hindu and the Christian alike lay equal claim :

—

In the beginning was Thakur Jin. There was no land visible, all was
covered with water. Then Thakur Jin’s servants said to him, “ How shall

we create human beings?” He replied, “If it be so desired, we can

create them.” They then said, “ If you give us a blessing (or the gift), we
shall be able to do so.” Thakur Jin then said, “ Go, call Malin Budhi.

She is to be found in a rock cave under the water.”

In effect, this is the self-same story of the creation as is being believed in by

all the great religions of the earth whose fount of inspiration seems to have

been Ancient Babylouia. Evidently, the Santals must have a past ascending to

untold ages before the sturdy Aryan set his conquering foot among them.

Mahamahopdyaya Hara Prasad Sastri, continues his scholarly investigations

into the life of the little known but universally read poet of poets, Kalidasa. The
article under reference is the second of the series and concerns itself with the

query, ‘ When did Kalidasa flourish.’ The erudite Pandit adduces about eighteen

kinds of cogent evidence, covering the fields of literature, philology and contem-

porary history, to show that the great master must have lived and worked somewhere

between ‘ the latter end of the fifth century, and the first half of the sixth century.,

This article of Mr, Shastri is valuable in more than one sense. Founded as his
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method of criticism is on the laborious, painstaking, conscientious models of the

west, it is a clear illustration to those that wish to learn, of what historical, and

scientific criticism should be.

The next article of some interest is on ‘The Empire of Bindusara’by Mr.

K. P. Jayaswal, m.a., where the author presents us with a few fresh data defining the

extensive conquests of Bindusara, conquests which extended as far south as

Madras, thus refuting Mr. Vincent Smith’s statement that the limits of the Nanda

dominions could not be defined. Babu Satindra Narayan Roy, writes two short

accounts, one on the gradual ‘ Conversion of Santals into Hindus,’ and the other on

‘The Evolution of a New Hindu God.’ The latter deals with the rise, within the

last fifteen years, of a new deity Trinath {i.e. a deity combining in himself Brahma,

Vishnu and Siva), whose worship is rapidly spreading throughout the districts

of Puri, Cuttack, Balasore and even Midnapore, His adoration is a very simple

affair, all the offerings required being but a pice worth of jpan, another pice worth

of ganjob and a third pice worth of oil. When with the oil a light is lit, and the

'pan and ganja are placed before him, the officiating priest, not necessarily a

Brahman, reads aloud from a Uriya manuscript, an account of the genesis of the god

and his prowess. After the worship is over, betel-leaves are’freely distributed among
those present, and those that smoke, take each a whiff of the sacred ganja. In the

course of the narrative, the author surmises that the evolution of this new god

must have originated in the brain ‘ of some astute family priest ’ with the idea of

benefiting the whole priestly class. In an earlier page, the same author states, that

the officiating pujari need not necessarily be a Brahman.’ He reconciles his later

statement with the former by saying that it was a clever stroke of business on the

part of the said priest to have placed the whole class out of the reach of charges

on the score of greed or avarice, by this gift of option. A more glaring instance

of gratuitous calumny we could not well conceive, and in the interests of historic

truth and fair play, we must protest against all such light-hearted and immature

assumptions. The abuse of the Brahman for having played sad havoc with the

historical and sociological annals of India, is a rampant one, leading enquirers very

often on false scents, as is well attested to by Mr. Vaidya’s sober arraignment of

this tendency in historians of the west in an article of his in the latest Journal

of the Boyal Asiatic Society, Bomhay Branch. If nothing else, common sense must
have pointed out to the author, that the Brahman is the last person to invent

a worship, in which all that is required are a copper’s worth of pan, ganja and oil.

Every student of Tantra knows that these are very necessary ingredients, not in

the worship of any Aryan deity, but in that of every animistic god whoever he or

she rpay be. Secondly, if it is cupidity that made a Brahman invent this belief,

where is scope to satisfy it in the attendant ceremonial which consists of nothing

but the reading of a manuscript by anybody who chooses, and the distribution of

pan after this, besides smoking ? The echoing of fashion and convention are for

small, unoriginal minds, and the random statements of such ought never to find

a place in the thoughtful and responsible pages of a research journal.

Dr. Spooner’s now famous phantasies as regards the Persian origin of ancient

Maghada, its great emperors Ohandragupta to Asoka, nay, even of their predecessors
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the Nandas, nay, even of Buddha, have become well known by this time as amazing

fables pieced together with surprising skill and eloquence. Mr. K. P. Jayaswal ex-

poses once again the utter hollowness of the learned archseologist’s amusing

Conjectures, and we have to admit that the task is well and convincingly done.

To give but one instance out of the many, to illustrate Dr. Spooner’s historic

veracity and Mr. Jayaswal’ s exposition thereof : Dr. Spooner makes the statement

in many places that ‘ Ohandragupta washed his royal hair according to the Persian

Calendar, the authority for this being Strabo who is said to rely on Megasthenes •

Says Mr. Jayaswal, ‘But on reference to the original authority, I find nothing

whatever about the “Persian Calendar.’’ The original passage is in Strabo, XY, 66

and runs as follows :—
‘ The following particulars are also stated by the historians. The Indians

‘ worship Zeus Ombrios (Indra), the river Ganges, and the indigenous

‘ deities of the country. When the king washes his hair, they celebrate

' a great festival, and send him great presents, each person seeking to out-

‘ rival his neighbour in displaying his wealth. (Me Grindle.)

There is nothing here about Ohandragupta particularly, nor is the statement

attributed to Megasthenes, nor is there the slightest mention of the Persian or any

other calendar. The ceremony refers to the well-known Vedic ritual of the royal

ahJiishechaniyam, and to the customary presents brought on the occasion by the

subjects.’ After a few more onslaughts like this, Mr. Jayaswal continues :

—

‘ To mix Herodotus with Strabo is a mistake
;
one account relates to Persia, and

the other to India
;
to pick up a piece from the former and to mix it up with the

latter would be to give a piece of history that would not be faithful to fact. Then

to attribute that history to Megasthenes is worse than unscientific. And on the

basis of that history, to generalize about Ohandragupta that “ he organizes his court

along purely Persian lines and pays regard to Persian ceremonial down to the wash-

ing of his royal hair.’’^ ... is rather reckless.’

Such unscientific and reckless generalizations abound in Dr, Spooner’s Zoroas.

trian Period of Indian History, and Mr, Jayaswal hag done well to assist the

thinking world in wafting these pretty imaginings of the Doctor into thin air.

K. E.

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal ^

The number before us deals with a variety of topics and caters for widely

different tastes. Mr. II. G. Greaves, Controller of Patents, India, leads with a very

interesting and suggestive article on the invention of fire, in which he indiqj/tes

‘ the excessive slowness with which the development of the utilization of fire in the

service of man has proceeded.' As he remarks, it i.s bard to appreciate this fact, in

these days of cheap matches, but no more convincing proof can be found for the

high value set on live fire in those days, than the dignity and sanctity bestowed,

in all early communities, on those engaged in keeping fires alight, and the large

part played by it in all ancient religions.

1 (p. 417.) 3 Vol. xii, New Series No.
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Mr. Bimala Charan Law’s paper on Taxila is a collection of the references

made to it in the Jatakas. A more informing thesis on this early Indian University

would have been more welcome at the present moment, were it only to focus

attention on ancient University ideals. Beyond the few generally prevalent

traditional notions about the relationship of Hindu teachers and pupils, which

were so well and so forcibly described by His Excellency Lord Hardinge in his

speech at the foundation-stone-laying ceremony of the Benares Hindu University, very

little is definitely known about the organization of, and life in, ancient universities.

Naimis&ranya in the epic period, Mithila, Ujjain, Benares, Srinagar,

Navadvepa, Poona, and Madura in the early mediaeval period, and Sringeri and

Vijayanagar in later days, were not only renowned seats of learning, but also the

abodes of academies like the Tamil Sangham. A systematic examination of

contemporary literature, inscriptions, sthalapuranas and temple records, is likely to

give us valuable hints. The subject is one of enthralling interest and promises to

repay richly the labour spent on it.

Mr. S. Kumar shows in his short note on the Bengal school of artists, the

danger of placing too great a reliance on a single authority in discussions relating

to early Indian history and suggests indirectly the wide field still open to research

workers to help in constructing a correct history of Indian arts.

A disquisition on the genuineness of the eighth canto of Kumara Sambhavam
and a collection of valuable notes on the geography of Orissa in the sixteenth century

—both written by Eai Manmohan Ohakravarty Bahadur complete the number under
review. Each of these is a model in its own sphere. In the former, Mr. Ohakravarty

discusses the available evidence, both internal and external, and concludes that the

canto formed part of the original poem, and that its omission from most manuscripts
is due to the nature of the subject dealt with—the amorous dalliance of the Divine
Being and His consort— ‘ which shocked the religious instincts.’ Such a criticism

was, we may note in passing, levelled against a verse in that canto by Kshemendra
also in his Auohitya Viohara Oharcha. The notes on the geography of Orissa are
based on the Ain-Akbari and the Madala Panji or the chronicles of the Jagannath
temple. The good use made of the latter gives considerable support to our plea
for an intelligent and systematic examination of temple records for sidelights on
Indian history,

A. V. E.

Mysore /krchaeological Report for 1914-15
^To those who are interested in unearthing the rich mine of the historic past of

India, a report like the one issued by Eao Bahadur Narasimhacharya, the indefati-

gable Officer-in-charge of the Archaeological Eesearches in Mysore, cannot but arouse
enthusiastic interest. We are very glad to note that where others would have taken
the field to be exhausted, he has been able to bring to light information most
interesting and instructive in its kind. Of the manifold activities evinced by his

department, not the least praiseworthy are the 334 new records that have been
copied. Of these, as has been specially noticed by the Government, is a Ganga
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copper-plate inscription discovered in the Hoskote Taluk, which differs from the

other published Ganga grants in several details, and mentions a hitherto unknown
Ganga king of the name of Vijaya Krishna Varma, son of Madhava Varma. Of the

many things brought to the information of students of history covering an extensive

area and referring to dynasties of kings including the Ganga, the Ohola, the

Ohalukya, the Hoysala and those of Vijayanagar and Mysore, not a few are deserv-

ing of individual mention as they settle finally points of history which have hitherto

been disputed. But none of these is so important in its nature as the record

which is dated to be of about a. d. 900 found at Begur, Bangalore Taluk, which
mentions Bengaluru (Bangalore), thus not only testifying to the antiquity of the

place, but demolishing once and for all the theory of Bengaluru being the city

of beana. We should think that at the rate the Rao Bahadur by his assiduous

industry, is gathering inscriptions and other particulars, regarding the Hoysalas,

there should be ample materials available at an early date to write the history of

the Hoysalas, It is an act of great courage of conviction on the part of the officer

to share the view propounded—for the first time and since persistently held—of the

Rev. Bather Tabard, M.A., President of the Mythic Society, that, in spite of Pergus-

son and bis airy mixing of styles, the Ohalukyan architecture should more justly have

been called Hoysala architecture. Apart from several new features which year after

year have been distinguishing the report of Mr. Narasimhaohar, making such reports

not the drybones of history, but living records of interesting personalities and in-

stitutions, the one that compels our admiration is the intimate knowledge we have

been enabled to possess of certain curious customs which have crept into religious in-

stitutions, e.g. in the well-known Ranganatha Temple at Thirumale where the object

of worship is a round stone, set in a square stone basin, the custom itself being that

a sect of Vaishnava Sudras officiate as assistant priests. Another curious thing about

this temple is that the east tower which shows signs of Saracenic style is said to

have been built by a Muhammdan, Killedar Husen Khan by name, who was com-

missioned to do so by the god in a dream. The miraculous element is not wanting,

as the stone basin receives any quantity of water without ever filling up. Bangalore

District has yielded a rich find. Just at this time when there is going on a keen

controversy regarding Kannada being made compulsory to the detriment or rather

the exclusion of the other languages, principally Tamil and Telugu, may we not be

permitted to state that, as once Mysore "was the home of the Tamila and the

Telugus, as is evidenced by the several inscriptions iu these languages, the Mysore

University, of which as patriotic Mysoreans we are all proud, should throw its

portals open for the teaching of these languages ?

The procedure adopted for the first time by Mr. Narasimhacharya of publisj^ing

individual sculptures of artistic merit and of illustrating the works of particular artists

in his reports has induced scholars of authority on Indian art and sculpture not only

to take a greater interest in the artistic work of Mysore, but also to form a more

favourable estimate of their merit as works of art. It need not be said that the

same procedure has been adopted this year with greater utility. The several plates

that embellish the report have no less contributed to its value to students of

sculpture, architecture and iconography. We hope that the Mysore Durbar will

9
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sanction at an early date an adequate staff for drawing the ground plans of historic

places that figure in the report. We also hope that before long the learned officer

himself will be enabled by the increase in the number of genuine records of the

Ganga dynasty to draw up the early Ganga history. The Mythic Society takes

this occasion to appeal to all lovers of history to try to utilize these and other

materials in throwing as much light as possible on the darkest recesses of the for-

gotten history of India.

We close this cursory review with our hearty congratulations to the learned

archaeologist, and hope that his enthusiasm will more and more increase to give

us still more interesting and instructive details.

K. DEVA.

The Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal
Asiatic Society ^

Besides the proceedings of the Society for 1913-14, and a list of presents to its

Library during 1914, the volume under review contains as many as seven articles by

various well-known writers. Dr. Jivanji Jamshedji Modi, b.a., one of the Vice-

Presidents of the Society, leads off with the mention of a few materials collected

from Iranian sources for a chapter in the Early History of Bactria. This paper

was the outcome of a desire expressed by Professor H. G. Eawlinson of the

Deccan College, for a reliable textbook on the Early History of Bactria and Iran.

The sources made use of by Dr. Modi are said by him to be the Avesta and other

Pablavi books of the Parsees, and the history of those regions written by old

Muhammadan writers like Eirdousi, Maooudi and Tabari.

Bactria, the Bakbtri of the famous cuneiform inscriptions of Behistun, was

the contemporary of Assyria and Babylon in the height of their glory, it be

held Moses laying down the foundations of a great theocracy for the Hebrews,

one of its kings, Kai KS,us is represented to have known Solomon, a successor of his,

Lohrasp, is said to have had the Babylonian Nebuchednezzar as his general, and

most interesting of all, King Gushtasp, the son of Lohrasp was the monarch at

Bactria when the great Zoroaster promulgated his religion and taught it to the

king. These may be mere legends unanalysed yet and the truth in them brought

out. Dr. Modi does not pretend that the references he has been able to hunt up out

of the considerable mass of old Iranian and Muhammadan literature, bear on them

the impress of historic truth. As to its antiquity, the only indirect evidence furnished

by history is the reference in the Vendidad to Balkh as ‘ the city with uplifted

banners.’ Taking these words to mean a capital city in the heyday of its glory, it

mu^t have flourished at least before 1200 b.o., when we know it was captured and

destroyed by the Assyrians.

There is one point in the legendary history as given by Muhammadan writers

that is noteworthy. It is that of Nebuchednezzar having been a general under Cyrus

the Great. While the classical authors of the west speak of him as an ally of

Cyrus, the Pahlavi Minokherad and the Dinkard support the Muslim historians.

Which of these speak the truth ? On a correct reply to this query depends the

No. I, vol. sxiv, 1914-5,
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fixing of the Age of Zoroaster, and the determination also of the relationship in

time between the AcheBmenian and Kayanian dynasties. Which of these preceded
the other ? Of course Dr. Modi tries at a solution of the problem on the supposi-

tion that both the dynasties were contemporaries, the former ruling in the west

and the latter in the east. He says that such a supposition would confirm the

date of Zoroaster as given by the Parses books. But until better evidence is

forthcoming to explain why the classical writers do riot refer to the Kayanians,

while the*Parsee books ignore equally the Achsemenians, guesses at truth of the

kind made by Dr. Modi, must remain as such and no more.

Doctor Harold H. Mann and Mr. S. B. Paranjpe write at considerable length

on the intermittent springs at Bajapur in the Bombay Presidency. According to

local tradition, the springs were first observed some three hundred years ago, and
up to the year 1821 continued to flow regularly every year for a month or six

weeks in January or February. Prom that date, the phenomenon manifests itself

only once in two or three years. The area covered by the springs, about 3,150 sq.

yards, is surrounded by a high stone wall, and paved with stones. Fourteen cisterns

of various sizes have been built to receive the water. The water invariably begins

to overflow in the first of these cisterns, and within a few minutes of its first

appearance, the remaining cisterns are rapidly filled. These cisterns are in no way
connected with each other. Only one cistern overflows, and here the water is let ofif

through the mouth of a cow carved out of stone. During the overflow the water
bubbles up through all the interstices in the pavement as well as through the beds
of the cisterns. The awakening of the spring is hailed with joy for hundreds of

miles, and many a footsore pilgrim resorts thither to bathe in the many small ponds
built for the purpose, and obtain merit, as the water of these springs is reputed by
tradition to have come all the way from the Ganges. Though people believe that
the springs never flow in the rainy season, figures recorded for the past thirty-two
years ending 1913, show, that they have flowed seven out of sixteen times in that
season. But it is found invariably that the average period of flow in the rainy
season is only twenty-three days, whereas the average for the hot season is as high
as fifty-one days. The learned authors of this investigation conclude that the

source from which all the springs are supplied, lies somewhere under the traditional

banyan tree from under which Mother Ganga first made her appearance in response
to her devotee’s prayers, that the water is ordinary trap water remarkably free from
saline matter, and that no reason as yet exists to suppose that there is anything
extraordinary about these springs or in the intormittency produced, which differs in

no way from many others known to exist in other parts of the world.

Mr. 0. V. Vaidya, m.a., ll.b. of Poona, follows next with his closely argued p^per
on ‘ The Solar and Lunar Kshatriyasin the Vedas.’ The paper is an answer to Mr.
Pargiter who bolds by the Puranic version that the Solar dynasty of Indian Kshatriyas

was of Dravidian origin, and that the Lunar dynasty had its original kingdom at

Prayag or Allahabad. Prom exhaustive quotations culled from the Big-Veda and the

Brahmanas, and from cumulative evidences tendered by ethnology and philology,

Mr. Vaidya argues for the incursion into India from the north-west of two different

streams of Aryans, in the Vedio times, the first of whom are referred to in the Big-
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brother chieftains, viz. Yadu, Turvashu, Ann, Druhya and Puru. In the course of

the development of this theory of his, Mr. Vaidya relegates the authority of the Pura-

nas on the Indian Kshatriya genealogy to the background, prior prominence being

sought to be given to the authority of the Vedas, the Vedangas, the Brahmanas,

the later Sutras, the Greek and other classic writers, the Mahahharata and the

Bamayana in a descending line. The Eishis Vasishta and Viswaraitra identified by

tradition and the Puranas with the Solar race of kings are always found in the

Vedas associated with the Bharats solely, so that it is clear that the first stream

of Aryans were later on styled the Solar race, and the second stream the Lunar

race whose Eishis, the Angirases and Kanva find a similar mention in the Vedas

connected with the Anu, the Yadu, the Druhya, etc. Ethnology and philology

also as applied by Sir H. Eisley and Dr. Grierson show that there were two Aryan

races who invaded India at different times and settled in the country. The first,

the long-headed Aryans, settled in the Punjab and Eajputana and are found there

even now with offshoots about Ayodya and Mithila, whose present language, eastern

Hindi, is allied to the Punjabi and the Eajastani. The second race of Aryans was

broad-headed and mixed with the original Dravidian population of the country, and

is now found in the large tract from Ambala in the north, to Kathiawar in the south-

west and Jubbulpore in the south-east and Nepal in the north-east. The present

language of these people is western Hindi. As to the question why these two

streams were styled Solar and Lunar by the Puranists, though no mention of

these names is to be found in the Vedas, Mr. Vaidya answers it by saying that

the desire of the ancient peoples to connect their greatest with some divinity or

other has been universal in its operation, and that as regards the case in point,

Manu, the progenitor of the first race of Aryans was styled in the Vedas as the son

of Viswaswan, the sun, that besides, the Niruktha identified Bharata the first

great king of the Vedio period with the sun himself, and so, the Puranic writers

termed the first race of the invaders as of the snn, and by a sense of natural oppo-

sition, the second race as coming from the moon. The whole thesis is a very elabo-

rate and closely-argued one, and deserves to be studied carefully by those interested

in such questions.

Mr. H. G. Bawlinson, m.a., proves in> the course of a short, but very interesting

article, how the sacred tale of Barlaam and Josaphat so strongly current in the

Middle Ages throughout Christendom derives its main features, through the medium
of the apocryphal Acts of St. Thomas, from the Jataha stories concerning the early

life of Gautama Sakya Muni.

^ The Growth of Sectarianism among the Sri-Vaishnavas ’ after the apotheosis

of Sri-Eamanuja is traced with some critical skill and care by Mr. V. Eangaoharya,

M.A., the Quruparamparas of both the Vadagalais and the Thangalais forming the

chief source of the conclusions he arrives at. When Sri Eamanuja ceased his mortal

labours, Vaishnavaism was a single belief split into no doctrinal divisions. The
Prabhandas (Tamil devotional songs) and the Bhashyas (Sanskrit commentaries on
the Vedanta)|held an equal sway over the minds and hearts of men. But differences

arose gradually based on the predilection of certain of the Acharyic leaders for
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Tamil, in which the Prahhand&s were composed, and which, they declared were

enough to bestow salvation on a believer, Irrespective of his knowledge of the

Bhashyas. A schism like this was inevitable, It was a natural reaction in the

minds of the more catholic of the Sri Vaishnavas against the increasing conserva-

tism and the self-sufficing seclusion of the majority of their brethren who ascribed

to caste anti, to Sanskrit an importance transcending the ordinary dictates of huma-

nity, fellow-feeling and the thousand and one weaknesses inherent in mortals. The

great Ratnanuja himself, in the heyday of his career, was the prophet of this gospel,

though in his declining years he felt himself unable to work out his overflowing

love for the masses against the stern hostility of hia conservative . following. But

the sparks thrown out by him in his generous prime were received unnoticed in a

few bosoms and in process of time developed into a steady glow, which won for itself

a local habitation and a name in the time of Pillai Lokacharya, the Thengalai

leader at Srirangam, while the great Yenkatanatha ruled over the orthodox section

at Oonjeeveram as his contemporary. This open declaration of a new doctrine wae

made some time in the first half of the fourteenth century, and since then, ths

history of Sri Vaishnavaism in Southern India is the rise, progress and mutual ani-

mosities of two warring sects. It is but proper to add here that though the aims

of the first protestants were towards a greater catholicity and brotherhood of all

classes, the means they adopted to secure for their schism Acharyic sanction were

tainted by falsehood and forgery, and that among the distinctions they adumbrated,

some were puerile and entirely meaningless. Moreover they have carried their love

for Tamil to such an extent that Sanskrit, the vehicle of immemorial Aryan culture,

has come now to occupy but a subordinate place in the mental and theological equip-

ment of a South Indian Brahman. Leaving all this aside, the one great drawback

which emerges on a moral evaluation of this sect is, that the Thengalais have

practically forgotten the raisond’itre of their schism which was a greater consoli-

dation of all Sri Vaishnavas, Brahmans or no Brahmans, and continue as bigoted, as

narrow and as hide-bound as their more honest orthodox brethren. One slight

mistake of Mr. Rangaoharya in his well written thesis is where he defines the

namam, the Sri Vaishnavite caste mark, as the foot of Lord Vishnu. That a

a scholar like himself should make such a definite statement is surprising, as the

panoharatTCi, on which the Sri Vaishnavas rely for the wearing of the marks makes it

clear that the three marks, whether perpendicular or horizontal, ‘ are sy^mbolioal of

everything indicated by the mystic number three ’ as for instance, either the three

primary Gods, the letter Auiii, the three fires, the three Vedas, the three worlds, the

three times, the three gunas or the three essentials of faith Prahriti, Jivatma and

Paramatma. (Vide ‘ Sri Vaishnavdsvi and Its Caste Marks, ’ by K. Devan*tha-

ohariar, Journal of the Mythic Society. Vol. VI. No. 1.)

Among the other papers of interest in this number are Dr. Jeevanji Modi’s

‘ Ocethe’s Parsee-mameh,
’

and the same versatile author's account of ‘ A Persian

Inscription of the Moghul times on a stone found in the District Judge s

Court at Thana.’
K. E.
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Commercial History^
Mr. A. V. Eamanathan bas issued in the form of a booklet his lecture delivered

under the auspices of the Government Commercial School, Bangalore. Ordinarily

speaking, it does not lie vt^ithin the scope of the Mythic Society to review books or

articles which have to do vs^ith the ‘ modern side.’ But Mr. Eamanathan has taken

the trouble to give a lucid summary of the condition of early Indian commerce

taking us back to days which the Mythic Society delights to speak about. We agree

with the author when he says that India even in days when she had greater facilities

and resources to become a leading commercial country let the opportunity pass

by, thus affording scope to a number of nations to exploit her. India gave

freely of what she had and took as freely all that was brought to her doors, but in

the matter of herself . taking her wares outside to sell and bringing other wares

instead, she bad not the desire for it. What India lacked, Nineveh and Babylon

attained. They founded colonies and covered a good portion of the then world.

They invented the alphabet and also the manufacture of glass and were noted for

their purple dyes and fine woollens. They were the first nation to raise a national

debt, and they issued and honoured letters of credit. Next came the Greeks who
depended for their existence on a large import of food stuffs, and maintained a large

merchant marine doing a good deal of carrying trade. Even in days when they had
fallen under the sway of the Eomans, they were the foremost to contribute to the

Byzantine greatness. Alexandria owed not a little to them. It was they that

discovered the periodicity of monsoons in the Indian ocean and greatly increased

the safety of navigation. To Eome belonged the credit of a banking system. The
last among the elder nations were the Saracens, and to them commerce was in-

debted for the cutlery and fabrics of Damascus, the textile fabrics and carpets.

The history of commerce dealt with in the succeeding pages of Mr. Eamanathan's

delightful book relates to recent times. We commend the book as one which in an

attractive style gives in a small compass the history of a large subject. Publications

of the kind are just the sort to be placed in the hands of students who have
neither the time, nor the patience to devote to larger volumes, while still at school.

K. Dbva.

The Journal of the Hyderabad
Archaeological Society, January* I9IO

There is a melancholy interest attaching to the appearance of this Journal, for

its publication nearly synchronized with the rather sudden death of its real originator,

the Hon’ble Lieut. Col. Sir Alexander Pinhey, K.O.S.I., O.I.B., Eesident at the court

of the Nizam. Sir Alexander was the founder and first President of the Hyderabad
Arch geological Society, whose organ the Journal is.

' Those who had the pleasure of

knowing Sir Alexander know the great interest in the antiquities of the Nizam’s
Dominions and the amount of labour and organizing ability he brought to bear on
his work as President and founder of that Society. He was the heart andsoul of the

movement which ended in its foundation and after its foundation his interest in

iByMx. A. Y. Ramanatliau.
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it was both unabated and deep. It is difficult to estimate the loss that the Society

has sustained by his death. Though the cause of archaeology generally in India,

and particularly in the Dominions, for which his love was great, has lost in him
a distinguished friend, his example remains to all workers in that rich field. It

is to be hoped that that example will bear fruit in the years to come in the history

of the Hyderabad Society.

We have great pleasure in welcoming this latest recruit to the ranks of antiqua-

rian journals in India. Its format leaves little to be desired. Its contents provide

a rich repast to all lovers of antiquarian studies in India. The mere mention of the

names of the five articles that appear in it ought to suffice to kindle real interest

in it. These are: ‘The Scope of Archaeology in the Hyderabad State’ by

Mr. G. Yazdani, Honorary Secretary of the Society; ‘The Antiquities of Kulpak

by Mr. T. Srinivas, Bar-at-Law, ‘ The Antiquities of Warangal ', by Mr. G. Yazdani

;

‘Old Hyderabad China’ by Mr. E. H. Hunt, m.a., and ‘ Kopal Town and Fort’

by Sir Alexander P. Pinhey, K.O.S.I. Each of these articles is worth reading, not

merely—we may add—by the mere antiquarian but by the general reader as well

who wants to take any interest in what surrounds him. If people everywhere

took a little more interest in what they see around and inquired and wrote about

them, our knowledge about things ancient in this laud would in a very short time

become very great. What is wanted is an intelligent interest in things observed.

Articles of the type we have noted above, embellished as they are by beautiful

plates, do a real service in kindling this interest in matters antiquarian. Quite apart

from this view of their worth, it is needless to say that they individually add to

our previous knowledge of them. Sir Alexander Pinbey’s article on Kopal town

and fort adds considerably to what is known about it from stray references to it

in Farishta and the older historians of India. Mr.Hunt’s article on ‘ Old Hyderabad

China ’ opens up a new line of inquiry in that State which, we trust, will attract

wider attention. Mr. Yazdani’s article on ‘ The Antiquities of Warangal ’ is a

most valuable one, while we feel we should commend Mr. Srinivasa’s paper on

‘ The Antiquities of Kulpak ’ for the great pains he has brought to bear upon

his task. Mr. Yazdani deserves a word of a praise also for his paper on ‘ The Scope

of Archaeology in the Hyderabad State ’ which shows the wide scope there is for

archaeological work in that State.

The first number of the Hyderabad Society’s Journal is altogether an excellent

one and the Society may legitimately take pride in its production. If its successors

are as good as this particular number, we have no doubt that it will soon attract

wider attention to itself. In any case, there can be no doubt that it will by its

work fill a void in the Indian antiquarian world.

0. H. E.

Tlie Ceylon Antiqtiary and I^iterary Register
The Ceylon Antiquary and Literary Register transports us to a new world of

antiquities, which has, however, sufficient resemblance to our own to awaken interest

and sympathy. One touch of archseology makes the whole world kin.
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The contributions in the April number are well written, and must be of great

interest to those who are sufficiently familiar with present-day Oeylon to trace in

the past the roots of existing conditions.

The Eev. Father H.G. Pereira, S.J., gives an account of the Jesuits in Oeylon in

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and of the early conversions to Christianity-

Some of the extracts give a vivid impression of the persecution to which the con-

verts were subjected. The article contains an interesting picture taken from Father

de Moraes of the social condition of the Portugese colony in Colombo,whi^ seems

to have been neither better nor worse than similar settlements of that period.

‘ The men were given to lewdness and lust ’ says the good priest ;
but by ‘ fulmina-

ting very strongly against such abuses ’ he gradually awakened them to a sense of

, their sin, and brought them to lead Christian lives. ‘ The Enemy of Mankind had,

however, sown many deadly tares ’ among the natives of that land, of which Father

de Moraes proceeds to recount a few, such as ‘ their not killing anything even if

they ha,ppen to be ravenously hungry’ and their unfortunate addiction to chewing

betel leaves.
’

The next article deals with ‘ The Polonuaruwa coin weight standard ’, which •

must be of great interest to numismatists. In the third, Mr. John M, Senavaratne

discourses very learnedly on the question whether a colossal block of grey granite

lying inscribed at Polonuaruwa was brought from Segiri or Sigiri ; and finds that

the ingenious reasons given in siipporc of the latter theory lack convincing

power.

Next comes an interesting historical document—being a petition, dated 1801

presented by certain shareholders of the Dutch Bast India Company to the Batavian

Republic urging that Ceylon should not be ceded to England at the treaty of Amiens.

The most readable article in the issue is the one which follows from the pen of

Mr. H. C, P. Bell. It is a sketch of the close of the life of Andreas Amabert, a

young soldier of fortune from France, who died in the service of the Dutch East

India Company as lieutenant in charge of a frontier fortress in 1764. The story is

told with a quaint charm of style and presents in a delicate and effective rnanuer

the tragedy of a brave young life doomed to fret and waste in the squalid pettiness

of an obscure semi-commercial station.

After the articles come notes and queries relating to divers matters of local in-

terest. ‘ Misspelt Place-names,' and ‘The tree of Ten Thousand Images’ are two of

the subjects on which short notices appear. The misspelling of placq-names in

Oeylon will hardly startle a people who have learnt to acquiesec in Sefingapatam,

Bangalore and Ohitaldrug
;
and the Tibetan tree of Ton Thousand Images—on every

leaf Si w'nich the pious (and they alone) can behold a likeness of Buddha and a tran-

script of some sacred text has more than one counterpart in other parts of

the world.

Mr. L- H. S Piers gives a description of two ornamental devices in metal

common in Ceylon—the head of the chameleon and the cock—and suggests an ex-

planation, which if meant as a joke can be regarded as a fair success. There is

however just a suspicion of solemnity about the explanation of the significance of

the chameleon head.

N. R.







EDITORIAl^ NOTES
The My’sore University.

Wh are very happy to be able to welconie the advent of a University in

Mysore and fervently pray for its brilliant and prosperous career. It was
formally inaugurated on October 12, 1916 at Mysore, when the Senate met
or the first time.

As our members are aware, we have been earnestly awaiting the fruition

of the Government’s efforts in this direction, and our revised rules contemplate

active 90-operation with the University in the creation, stimulation, and
continued promotion of a spirit of research.

It is noteworthy that the principal officers of the University are those

who have all along had the best interests of this Society and its objects at

heart. His Highness the Chancellor of the University is our Patron, and His
Highness the Pro-Chancellor is one of our Honorary Presidents. Our
President, two of our Vice-Presidents, both our Editors, and three of th«

ordinary members of the Committee are Fellows. We count among our

members the Vice-Chancellor of the University, a majority of the University

Council, of the Senate and of the Faculty of Arts.

We are encouraged by the hope that working with the Society in such

close co-operation, the activities of the University will accelerate the growth of

intellectual life in this State for which the Mythic Society has been striving

for the past seven years,

TKe Habitation for the Mythic Society
The Daly Memorial Hall which is to be the Habitation for our Society

is progressing apart, and it is hoped that the January meeting will be held i«

our own hall. The Managing Committee of the Society avail themselves of

this opportunity to offer the expression of their gratitude to the Principal of th«

Central College and the several Head Masters of the Government High School

for their courtesy in having placed their hall at the disposal of the Society for

its monthly and annual meetings during the last seven years.

A few thousand rupees are still wanted to furnish and thoroughly equip

the new building. The Committee of Management trust that the members of

the Society will come forward and see that our hctll is fitted ;up in a manner
worthy of the name it is to bear and the requirements of the Society.

CEETIFICATE OF INCORPOKATION

Rbgistee No. 328 of 16-17 m the Office of the Reqistkak of Joint-

Stock Companies in Mysore

In the Matter of the Mythic Society

I hereby certify, pursuant to the Mysore Societies Regulation No. Ill of

1904, that the Mythic Society is incorporated as a Society under the aforesaid

Regulation. Fee paid rupees ten only.

(Sd.) P. RAGHAVBNDRA RAO,
Begistrar of Joint-Stock Companies in Mysore.

Bangalore,

Dated December 12^ 1916.





THE MYTHIC SOCIETY
BXJJLES

1. The Society shall be called the Mythic Society,

2. The objects of the Mythic Society shall be

—

{a) To promote the study of the sciences of archseology, ethnology,

history, religions and allied subjects more particularly in

Mysore and South India,

{b) To stimulate research in the above subjects.

3. The entire management of the Society shall vest in a Committee

consisting of a President, Vice-Presidents, a General Secretary, an Honorary

Treasurer, Branch Secretaries, one or more Editors, and seven other mem-
bers, who shall hold office for one year, but shall be eligible for re-election.

4. Membership shall be of two kinds—
() Honorary, (6) Ordinary,

5. Honorary membership shall be restricted to persons who, in the

opinion of the Committee, have rendered distinguished service towards the

attainment of the objects of the Society. Honorary members shall be

nominated by the Committee, and from the date of their election they shall

be entitled, without payment, to all the privileges of ordinary members.

6. Ordinary membership shall be open to all gentlemen and ladies who
may be elected by the Committee.

7. The subscription for ordinary membership shall be

—

{a) For members resident in Bangalore, rupees five per annum.

() For members resident elsewhere in India, rupees three per

annum. These subscriptions shall be payable on election, or

annually, on July 1st. The Honorary Treasurer may recoi^jer

any subscription which may remain unrecovered at the time

the second number of the Journal is issued by sending the

second number by V.P.P.

Membership shall be open to residents in the United Kingdom, the

subscriptions being four shillings annually, a remittance of twelve

shillings covering subscriptions for three years. Subscriptions
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from the United Kingdom may be remitted by ‘British Postal

Order ’ to the Honorary Treasurer, Mythic Society, Bangalore.

Bona, fide students resident in Bangalore will be admitted as members

without the right of voting on payment of rupees three per annum.

Any subscriber, on payment of rupees three per annum, will be

entitled to receive the Quarterly Journal of this Society.

The activities of the Society shall be as follows ;

—

{a) There shall be, as far as possible, nine ordinary meetings in

each session, at which lectures will be delivered
;
due notice

being given by the Secretary to resident members only.

Each session shall be reckoned from 1st July to dOth June.

[Members shall be entitled to bring their friends to the meet-

ings. The President shall have the power of vetoing admis-

sion in any special case.]

(b) The transactions of the Society shall be incorporated and

published in the Quarterly Journal to be issued as far as

possible on 1st October, 1st January, 1st April, and 1st July,

which will be sent free to all members, and which will be

on sale at twelve annas per copy to non-members. Mem-
bers joining in the course of a session shall be entitled

to all the numbers issued during that session but their

subscriptions will be due as from the previous 1st July, and

they will be expected to pay for the whole year. No resig-

nation from membership wull be accepted except between

1st July and 1st October.

[Lecturers are expected not to allow any Paper or Eeview to

publish their lectures in extenso before they have appeared

in the Quarterly Journal of the Society.]

(o) The Society will encourage a spirit of research among Univer-

sity students by awarding a medal annually to the best

essay on a subject determined upon by the Committee.

9.

A Library and Eeading-room will be maintained by the Society.

10. The Reading-room will be opened to members and registered-

readers on days and at times decided on by the Committee and duly notified

to those concerned.

11. Books will not be lent outside the premises to any one except

with the written sanction of the President, the clerk taking requisitions

and obtaining orders in each case.
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12. The Annual Greneral Meeting will be held, as far as possible, in

July, when the report and accounts for the previous session shall be submit-

ted to the members and new ofl&ce-bearers shall be elected.

13. The framing and the alteration of the Eules rest entirely with the

Committee.

14. The habitation, offices, and library of the Society are situated in the

‘Daly Memorial Hall,’ Cenotaph Eoad, Bangalore City,

15. The Trustees for the ‘ Daly Memorial Hall’ are the following office-

bearers for the time being ;

—

The President, the General Secretary and the Treasurer.

A. V. KAMANATHAN,
General Secretary.
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TIPPU SULTAN'S E^MBASSY TO THE FRENCH
COURT IN 1788

A Tape?' read before the Mijthic Society

By the Eev. a. M. Tabard, m.a., m.r.a.s.

The entry of kings and queens into cities, the visits of princes and illustrious

personages, the reception of ambassadors have always been the occasion of

special festivities. Other customs have changed, but whether it be a king’s or

a prince’s visit, the concourse of people is always great, and the official pro-

gramme does not vary much. Yet, when the account of one of these takes us

back nearly a century and a half, it is bound to be interesting reading, as it

places before us incidents which may or may not have some historical value,

but which, at all events, show that human nature is ever more or less the same.

I have been fortunate in coming across some documents connected with

the reception at Toulon of the ambassadors sent by Tippu Sultan to King
Louis XVI of France, and, I believe, they will be of some interest to the

readers of the Q?iarterly Jo'urnal of the Mythic Society especially in Mysore.

These documents have been published for the first time in the Bulletin dc V

Academie du Var for 1914-5.

TIPPU SAHIB

Among all the potentates, who have reigned in India, very few are known
in France even by name. Tippu Sahib is an exception, owing not so much to



the fact that he was an ally of France, as to a feeling common at the time to

both countries : the hatred of England.

That feeling born at Cr6cy and Agincourt had remained very much alive

in French breasts as is proved by the substantial assistance rendered by France

to America in the war of independence. That feeling of hatred was by

degrees succeeded by one of suspicion towards ‘ Perfide Albion ’ and not until

1914 have the two traditional foes come to be to each other what God intend-

ed them to be all along, loyal and disinterested friends as also the guardians of

all that is best in European civilization, a happy result of the present war,

a result, which we all hope will last for many generations to come.

Tippu knew of that feeling, and it was the aim of his life to turn it to his

advantage. At the same time, to the French of the end of the eighteenth

century, a Mysore Sultan appeared like another hero of independence, and

France felt that, if she had not been able to strike at England through America,

she might s*till do it through the Sultan of Mysore.

Before I proceed with the detailed particulars of the embassy, which

Tippu resolved to send to the French king, I beg to be permitted to remind

you of the circumstances of the times.

Tippu was the eldest of Hyder Ali’s sons. Hyder, feeling that his lack of

education had been a drawback in liis career, insisted on his sons being trained

by skilful teachers, and so Tippu became proficient in all the sciences cultivated

in India at that time. He could speak several languages, European and Indian

;

he used to devote to reading several hours every day, but yet it was in bodily

exercises that he particularly excelled, and at a very early age he was the best

horseman in his army. The science of war, he learned from French officers in

his father’s service. At the head of a cavalry regiment he took part in

1767 in the conc|uest of the Carnatic, and the victories he won over the

Maharattas, 1773 to 1779, proved that he had profited by his masters’

lessons.

At his father’s death, December 7, 1782, he was in Malabar keeping in

check Colonel Humberston.

Taking advantage of Iiis being so far away, the English under General

Mathews captured Onore, Bednore and all the neighbouring districts, but

Tippu, as soon as he bad rendered the last offices to his father, marched
against the English commander with an army, 25,000 strong, of whom 1,000

wei;a French. He took Mathews by surprise and forced him to surrender,

April 28, 1783.

A kind of truce was signed, but soon broken by both parties, the English

evading payment of the indemnity agreed upon, and Tippu causing Mathews
and twenty of his principal officers to be poisoned.

AVhen the Sultan was besieging Mangalore a peace was concluded between

England and France, and thus Tippu was deprived of his most precious allies,
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in spite of wliich, lie was able himself to conclnde an advantageous peace with

England, March 11, 1784.

Tippn availed himself of the respite in doing away with the phantom
Mysore Raj, proclaimed himself Bultan and started reorganizing his army.

To expel the English from India was his most cherished dream, and he
could not help chafing under the peace he had signed unwillingly. But before

renewing his conflict with England, he wished to make sure of Erench aid, and

so resolved to send an embassy to Louis XVI in order to conclude witli France

an offensive and defensive alliance.

THE EMBASSY
At the beginning of March, 1788, the French Prime Minister, ^ the Comte

de Brienne, gave special orders for the reception of the ambassadors to the

Governor of Toulon,- and on March 7, the Admiralty ^ wrote as follows to

the Naval Commandant ‘ of tlie same place and to M. Malouet ;

’
‘ I am

informed, Gentlemen, that the ambassadors sent to the king by Tippn Sahib

are expected daily at Toulon with M. de Monneron. As it was at first expect-

ed that they would land at Brest, His Majesty had issued orders that they

were to be received there with the greatest honours. It was even the king’s

intention to send some of his own carpets with other articles of furniture. Now
there is no time to despatch them to Toulon, but His Majesty wishes that

nothing should be neglected which may impress the ambassadors and enable

them to send their master a satisfactory account of their reception on French

soil. The ordinary honours rendered to ambassadors must be rendered to them.

It is not known yet in what their retinue may consist, but as rice is the staple

food of the Asiatics, you must take good care to get large quantities of different

kinds, all of the best quality. They eat the flesh only of animals killed by

themselves. See then that there be a good provision of slieep, game and

several kinds of fowls, like partridges, pigeons, etc. At the same time

M. le Comte d’Albert must take care of his own dignity, as it would be a mis-

take to do too much, or to do too little. The Commandant in consultation

with M. de Monneron will send the best cutter in the port Avith two ship cap-

tains to meet the ambassadors. On their landing, they "will be mot by the Port

1 E. G. de Lomnnic de Biieiiue, Cardinal Archbisliop of Toulouse, Minisler from August,

1787, to August, 1788. Born 1727, died 17SJ8.

2 La Rivi6rc de Ooinoy was for thirty years Governor of Toulon.

3 The Head of the Admiralty was Cesar Henri Comte de la Luzerne, for the Na\y

from October, 1787, to October, 1790, with a short interval.

‘i Charles Hector Comte d’Albert, ‘Commandant de la i^^arine’, at Toulon from 1785 to

1790. Bom 1728, died 1802.

5 Pierre Victor Malouet, ‘ Infcendaut de la Marine’ at Toulon (migrated to England in 1792.

returned to Prance in 1802, became Baron under the Empire and minister for the navy under the

First Restoration. Born 1740, died 1814.
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Officer accompanied by all the ship captains at Toulon and also the other

principal officers. Oarriages for them, their retinue, and the officers sent to

meet them, must be ready to take them to the ‘ Intendance ’ on their arrival.

There they will be received with military honours and the band will play

pieces calculated to please them. M. le Comte d’Albert, surrounded by the

officers available, all in full dress, will wait for them in the reception hall,

which must be decorated as splendidly as possible. On their arrival,., he will

remain covered, simply giving the military salute, he will then go to meet

them, and will take them to seats on his right hand, a little lower than his

own. This will be sufficient, I trust; anyhow M. de Monneron will advise

you, if tlrere is any difficulty.’

F.S.— M. le Gomte d’Albert will be good enough to explain to the ambas-

sadors that the king liad given special orders for a magnificent reception at

Brest, and that for the last tliree months everything has been ready there.

Being informed too late that they would land at Toulon instead, it has not

been possible to make preparations here on the same scale.

(Sd.) LA LUZERNE.

FRICTION BETWEEN THE AUTHORITIES

Those instructions drafted in a hurry, when the landing place of the

ambassadors had been unexpectedly altered, and within a few days of their

arrival, had not taken into consideration the susceptibilities of the several

officers at Toulon, who had the same right to represent the king as le Comte

d’Albert.

M. Malouet, ‘ Intendant de la Marine was the first to protest. He wrote

to the Comte de La Luzerne :
‘ My Lord, whilst engaged before everything else

in carrying out your instructions in all their details in collaboration with the

Commandant regarding the arrival of Tippu Sahib's ambassadors, I beg to in-

form you that, hitJierto, the liitendant de la Marine, in all official ceremonies, has

taken his place by the Commandant’s side. I, as well as my predecessors, have

had letters from the king to attend the Te Deum sung on the eve of St. Louis’

Feast, on the occasion of His Highness the Dauphin’s birth, as also of the sig-

nature of the peace.^ Your intention in the present circumstances cannot possibly

be that I should ajjpear in the eyes of the ambassadors, simply as in charge of

proQding everything necessary to them, and not as one of the chief officials

here. Y'et, my Lord, your despatch giving intimation to the Commandant and to

me about what we have to do, does not mention the Intendant in the procession,

or at the reception of the ambassadors. The Gomte d’Albert seems disposed to

interpret your silence according to the regulations, which place the Intendant

I Peace of Versailles, September 3, 1783, between England and, Prance,
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on the same looting as the Oommandant, and I acknowledge his courtesy in

safeguarding the rights of my rank. Still, my Lord, those rights are, more
especially, under Your Lordship’s protection, and, under the circumstances,

I have deemed it my duty to ask you to confirm them.

(Sd.) MALOUET.

Thii? request does not seem to have pleased the minister, who instead of

acceding to it, issued more precise orders.

Vebsailles, March 28, 1788.

To Messes, le Comte d’Albeet and Malouet.

Gentlemen, I have received your letters of the 14-15th and 16th instant.

M. Maloiiet may be sure that the king’s intention is to maintain all the

privileges attached to his place, but I am sure that in reading over again the

instructions I sent you on the 7th in connexion with the reception of Tippu’s

ambassadors, tlie Intendant will be convinced that it is impossible to make
any change in them. The ceremony referred to is not at all similar to those

where the Intendant has his place by the side of the Commandant. On this

particular occasion, M. d’Albert as representing the king must be seated and

covered, and M. Malouet would be out of place by his side, as he could not sit

in the same way. All this is so true that, if the ambassadors entered Toulon

by one of the city gates, the governor of the town would then alone represent

His Majesty, and M. d’Albert could then present himself only after the

ceremony and as a simple visitor. Anyhow the instructions given for Toulon

are the same as those given for Brest for the last four months, and M. de

Beaupreau has not sent in any complaint. All the same, I feel that the

Intendant of the Port must become personally acquainted with the ambassadors,

and so the king has decided that, the day after the reception, when M. d’Albert

in his capacity as Commandant of the navy goes to return the ambassadors’

visit with all his officers, M. Malouet will be by his side, and thus he will be at

the head of the officers of the administration, and on that occasion the

Intendant will inform the ambassadors of the orders he has received from the

king to provide them with whatever is necessary or pleasing to them, and he

will express his satisfaction at having been entrusted with that pleasant task.

M. Malouet has given me proof of his zeal in vacating his own house to put

it at the disposal of the ambassadors, in case the one prepared by** the

Oommandant may not be quite ready. There are three ambassadors and

their retinue may comprise between thirty and forty persons. All the measures

you have adopted for carriages and food stuffs look to me perfect, and I

rely entirely on what M. Malouet may do to give entire satisfaction to the

ambassadors.

2

(Sd.) LALUEEENE.
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Though ho shows himself a good courtier in writing ‘ I understand that,

M. d’Albert being on this special occasion the representative of the king, it is

an unusual ceremony, the novelty of which, though it excuses my error, is

explained by your last decision,’ Malouet was all the same deeply hurt, and he

showed his spite in absenting himself from the reception under the pretext of a

sprained arm. He asked for leave, and later on in his memoirs he tried to

justify his absence, ‘ I was not present at the reception, which I had prepared

in their honour, as before their arrival, I had to take my son, who was ill,

to the waters of Greuus.^ The rivalry which existed between the admiralty

and the w^ar office, which still exists in a latent form seemed to avail itself

of the ambassadors’ arrival to create causes of friction. Again, it is the

First Lord of the Admiralty, who takes upon himself to round off the angles.

In doing his best to please both parties in safeguarding the rights of each,

he writes ;

'Veesailles, April 4, 1788.

To

M. Lb Comte d’Albert.

Sir,

I have received the letter which you wrote to me on the 27th ultimo, in-

forming me that M. de Coincy sees in the order given to him by M. le Comte

d’Albert an obligation to supply a guard of fifty men with a flag to Tippu

Sahib’s ambassadors, and that in spite of your observations that this was not

the case as tlie house which they are to occupy not only belongs to the Naval

department, but is built on a site which does not belong to the civil depart-

ment, he has adhered to his opinion consenting, however, to put the guard in

the street opposite the entrance of the hdtel."^ From the opinion I have of

M. de Coincy and from what you write to me about the harmony that has

always existed between both of you, I think, that on this occasion his only

desire is to fulfil exactly the orders he has received. But as he has written

about it to M. le Comte de Brienne, I have no doubt Imt that the reply he will

receive will settle matters satisfactorily. The minister has informed me that

in instructing M. de Coincy to render the ambassadors the ihonours pres-

cribed in article 52 of the Ordinance of March 1, 1768, re the regulations

applying to fortresses, he has given him to understand that it was His
i

Majesty’s intention that you should order one or two companies of Grenadiers

to accompany them. Those companies will be divided into platoons with a

1 G-reoulx (Gxiselum) a warm mineral waters station in the Basses Alpes. It was known to the

Romans,
a The word ‘ H6tel ’ in Eronoh means also a large town mansion, and it is in that sense it is

used in this paper,
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certain distance between them. They will escort the ambassadors when they

go to their hotel, or when they visit the several institutions of Toulon.

Two days later he gives more precise orders in informing le Comte d’Albert

that, ‘ It has been agreed with M. le Comte de Brienne that, what has been

arranged between you and M. de Coincy with regard to the execution of the

orders, given to the latter for the reception at Toulon of Tippu Sultan’s

ambassadors, will stand. Consequently, M. de Coincy will post in the street

opposite the entrance of the ambassadors’ hotel, the guard which the military

department must supply. Besides, the king’s intention is, that you introduce

the officer commanding that guard to the ambassadors and that you allow him
to enter the hotel to receive their orders.’

All the efforts of M. la Luzerne did not completely satisfy M. de Coincy,

who, following the example of M. Malouet, managed, as wo shall see later on,

to find a way to absent himself from the reception.

Government did not use the same formalities with the Toulon munici-

pality. The City Bathers, who so far had been left in complete ignorance,

were informed of the coming event only by a letter, dated March 12.

‘ M, Malonet has the honour to inform the Mayor and the Consuls that the

minister has announced the very early arrival at Toulon of Tippu Sahib’s

ambassadors. The arrangements, made in a hurry to accommodate them,

with their retinue, in the new hotel of the Commandant, having left no time

to order or to buy furniture, M. Malonet has the honour to beg the Consuls

to provide them with six large cots in good condition
;
the king will pay for

the hire and damages. M. Malonet also asks the council to provide accom-

modation in the town for twenty officers and forty servants
;
the uncertainty

as to the time of these foreigners’ arrival, who may come in as soon as the

breeze blows from tbe east, does not allow of any delay in the preparations.

The Consuls are then urgently requested to have everything ready as soon as

possible.’

(Sd.) MALOUET.

As they had not received any order from Government, the Mayor and the

Council of Toulon, extremely anxious, decided to write.

March 28, 1788,

A Monseigneur ue la ToinU

® The First Lord of the Admiralty has informed tlie Naval Commandant at

Toulon that two Indian ambassadors were expected any day and that it"Vas

the king’s intention that they be received with the greatest honours and that

their stay in the city might be made as pleasant as possible. M . d’Albert and

M. Malouet are making the necessary preparations to comply with the orders

1 de Gleue de la Ttmr (Chevaliej'j I’remier, r're&ideut liitendant of the Pailenicnt of Provence

2 This is obviously an error three ambassador’s had been expressly mentioned.
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they have received. The war minister has also .-written to M. de Coincy to

announce the arrival of those two ambassadors. He instructs him at the

same time to arrange with M. d’Albert about the detachments of troops, which

the two corps will have to supply. The precise orders issued by Government,

and the preparations which are being made by the naval department make us

believe that, on this occasion, we may have to present to those ambassadors the

respectful duties of the city while visiting them with the City Fathers, and in

offering them the customary vin d’ honneur. We are quite ready to So what-

ever is necessary to escape any blame. Yet, as we have not received any

orders, we believe, my Lord, that it is our duty to acquaint you with what is

going on, so that the expenses which will be incurred on that occasion may
receive your approval.’ The Premier President, who does not seem to have

been better informed than the municipality, replied on January 26, thank-

ing them for having informed him of the order received by the commandants
‘ He thinks that it is only right that they should present the municipality to

the ambassadors, and that they should offer them le vin dlionneur. I have

no doubt, he adds, that this will please them, and will meet with the king’s

approval.’ In spite of the king’s sanction, the municipality were also hurt at

the want of courtesy shown them, and they showed their displeasure in writ-

ing on June 10 to M. de Brienne and M. de Breteuil.^ Hn the absence

of M. de Coincy, we have the honour to inform you that Tippu Sahib’s ambas-

sadors arrived at five o’clock last evening, and that they are to land at 3 p.m.

to-day. The whole municipal body will immediately call on them at their

hotel to assui-e them of the city’s welcome. Though the municipality have

received no orders on the subject, the Consuls have taken upon themselves to

fulfil this duty, as Government has given orders to the several officers com-

manding the troops in the town, to receive the ambassadors with all the usual

honours. If we can, in any way, contribute to piake their stay in Toulon

more pleasant, we shall neglect nothing to do so.

PREPAEATIONS FOE THE EECEPTION

While the First Lord of the Admiralty was doing his best to please

every one, those who had received orders were attending to all the details of the

i'eception.

First of all they had to see about the accommodation. The huge

caravansaries of the present day which we also call hotels did not exist then,

and the ordinary inns were not fit to receive distinguished guests. The Hdtel

de la Marine now the Prefecture Maritime, the cost of which amounted to

1 Louis Auguste le Tounelier Baron de Breteuil. Plenipotentiary Minister at Cologne, 1783, in

Russia, 1760, in Sweden, 1768, at Vienna, 1770, IMinisler of the king’s household in 1783 and 1788,

took refuge at Soleure during the Revolution—rotun.ed to Prance in 1802 and died in 1807. Ho was
horn in 1733,
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100,000 livres, though begun in 1783, was just completed, but it was not yet

furnished. In case the ambassadors arrived as early as anticipated, they would
have to be accommodated in the house of M. Malouefc himself, who had given

a proof of his zeal in vacating his own quarters to accommodate the

ambassadors. That house was the Hotel de T Iiitendaiice, now Commissariat
General de la Marine. It had been built and furnished so as to accommodate
illustrious personages passing through Toulon. Philip V of Spain, the

Chevalier d’ Orleans Great Prior of France, Maurepas the famous minister,

had stayed there. Yet Malouet in placing it at the disposal of Government
calls it ‘ his house,’ and observes that ‘ the Intendance is an ordinary house

without any apartments fitted up for special ceremonies, furnished in a simple

though decent way.’ ‘I have arranged,’ he adds, 'to have the whole of it

reserved for the ambassadors. I alone will stay in it witli them to do them the

honours of the place. The garden of the Intendance has been fitted u^o as a

ball and concert hall to give entertainments during the stay of the ambassadors.

I have no doubt that M. le Comte d’Albert will inform you that I have done

all that most willingly. It is solely to comply, as well as we could, with the

king’s orders, that we have also fitted up the Hotel du Commandant to

receive the ambassadors in case of necessity,’

As day after day passed without any signs of the ambassadors’ arrival,

M. Malouet who was not very keen on vacating his house was doing his utmost

to have the Hotel de la Marine ready. He was assisted in his efforts by the

Comte d’Albert, who was not very anxious to see some one else doing the

honours of a house where he would represent the king, and who was, on the

other hand, keen to have his future residence magnificently furnished at the

king’s expense.

The result of their united endeavours enabled M. Malouet to write as

follows to the Admiralty :

—

My Loed, March 22, 1788.

Everything is ready for the reception of Tippu Sahib’s ambassadors.

They will be accommodated in the Hdtel du Commandant, which, ])y the

distribution of the apartments and their size, by its position facing the parade

ground, is the best wAich could be given to the ambassadors from Toulon to

Paris. There are rooms for masters and thirty bed-rooms for servants. The

walls are papered with designs in gold. Yesterday I made the final arrange-

ments with regard to the furniture, etc., without putting the king to too great

an expense. I have myself lent or borrowed eight bedsteads. I have purchased

only one cot, several armchairs, sofas, carpets, etc. As Government had to

supply the h6tel with looking-glasses, they have also been purchased. These

- are the measures we have adopted in order to make the reception as splendid

as the short time at our disposal will allow'. Wc have in readiness two gilt
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cutters : as the awning is rather old, we are having it replaced by one of

crimson damask adorned with gold fringes. We have made special liveries for

thirty rowers in blue and purple with silver facings. I have ordered from

Marseilles two gilt coaches, one of which is drawn by six horses. The drivers

will wear the king’s livery with silver facings. M. d’Albert, M. de Ooincy and

myself will supply the other carriages
;

I will pay fifteen livres a day for those

from Marseilles including two horses for each. I will engage the six horses only

for the day of the arrival
;
the harness alone will have to be bought. We have

no carpets, lustres, candle-sticks, giiandoles or Turkish sofas. I have ordered

them to be purchased at Marseilles where they can all be found with the

exception of the lustres. I will lend one myself and borrow two. The

servants’ cots have been procured from the general storehouse
;
screens, and

mats will be placed in the rooms. The contractor will supply the victuals. I

have laid in a large stock of sheep, lambs, calves, pigeons, rice, coffee, sugar,

jams, and all sorts of sweet drinks. One of my footmen, and one of M.

d’Albert’s, as .-well as a majordomo, will be attached to the seivice of the

ambassadors. The man in charge of the general storeroom will supply the

crockery, the glassware, the linen, and the necessary cooking utensils. I will

add my own crockery and also special china for the ambassadors’ table.

Perfumes, sweets, will be fomid in every room as well as all the flowers of the

season. I have ordered from Marseilles washing utensils preferably in china,

if procurable.’

Meanwhile, M. de Bonneval, Vice-Admiral of the Pleet, was attending to

ail the details connected with the manoeuvres in view of the expected arrival

of the ambassadors. His instructions are found in a general order, dated March

18, 1788, ‘ The sixth and seventh divisions must be ready to parade with their

flags on the day the ambassadors sent by Tippu Sahib to the Court of Prance

land, and will accompany them to the^Hdtel du Commandant de la Marine.

They will meet and take their position on the Place d’Armes. The sixth division

will then go to the streets east and north lining the way right and left from the

convent of the Carmelites. A detachment composed of one master gunner,

two submasters and forty gunners commanded by an ensign, with their proper

flag, curried by another ensign, will form a part of the guard of the ambassadors.

This detachment will be put at the head of the two lines, in three deep. As

aOD]! afU/b R-jil^ibassaflors have entered the Hotel du CnuTmandaut. this defau.n.
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to the arsenal to line that street as far as the arsenal gate. The brass hvil
and the fifes and drums in full dress will at first take their position in front of

the Swiss Gruard at the head of the bridge, and will play at the passage of the

ambassadors. They will then hurry on to the parade ground and stand on the

right of the detachment facing the guard of honour. When the ambassadors
enter the Oommandant’s Hotel, they will enter also and occupy the place

reserved ^or them. The drums of both divisions will remain in the ranks,

except four with a drum-major. These will take their position in front of the

flag of the seventh division, which will be in the middle of the road leading to

the arsenal. Four others will be placed in the middle of the road south of the

parade ground. The drum-major above mentioned will join this second batch

as soon as the carriages have passed tlie first one. All the troops will present

arms at the passage of the ambassadors
;
the drums will beat a salute and all

the officers on duty will salute with the sword.’

(Sd.) BONNEVAL.

The principal officers, military and naval, were to wait for the ambassa-

dors in the reception hall, behind the Commandant. Others of next rank were

to meet the ambassadors on board as soon as the ship was sighted.

Though the naval department was doing its utmost to keep the ambassa-

dors to itself, it could not prevent them during their stay in Toulon from enter-

ing the limits of the military jurisdiction, and so the military governor of the

place was waiting with great impatience for the moment when the amibassa-

dors’ carriage would cross those limits in order to claim all his rights.

Whether M. de Goiiicy had not been completely satisfied with the Admi-

ralty’s decision, or whether he foresaw some intended cause of conflict, he

thought better not to remain at Toulon during the stay of the ambassadors.

Before leaving, he issued the following orders :

—

April 88, 1788.

To

The Lieutenants op the King at Toulon and Oppicees op the Fleet,

M. de Laugier commanding tlie artillery at Toulon will carry out the

orders I have given him with regard to firing the salute when the ambassadors’

ship passes the forts of la Malgue, St. Louis, La Grosse Tour, the Tower of

Balaguier and the Fort of rEguillette, taking care that the battery near the

flagstaff does not fire till a quarter of an hour after tlie ambassadors ha^ye

entered their hdtel. Then the staff officer will inform the ambassadors that

it is the general officer commanding the garrison wlio had ordered this salute

to be fired. At the same time a field officer will take charge of the guard of

honour composed of fifty men, a captain, a lieutenant, and a flag bearer and

post them in the street facing the entrance of the Hdtel de la Marine. If the

ambassadors, to whom, the officer commanding this guard will be presented
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by M. d’Albert dismiss them, they will then return to their quarters. The
ambassadors will enter the city by the gate du Parc. Two companies of

grenadiers will be posted opposite the gate of the arsenal, andswhen the ambas-

sadors go out, platoons will be detached to accompany them as far as the

entrance of the H6tel de la Marine. They will see that the crowd does not

become a nuisance and that no disorder occurs. They will then withdraw.

Should the ambassadors express a wish to visit the several estaljishments

of Toulon, the staff officer will be informed of the fact, and the orders are that,

each time they must be escorted by a troop of grenadiers more or less large

according to the exigencies of the case.

At last, on the 10th June, the Pirst Lord of the Admiralty was informed

by M. Posse], Gfeneral Commissary, acting for M. Malouet who was absent,

that ‘ Tippu Sahib’s ambassadors arrived last evening in the roadsteads. One

of the health officers immediately boarded the vessel with the officers

deputed by M. le Comte d’Albert. On the captain’s declaration that ail were

well on board, the vessel was allowed to enter tlie harbour, but Their Excel-

lencies expressed a wish to land only this afternoon when they will be

received according to your instructions. The embassy comprises about forty

persons, of whom only eight are persons of rank. The Hotel du Commandant
will afford sufficient accommodation for all of them.’

ARRIVAL AND SOJOURN OP THE AMBASSADORS AT TOULON
The ambassadors were received everywhere in Prance, but more parti-

cularly at Toulon, with the greatest honours as witness the memoirs and news-

papers of the time, from which I cull the following accounts as far as Toulon

is concerned.

Monday, June 9 .—Tippu Sahib’s ambassadors who had been so long

expected arrived at Toulon to-day June 9, at 4 p.m. on board the king’s sloop

of war ' VAurore ’ under M. de Monneron, captain in the Portuguese and

lieutenant in the French navy during the war. They were saluted on their

entering tlie narrow entrance of tlie harbour by the artillery of the forts which

command that entrance, and also by the guns of the four king’s frigates

which are here at anchor. The Aurore cast anchor opposite the old chain.

M. d’Albert in command of the naval department sent immediately M. Delort,

flag captain acting as vice-admiral to take their orders as to the time they

wjghed to land, but the ambassadors refused to see any one to-day though they

have fixed their landing for 4 p.m. to-morrow lOth inst., as their lent, during

which, according to their religion, they are not allowed to show themselves in

public, will not be over till then. Here are the names of the ambassadors as

given by M. de Monneron :

The chief ambassador is called Mohamed Dervish Khan, aged forty. He
belongs to a tribe which claims to be descended from the Prophet Mahomed. His
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brotliei'-iii-law is the coiiimaad3r-iii-chi3f of all Tip/a'^ fortresses. His sea

Aga Sahib, accompanies him. The second ambiss.idor Akbar Ali Khan is a

scholar, aged seventy. He carries among his luggage a complete copy of his

writings. The third Mohamed Gasman Khan, aged fifty, is the one who asks

and answers questions. He has with him his nephew, Ghulam Sahib. ^

They are all Musnlnians, like their master Tippu, and not Hindus. They

talk tlie «\Ioori,sh language and also Persian. Mohamed Assad Onllah, king’s

interpreter at Mauritius, accompanies them in the same capacity.

When they left India they were forty-five in all. Three died of scurvy on

the way. Those three deaths and a bilious attack from which two of the

ain])assadors suffered, decided the captain of the Aurore to make for Toulon

instead of Brest, where it might have been too cold for the precious health of

the passengers. The voyage was long. Leaving Pondicherry on July

1787, they called at Mauritius from August 27 to December 4, and then

tliey arrrived at the Cape on July 3, 1788. They left the Gape on February

11, and kept as close as possible to the coast of Africa to get as much

warmth as they could. They reached Ascension Island on February 20.

Tliey touched at Goree, a French possession on the Gninea Coast from April

3 to 29. From May 28 to June 1, they stayed at Malaga whence they

arrived at Tonlon to-day, June 9. As the staple food of the Asiatics

is rice, we have been careful to procure- here different kinds of the finest and

the whitest, and as they do not eat flesh meat except of animals slaughtered

by their own cook, large stocks have been laid in of sheep, game, and

fowls of different kinds, like pigeons, partridges, etc.

Tuesday, June id.—Early in the morning ten cutters were got ready at

the arsenal to meet the ambassadors on board. At midday, the drams of

the naval troops and also those of the garrison were beating all over the town.

At the same time all the ships in the roadsteads were most magnificently

adorned with flags. Larger flags were hoisted on tlie flagship and also all

the vessels in the harbour, and tlie galley ships hoisted their blue and white

standards. The landing took place with great ceremony as follows: M*

le Comte d ’Albert, naval commander, sent to Captain de Monneron three cutters

with splendidly decorated awniiig.s of criinson damask with gold facings and

fringes for the ambassadors and the officers in their retinue, and a number of

others for the soldiers and servants who accompanied them. On each of

the first three were a flag captain, two superior officers and two subaltej^is.

As soon as the ambassadors and their retimie had entered the cutters, <at about

4 p.m. the forts, the five frigates in the roadsteads and all the batteries in the

garrison fired a salute of fifteen guns each. The flagship saluted them also

with fifteen guns when they entered the fort. At half past four, the

1 Ghulam Sahib died on July 8, 1863, and inu^t have been birn in 1771 or 1770 as ho used

to say, in speaking of the Embassy, that ha was seventeen years of age at the time.

3
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ambassadors landed at tbe arsenal where they were receiv ed by the port

officer, M. de Oastellet, accompanied by a large number of naval officers. After

their presentations they walked to the hall of the arsenal, which had been got

ready to receive them, the naval troops lining the way. Perfumes and refresh-

ments were offered to them, and immediately they entered the coaches intended

for them, of which there were nine. M. de Oastellet handed the ambassadors

to the first and the finest coach drawn by four horses, and himself ^at facing

them. All the officers and the ambassadors’ retinue, M. de Monneron and all

the naval officers who were in the other cutters, took their seats in the other

coaches. When the coaches reached the gate of the arsenal, drums beat

a salute. At the door of the arsenal six archers of the Prevotedela Marine

posted inside the railings, and, having at their heads the Exempt de la Prevdtd,

presented arms. When they came opposite the guard house, the naval detach-

ment on duty presented arms also, and the drums beat a salute again. Two
Swiss Gruards, in the full dress uniform of the king’s service, were stationed

at the gate, and they threw the door wide open when the coaches arrived.

The first coach was escorted all the way by four other Swiss Guards in the

same uniform as the above one at each door of the carriage, and two carrying

halberts. On the ambassadors’ leaving the arsenal, the detachment of land

troops which lined the way presented arms. The flags saluted them, and the

drums again beat a salute. This detachment accompanied them as far as the

H6tel dn Commandant, preceded by the full band of the regiment of Dauphine,

which played several marches. They then passed through the sixth naval

division, which lined the way leading to the parade ground, and which also

presented arms. The ambassadors alighted in the courtyard of the hdtel,

and a salute of fifteen guns was fired from the rampart of the Porte Eoyale.

A few minutes latter the royal battery stationed near the flagstaff did the

same. Their Excellencies having entered the Hotel, M. le Comte d’Albert

accompanied by many naval officers in full uniform came to receive them at

the door of the reception hall, which had been magnificently decorated.

Remaining covered he saluted them by touching his forehead, he embraced

them, as also two young men of the retinue, who seemingly thought they were

entitled to the same privilege. This general officer, who at this moment was

representing the king, gave them his hand and took them to seats placed on

his right hand, but lower than his own. The Director-General took his seat on

tt^left. The Comte d’Albert, always with his head covered, explained to the

ambassadors that the king’s orders were that they should be received with the

utmost magnificence, that they had only to ask, that everything was at their

disposal, and that they were to be supplied with everything useful or agreeable.

The interpreter having explained the compliment, they replied by another

compliment, which the interpreter explained also. An officer of the garrison

then came to offer the ambassadors a guard of honour, which was declined
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That guard was composed of fifty men with a flag, and was commanded hy a

captain and a lieutenant. The same officer also asked them on behalf of the

king’s lieutenants s.the Mayor and the Consuls), the only civil authorities in the

town, in the absence of M. de Coincy, when they would be pleased to give

them an audience. They answered that, as they were very tired, they could not

yet fix the day. At last, after a few words with M. d’Albert, they withdrew to

their apartments for rest.

Wednesday, June 11 .—Their Excellencies announced that they would give

audience and receive visits in the afternoon. Consequently at about 4 p.m.,

M. le Comte d’Albert commanding the naval troops accompanied by M. Possel,

Chief Civil Magistrate, called on the ambassadors, the former at the head

of the naval officers in full uniform and the latter at the head of the City

Eathers. M. le Comte d’Albert complimented them in the name of the

troops, and M. Possel in the name of the administration. M. Possel also

informed them of the king’s instructions to provide them with everything that

might be useful or agreeable, and assured them of his great pleasure in

having been entrusted with the task. M. de Monneron, who was with the

Commandant, was also asked to explain to the ambassadors how the king had

issued precise orders for their reception at Brest, and that everything had been

ready there for the last four months, but that, unfortunately, as the arrival

at Toulon was unexpected, he had not been able to carry out His Majesty’s

wishes as well as he would have liked. The ambassadors looked deeply

impressed with the way they had been received at the entrance of the

empire, and explained through the interpreter that they were unable to find

words to express their gratitude. At this juncture, an officer of their retinue,

carrying a silver vase full of attar, offered it to the Commandant and to M.

Possel to wash their hands. Another silver vase was also brought on a tray.

This vase was divided into four compartments in which were some small

grains which nobody knew, besides cinnamon and other fragrant per-

fumes.

M. d’Albert and M. Possel, seated in cushioned arm-chairs by the side

of the ambassadors, took some of those grains which they swallowed some-

how, and the other officers did the same. All the members of the Town
Corporation presented themselve.s, oiie after the other. The municipality sent

them a quantity of ginger bread, and a large basket full of candles, of cloves

and bottles of pomatum ajid scents. Precisel}’ at 6 o’clock, Their Exc^[-

lencies got into the coaches with their principal officers, and were taken to

the theatre by M. de Moimeron and several other naval officers. A detach-

ment of the regiment of Barrels escorted the coaches as far as the hall.

By the side of the first coach were the four Swiss Guards spoken of already.

Having entered the hall, the ambassadors were taken to the box of the naval

ctmmardant vho vas vailing for ihim. Hhcy vne ticated tc a nqieF.tnta-
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^ and of the ‘ London Vanxhall * a great

ballet pantomime. The interpreter explained everything to them, and they

looked very mnch interested, though they seem to have liked the Quakers’

Dance best.

Thursday, Jicne 12 .—At 5 p.in., two of the ambassadors with their two

children and some persons of their retinue got into their coaches to go and

see the Eoyal Donndry, accompanied by the Comte d’Albert, Messrs de

Castellet and de Monneron. The coaches were escorted by detachments of the

regiments of Danphine and Barrois, and fonr Swiss Guards who never left the

doors of the first coach. On entering the foundry, the ambassadors were

saluted by a discharge of twenty-one guns. They were present at the casting

of six howitzers in caronade. After having been shown round the foundry,

Their Excellencies were taken to the. arsenal. The guards presented arms.

The guns beat a salute, and the Swiss Guards appeared with their halberts.

They also visited the park of artillery where they expressed their surprise

at the number of guns
;
also the warehouse, the workshops, the fencing school

and the corderie which impressed them by its length. Eeeling tired, they got

again into their coaches and returned to the hotel. ‘ They seem,’ writes Malouet,
* to take interest in all they see and their questions denote men anxious to

learn.
’

Friday, June 18.—To-day Their Excellencies visited all the factories

and also the port in all its details. As arranged by M. de Goincy, as soon as

they leave the hdtel, they are always escorted by detachments of the Danphine

or Barrois. At night they attended the representation of ‘ Azemia ’
® at the

theatre.

Saturday, June 14 .—There were fireworks on the parade ground,

and the interior of the ambassadors ’ hotel was brilliantly lit up. At

9 p.m. the ambassadors showed themselves on the balcony of their hotel.

The naval band played several pieces. All being seated with Messrs

d’Albert, de Castellet and Possel, one of the ambassadors set fire to a flying

dragon, which itself set fire to the five pieces of the fireworks. The first piece

represented a star of the east, the second a Maltese cross with all sorts

of designs surrounding it, other pieces followed, the last one representing an

arch of triumph. In the centre were two fine columns which were revolving,

and at the top could be seen an Indian with a palm tree in front of him, and

moon over his head. The whole ended with a large volley of fireworks.

Sunday, June 15.—To-day the ambassadors were treated to a re-

presentation of ‘ The Joust and the Eing. ’ They seemed interested. The
first ambassador was not there. Six boats had been got ready for the purpose.

1 Ricliard Cocur de Lion. Opera comic in 3 Acts. Words by Sedaiu. Music by Gretry (1784).

9‘Azemia’ Opera comic in 3 Acts. Words by Lacbabeaussier. Music by Dalaycae enacted at

‘ The Italians ’ on May 3, 1787.
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An enclosure was prepared in the old wet dock with; five pontoons, one for

Their Excellencies, the heads of departments and the ladies of the highest

rank, two for ofiScers and societj^ people, and two for the general public. At
the town hall there was an awning made of cotton cloth, which the munici-
pality had procured purpose^ for the occasion, in order that the balcony where
the ambassadors were, might be sheltered from the sun, as well as Madame de

Coincy and the other ladies of rank, who attended the function. Later in the

evening the ambassadors witnessed the representation of the ‘ Dot ’
^ followed

by a ballet dance.

Monday, June 16,—To-day the ambassadors received another visit

from the Mayor of Toulon, who begged them to accept the compliments of

M. de Garaman. ® The admiralty gave a grand ball in their honour followed

by a supper in the Hotel de ITntendance. The function lasted from 9 p.iii.

to 2 a.m. Over five hundred persons were present.; Their Excellencies looked

much pleased, and they made some remarks on the charming manners and

handsome looks of the Erench ladies. During the ball the chief ambassador

presented a hookah to M. le Comte d’Albert who, to please him, smoked for a

few seconds.

Tuesday, ,June 17.—To-day the ambassadors enjoyed from their

balcony the sight of a sham fight in which the regiments of Barrois and

Dauphine took part. During the fight which lasted from 6 to 8 p.m,, two

gunners having met with an accident, the ambassadors were much concerned

as they feared that the accident might prove fatal. They sent sixty sovereigns

with a letter of deep sympathy and they promised, when in Paris, to do their

best to obtain a pension for them. After this exercise, the two regiments fell

in and marched past Their Excellencies, who later on visited the lines. This

same day the other officers w'ere also presented to the_ ambassadors with the

usual etiquette.

In the evening Their Excellencies witnessed the representation of

‘ Tableau Parlant ’ ^ and of ‘ Mort vivant par amour.
’

At the back of the stage an arch of triumph had been erected, in the

middle of wdiich were placed the king’s and Tippu’s portraits with an in-

scription in the Indian language, and also the names and titles of the

ambassadors.

After the first scene a detachment of the regiment of Dauphine went

through some exercises on the stage. This was follow'ed by a Genius l^ing

1 La Lot. Comedy in ci Acts. Woicls by Dehi'outaincs. Music by Dalayrac, enacted at ‘The

Italians ’ on November 21 1785.

8 Victor Maurice de Eequet Comte de Caramau, Lorn 1727, was the King’s Commandant in

Provence in 1788 and 1789, died 1807.

3 Tableau Parlant. Comedy in one Act in ^c•J6e. Words by Auscaume. Music by Gretry,

enacted at' The Italians ’ on September 20, 1769.
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flowers. The children of Madame Zanini gave several dances, after which
they came into the box with hunches of flowers for the ambassadors. Their

Excellencies after many caresses gave sixteen sovereigns to the children.

Wednesday, June 18.—Day devoted to retnrn visits. At the town
hall they were received by the municipality. A ‘ Vin dlionneur ’ supplied by

Dame Auriot at a cost of four hundred and forty-one livres was offered to the

ambassadors.

Thursday, June 19.—The ambassadors were to have left to-day for

Marseilles, but as their luggage was not ready, and as to-morrow Friday is an

unlucky day, the departure has been postponed to Saturday.

Friday, June 20.—Their Excellencies visited the arsenal and the docks.

They went on board the Commerce de Marseille of 118 guns, which was
not quite completed and the Triomphant of 80 guns.

A convict, named Nicholas Bornot, well known in the harbour contrived

to throw himself at the feet of the ambassadors with a petition. Their

Excellencies have promised to interest themselves on his behalf. This man,

convicted at the age of twenty of theft in his uncle’s house, has been in jail

for the last twenty-three years. He has given proof of his repentance, so his

pardon will be a fine opportunity to show the Indian ambassadors the weight

attached to their recommendation.

Saturday, Jime. 21—At 9 a.m. the ambassadors got into their coaches,

after having scattered silver and gold coins among the populace. In the first

coach drawn by six horses sat the first ambassador alone. The other two
ambassadors were in a second coach drawn by four horses. They were
rendered the same honours at their departure as at their arrival. 'It is

impossible,’ write the consuls of Toulon to M. de Caraman, ‘ to fix up any

.programme for the journey. Their superstitions are such, that nothing can be

arranged beforehand. They have during the month so many unlucky days, on

which they can hardly show themselves, that everything must be left to

chance. Consequently, we have engaged by the day the carriages, which are to

take them to Paris, so that, they can stop where they like, and as long as they

like.’’

The presence of the Indian ambassadors at Toulon, and the festivities

connected with it, had attracted large crowds from the country all round. The
ambassadors expressed their admiration for the cheerful French nature and
their'gratitude for all that had been done to please them. ‘ Their customs are

very quaint, and one finds it strange to see them taking their meals squatting

on the ground. Their clothes are made of muslin or of silk, and are very

simple. Their retinue are clad in ordinary calico.

No one knows the object of the embassay. Their instructions are kept in

a casket, which they must open only at Versailles. It is supposed that they
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are empowered to conclude an alliance between their master and the king of

France. Nobody at Toulon has been able to see the presents they have

for the king. There are seven chests. The rumour is that among those

presents there are a throne made of ivory and adorned with diamonds, a sceptre

and a crown made of gold and of incalculable value.’

PEEPAEATIONS TO CONVEY THE AMBASSADOES TO PAEIS

Not only the details of the reception of the ambassadors at Toulon, but

also all the arrangements necessary to convey them and their retinue to Paris

devolved on the naval department in that port. At the present day, when
comings and goings are mostly a matter of pleasure, and when one has seen

the splendid organization of our railways, which have enabled us in August,

1914, to concentrate from every corner of France witli lightning rapidity

millions of men and untold quantities of war materials, it is almost impossible

to form an idea of how difficult it was in 1788 to arrange for the journey of fifty

people with their luggage from Toulon to Marseilles. It was M. Possel,

General Commissary of the Fleet, who, in the absence of M. Malouet, was
entrusted with that unpleasant task. As early as April 14, he wrote to

the Admiralty, ‘ My Lord, in your despatch of the 4th, you have Instructed

me to engage all the carriages necessary to convey from Toulon to Paris Tippu

Sultan’s ambassadors. But I am afraid that, if their retinue of forty people is

to be always with them, besides the difficulty in finding relays of horses, I shall

not be able to purchase ten or twelve coaches at Marseilles. I have been

asked already a lot of money for those I have tried to buy here. It should

then be necessary to send some from Paris. On the other hand, if the cortbge

could be limited to four or five carriages and twenty-five horses, the stage

coaches could be utilized for conveyance of half the retinue. I could so arrange

their departure that they would reach Paris at the same time as the

ambassadors.’ The minister agreed with M. Possel as to dividing the cortbge

into two, but he advised him to procure the necessary carriages himself
;

‘ for,’

as he says, ‘ it would not be economical to send carriages all the way from Paris,

and whatever may be the price asked foi those he might buy at Marseilles,

they will be cheaper than those which would be sent from Paris without count-

ing the freight and the cost of having them overhauled on their arrival at

Toulon.’ To the difficulties of finding means of conveyance wars added the

desire not to displease the ambassadors, and in giving way to all their wh%is

to avoid as far as possible unnecessary expenses. M. Possel explained the

matter in a letter to the Comte de la Luzerne, dated June 15 ; ‘We have

come to the conclusion that it would be much more economical and at the

same time more convenient to the ambassadors to travel by easy stages, and we
have in consequence hired carriages and carts for them and their luggage.

We have advised them not to take with them those of their servants, who are
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not absolutely indispensable. These people could be sent in ordinary carriages

directly to Paris without halting anywhere, ]and as economically as possible,

whereas the ambassadors could go via Marseilles where they are anxious to

stay for two days. Some Moors, whom they met at Malaga, have spoken of

that town in such a way as to make them very anxious to see it. It is

probable that they will also ask to stay two days at Lyons.

Now for the bargains made with the coach drivers
;

it is agreed that they

will take the ambassadors to Paris for thirty livres for each carriage, but on

condition that, if yon adopt other measures for Their Excellencies’ journey by

sending some of the king’s carriages to meet them or otherwise, the hired

carriages will return as soon as they are no longer required.’ Everything

liaving been settled satisfactorily, M. Possel was in a position to write as follows

to the minister on June 21.

‘ Tippu Sultan’s ambassadors left only this morning, having decided at the

last moment to stay for two days longer. They are journeying by easy stages

at their own request, and they are accompanied by M. de Monneron and one of

his officers. Pour coaches and one cart have been engaged for them and the

principal persons of their retinue. They propose to stay only twenty-four hours

at Marseilles. M. le Oomte de Garaman, informed by M. le Comte d’Albert

and myself of their departure, has issued orders to the mounted police of their

province for their escort. I suppose that M. le due de Olermont-Tonnerre

whom we also have informed will issue the same orders in Lauphine. If your

Lordship thinks of having them escorted in the same way in the other

provinces, it will be necessary for Your Lordship to address directly the several

commandants on the subject. I have written to the Intendance of Aix,

Grenoble, Lyons and Dijon for them to see that the ambassadors may get all

they want, and there may be no difficulty with regard to their luggage, which

has been sealed here, and sent on with a pass from the Director.

M. de Monneron has undertaken to look after all tlie expenses of the

ambassadors and their retinue during the journey. To that effect I have made
the naval treasurer give liim 15,000 livres, for which sum he will give you an

account. The followers have been sent in ordinary carriages which are

accompanied by carts for the luggage. At first I had thought of M. Desbois,

Exempt de la Prevote de la Marine, to look after them during the journey, as

he had been previously in charge of similar missions, but having heard casually

tfTo hours before their departure that their luggage contained some very

valuable articles, I have decided to have them escorted by two archers, who
will return to Toulon as soon as M. Desbois, who has been instructed to

command the mounted police, will be able to get some one else to take their

place. I have given the Exempt detailed instructions, and, I think I have

forgotten nothing useful. A mounted orderly will go in advance to make sure

of accommodation at the inns, and 4,800 livres have been given him for
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expenses. M. de Monneron has also given him letters on which he will he able

to get at Lyons more money, if required. He has been instructed to attend to

any orders you might issue during the journey and also to consult M. de

Monneron, whom I presume he will meet at Lyons. I have impressed upon

him that he should look most carefully after the Indians, and cousiilt the two

officers from the Aurore wh(3 accompany him as they are better acquainted

with their temperament and their customs. The Exempt will give his

accounts to M. de Monneron who, together with liis o\vn, will submit them in

Paris. Their Excellencies have asked for the services of the senior medical

officer, who was with them on board the Aurore- for themselves, and those of

the junior officer for their retinue. T have agreed all the more willingly as

this arrangement will save expenses. I wall, as early as possible, let you

know the hire charges of carriages, horses and carts. I have got them rather

cheap, and I am sure it would have cost much more to purchase them, what-

ever price we might have got in reselling them. It is understood that, in case

you adopt other measures for the rest of the journey, though the arrangements

made here appear to be satisfactory, the carriages will he sent 1)ack from

Lyons. The ambassadors have each one his own carriage, one for the chief

ambassador drawn by six horses, the others by four. As it was rather difficult

to procure the necessary vans here, I have accepted two wffiich M. Malouet

and M. le Comte d’Albert have kindly placed at my dispo.sal, and whicli 1

have had completely overhauled, so that they will be equal to a long journt'v.

As it would liave been more expensive, if the same horses had to ])ring them

back, I have settled that they should be paid and replaced when ton tired to go

on, and I trust yon will ap]U’ove of this arrangement.

It remains only for me to submit the detailed accounts of all the expenses

incurred for the reception and stay of the ambassadors at Toulon, which 1 shall

have the honour of doing in a few days.’

TO PALIS

It is not my purpose to follow the amhassaders in every stage of their

journey. It is enough to note that, whenever they halted, crowds gatlicred

to have a look at them ; the followers were ordering brandy in incredible

quantities, but the inn-keepers were not slow in availing theiiiBelves of the

chance. At Orgon one of them chargtal forty sovereigns for only one night’s

shelter and one meal.

We meet the ambassadors again at Mai'.seilles where they intended sta^g
for only twenty-four liours, ]>ut they wore detained fcj- tlireo days, on account

of the festivities got up in their honour then at Aix, at Avignon where they

were received by the Pope's Legate.^ Tliey passed through Saint Yallier

J The Comtat Vexiaissiii with Avigiiou as eaptal was then a poBsessiou oi the Holy Bee.

4
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Vienne, Lyons, Eoanne, Monlins, Nevers, and Montargis on their way to Paris,

which they reached on July 16, 1788.

In Paris they were received in a public audience by the king on

August 3, 1788. An account of their stay in the capital has been published

in the Beviie tie Paris of January 15, 1899. I may, perhaps, at some future

date, translate it for the benefit of the readers of the Quarterly Jourual of the

Mythic Society. o

A medal was presented to each of the ambassadors. By kind permission

of Mir Mahomed Habibulla Sahib, Khan Bahadui’, a distinguished gentleman

of Krislmagiri (Salem District), Mittadar of Bevuhally, and grandson (^f

G-hulam Sahib, nephew of one of the ambassadors, I have the good fortune

to be able to reproduce it here. It is kept carefully as an heirloom in his

family. The medal is about three inches in diameter and one-eighth of an

inch thick. On one side is the king’s head, looking to the right, a full-bottomed

wig not detracting from the nobility of feature and bearing which the sculptor

has well rendered. The throat is open and drapery is gracefully arranged

round the bust after the antique. The inscription is ‘ Ludovicus XVT Franc,

et Nav. Rex and under the bust the artist’s name “ Du Vivier ” (fecit). On tlie

reverse is the head of Marie Antoinette, looking to the left. The hair is not.

dressed so high as in the du Barry style, and is evidently supported on rolls

in the front, while the back is arranged in short curls and tied with a riband,

two loops of pearls hanging at the sides. The neck is bare and ornamented

with two strings of precious stones. The bodice appears to be ornamented

with lace and precious stones, and on the shoulders, drawn to the back, is a

mantle marked with Flours- de-lys. The artist has not been so successful with

the queen as with the king, the curvature of the forehead in profile, exactly

matching that of the nerves, being overdone. If she had the Austrian full

lip, the sculptor has reduced it. The inscription is Mar. Anton. Austr. Franciae

et Navarr. Regina ’ and underneath ‘ Du Vivier 1781.’ ’

Perhaps the ambassadors had a presentiment of the fate waiting for them
on their return. In any case, they did not seem anxious to leave the delights

of this new Capua. It was only on October 9 that they left the French

Capital to sail on October 11 from Brest on board the frigate Le Thetys

commanded by M. de Macnemarca.

The embassy departed without having attained its object. Ill-fated Louis

in the midst of financial difiiculties, which were the immediate cause

of the French revolution which broke out the following year, conteuted him-

self with cementing more closely the alliance between France and Mysore

promising to accede to the request of his ally, when circumstances were

more favourable. Thus was lost another and last chance for France firmly to

establish her influence in India.

I Description taken from the QaMetteer of the Salem District, p. 493.
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BACK TO SEEINGAPATAM
A Frenah historian of Mysore, J. Michaud, in his History of the Bise

and the Fall of Mysore^ Paris, 1801, 2 vol. in 8vo tells ns how the ambas-
sadors were rewarded for all they had done for their country.

‘ The ambassa.dors reached Seringapatain in May, 1789. they had not

been successful in the object of their mission, bringing back only vain protes-

tation^ of friendship on the part of France, they were not favourably received by

the Sultan. The Indian envoys had excited the curiosity of France, but, on the

other hand, France had interested them to a .supreme degree. At Tippu’s Court

they were for ever speaking of the splendour of the French Court, of the

arsenals, tlio huge armies, the flourishing manufacturing towns, the populous
and handsome cities of France. The conipari.soii between the Versailles of

Lonis XVI and the Seringapatain of Tippu, could not leave the Mysore Sultan

indifferent. Thu relation of their voyage couched in the pompous language
of the east excited the iutei.'est of the people, hut also the utmost indignation

of Tippn. He liked the French only so far as he could make use of them, but

on the whole they Avere included in the blind hatred he bore to all Europeans.

He thought of himself as one of the greatest potentates of the world, and he
could not bear to liear that, in the west, there was a Christian kingdom more
powerful and more prosperous than his own. He issued strict orders that the

ambassadors should cease speaking of Franco in such glowing terms. Hi.s

orders not having been complied Avith to his satisfaction, and the rumour of the

glories of France continuing to spread among the people, Tippu swore to be

revenged on his unfaithful ambassadors. While walking one day with Akbar
All Kban and Mahomed Oosnian Khan, he caused them to be stabbed by one

of his OAVu servants, afteiuvards causing a rumour to lie spread to tlie effect that

they had betrayed their master.'

Soon after Tippu reneAved the Avar invading the territories of the rajah of

Travancore, Avho was an ally of the English. The English came to the assist-

ance of the Hindu rajah, and Tippu Ijesiegcd in his capital, had to sign (May
18, 1792) a peace, which cost him half his dominion and a huge war indemnity.

These j-eA’-er.scxs embittered the Sultan still more against the English, and he
s(.)ught (u^eryAvhere for enemies to those who had conquered him. .He attempted

to get help from the French ltepul)iic through the Govci'iior of Mauritius, but

the English having cmne to know of liis intrigues declared war again on

February 3, 1799. The French troops sent to his assistance wore composed

mostly of adventurers and could not prevent the fall of Tippu. Defeat^on
March 27, 1799, he was again besieged in his capital where he resi.sted for over

one month. A breach haAung been made in the rampart, the English captured

the toAvn on May 4, 1799.

Tippu showed the utino.st personal braveiy. Wounded several times, he

was left for dead among a heap of corpses. It is said that he was shot by a
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soldier who did not know who he was. With him fell an empire founded by

the patient and bold genius of his father.
,

THE BILL TO PAY
As soon as Tippu's ambassadors had left Toulon, steps liad to be taken to

settle up the bills in connexion with the festivities Iield in their lioiiour, and

also their installation in the Hotel du Coiniuandant.
r

The minister, who on June 28 expressed to M. le Oomte d’Albert

and M. Possel the king’s satisfaction at the manner his orders had been car-

ried out during the stay of the ambassadors at Toulon, as nothing had been

left undone that was calculated to give them a very good o[)inion of France,

was not quite so pleased when, one month later, he was informed that the

sojourn of the ambassadors at Toulon had been rather costl)'. He asked for

the accounts to be sent to him without delay as he wanted to repay at once the

sum advanced by the Port authorities. To those were added the 15,000 livres

advanced to M. de Momieron, 4,800 advanced to the Exempt de la Prev6tc

and 1,200 to M. Sagui who bad asked for that sum in order to get the car-

riages ready.

On July 81 M. Possol sent the Oomte de La Luzerne the complete

accounts. The minister replied as follows :

—

‘ I have received, Sir, with your letter of the 31st ultimo, the accounts in

connexion with the expenditure incurred ou the occasion of the reception and

stay at Toulon of the Indian ambassadors.

They amount to 1,06,475 livres 14 sols and 9 deniers, of which 86,475 livres,

14 sols and 9 deniers will be debited to Toulon, the remaining 21,000 will be

paid by the general treasurer. You must have seen by this month’s accounts

that I have budgeted for 60,000 livres. I hope to order, before long, payment
of the balance as well as of the 21,000 livres advanced to Messrs, de Momieron,
Sagui, d’Estourees and Desbois.’

The detailed accounts sent to tJie minister are not forthcoming, but those

connected with the furnishing of the Hotel du Commandant are still extant,

and they throw' an interesting light ou the cost of living at Toulon at the end
of the eighteenth century, and also of what was considered necessary at that

time for the furnishing of an official residence.

The minister was not pleased with those expenses, and on December 26,

he.^ote to M. Possel ‘ You will be so good as to observe and to bring to the

notice of the naval authorities at Toulon, that the admiralty has good reasons

to be surprised and displeased that, ou the occasion of the passage of the
ambassadors, instead of hiring tin? required furniture, so many very expensive

articles should have been purchased outright.'

The admiralty decided that all tlie articles purchased except the fixtures

should be sold by auction. But that order did not prevent the Comte d’Albert
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keeping as many articles as he could, furnishing his hdtel in a grand style at

the expense of Government.

Among those things that were to be auctioned the Comte dAlbert and
M. Malouet made a selection, which was not sent to the auction room, but
valued at the pro rata, value of similar objects. They also took good care to

debit Government with the cost of their-old fashioned carriages, which proves

that, while*serving the king, those gentlemen were not above looking after their

own sundry perquisites, which also, together with the official friction mention-
ed above, shows that no matter the time, and uo matter the clime, always
and everywhere, human nature is pretty much the same.



THE BABA-BUDAN MOUNTAIN
By Hao Bai-iauur R. A. Naiiahimhacharya, es(,)., m.a., m.r.a.vS.

The Baba-Biidan inon.ntain, situated in the west of the Kadur District of the

Mysore State, is well known as a place of pilgrimage to both the Hindus and

the Muhammadans. According to the Pumnic account it is a portion of the

mountain which, on account of its life-restoring medicinal herbs, was taken to

Lanka by Hanuinan during the war of Rama with the demon king Eavana
in order to resuscitate the monkeys rendered quite lielpless by the snake arrows

of Indrajit, the son of Ravana. The place of the greatest sanctity on the

mountain is the cave containing the or seat of the saint Dattatreya, son

of Atri, believed to be an incarnation of Vishnu. This cave, which is supposed

to have been his hermitage, faces to the south and has a small porch in front.

According to the Muhammadans, what is known as Dattatreya pitha is the

throne or tomb of their saint Hazrat Dada Hayat Mir Qalandar. Some
naively say that Dattatreya is nothing but a corruption of Dada Hayat
Mir.

The cave is low, being only four or five feet high, Descending a few steps

into the cave, we turn to the right and reach a small doorway beyond which

we are not allowed to go. On our left hand side is a raised platform, vacant

to some distance and having a number of tombs further on. Witliin the small

doorway mentioned above, is a wide circular area witli another small doorway

opposite to us whicli is said to lead to Mecca. To the right of the latter door-

way is the seat of Dattatreya with a natural spring to its right, intended for

the ablutions of the saint, which is said to overflow during the rainy season,

the excess water going out of the cave through an underground channel.

To the right of the spring, again, is a vacant platform intended for tlie disciples

of the saint. To the left of the Mecca doorway, is a niche in which are kept the

silver-plated sandals of the saint. Turning to the left side of the cave and

gags^roceeding a little distance, we reach a platform where it is said a certain

Muhammadan princess used to distribute cakes among fcoMrs unseen. A
little further on is a dark well, about five feet deep, known as Gandhada-

ham, or the sandal well, because the earth taken out of it has the colour and,

in some degree, the odour of sandal. The story goes that the Hoysala king

Vlra-Ballala, who lived in the fortress on the mountain, having heard of

the beauty of a Muhammadan princess named Mam&juni, daughter of Jan
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Pakusayi, the ruler of the Tavagan country, who had been betrothed to the

Badshah of Delhi, wanted to get possession of her, and with this object sent

some men who contrived to bring her away while asleep on her couch. The
cool breeze of the mountain awaking her, she learnt from the men the

purpose for which she had been brought there and prayed to God that she

might be made to look a very ugly creature when seen by Vira-Ballala.

Her praye:^ was granted and the king ordered the ugly creature to be given

away to the falAr of the mountain, namely, saint Dada Hayat Mir Qalandar.

The latter took her under his care and directed her to distribute, cakes among
fakirs unseen through an aperture of the cave, seated on the platform

mentioned above. On one occasion a mischievous fakir siezed her outstretched

hand, whereupon liis head became severed from the body by .the curse of the

Qalandar. After this incident the distribution of cakes by the princess was

ordered to be discontinued. On being informed of what had taken place l>y

the Qalandar, the father of the princess came with a large army, defeated

Vira-Ballala and handed over his insignia to the Qalandar. The worship

of the seat in the cave is conducted invariably by an unmarried man m faMr,
the things offered in worship being sugar, sweetmeat, plantains, cocoanuts

and incense. On Mondays and Thursdays the worship is carried on

both morning and evening, while on other days it is carried on in the

evening only.

In front of the entrance to the cave is lying a thick slab broken into

two pieces. The reason for the breaking of the stone is stated to be the

large number of cocoanuts broken on it during the visit of the Mysore King

Krishna-Raja-Odeyar III (1799 to 1868). Near the slab is a short mortar

pillar into the west face of which is built a stone engraved with a Persian

inscription bearing the date a.h. 396 (a.d. 100.5), the year in which, according

to tradition, the sacred place was occupied by the Muhammadan saint. The
date is also indicated by the chronogram Jdt/lr sdlikdn, i.e. Jdglr granted

to a saint. Though bearing this early date, judging by the script and by

the words Dattdtreya and Dadd in English and modern Kannada charac-

ters at the end, the inscription appears to liave been engraved but recently.

It may be rendered thus :

—

In the name of God, tire Merciful, the Compassionate. Allah : Muham-
mad : All : Fatimah ; Hasan : Husain. Verse recording the date of the

hillock (apparently the cave) of Hazrat Mir Qalandar—may God hallow hi%,^

grave 1
‘ Whoever recognizes his own self, etc., ’ is a saying of the Prophet

:

‘ Thou and I live together in heaven ’ are the ’words of our Lord, That

which is the essence of revelation, miracle and the opening of heart, is on

the hillock of Hayat Mir Qalandar.

The full saying of the Prophet, of which a portion is given above, is

—Whoever recognizes his own seif, recognizes God. *
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Higher up to the south of the cave are a number of tombs ou both

sides of the flight of steps leading to the maljia of the. ,^vdim. Here is

another Persian inscription in the shape of an epitaph recording the death,

on the fourteenth day of the month of .Tumad-al-akhir of a.ii. 1246 (a.d. 1830),

t)f Plazrat Sayyid Miran Shah Qadiri, son of Hazrat Sayyid Jamal Shah

Qadiri, Sajjadah frec<3gnized successor) of the shrine of Hazrat Mir Hayat
Qalandar. The maljta is said to have been built or restored by the Ikkeri

queen Cheunammaji (1671 to 1697). The present svdm, named Sayyid Milrtuja

Shah Qadiri Sajjadah, wears a Imard, his title liaing 8n-D(oU(ltriii]a-svdmi-

Baha-Bii.-an-mmim Jafimlguni. Only Sayyids can be the SDairns of the

maiha'. uitlier Husainis or Qadiris, the descendants of Plusain or Hasan,
sons of AH. After initiation a Qadiri becomes Shah Qadiri

;
and on occupy-

ing the apostolic seat he is styod Sajjadah. No unmarried man can become
the Hvdmi of the maiha. Dada Hayat Mir Qalandar is said to liave appointed

Baba-Biidan as his successor. Jagar in the Chickmagalur Taluk of the

Kadnr District is said to bo a corruption of the word jdglr, that portion of

the taluk liaving once been granted as a jdgJr to the maiha. Hyder is

said to have granted the vihage Dasarhalli and Krishna-Eaja-Odeyar III

the village Sulagnppe to tlie maiha. Two silver maces in the matha bear

inscriptions stating that tliey were presents from Krislina-Kaja-Odeyar III.

It appears that the ancestors of the present avdmi had once their matha
at Delhi, which was in later times removed to Dodda Med fir, a village in

the Belnr Taluk of the Hassan District. The svdmi generally lives at

Attigundi, a village at the foot of the mountain. It is stated that the svami

lias in his possession mnacls granted to the maiha by Humayun, Akbar,

the Ikkeri chiefs, Hyder, Tippii and Krishna-Ilaja-Odeyar III.

To the left of the matha is the Bhanjarhlidna or storehouse, where

provisions are stored. Muhammadan pilgrims are fed twice a day for four

days, other pilgrims being given rations for tliree days. A Persian inscrip-

tion at the entrance to the Bhanjdrhhdna, dated a.h. 1269 (a.d. 1852),

commemorates in verso the construction of the luiilding. It may lie rendered

thus ;

—

The Sajjadah Mashin (spiritual descendant) of the holy mountain of

Hazrat Budhan, i.e. Hazrat Shah Sayyid Gfhauth, the guiding Shaikh,

built a beautiful spring-house on the mountain, the envy of Tur, for the

^omfort of the people. The house is indeed, a most comfortable place of

rest. God has blessed the abode of the Qalandar with distinction from

Eternity
;
hence it has been a place of pilgrimage for the high and low.

Lo ! I saw the holy place, and my bountiful teacher Nusrat ordered me to

compose a chronogram relative to it. The hint of my teacher is for my
honour: when I meditated about the chronogram, this voice came from
Heaven—‘ The house based on beneficence,’
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There are always about ten or twelve Muhanimadans near the cave on

tlio mountain for the purpose of cooking food for the pilgrims of their own
faith

;
but they are not permitted to live tliere with their wives and children.

Tltere are three Urthas on tlie inoimtain, namely Gada-tirtiia, about a

mile to the north-east of the cave, Ivamaiia-tTrtha and Nellikayi-tirtha, botli

about two miles to the east. The first tiriha is in the form of a tank

which is known as Palagtalav among the. Muhammadibiis. The excess water

flow’s through the Jagar valley and joins the Bhadra river. It is called Gada-

tirtlia because, according to tradition, it was brouglit into existence by Bhima
wuth his (jacld or mace on acc^jimt of his thirsty mother Kunti during the

exile of the Paudavas. The second tirtha is a woiterfall. it flows through

the Chikmagalur Taluk and jihrs the Ayyaiikere tank near Sakkarepatna in

the Kadur Taluk. Near this is the site of au old city on w’hich old

bricks and pieces of pottery are strewoi about and occasionally coins, too,

are said to be picked up. The tliird tirtha is so named because water falls

there in big drops in the shape of the nelU (emblic myrobalan) Jinit.

The Baba Sudan monntaiu has been rightly called the cradle of the

coffee plantation of South India. The man who first brought coffee to

Mysore is said to be Hazrat Shah Jama Allah Mazarabi. According to

tradition coffee began to be cultivated on the mountain in a.d. 1385 during

the reign of the Vijayanagar King Harihara II
;
and it is stated tliat a

ni'riip or order was is.sued by this king to the officers concerned directing

them to allow’ free the articles brought for the use of the maljia in exchange

fur the coffee seeds grown an the monntain. It is furtlier stated that a

stone inscription wnis set up during the reign of the Vija\-anagtU' King

Krishana-Beva-Baya (IG);) to BViJ) permitting the cultivation of coffee within

certain limits on the mounta-n a.s in the previous reigns wdtliout any molesta-

tion from the Government officers. But no such inscription has as yet

been found, It is, hownver, interesting to note that tradition carries the

cultivation of coffee on this mountain as far back as the close of the

fourteenth century.

5



THE HISTORY OF SRI VAISHNAVISM

From the death of 8ri Vedanta Desika to the loresent day

By V. Kangachari, m.a., l.t.

Assistant Professor, Presidency College, Madras.

INTEODUOTION

In the last two iiumbeL’s of tlie Journal of the Bombay Branch of the

Boyal Asiatic Society an attempt was made by me to trace the historical

evolution of ^rl Vaishnavism from tlie death of Bauiannja to the cloatli

of Vedanta Desika. The various circumstances under which the sectaria-

nism of Vaishnavism came into existence, the activities and achievements of

the leaders who worked for the traditional and the innovating schools, and

the place occupied by Vedanta Desika both in tlie internal history and the

external relations of the creed have been described in detail. The object of

the present thesis is to trace the development of the two phases of the religion

still further, to describe the institutions which were established' and main-

tained for the preservation and propaganda of the objects and ideals of each,

and to consider the growth of sub-sects among the two broad schools. A large

number of scholars and writers, poets and philosophers, who adorned the land

during these times, and their works, are given, and an attempt is made to

ascertain the influence which the movements of different orthodox families

had on the destinies and fortunes of the creeds to which they belonged. It

will be seen from this essay that, however lamentable the trend of develop-

ment has been in ^rl Vaishnavism, it is not without lessons to the student

of religion. It will show again and again what the historic evolution of

every other religion in the world shows, that religious evolution is nothing

^it a history of actions and reactions, of movements and counter-movements,

brought forth by the needs of the times and fostered by the men of the times

;

and while the true votary of Vishnu feels pain at the growing divergency of

his co-religionists, ho cannot but feel admiratio]i for the large number of literary

and religious luminaries who were at the bottom of the movements and who
gave a lustre to the intellectual atmosphere of the country. The critical his-

torian will, of course, see in many of them, especially in those of the eighteenth
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century onward, votaries of extreme sectarianism, with wliose spirit he will

hardly sympathize; but he will not be a true historian if he yields to the

prejudice and ignores the men who figure therein. From the purely literary

point at least they deserve the attention of the student of research; and if

the present essay appears to be somewhat discursive and prosaic, it is hoped

that sufficient indulgence will be given for the spirit which underlies it and

the industry it has cost.

A few words are perhaps necessary to state the general plan of the treat-

ment of this vast subject. In the first section I have traced the fortunes of

the orthodox school in the time of the immediate successors of Vedanta Desika.

The second section is devoted to the growth and organization of the Prabandhic

movement under Manavala Mahamuni. The two next sections are devoted to

the orthodox reactions under the Parakala and Ahohila maths, on the one

hand, and the counter-activities of the Vanamamalai and other Prabandhic

institutions on the other. The last section is devoted to the rise of the

MuniirayasampmdUya within the ranks of Vadagalaism itself. The whole

ends with an attempt to describe ^rl Vaishnavism as it is.

SECTION I.

The developmemt of the Dcsiha cult under Naindr Achdrya,.

Oh the death of Vedanta Desika in 1369 his position as head of the ^ri

Vaishnavas was assumed by his son Varadacharya or Nainar, a person who
had already gained distinction as scholar and teacher and who was yet to

win greater distinction as organizer and controversialist. Nainar had for

his immediate object the apotheosis of his father and predecessor. Prompted

by the feeling that the gratitude of the ^rl Vaislinavas would hardly demur
to the deification of the deceased saint, he proceeded to establish his worshij)

as part of the worship of tlie divinity. For a year he stayed at Si’Irahgam and

then set out on an extensive tour with a view to fulfil his desire. In the

course of his journey he came to Sarvagra Bingap]')a,^ the disciple and

admirer of his father, ^ingappa bestowed upon Nainar the honours and

privileges of royalty, so that the pilgrimage of the Acharya caim; to be, unlike

that of his father, a grand and pompous procession. In the numerous royal

courts he visited Nainar distiiiguislied his fatlier’s ghjry by citing the author-

ity of his erudition in his victorious disputations with rival religious leaders.

Tanjore was one of the places whicli ho thus honoured with a long visit?^

Induced to stay there by the liberality of the king, he signalized his period

of sojourn by issuing an epochal regulation in regard to the Desika cult. A

1 Vedanta Desika had written the Subhashitamvi and other works for this chief and

Nainar imitated his father in encouraging his services to the orthodox school. For a discussion

of the question of the identity of Sarvagha Sihgappa, seo my article on Vodfuita Desika, J. Bo .

Br. E.A.S., 1915-6; Prof. Seshagiri Sastriar’s Sansk, Tam. MSS., 1897, pp. 7-10.
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Vaishnava Braliman of the place came to him jind asked him wliat were

the purification utterances to be made in case the twelfth and thirteenth days’

ceremonials of a man’s death fell after Kartikai Krittikad In censiiltation with

his friend and co-disciple Brahmatahtra Svatantra Jiyar, Nainar Acharya

counselled liiin to recite the Tamyans of the NdklyiraprcobcmdJico composed

by Tirukkurnhaippiran Pillan and supplement them with the PnijhandhaR of

Besika. The difficulty of reciting the Desikcqyrahaiidha, howewer, was^great, as

his works were scattered and scarce. Nainar, therefore, collected 1‘21 of Ins

works, and classified tliem, for purposes of reference and studies, under six heads,

—thirty-two Hfbttras, eight hdvyas, twenty-four treatises on daily life, thirty-

two Bahasyas, twenty-four PrabandJias and one Bhagavatnishaya. Nainur

further ruled that in the recitation of the Prabandhas on the funeral ceremo-

nials of the twelfth and thirteenth days, Denka’s treatises should be included.

To these he added the panegyrical poem of Pillai-andddP which he himself

composed on Vedanta Desika. In the temple of Nllamogha at Tanjore this

regulation was proposed and formally accepted by all. From this time on-

ward the Desihaprahandha, was joined to the Ndldyimprahandha in worship

and in ceremonials, and the name of Vedanta De-'ika was joined to the

Alyars and Ramanuja in popular and daily w'orship. The establishment of

an image of Desika in Nllamegha’s shrine—it had ])Gen already done at

^rTraiigam—was another distinct step in this direction.

The career of Nainar and Brahmatantra Svatantra was devoted to the

development of the Desika cult which they began in this manner. They
visited Tirnkkottiyur, Tirumaliriinjolai, and Madura where they defeated cer-

tain Advaitiiis who objected to the celebration of Periaivar festival, and

established Desika’s ijnage in the temples of these places. At Tirunagari,

SrTvilliputtur, and hnlj- places in the Kerala country they performed similar

settlements. In the Kerala capital, wm are told, Nainar’s people were subject-

ed to much trouble by his opponents who resorted to black magic, but his

skill was able to put them to shame and defeat. From Kerala the teacher

pi'oceeded to Mysore. Here at Melkote * and elsewhere, he induced the temple

I'lhe ueces.=;ifcy for the question arose in the faet that the repetition of the Tiruvdymoli

is prohibited in that season.

s His original name was PeraruHla Aiya. In the time of Desika he had become a

Sanydsin disciple of his and received from his teacher the title of Brahmatantra Svatantra in

^^nsequenoe of his vietor}' over .ydvaitins. Far older than Nainar, he had still beaome his dis.

oiple, with Dt-sika’s permission, in reaped of the Bhagavntvishaya, in Iv. 4440, Bahudlimya.
3 A poem of ilO stanzas in Audadi metre. It corresponds to the Bdmdnuja nUrrandadi and is

studied with great interest by all scholars of the Vadagalai sect. It has also been comparer to

Vladhura Kavi’s KaniiiniH} Siruttdmhu. It has been printed.

<It is difficult to prove these statements from epigraphical evidences. Some of the-se very

works are attributed by epigraphy to others. The image of Yenkatauatha in the Narasimha temple

at Sriraugapatam, e.g. is attributed to a later member of the ParakSla Matha, See Mys. Ep. Bep.,

1911-2, p. 61.
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priestK and anthorities to construct shrines for Ddsika. TJie ‘ conquest of all

regions ’ was over, anrl fSTaiiiar returned to Ooiijeeveram, the place wliero his

predecessors had shone with sucii glory, and introduced the DeHkaprahcmdJia

in the temple-worship, Tho indefatigable activity of the Acharya was suc-

cessful in bringing about a similar state of things at Tiruvahlndrapurain,

Madhurantakam, Tfippil, ^riperumbndilr, etc.

The^Giir}L2Kmim2Mra of the Vadagalai school says that an incident hap-

pened, at this stage, wliicli led to the parting of Nainar with Bralirnatantra

Svatantra Jiyar and tlie establisliment of a 'iiialjia of his own at Tirupati. The
Lord of Tirupati, it is said, appeared before the Jiyar and the temple author-

ities, and desired that he should be entrusted with the management of the

temple. He, therefore, settled at Tirupati, constructed a mallm there for liis

disciples, and propagated tlie Desika cult. Years he spent in this manner

till death seized him. He was succeeded as ablx)t by one of his disciples^

Perarulalan Appai under the title of Dvitij/a Brahmatantra Simtantra Jiijar

but as he also, on account of old age, died soon, the majority of his disciples

came hack to Nainar at Conjeeveram.

Meanwhile Nainar had gained a number of triumphs over Advaitins in

the course of his pilgrimage. He defeated them at Sarvagna Singappa’s

court, and took advantage of his victory to impart to that chief certain secret

doctrines which liad hitherto not been taught. This success was followed

])y another equally striking success. One Sakalyamalla,’ we are told,

who was unable to defeat him in disputation on this occasion, used

magic as liis weapon and made the palanqnin-bearers of the .Xcharya unable

to discharge their mission by threatening them with a Brahinarakshas
;
but

Nainar whose skill had baffled even the magicians of Malabar proved a victor

and bad the pleasure of having his opponent for his disciple. The conversion

of a non-Vaishnavite brahman, Dasa Raja by name, the composition of a

treatise called Sardrtlmsangralm for his sake, and the vanquisliing of reli-

gious rivals in the courts of the Telugu kings of tlie north, are other incidents

mentioned in the Guruparamioara before his return to Conjeeveram, It was

after this event that tlie Dvitiya Bralirnatantra Svarni died, as has lieen

already mentioned, at Tirupati and that his disciples came to Nainar.

The activity of Nainar a-t Conjeeveram recalled the days of his father.

Endowed with talents which woi-e naturally rich and which had been trained

by the greatest scholar of liis age, lie was in every way fitted to adorn

place of his father. A large number ol works testifies both to his erudition

1 For a rofereuoe to SSkalyamalla aud a work attribiued to hi. a iMfiru-EAghni-u. sno Prof-

Sesha^iri Sastri’s R&p. Saiiskt. Tam. MSS , No. 1, 1396 -7, pp. 8-4. ?.iikalyamalla had aFo tho titles!

of Kavimalla and Mallayarya. Ho was the son of one Madhava and had, it is said, a \ision to the

effeot that Bama taught him the Sahifcyasilstra, Hence hi.s writing the beautifnl poem Uddra-

Bdghava. See also Prof. Bhandarkar’s Lists of Sans. MSS., 1893.
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and his industry,—the SardrthasangraJia,^ the AhJiaijapraddnasara,^ the

VirddhapariJidra,^ the Prabandhasdra,^ the TatiDatraijachn.lakmn,^ the

BahcbsijatrayaoJmlakamA tJie AhdraniyamamJ tli(3 NynsatUakavydkhijdna,^

the Sagunabrahmascmarthanamd the Sankasatakam,'' ilm Ahhetakhanda-

7idmp the AvidydkJmn lanam,^^ the Tydgakbhddrtlmjiirnaijamh}^ the TaUva-

DMiktakcoldpasdiiti,^^ the AdhikaranachintHmaniA' the MimdmsdpddMkci-

paHtrdnmiiA'^ the HarinasaiidesamA the Kokilasandeswm}-"' etc. ^Besides

these he wrote six treatises on tlie greatness of his father :—the Deslkamau-

galdsdscLMt,^^ the PrartliandAitakamP tJie DesikaprapatUP tliaDinaGliaryaA-

the Ddsikavigraliadhydnap and t]ie PilXai-andddi. Equally erudite in

Sanskrit and in Tamil, equally at home in composition and in controversy,

equally able in industry and in organization, Nainar Acharya was an object

of admiration to his followers and terror to his opponents. Many of his

literary works were Sanskrit renderings of his father’s Tamil and Manipravala

treatises and designed to appeal to a wider world.

Nainar Acharya closed his illustrious career in the year Jaya corre-

sponding to A.D. 1415. He should have been about ninety-nine years of ago

at his death. No teacher ever died with greater reason for satisfaction at

his own past and achievements, and none with a more genuine yearning to

1 A brief eluoidatiou in Sanskrit of the principle.s of the Bahasyatrayasdra.
3 This is Sanskrit version of Desika’s work of that name. It deals with the Vibhishnna-

iarandgaU and its significance.

3 This is also a free Sanskrit rendering of DSsika’s llanipravala work of the same name.
* On the Alvars and their Prahandhas, similar to 2 and 3

5. 5 and 7- These are free Sanskrit translations of Desika’s works of the same name.

A commentary on Desika’a Nyasatilaha, on Saranagati.

9 A work on the personal attributes of the Lord, with a view to show that the Brahman is a

personal God and not Nirguna as the Mayavadis say.

A treatise on doubts likely bo arise in man’s min Is an 1 replies to th jm.
u A refutation of the Advaitic doctrine of the oneness of Jivdtiua and Paraniatvid.

13 A work refuting the Advaitic doctrine that Jiva is Brahmam under illusion.

13 A treatise on the meaning of the word Tyiiga or renunciation, which occurs in the Clila

In elncidation of Dc^ika’s philosophic work TattvamuMdUaldpa.
15 A gloss on the BraTimasutra,

16 An exposition of Desika’s Muudfnsdpddukd.
17 and 18 These works were evidently in imitation of Dedika’s Hamsasandesa. They seam to

liave been lost,

^^19 Benedictory versos in Sanskrit on Desika, twelve in number.
20 Eight verses of prayer to Desika.

21 It deals with the Saranagati or self'Surrender to the grace of the Acharya. Ti cons'sls of

ten Sanskrit verses.

22 A description of Deska’s daily habits in twenty-two Sanskrit verses.

23 This is a description of Desika’.s person and shows the extreme devotion of NainSr Acharya

to his father and teacher. It contains fourteen verses and is, as usual, dignified and erudite in

style.

2* Jaya, Panguni, Krishna-saptami.
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leave the world. His ambition as well as his pride had been richly grati-

fied by what he had been able to achieve, by his realization that, in the opinion

of his following, he had followed in the footsteps of his illustrions prede-

cessor. And no other commentary is needed to demonstrate his greatness

than that his departure from the world was the sign of a tremendous
Prabandhic activity which resulted in the dethronement of orthodoxy from
its suprepae place at ^riraiigam. hlainar had indeed appointed, just before

his death, his able disciples Prativadibhayahkaram Anna, Grliatikasatain

Aimnal (Varadacharya, the grandson of that Varadacharya who was Acharya
before Atreya Ramanuja) and Kdambi Nainar

;
but able as these were, they

could not successfully stem the advancing tide of the Prabandhic movement.
With the death of Nainar, thus, we come to the close of that long line of

Acharyas who began with Natha Muni and who represented the unity of

^ri Vaishnavism.

SECTION II

The Oeganization op thic PRAHAxnHio Pauti’

The activities of Nainar and Brahmataiitra Svatantra Jlyar were looked

upon with aversion by a strong and growing section of the Vaishaava commu-
nity. It has been already mentioned how in the early days of Des'ika

there arose a partisan movement under Pijlai Lokacharya or rather his

brother xAiagia Perumal Nainar, at ^riraugam, and how Vedanta Desika

preferred a life of self-exile at Satyamaugalam to one of coutiajversy with

men who professed his own creed. It is highly probable that the party of

Alagia Perumal Nainar would have transformed themselves into a distinct

community if they had been allowed to carry on their work in peace. But

a variety of reasons prevented such a tendency towards rigidify. The early

death of Alagia Perumaj, ^ in tJie first ])lace, removed the guiding spirit, the

dynamic force of the whole movement. His brother Pi'jai Lokacharya was

indeed of the same views
;
but he was too strong an admirer of Vedanta

Desika ® and too l)road-minded a Vaishuava to be the ideal leader of a purely

sectarian creed. He indeed l^ecauie tlic champion of the now [)arty, but under

his lead it was not so aggressive oj' bigoted as in the days of his brother.

ScGORclly, the self-exile of Vedantii Desika removed opposition and went to

produce an abeyance of vigorous activity. Above all, there came, in 18‘27, the

Muhammadan capture and sack of Srlraugam. The god himself was

compelled to fly for refuge, and Pillai Lokacharya, with a number of devoted

disciples, followed the deity to Madura. On the Avay, we have already seen,

1 Yatindrapraciinaprabhdva, p. 10.

2 This is clear iu the fact that he studie 1 the Bhdsliya under Desika aud that he eumposed a

Taniyan of panegyrical veisc in his honour.
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he died in tli6 village of Jyotishkudi. His death was immediately followed by

the disorganization of his liock. Tlie man who was to succeed him and to

carry on the movement, Tiruvayiuoli Pillai or Sri ^ailesa, as he was called,

was not yet risen. He was still, as the Yatlndraj^ravanaprahhma puts it, an

official at Madura and living a life of worldiucss and sensual pleasure. Years

were to pass before he was to renounce the poiipj and pleasures of a secular

loi'd to tho spiritual authority and piety of a religious leader. Pillai Lokacharya,

therefore, contented himself with the choice of certain disciples of his for

preparing the way for the reform and elevation of the future leader. He
appointed one Kiira Kulottama dasa to teach him the Bhdsliyas and tlieir

meanings
;

Tirukauiiahgudi Pillai and Tirupputlmli Jiyar to teach the

TirmaymoU ; Nalur Pillai to expound to him the commentaries on the Nalayim
Pra5aat/A«, and Vlanjolai Pillai to impart instruction on SaptaJmdai'^ and

other works. After making these arrangements, Pillai Lokacharya departed

from the world.

Kurakulottama Dasa promptly proceeded to discharge the duties entrusted

to him. Pie Avent to Madura and found in Srisailesa a shameless debauchee.

Eeciting the sacred Tiniviruttam, however, before hiin, be drew the attention of

the abandoned man,, and was asked by him to be favoured with its ineauiiig.

Kiirakulottaina Dasa, with a view to provoke the curiosity of the suppliant,

proudly spat at him and refused to answer, saying that he was unfit to learn

it ! SrLsailOsa lioweA'er was nobly obstinate. When on one occasion he went

round the city, he happened to meet Dasa. As soon as he saw him, he alighted

from Ills elephant, fell at his feet and implored his grace. Kiirakulottaina

Dasa now felt that the time for fultiliing his preceptor’s mandate was come.

He, therefore, condescended to take Srisailesa liome, and teach him the lessons

he had learned from Pillai' Lokacharya. One day, Ave are informed, ^ri.sailosa

was unable, in consequence of his official duties, to attend to his teacher. The
latter was displeased, and did not go the next day to his disci[)l6’s residence.

The former thereupon proceeded on foot to his teacher’s home, and after a

long Avaiting, received pardon, and a mandate to mess witli certain other

disciples of his master. As the result of this, Ave are informed, the disci-

ple had a spiritual awakening. He abandoned his office and riches, and

lookiug on his teacher as his God, proceeded to the village of ^ikkil Avhere the

latter liA^ed, and .spent his days there in his company. Years passed in this

^uanner, till Kfirakulottama Dasa took leave of the Avorld. The dying teachcr

counselled his disciple to go to Tirukkaniiangudi Pillai and Tirupputkuli

Jeyar for learning certain other lessons in the Frahandhas. ^risailehi then

Avent to the first of these tAvo scholars aad learnt from him the general and

1 The Sa2>lakddai is a work of ‘ sevou Tamil dlau^sas uoutaiuiug the gist of the teachings of

Pillai Lokachaiya as given in his Sri vachiindbhmhanam. ’ Trieun, Catal., 1913, p. 219.
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broad meanings of tbe NalayiraprahandJia. He had not the fortune to study

under the other scholar, however, as the latter had died just a few days before

his arrival at Tirupputkuji. But Providence had arranged for an equally

efficient substitute. Por just at the time of ^risaile.sa’s arrival at Conjeeverain,

Halur Piliai of Tirunarayanapuram and his son Achchan Pillai, great

scholars in the Prabandha, had come there for the worship of G-od Varadaraja.

^ril.sailesa proceeded with them to Mysore and learnt from them the history

and the details of the 36,000. After this, the indefatigable scholar went for

the south. He restored the idol of ^athakopa of AIvar-Tirunagari to its

original place from its refuge at Tirukkunambi/ and revived the prosperity of

that holy place. Proceeding then to Trevandrum, he studied the SaptaUddai
under Vlaiijolai Pillai, who had dedicated his life to the service of Padma-
nabha.

^rtsaiie.sa had now completed his studies and came to be considered the

undisputed leader of the school of which Pillai Lokacharya had been the head.

It is difficult to say, owing to the absence of chronology in orthodox

treatises, how long ^ris'ailesa was an officer, how long a student, and how
long the leader of his school. It is certain, however, that at the time of Pillai

Lokacharya’s death, i.e. about a.d. 1327, he was a young man,® entirely absorbed

in a life of luxury and sensual pleasure. Supposing that his reform by

Kurakulottama Dasa took place seven or eight years after, it is evident that

Tirumalai must have formally begun his studies under Dasa in 1335. It is

not known how long he studied under him
;

but placing it tentatively at

about ten years, we have to infer that ^rls'ailesa must have formally

acknowledged the leadership of his creed about 1 345 or 1350.

The YaUndrapravanaprabhdva clearly informs us that Alvar Tirunagari

was the scene of Srisailesa’s lectures. Nor need we be surprised at it.

^rlrahgam, the great centre of Vaishnavism, was under Musalman occupa-

tion. Eahganatha himself was an exile at Tinipati. The temj^le was

indeed not destroyed, but every moment there was the danger of destruction.

The great Vedanta Desika was a refugee at Satyamahgalam and though

his labours were not without advantage to the Vaishnava world, yet they

were carried on in the midst of gloomy and depressing circumstances.

There were, it is true, some people at least who braved the dangers of Musal-

man vandalism and persecution, and whose active and patient courage made

1 BeeMys. Up. Eep., 191l-'2, p. 18, wtero Mr. Narasimhachar points out that the Alvar

sojourned for a time here. An inscription in the Ramahhadra temple might refer to it,

2 Appillai’s TirianudiadaiV'U, however, says that SrlSailesa was bora at Kuntipura in K. 4429 or

A.D. 1328 {Vibhahva, Vyhisi, viMJcha). So Pillai Lokacharya must have died before his birth. But it

later on says that the latter gave the panchasamsTeara initiation to the former. (This is inconsis-

tent with the version of the Yaiindrapravanaprnb hdva). Evidently K. 4429 is a mistake for 4409,

See Journal of South Indian Association, 1914, June, p. 269,

6
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them stay at ^riraiigam. But the distress of military occupation naturally

so reduced them that they could hardly support an active propaganda of their

gospels or an open pursuit of their religious endeavours as in the days of

the pre-Musalman domination. It is not surprising therefore that while

Vedanta Desika was lecturing on the BhasJnjas and the Prabandhas at Satya-

inangalain, ^rl^aile^a carried on the movement of Pillai Lokacharya at Alvar

Tirunagari and spread the pi'ahandhic gospel over the land. «

It is not known how long ^risailesa carried on his propaganda at Alvar

Tirunagari
;
but we have reasons to think that it must have extended over

a comparatively long period of fifty years.'^ Por the Yatindrapravanaprabhdva

distinctly tells us that he was engagaed in his lectures till he acquired for his

pupil the celebrated Manavalamahamunb destined, in progress of time,

to organize the school of Pillai Lckacharya into a distinct sect of ^ri

Vaishnavism. Manavala was the son of one Tihalkidandar Annan, a pious

and well-read scholar of Alvar Tirunagari and Sri Eanganayaki, the

daughter of Alagia Manavala Perumal Pillai, a disciple of Pillai Lukacharya
who, ever since his master’s death, had been living at ^ikkil. Manavala
was born on Thursday, the fourth day of the bright fortnight of the month
oi Aippisi, of year Sddhdraria, "K. 4771, which corresponded ® to October 24,

A.B. 1370. Nothing specially noteworthy took place in the period of child-

hood and youth of Alagia Manavala. He went through the usual train-

ing of a Vaishnava youth and became educated by his father in the

Vedas and other knowledge of the day. The meaning of ;the Prabandhas
and the Bahasyas as explained by Pillai Lokacharya he also learnt at the feet

of his father. When about twenty he entered the life of a house-holder and,

having soon after lost his father, preceded to Srisailesa and became his disciple.

The YaUndrapravanaprabhdva does not give the date of this event
;
but as we

are told that Alagia Manavala was born in 1370 and that he became
^rlsailesA’s disciple after he entered the griliastdsrama, we shall not be far from
the truth if we suppose that it must have taken place some time about
A.D. 1395.

It is difficult to say, owing to want of materials, how long Alagai Manavala
was the disciple of ^ri^ailesa. The orthodox treatises speak, however, as

though the period of discipleship was comparatively long, and covered a

number of years. All during this period, ]\Ianavala studied and mastered

tfeh Tamil Veda and its meanings. He, at the same time, evinced a wonderful

devotion to Eamanuja, built a separate shrine in his honour, established four

1 That is from about 1345 to about 1400.

2 According to the Yatindrapravai;i>aprabhava the exact date was K. 4871
,
Sadhdrana, A&vija

Sukla 4, Thursday, Mula. K. 4371 is levidently a mistake for 4471. Appillai's Tirumudiadaivu
gives it correctly. Bom'a manusci ipts give Friday wrongly for Thursday. See, Journal South
Indian A$$ociaUon, June, 1914, p, 260,
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streets around it, and composed a poem yatirdja vimkiti to celebrate his

greatness, ^rlsailesa was so much pleased, we are informed, with his

disciple that he declared him to be an avatar of the great Bhashyakara
himself, and impressed on his other disciples to regard him as such. And when
some time after, he died, he exacted from Alagai Manavala, we are further

informed, a vow to the effect that he would spread the teachings of the

Alvars as expounded in the 36,000 broadcast over the land, that he would study

the Bhashya and the Sanskrit works only once and that he would make
^rlrahgam itself the centre of his propaganda.

After the death of Srisailesa, Ajagia Manavala stayed for some time—we do

not know how long—at Alvar Tirunagari. It was at this time that the celebra-

ted Eamanuja Jiyar, the founderof the Vanamamalai math and the right-hand

man of Manavala Mahamuni, became his disciple. Known as a householder by

the name of Alagia Varadar, Ramanuja Jiyar—he became a Sanydsin immedi-

ately after his arrival at Tirunagari—was, from this time, the chief man,

in reality, in the Frahandhic movement. He seems to have been personally

a far stronger man than Manavala Mahamuni. An impartial reader of the

Yatlndrap'avanaijrahJidva cannot but notice the greater strength of character

which the lieutenant displayed. Manavala is comparatively a weak figure,

lacking in that dynamic force which is absolutely necessary for a religious

reformer or doctrinal innovator. He might have been a greater statesman,

a more tactful and shrewd leader. Indeed he must have been personally a

magnetic figure. He seems to have commanded enormous influence over his

followers and the lower classes in particular, whose position in the religious

activities of the land he tried sincerely to better. But whatever he did, he did

in a timid, hesitating manner. Again and again he objected, as we shall see

presently, to interfere with the Acharyic families at Srirangam lest any such

attempt might lead to a catastrophe
;

and it was the stronger and more

fanatical personality of Ramanuja Jiyar that boldly bade for Acharyic

supremacy.

The influence of Ramanuja Jiyar and others showed itself in the desire

of Manavala Mahamuni to go to Srirangam and boldly preach his doctrines

there. Forinnately the coast was to some extent clear to him, because

Nainar Achaiva had, like his predecessors, made Coujeeveram his head-

quarters, and left Srirangam to itself. About the year 14fl0, therefore, Mana-

vala Maht muni found himself in the great stronghold of Srivaishnavism. He
came to the abode of one Annan, an adherent of the Prabandkic school .and

a scholar of Tirumaiyam, who had come to Srirangam and been expounding

the 24,000 to a me students. The story goes that, as soon as the stranger

prostrated at his feet, Annan recognized in him an avatar, felt that he should

see him respected and honoured by the temple authorities, and therefore took

him to the Bhatta who was the manager of the shrine, and made him, on
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his hearing the interpretation of a stanza from the Tinw&ymoU, realize that

he was greater than the author of the 36,000 itself and that special honour

should be done him in the temple. Thus was gained the first step in Alagia

Manavala’s progress, the first acquaintance between him and the great shrine

which he was soon to make, by his genius, the centre of his own creed. In

the days which followed, Alagia Manavala acquainted himself with the scenes

of the labours of Pillai Lokacharya and others of his school. He further

devoted himself to the examination of old treatises, on the Prabandhas with a

view to rescue them from oblivion
;
and to give a practical side to his educa-

tion he visited the holy shrines of Tirukoilur, Sholinghur, Erumbi, etc., and

turned towards Tirupati. His arrival at Tirupati was, says the Yatpidra

^pravaviapraWidva, fore-shadowed by a miracle. The great Jiyar of that

place had a vision to the effect that a great Siivaishnava was lying from

west to east in the form of a huge mountain, and that one was standing near

him ! He narrated this remarkable vision to the people of Tirupati. Some
among the hearers who were come from the south told them that the vision

must evidently refer to Manavala and his life-long friend Eamanuja Jiyar

!

Meanwhile, Manavala, the unconscious subject of the vision, reached the hills.

After the visit to Govinda Eaja’s shrine, he ascended the holy hills. The
vision concerning him proved very fortunate for him

;
for he found himself,

to his own surprise, welcomed in great pomp by the Jiyar and temple author-

ities. From Tirupati, Manavala is said to have proceeded to that great centre

of orthodoxy and scholarship, the holy Conjeeveram, the place which had just

witnessed the loss of its great ornament Nainar Acharya. At first the visit was

a flying one, for Alagia Manavala soon proceeded to ^riperumbudur, the birth-

place of Eamanuja
;
but in the latter place, the Bhashyakara himself, it is

said, asked Alagia Manavala, his own avatar, to return to Conjeeveram and

learn the 8n Bhdshya there, at the feet of Kdambi Nainar. Kdambi Nainar

was, as we have already seen, the representative of the orthodox school of

Vedanta Desika, and was, therefore, the chief authorized teacher of the

Bhdshya. Hence the necessity of Ajagia Manavala to proceed to him and

sit at his feet.

The importance of Alagia Manavaja’s resort to Conjeeveram in order to

study the Bhdshya under Nainar can hardly be exaggerated. It clearly

proves that Manavala was outside the Bhashyic line of Acharyas.^ It

also shows that he had to go to that school which he in his heart opposed and

dreaded. It shows that he was under an ohUgation to go there, as other-

wise he could hardly gain the allegiance of men. It cannot be doubted that

he must have looked upon this necessity as a misery. No sphere could be

1 This is further proved by the fact that the Vaishnavas of the Tehgalai sect have even now
to study the Sri BMshya after reciting certain preliminary verses in honour of Vedanta Desika and
his Bhashyic predecessors.
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more uncongenial to him than Conjeeveram. It was there that the cult of

Vedanta De^ika was in full swing. It was there that the orthodoxy of

Vaishnavism had found an unassailable stronghold. It was there that the

greatest opponents of the ‘ Tehgalai heresy ’ lived. To go in the midst of

such an atmosphere was an unpalatable act, but Alagia Manavala had no

other alternative. The Yatmdrapravanaprabhclva indeed tries to give an
ingenious turn to the whole incident, and pretends to look upon it as a minor

episode. It says that when Manavala was at Srlperumbildur, the Bhashyakara
appeared to him in a vision, presented to him the Sn Bhclshya, and told him to

go to Conjeeveram and study the Bhdsht/a at the feet of Kdainbi Nainar,

saying that he hiiiiself would teach him in the form of Nainar ! Eamanuja
is further said to have added that Manavala was to study the Bhdshjja only

once—and that to oblige himself and Sii Sailesa and not for the sake of

the Bhdshya itself—and that he should in future devote himself to the

PrahandJias alone ! The scholars of the Vadagalai persuasion naturally

condemn this version of the facts. They criticize the legend as a myth. The
introduction of the statement that Eamanuja himself taught in the guise

of Nainar, they say, is the ungrateful belittlement of a scholar to whom the

Jiyar owed the little knowledge he possessed of the Bhdshyas. Then, again,

they ask, not unreasonably, whether Eamanuja himself could have advised one

to study his own Bhdshya once only and declared that it was not so important

as the Prabiindhas Would it not be a self-condemnation on the part of

Bamanuja ? Would it not be a denial of the necessity of his own existence

and labours ? Would it not be equal to the undermining of the very basis and

glory of ^rivaishnavism ? Would it not result in the immediate overthrow

of ^rivaishnavism by other creeds ? Would it not go against the declared

wishes of Natha Muni, of Yfi.munacharya, and other sages whose life-long

desire had been to provide a Bn BJidshya even though the PrahandJias had

existed then ? The alleged disregard of the Sn Bhdshya, then, by its own

author is a myth, a product of the prejudice of later Tehgalai writers ^ who
devoted themselves to the PrahandJias at the expence of the BJiasJiya.

A word may be mentioned about the date of Alagia Mauavala’s studies at

Conjeeveram. What was his age when he came thitho]-'? No authorities

give definite answers to this question. But the Vaday. Gurup. gives certain

facts which enable us approximately to fix the date of this event. It says that

the great Nainar Acharya died in a.d. 1414-15 {Jaya), and that he appointed

his disciples, Kdambi Nainar, Prativadibliayahkara Annan, and Bmberumanar

Appa, to continue his work. It was the first of these Acharyas that Mana-

vala Mahamuni approached. His arrival at Conjeeveram must have happened,

1 Tlia extremity to which this prejudice is carried is seen in the SrivachattahhUshana.

mi'mdmsa which says that as the Sri BhSshya was the mere result of the study of the Bodhiya-

navritti, it had no Acharyie sanction and so was not sufficiently authoritative 1
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therefore, some time about 1420, i.e. when he was about fifty years old. We do

not know how long he stayed there
;
but if we suppose that he went through

tlie Bluvsluja in all its aspects in three or four years, we shall have to attribute

his return to ^rirangam roughly to his fifty-fifth year, i.e. to about the

year 1425.

The studies of Alagia Manavala under Kdambi Nainar are differently

interpreted by the different schools. The Vadag. Gurujp. says that, as his

knowledge increased, he came to entertain such a deep devotion to Des'ika

that, in the later days of his life, when his disciples wanted to elevate him to

divine rank, he refused the honour on the ground that he was nothing after

Vedanta Des'ika. The Ycbtlndra^pravanaprahhava, on the other hand, gives

one the impression that the disciple was greater than the teacher, and Alagia

Manavala was in a most iiicongenial atmosphere. It gives a number of

legends to prove this alleged superiority. One of the friends of Kdambi Nainar,

Aiyaihal Appa by name, it is said, was so much struck with the quickness

of Alagia Manavala’s grasp that he told Nainar that he was not adjusting

his lectures to the genius of the disciple. Nainar, we are further informed,

significantly asked Appa to recapitulate the lessons with the distinguished

learner the next day. Appa thereupon devoted himself to that work, and

found, to his intense surprise, that Alagia Manavala was conning the lesson

with a thousand mouths ! Again, on another occasion, we are told, Alagia

Manavala engaged the other disciples of Nainar in controversy, and defeated

them by the display of an unrivalled lore in logic, in grammar, in Mlmamsa,

etc. From these facts, continues the Yatlndra;pravanapraWidva, Nainar now
pointed out to his disciples that Alagia Manavala was no ordinary student,

that he was an avatar, but he did not know whose avatar he was. He
therefore asked him to show him his true form. The disciple, we are told,

hesitated to do so, but on second thoughts resolved to gratify his teacher’s

desire. Taking him to a dark solitary place, therefore, he, we are informed,

kindled a light, and assumed his true form, the thousand-hooded Adisesha !

The teacher was exceedingly afraid, and asked him to resume his human guise.

Ever after, he displayed, continues the Yatmdrapravanaprabhdva, great

solicitude to the health and welfare of the distinguished disciple, and supplied

milk from his own household ! Above all he felt that much time must not be

wasted on the Bhdshya in futme, that the world waited for Alagia Mana-

vala’s grand works on the Prahandhas, and that he should, therefore, run

through the Bhdshyas ! The Vadag. Gurwp. of course does not support the

Yatmdrajpravanaprabhdva ;
but it will be clear to everybody that Alagia

Manavala vas not friendly to his companions, and that he had every reason

to rush through the Bhdshya as quickly as possible and bid farewell to a

place so unsympathetic and unfriendly to him.

{To he continued)



TOEE FUNDAMENTAL'S OF VEDANTA
A 'pa'per read before the Mythic Society

B'Y K. a. Krishnaswamy Aiyar, Esq., b.a.

The main difference between Vedanta and other systems of philosophy turns

upon the views they respectively take of the sum-total of human knowledge

and experience, the latter not as confined to the waking state alone, but as

spread over the three states of the soul :—the waking and the dreaming states,

and that of dreamless sleep. Vedanta does not concern itself so much with the

individual objects presenting themselves for cognition during each state as

with the nature of the apparently successive states with which they are bound

up, with which they appear and disappear. Thus the difference, in their

views, between Vedanta and the other thought-systems or the sciences, is

radical. What is called the world of things disclosing to our view in the

waking state, is no more or less than an adjunct to that state, of which it is an

inseparable feature, and can have no existence apart from it. The intellect,

however, assumes its independent existence which is simply unthinkable, for

the world and the waking mood of the self cannot and should not be dissociated.

Still, the so-called world, to the ordinary mind, persists through all the states.

Now, this elimination, wrenching away, of the world from the state in whicli

it appears, or can alone appear, is an act of intellectual abstraction, ‘ convenient

for the purposes of life,’ as Bergsen would say, but none the less illusive,

unwarranted by the totality of our experience. Vedanta determines the value

not of a single experience in one state, nor of a single object of cognition

in it, but of the different states themselves with which the worlds are

manifested and dissolved. If this fundamental fact is realized, it will become

evident that what is called a thing either static (as the scientists posit) or

dynamic (as Bergsen takes it) exists nowhere. Time and space, along with

the sense of duration and extension are equally ‘ birds of passage visiting

with the states, and vanishing with them. The self is thus felt—not inferred—
to be unaffected by the flitting states ; and the states, waking and sleeping being

radically oppposed to each other, cannot be conceived or experienced to co-exist

in the self. In fact, in what is called sound sleep the presence of an object is

never felt, nor can be. It is not the study of things within the periphery of

any state either that of waking or of dreaming, however infinitely pursued, that
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can lead to a coiiiprehension of the nature of the self as the unaffected spectator

of the changing moods.

The simple truth set forth above merely requires in the student a change

of mental attitude and no laborious study or deep erudition. There is no

dogma to be accepted or abstruse doctrine to be assimilated. A pure intro-

spection, on the basis of this Vedic suggestion, a simple intuitive effort, a clear

grasp of the essential principle, realized as the self in man emerging unsullied

through the states, is all that is necessary to recognize this immortal element

in him. Without tasking the memory or straining tlie imagination, every

human being can rise, if he vTill, to an understanding of tliis simple truth.

By a constant appeal to one’s own experience, the ever identical nature

of the self becomes obvious. The self cannot be conceived as continually

changing or as mere change as Bergsen affirms
;

for liis observation is

confined but to what he calls life, whose sphere is restricted to the waking

mood. The sense of absolute duration which lie says we intuite, is

strictly limited to the state (waking or dreaming) in whicli life is associated

with the mind and the body
;
and cannot relate to the state of dreamless

sleep in which no experience of sense or feeling is possible.

In the light of Vedanta, the Atman, or the Self is of the nature of bliss,

consciousness, and reality absolute. The right or wrong desire which every

man instinctively feels for lasting happiness or fleeting pleasures, uninterrupted

ease or freedom from toil and worry, is all in reference to the self without which

as the basis, the term happiness is void of signification. But instead of the

lower self which leads to selfishness, one has to keep his eye on the higher

which is the eternal fountain of all unselfish activities and deeds of self-

sacrifice. This fact unfolds the blissful nature of the self. The self is also

absolute consciousness, since the thread of our experience remains unbroken

even when no objects are presented to it for cognition as in dreamless sleep.

To imagine consciousness as of different degrees of intensity or faintness is to

impose upon it, poetically—none the less untruly—the characteristics of material

objects 'which are liable to variation from solidity to subtlety, etc. All

criticisms of Vedanta have been invariably levelled against it solely from the

view point of the waking state. The point of the lance hence becomes hopelessly

])lunted or broken.

It may be urged, for instance, by an opponent that the waking is the real

state of life. Dreams disclose a false or fanciful world, and sound sleep is a

temporary suspension of life’s activities. How can the world into which we
wake, from which we go to sleep, and of which we are part and parcel, be

considered as a mere mood of the self, whisked away with that mood and

reappearing with it in nearly the same condition and with the identical

characteristics? We see a man going to sleep, we see him rising from the

same bed on which he slept. His sleeping is a natural necessity, and the
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world’s activities are miinterrupted by Hs moods. He is born, grows, decays

and dies. He is thus intimately connected with this world. How can such a

world be dismissed as an invariable concomitant of a mere mood of his ? We
do not sleep or dream with him, but we are all engaged or involved in the

same sphere of activity.

‘ Besides, how can the waking mood be put on a par with the dream-

ing? As^ Hume says, the dream experience is stultified on waking, but the

waking experience is never stultified in dreams. Hence the only possible

inference is that dreams are the result of a disturbance of the nervous

system and the world imagined to be perceived, in them is no real world, but

a mere concoction of fancy. All human impulse and motives to action rest

ultimately and solely on the waking experience, which thereby testifies to its

own reality. A doctor can send a patient to sleep, or wake him from it. This

would be impossible if the waking state were not real from which the

experience of^ all the other states originated or to which they remained

subservient.

‘ Further, what is the good of knowing the essentially pure and unaffected

nature of the self? Either in the moral or material interests of man, such a

knowledge can lead to no result. It might at best induce a state of quietism

and that is not a “ consummation devoutly to be wished ”.

‘Moreover, what is to become of science, morals and theology, if the

world of the waking state is to be reduced from being the premier reality to

the rank of a mere accompaniment or appendage to a state ?
’

The objections set forth above might in the eye of ordinary reason appear

to have great validity. But Vedanta sees no force in them. The objector puts

himself out of court by ignoring the attitude which Vedanta enjoins on bi-m

before sitting in judgment over its pronouncement. ‘ The world is

real.’ Why, what world? For we perceive one: during the waking state and

a myriad in dreams. If the former is meant, then admittedly, it is seen to come

and go with the mood. It will not do to assert that the world that I can

perceive only when I am awake, continues to exist even when I am sleeping.

Such a supposition would imply that I am waking and sleeping simultaneously.

The world in question is an inseparable adjunct to my waking, and the belief

in the continuity of its existence even when I am not waking, only points to

the natural tendency in man to attribute reality to any experience appearing

as the present. This is actually the case in dreams. We perceive many things

in them which for the time being we take to be real, and we are moved by hate

and fear just as if the causes were real. The fanciful nature of the dream-world

is recognized not at the time, but after the state becomes past.

But if I am not waking all the time, are there not others awake that

perceive the world ? Their testimony to its persistence, is it worth nothing ?

This is another amusing objection arising from want of an accurate under-

7
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standing of tiie term ‘ world Wliat is called the world inclades everything

other than the self of the enquirer, and therefore, all men, animals, plants and

inanimate nature, not excepting the body itself of the enquirer. It will thus be

evident that if I say, ‘ I don’t perceive the world when I am sleeping, because

I am not then waking,’ I simply mean that the waking world does not exist

tlien. Also, the Vedantic position is not one of Solipsism, as it does not confer

absolute reality on the I, but on the changeless witness of the three states

which is neither I nor not-I, all distinctions being lost with a world perceived.

As the world is every moment created, even according to Bergsen, the

idea of its sameness is an intellectual balm supplied for purposes of life,

but all the same, illusory. Our seeing a man go to sleep or wake from it

is just a part of our waking experience. It does not enable us to comprehend

the nature of sleep. We realize its nature only when we sleep and then

the world is, as it were, nought. So also the sight of other beings being born,

living and dying, and that of our own growth and decay are integral parts

of our waking experience. Apart from it, we can know of no second thing.

We all seem, it is true, to act together in the company of innumerable

beings awake. But we have no direct proof of their wakefulness, as we can

experience only our own. The experience in dreams is on all fours witli

this. There also so long as the state continues, we seem to be communing

with a number of individuals, but we wake to find that the plurality of

subjects was a mere illusion created by fancy, while the subject, namely,

the dreamer was but one and secondless.

Although it may be repugnant to the last degree to admit that the

waking state is just analogous to the dream state, every one that has attempted

to distinguish the two has hopelessly failed. Every explanation of dream or

sleep as the outcome of nervous condition is vitiated by the monostatic view,

viz., the view taken on the basis of the waking experience alone. A dream
is defined as the state in which the senses are quiescent, and the objects

absent, but the nerves being excited somehow create a mimicry of both.

Here it is plain that the senses, objects, and nerves referred to are those of

the waking state
;
and necessarily so, as the explanation itself is offered not

during the dream but after waking from it. Hume’s solution of the diffi-

culty is equally wide of the mark. A dream is no doubt stultified in the

succeeding state of waking. But how can this fact invest the waking
state with reality? For, we call that the waking state which we feel as

such, but the feeling itself is the result of a contrast with the previous state.

If we had no previous state, we might not call the present state either waking
or dreammg.

There are also dreams within dreams which elucidate the point still

further. When we dream that we had a dream, the succeeding dream (known
as such only on waking from it) is felt to be a wahincj from the previous one

;
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and this illusion that it is a waking state is not dispelled till our mood changes

to waking. The waking experience is never stultified in dreams for the

simple reason that the notion of waking never deserts even the dreamer.

Besides, we do not know which is the waking state. To say that the

present is the waking is to beg the question. Neither is it true that in dreams

we refer to any particular series of waking states. Now as then it is memory

that behaves as the custodian of the past and what it arranges in a kaleidos-

copic order with its impress on it as the past is assumed to be the real series

of past waking states. There is no other evidence to their reality than the

pronouncement of memory. If then we wish to accord absolute trustworthi-

ness to memory, we again become dupes. For, with a freakishness peculiar

to it, the all-powerful memory awakens in our dreams a thousand reminis-

cences of a supposed past which was never experienced and yet which we
unquestioningly accept at the time. Still, on waking, we discover that the

false memory created in the dream, and our conduct in it based on it were

all mere phantom-play. For example, I see a stranger in a dream, but in

my conversation with him, I find he was my old friend with whom I had

lived in intimacy for several years. I wake and realize the falsity of the whole

circumstance, and with it that of the memory. The illusions of memory
and its untrustworthiness except for the iDurposes of Life—Vyavahara—are too

well known to psychologists to claim a serious consideration. As it gives the

stamp of wakefulness to the present, so it creates, to consort with this present,

the notions of a beginningless series of past waking states and an endless

series of future waking states. It always does that even in dreams. If

one can, with this special mark as the basis of distinction, distinguish a

dream as such at the time—not the waking as such during waking, which

everybody does, simply by contrasting it with the past dream—then one’s

argument may be worth something. But theoi his dream would lose its

genuineness. For, the character of dreams in general is that they appear at

the time as terribly real, and we hate, we love, we fl.ee. One should, in case

he identified the nature of a dream at the time, remain but a passive

spectator uninfluenced by any of the passions that stimulate activity even

in a dream. Such a state, in the view of Vedanta, is not impossible
;
and

the highest Vedautin is expected to be a mere passive witness of the unreal

scenes of life enacting before him, either while dreaming or waking. Evi-

dently, it is the monostatic bias that induces a man to subordinate dreams

and dreamless sleep to waking and derive the two ^former from the last.

In any case, it is enough for Vedanta to establish one central fact which

cannot be blinked : A dream can mimic or re-present every element of the

waking experience, either internal or external but it can do so only on the

basis of the absolute consciousness which admits of no break or change or

spurious imitation.
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Wily do we not refer th.e waking state to past dreams? l^or the

simple reason that we consider dreams as contrasted with the so-called waking

to be unreal. The tendency is ingrained in the human intellect, somehow,

to believe that the present is the waking state, and that the waking state

alone is real.

We have thus undoubtedly two independent series of experiences the latter

of which begins with the sense of waking, and the former contrasted w^ith it ap-

pears as dreaming. But which is which it is impossible to determine as the

feeling of being awake invariably accompanies the" feeling of an experience

being present. Since the waking state is just that which is felt as such, it is

self-contradictory to expect the stultification of the waking experience in any

state which is not recognized at the time as dream. In other words, since in

dreams we believe we are awake, we cannot conceive the stultification of a

waking state at the time, for no waking state stultifies itself while it lasts,

or is believed to last.

It thus appears that every active state or state in which the experience

involves a subject and an object is characterized by a sense of the present

which invariably gives rise to a sense of waking and which, with its unfailing

auxiliary of memory creates a kaleidoscopic order, always sorting the present

waking state with a beginningiess series of past waking states, the sense of

reality never ceasing to associate itself with them all. This explains why in

dreams we are never aware of an absence of the order that ought properly to

mark off the waking state if there were really one such.

Impulses and motives to action prevail in dreams also. We love, we
fight, we flee. The waking state is not the only sphere in which they come

into play. As to the case of a doctor sending a patient to sleep and waking

him from it, the objection is, as usual, based on the monostatic bias. The

patient appearing to sleep and to wake are just parts of the doctor’s waking

experience.

The practical effect of Vedantic knowledge on man in respect of his moral

and material interests is profound. When he learns to identify himself with

the unchanging eternal Self and not with his physical body—^heir to a thousand

ills—he is inspired with courage, truthfulness and a spirit of self-sacrifice, the

most inestimable assets for individual and social well-being.

The moral phase of Vedanta is seen in the restraint it places on every

unrighteous tendency, since the latter arises from one ’s wrong attachment to

his physical body—non-self improperly looked upon as self—and to the goods

or enjoyments of the waking state which are altogether contingent and imperma-

nent. Thus although the moral influence of Vedanta, however powerful, is

passive, yet in the man who is conscious of indulging desires, it impels him to

action towards their fulfilment with an amount of courage and doggedness which

no other motive principle can evoke. Nevertheless, his desires cannot be of the
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unrigMeous sort, but limited to such morally permissible gratifications as are

not calculated to deepen his attachment to the non-self. His acts can be virtu-

ally but acts of self-sacrifice. If Vedanta in the highest stage leads to absolute

passivity, it can do so only in the case of one who has really conquered all

and every desire
;
and no system of morals or philosophy can impose duties on

such an.individual. Such instances, however, are extremely rare and no anxiety

need be relt as to the future of the world on the impracticable supposition that

all men might rise above their desires. We may possibly meet with men turning

ascetics or shamming renunciation not because the flame of desire has been put

out in them, but because they find no way , of gratifying it, or feel too

lazy to exert themselves in order to realize it. Practical Vedanta (the portion

of works) rightly condemns their hypocrisy or self-deception, and urges them to

incessant activity till their desires are extinguished by disappointment or disgust

arising from gratification or enlightenment.

The study of science has to be pursued by one till the tendency cease in

him by which he seeks outside of the self that bliss which one intuitively feels

he can claim by his very nature. On a normal man the realistic tendency has

so strong a hold that for all that Vedanta may assert he will not cease to have

unending interest in what surrounds him. Science helps him by systematizing

his knowledge of the outside universe for useful action. Even a Vedantin

cannot reverse the so-called laws of the physical world and if he expects any

effects there, he must first create the cause. To that extent, science must have

permanent validity for the Vedantin also who pm’poses to act in the waking

world.

Theology protects the moral instinct's, and people wish to be good without

caring much for the basis of ethics. The principle of good which to the

Vedantin is the self appears to the devout man as the god whom he

worships with all the zeal and earnestness of his soul. The value of theology

is materially undiminished so long as man keeps his eye on the moral not the

philosophical side of existence. A Vedantin cannot be immoral as he can

have no selfish motives to action.

I have thus put in a small compass what to be understood thoroughly in

all its bearings on life’s problems, has to be expounded in a bulky volume.

But I believe that most of the main points have been touched upon clearly,

enough, at least to create an abiding interest in tne Science of Beality.

Liberature on the subject—

Brihadaranyakcm7iishad—Chap. 6, Sec. Ill

Manduhyopanis had.

Goudapada’s Commentaries on the above.

Panchadasi by Vidyaranya, translated by Dr. M. S. and K. A. K., Chap. 1.

Sankwa’s Comments on the Brahmasutras, Chap., 8, Bee II Sutras 1 to 10.

Do. do. Chap. 11 Sec. I. Sutra 9

Sutasamhita Yagna Yybliava Ehanva.



THE FIRST TOWN-PLANNERS
By a. Ghose, Esq., p.c.s,, p.g.s., m.i.m.e.

A J3KOKEN incantation tablet written in tbe ancient Sumerian language

together with a translation in Semitic Babylonian was found in 1882, on

the site of the ancient city of Sippar in Northern Babylonia. This tablet

which is in the British Museum supplies one of the most interesting Baby-

lonian versions of the story of the creation. The date of this tablet has

been fixed at 600 B.c. But owing to its being inscribed in the ancient

Sumerian language which had been dead long before, there is reason to believe

that the story embodied in the tablet is of high antiquity. The tablet

describes the evolution of the great cities of Babylonia as follows ;

—

All lands were sea.

At length there was a movement in the sea,

Then was Erudu made, and E-sagil was built,

E-sagil, where in the midst of the Deep the god Lugal-Lul-azaga dwells.

Marduk laid a reed upon the face of the waters,

He formed dust and poured it out upon the reed.

The Lord Marduk laid in a dam by the side of the sea,

... as before he had not made,

... he brought into existence,

. . . trees he created,

(Bricks) he made in their place,

. . , brickwork he made

;

{Houses he made), cities he built;

(Cities he made), dwelling places he prepared.

Nippur he made, E-kur he built.

Ereoh he made, E-ana he built !
^

The version of the creation myth given by Berosus ascribes to Merduk

or Merodach only the creation of living beings. The introduction of civili-

zation and the founding of cities are credited to Cannes— a marine god with

1 L. W. King, Babylonian Eeligion, p. SO.
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the body of a fish, who arose out of the Erythraean Sea. The story of

Oannes is the Babylonian counterpart of the Indian legend of Manu and it

lias been supposed that the Indian myth is derived from a Semitic source.

But it is significant that the ancient harbinger of civilization in the Euphrates

valley, should have come out of the Indian Ocean of all places on the face

of the earth, to teach the Babylonians how to write and to imjiart the

knowledge of ‘ sciences and arts of all kinds, the rules for the founding of

cities, and the construction of temples, the principles of law and surveying
’

as specifically stated by Berosus on the authority of ancient Babylonian

records.

That the ancient Sumerians who settled in Southern Babylonia (Sumer)

were the founders of Babylonian culture is abundantly proved by archseo-

logists. The early history of Babylonia is a wonderful record of Sumerian

domination and progress. The excavations of the ancient city mounds at

the lowest levels, disclose Sumerian culture so advanced that the people

were highly proficient in the use of copper. The Sumerians were great

builders of towns and irrigation works. They were the first town-planners

known to history. Gudea of Lagash one of the greatest Sumerian kings,

has left inscriptions which vividly describe the magnificence with which he

adorned his capital. These descriptions are borne out by the excavations

of De Sarzec and De Cros at Telloh which is on the site of ancient Lagash,

The historic statue E in the Louvre which was found at Telloh, has on

its lap the plan of a great palace built by Gudea. This plan is of unique

interest as it shows advanced knowledge of surveying and accuracy of

details. Its value is greatly enhanced by the fact that it is drawn to scale

which is affixed to the plan. This is one of the most remarkable monuments

showing the high state of civilization attained by the SumeriauB.

The origin of the Sumerians is lost in obscurity. Referring to the

subject, Mr. H. R. Hall of the British Museum, says

;

The Sumerian culture springs into our view ready-made, as it were, which is

what we should expect if it was, as seems on other grounds probable, brought into

Mesopotamia from abroad. We have no knowledge of the time when tbe Sumerians

were savages ; when we first meet with them in tbe fourth millenium b.o., they

were already a civilized, metal-using people living in great and populous cities,

possessing a complicated system of writing, and living under the government of

firmly established civil and religious dynasties and hierarchies. . . . The earliest

scenes of their own culture-development had perhaps not been played upon the

Babylonian stage at all, but away across the Persian mountains to the eastward.

. . . The ethnic type of the Sumerians, so strongly marked in their statues and
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reliefs, was as difierent from those of the races which surrounded them as was

their language from those of the Semites, Aryans or others ;
they were decidedly

Indian in type. The face type of the average Indian of to-day is no doubt much

the same as that of his Dravidian race-ancestors thousands of years ago. Among

the modern Indians, as amongst the modern Greeks or Italians, the ancient

pre-Aryan type of the land has (as the primitive type of the land always does)

survived, while that of the Aryan conqueror died out long ago. And il^is to this

Dravidian ethnic type of India that the ancient Sumerian bears most resemblance

so far as we can judge from his monuments. He was very like a Southern Hindu

of the Dekkan (who still speaks Dravidian languages). And it is by no means

improbable that the Sumerians were an Indian race which passed, certainly by

land, perhaps also by sea, through Persia to the valley of the Two Eivers. It was

in the Indian home (perhaps the Indus valley) that we suppose for them that their

culture developed.!

Mr. Hall farther says that ‘ the legend of Oauues, the “ Man-Fish ”

quoted by Berossns, argues an early marine connexion with a civilized land

over sea. Fr. Lenormont was the first to suggest this idea. Such an eminent

authority as Masper^ however, declined to draw historical conclusions from

what he considered as merely a mythological tradition. But the germ of

history has often been evolved out of nebulous traditions. The statements

of Berossus that Cannes passed the day on the shore among men and

plunged into the sea at sunset and that he refrained from taking any food

from the people of the land, amounted to something like this, that the civi-

lizer of Babylonia who came across the sea or along the coast from a

distant land, retired every evening to his boat or inflated raft and that his

nationality prevented him from taking any food from the strange and un-

civilized people in whose country he had landed. From an Assyrian bas-

relief from Nimrud, it is seen that Cannes had a human body disguised as

a fish by means of an entire fish skin thrown over the head and shoulders

as a cloak with a hood. It may safely be guessed that Cannes who was
admittedly a human being, appeared in such a strange garment simply to

impress and mystify the primitive inhabitants of Babylonia amongst whom
he found himself. His strange appearance and his knowledge of the arts

of civilization rendered him immune from attack and exalted him as a

divine being. We know definitely from Arrian® that the inhabitants of the

Makran Coast used to wear down to the time of Alexander’s invasion thick

skins of large fishes. There is apparently no other record of any other

1 H. E. Hall, TJie Ancient History of the East, p. 172.

8 Arrian’s Indiha, ohap. xxiv.
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people making such a cnrions use of fish skins. We learn from ISTearchos

that these coast-folk were in a most primitive .stage as they were ' covered

with hair on the body, their nails like wild bird’s claws, used like iron for

killing and splitting fish, and cutting soft wood
;

other things they cut

with sharp stones, having no iron.’ It will be ridiculous even to hint that

Cannes belonged to this tribe of Ichthyophagi. But in the interior of the

Makran tloast, lived the Oreitians who, according to Arrian, dressed like the

Indians and were equipped with similar weapons, their language and customs

only being different.

Herodotus mentions the Paricanians and the Asiatic Ethiopians as

""comprised in the seventeenth Satrapy of Darius which embraced modern

Baluchistan. The Paricani have not been identified.’ But if their name is

derived from the Sanskrit parvaka meaning mountaineers, then there appears

to be little difficulty in connecting them with the modern Brahui which is

derived from Persian ‘ Barohi ’ equivalent to hillmen. Herodotus while

describing the army of Xerxes, describes the Asiatic Ethiopians as being

marshalled with the Indians and as not differing from the Ethiopians of

Africa in their appearance except that they were straight haired. In the army

of Xerxes, these Asiatic Ethiopians were accoutred in the same way as the

Indians. We have already quoted the later authority of Arrian that the Oritae

dressed like the Indians and were equipped with similar weapons. So we may

conclude that the Asiatic Ethiopians of Herodotus and the Oritae of Arrian were

identical, and they possessed Dravidian features. According to Herodotus, the

Asiatic Ethiopians who served in the army of Xerxes, ‘ wore on their heads

skins of horse’s heads, as masks, stripped off with the ears and mane
;
and the

mane served instead of a crest, and the horse’s ears were fixed erect
;
and as

defensive armour they used the skins of cranes instead of shields.’ This quaint

headgear of the Asiatic Ethiopians, is reminiscent of the fish skin cloak and

headdress of Cannes and their apparent connexion is suggestive.

Gurzon has shown that the name ‘ Makran ’ is of Dravidian origin. ^ It is

well known that the Brahui of the central highlands of Baluchistan speak

what is undoubtedly a Dravidian language. But as the Brahuis do not show

any of the Dravidian ethnic types, their Dravidian origin has been disputed. Cn

the other hand, we have the testimony of Herodotas that ancient Baluchistan

was inhabited by a dark people who fairly ans vered the description of the

physical characteristics of the Dravidians. We also have shown that the

‘ Ethiopians ’ from the sunrise of Herodotus an i the Critae of Arrian are the

8

GeograiMcal Joiirnal, vii 557.
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same people. Braliui or Barohi is the Persian equivalent of Oritae and

Paricanii which correspond with the Sanskrit word parvaka meaning

monntaineers. Herodotus does not give any description of the Paricanii. They

evidently differed from the Asiatic Ethiopians and were not dark complexioned.

The Paricanians in the invading force of Xerxes were dressed in goat skin

mantles. They were not so advanced in civilization as the Asiatic Ethiopians

who wore cotton garments and knew -the use of iron. Whether the*Brahuis

are descended from the Oritae or the Paricanii, the fact remains that Balu-

chistan was inhabited by a Dravidian race in ancient times. The Dravidian
type has been met with in Southern Persia. The ancient non-Aryan inhabi'

tants of Persia, were called ‘ Anariakoi ’ by the Greeks, which is undoubtedly

derived from Sanskrit anarya by which name . the Dravidians were known
to the Aryan invaders of India. These evidences tend to establish ‘ a connect-

ing link between Babylonia and India ’ as Hall has already remarked.

Having endeavoured to show that ancient Baluchistan was inhabited by a

Dravidian people of advanced culture of high antiquity as indicated by their

use of cotton garments and knowledge of iron so far back as 480 b.c., we now
come to the question whether they were dwelling in cities. Herodotus states

that the Paricanii and the Asiatic Ethiopians had to pay four hundred talents

to Darius as tribute. Prom this fact it may be concluded that these people

were fairly prosperous and not mere nomads. Arrian states that Alexander

during his retreat from India, ‘arrived at the village of Eambakia which

was the largest in the dominions of the Oritae. He was pleased with the

situation, and thought that if he colonized it, it would become a great and

prosperous city. ^ This passage does not show that the capital of the Oritae

was at all pretentious. Incidentally, it may be mentioned that the existence

of Eambakia or Eambagh in remote Baluchistan in the time of Alex,

ander, has been adduced by Cunningham as a proof of the great antiquity of

%e events of the Eamayana. Hiuen Tsang speaks of Baluchistan under the

name Lang-kie-lo and mentions its capital, Su-nu-li-chi-fa-lo, which is rendered

by Cunningham as Sambhuriswara. This restoration is supported by the fact

that Hiuen Tsang mentions a temple dedicated to Siva—a pre-eminent Dravi-

dian god. This temple was richly adorned and sculptured. Between Khozdar

and Kelat, Masson located the extensive ruins of the ancient city of Lakorian,

the fortifications of which are ‘remarkable for their magnitude as well as for

the solidity and skill evident in their construction.’ Our knowledge of the

ancient remains of Baluchistan is extremely meagre. Evidences are not want-

1 M’Orindle, Ancient India, p. 168 .
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ing that the country was fertile and rich in ancient times when it was also

well populated. This was probably once a centre from which extensive migra-

tions took place under pressure of famine conditions due to the dessication oi

the land. The sand-buried cities of Baluchistan, if explored, may one day

reveal the ancient civilization of a lost Dravidian people.

That the ancient Dravidians in another part of India were no mean city

builders will be apparent from the following quotation from Wilson which

indicates pre-Aryan culture of an advanced type. The Aryan invaders found the

Dravidians, whom they called Asuras, often living in cities {‘pura) as distinct

from villages {grama). Wilson says;

‘Cities are repeatedly meationed (in the Big-veda), and although, as the

objeots of India’s hostility, they may be considered as cities in the clouds,

the residence of the Amras, yet the notion of such exaggeration of a class

of beings could alone have been suggested by actual observations, and the

idea of cities in heaven could have been derived only from familiarity

with similar assemblages upon earth
;
but as above intimated, it is proba-

ble that by Asuras we are to understand, at least occasionally, the anti-

vaidic people of India, and theirs were the cities destroyed. It is also to

be observed, that the cities are destroyed on behalf or in defence of mortal

princes, who could scarcely have beleaguered celestial towns, even with

India’s assistance. Indeed, in one instance, it is said that, having de-

stroyed ninety and nine out of the hundred cities of the Asura, Sambara,

India left the hundredth habitable for his protege Divadasa, a terrestrial

monarch, to whom a metropolis in the firmament would have been of

questionable advantage.

That the cities of those days consisted, to a great extent, of mud and mat

hovels is very possible; they do so still; Benares, Agra, Delhi and even

Calcutta present numerous constructions of the humblest class but that

they consisted of those exclusively, is contradicted in several places. In

one passage the cities of Sambara that have been overturned are said to

have consisted of stone
;
in another the same cities are indicated by the

appellative dehyah, the plastered, intimating the use of lime, mortar or

stucco ;
in another we have specified a structure with a thousand columns,

which, whether a palace or a temple, must have been something very

different from a cottage; and again, supplication is put up fora large

habitation which could not be intended for a hut
;

cities with buildings of

some pretence must obviously have been no rarities to the authors of the

hymns .of the Eig-veda.’^

1 Wilson’s Big-veda, III, P* xiv
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According to Berossus, eight dynasties comprising eighty-six kings ruled

in Babylonia in the period of 34,080 years which intervened between the deluge

and the invasion of Cyrus. Two of the kings are supposed to have ruled for

2,400 and 2,700 years respectively, a statement which evoked the smile of Cicero.

Similar long reigns are not unknown to the Furanas. Such extraordinary

longevity was not discredited by the classical writers who have described the

Hyperboreans. With regard to the longevity of the Ethiopians as given by

Herodotus, Sparig’s explanation was that the African’s year was equivalent to

five months. The great African explorer, Speke, found this to be the case in

XJnyoro on the Upper Nile where short reckoning prevailed. We do not know on

what basis Berossus’ dynastic list was composed. The prehistoric period of

Egyptian history commences from 8000 b.c. Egypt had emerged from the

Neolithic age not long before 3500 B.c. No vestiges of the Neolithic age have

been found in Babylonia. The lowest strata of the Sumerian sites disclose a

metal using people. It has been surmized from the developed state of the

Babylonian writing and from the early use of metal that the Babylonian

culture was older than that of the Egyptians. We do not know the date of the

introduction of the Sumerian culture in Babylonia. Gudea of Lagash could not

have flourished long before 2500 b.c. The cities of Sumer were at the height of

their glory at that time. According to the most conservative estimates, the

hymns of the Eig-veda date from 1500 B.C. The Aryan rulers of Mittani had

already made their influence felt in Northern Babylonia about this time. They

were worshipping the Yedic gods. E. Meyer places the date of the invasion of

India by the Aryans after 2000 B.c. It is doubtful whether within such a short'

period as less than 500 years, the traditional history of the wars between the

Asuras and the Aryan invaders would have passed into the realm of mythology.

However, the fact remains that the Dravidiaus of India, had already been living

in cities as far back as nearly 2000 b.c. Their cities were of such importance

and so fortified that the Aryan conquerors had to invoke the aid of gods to re-

duce them. The evolution of such cities must have begun long before the

second millennium B.c.
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Report of the Archaeological Superintendent for
Epigraphy for 1915-6

We have read with much interest the above report, and we are convinced

that archgeology and epigraphy, particularly in Southern India, for all the valu-

able treasure they have yielded so far, are still unexplored sciences, and the greater

the industry that is brought to bear on them by enthusiastic workers the more

the precious finds we shall have from them. It is gratifying to note that the depart-

ment besides its arduous work has very readily afforded all the information in its

gift to students of research. The Superintendent deserves to be congratulated on

the interesting finds he had the good fortune to secure this year. Space forbids

us to note them in detail, but we cannot resist the temptation of giving some details

of an inscription which relates to the time of the Ghola King Virarajendra Dgva

(a.d. 1062 to 1087) found at Tbirumukkudal. The record registers the construction

of a mandapa to the local temple by a Vaisya. In this Jananatha-mandapa were

located a school for the study of the vedas, sastras, grammar, etc., a hostel for

students, and, what is really interesting, a hospital. The students were provided

with food, bathing oil on Saturdays and with oil for lamps, The hospital was

named Virasolan and was provided with fifteen beds for sick people. The following

items of expense were set apart for their ccmfcuts (1^ rice, (2) a doctor, (3) a

surgeon, (4) two servants to fetch drugs, (6) two maid servants to do the nursing, (6)

one general servant. There is also an account of the medicines to be kept ready in

stock. Our temple authorities would do well to note the splendid uses to which

the funds were devoted, instead of spending them as now, on useless shows.

Students of medieval polity in South India will be amply rewarded by the inscrip-

tions of this year alone, showing how corporate life was splendidly cultivated by

the people, and how young and old had a part and a lot in the administration of

the State. The Cholas were supreme in this respect as they never failed to foster

the democratic spirit amongst their people. We hope at a very early date the

Assistant Superintendent will publish the inscriptions which have already been

copied, as they are eagerly awaited by students of historical research.
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Annual Report of tlie Arcliaeological Depart-
ment ofthe SoutHern Circle for 1015-0

It is needless to say that the report is a very interesting one and will amply
repay perusal. Particularly so is the second part where the indefatigable Superin-

tendent has included illustrated articles on the ‘ Origin of the Typical Hindu Temples

of Southern India, the Mahendragiri Temples in the Ganjam District.’ Though the

Government may have very good reasons to say in their review of the report ‘ that

the Superintendent might with advantage devote his time to the preparation of

monographs on the chief architectural works in Southern India rather than to the

production of essays on archseologieal problems,’ yet we believe an official report

replete with statistics does not stand the chance of commending itself to the general

reader and contributing to his interest unless its dry-as-dust nature is relieved even

at the charge of prolixity and irrelevancy, by theses of the sorb which form a

prominent feature of the report under review. We admit, as separate monographs

they will not only be made available to.those that desire to possess them, but will be

found more handy for purposes of reference instead of being crowded in an official

report. We are afraid that the Superintendent goes beyond a reasonable limit in

his conservation notes of particular buildings in giving a history of them. We
regret we can scarcely agree with the Superintendent in his sweeping generalizations

as regards some features in the architectural design of the South Indian temples.

It cannot be asserted of the Seven Pagodas with as much conviction as we have that

the Buddhist influence powerfully operated on all the South Indian temples. A study

of the early Tamil works gives us an idea of the structures and styles prevalent in

those days. We see in them an amount of originality in design which may not

after all be Buddhist, In the so-called Dravidian style itself there are so many
divergences, and a deep student of the Hoysala or Ohalukyan styles would never

commit himself to approximate all these to one class. Besides we can not see our

way to endorse the view that temples sprang up usually on the places where the

remains of great men were consecrated. This might have been the case as far

as a few temples are concerned, and for this, tradition more than any indubitable

authority is responsible. Anyhow it is not the case with temples of recent

construction. That Siva finds his abode in the cremation ground is solely

responsible for this view. But the meaning of the statement is far deeper than that.

Irresponsible statements how some ignorant people have deified an ascetic after his

death and have attributed to him all the power of the god do more barm than good
when they are made to apply without qualification to well-known temples. The
supreme apotheosis of these ascetics or of wives who had immolated themselves is

confined to small shrines whose devotees are village folk, but is never to be seen in

great temples with a sanctity handed down for hundreds of years. The Kannaghi
temple is nowhere when compared to the Minakshi temple of Midura. The views
of the Superintendent are as interesting as they are debatable.
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Journal of tlie Asiatic Society of Bengal

Vol. XII, No. 8, August and No. 4, September, 1916

Principal Oonte^its of No. 8.

A progress report on the preliminary work done during 1916 in connexion with

the proposed ‘ Bardic and Historical Survey of Eajputana,’ by Dr. L. P. Tessitori.

The report refers to the disappointments met with in the commencement and

gives in its seven appendices some valuable information illustrative of Eajpnt

history.

‘ Demon-cults in Mundari children's games,’ by S. 0, Mitra.

‘ Some small silver pieces of the Sultans of Delhi,’ by H. Nelson Wright. The
Bijapur Eupees of a.h. 1091; The Gulkbunda Eupees of Shah Jahan and the

meaning of Tanhi by S. H. Hodivala. The last three notes are very interesting and

elucidate important points in Deccan and Moghul numismatics.

The September issue (No. 4) of this Journal opens with an article on ‘ The Sea-

sonal Conditions Governing the Pond Life in the Punjab ’. The materials are chiefly

based on the natural fresh water ponds, or pools formed either as a result of the rains

or left on the banks of the rivers and streams owing to the main parts of the river

receding in autumn when the quantity of the water in them decreases. Artificial tank 8

in the pleasure gardens afford no scope for zoological studies, as these tanks have

a periodical cleansing. In the Punjab summer and winter succeed each other quite

abruptly, thus making the climate unlike that of Bengal. Different species flourish

in different seasons, and summer affords a very fine chance for the propagation of

the species. The writer enters into the technical details of the different species and

what hinders and helps their growth, and sums up that the climatic conditions in the

Punjab are quite different from those in Bengal and that the season mo.st congenial

for the lower forms of life is not the winter, but the greater part of the summer,

when all forms of life can flourish, and in this it resembles more the countries of

Europe. The scope of the Society must be truly comprehensive if it can find space

for articles of this kind. Justly conscious as we are of the value of these articles,

we cannot satisfy ourselves as to their relevancy in the Society’s Journal.

A Tibetan Funeral Prayer done into tolerable English verse gives us a very

fair idea of the religious feeling of the people. After all the prayer is not entirely

funeral, but is also chanted on solemn occasions, on fast days, and other holy days.

The prayer, for its depth of sincerity and pathos, forcibly reminds us of the

songs of the later day Tamil saints Thayumanavar or Pattanathu Pillay.

A really precious find on which the Society must congratulate irself is the

unearthing of a unique history of Herat discovered in the Bhhar collection of

manuscripts in the Imperial Library, Calcutta, relating to 1321—1.329, by an author

who was himself an eye-witness of most of the events be narrates. As the learned

translator, Khan Sahib Maulavi Abdul Mugtadir of the Oriental Public Library,

last Bankipur, says, ‘ that the manuscript should have remained bidden for the five

hundred years is not only surprising but obviously regrettable.’ The manuscript

goes to show, besides other interesting details, how since the dawn of Islam there had
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hai'dly baoo. a great civil war, or dynastic revolution or foreign invasion in Central

Asia in wliioii Herat had not played an important part and suffered into the bargain.

After three centuries of peace, and after being eclipsed by the rise of Ghazni, it was

subject to the most deplorable ravages during the time of Ohengiz Khan who left the

couutry a wilderness after levelling all its palaces and public places to the ground.

Space forbids to enter into other interesting details, but all the same we are convinced

that their publication would be welcomed by every Persian scholar and by every

student of Asiatic history.

The last, though not the least in interest, is a metrical version done in delight-

ful English by Mr. H. D. Graves Law, I.O.S., of some more quatrains of Abfi

Sayid Bin Abil Khair. To put in a few words, the quatrains are as interesting as

those of the Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam and the translation does not fall far below

that of FitzGerald. Whore Omar Khayyam is simple, these quatrains not unoften

abound in riddles. It is in short philos )phy in the garb of love.

‘ Notes on the pollination of dowers in India ’ by I.H. Burkhill, a very interest-

ing article but not coming within the scope of the Journal of the Mythic Society.

In ‘ A note on the Terai Forests between the Gandah and the Teesta ’, by Mr.

I. H. Burkhill describes the several stages by which this naturally forest tract was

gradually developed and exploited by man,

‘ Some old records of the Madras Army’ (1757 to 1759), edited by the Esv. H.

Hosten, S. J. Among these are a letter, dated February 21, 1757 from Col. Olive to

Admiral Watson asking for the transport of a military force from Bengal to Madras

and the latter’s reply, dated February 27, 1767, advising caution in removing any

portion of the forces from Bengal.

‘ Note on the Tarikh Salatin Afighniah' by H. Beveridge, I.O.S. (retired), a

critical estimate of this work on the Afghan Emperors of Delhi.

K. D.

The Annual Report of the Archaeological
Department, Ni2&am*s Dominions for

1914-15

It is nob a day too soon that the Government of His Highness the Nizam organized

a separate department to deal with the preservation and renovation of the splendid

ancient monuments of the Deccan. This vast territory occupying the heart of

India was in the Middle Ages and in the opening centuries of our era the land

overflowing with milk and honey of the Andrahs, the Ohalukyas, the Yadavas, the

Gajapatis, the Moghuls, the Nawabs of Bijapur and Golconda, and the sovereigns of

the great Vijayanagar Dynasty. No wonder, therefore, that the choicest and most

magnificent monuments of the several great dynasties are to be found in its confines,

and that, to mention only one instance, the immortal cave temples of Ellora and Ajanta

are situated in Hyderabad.
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The report, issued for the first time, and coveriug a period of seventeen months,

reads like a novel throughout, and possesses the supreme qualification of brevity be-*

sides. Considering that the department was new and that the first Superintendent of

it was also fresh to the territory, it is but bare justice to Mr. Yazdani to say that in

this short period, the situation has been well studied and work organized on true,

business-like lines. Sanction has already been received and w'ork commenced in

the renovation of both the famous cave temples as al.so of the one at Ittagi, while

estimates"* are said to be under preparation for the like renovation of sixteen other

beautiful monuments. The short account of the Deval Mosque at Bodhan shows

how the mosque was originally a Buddhist or Jaina temple as is attested by the

seated images of Buddha or Tirthankara carved on several stones
; then how it fell

into the hands of the Hindus as is well illustrated by the numerous carvings of

Hindu religious symbols
;
and finally, how Mohamad bin Tughlaq converted the

great, star-shaped temple into a mosque in the years between 1325 to 1357. It is a

pleasure to read how the zealous Koranites who displayed a ruthless vandalism

everywhere, fortunately made no change in che structure of this beautiful fane, and

thus bequeathed to posterity its magnificent carvings. It is interesting to read also

of the discovery by the Executive Engineer of Aurangabad of several new caves at

Ellora, and of old paintings in the Ganesa Lena, a series of minor caves. In con-

nexion with Ajanta, lovers of art all the world over, will feel relieved to hear, on the

high authority of Sir John hfarshall, that no anxiety whatever need be felt on the

score of the probable deterioration of its unparalleled frescoes, and that if they are

carefully edged round and strengthened with a suitable cement, they may last for

several centuries more. Sir John Marshall has undertaken this work directly, and

so we may expect to see the necessary edging done at an early date. The rapturous

enthusiasm of Monsieur Axel Jarl, ‘ a Danish artist of considerable repute ’ over

these unrivalled paintings, when he visited them last year in company with Mr-

Hydari, is conveyed in a note of his on the subject printed as an appendix to the

Eeport, and we quote therefrom a few sentences of his in illustration thereof :

—

{a) ‘ This technique, which reaches its climax in a Bodhisatva figure, bears a

striking resemblance to that of Michael Angelo.’

(&)
‘ The folds of the garments, as well as their borders, in all their simplicity

are drawn with a remarkably sure hand and with an astonishing knowledge of the

form underneath.’

(c) ‘ The figure-style is highly developed and testifies to a thorough study of

the human body. Every stiffness, symmetry or mere monotony has been overcome.’

[d) ‘ This perfect freedom in the painter’s handling of the human body places

Ajanta one thousand years ahead of all other paintings that we know.’

(c) ‘ Behind those masterpieces lies a great and thorough study of nature.

(f) ‘Europe got its renaissance through learning from the Greek antique.

India will get hers if she turns to Ajanta and goes to school there.'

{g) ‘ Figures like those of ‘ Primavera’ by Botticelli may be called the sisters

of some of the female figures of Ajanta.’

Enough has been cited to prove that Mr. B, B. Havell is not alone iu his

rapture over these glorious masterpieces of genuine Indian art. M. Jarl’s words

9
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are the very echoes of Mr. Havell, aot only as regards these immortal pictures and

their resemblance to the handiwork of Michael Angelo, but also as regards the

supreme knowledge of anatomy which the ancient Indians possessed.

Mr. Yazdani’s deep enthusiasm for the great work he has undertaken is

apparent in every paragraph of his fascinating report, and we close this cursory notice

of it with only one observation. On page 8 he refers to a colossal Buddha image

at Bodhari which is being worshipped by the local people. The Supeijntendent

is of opinion that the image should be removed to the proposed Art Museum at

Hyderabad ; and he intends moving Government in the matter ‘ because as a matter
of fact, the Hindu people of the place have no rights over a Buddha image.’ We
need not remind Mr. Yazdaui of the irrelevance of talking of rights and wrongs in

affairs like this, where the sentiments of thousands of people are concerned, and
that too closely allied with religion. To Hindus, who worship the image of Christ,

their own Buddha is no alien, and it were well if this truth is borne in mind.

K. E.

TKe Ceylon Anticttiary and I^iterary Reg^ister

{July, 1916)

The '^Jesuits in Oeylon is a laborious article being the continuation of a similar article

in Vol. i, part IV, by the Eev. S. J. Pereira, S.J. giving more Portuguese records
bearing on the founding of the famous Colombo College, and on the strenuous
efforts made by the early missionaries to convert the binbalese. Strong light is

thrown on the untiring labours of these pious pioneers to heal the sick, to reform
the vicious, and to act as well meaning intermediaries between the Kandyan kings
and the foreign generals bent on conquest. Duter Gemanu, a Lay of Ancient
Lanka, by J.G. O.Mendia reads very much like the spirited ballad of Chevy Chase,
in the metrical form given to it by the author. In Buddha Varsha in the Kandyan
period, Mr. H. W. Codrington, states from computations made on the lines of the
Indian Chronology, that there is some probability ‘ tliat the Buddha Varsha was
reckoned as “ expired ” in the fifteenth century.’ There are other interesting
antiquarian tit-bits by several well-known scholars aimed at settling the dates of
well-known kings and dyaasties. We may say that the whole journal is made too
dry by the want in it of connected narratives, and by the insertion of hair-splitdng
argumentation over non-essentials.

K.E.

1 Vol. ii, part 1, .Tub', 1910
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The Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society

(July, 1916)

Like lovers’ quarrel in carbain kinds of fiction, the present number abounds with

more than the usual quota of experts’ acute differences in the realm of the non-

essential—whebher in philology, thaumaturgy or history. The proverbial uncon-

sciousness of the self-immersei specialist to the humour of the huge work-a-day

world surging around him is nowhere better illustrated than in this number, when
champions like Dr. Keith and Dr. Meet wrangle in not very elegant language

whether the ancient Aryans counted time from its aspect of the night or the day, or

when Dr. Keith flourishes his list in the face of Beinach, Sir J. Fraser and the rest

for their holding that, to the ancients, sacrifice was more a communion than a gift.

Even so generiil an historian like Mr. Vincent A. Smith must needs disprove a host of

contemporary writers who aver that the Great Akbar refused to decapitate the bound

and unconscious Hbniu at the bidding of his general Bairam, on the score of mag-

nanimity. An obscure chronicler, Ahmed Yadgar, who says that Akbar struck at

the prostrate captive at once with his scimitar, finds favour with Mr. Smith, who

thus falsifies on so slender a basis, all our received ideas about that great and heroic

nation-builder. It may be that the facts are as the solitary Yadgar says, and that

Akbar at that early age of fourteen was physically capable of severing at one blow

the captive’s head from his body, yet, till the evidence for such enormities is

unanimous and beyond all cavil, it is the height of captiousnesa to stain the fame of

great names on such light grounds.

Mrs. Elizabeth Oolton Spooner’s incursion into the domain of Buddhism in her

article The Fruvashi of Oautavia is equally fanciful and unhistorical. In all

Ghandara sculptures of Buddha a rude figure with a thunderbolt in its hand is made

to stand beside the Master in the portrayals of his life up till his Nirvana. To any-

body bub the Spooners it would seem that the figure, being that of a Yaksha or

attendant spirit inseparable from the Blessed One in loving service, is the correct one.

But the learned lady labours to read into this the far-fetched theory that the figure

is that of the Fruvashi or the Persian ‘ guardian augel and mystic counterpart ’,

‘ believed to be a very part of a man’s personality ’ which ‘ when personified

comes to be regarded as a protecting spirit.’ This may be Zoroastrian, but it looks

surprisingly Greek, and considering that Neo-Platonism had accepted and elaborated

the theory of Socrates’ Daemon, and that this was the inspiration of the Ghand-

haran art, filtered though it was through bewildering intervening layers—consider-

ing this we say, it is woefully irrelevant to foist on Persia, herself a borrower and

not an originator of the art of statuary, a honour that is not her own. Besides

Mahayana Buddhism was the pre'^alent creed in the days of these sculptures, and

more than seventy per cent of Mahayana is Puranic Hinduism, in which the eternal

attendant of Vishnu, Adisesha, is most eloquently described as being inseparable from

the Lord, forming his couch when He sat, His shade when He stood and so on.

Either of these sources may have influenced the Ghandharan sculptors, though

personally the writer inclines to the latter one. Under such circumstances, it is
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sheer ignorance of history to invent a third source, however plausible it may sound.

Pro. A. Macdonnell’s life sketched briefly by Sir Charles Lyall at the time when he

was presented by the Bombay Branch of the Society with the Campbell Memorial

Gold Medal is very interesting reading, and so also is the great Orientalist’s sugges-

tion contained in his reply that, after rhe war, an Oriental Institute to train young

Britishers as Sahscriticists should be started in a place like Benares, with funds

raised in England for the purpose.
^

The world of oriental scholarship has lost a veteran and a leader of acknowledged

supremacy in the death of Barth on April 15, 1916. It is only in the last two

decades that a score of German samnts with the great Max Muller, Keith,

Macdonell, Fleet and others have sprang into view and have widened the field of

oriental research. But before any of them were thought of in this connexion, the

one great figure on whom all eyes were focussed was August Barth, whose masterly

article on Indian Philosophy contributed to the Encyclo^edie LioJitenherger thirty-

seven years ago may even now be studied by Indologists with profit. The generous

sketch of his life and labours by M. Paul Oltramare will be read by every one with

pleasure.

There are many other very readable contributions in this number bearing on

Siam, Burma, Trans-Persia and other countries ^vhich will amply pay perusal and

will widen one’s knowledge of their varying cult and custom.

K. E.

Tlie Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society^

Db. Jamshbdji Jebvanji Modi leads off the number with a lucid account of the

Suez Canal, whose history goes back to nearly 4,000 years, to a time when Sesostris

(Eameses II) known as the introducer of the canal system in Egypt first attempted to

connect by a slender waterv\ay Lhe Mediterranean and the Eed Seas. As encroach-

ments and recedings of the sea alternated, the Canal became an isthmus oftentimes,

and it was on one such transformation that Darius the Great re-dug the already

ancient water-way, and thus shortened by about 4,000 miles the distance between

Europe and Asia. A monument of Darius mentioning this feat of his was discovered

by the famous Lesseps, father and son in 1866. Though the history of the Canal is

continued thence up to the present time, it is mainly to rehabilitate Darius as one

of the monarchs who reopened the Canal that Dr. Modi writes this paper, and we are

glad to see that the attempt succeeds since we have the mention of several classical

authors, such as Herodotus, Strabo and Pliny, and the discovery from 1799 on-

wards of half a dozen monuments (pillars and steles) attesting to the opening of the

Canal by Darius.

Dr. Mann and Mr. S. E. Paranjpe continue their investigations of the ‘ Hot
Springs of the Eatnagiri District,’ and in this number a few springs are mentioned,

the therapeutic effects of whose warm waters (some of them with a temperature as

1 Bombay Brancb, Vol. xxiv, No. 2
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high as 212' E.) are said to inclade the cure of chrome rheumatism, dyspepsia,

ohroaic constipation, incipient cases of tuberculosis, scabies, etc., besides the regu-

lation of the bowels, quickening of the appetite and of the action of the kidneys and

skin. Many of these springs are said to be situated near the villages Eajapur and

Sangameshwar. Mr. G. K. Nariman has got much interesting information to give

of the great Arabian poet, philosopher and historian ‘ Haimza Ispahan! ’ who lived

towards the middle of the tenth century a.d. From these laboured annals of obscure

Islamic and Persian historians of the tenth century, we pass on to Mr. 0. V.Vaidya’s

Marsha and his Times, in which we find that the date of Harsha’s birth has been

assigned to the year 590 a.d. and that the correct delimitations to the powers of the

contemporary Maukharis of Kanauj, the Guptas of both Malwa and of Bengal, and

of the Brahmin Yarmas of Bengal, have also been set. Besides these, a fairly detailed

account is given of the kings and kingdoms in the time of Harsha, gleaned from the

travels of Hiouen Tsang and innumerable epigraphie and other evidences available.

To one who is anxious to know of the dynastic condition of India during the sixth,

seventh and eighth centuries of our era, the account compiled by Mr. Vaidya is an

invaluable one. Much interest lies in the brief narration of events which led to the

final predominance achieved by Kanauj as an imperial capital after the fading away

first of Pataliputra and then of Ayodhya. The whole article breathes an air of

laborious study and keen critical acumen, qualities W'hich we have long ago learned

to associate with the name of Mr. Vaidya.

The Life and Times of Sri Vedanta-Dcsika, by the scholarly Vishishtadwaitic

writer Mr. Eangacharya, m.a., throws a strong light on the unique personality of

Sri Desika, a personality which combined in itself the role of a sage, a saint, an un-

rivalled expounder, a captivating teacher, a voluminous writer, a dreaded contro-

versialist, and the most burning genius of his age. ‘ He was, to put the whole thing

in a nutshell, a Hindu in his crusade against the Muhammadan, a Vaishnavite as

against a Saivite, a Sanskrit-Tamilist as against the practically exclusive Tamilist

in the holy studies. It was this many-sided activity that led to the remarkable

versatility of his writings, a versatility which is a literary marvel. More than 120

works he has left most of which are now extant and prove how thorough his

teachings were, how fertile his intellect was, and how exalted his views of life and

conduct were, ... No saint ever lived in more critical times, and none tided over

them with such success and with such glory.’

The rest of the number is occupied with the indefatigable Dr. Modi’s lengthy

and critical account of the pioneer Orientalist Anquetil Du Perron of Paris, and of

the impressions of India (of the eighteenth century) left by him. To those whose

interest lies in tracing the genesis of French and English supremacy in India, the

exhaustive notice of Mon. Perron’s Memoirs will prove of inestimable value.

K. R.
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A Vedic Grammar for Students

By a. a. Maodonell, m.a,, ph.d.

Professor of Sanskrit in the University of Oxford.

Eveh since the pablication of the monuraental grammatical works of Panini, Vara-

ruchi, and Patanjali and a host) of other grammarians among the Brahman authors,

and of Sakatayana and of his commentators among the Jaina writers, there was
indeed no need whatever for any new grammatical work to aid the student or

scholar in his study of Vedic or classical Sanskrit liters,ture. But none of

the famous Indian grammarians, however comprehensive and unrivalled in scope

their works might be, has followed the scientific or historical method of treament.

Hence there has long been a need for a historical Sanskrit grammar treating of

both the Vedic and the classical languages. Whitney was the first to supply the

want by the publication of his excellent Sanskrit Grammar. But as he has mixed

up the earlier language in its historical connexion with the later, it was difficult for

beginners, as Prof. Maodonell himself says in his preface, ‘to acquire from it a

clear knowledge of either the one or the other.’ The Vedic Grammar, another large

treatise of the author’s, is ‘ too extensive and detailed for the needs of the student.’

Hence with a keen desire to help Sanskrit students, the author has now published

a short but comprehensive practical grammar under the above title and the work
admirably serves the purpose. As a scholar that has studied the intricacies of the

Vedic language both in its historical and theological aspects, Prof. Macdonell is too

well known by his other monumental works to need any elaborate introduction or

praise.

The book is divided into seven chapters: 1. Phonetic Introduction
;

2. Euphonic
Oombination ; 3. Declension; 4. Conjugation; 6. Indeclinable words; 6. Nominal
stem formation and Compounds: 7. Syntax' with three appendices (1) List of

Verbs, (2) Vedic metre, (3) the Vedic Accent
; and with a Vedic Index and a General

Index. The book contains on the whole X + 508 pages and is an excellent manual
of the kind, Sanskrit students cannot be too grateful to the author for the pati-

ent and indefatigable labour that he has bestowed upon the work, admirable as is

the knowledge which the author possesses of both the Vedic and Sanskrit Literature.

E. S.

The India SI Antictuary®
The first eight numbers of the Indian Antiquary for this year have been kindly sent

us in exchange and for review. To attempt to say anything in praise of this pioneer
among journals of oriental research is fortunately not needed, and would look

impertinent besides. Suffice it to say that in its life of more than three decades it

has, under the successive editorship of great scholars like Dr. I. Buyers, Dr. Eleet,

Sir Eiohard Temple and Dr. Bhandarkar, done yeoman service to the cause of

ancient Indian polity, classics, and dynastic annals.

1 Price, Rs. 5. 3Vol. xlv.
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Of the eight numbers before us the first two oont^uin a note on Mddham-
churya and his yo^mger brothers, by Rao Bahadur Mr. R. A. Narasimhacharja, of

Bangalore, and an account of The Ancient History of Maghada, by Mr. S. V.
Venkateswara Ayer, m.a., of Kumbakonum, the third is led off by a masterly sketch

of Indo-Ohina from the earliest ages by Sir R. Temple, the seventh and eiglith have

got a dissertation on the Mamismriti in the Light of Some Becently FuUished
Texts, byJPandit Hiralal Amritlal Shah of Bombay, while from the second number
onwards runs in a series Mr. V. Rangacharya’s History of the NaiJc Kingdom of

Madura. Mr. Vincent Smith has got a short incidental note on An Hm-hassy

from Vijayanagar to China in the last number. Mr. Narasimhaeharj^a’s two
articles are an elaboration of a hint of his thrown out as far back as eight years ago

in the pages of his Archaeological Report for 1908, that the great Madhavacharya,

known to fame as Vidyarauya was different from another Madhavacharaya or

Madhava-Mantri of the same time who was also minister to Bukka I and was a

great warrior, statesman, and the author of many a learned work touching the

Vedas and the Upanishads being known on that account as U^panishanma-Tgayrati-

shtdguru ; and finally, that Madhava, the author of the Sarvadarsna-sangraha, was
quite different from both the above two namesakes of his, being but the son of

Sayana, the younger brother of Madhavacharya. Sufficient illustration is provided

in the articles to substantiate the author’s claim, the field surveyed being a wide

one, comprising in fact all contemporary and post-contemporary literature whether

lithic or literary. It remains to be seen what the world of scholars has to say on

this masterly disillusionment by Mr. Narasimhaebarya. The Ancient History of

Maghada is an attempt to throw further light on one of the greatest kingdoms of

ancient India. Its origin and development from the remotest ages is treated with

vivid, analytical skill by the author, who brings the story down to the times of the

Mauryan usurpation in the fourth century b.c. Details are nowhere extant to

explain how Chandragupta Maurya (with all his great powers and Chanakya’s sub-

tlety to help him) single-handed as he must have been, contrived to overthrow the

last of the Nandas, a monarch whose sway, then, was almost universal. But Mr.

Ayer sees in the narration of a legend by Justin {Eistorice PhilUpicce, Booh XV)
that a lion and an elephant miraculously came to the aid of the intrepid Maurya,

the clue to the fact that the powerful princes of Simhapura (Salt Range) and Kalinga

(Orissa) must have hastened to the aid of Chandragupta. Incidentally light is also

thrown on the origin of the Nagas who at one time in India and Trans-India seemed

to have wielded imperial powers. The whole article is very carefully and critically

written and deserves wider publicity.

The bewildering panorama presented to the view on reading Sir E. Temple’s

Outlines of Indo-Chinese History is in no way steadied when we are told by

the author that the article is only a reprint from his Indo-Ghina, one of the volumes

contributed to the well-known History of the Hations series of Messrs. Hutchinson.

Though we are against wholesale extracts of this kind from published books in the

pages of a research journal, we should make an exception in the present case, as

even with the most learned among us a knowledge of the great tribes and

nations who live in the twilight between famous China and still more famous India
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is always a desideratum, The nations comprised are the Thibetans, the Siamese,

the Annamese and the Burmese, and the table of dates appended in the last page

gives a fairly lucid summary of the histories of these four races.

Mr. Rangacharya’s account of the great Naik Kingdom in the south is a fasci-

nating memoir of heroic personalities that towered above their fellowmen in the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The just and eloquent praise bestowed on the

manly founder of the line, Viswanatha and his incomparable minister, Aryanatha, is

in no way an exaggeration. Strong light is also thrown on that unique missionary

personality in the annals of Indian Christianity, Robert De Nobilio. As we read the

glowing account of his far-seeing aims and his audacious methods, we realize in a

dim way what sacrifices religious convictions may lead a man to make. The vexed

question of the weight of taxation which the people of the kingdom had to bear in

those days, is clearly handled, and bearing in mind, the shifting standards of money
value century after century, the author does well to discount rationally the high

ratio set up by both Nelson and Srinivasa Raghava Iyengar. Very erroneous

impressions of Hindu standards of taxation prevail in the minds of people who do

not care to pause and enquire what standard is meant where Indian taxation is

mentioned whether Muhammadan or Hindu. If the former, we should mention no

standard whatever in connexion with it ;
it was wholesale plundering at all times,

and rack-renting at the best— to Hindus especially. We need ask our readers to bring

to their minds the state of the Carnatic under its Nabobs, when Aryanatha and

Krisbnappa, though they took about 50 per cent of the gross earnings of the agri-

culturist, were building all over the country, canals, tanks, reservoirs, embankments,

choultries, temples and hospitals, with the money they got. The publication of

Mr. Rangaoharya’s History in book form will be welcomed throughout India and
elsewhere for the wealth of new and sifted information it gives us during two
oenturiese of enlightened rule in South India.

We regret we have no space to notice in detail the other interesting articles

bearing on philology, folklore and epigraphy.

K. R.
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THe Journal of the Behar and Orissa
Research Society ^

The June number of this erudite journal is filled with entertaining and instructive

matter as usual. Dr. D. B. Spooner of Palibothra fame leads off with a splendidly

illustrated dissertation on ‘Temple Types in Tirhut. ’ The object with which this

study of his has been undertaken is explained by him to be the refutation, as far

as it lies in his power, of Pergusson’s theory that the norm of the North Indian

temples is the Orissau type as exemplified by the great Lingaraj temple at Bhuva-
neswar and the more famous Black Pagoda at Konarak. Dr. Spooner does not

admit the validity of the theory, and tries to prove that the genesis of the

Hindustan temples owes nothing to the Orissan type which is entirely dissimilar

in essentials, whether of structural necessity or ornamentation. By a series of

magnificent photographs, he illustrates the gradual rise of the Tirhut temples, as

he calls them, from the simplest cell, sloped roof and porch to the most complicated

Panch-mandirs, as for example, the one at Ghapra of which the lecturer says

:

‘ This temple is remarkable not only for the clarity with which it illustrates the

principles we have been discussing, but still more so for the wonderful approach

it makes to European forms. ... In architectural feeling it seems to me that

the present example approaches curiously near to many ancient and famous shrines

in European cities, and some here will, I fancy, be reminded of the great cathedral

at Milan. . . .

’

The skill with which the illustrations have been chosen and have been made to

lend concreteness to his arguments is above all praise, while the conclusion arrived

at, that typical Indo-Aryan architecture is indigenous and not borrowed, is a

noteworthy one as tending to confirm the similar opinion come to by Mr. E. B.

Havell in his epoch-making book Tndo-Aryan Giviligation.

B.ousc.-'building and Sanitation in Ancient India, by Mahamahopadhyaya

Ganga Nath Jha, m.a., d. litt., is a very carefully drawn-up paper on the

planning by the ancient Indians of their towns and cities, on the building of their

dwelling houses and on their arranging their daily life under these three heads. The

subject is very exhaustively treated, the authorities relied on being the Oharaha,

Shusliruta and Brihat Samhitas, the Matsya and Agni Puranas, the Bhava^rakssha

and Vafcayayana’s Kamasutra. Mr. K. Devaiiadhau’s paper on the same subject

(though titled somewhat differently) has fairly familiarized readers of the Mythic

Journal with its essential features, the one new thing in the present thesis

being the accurate specification of different styles of houses illustrated with

elaborate groundplans. Essays and studies like this by thoughtful Indians on

their own civdlization, before it came into contact with western ideals, do humanity

a service, in that they authoritatively open the eyes of the moderns to the fact that

not all the most complicated inventions of the present can add one brick to the

edifice of right living reared long, long ago by their ancestors who lived whether

on the banks of the Ganges, the Tigris or the Nile.

10

1 Vol. II, Part 2.
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Says the Sushru-SamUta towards its close :
‘ Bathing is necessary ;

clothing

should be clean. . . . One should never talk ill of the king, gods, or his elders;

one should avoid the company of bad men ... one should avoid places where any

epidemic is spreading ; if one chances to sneeze or yawn among a large number of

men, he should always cover up his mouth ;
one should not expose his chest either

bo wind or to sun ;
one should not stare at the wind or the star .... one should

never eat at the house of men or women of bad character, or of such persons as

have been dismissed from their posts
;
one should never eat anything in ^hich hair

or fly or insects have fallen ;
hands and feet should always be washed before

food.’

Have the twenty-five or thirty centuries since the above rules were written

taught us anything which can supersede them ?

In the third instalment on Kalidasa, Mahamahopadyaya Hara Prasad

Shastri, m.a., o.i.b., treats of the chronology of the great poet’s works and gives

us an estimate of his learning. Pacts are given and arguments are advanced

to prove how Ritmamhara was the Master's first undertaking, Malavika-

Agnimitriyam, the second ;
Meghadhuta, the third ;

Viknmorvasi, the fourth
;

Kicmarasambham, the fifth
;
Sakuntala, the sixth ;

and the immortal Raghummsa

the seventh and last. As for Kalidasa's learning the author proves with convincing

arguments from the seven works, how to this sovereign among Indian poets, there

was little, in the whole range of Indian literature before his time or of his own

time, which he did not study and from which he did not draw his inspiration. The

Vedas he knew thoroughly besides the Puranas including the great Bamayana ;

contemporary history was familiar to him, and as for geography of the world as then

known to the Hindus ‘he is absolutely accurate not only on the political and

physical geography of the country but on the distribution of races, plants, wild

animals, fruits and flowers.’ He knew Kamasastra as a master as also the dry

details of Arthasastra, Gajasastra (i.e. about elephants), Dhanurmdya (the art

of war) the merrie science of the hound and the horn, dramaturgy, Ayurveda, (the

science of the healing art), the Yogasasiras, astronomy (wherein he shows he is

aware of the theory of Aryabhatta that the moon’s rays are only a reflection of the

sun’s rays from the watery surface of the moon), Sanskrit grammar, Hindu law

and ritual—in fact all branches of knowledge which in his days held the field

are shown by Mr. Shastri, to have been mastered and assimilated by that wonderful

genius whose equals in the world’s constellation seem to be only a Homer, a Dante

and a Shakespeare.

Among other articles of interest in this number, Prof.Jadu Nath Sircar’s History

of Orissa from Persian Sources throws ample light on the middle and closing periods

of Mughal supremacy in Orissa ending with the year 1725 ;
Santal Legends, by the

Eev. Dr. Campbell and The Divine Myths of Mundas, by Babu S. 0. Eoy, m.a., afford

interesting reading to lovers of folk-lore
;
while. Some North Indian Gharins for the

Cure of Ailments, by Babu S. 0. Mithra, m.a., b.l., affords equally interesting

reading to lovers of thaumaturgy and faith-cure.

K. E.
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Note in oonneetion with the above by B. D. Anstead^ Bsq.

The following Note from Nature, vol. xoviii. No. 2450, Issue of 12 x 16, p. 131,

may be of interest to the members of the Mythic Society which may be able to get

the original paper quoted :

—

‘ The problem of the origin of what he called the Indo-Aryan type of Indian

‘ temples was never completely solved by James Fergusson and later enquirers have

‘ done little to produce a solution. In the June issue of the Journal of the Bihar

‘ and Orissa Beseareh Society, Dr. D. B. Spooner, well known for his excavations

‘ at the site of Pataliputra, has in a great measure solved the difficulty. Beginning

‘ with the most primitive forms of shrine, little more than a square box, he shows that

‘ the desire of the Indian architect was to produce a play of light and shade by ad-

‘ vanoing the central portion a little way, and then to repeat the process, so as to

‘ produce a lower structure decorated with three miniatures. At some stage of the

‘ local architectural history, this three-fold division seems to have come prominently

‘ into notice, and the architect conceived the idea of balancing this triplicity rhyth-

‘ mically by a corresponding three-fold division of his tower in horizontal stories. This

‘ idea of the architectural rhythm is very ingeniously developed by Dr. Spooner, and

‘ his paper deserves the attention of architects. He closes by saying, “ The people

‘ of Tirhut are to be warmly congratulated on the possession of so complete a series

‘ of temples as they now possess, a series sufficient to illustrate the whole develop-

‘ ment of this important style, and a series including many shrines of special inter-

‘ est and beauty. Let us 'hope that they will do their best to safeguard their in-

‘ heritance and to maintain the temples we have seen in good condition.” ’

‘ Tlie RiHs’ by Mr. T. Paramasiva Iyer

It is nearly five years since Mr. T. Paramasiva Iyer, one of the judges of the Chief

Court of Mysore, published his unique work The Biks, the result of his patient

and laborious research into the Vedic or rather Sanskrit literature. So novel and

revolutionary are the conclusions he has arrived at by applying geological principles

to the interpretation of the Vedic and allied Sanskrit literature that very few

scholars either in the east or in the west seem inclined to shake off their old con-

victions and accept the new. The difficulty in accepting his new theory lies not

merely in bidding good-bye to almost all our cherished religious, social, and philo-

sophical convictions but in rewriting all Sanskrit lexicons, giving entirely new

meaning to almost all the Sanskrit words that are contained in them. V/^hether

this or something else is the reason for the silent reception which the learned

work seems to have met in the world of scholars, it is, however, a work that deserves

to be studied by all who love conservative India and yet desire to advance on the

broad road of modern civilization, shaking off the heavy and thwarting weight of

national and religious bias.

The book contains XIh- 199 pages and is divided into fifteen chapters. In the

first chapter he explains in his peculiar lucid style how the difficulty of accepting

the old explanation of the frequent conflict between Indra and Vritra led him
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to geology to find a rational interpretation of the myth. In Nirukta II. 16, Yaska

gives a summary of the opinions of various scholars regarding the meaning of the

•word Vritra:

—

i m i
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‘ Who was Vritra ? “A cloud,” say the etymologists. “ An Asura, son of

Tvashtri,” say the story-tellers. The fall of rain arises from the mingling of the

waters and of light. This is figuratively depicted as a conflict. The Hymns and

Brahmanas describe Vritra as a serpent ; by the expansion of his body, he blocked

up the streams. When he was destroyed, the waters flowed forth.’

The following is one of the many verses describing Vritra as a mountain blocking

up the rivers :

—

3TS[2f: 1

qqcf f^mv. 3icr iq; 11

V. 32-1.

‘ Thou Indra laying the great mountain open, slaying the Danava (Vritra)

didst loose the torrents.'

Dissatisfied with the cloud and rain theory of Yaska, Professor Hillebrandt

proposed a new theory, according to which the waters are those of rivers and

mountain streams
;
their confiner is the frozen winter, when the rivers are at their

lowest level
;
conceived as a winter monster by the name of Vritra or the confiner

who holds captive the rivers on the heights of glacier-mountains ;
and thus Indra

is no other than the spring or summer sun who frees them from the clutches of the

winter-dragon.

Mr. T. Paramasiva Iyer goes a step further and takes Indra to be a volcanic

mountain by the periodical eruption of which Vritra, the glacier, was melted so as

to let the torrents flow. The description of the features of glaciers and volcanic

mountains seems to the author to be so exactly like those of Vritra and Indra that

he is driven to the conclusion that Vritra was a glacier and Indra a volcano.

In the following three chapters, the learned author continues his geological

theory and identifies Eudra with ‘ atmospheric electricity,’ Dfinu, Vritra’s mother,

with snow, Maruts called also Sudanus with soft snow fields, Prisni, the mother of

the Maruts, with storm-clouds, and Aditi, the mother of Indra, wdth a tableland.

What is most surprising is the author’s attempt in the fifth chapter to identify

Soma, the exhilarating drink of the Vedic ]poets and of the Vedio gods, with petro-

leum and Stomas or Sama Chants with ‘ sing-song issues of gases ; strange though

it may appear, he goes onto identify Gayatri, Trishtup, Jagati and other metres with'

marsh gas, acetylene and ethylene. Consistently with the geological principles he

has attempted to apply to the Vedas, the author goes on to identify in the sixth
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chapter the Adityas, the brothers of Indra, with some older extinct volcanoes and
cites the following verse as an additional evidence of the identification ;

—

>6

q«Tr q^cri qci^rdt fqqf^T^ qw cif?: ^ li

. Eig. V. IV. 5, 4.

‘ Out of the great mountains, you create the gods of whom Indra is the greatest,

and for these you create homes over fissures. As they flew up and settled apart,

they stood helpfully to promote your creation.’

What appears to take away the breath of all Vedic commentators from Yaska

down to S4yana is the astounding discovery, which the learned author depicts at great

length in the seventh chapter, of the identity of Vishnu, the constant companion

of Indra in his conflicts with Vritra, with ‘ basaltic lava.’ It is the flow of this

Vishnu or basaltic lava, which, in the opinion of the author, bridged over the Red

Sea for Moses and his followers, which destroyed not only such upstart volcanoes,

as Jarasandha and Sisupala, but also such golden-coloured crystalline schists as

Hiranyakampu and Hiranyaksha by his overwelming overflow.

The eighth chapter is taken up with the identification of the ten Avataras with

volcanic mountains ;
the ninth chapter is devoted to the description of the exploits of

Apoilo and Krishna as volcanic mountains ;
and in the tenth chapter the Yagnas or

Sacrifices are explained as forms of labour to prepare the earth for agriculture and

human life.

Discussing chronologically at some length in the eleventh chapter the various

geological forces at work in harmonizing the seasons and preparing the earth for

human life, the learned author proceeds in the twelfth chapter to dwell upon the

importance of the geological phenomena in enabling man to learn the elements of

civilization, such as architecture, machinery, sovereignty and war, explaining at the

same time the car-festival as an imitation of a volcanic mountain in action.

The necessity of the preservation of the Riks and the manner of their interpre-

tation are pointed out in the thirteenth chapter. The last two chapters are devoted

to the description of the origin of religion and morality from the source of the same

geological phenomena.

Interesting, entertaining, and perhaps logical as the theory seems to be, it appears

to possess one serious defect which is likely to make it unacceptable to scholars.

It is the alteration of accepted meaning of the Vedic words. No Vedic commentator

from Yaska to S^yana, nor any of the western oriental scholars that have made a

thorough study of the Vedic literature seems to have dreamt of the meanings which

the learned author has been obliged to assign to the Vedic words in order to give

shape to his novel theory. To point out the defective aspect of the theory, I append

below a list of the Vedic words with their accepted and newly assigned meanings

given side by side :

—

Ahirbudhnya ... A star ... Bergsehrund.

Aja ekapad ... A star ... Icefall.



Aditi ... A goddess Elevated tableland.

Eik ... Averse Tiny bubbles of hydro-carbon
Gih ... Speech Bubbles of gas.

Stoma ... A Sama chant Steady sing-song issues of gas

Gayatri ... A metre of eight syllables Marsh gas.

Trishtiup ... A metre of eleven syllables Acetylene.

Jagati ... A metre of twelve syllables Ethylene. r

Soma ... A plant or its juice Petroleum.

Vayu ... Wind Steam.

Brahman ... Praise Hydrogen.

Eitus ... Seasons Warm springs.

Utsava ... Procession Sub-aerial flow of lava.

Eishi ... A sage Crude petroleum.;

Asva ... A horse Liquid petroleum.

Go ... A cow Lime.

Urja ... Strength Essence of peat-moss.

Isha ... Eood Agricultural clay.

These are a few of a large number of Sanskrit words, the meanings of which

our ingenious author has had to change to make his theory stand. Whether
the new meanings are correct and rational or the old and accepted meanings are

right, is a point which can be better left to the learned judge himself for decision.

E. S.

Kautilya*s Artbasastra

By Mr. E. Shama Sastry, b.a., m.r.a.s.

This justly famous work, while it was appearing in instalments in the Indian

Antiquary and the Mysore Beview^ attracted no little attention from famous scholars

engaged in ^ the study of Ancient India. While as yet the complete translation was
not published, Mr. E. W. Thomas, Librarian, India Office Library, wrote in the

J.B.A.S. for April, 1909, ‘I can testify to the great value of the work, which sheds

more light upon the realities of ancient India, especially as concerns administration,

law, trade, war and peace, than any text which we possess, and which will enrich

our lexica with an immense accession of technical and other expressions belonging

to all departments of life.’ This opinion was deservedly chorussed by Mr. Vincent
Smith, Drs. L. D. Barnett, and J. Jolly. Such was the flood of light thrown on the

recesses of the ancient polity of India, that Mr. Vincent Smith, who lost no oppor-

tunity to enrich bis magnum o^us, the Ancient History of India, revised a not
inconsiderable number of pages of the book.

The text, after considerable care was lavished on it, was published in the

Mysore Government Oriental Series, while a considerable time W'as given to push
on the English translation. Though the translation was complete long before it

was published by the liberal patronage of the Government of Mysore, the learned

ranslator was not quite anxious for publication as he thought that it still required
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revision and careful study in the light of other commentaries than the one he had,

as not a few words in the original are as obscure as they are obsolete. After a

considerable time had elapsed in correspondence and constant revision, to the

immense delight of an eager expectant reading public, the translation was published

in the early part of last year with an appreciative and sympathetic introductory

note by Dr. J. F. Fleet, who had not only helped the translator with helpful

criticism but also with sustaining encouragement.

It i» needless for us, besides the personal touches we have given, to enter into

the matter and merit of this unique work. The work, to put it in a few words, deals

with the science of politics in a comprehensive way. In the language of Ohanakya
Arthasastm is the end of all sciences and, therefore, there is hardly any department
of human activity with which the government of those days might justly deal which
is not dealt with in this marvellous book. The formation of the village and how
a king should conquer a country and rule his own may be seen dealt with in all inter-

esting detail in the book. The law of civil procedure, the criminal procedure, the

evidence act and the penal code are there. Statecraft figures as largely as

domestic economy, the science of agriculture is put side by side with matters relating

to the collection and disbursement of State revenue. A system of espionage defying
the ingenuity of German ‘ kultur

’

is minutely and weirdly dealt with in this archaic

work. That the government was identified with the activities of the people so

intimately is what strikes us with wonder. In short, one should read to under-

stand whether a man could be gifted with such versatility as to have been the author
of this book of marvels. Even magic and mystery are dealt with from a practical

point of view.

Considerable doubts have been raised whether Ohanakya, the Machiavellian

minister of Chandragupta, is after all the author of that Arthasastra. The translator

himself takes considerable pains to fix the authorship on him but, we may be permit-

ted to say, with no great conviction to our minds. Though Professor Jacobi gives his

weighty support to the view of the translator. Professor Keith in the Journal of the

Boyal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, January, 1916, controverts the

theory by adducing various reasons. Our own view is that there was such a

reputed minister as Ohanakya or Kautilya as he was afterwards called in the court

of Chandragupta ;
that he was a minister of peculiar and strong views of statecraft

;

that he had a large following to whom the doctrines that are given sanction in the

work had been religiously taught ,* and that one or other of them collected them
some considerable time after and gave them in the shape of a treatise. Ohanakya
himself controverts or supports many schools of political thought in his time. One
such school that followed the principles of Ohanakya must have been responsible

for keeping the memory of its master green for the publication of his work in its

present form dates about the first century b.c.

In such a scholarly work as this we regret to note that there is hardly any page

where the printer’s devil is not in evidence, and even the copious index for which the

indefatigable translator deserves the thanks of all the readers of his work is very

much wanting, as a number of important references do not find mention. The
book is a little too costly to secure a large reading public. We hope that
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Mr. E. Shama Sastry will give ug quite goon another edition free from these

defects, and give us in each page for ready reference the chapter and book

to which that page belongs, for it is wearisome work for one to verify referen-

ces by wading through a number of pages before he can find them. As we have

been informed that Mr. E Shama Sastry himself is not satisfied with regard to the

date and authorship of the work, we hope he will have cpllected enough material

by the time of the next edition to give us the latest and most conclusive views on

this much debated point.
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A TWELFTH CENTURY UNIVERSITY
IN MYSORE

A paper read before the Mythic Society

By Dr. A. Venkata Subbiah, m.a., ph.d.

‘ Belgami, Balgami or Belgame is now a village in the Shikarpiir Taluk of

Shimoga District, Mysore, situated in 14" 24' N. and 75" 15' E„ fourteen miles

north-west of Shikarpur town. The population in 1901 was 1330.’ Such is

the information given about the present condition of the village in the Imperial

Gazetteer of India, Mysore and Goorg, p. 251. To this we can now add that

the population in 1911 was 1580 and that most of the jjeople seem to be Lin-

gayats. For further information about its present condition and its antiquities,

seethe Mysore Gazetteer, Vol. ii, p. Beport of the Mysore Arehceological

Department for 1910-11, 3(5-39, and Ept. Cam., Vol. vii, Introduction, p. 46,

It is my purpose to give in this paper an account of the former glories of

this place which was in the eleventh and twelfth centuries a great city, the

capital of the Banavase ' twelve thousand ’ province and a great University

and religious centre, Before doing so, however, it is necessary that I should

speak a little about the educational agencies of ancient and medieval India

and about what I mean by ‘ University’ when I employ that term in connec-

tion with Belgami.

Nowadav^s, we understand priuiariij- by the term University a body cor-

porate founded by a charter of the King or State—GfovernmentorPopefor the
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purpose of carrying on ‘ higher ’ education in a country, that is to say, for

founding or affiliating colleges, halls and hostels, framing syllabuses, defining

and appointing courses of study, conducting examinations, granting degrees,

etc. Secondarily, we understand by that term a centre of learning where

instruction of an advanced type can be had by all in many or all departments

of human knowledge. It is in this secondary sense only that one can speak of

universities in medieval India ;
for, in the sense of a body corporate,founded

by a charter of the King, G-overnment or Pope, universities did not exist in

India before A.r>. 1867.

Even in Europe the universities of the tenth, eleventh and twelfth cen-

turies were merely centres of learning; they were not founded by the King or

Pope but had grown up of themselves from the schools attached to monaste-

ries and cathedrals into famous institutions attracting students from distant

places. The getting of a charter from the King or Pope came to be regarded

as of primary importance, as a ,mi& qua non only later on, that is, in the

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.

This was chiefly due to a provision of the law which prescribed that all

persons who wanted to follow the profession of teaching should first get a

licence to do so. Such a licence was given by the Chancellor of the cathedral

or some other ecclesiastic after an examination of the applicant. The
‘ degree too, granted by the earlier Universities was nothing else but such a

licence conferring a right to teach anywhere, the Universities asserting that

their examination and ' degree ’ were of such a standard, that another exami-

nation and licence were unnecessary. We, therefore, find the Emperor and

the Pope interfering in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries in this matter

and declaring, with the support of the jurists, that such degrees or licences to

teach were not valid unless the Universities that granted them were first em-

powered by themselves to grant such degrees. The reason for interference lay

no doubt in the desire to ensure that proper persons only received a licence to

teach and that persons with heretical or seditious principles—that is, princi-

ples subversive of the State G-overnment or State religion—were shut out from

the profession of teaching. This claim to interfere was urged with so much
force by the Emperor and the Pope that most of the Universities had to sub-

mit and to ask for a charter.

In Europe, therefore, the getting of a charter from the King, Emperor or

Pope came to be regarded as a sine qua non of a university chiefly because of

the provision of the law referred to above that insisted that a person who
wanted to follow the profession of teaching should first get a licence. In India,

on the other hand, there could be no such provision of the law
;

for, here it

was the duty and the privilege of every Brahmin to teach
;
and Brahmins, as

we know, were such because they had been born in certain families and not

because they had acquired a certain standard of learning. Moreover, in India
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there was no central authority on matters of theology and doctrine as in

Europe, where it was the Pope who through his Archbishops and Bishops

ordained and admitted people into the order of priesthood, and whose opinions

therefore on matters of doctrine and theology were authoritative. In India, on
the other hand, every Brahmin was a priest and there was no need of ordina-

tion to make him one. Owing to this absence of a central authority, as to

religious^matters in India, there was much difficulty in determining whether a

certain belief, doctrine or ritual was heretical—that is, opposed to the JSastras

or no. The question, therefore, of taking precautions to prevent people of here-

tical opinions from becoming teachers and thus corrupting the minds of the

young did not assume much importance in India. It must, however, have been

otherwise as regards seditious principles, for about these there could not be any
uncertainty or indefiniteness. But, as the Kings or Governments whose posi-

tion was thus sought to be undermined were in power and could deal effectively

with the propagators of such opinions, we must suppose that they did so

whenever the occasion demanded it, not indeed by means of insisting on each

Brahmin teacher obtaining a licence, but by means of the provisions of the

criminal law in force.

Owing then to the existence of these peculiar conditions, the getting of a

charter from the King or Emperor did not, in India, assume such great import-

ance as it did in Europe. And as a consequence, the Universities here were

allowed to progress in their own way without much interference on the part of

the State.

Subjects op Study

The subjects studied were at first* ten, namely, the four Vedas—Biff,

Yajus, Sdman and Atharvan, and the six Veddiigas or limbs of the Veda

comprising Phonetics {Silcshd), Grammar {Vydkarana), Prosody {Chliamdas)

,

Etymology and Interpretation (Nirukta), Astronomy (Jyautisha), and Eitual

{Kalpa). To these were added in very early times, a few subjects, wherein, as

we learn from the Ghhdnddgya Upanisliad ® instruction used to be given. These

were the Itihdsas and Purdnas, forming the fifth Veda, Beva-vidyd, Blnda-

vidyd, Eshatra-vidyd, Nakshatra-vidyd, Sarpadevajana-vidyd and seven

1 This stage is reflected by the Mundaka Upanishad, I. i. 5.

3 VII. i. 2.

According to the commentators. But it is possible to understand that there are only four

others mentioned. These seven subjects are Vedandm Vedah, Pitryah, Rd^ih, Daivam, Nidh%h,

Yalcovakyam and Ekdyanam. The meaning of these thirteen terms mentioned by the Ghhdnddgya

Upanishad, is, according to the oommentator as follows :

—

Itihdsas and Purdna-i forming the fifth

Veda, Grammar, Eitual of the Srdddha ceremonies, Mathematics, Omens and Portents, the Science

of locating hidden treasure ; Logic and Dialectics, the science known as Ekdyana, the science of

worshipping the gods, the six Veddiigas, the Science of dominating over others, the science of

Weapons, Astronomy, the science of overpowering Serpents, Music and Medicine.
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from the United Kingdom may be remitted by ‘British Postal

Order ’ to the Honorary Treasurer, Mythic Society, Bangalore.

Bona fide students resident in Bangalore will be admitted as members
without the right of voting on payment of rupees three per annum.

Any subscriber, on payment of rupees three per annum, will be

entitled to receive the Quarterly Journal of this Society.

The activities of the Society shall be as follows :

—

(a) There shall be, as far as possible, nine ordinary meetings in

each session, at which lectures will be delivered; due notice

being given by the Secretary to resident members only.

Bach session shall be reckoned from 1st July to hOth June.

[Members shall be entitled to bring their friends io the meet-

ings. The President shall have the power of vetoing admis-

sion in any special case.]

(6) The transactions of the Society shall be incorporated and

published in the Quarterly Journal to be issued as far as

possible on 1st October, 1st January, 1st April, and 1st July,

which will be sent free to all members, and which will be

on sale at twelve annas per copy to non-members. Mem-
bers joining in the course of a session shall be entitled

to all the numbers issued during that session but their

subscriptions will be due as from .the previous Ist July, and
they will be expected to pay for the whole year. No resig-

nation from membership will be accepted except between
1st July and 1st October.

[Lecturers are expected not to allow any Paper or Eeview to

publish their lectures in exienso before they have appeared

in the Quarterly Journal of the Society.]

(c) The Society will encourage a spirit of research among Univer-

sity students by awarding a medal annually to the best

essay on a subject determined upon by the Committee.

9.

A Library and Beading-room will be maintained by the Society.

10. The Reading-room will be opened to members and registered

readers on days and at times decided on by the Committee and duly notified

to those concerned.

11. Books will not be lent outside the premises to any one except

with the written sanction of the President, the clerk taking requisitions

and obtaining orders in each case.
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12. The Annual General Meeting will be held, as far as possible, in

July, when the report and accounts for the previous session shall be submit-

ted to the members and new office-bearers shall be elected.

13. The framing and the alteration of the Eules rest entirely with the

Committee,

11, 'The habitation, offices, and library of the Society are situated in the

‘Daly Memorial Hall,’ Cenotaph Eoad, Bangalore City.

15. The Trustees for the ‘ Daly Memorial Hall ’ are the following office-

bearers for the time being :

—

The President, the General Secretary and the Treasurer.

A. V. BAMANATHAN,
General Secretary.
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SdnJchya, Toga, Vedmta, Ehetorics, Lexicons, Buddhist and Jain Philosophy,
were conveniently included under this heading so that the traditional number
of the Vidyds—fourteen or eighteen—remained unaltered and continued to be
in vogue for quite a long time.

Place op Instetjotion

The place of instruction, in prehistoric times, was the hermitage
or settlement of sages (rishis ) ;

such settlements were known as ‘ kula ’ or
‘ guru-hula ’—the House or the House of the teachers, and to these settlements

the students or hraJmaohdrins used to go for being instructed. The minimum
period of study was twelve years and the maximum forty-eight years, while
the average period was about sixteen years. The students had to live in the

hula and to subsist on the food obtained by begging in the neighbouring cities

or villages. In such settlements did the students live and receive instruction

in the Fourteen or Eighteen Sciences ; they also helped in the agricultural and
other occupations that were necessary for the welfare of the settlement.

Elaborate rules ^ were framed for the guidance of the students, and discipline

was maintained by the ‘ hula-pati
’
® or Master of the House, who, in extreme

cases, had recourse to the king and his officers and invoked their help in main-

taining discipline and order.

OxJEBicijLA OP Studies

It is needless, I think, to give here, the curricula of studies, the time of

day at which studies commenced and ended, and the duration and occasion

of vacations and holidays. Elaborate rules were framed on all these matters,

and are to be met with in the current books on DJiarma-sdstra, to which the

curious reader should: refer.^

* Institutions of Histoeical Times

Turning now to historical times, we find that the departments of human
knowledge are the same as were recognized formerly—namely the Fourteen or

Eighteen Vidyds, silpas or Sciences. Instead of the hermitage, however,

situated near the town or village we now meet with settlements of Brahmins

1 The rules laying down the dharmas of the brahmachSrins
;

see, for example Mamt-smriti

chap. 2-4, and Apastamha’-s Dharma-satra, pafalas 1-4
;
Gautama, I, 2.

a So, for instance, we read in the Baghummia, that the sage Vasis/iflia was the ZmZu-jJaiSi or

the Master of the House of the settlement in which he lived. In the same way, we learn from the

Sdkuntala that the sage Kanvn was the IMaster of the House in his hermitage. Tt .is to he noted

that the hermitage of the sage Vasishtha could be reached within one day from the king’s capital,

and that the two were connected by several villages which lay in the route.

31 may mention here that these rules in many respects, do not differ to any great extent from

those which are now in vogue. For example, as occasions for holidays are mentioned, among

others, the arrival of distinguished visitors, death of eminent people, continuous rain, spread of

virulent diseases, etc.

2
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situated in the village itself. If the Brahmins thus settled were eminent

teachers and their number was not small, the village or town inhabited

by them would acquire much renown, attract many students even from

distant countries ' and would be a great centre Of learning. Such, for

example, were Takshasila or Taxila, whose ruins are now being excavated in

the ISTorth-West Frontier Province, and Varanasi or Benares. These are fre-

quently mentioned in the Buddhist books as centres of learning, jand the

Buddha, as we know, began preaching first at Benares, while Jivaka, the

physician that attended upon the Buddha received his training at Takshasila.

Institutions op Southern India

Coming down to Southern India, and, particularly, to Mysore, we can

classify the institutions that disseminated ‘ higher ’ education under three heads

—agrahdras, bmhma-puris, and mathas including temples. TheKadamba pillar

inscription at Talagunda Cam. VII, Sh. 176), which Mr. Bice assigns to

the fifth century a.d., indeed relates that Mayura-sarminan, the Brahmin
student who later became a king, visited with his guru Virasaritian every

ghaiikd in KdncM, the Pallava capital, in order to learn pramchana.^ The

context thus clearly shows that these ghatikds were educational institutions

;

but unfortunately references to them are few ^ so that we are quite in the

dark as to what kind of institutions they denoted—whether brahmapuris,

as Kielhorn contended (in the Gdiiingsclie Nachriohten, 1900, Heft. 3) ^ or

agrahdras or mathas. I, therefore, leave the ghatikds out of consideration and

shall, in what follows, confine myself to the three kinds of institutions men-

tioned above.

Agraharas

Of these, an agrahdra in these days means a row of houses built—and

built alike—by a person and granted as a gift to Brahmins with the object of

securing merit {dharma or punya) to the donor thereby ensuring a happy

and long existence for him in the worlds that he goes to after death. With the

houses are usually given household utensils, cloths, etc., and some lands. The
total value of the gifts thus given naturally varies with the means of the donor

;

but the object in view in each case is to present as much land, household

utensils, etc., as would enable the donee to live therein with his family without

the need of looking elsewhere for means to supplement his income. The
object of the establishment of &n agrahdra is, as stated above, the acquisition of

merit {dharma or punya) and not the promotion of education or learning.

1 Ep. Cam., Vol. vii, Introd., p. 9.

2 Adhi-jigamasuh pravachanam nikhila-ghaUJmm v-iveia in line 4.

3 1 know of only five places where the word ooours

—

Ep. Cam., Vol, vii, Sk. 94 ;
'Sk. 176 ; Sk. 197

III Md. 113 ;
and V On. 178. See note 2 in p. 8 of Introd, in Ep. Cam,, Vol. vii,

4 See Ep. Cam., Vol. vii, Introd., p. 8, note 2.
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In former times, too, one of the objects of establishing agmhdras was, no

doubt, the same, namely, the acquisition of merit (dharma or punya) . But the

chief object in doing so was the promotion of education and learning
;
that this

was so appears from the nature of the medieval agrahdras and the places

where they were located.

Unlike the modern agrahdras, which are located in towns or cities, and

form paj;t of them ^ the medieval agrahdra formed a village or unit of itself,

and was located in the country, that is, at some distance from towns or cities

(where, as we shall see below, hrahviapurls were situated). It consisted of a

community of Brahmins who formed a corporate body ® having control of

all the property of the agrahdra and administering its affairs. Such agrahd-

ras were founded by kings and other rich people and the Brahmins, chosen

as members thereof, were, as the inscriptions ^ show us, learned in different

branches of learning. Their income being thus assured, they naturally

devoted their time to teaching students, which forms one part of their duty,

and thus made the agrahdra a centre of learning and study, a university

in short. The existence of such agrahdras is indicated to us by the many
references to them and to their foundation that are met with in the in-

scriptions of every district in Mysore.

Thus, for example, the foundation of the agrahdra of Sthanakundur or

Taiagund, probably the oldest * agrahdra in Mysore that is known to us is

thus described in Ep. Cam., Vol. vii, Sk. 186 :
—

‘ The king of which, [^o supply,

Kuntala country] the Lord of Banavase and the many other countries, Muk-

kanna Kadamba, an embodiment of kindness to the world, delighting in gifts,

—seeking with desire in the region of the south {d^^hshind-patha) for the tribe

of Brahmins {viprakula), and not finding any,—without delay went forth,

and doing worship to the Ahichchhatra agrahara, succeeded in obtaining

thirty-two Brahmin families purified by 12,000 agnihotras, whom honouring,

he brought and established in the outskirts of the city, in the great agrahdra

of Sthanugudha, which he founded in the tract he had noted where were the

1 1 know of at least twelve (modern) agrahdras in the city of Mysore.

2 See, for instance, Ep. Cam., Vol. ix, 127-132, which record some proceedings of the

sabhais of three ras—Punganur or Trailokyamahddevi-chaturvedi-mangalam,Tonya-'hl&lskVUv

or BdjSndrasimha-chatiirvedi-viahgalam, and Vaudar or Cholamahddevi'Chaturvedi-mangalam; Ep,

OfflTO., Vol. iv, Kr. 70, recording a proceeding of the mahdjanas of ilia agrahdra Sangameivarapura ox

Sindaghatta; tbid., Ng. 5 recording a proceeding of the agrahdra Vira-Ballala-chaturveda-bhaita-

ratndJeara or Nagamangala, ibid., Ng. 39, 40, 41 recording some proceedings of the agrahdra

Udbliava-7iarasiinhapura or Bellur.

® See, for example, Ep. Cam., Vol. iii, Sr. 15 j ibid. T.N. 63, (images 241-4 of the Kanareso test),

IV ; Yd. 54 ; V, Ak. 130 ; V, Hn. G
;

ibid. 331. 79, and the description of the mahdja^tas of Talagund

and Dalavayi Agrahara (Ramachandrapura Agrahara) and Kuppatar given below.

-t This agrahara seems to be referred to by the words vividha^iiya^na-hofna-dikshd-parair

brdhmai^ais sndtakais stHyamdne soda mantra-vddais Aubhaih of the Talagund pillar inscription,

Ey. Cam., Vol. vii, Sk. 176, referred to above.
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god Prariamesvara, famous througliout the four yugas as set up by the pure

and dexterous Ohaturmmukha (Brahma), and the tirttha encircled by the five

Lingas set up by that and other gods.’ ^ The motive of Mukkanua Kadamba
in thus anxiously seeking to settle Brahmins in his country, a motive which

led him as far as Ahichchhatra in North India, was evidently his desire to

promote education in his country by founding an agrahdra of learned Brah-

mins therein. It is the same motive which induces rulers of nioderri, days to

establish universities in their countries.

This desire of Mukkapiia Kadamba of promoting education in his country

must have been fully realized; for an inscription (Ep, Gam., Vol. vii, Sk. 178),

dated in the sixteenth year of the Ohalukya Vikrama era or a.d. 1091 informs us

that the agrahdra of Talagund, here called Tanagundur contained ‘32,000

Brahmins with 12,000 agnihutras, who enjoyed the income of 144 villages

which had been granted to them by King MayCiravarmman as daJcsJiind in

the eighteen Asvamedha sacrifices which he celebrated, who were learned in

the Vedas, Veddhgas and minor aitgas, in Mlmdmsd, in the six systems of

Logic, in Smritis and Purdnas and in Dramas, who were free from pride,

hypocrisy, anger, greed and other such vices, who were the support of the

good, etc.’ ® The same information is furnished to us by Ep. Cam., Vol. vii,

Sk. 177, dated in ^aka 950 or a.d. 1028 ibid, Sk. 186, dated in 6aka 10f79 or

A.D. 1157 ;
ibid, Sk. 186, dated in the Saka year 1123 or a.d. 1200 and by

other inscriptions.

Similarly, the inscription T.N. 63 in Ep. Cam., Vol. iii, relates to us the

story of the foundation of the Ramachandrapura Agrahara, better known as

the Dalavayi Agrahara from the name of the founder. The epigraph is a

long one, perhaps the longest yet discovered, and contains 1,390 lines, which

1 Translation of Mr. Rice, p, 121^ in Ep. Cam., Vol. vii. The msoription in the original reads as

follows {ibid, p. 2081, 2783):

—

desangal-arasam Banavase-modal.enisid a7i§ka-manda [fe] svaram

Mukhaana-Kadambavi Jagad-anugraha-vigrahavi ddna-vmddi dahshina-pathadolu vipra-kidaman

araJeeym elasi padeyade tadeyade nadad Aldchclihatrdgrahdraman drddhisi sadhisi imdeda panmU
sdsiragnihotra-pavitra-dvatrimsad-vipra-huiumbamum munditlu tandu chatur-yyuga-prasiddha-

viiiiddlia-cliaturdbhidhdna-Ghakmnmuhha-pratisMMta-PraivamSsvara-pramu'klia-sura-praUshtliita

-paficha-lmgdUngita-UrUJia-kshetradoln, nodi mddida mahagrahdram Sthap/UgUdha-purada pora

volal ent em.
S' Samasta-bhuvana-samstuyamd.7tMisha-lokaiJ(a-pitdmalia-hiranyagarbha-Brahma-samsthdpita

irimat-traildkya-ndiha - Pra’^aw.esvara - devddhishihita - visishidgrahdrddhisvarar Ahichchhatra-

samdgatar dvddasa-sahasrdgnihotra-panvfita-dvMrimsat-sahasra-sankJiydsametar yama-niyama-
gmiopStaru Brahmendra-Ghandra-Yamdgni - pratishthita-pancha - malid -Unga-sannihita - pup.ya~

tirtthodakdvagdhana—pavitrihrita-gdtrar dhardmara-satpdtrar Mayuravarmma- nripasydsMddasd-

ivamedhddhvara - dakslnp,dpalabdha - chatui - chaivdrimiad - uttara - satagrdmddhisMMyahar
asandigdha-vipula-dharmma-nirn'ij.&yakar aneka-yajiLdvabhfUha-punyambu-myatd bhishiktdrddra-

mUrdhajar Mahdidra-vedi-dJwajar Brahmardja-sabhd-pajdgragrdhigol asrita-jana-mano-ranjita-

phala-dayigalu veda-vdddngopdnga-fnimamMdisdstra-ahat-tarkka-smriti-purdna-ndtaka-visliaya-

sardjini-bhdskarar budha - hridaya-kuvmda-vana-mukula-nikara-vikasita - sudMkararu dambha-
darpa-kradha-lobJia-mada - mdtsaryyardurvishaya-dunta-gap.a-dararu sishteshta-janddhararu

nman-mahd’Vadda-grdma-Td'nagundilra mUvaUirohchJiasirani.
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occupy in print 41 quarto pages. The agraham, too, an account of whose

foundation is given therein, is the latest ^ example of an agrahdra of the

medieval type, that is, of an agrahdra which was intended to be, and was, a

centre of education and learning. It was founded on April 18, a.d. 1749,

by the Mysore Devardjiobh (generalissimo) Devarajiah on the prompting of

his wife Chelvajamamba. The number of Brahmins that formed the

agraham was 120, among whom were several who had celebrated the

Paunijan'ka, Atirdtm, Vdjapeya and other sacrifices and many professors

of the Yajur-, and of Medicine (Ay^irveda^, of Astronomy

(Jymitisha) and of other sciences. The agrahdra was founded on a very

liberal scale
;
the Dalavd,yi had spacious houses built for the use of the

Brahmins, which were handsomely furnished with bedsteads, beds, pillows

and other costly seats and carpets, with articles for the worship of the gods

and for household use, with a good store of rice and other grains, oil, ghee

and jaggery. In each house were stabled some milch-cows
;
and the donees

were ceremoniously let into possession with their wives and children after the

Dalavdyi had done them meet reverence and made presents of cotton-and

silk-clothes, bracelets, necklaces and other ornaments for the women, and

costly ear-rings (kundala) and rings to the Brahmins. The villages

granted with their hamlets were thirty in number and the revenue therefrom,

may, without much inaccuracy, be safely computed as amounting to not less

than a lac of our rupees. As, by the beginning of the eighteenth century

A.D., there were many Brahmins settled in Mysore, the Dalavdyi had not,

like Mukkanna Kadamba to go to Ahichchhatra in Northern India to get

them. He had only to make a selection of 120 Brahmins from among those

settled in Mysore
;
and the inscription informs us that he selected Brahmins,

120 in number, ‘ who were possessed of the VMas and Veddhgas, who were

learned in all the sciences
;
who were engaged in good deeds only

; who were

good, possessed of self-control, and free from the six vices ; who were men
with families and agnihotrins or tenders of the triple sacred fire

;
and who

1 The ffiijrm/taras, which were founded at a later date, all belong to the ‘modern’ type; they

primarily mean ‘ a row of houses granted to Brahmins ’ and not a ‘ village or settlement of

Brahmins.’ Sec, for example, Ej), Cam,, Vol. Hi
;
My. 1, 2, 8 ; Nj. 18.

9 grilidn vidUdija vipuldn vYitti-vritti-viblidgatah
|

aayi/dYiadhdna-paryanlca-vichitrdstarandsanaih
||

dSvopaJcaranair gobhir grihopaltaranais tathd
|

idli-tandula^inuJthyais cha dlianadhdnyair gudair ghfitaih
||

tailddi-sarva-samblidrais sambhritans tdn grihoitamdn
]

pravesya dvija-varydni cha patni-putra-y-utdn mudd
|1

vastra-yugmani cha soshnisham hauseyam ratna-kundale
[

anguUyaka-mukhydni kalpayitvd pYithak-pfiihak
i|

vastrdbharatia-tdtanka-kavtthasutrddi-bhiishanaih
|

brdhmandns cha sapatnikdn pUjayitvdUbkaktitah
|1

sa-Mranya-payd-dhdrd-pUrvakam pradaddu HYipah
||
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were thorough in the srauta and smdrta ritual.’
^ These 120 Brahmins

though formed into one agrahdra were located in three villages, so that

instead of one centre of education and learning, there were actually three.

It is sad to relate that this agrahdra, founded on such a lavish scale

did not serve its purpose for many years. It is not known exactly when

the lands granted were resumed; but one cannot be far wrong if one

assumes that the agrahdra must have fared badly when Tippfl, Sultan

was ruling in Mysore. The latest date for the resumption of the lands would

be A.D. 1806, for we find that a good portion of these were included in the

Jahgir of Yelandur which was conferred on Dewan Purnaiya in A.D. 1807.

As another instance of such agrahdras may be mentioned the agrahdra of

Kuppatur, which I shall have occasion to refer to later in connexion with the

sect of the Kalamukha ascetics. No epigraph has been discovered that gives an

account of the founding of the agrahdra itself
;
but there are several in Ep.

Garn. Vol. viii, which show that the agrahdra was flourishing in the eleventh,

twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Thus, Garn,, Vol. viii, Sb. 249, for instance,

tells us that ‘ the mahdjanas of the Kuppatur agrahdra were perfect in yama,

niyama, dhydna, dhdrana,japa, mauna, svddhydya, and samddhi,^ they were

proficient inihe Big-, Yajus-, Sdma—omd Atharva~Vedas,th.Q Veddhgas, the

eighteen Purdnas and Smritis, in Music, in Dialectics, in Vatsyayana’s Sutras,

and, in the knowledge of languages
;
they were [well-versed] .... mndtahas

and Ehetorics {alaiihdra) and took pleasure in offering food, medicines, asylum,

and knowledge of sciences; they were always engaged in discharging the Brah-

mins’ sixfold duty they were like an adamant cage,^.6. an impregnable fortress *

in giving shelter to those who sought their protection.”® This epigraph tells us

1 7eda-7eddnga-smnfanndnt ^arva-sdstra-visdraddn
}

sat-harina-niratdnt sddhUnch c7ihrauta-smdrta-vichaJesha'^dn\\

Jcutumbmah 'patrabhuidn dMtdgnin dvijottamdn
|

idntdfi jtidri-shad-vargdn dhUya ^aramddardt
|{

s These are technical terms of the Yoga-idstra, for their explanation, refer to any translation
of the Yoga-sUtras.

3 To wit, teaching and learning, giving and receiving of gifts
;

sacrificing iand officiating at
sacrifices

;
of these six, teaching, receiving gifts, land officiating as priests, are the special duties of

Brahmins, and cannot, in ordinary times, be undertaken by people of other castes.

^ This cannot be understood without a reference to the troublous nature of ithe times. In the
eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth centuries, the villages, and towns of what we now know as the
Shimoga district were constantly exposed to the raids of the aboriginal tribes living on the Western
Grhats, and of the armies of different rulers—Hoysalas, Ohalukyas, Kalaohuris, Seunas, Yadavas End
the Kadambas of Hangal, not to mention potty chiefs—who were contending for that territory.

Corporations like the Kuppatur agrahdra felt it necessary to maintain a few retainers who would
defend the village and beat off attacks of enemies. Under suoh.oircumstanoes, therefore, it is not

f- f-’d that the corporation of the agrahdra gave shelter sometimes to those who craved
:'! '

i . . Such action must sometimes have resulted in an attack on the agrahdra itself.

. r--. . =- , j- ,
• .r,

..
_

. . ,

Big~V .V- tT . r.vr'.. 1 1 -- v » r .... ,'i a- :-\'ida-
7dtst,':'i, :i

'

'.li''.'' ’m" ; d.‘ Jr." <*
' ' >'. t’k:- . . .i. drd-

hhay r •i : -,..x -«';»
^

- -
V* '•.rwni

irimat-sarvvanamasyad-agrahdram Kuppatur-asisha-mahdjanahgaju.
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expressly that the Brahmins of Kuppatiir took pleasure in offering a knowledge

of the sciences to all who asked for it
;
that is to say, that they took pleasure

in instructing others in all the sciences. Inscriptions Sb. 262 and 270 also

in Ep, Cam., 'Vol. viii give us a similar description of the learning of these Brah-

mins
;
and the former of these says that Kuppatiir was, as it were, the birth-

place of all the sciences. ^

The glories of Kuppatiir must have passed away before the beginning of

the fourteenth century
;

in the inscriptions of a later date, namely, Ep. Cam.,

Vol. viii, Sb. 261, 263, 278 and 268, no mention is made of the agrahdra or of its

learned Brahmins
; and the last of the above-mentioned epigraphs, which is

also the latest of them, being dated in SaJca 1551 or a.d. 1629 calls Kuppatilru

a mere village. ®

BrahmapurIs

"We now come to the closely allied institutions, called hrahmapuns which

were settlements of Brahmins in towns or cities. Thus, we read, for instance, in

the inscriptions of Belgame ^ that that city contained seven hrahmapurU. Be-

ing a settlement of Brahmins, a hraJimapuri must of necessity have been a

centre and a disseminator of learning. It differed from an agrahdra in these

respects only—namely that the latter formed a village of itself while the former

was part of a city or town, and that an agrahdra, was a body corporate pos-

sessing property, while a hrahmapurl does not seem to have been such a body.

So far as giving consent to measures of general interest is concerned, the hrali-

1 Ep. Oarn., Vol. viii, Sb. 262—

. . . vipra-sura-citra-niketana-mdleyinde Jean
|

goUpudu Kuppatur ssahala-vidyege tan ene janma-bhutalam
| |

negajd ahhila . . . ti-purdna-Jeald-bahu-tarJcha-taiitrapd-
]

ragar ucMtddhvaravabhritha-samsnapandtipawtra-gdPrar a-
|

tyagap/ita-satyctriaucha . . . tithi-pdjana-devapujeyim
]

sogayipa Kuppatara-vibhu-viprar id dm bhuvanaprasiddhard
j j

Ibid, f Sb. 276

. . . dhdrana-matmdnushihdna-japa-samddhi~iila~guiT.a-sanipannarum aupdsandgnihotra-dvija-

guru-devatd-pajd-tatparanm . . . yajana-adhyayana . . . Rig-YcyusSdmdtharvrana-chatur-vdda-

vSddrtha—tatvaJuantm Sarasvatj-Jearnndvatanisarumnirmmala-vdchd-prachandarum . . . ndiaJe-

etihdsa-vmndmsd-Bharata-ganita'—Vdtsydyanddi-saJeala-ddstra-pravlijaruin . . . anddi-agrahdram

Kuppatiira-sdsirwarum

.

s In connexion with the period of usefulness of agraharas, it might be remarked that the

majority of such institutions ceased to be useful—that is, ceased to be centres of learning and edu-

cation after about 150 years. The reasons for such a dead-stop are various :—The first place is taken

by the troubled times and the various attacks and raids made by the armies of contending princes

or chiefs ; in the second place, the descendants of the original grantees would degenerate and lose

all the property by about the fifth generation ; they would thereafter have to look about for means

of livelihood. The comparatively long period of usefulness of the Kuppatur and Tanagundflr

agraharas must be attributed to the large number of people that formed the agrahdra and to their

affiuent oiroumstanoes which permitted them to employ a band of armed retainers for purposes of

offence and defence.

^ See for instance, Ep, Cam. Vol.' vii; Sk. 106, 108, 119, 123, Vol. viii, Sb. 276, 277,
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mcvpuriR, too, acted to some extent as corporate bodies. ^ But there is no

evidence in any inscription to show that a brahmapim dealt as a corporate body

with any property. Differing, therefore, in these two respects from an agrahara,

in all other respects a brahmapuri resembled the latter and was like it an

educational centre.

The inscriptions do not yield much information about the brahmapuns
and their establishment or foundation

;
the reason for this is no dpubt the

scarcity of large cities, and consequently of bralimapurls which can only form

part of such cities, in ancient times. It is, therefore, very interesting to find an

account given of the foundation* of one in Gam., Vol. vii, Sk, 123; this

account confirms the statement made above that except that an agrahara

formed a village by itself while a brahmapurl formed part of a city, there was
not much difference between the two. The inscription referred to records that

the danilanaya'ka Kesayadeva, Go^emoi of the Baiiavase ‘twelve thousand’

province, being counselled ® thereto by the danjanayaha Recharasa, one of his

officers, founded a brahmapurl, called Eesavapura after himself, in Belgame
by building a temple to the god Kesava and by establishing thirty-eight

Brahmins in that hrahmapitra.

For this purpose, the dandandyaha Kesavadeva ‘ acquired in the southern

quarter of Balipura a tract of land fertile to produce all manner of fruit, very

extensive and level as a mirror, from Sarvesvara Pandita of the PaSchalihga

temple, and in that pleasant tract, after arranging and transforming to

the utmost timber and stone as if striving to add to all the variety of forms in

which Brahma had created wood and stone, the dandddhipa Ke^iraja with

exceeding devotion built for the god Kesava an abode filled with beauty and a

]oy to the sight.’

‘ And on a large piece of land in front of that temple, this treasury of

spreading fame acquired by the fulfilment of his heart’s desire, built a town
and named it Virakesavapura. Then that jewel of dandandyahas gave that

town, filled with commodious houses having raised seats in each chamber
containing the softest cushions (of down) and all manner of vessels to a band
of Brahmins. This done, that Ywaheiavapura was everywhere praised as the

birth-place of the Krita-yuga, the place where all the Vedas dwelt in luxury

,

a mine of pure conduct and virtues, a place of the most exalted merit, and was
as an anklet set with the nine kinds of gems of the earth goddess.’ ®

I See tlie inscriptions oifced above.

* illi bliavadiya-ndmdnkitav enipa Keiavapuramuman alii Vira-KSiava-deva-devdyatanamumam
nirmmisidod aihiJtadol amala-kirttiyum dmutrikadol akhila-punya-pUrttiyum pd?'amdrtthikadol
paramasuklia-sampaUiymi akkutn .

3 Translation of Mr. Rice with some alterations
; p. 94® in Bp. Cam., Vol. vii. The original text

reads as follows {ibid., p. 1691) :

—

dandandiha-cliUdd-ratnam Balipura-dahsliina-dig-vibhdgadol . . . samihita-saJtala-phala

samudaya-janma^bhumiyutK enisid ati-^puZa-darppana-sa'matala-bhUpradHcitViain Palichalingad
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After settling the Brahmins in the houses described above, Ke^ava-danda-

nayaka provided for their income by giving them each a ‘ Vniti ’ (literally,

livelihood), or some lands. The Brahmins of this Irahmiapurl, says the in-

scription, ‘were well-endowed with all the virtues and with ycma, Qiiyama,

dhydna, dhdrana, maundnushthdna, japa and samddM, ^ were always

engaged in tending on the aupdsana and agnilfdra fires, and in worshipping

the gods,̂ teachers and Brahmins and were proficient in the six systems of

logic, in Mimdmsd and in the other sciences. They discharged the six Brah-

minical duties, ^ and had performed the seven STma-yaj^as beginning with

Agnishtdma. They were learned in many Purdnas, Smritis, hdvyas, ndtaJcas

(dramas), in the Bhdshya and in Manjarl ® and in different kinds of witty

speech and in languages
;
they were the support of many poets, disputants,

orators and learned people. They understood the letters on stones^ and their

bodies were the abode of all kinds of auspiciousness from their having been

purified by bathing in many avabhrithas. ®

A comparison of this account of the foundation of a BraJmapura and of

the learning of the Brahmins who dwelt therein, with the account, given above,

of the foundation of the Dalmdyi agmhdm and of the learning of the Brahmins

dcharyya Sarvveimra-pandita-dSvara . . . hayyol . . . paded mandhara-bhu-pradi&adol—
tani-pdshdnadi-karmntantara-parinaUyam Fadmajain lokadol hi-

|

ttarisalvirliwn'f dal end int idarole padiyachchdgi mddittan emh ant
|

ire chalvam tSldi drifi-mapdanav enipa lasat-KdiavSvdsamam nir-
]

bbiyira-bhakti-hhrdjitam madisidan eseye dandadhipam Keiirdjam
| |

anantarav aiiprUiyim dandandtha-mani-manclanavi tat-pnravaramam
j |

nti-mridula-tulikd-prdn-
j

nata-rnanclia-lasad-viidla-paryydlddi-
[

sthita-sadandpalcarana-san-
|.

tati-saliitam vipra-tatige kotfan amogham
j |

antu made
| J

idu hrita-kalpa-janma-nilayam ditav int idu viiva-vedada-
|

hhyudaya-nivdsav int idu pavitra-charifra-gundkaram samant-
}

idu ghana-punya-sampada-niketanav embinav oppi torutir-
{

pptidu sale YirakSiavapuram dharani-navaratna-nupuram
| |

1 Seo note 2 on p. 166 above.

2 See note 3 on p. 166 above.

3 The referenoe here is obscure.

4 A reference to stone inscriptions and to the scripts employed therein ?

5 An avdbhritha is a ceremouiou.s bath taken after a sacrifice is over ; it marks the end of the

period of dikslid,

* Yama-niyama-svddhyd /a-dhydna-dhdranrt-maund'nushthdna-japa-samddhi-siln-sampannar

a.updsandgnihdtra-dvija-guru-devata-pujd-tatpararum shat-tarhka-mimdmsuneka-idstra-viidrada-

rum yajana-ydjan&dhyayanddhydfana-ddna,— pratigraha shatkarnmia-iiirataruv agnishtCnnadi-

sapfa-soma-samsihd-aamavastitaruv aneka-purdna-sviriti- maf/jari-bhdshya-kdvya- ndtaka- ndna-

chamatkdra-bhangi-bhdshd-vidagdha-kavi- gamaka-vddi-vdgmi-vidvaj-jana-hridayakrishta-mantra-

kshararum pratipanna-Hldkshararu mdrttdndofjvala-kirtti-yufaruv aneka-yaji'tdvabhfUMvagdhana

pavitrikfita-sahala-mangaldspada-iarirarinn appa srimat-sarva-namasyada Brahmapnri-Keiava-

ptiradalU.

3
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of the agraharas described above will show how close the resemblance is

between the two types of institutions.

Mathas and Temples

It now remains for me to describe the nature of maihas and temples.

The word in these days is used of two different kinds of institu lions

;

it means, firstly, an elementary school, especially, a village elementary school.

Secondly, it means the pontifical seat of some person— not always a

Brahmin—who is the gum or spiritual teacher of some sect of people, whose

number may be large or small.

In early times, however, the word matha'^ meant nothing else but a hostel

or hall of students
;
by an extension of the meaning of the word, it later

came to be used of a residential college of students, and it is in this sense

that we find the word used in the medieval inscriptions.

In medieval times, therefore, a matha was a college where students lived

and received instruction
;
and as, in those times, instruction and religion were

inseparable, all the mathas were attached to some temple or had some

temples attached to them. That is to say, in some medieval the college

of students and their instruction took a prominent place and the worship of

the gods took a secondary place
;
while in some other mathas the temple and

the worship of the gods :were given a prominent place, and the students and

their instruction were relegated to the background. The modern mathas or

pontifical seats of gurus are the lineal descendants of the former of the above

two classes of mathas. In these modern mathas, too, the head of the matha

is in charge of some images,® and there are students taught
;
but both these are

now relegated to the background as the chief business of the head of a matha

is now felt to be the proper guidance in matters religious and spiritual of the

disciples of that matha. And from the latter class of mathas are, in the same

way, descended those temples in which some instruction is, or is supposed to

be, given to students. ^ It also seems as if the name matha has been used in

some inscriptions to express temples only, not having anything to do with stu-

dents or teaching : but it is difficult to make a definite pronouncement on this

point as sufficient details are not at hand.

1 Compare Amarakdia: ^mathai chhdtrddi-nilayah ’ but some of the mathas were mere

rest-houses, where food might or might not have been given, for travellers, or for vairagins (menfli-

cants and ascetics).

2 See, on this matter, p. 262 in Ep. Ind., vol. vi and note 1 in that page. Mr. H. Krishna

Sastri points out that it is still the custom in many mathas for the retiring pontiff to hand over

charge of the images to his successor
;
and that where this is not done, disputes are sure to

arise.

8 As, for instance, the big temples at Nanjangud and Ohamarajanagar. Among the priests of

these temples, are some whose duty consists of teaching the Rigveda, etc., to .students,
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Bxciiiding fchose temples which come tinder matJias of either of the above

two classes and where therefore the instruction of students was given a more
or less prominent position, there existed in medieval times many temples in

which arrangements were made for the instruction of pupils
; but, these are

not styled mathas by the inscriptions—^probably, because there existed no hall

or hostel where the pupils lodged. The pupils, therefore, that received instruc-

tion in th^ temple, must have been mostly the children of the inhabitants of the

village
;
and the instruction, too, mostly elementary in character. As, however,

certain temples seem to have offered instruction of a higher type also, I have

included them among the institutions where ‘ higher ’ education could be had.

In no temple, however, could ‘ higher ’ instruction have been obtained in such

fulness or in so many sub] ects as was possible in an agrahara, matha or

hrahmapun. Compared with these institutions, even the best of such temples

would have stood in somewhat the same position in which a small university

with one or two faculties stands when compared with large universities con-

taining the full number of faculties.

I shall now give some instances of temples which were seats of educa-

tion ;

—

Ep. Garn, Vol. xi, Dg. B9, dated December 25, 1167, records the grant

of a village to 104 Brahmins on a fixed rent of 300 gadydms to be paid by them,

by the maMmamlalesvara ViJaya«Pandya»deva. These 300 gadydnas should,

the epigraph proceeds to say, be spent in the service of the god Harihara; that

is to say, in buying rice, green gram, oil, ghee, fruits and vegetables, saffron,

camphor and such other things as would be wanted for the temple, and in

paying the salaries or wages of the temple servants. Among these servants

figure six pandits who were teachers of the Big~veda, Yajurveda, Vedanta,

Vydkarmia, Mlyndmsd and the alphabet {aJcshara-sikshd)

;

and the amount of

their pay is also specified.

The elementary nature of the education provided in Harihara’s temple

is evident. The first part of the grant records what virtually amounts
to the foundation of an agrahara although the word agrahara is not used

here
;
the donees are, as usual, represented as ‘ masters of the Vedas, Veddhgas,

and of all sciences, and of good character.’ ^

Similarly, the inscription Sk. 185 in Ejj. Cam., Vol. vii, dated in

December 24, a.d. 1151 (?) records a grant of land by Kesava-dandanayaka
to the temple of Pranavesvara at Talgund, here called Sthanugudha-pura.

The object of the grant was that the income derived from the lands so

granted should be applied to defray the expenses connected with the worship

1 Bhagavatah iri-Hai'iliara-devasya attgabhdga-tr’aiktiUTta-nivedydgrdsana-Brdhmana-bhoja'

ndksharasikshd-vydlcarana-'mimdnisd-Yeddntavyd'khydna- Big-Yajnr - veda-dvayddhyaimnarthmi
iva v0da->vdddnga~pdragebhyah saddchdra-parShliyali sakala-idstribliyah chaturuUara-aatibhyo

Brdh.manibhyah.
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of the god and to pay [for the services of the temple servants'. Among
these figure six pandits—teachers of the Big-veda, Yajur-veda-padapdtha, Sd~
maveda, Kalpa, G-rammar (iabdasdsim) including Bupdvatdra and Nydsa, and
of Prdbhdkara and Vedanta. To these six were granted lands on the income
from which they might live and discharge their duties in the temple. The
inscription then mentions two more teachers who taught the alphabet and
Kannada respectively, and whose services were paid in money. Part of the

income was to be devoted to feed and clothe forty-eight students eight

students in each of the six subjects mentioned above. ^

It will be seen from the above account that the instruction offered in the
Pranavesvara temple was of a more advanced character than that in the
temple of Harihara. It is not easy to understand why such an elaborate
provision should have been made for education of a higher standard when the
town of Taigund was the seat of an agralidra of Brahmins, Similar instances
are recorded in Ep. Garn. Vol. V. Gm. 152 and Vol. iii, Tn. 27; where also

provision is made for the education of students in agrahdras
; but in these

instances, the education provided for is evidently of an elementary type. We
have, therefore, to conclude that the Brahmins of the agrahdras gave instruction
of an advanced type only.

Por another example of a temple where education could be had, see Ep.
Carn.Yl, Kd 51; see also the names of donors in ibid., Vol. V, Bl. 101.

As regards mathas, I shall give below a description of the KUiya^iatha
which will show what sort of an educational institution it was. For other
instances, see Ep. Garn. VI, 8g. 11, IB, etc. These show that the mathas in
question provided instruction of an advanced type in all the fourteen or
eighteen sciences mentioned above.

We see then that in the medieval period the institutions where ‘ higher
’

instruction in the branches of learning could have been had were of three kinds—
agrahdras, malhas and temples, and brahmapuris. Of these three kinds the

were few in number because large cities (wherein the brahma-
purls had to be situated) were few ; the mathas were somewhat more numer-
ous while the agtahdias were the most numerous of these three kinds and
existed in scores all over the country.

^

The subjects taught in these institutions were the same as were taught in
ancient India, namely, the Vedas, Veddhgas and Updhgas, and the Ealds or
arts, the same fourteen or eighteen sciences (Vidyds) in short. Owing, however,

nava-karmaUam ndlhu
viaa-kha't^dikav erad% bhaia-vfitti-Ka^’nadaksharasikshe RiqvSda kh nMa

1
yajur-vmdaJlipada-khandika

j
kalpadahhandika

1
SamavSdada Tchandika

] sabdaadst'a-
nipavatdra-nydsa-khawUka

|
Prablidkara-veddfita-khandika ....

'
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to the development of literature, there was a change of the textbooks that

were studied. This difference will become apparent below where I shall ’ give

a description of the K 'diyamatha. Perhaps there was a change in the time of

beginning the school or college course, in the curricula of studies and in the

duration and occasion of holidays
;
the inscriptions, however, are silent on these

points, and it is futile to speculate on them. The same obscurity prevails as

regards ihe character of discipline enforced, the authoiity enforcing the disci-

pline and the length of the college course. But in all these matters, we will

not be far wrong if we assume that the old rules continued to be in force with
such changes only in details as were necessitated by altered circumstances.

Such then is the description of a medieval Indian University—a descrip-
'

tion which applies equally to all kinds of institutions, agraheims, mathas and
brahmajpuns. If, therefore, I have chosen Belgame as the subject of this paper,

it is because the inscriptions give us so many details about the city itself and
^its handsome buildings, about the several 'mathas, the heads thereof and the

subjects taught therein and about the patronage bestowed on them by gover-

nors, kings and emperors, and because we also get glimpses of the nature

of the times.

To begin then with the city of Belgame. As stated above Belgame was the

capital of the Banavase ‘ twelve thousand ’ province. It must have been a

large city§ for it contained three ptiras,'^ seven bmJmapuris, five original

mathas ® and scores of fine temples, the chief among which were the temples of

Dakshina-Kedaresvara, Tripurantakesvara, Paucha-liagesvara, Bherundes'-

vara, Nakhares'vara, Agnisvara, Sarvesvara, Kusumesvara, KesavaandNarasi-

xpha. There were besides several Jain and Buddhist bastis and vihdras.

The city must have existed from ancient times
;
for the tradition in the

eleventh century was that it was founded by Bali, king of the Danavas and,

called Balipura after him.^' The city is therefore styled anadi rdjadhdni ^

(capital from time immemorial) pattanagala tavarmane*—the mother of cities

anddi-paltana *—the city without beginning, mahdpattana or viahd-rdja-

dhdni, ®—the large city or capital, etc., in the inscriptions several of which give

a description of the city and of the learning and wealth of its inhabitants.

§ Sk. 118 tells us that there were forty houses {oJtkalu) of garland-makers {malagdra), 1,000

houses of idmbaligas (preparers of betel-leaf ?) and fifty houses of telligas (makers of oil) in Belgame.

1 The meaning of this term is somewhat obscure; at first sight it looks as if by this term

should be understood the settlements of merchants, who are called ‘ nahhara ’ or ‘ nagara ’ which is

a synonym of pura. But I am not quite sure that that is the meaning.

9 SJp. Cam. Vol. vii, Sk. 119.

*But the oldest inscription in Belgame—Sk. 164, dated about a.d. 685 calls it Vallirggmie.

3 Ibid., Sk. 92, 105.

4 Ibid,, Sk. 100.

5 md., Sk. 106.

6 Ibid., Sk. 94, 99, 108, 181, etc.
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The inscription No. 100 in Ep. Ca/rn., Vol. vii, for instance, describes Belgame
as follows :

—

* Among the myriads of countries the famous Kuntala country is the best

;

in which, if well considered, Balligave, the treasury of good people, the mother
of cities, is the best, its fame being spread throughout the whole world bounded

by the ocean. Being the sole abode of the learned (otherwise, the gods), it is

like Amaravati; being filled with happiness (otherwise, serpents) it isalike the,

splendid Bhogavatl-pura
;
being inhabited by wealth-givers (otherwise by

Kub'em), it is like Alakavatl ;—^thus celebrated throughout the sea-engirdled

earth, what city can compare with Balligave ’ ?
‘ To describe the qualities of its citizens Hospitable to strangers, of one

speech, the birth-place of prudence, the dwelling place of dharma, a theatre

for the performance of excellent poets, a simple mine of honour, performers of

the pure worship of Hari, Hara, Pahkajasana, Jina and other gods—who in

the sea-encircled earth are equal to the great citizens of Balligave ? As by the

bestowal of perishable articles, they can obtain neither this world nor the next,

they from time to time stock their shops with the imperishable, the merchants of

that famous town. Like Surapati in being the resort of the learned (otherwise,

gods) like Indra’s great elephant, resplendent with g-reat liberality (otherwise,

with rut) ;
like the moon, in being the seat of many rays (otherwise, of many

arts) ;
like the serpent king in maintaining the earth (otherwise, patience) ;

—

who in this world are equal to the great citizens of Balligave ?

‘ And there the temples of Hari, Hara, Kamalasana, Vitaraga and
Buddha, like five necklaces of the Earth, stand resplendent in that city.’

‘ And there are three purcos, like three eyes of Samagra Lakshmi or like

three pearl necklaces round the throat of that fair one.’ ’•

1 Translation of Mr. Rice, with alterations
; the original reads as follows :

Janapada-kotiyol negarda KuntaHa-dSiame sSrav alii tdm
|

Banavase-nddu sdrdv adafol paribhavise Balligave saj-
|

Jna-nidhi pattanangala tavarmmane sdram enippa Mrttitad-
|

vanamdhi merey ago sale parvvidud urvvi samasta-dMtriya
II

adu vihudhaihavdsam AmardvaUy ant atibhogi-sivyavant
[

adu pesarvettu rahjisma Bhogavati-puradante bhdvisalk
|

adu Dhanada-prasdvyav Alakdpurad-ant-one Balligdvog d-
|

mdo podi-pattanam negarda varddlu-parlta-samasta-dhotriyol-W

alliya nagara-janaiigala gup>afkgalam pSlvade\\

para-hitar ehavdkyar arivinge tavar-mmane dUarmmad dgarani
i

sa-rasa-Jfaviivaravalige-liSligfihain Jtani periumeg ortnmeyuvt
j

BHariSara-PanJcajdsana-JifiiddirVinirminala-dhaTmmar ended dr
(

ddoreyaro Balligdvoya mahd-nagarangalol i-dharitriyol\\

Jtiduv-odameyan ondane ho-
j

tt ode madagad iham-para^gal emb eraduman an-

1

gadiyo} kidad odameyan adi-

1

gadig drjjipar alii negarda nagara-janangal\
Surapatiyante sarvva-vibudhdsrayar Indra-gajSndradante bhd-

{
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And in Sb. 277 in Ep. Gam, Vol. viii, we read that the city of Balipnra

or Belgame was most beautiful with merchants wealthy as Kubera, with three

'guras the favoured abodes of Tripurari (^iva), five mathas, which practising the

rites of their own respective creeds, were free from deceit, three medical dis-

pensariest for the promotion of dharma, three ^ hrahmapurls in which the houses

were as if joined together, and with numerous varied handsome mansions !

®

See also Garn., Vol. viii, Sb. 277 where the'beauty of the women of Balgame is

belauded ; ihid., Vol. vii, Sk. 106 which praises the parks and tanks of the city

and Sk. 100, 114, 123, 137 and 169 which describe some temples and images

in that city.

The city seems to have had two parts or sections Hiriya-Balligdve (men-

tioned in Ep. Garn., Vol. viii, Sb. 276) and Kira-BalHgdve (mentioned in iUd.,

VoL vii, Sk. 96; 123).

I have already mentioned above that there were a large number of temples

in this city. Of most of them, even the traces have been lost ; but a few are

still standing and give us an indication of how beautiful they—and the other

temples—must have once been. Of these, the Keddresvara temple is a

trihutdchala ox ing\e temple of the so-called Chalukyan style; and the Tri-

purdntahesvara is another fine structure with ‘ exquisitely carved door ways

and perforated screens.’ The Panchaliiigesvara temple is another fine temple

with a well-carved doorway. In fact, the carving in these temples is such that

Mr. Bice says that in this respect the Belgame temples are second to none in

the State. ^ For a description of the architecture and sculpture, see Mr. Nara-

suratara-dana-sani^ad-adhiJconnatar induvinante sat-Jeala-
[

dharar Ahirdjanante niJchila-kshameg aspadar ended igdl ar
|

ddoreyaro Bajligdveya maha-nagarangalol-i-dharUriyol
\

|

mattam alii

Sari-Eara-Kamaldnana-Vi-
|

taraga-BauddMlayangalind intu vasun-
;

dhareg eseva pancha-saradant
|

ire panclia-mapiaUgal esevuv d-paiiai^adolll

mattam alii

mUrum purdngal alUya
)

mUrwn kai^gal samagra-Laltahmige min a-
j

nireya Jeoraloj, nelasida
|

murum muttina sarailgal embant irkku\\

f There is a lacuna in the text at this place, and I am unable to understand how Mr. Eice
arrived at the meaning ‘ medical dispensaries ’ as given by him in the translation.

1 This is obviously a mistake for seven hrahmapuris,

8 d-Banavdae-diiakhe tilakam ippant ippa mahapaUana vinirjjita-Purandara-puram BalU-
puram adara-vildsam ent endode

\ \

dhanaddpalma]r enipa nagarangalim Tripurdrige Hld-nivdsam enipa niHrum pura^galim

svardaraandnusd^i-sadctclidrdoliaranadim niiidiliyam enipa pancha-mathangalini dharmma-

pravardhanakk endu mUruvi . . . galum mane-kattidandir oppuva mUrum brahmapurigalim

vividJia-ndnd-ramya-harmyangalim ati-saundaryyam enipa Balipuradolu. Compare also Ep,

Cam. Vol. vii, Sh. 108.

3 Mysore Gazetteer, Vol. ii, p. 448 ;
Imperial Gazetteer of India, Mysore and Ooorg, p. SSI."
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simliachar’s Beport (for 1910-11) referred to above, and p. 46 of the Introduc-

tion to Ep. Garn., Vol. vii, which also contains more than ten plates illustrating

the above.

The Kedaresvara temple has additional interest attached to it in that it

was the proto-type of the temple of the same name (now unfortunately in

ruins) at Halebid
;
for Abhinava-Ketala-devi the queen of Ballala 11, who was

associated with him was connected with the neighbouring city of Bandalike ^

and must have been familiar with the Kedaresvara temple at Belgame.

It has already been seen above that at Belgame there were five original

mathas, dedicated to ^iva, Vishnu, Brahma, Jina and Buddha respectively, and

some which were founded later, among which the Kodiya-matha was the most

important. As this matha and some other mathas belonged to the Kalamukhas

who had made Belgame one of their centres, and who by means of their

learning and educational activities contributed much to the importance of

Belgame, it is necessary to give here a brief account of them and their

activities.

The Kalamukhas.

The KdldmuTihas were a sect of Saiva devotees and are in the Mysore
inscriptions described as having come from Kashmir. ® They are mentioned in

Eamanujacharya’s Sri Bhdshya on II. 2, 36 where it is said that ‘ laguda-

dhdrana ’ or carrying a staff was one of their characteristic practices. They
were followers ® of the system of Saiva philosophy, which goes by the name
of Nakulisa-darsana or Lakull^a-dar^ana, Lakulagama or Pasupata-dar^ana. *

An extract from the Tarharaliasyadipikd, a commentary on the Shaddarsa/na-

samuchchaya of G-unaratna-suri (date about a.d. 1363) given by Mr. D. E.
Bhandarkar in his paper entitled ‘ Lukulila ’ in the Annual Beport for 1906-7,

of the Archmlogical Survey of India informs us that the ^aivas were divided

into four sects—Kalamukhas, Pasupatas, ^aivas and Mahavratadharas,® that

in each sect were people that were married (sastriJca) and people that were
unmarried (nistrika), i.e. celibates or naishlhika-lrahmaclidrins, and that the
celibates were esteemed to be better than the married people. ®

1 E^. Cam. Vol. vii, Introduction, p, 4C,

2 See Ep. Cam. Vol. vii, Sir. 114 ; 19 ; 20.

3 See, for instance, ibid., 96, 107, 123 ; V. Ak. 62. But the heads of the K5tI4vara temple at
KuppatQr are described as followers of Siv^gama, seeJBp. Carn.,YQl. viii, 8k. 275, 276. It seems,
therefore, that some Kalamukhas followed the Lakulagama and .some the ^ivagama.

< The Lakula or Pasupata is described in oh. 349 SSntiparva, Malidbharata •, in the
YSyu-, Linga-, and Kurma Pwanas, in the Suta-samhita of the SJeanda-Purdna, and in the Sarva-
dariana-sangraha. It is also noticed in the commentaries of Sankara, Eilmanuia, etc., on II. 2, 30
37 of the Brahma-Siitras.

’ *

s Eoc, cit., p. 190, s md.



The earliest mention in Mysore of the Kalamnkhas is in the Nandi plates

of the BashtraJcuta Ooviiida III. This epigraph contains a date corresponding to

December 18, a.d. 807 ;
on which day a grant of a village was made by the

above-mentioned king to Isvaradasa, the head of the temple at Nandi. This

Hvaradasa is styled a Kalamukha and the disciple of Kalasakti in the Ghik-

Ballapur plates dated a.d. 810 which record a grant of land to the former on

behalf o:& the temple. ^

The above is the earliest date for the Kalamnkhas in Mysore ; from this

time they seem to have spread rapidly and to have gained inflnence. In the

eleventh and twelfth centuries especially, they were in a flourishing condition

and held the headships of many maihas and temples in Mysore. We find

them, for example, well established in Belgame where they held the headships

of the temples (or matjias) of Keddresvara, * Nakharesvara,^ Kusumesvara. *

Sarvesvaj'a,^ Tripurdntakesvam,^ Panchalinges^ara'^ a,nd Nandikesvara.^ Kup-

pabiir which was referred to above in connexion with its agrahdra was another

influential centre of the Kalamukhas, perhaps more influential, so far as the

Kalamukha order itself was concerned than Belgame. The KhfUvara

temple there was presided over by the Kaiamukhas ; and we learn from B^p.

Cam., Vol. viii, Sb. 276, that to this temple were attached seventy-seven other

temples and that the head of the Koti^vara temple therefore directed the affairs

of these other temples also. The inscription names seven of the seventy-seven

temples
;
these were the temples of Svayambhu at Kallamuluguncla, of Eama-

natha at Kuppatur, of Jaitapura at Devangeri, of Eamanatha at Kiruvade, of

Siddhanatha at Kabbinasirivuru of Grrameavara at Abbaluru and the Mula-

sthana temple at Hangal
;
and we also learn from the inscriptions that in the

eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth centuries the Koti^vara temple was presided

over by very able pontiffs who were the recipients of the patronage of

emperors, princes and governors * to quite the same extent as their confreres at

Belgame»_/'The inscriptions mention the names of four of these pontiffs

—

Bdjagicru Sarvesvarasakti (in 8aka 993, Sddhdmna—a.d. 1070) another

Sarvesvarasakti, (in 8aka 1172, Saumya—a.d. 1249) his son the Bajaguru

Rudrasakti and the latter’s younger brother, Sarvesvarasakti the younger,

1 See the Eeport of the Aroheeologioal Department for X913-14.

2 Ep. Cam., Vol, vii Sk, 92, 98, 99, 100, 101, etc.

3 Ibid., Sk. 94.

4 Ibid., Sk. 112.

5 Ibid., Sk. 114, 292 and 20.

e Ibid., Sk. 123.

V Ibid., Sk. 118, 119, 292 and 126.

8 Ibid., Sk. 126.

9 e.g. of the Ohalukyan Emperor Somesvara II Bhavanalkamalla, the Senna Slnghatia) the

Mahamanddliivara Isvaradeva, the MahdmandaU4vara Dronapala and the mahS-pradhana Aiaha *

devadandanayaka.

4
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tlie last of these being more highly belauded^ than the famous Bdjagum
Vamasakti of BelgSrae.

In the same way the Kallesvara temple and the SambhuUnga temple at

Chadurugola and Asagoda in Jagalur Taluk were presided over by the Kaia-

mukhas ® who also had a college there for instructing students.

The names borne by the Kalamuklia ascetics are very characteristic and

peculiar
;
they mostly end in sakti as Siva-sahti, BudrasaMi isv^rasaJcti,

jsdnasaJcti, Tribhuvanasakii, Demndrasakti, etc. ;
some end in siva as Kumd-

rasiva, Jndna-Hva, Bharmasiva and Padmasiva, some in rdsi as Samardsi'

Ndgardsi, VamardH, and others again in dbhdrana as Vidydbharana,

Surydbharana. But while the names ending in, siva, rasi and dhliarana,

are sometimes borne by ^aivas not belonging^ to the Kaiamukha sect, the

names ending in sakti do not seem to be borne by any but Ka]amukhas.

They, therefore furnish a ready means of finding out whether a particular

temple was presided over by the Kalamukhas or not in those cases where the

word Kaiamukha itself is not used. And judging by such names, we find that

the Kalamukhas were in charge of many temples and were established in

many places ^ in what are now the Hassan, Kadur and Chitaldrug districts and

were occasionally to be found in what are now the Mysore, Bangalore and

Tumkur districts
;
their establishments in the Kolar and Shimoga districts have

already been touched upon above. They were also established at Abbalur,

Hangal, Gadag, the ^ri-parvata or ^rii^aila in Kurnool* and generally all over

the Kannada-speaking country. It is not known if they had settlements in the

Telugu or Tamil countries.

The Kalamukhas were divided into divisions and sub-divisions called

pa/rshe or parse, dvali and santati. Of these we find mention made of the

Sakti-parshe ® and the Sdleya-parshe

;

^ but the latter does not seem to have
been a division of the Kalamukhas. In the Sakti-parshe we hear of the

1 See E^. Cam., Vol viii, pp. 93, 94.

3

Ep. Cam., Vol. xi, Sb. 8, 10.

3 See Mx. D. E. Bhandarkar’s paper on ‘ Lakullsa ’ loc. cit., p. 188, and -’anoblier paper by him
entitled ‘ An Eklingji Stone Inscription ’ in the Journal of tha Bombay Branch of the Eoyal Asiatic

Society, No. Ixi, p. 153, foot note 1. Most of the references about the Kalamukhas and Lakullsa
given by me above have been taken from these two papers.

4 Ep. Cam. Vol. V, Hn. 63, 69, 71, 72, 76, 82, 114, 116, 188 ;
Ak. 8, 13, 17, 105, 110, 118, 119, 124,

144, 150 ;
On. 204, 210, 212, 246, 248 ; lUd., Vol. vi, Kd. 16, 29, 30, 32, 34, 72, 77, 79, 80, 143, 154 ;

IHd., Vol. xi, Dg. 3, 4, 23, 77, 84, 85, 86, 184, 139 ; Od. 23, 33, 34, 78 ; Ibid., Vol. xii, Ok. 36 ;
vol. iv,

Ng. 20 ; Vol. iii, Sr. 84.

5 See Ep. Cam., Vol. viii, Sb. 276 ; lUd. Vol. xii. Ok. 35 ; Ep. Ind. Vol. vi, line 45 of the Gadag
nscription published in p. 89 S.

® Ep Gam., Vol. vii, Sk. 94, 99, 104 etc. This Sathi-parshe seems to me to have some ccmnex..
on with the fact noted above that many of the names of the Kalamukhas ends in iahti,

7 lUd., Sk. 87, 106,
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Parvaidvali ^ and MuvafaTconeya-santati in Ep. Garn.y Vol. vii, Sk. 94, 99, 104,

etc., and in Sk. 108 the Muvarahdneya-santafi seems to be called by the name
of Devavratamuni-santati also. The epigraphs Sk. 153 and Sk. 316 speak of

the A .. . Jca-santati and the . . .
gdveyasantati of the Parmtvali, while

the epigraphs Sk. 19, 20 and 292 and 114 speak of some Kalamnkha teachers

of the Itjegeya-santati (this seems to be also called the Kdsrmradevara-smiiati)

of the Shujangdvali of the Sakti-parshe

;

the teacher Lakulisvara (about

whom see below) seems to have belonged to this sub-division of the Kajamu-

khas. Besides these, the epigraph No. Gk. 35 in Ep. Garn., Vol. xii refers to a

line of teachers of the Agastyesvam-matlia in SrUcbila and Ihid., Vol. vii, Sk.

277 to a line of teachers of the Nonmnhes'oara-maiha of Amsikere.

There seem to have existed in Mysore both kinds of Kalamukhas—married

as well as celibate referred to by the author of the Tarkarahasya-dipikd, (see

above). Not only do we hear of sons and daughters ® of Kalamukha priests,^

but we also have reference to naishihi^cb-ici>pomdrga-7iirata (devoted to celibacy)

and naishthika ^-'brah7naGhdri~7natha in many inscriptions.

The epigraph Sk. 99 in Ep. Garn., Vol. vii describes the Kalamukhas

as sishya-chdtaka-vaf'shdkdla-onukhar, i.e. ‘ the beginning of the rainy season

{m satisfying the thirst) to the chdtaka birds the disciples ’ and thereby

seems to imply that the Kalamukhas or at least those of the Muvarakoneya-

santati were great educationists. This seems certainly to have been the

fact
;
for, most of the colleges we know of in Belgame belonged, as we shall

see below, to the Ka]amukhas
;
and among the priests of this sect appear

many who have the prefix rdjaguru ‘ teacher to the king ’ to their names.

Such, for instance, are the rdjaguru Sarvesvarasakti * (c. a.d. 1071), the

rdjaguru Rudrasakti ® (c. A.D. 1250) both of Kuppatur, the rdjaguru Vaixia-

sakti ^ (c. A.D. 1160) of Belgame, the rdjaguru Rudrasakti ® (c. a.d. 1255)

of Bvarasamudra, the rdjagw'u Kriyasakti ® (c. a.d. 1206) of Asandi and

the rdjaguru Kriyasakti (c. A.D. 1368) who was the teacher or preceptor

of Bukka of Vijayanagar, and of Harihara and Devaraya. Of these the

latter Kriyasakti and the latter Rudrasakti though not called Kalamukhas

in the inscriptions can be recognized as such by their names.

I Has this Parvatavali any connexion with Siiparvata in Kurnool, where there existed a

mutha of the Kal^ukhas ?

i See, e.g. JEIp. Garn. Vol. vi, Kd. 16, 29, 143 ;
Ibid. Vol. v, Ak. 104 ; Bl. 117, 119. In Kd. 29 are

given the names of the wives also of the priests.

3 That is to say, judging by their names Vamasakti, etc. Some of the epigraphs do not them-

selves called them Kalamukhas.

* See Cam. Vol. x, Jb. 10 ; Vol. v, Ak. 41 ; Vol. xii, Ok. 85 ;
Vol. xii, Sk. 277, etc.

5 Ejo. Cam., Vol. viii, Sb. 276. ® Ibid., Sb. 275.

7 Ibid., Vol. vii, Sk. 96, 101, 105, etc. ® Ibid., Vol. v, Ak. 108, 8.

9 Ibid., Vol. vi, Kd. 154 ; Vol. vii. Gi. 64. Ibid., Vol. vii, Sk. 281,

II Ibid , Vol. V, On. 256. 12 lud., Vol. xi, Dg. 28.



'The latter of the Kriyasaktis named above is the latest Kalamukha
name that is met with in the Mysore inscriptions. His name first meets

us in Sk. 281, dated J 290 (— a.d. 1368) which records the foundation

of^an agrahdra named Vidyesvarapara by Madhavamantrin ^ one of the

disciples of the above-mentioned Kriyasakti. This record is interesting

in more than one respect
;

in the first place it acquaints us with the fact

that the donees were all Kashmir Brahmins ® (Kctsmirdn brdhmm^ttamdn)
and thus corroborates what was said above as to the Kalamukhas having

originally come from Kashmir, and as to the bearers of names ending in sakti

being Kalamukhas. In the second place it mentions among the donees a

number of Kaiha-sdkhddhydyinah or followers of the Kathasdkhd of the Black
Yajm-veda and thus testifies to the Kathasdkhd ^ having been prevalent

in the fourteenth century a.d. in that part of the country. *

The latest inscription where the name of this Kriyasakti (or of another

guru of the same name) is cited is Ep. Cam. Vol. xi, Dg. 23, dated August 11,

A.D. 1410. After this time, we meet the Kalamukhas no more in Mysore.
We do not know for what purpose the Kalamukhas came so far south

from Kashmir; their object perhaps was a missionary one to get converts

to ^aivism, but one cannot for paucity of data be certain of it. In the

same way, we do not know why and at what time the Kalamukhas
disappeared from Mysore

; here too the possibility is that their institutions

were wellnigh all destroyed by the Muhammadans
;
but on this matter again

ho information is available.

The Educational Institutions op Belgame

Turning now to the educational institutions of Belgame, we have already
seen above that the city had seven original hrdhmapuns, five original mathas
dedicated respectively to ^iva, Vishnu, Brahma, Jina and Buddha, and scores

6f temples. We have also seen above that the dandandyaka Kesava founded
another brahmapuri named Kesavapm’a = in 8aka 1080 or a.d. 1168.

1 Different from the Madhava-mantriu who was the brother of Sayana, the 'Commentator on
the Vedas. The Madhava-mantrin who founded the agrahSTa is also an author, as it is he who
has commented on the Suta-samhitd of the Shanda-Purana. Regarding these two Madhava-
mantrins, see Mr. Narasimhachar’s paper on ‘ Sayana and his brothers ’ in the Indian Antiquary
for Jan.-Feb. 1916.

9 That is to say of Kashmir descent. The names of the donees are not Kashmiree names and
so one has to conclude that they were descendants of Kashmiree Brahmins—i.a. Kalamukhas that
originally came and settled in Mysore— and particularly in what is now the Shimoga district.

3 In view of the fact that there were as .many as twenty-one Katha^Shhlya Brahmins settled
there in a.d. 1368, it is not unlikely that a diligent search in the nighbourhood will bring to light
some MSS. of that SavihitS and of other allied works. Prof. Schroder’s edition of the Sarnliitd is,

as is well known, imperfect owing to scanty MS. material.
* The epigraph in addition to the Kaihas, mentions the Chardya'^iya-charaf^a and dmnaya,
5 To be distinguished from the \brahmaptira KSsavapuri mentioned in Sk. 132, dated

January 23, A.n. 1072. This latter e^ idently must have been one of the original seven brahmajyurit
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Of the five origmal matlias referred to above, we do not know definitely

which particular temples, out of so many that existed in Belgame were
included among them. The epigraph Sk. 118, dated April 10, a.d. 1054,
mentions a Chaturnmhha temple which in all likelihood seems to have been
that one of the five mathas which was dedicated to Brahma. Of the other
four matlias, there are no data available that will enable us to hazard even
a guess |bs to the identity of those dedicated to Vishnu, Jina and Buddha ;

and as regards the matha dedicated to Siva, it seems probable that by
this term must be understood one of the four following temples—that of

Chandresvara mentioned in Sk. 118, dated April 10, a.d. 1064; that of the
Panchamatha leiexxed to as ‘ Panchamatha ’ or the old mathci
named Pauchamatha in the epigraphs Sk. 106, dated January 23, a.d. 1099,
Sk. 119, dated July 26, a.d. 1181, and Sk. 123, dated in a.d. 1168; that of

the Jagadekamallesvara or Blieiunjesi^ara similarly referred to as an ‘old

matha' {Jmiyamatha) in the epigraphs Sk. 106 (January 23, a.d. 1099?),
Sk. 118, (April J 0, a.d. 1054) and Sk. 123 (a.d. 1158); and that of Nandi-
Icesvara which is spoken of as the ‘ m-ula-sthmia

'

or as the original, first or

oldest temple in one of the oldest of the Belgame inscriptions, Sk. 125, dated

December 22, a.d. 1017. In all probability this was the ^aiva temple which
was included in the five original matlias.

It is thus clear that the temples or mathas which are most frequently

mentioned in the Belgame inscriptions of the eleventh and twelfth centuries,

namely, the Ked&res'vara temple, the Panchalinga temple, the Tripurantaka
temple, the Nakhare^vara, Sarvesvara, Kusumesvara temples, etc., are none
of them included in the five original mathas. They must therefore all of

them have been later in time than these mathas
; and some of the published

inscriptions do, in fact, give us an account of the foundation ^ of some of these

temples.

Of these later temples, some as for instance the Kedaresvara ® and the
Haiiharsditya ^ temples are called mathas and others are not, although, as

will be seen below, in some of these latter provision was made for the instruc-

tion of students. Of the original mathas dedicated to ^iva, Vishnu and
Brahma, and of the other ^aiva temples, mentioned above that were known
as matlias, namely, the Bherundesvara temple, the Pauchamatha temple and
the Nandikesvara temple, we do not know how many had provision for

instructing students, and how many were called matlias merely by reason of

affording shelter and food to ascetics. I shall therefore in what follows give

an account firstly of the mathas and secondly of temples that are not in the

inscriptions styled WU//2US which afforded instruction to pupils; and then I

shall give an account of the other mathas and other temples, some of which

1 See, c.g. fck. 112, 114, 118, 123, 129, 131, etc. s Sk. 100, 102, 104, 108, etc.

3 Sk. 129.
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must h.aiV6 provided for tlie educaition of bTOihfyi/CifOh^Tins thougli this fact is not

intimated to us by the inscriptions that have been found so far.

Of the educational mathas at Belgame, the Kbdiya-matha or the Kedares-

vara-matha was by far the most important and the most influential in the

twelfth century. I shall, therefore, take this up first for consideration and

come to the earlier mathas afterwards.

The KoDiYA-MATHi

The Kodiya-matha or Kedaresvara temple was situated in the southern

quarter of the city of Belgame near the Tavaregere^ or tank of lotuses. The

temple as we saw above was a triple one (trikutdchala) and must have been in

those times very beautiful. We learn, for instance, from Sk. 96 that the Kala-

churi Emperor Satikama with some of his chief officers came on an excursion to

Belgame and was so much impressed by seeing ‘ the three-pinnacled temple

of the god Dakshina-Kedaresvara, the arbour mantapa, the jewels, worship,

the many golden halasas, the gifts of knowledge and gifts of food and the many

religious acts
’
® that he thought that he could do nothing better than show

his appreciation of what he had seen by making the gift of a village to the

temple. The epigraphs, Sk. 100 and Sk. 92 relate similar incidents
;
and the

donor in the latter case was so impressed that he thought that the Dakshina-

Kedara was, in point of religious greatness and sanctity, ‘ double of Varanasi®

hxmdred-fold of Kedara, ^ and a thousand-fold of ^ri-parvata. ®

Eegarding the activities of this matha, we are told by the epigraph, Sk. 102

that the Dakshina-Kedarasthana was ‘ a heddra (i.e. field) where grow crops in

the shape of the hairs of the human body standing erect from joy at the

worship of the ^iva-liiiga ; the place appointed for the performance of the

rites of the ^aiva hrahmaoharm ascetics, the place for the study of the four

Vedas, namely, the Bip- Yajur- Sdma and Atharva- Vedas with their ahgas
;

the place where are expounded the gramniatical works of Kumara, Panini and

^akatayana, the Sabdanusasana ® and other such works
;

the place where

the six systems of philosophy {darsana), namely, the Nydya, Vaiseshiha^

Miimmsd, SdnJehya, etc., as well as the philosophies of the Buddhists

and others are lectured upon ; the places where the yoga-sdstras of Lakula,

1 Sk. 98, 99, etc.

• 8rtmad-daJtsliincirKedir6svarctrdevara tri-kuta-prdsadamumam latd-maV'tapamum ratna-

pUjdmkasvarna-halaaangalumam mdyd-dS/ndnnaddnddyaneTtaari-hdryyamam nodi ycJMrtham
dakslnna-Mdaravilli ndv encLnum dharmma-kdryyamavz mddalvelkmendn.

i.e. Benares, in N. India.

< Kodara or Kedarnath, a place of pilgrimage on the sontliern slopes of the Himalayas. The
KSdaresvara temple at Belgame was so named by the Kalamukhas who originally came from
Kashmir because it reminded them of the Kedara which they were familiar with in Kashmir.

» Srlparvata or Srisaila is a holy place of the Saivas in the Kurnool district. The popular
belief is that a mere look at the hill is enough to lead one to mukU (salvation).

• I am, however, doubtful as to whether a specific book named Sabddnusdsana is here referred-
to.
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Patanjali and others are expounded ; the seat of the eighteen Purmas, of the

books on DJiarma-sa^tras, of all the kavyas, ndfakas, ndtikas and the various

other sciences
;
the place where food is freely, distributed to the poor, the desti-

tute, the lame, the blind, the deaf, story-tellers, singers, drummers, flute-players,

dancers, eulogists, the naked, the wounded, kshapmakas (Jain sannydsins),

ekadandins, tridandins, liamsas and paramahamsas (four orders of Brahmin

sannydsins) and other beggars from all countries
;
the place for the treatment

of the diseases of destitute sick persons
;
and a place of security for all living

things.’ ^

And, further on, the same epigraph says :

—

‘ Its matha is like the ancient Kamatha (or tortoise),' a support of all the

world
;

like Narasirpha distinguished for the slaying of Hiranyakasipu (other-

wise, for gifts of money and food)
;

like Kurukshetra, the abode of Sarasvati

;

like the Khachara-loka, surrounded by Vidyadhara chiefs (otherwise, great

men of learning)
;
like the great Mandara mountain, the essence of all space-

quarters; like Vasudeva, rejoicing in the sound of Akr lira’s words (otherwise,

gentle words) ;
like the abode of Bhavafil, filled with the holy rites of brahma-

cMrins/ *

It will be seen from the above passages that the activities of the Kedaresvara-

or Kodiya-matha were five-fold. The matha (1) afforded opportunities for the

worship of the ^ivalihga
; (2) had some quarters attached to it in which ^aiva

ascetics could live and pursue their religious observances, (3) had a hospital in

which all diseased persons were treated, (4) distributed food freely to all who
asked for it, and (6) gave instruction in many branches of learning to students,

it is with this last form of activity alone that we are here concerned.

The subjects taught in the matha have been enumerated above, and as

can be seen, are in substance the same as the fourteen or eighteen vidyds or

sciences named above with the kalds added. As was pointed out above, there

is a change in the textbooks studied owing to the development of literature

which had occurred meanwhile. In grammar, for example, the books of

1 DaJtsliina-ESddra-sthana'mum Siva-linga-puja-pul,aJca-saS'yasarasa-Mdira-sthdnanmm naish

^Mka - hrahmacharyya - Sivamuni-jandnushthdna -nishihita - sthdnainmn sdnga-Rig- Yajus- Sdmd-

tharva-chatur-vveda-svddhyaya-sthdnamum Kawmdra-Pdnimya-SdJiaidgana-idbdantiidsanddi-byd-

Jtarana-'bydkhyana-stMndmwnNydya-Vai^eshiJca-Mimdmsd-SanJchya-Bauddliddi-shad-dariana-hyd

khyamarstlidnamum Lakula-siddhdnta-Pdtanjalddi-ydga'ddsira-bydkhydna-sthdnatuum ashiddaia-

pufd^a dharmma-^astra-sakala- kdhya-iidtaka- ndtikddi - vividha - vidyd - sthanamum dindndthad-

pangvandha-badhira - kathaka-gdyaka - vddaJca - vdmiika - narttaka -vaitdlika-nagna-bhagna - kaha~

panakaikadandi-tfidandi—ha‘>ns&-paramahamsddi ~ ndnd-deia-bhikshuka-jandnivdryydnna ddna-

sthdnamum ndndndtha-rogi-jana-roga-bhaishajyasthdnamum sakala-bhutdbhaya - praddna-sthana'

mum dgi-Kodiya-mathav irppudu,

2 Ad alladeyuv d-matiiam purdna-kamathan-ante sakala-lokddhdramum Purushasimhan-ante

BiranyakaSipuddna-samidbhitamum KurukshStrad-ante Sarosvati-vilasitamum Khachara-lokad-

ante vidyddharddhlivara-parivfitamum mandara-makd-mahidharad-ante sarvva-dik-sdra-b huta-

mum VdsudSvdn - ante AkrUrokti - iravav^a - ramantyamum Bhavdni-bhavanad - anU brahmachdri-

aaddchdra-aamblidmtamum dgipyudu.



Kumara, ^akatayana and Panini are mentioned and an ei cetera added. As
regards philosophy {darsana) also, five systems, Nyaya and others—have been

mentioned and an et cetera added ; the same is the case with the yoga-sdstra of

which two systems are mentioned. And then follow the eighteen purdnas,

the smritis, Jcdvyas, ndfakas -the whole of the literature produced in the

meantime, in short.

The inscriptions do not give us any details as to the number of pupils that

received instruction in the college, the number of professors or teachers, the

names of works composed by the members of the matha, etc. The only other

information regarding the matha which can, in fact, be had is the account of

some acts of patronage towards the matha, and an account of the heads of

the matha.

As regards the history of the matha, no inscription has as yet been found
which gives an account of the foundation of the matha. As has been men-
tioned above, this matha belonged to the Kalamukhas of the MuvarahTmeya-
santati of the Parvatdvali of the Sahti-parshe. The earliest inscription that
mentions the matha indirectly is Sk. 94, dated March 19, a.d. 1094, which
speaks of Somesvara^pandita-deva chief disciple of Srikantha, who was himself
the senior disciple of Kedarasakti of the Muraraht'neya-santati, as being the
head of the Nakharesvara temple at the time. Now these three priests are
said in Sk. 98, 99, 100, etc., to have been the heads of the Kodiya-mafha. We
can, therefore, infer that in March a.d. 1093, Somegvara was the head of the
Kodiya-matha also and that he was the third person to hold that place. We
will not, therefore, be far wrong if we assume"that the KJdiya-matha must have
been in existence about a.d. 1073 ; and as this matha is not mentioned in
Sk. 118, dated April 10, a.d. 1 054, which mentions the other mathas exist-
ing at the time, it is obvious that the KTidiya-matha came into existence some
time later. Striking the average between 1054 and 1093, we may provi-
sionally accept A.D. J073, as the date when this matha came into existence.

Regarding the heads of the matha, ^ I shall first give in a table their
names in chronological order with the earliest and latest dates known for
them, and shall then make a few remarks about them.

1 Dr. Fleet has, in Up, Ind., vol. v, pp. 218-26, collected all the information that was available
at the time (a.d. 1899) about the heads of the Kodiya-matha and about the matha itself. My
account diSers from bis in respect of slight details only such as presenting a better translation of
the original, and giving the exact European equivalents of the dates given in the inscriptions

,
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Names in chronological

order
Earliest dates met vdth Latest date

Kedarasakti 1 Spoken of in the past tense by
Srikantha I

J
the inscriptions.

Some^fara March 19, 1094 December 24, 1112.

Vidyabharana A.D. 1128
Vamasakti i Do.
Gautama December 26, 1137 November 9, 1147.

Vamasakti II January 23, 1156 December 25, 1192.

Srikantha II f
Spoken of in the past tense

\ by the inscription.

Vamasakti III September 8, 1211

The first; two heads of the Keddresvara-matJia are spoken of in the past

tense by the inscriptions
;

it is not therefore possible to fix a definite date for

them. Of these, the inscriptions do not apply any distinguishing epithets to

Kedarasakti, who must have been therefore comparatively speaking inferior in

attainments to some of his successors. The second pontiff, Srikantha I, was,

it is said by Sk. 94, almost omniscient and as it were, Lakuli^a himself in

person. ^

The third head of the matha, was Somesvara whom we first meet with in

Sk. 94, which tells us that he was ‘ well endowed with yama, niyamay svd-

clliydya, pmndydma, pratydhdra, dhydna, dhdrana, maundnuslifjidna,

and smnddhi, and learned in siddhdnta, tarJca (Logic), vydkarana (G-rammar),

Jcdvya (Poems), ndtaka (dramas), Bharata, and other sciences connected with

sdhitya (belles lettres).’^ For another series of laudatory epithets addressed

to him, see Sk. 99 ;
the epigraph Sk. 98 too relates of him that he was profici-

ent in the doctrines of the Jains, Lokayatas, and Buddhists, in Sdnkhya,

Yoga, Mimamsd, Nydya, Vaiseshika, Grammar (Vydkarana) and Lakula-

siddhanta. ^ During his pontificate, the matha was favoured with gifts by

the guild of merchants and traders at Belgame on March 19, a.d. 1093
;
by

the dandandyaka Oovindarasa on December 24, a.d. 1102, and again on

December 24, a.d. 1112.

1 ivi'niOitSnTidniiTict P Oinditni' vvciiSudJi0yoZ inn'e-nidto LuJculiiciv ttS/in Bns Sdvvcijnct-

kalpar esedar alumbam.
® Patna-niy ctina-svadhydy Cl jcipci-scivicidhi-^tlciscivipcinnciT siddhdnta-tai'kJeci-vyd-

karana-Jcdvya-ndtalca-Bharatddy-ani'ka-sdhitya-vidyd-pravinarum.

® Akala'hkdinbra-maMja-Chaitra-samayavi Lokdyaidmbhodhi-ii-
|

ta-karam Sdnkhya-dhard-dUd-radani Mi&msmgand-kanibuknn
j

tha-kanan-maukUka-bhUshanam Sugata-nire-jSta-Cha'iiyddmiu-Td
\

rkkikorSomSivara-sUri pempu-vadedavi NaiyydyikdgrisuTain
||

6
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SomesTara was succeeded in the headship by Vidyabharana^ or Vadi-

vidyabhrana as he is also called in Sk. 103. He thought that the care and

labour involved in looking after the affairs of the matha, was incompatible

with the studious life which he wanted to lead and therefore deputed his

senior disciple Vamasakti I to manage the affairs of the maijm. In his

pontificate, the matha received a village and other favours in a.d. 1128 at the

hands of the Chalukya emperor Somesvara III Bhulokamalla.
^

The disciple Vamasakti I of Vidyabharana, referred to above, must have

died or gone away elsewhere not long after the date of the grant
;

for the

same Sk. 100 which informed us that Vidyabharaaa had deputed his senior

disciple Vamasakti to look after the affairs of the matha tells us a few lines

later on that Vidyabharana deputed his senior disciple Qautama to look after

the matha. ^ For the pontificate of Gautama, we have two dates'—Decem-
ber 26, a.d. 1137, on which day the matha-pati Gautama made a grant of

some lands for the temple of Kusuvesvara (which, however, was administ-

ered by the heads of the Kodiya-matha), and November 9, a.d. 1147, on

which day the Mahamaiidalesvara Jagadevarasa made a grant of some
villages to the matha.

Gautama was succeeded by his senior disciple Vamasakti II, who was a

rdjagum and the most illustrious of the heads of this matha. Sk. 92

describes him as being ‘ a very Panini in grammar, a very Bhiishanacharya in

Kelabar Tarka-viiaradar helabar c^tSla^a-sambodhahar
|

Jcelabar miataka-kovidar Ttelabar oZ-gabbangalam ballavar
j

Jeelabar vyaharanT^ajna/r' int inikmiam bdp^intu vUvamhhard
|

taladol ballavar ck- enalhe negaldam Vidyabdhi-Somisvaram
j|

svasUyama-niyam.a-svddhyaya-dhyina-dMrana-maunmuslitJmia-jcipa-samddhi-dila-sampannaiii
j

vihudha-jana-prasannam
j

nydya-^dstra-visirita-saroja-vana-diva,Jiaram
| VaisSsMJca-vdrddhi-var-

dhana-iarat-sudMkaram
|
SdnJehydgama-^ravina-mdniJeydbharanam

|
giirucharana-sarasiruha-

shaicharanam
|
^abda-idstra-sahaJcdra-vcmarVasantam

i yraJfiodayddbuddha-LdJeula-siddhan-

tam
j
mrupamopanydsa-devanadi-pravaham .... irlmat-SdmSivara-pa^dita-devar

||

1 He is said by Sk, 100 to have bsen a ‘ tbuaderbolt in shattariug the doctrines of the Bud-
dhists, a lion in tearing to pieces the teachings of the Mtmamsa and a sun in closing the night-lotus

of the Syadvada or Jain teaching.'

BauddMty-uddhata-ganilaiailor-dalana-praramblia-dainbholitd
|

Mimdmsd-mata-Jiumbhi-Jcumbha-dalana-prodyan-mrigddhisata.
|

Syddvdd6tpala'Shap>da-chan(laJcaratd yasjfdsti sa bhrdjate
|

8ri-Vidydbharana>s sad-dbharanavan NaiyydyiMndm vitmih
j|

3 This passage has been wrongly understood by Dr. Fleet (loc. cif., p. 224:) who interprets it

to mean that Vidyabharapa ‘ censured ’ or camo to regret the happiness of having devoted himself
to the various delights of learning, because it had proved ‘ destructive of stability ’ and on that
account appointed Gautama to the office of mathapati. If Vidyabharana censured, as Dr, Fleet
would make out, his past studious life as having proved destructive of stability, he would have
himself assumed the duties of mathapati and not relapsed again into that studious life which he
‘ censured.’ Dr. Fleet has emended the original text needlessly by introducing an anusvdra after
‘ aaultkhya ’ from Sir Water FJliot’s Carmtaca-deia Inscriptions and this needless emendation has
led to the above error. As a matter of fact, the lines 73, 74 express the same idea as line 64. See
the text as printed in Ep. Cam. vol. Vii., p. 129i

; 1893.
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philosophy, a very Bharata in the Natya—and other Bharata

—

sastras, a very
Subandhu in poetical composition, a very Lakulisvara in siddhania (i.e. in the

Saicasiddhdnta) and a very Skanda in 8iva-pada. \ ® The same laudatory
shica is given in Sb. 96 also with the word Magha substituted in the place of

Subandhu. And the inscription Sk. 105 contains a long string of laudatory

epithets covering more than one quarto page. According to this epigraph the

rdjagumt Vamasakti was ‘ always surrounded by a troop of brahmaodrin
disciples who were firmly rooted in the eight-fold yoga ’

; he was ‘ a walking
kalpa tree causing pleasure ’ (by fulfilling their desires) to poets, declaimers,

orators, conversationalists and other kinds of learned men
;
purified by having

arrived at the final meaning of the Vedanta, Siddhdnta (i.e. Saiva-siddhmita)

,

dgama, the six systems of logic, all systems of grammars, the holy books on
law (dharma-sdstra) and all the other sciences

;
the support of hosts of poets

;

engaged in offering gifts of food, gold, virgins (in marriage) cows, lands,

medicines, protection and other things; the Udaya mountain
for the rising of the sun of Logic ; a veritable mine for the refulgent jewels

named hdmjas ; clever in explaining the origin of words ; foremost in devising

new metres, the one object in which centre all the thoughts and aspirations

of his pupils
;
and a mine of light for illuminating the truth’

; and
continues the inscription, ‘ One man first makes or discovers a science

;

another gives shape to it by clothing the thoughts in appropriate words
; while

another develops the science {this is the rule ; hut,) marvellous to relate, the

gimi Vamasakti himself does all the above things, and even occupies himself

in teaching the science to those who are ignorant of it.’
®

1 Seems to signify some book or branch of learning.

Sabde Pmini-panditd naya-ohaije Srlhhualmndchdryyakah

ndtyddau bharaid munii cJia Bharatah kdvye Subandhu,!}, svayam («, 1. kdvyeslma

Mdghah svayam)
[

siddhdnte LuTculisvaras Siva-pade SJcandd inalii-mandale {v. 1. Skandas svabhdvair

gui}aih)
|

so yam rd]agurur yyathdrtha-kathitai Sri-VdmaiaJctir yyatiJi
||

Yama-niyama . . . japa-scmddhi-itla-sampannarum ashtdnga-yoga - nishihd-pratishtMta-

naishlhika-chlidtra-santati-sanchhannarum . . • kavi-gamalii-vddi-vdgmi-pramultha-mvidha-mdvaj-

jandncmda-kdrap,a-jangama-kalpa-bliajarum veddnta-siddhdnidgama-shattarkka-sakala-vydkarapa

nirminala-dharmmaidstrddyadeslia'idstrdrtha-nirnnaya - nirnniktarum . . . sakala - sw - kavi-ni

kurumbddhdrarum anna-ddna-suvarnnaddna-gdddna-bliuddndb!iaya-bhaishayyddy - andka - ddna

prasangarum . . . H-

tarkkdrhkodaya-bhadharam pravilasat-kdvydkhya-ratndkaram

iahdotpatti-vivechane cha chaturam chhandak-krid-agresaram
\

tad-vidydrthi-manorathaika-nikaram tatva-prabddhdkaram

^nmat-sad-budha-Vdmaiakti-yaminam iamsanti sarve hudMh\\

ekai idstram vidhatte samuchita-pada-vinydsa-vibhrdjitdrUhavi

tasydnyo vdkyabhdyam ghatayati kurute clidrttlia-savipaUim anyah
j

etach chitrani vidhatte ghatayati kurute bodhayaty aprabuddhdn.

ekai iri-7dmaiakti~vrati-yaUr. apard Vydsavad bydpipartti
||
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For this Vamalakti, we have several dates given by the inscriptions, most

of which record grants of land and other gifts made to the mqtha. Sk. 104 is

the earliest of these epigraphs, being dated January 23, a.d. 1166, and

records a gift by the danjandyaha Mayideva, the superintendent (hegga ie) of

the va-lda-rdvula and hejjunka in the Banavase ‘ twelve thousand ’ province

which at that time formed part of the dominions of the Malidmandalesvara

Kalachnri Bijjana the nominal feudatory of the Ohalukya Tailapa Tr^ilokya-

malla. The next date is contained in Sk. 108 which seems to .be dated

November 16, a.d. 1164; it records a gift of a village to the maiha by

Mahadeya dandanayaka, Governor of the Banavase ‘ twelve thousand ’ pro-

vince under the Malidmandalesvara^ Kalachnri Bijjana. The next date is

given by Sk. 102, ^ dated January 17, a.d. 1162, on which day a village was

given to themafha by the Mahdmandalesvara hhujahala-chahravarttin Bijjana-

deva. The next date is contained in Sk. 92 which seems to be dated 24

March a.d. 1164, this epigraph records a grant of two villages to the matha
by Byalikeya-Kesavadandanayaka, Governor of the Banavase province under

the Kalachnri emperor Raya-Murari Sovi-deva, son of the above-named

Bijjana. Sk. 96 dated April 22, a.d. 1176, gives us the next date for Vamasaktij
this epigraph records the gift of a village by the Kalachnri emperor Sankama
to the matha. The last date is given by Sk. 106, dated December 26, a.d,

1192, which records the gift of a village to the matha by the Hoysala Ballala H.

As revealed by the inscriptions alone, the pontificate of the rdjaguru

Vamasakti lasted for not less than forty-six years. In this period, he brought

his matha to the zenith of its renown, as is testified to by the patronage of the

emperor Bijjana, Sankama and of Ballala II. The reason for such patronage

was, it is said by the inscriptions, the extraordinary scholarship and sanctity

(tapahiprahhdva) of Vamasakti, compared with whom his successors must
have been nonentities. And, accordingly, after the death of this Vamasakti ®

we hear of the Kodiya-maiha but once only in Sk. 95, dated September 8,

A.D. 1211, which records a gift to the matha by Hemmayya-nayaka, the

suhkddhiMri or superintendent of suhha (tolls and customs). The chief

priest at that time was another Vamasakti, the disciple and successor of another
Sfikantha. This is the latest record that mentions the Kodiyamatha and its

pontiffs.

I It is to be noted that no mention is made of the Gialukyas or their oveiiordship in this
inscription

;
contrast in this respect Sk. 108 and Sk. 92 with this.

. ® The inscription Sk. 101, which seems to be dated November 23, A..D. 1181, mentions the
t'aia^UTU Vdmadahti and his disciple Jnwnascthti. As we do not meet with this latter personage
anywhere else, we have perhaps to suppose that he died before Vamas'akti.
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The Panoha-linga Temple

The Pan,oha-lingcb temple or matha was another institution in Belgame
which provided for the instruction of students. ^ This, too, belonged to the

Kalamukhas, not however of the Muvarak^n&ya-santati of the Parvatavali but

of the Ittegeya-santati of the Bhujaiigavali of the SaktiparsJie. The heads

of this matha appear prominently in the inscriptions of the eleventh century

only, white those of the Kiullyamatha are prominent in the twelfth century.

We can, therefore, conclude that this matha took a leading place in the eleventh

century and was thrown into the background in the twelfth century by the

Eddiyamatha. I subjoin here a table of the pontiffs of this matha :

—

Names of Pontiffs in chronolo-

gical order
Earliest date met with Latest date met with

Lakulisa
Kasmira-pandita-deva or Sar-

December 26, 1037

vesvara I April 10, 1064
Trilochana January 15, 1060 ... August 27, 1067.

Varesvara December 24, 1078 ... December 25, 1093.

^rikantha January 23, 1099
Sarvei^vara II A.D. 1168
Budraiiakti June 26, 1181

The temple of Pahchalinga is said in Sk. 126 to have been founded by the

Pandavas, and thus to be of very ancient origin. This belief, however, could

not have had any foundation, for the temple in question was not included in

the original five mathas. We may, therefore, provisionally take it that the

temple came into being about a.d. 1000.

The first pontiff we know of of this temple is Lakulisa, who is said by

Sk. 126 to have been ‘ a master of Logic (Tarka) and all the other sciences, a

lion in tearing his opponents to pieces, the uprooter of the doctrines of the

Bauddhas, Mimaipsakas, Lokayatas, Sahkhyas, Digambaras and Advaitins, ®

the vanquisher of Akalahka, Vadigharatta, Madhava-bhatta, Jnanananda,

Visvanala, Abhayachandra, Vadlbhasimha, Vadiraja, and Nayavadin;-* the

sole support of the Naiyayikas; a river Gahga (Ganges) in flood in the unin-

1 See, for instaaca, Sk. 12G, which describes the temple as KdldviuJcha-brahmacMri-stMna

a place or collage of the Kalamukha brahmacMrins

;

one of the objects of the grant recorded in this

epigraph was to provide food and clothes for the students (vidydrthi-tafasvigal-dhSra-ddnahleam).

* For details about the doctrines of those various sects, sec the Sarva-darsana-sangraha.

« These seem to have been famous scholars of that time
; but no accounts have come down

tb U6 of their achievements.



m
terrupted flow of iiis speech ; and fond of explaining things.’ ^ He must evi-

dently have been, therefore, a very learned scholar ; and it was no doubt the

fame of this scholar that led the Ghalukya emperor Jayasimha to make a gift

of some lands to the temple on December 26, a .d . 1037, for, among other

objects, providing for the food and clothing of the students that received in-

struction in the matlicb.

It was at first supposed by Dr. Fleet (Zoc. cit. 'p. 228) and Mr. Rice (Bp,

Cam. Vol, vii, Introduction, p. 19, foot-note) following him, that this Lakuli^a

was the founder of the Lakulagama or the doctrine known as the Lakula-sid-

dhanta. But, Mr. D. E. Bhandarkar has in his paper entitled ‘An Eklihgji stone

inscription ’ (loc. cit) conclusively proved that such a supposition is untenable

and Dr. Fleet subsequently endorsed this opinion in the Journal of the Boyal

Asiatic Society, 1907, p. 419 £f. Mr. Eice had even before this and independ-

ently given up his first opinion; see Bp. Gcorn. Vol. vii, introduction, p. 6.

The next pontiff that we meet with is Sarvesvara who, according to

Sk. 118, dated April 10, a . d . 1054, was the or head of the Pafichalinga

temple at the time. He seems to have been also known as Kasmira-papdita-

deva ; for the next pontiff of the Pauchalinga-matha, namely, Trilochana is

represented by Sk. 19, dated August 27, 1067, to have been the disciple of a

Ka^mlra-pandita-deva
;

the name of Trilochana is also met with in Sk. 114

and Sk. 292 as the gioru of Vares'vara.

Trilochana was succeeded by Varesvara for whom we have two dates—

December 24, a .d . 1078, given in Sk. 292, and December 25, a .d . 1093, con-

tained in Sk. 114. This latter epigraph records the making over of the

Sarvesvara temple newly built by the Mahdsdmantadhipati Sarvadevarasa

to the Panchalinga temple for administration.

The names of the next three pontiffs Srikantha Sarvesvara, and Rudra-

sakti are given us by Sk, 106 (January 23, 1099), Sk. 123 (a .d . 1168) and

Sk. 119 (July 30, 1181), which represent these pontiffs as being present on some
important occasions.

Sk. 127 and 128 seem to record some donations to this matha but there

are many lacunae in the text so that the names of the donors, the date, the

donee and the object of the donation, cannot be made out with certainty.

1 svasti samada - tarJckddi-dc[stra-pdrdvdra-pa.ragcm Vddi-Btidra Vddlhha-masta'ka-nahhdS'

p}idfa7ia-J(iioraJcesari vddi-7nahdranya-ddva-daha7iam dushid-vadi-nishthura-patisMha-idrddUlam

BauddJidbdhi-badavd-muJtham MimdmsaJca-dhdtridJwa-vaji’am Lolidyata-ma1idtaru-viddrana~

hraha chaw. Sdnlthydhmdi'a-rwidra-Yainateya^ii Advaitavddi-bliuja-huthdran Ahalmiha-Tripurch
dahana-Trinetram Vddigharatia-disdpatta Mddhavabhafia-gharattam Jndndnanda-mada-bhanjana
Yisvdnada-pralayogrdnalan AbJiayachandi'a-hdlanalain Vddiblia-shnha-iarabhwi Vddirdja-muJcha-

mudra Nayavddi-diidpatiam Naiydyika-samrakshav^aiha-dakshmi sva-paksha-poshanapara-pak-

sha-dushana~patutarci-Viriilcham Vdgvadhu-mandanan. Asthdna-Padmdmnmn viveM-Ndrdya'^ant
gamaka-Mahesvaran upanydad^^iardpagd-pravdham vydkhySnakeli-lampata-niandharasarasiruha-

bhringam avaddta-kirtti-dhvajait amalina-charitram dvishta-dcbrppislitha - pandita ~ gala-Kdla-

paia)n Vddi-Digambara-dhiimakituin Vddi-Budra-ndmdnkitar appa dj^imal-LakulisvaTa-pandi

targgt.
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Of the many temples in the city not known as maflms the inscriptions in*

form ns that instruction was provided to pupils in the Siddhesmm, Narasimha

and Nahharesvara temples. Sk. 153, dated December 24, 1038, informs us

that the Ghalukyan enaperor Jayasimha made a gift of lands to the SiddJiesvara

temple for, among other purposes, providing food and clothing of the students.

This temple too belonged to the Kalamukhas, but of the . . . gdveya-santati

of the Parvatdvali, and was at that time presided over by an ascetic named
Kriydsakti. 8k. 130 (January 23, 1072), 131 (December 25, 1103) and 132

(January 23, 1072) register gifts of a village and some lands to the

Kriyasakti temple which stood near the Pergatta tank in Balligave; the

last of these tells us that there were twelve lecturers {vydkhyatri) attached to

the temple for instructing pupils and that the temple was presided over by

Purnananda-bhattaraka
;
and the epigraph Sk. 94 tells us that on March

19, A.D. 1093, the guild of merchants at Balligave made a grant of certain

taxes for, among other purposes, providing food for the pupils.

Otheb Mathas and Temples

The mul/a-sthdna Nandihesvara temple is mentioned
,

but once in the

Belgame inscriptions, in Sk. 125 which records that the Mahdmandalesvara

Kundamarasa renovated this temple and on December 22, 1017, made some
grant to it. The presiding priest at the time was Sivasakti; apparently,

therefore this temple, too, belonged to the Kalamukhas.

The Bherund'esvara or JagadhhamalUsvara temple is mentioned in four

or five inscriptions as an ‘ old matha ’ (hiriya-niatha). The names of some of

the heads of this matha end in ^iva, so that this matha, too, belonged either to

the Kalamukhas or to the nearly allied sect of the Saivas. This temple was
granted a village on May 7, 1047, when the pontiff was Anantasiva by the

Mahdmandalesvara Chamunda»rayarasa. ^ Sk. 118 tells us that the pontiff in

April, 1064, was Madhukesvara-pandita and that he had a son named
Dharmasiva. In January, 1099, the pontiff was Qaula-pandita, ® and in 1158

another Madhukesvara. ®

The Pafichamatha temple or matha is mentioned in three epigraphs
;
one

of these, Sk. 106 calls this a mulasthdtia or original or first temple [in

Balligave], and tells us that its pontiff in 1099 was Honnayya-Jiya. In 1158

the pontiff was Dharmasiva, who is also mentioned as pontiff in Sk. 119, dated

July 26, 1181. The names of the pontiffs show that this temple, too,

belonged either to the Kalamukhas or to the Saivas.

The Tripurd,nta'ka temple or matha is mentioned in about six inscriptions

;

from Sk. 118, we learn that the pontiff of that matha in a.d. 1064 was

Jnanasakti ; from Sk. 106 that the pontiff in 1099 was Chaturanana and from

l Sk. 151, * Sk, 106, » Sk. 123,
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Sk. 123 and Sk. 119 that the pontiff was another Jnanasakti from a.d. 1158

until A.D. 1181. The temple belonged evidently to the Kajamukhas.

The BariharMitya 01 matha IB xeUtved. to ^noiie inscription, Sk

129, dated January 23, a.d. 1072; this epigraph relates that the Ohalukya

emperor Somesvara 11 BhuvanaikamaUa, being moved thereto by his officer, the

Mahdjpradhdna Udeyaditya-dandaiiayaka made a gift of a village to that

temple, which was presided over by Qunagalla Nagavarma. The« epigraph

also relates that the temple of Harihardditya, of Ydgesvara and of . , . saymia

were founded in Belgame by the above named Gunagalla Nagavarma.

The temple of Sarvesvarcb was built in a. d. 1093, as Sk. 114 informs us;

it was at one time presided over by Kamalasana-pandita (Sk. 111). This

temple too belonged to the Kalamukhas.

Sk. 112 relates to us that in 1137 a temple was built and a god named

Kusuvesvam set up in it; the temple was given to Gautama of the Kodiya-

matha for being administered.

Sk. 138 records a gift by Padnii-deva an officer of Balala II to the

Agnuvara temple on i4th November 1194. The succession of head priests

is given as Kumara-siva, Vama»siva and Vedasiva. The temple therefore

evidently belonged to either the Kalamukhas or the ^aivas.

Besides these, several other temples are mentioned by the inscriptions—the

GhandrUvara and Patf.ana-sthdna (a Kalamukha institution
;
presided over by

Jnanaliva) in Sk. 118, the Gma/rSivam in Sk. 118, the Ghaturmuhha (in Sk.

118, 126), the Mallilhdrjuna (in Sk. 135) the Bdmesmra i(in Sk. 138, Sk. 170)

while Sk. 107 mentions the Ka-lamukhas Valmiki and Rudrabharana as the

dchdryas of some temple whose name is gone. As already remarked above

some of these temples and mat has must have had provision for the instruction

of students, especially those that belonged to the Kalamukhas. But as those

temples and mathas find mention in the inscriptions only incidentally it is not

possible to give any more information about them.

The Tripurantaka and Pauchalinga mathas seem to have been in an

affluent position. The epigraphs Sk. i 1 9 and 123 mention among the notables

of the city who were present on the occasion of the gift the heggades or superin-

tendents of above two mathas named Vennamarasa and Sayimarasa

(Sayiyanna, Savi-deva,) and the latter’s pratihasia (deputy ?) Tippana. And
as it is with those two mathas only that such influential heggades are

associated, it seems that these two mathas were more affluent than the other

mathas of the city.

Buddhist and Jain Institutions

It is, I believe, scarcely necessary to point out that what has been written

so far in the previous pages concerns itself with Brahminical institutions

only and does not apply to Jain or Buddhist institutions. The places of study,
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the subjects of study, the length of the course etc., dealt with above thus refer

exclusively to Brahminical institutions. To these institutions students of the

first three castes only could have access as to the fourth caste it was not per-

mitted to study the Vedas or the auxiliary works that dealt with the Vedas

e.g. the two Mimamsds or the PrdtisdJchyas. But there was nothing to

prevent a ^udra from learning for example, Medicine, or any of the fine arts

like painting, sculpture, architecture and music. Unfortunately, however, we
have no record of the pupils that attended the above institutions and cannot

therefore decide definitely whether the Sudras were admitted to the benefits

of higher education or no. There seems to be no question as to elementary

education for which, as we saw above, provision was made in some of the

temples. There are many epigraphs in Mysore that contain the signatures

of ^Cidras and thus testify to their knowledge of writing. But whether this

knowledge was obtained in Brahminical institutions or in Jain ones we have

no means of finding out.

As we already saw above, among the five original mathas of Belgame,

were one dedicated to Jina and one to the Buddha. In their cases too we do

not know the identity of these institutions. We are also ignorant as to where
the Jains were instructed, what subjects were studied by them, etc. The
inscriptions tell us nothing on these points

;
they are likewise silent as to

what subjects were studied by the Buddhists, where these subjects were taught

etc. In view of the fact, however, that Belgame was a centre of learning and

that it contained a Jain and a Buddhist matha it is permissible for us to infer

that these institutions too trained students in their respective doctrines at least

if not in other subjects. As to what the books were that might thus have

been taught I have already said above that we have no information.

The Jain and Buddhist institutions differed markedly from the Brahmi-

nical ones in that there was no caste system recognized by them. If, therefore,

these institutions provided instruction on subjects of general culture like Logic,

G-rammar, Philosophy and Belles Lettres, they would have had in all

probability a great number of the total ^ildra students of Belgame.

We do not hear much of Jains or Buddhists at Belgame in the twelfth

century
;
but in the eleventh century, they seem to have been fairly active.

Sk. 136, dated in a.u. 1068, records the gift of some lands to the MallikdmMa
SdntindthaJindlaya bythe Chalukya emperor Somesvara II Bhuvanaikaraalla,

This epigraph mentions besides a grant to two hasadis—one called GoLajpayyana

basadi, and the other Nandanamnada basadi. Sk. 124 records the grant of a

village to the ChdluJcya-Ganga-Permmdnadi-Jindlaga on December 24, a.d.

1077, by the Chalukya emperor Vikramaditya VI Tribhuvanamalla.

As regards Buddhist institutions, Sk. 169, dated in a.d. 1067 records that

sdvdsi Nagiyakka (mentioned in Sk. 106, dated in a.d. 1099) had an image
of the goddess Td7’d Bhagavatl made

;
the record also mentions a Buddhist

teacher . .
. prabha Bauddha-Bhalara. Bk. 171, dated November 3, a.d.

6
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1065, records that the danMndyaka Rupabhattayya had a mhdra named
Jayantifra-Bauddlia-mhdra constructed and made some gifts to the temples of

Tdfd Bhagmati, Bauddha-dem and LoMsvara-deva the last named temple,

00
,
being apparently a Buddhist place of worship.

We see then that in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, Belgame was the

seat of many educational institutions

—

mathas, temples and hrahfnapims—where

instruction could be had in all subjects of human knowledge by students of

all creeds—Brahminical, Jain and Buddhist. It thus enjoyed a deservedly high

reputation as a centre of learning, and must no doubt, have been entrusted

with the education of
.
the sons of many high officers

—

MahdmantlaUsvaras

Mahdsdmaiitddhipcbtis, etc., and of princes of those times. This seems to be

borne out by the second part of Sk. 96, which relates that the Mahdmandales-

varas Tailaha=deva and Yeraharasa, coming to Balligave made a gift of a

village to the lUdiya-matlia saying ‘ this is our hereditary gurulmla (i.e. the

place where we have been educated from generation to generation)
;
we must

therefore, make some gifts here ’ all these facts—namely, the existence of

many educational institutions—Brahminical, Buddhist and Jain,—the high

standard of scholarship of the heads of these institutions, and the fact that the

scions of many noble families were sent there to be educated contributed to the

greatness of the reputation of Belgame, which was recognized, and at the

same time further enhanced, by the many marks of patronage bestowed by

many emperors and their officers on its institutions.

We have already met with, above, in the course of the history of the

various institutions, with the names of several of these patrons. Among
them were the Chalukyan emperors Jayasimha Jagadekamalla, Somesvara, II.

(Bhuvanaikamalla). Vikramaditya VI Tribhuvanamalla and Somesvara III.

bhulokamalla, the Kalachuri kings Bijjana, Rayamurari Sovi=deva and

Sankama and the Hoysala Ballaia II. The Mahamancjalesvaras Yeraharasa

(Sk. 96), Tailahadeva (Sk. 96), Tailapa (Sk. 100), Jagadevarasa (Sk. 103).

Somadeva (Sk. 117), Chavundaraya (Sk. 120), Kundamarasa (Sk. 125) and

Lakshmarasa (Sk. IHS), M^cchdsdmantddliipatis Jakkamarasa (Sk. Ill) and
Barmmadeva with many other lesser officers, such as superintendents of suhha
(customs and tolls) of Vadda-rdvula and panndya, Governors ^ of the

Banavase ‘ twelve thousand ’ province and other dandandyalms ® were the

patrons of one or more of the many institutions of Belgame. These Malid-

mandalesvaras, Mahdsdmantddhipatis, governors and other dandandyakas
were serving, some, the Chalukyan emperors, others the Kalachuris and others

again, the Hoysalas.

1 Among tiiese should be mentioned the following dandanayaJeas .-—Byalikeya Kesimayya,
Yareyanna, Mahadeva, Udayaditya, Kesimayya, Padmi-deva and Kesiraja.

3 Among these the dandanayaka Qovindarasa deserves special mention; so also do the
daydanayakas, Sarvaddva, Rupabhattayya, Mayideva, and Hemmayya-nayaka.
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The names of these patrons is in itself sufficient to indicate to us that the

Banavase ‘ twelve thousand ’ province was first under the rule of the Ohaluk-

yaSj then of the Kalachuris and then of the Hoysalas. Such a change of

masters could not but be accompanied with fights and battles, with skirmishes

and cattle-raids. And Belgame which was the capital of the Banavasee

province could not in such times hope to be left to itself unmolested to pursue

its edu«ational and religious life calmly and peacefully. The epigraphs

Sk. 156 to 163, and others give us some glimpses of the unsettled state of the

times. Thus, for instance, Sk. 149 informs us that when the cattle of Belgame
were harried in a.d. 1110, Revayya-nayaka fought with the enemy and died in

rescuing the cows. Similarly, when the cows were being harried in a.d. 1158,

Ketana, son of Dasimayya, fought with the enemy, rescued the cows and died

on September 23, 1 1 58 (Sk. 162). An undated inscription, Sk. 142, informs

us that when the dawianaijaha Ereyana fought with Singi-deva, Tippu-bova the

watchman of the Tripurantaka temple fought and died. Apparently, therefore,

we have to conclude that the Tripurantaka temple was attacked in the course

of the fight. Another undated inscription, Sk. 139, informs us that when
Vama^akti, the worshipper of Dakshina-Kedaresvara—i.e. apparently the rdja-

guru Vamasakti, the illustrious head of the Keddresvara-matha, was made a

prisoner by order of the danclanaydha Padmarasa, Babeya-nayaka fought on

behalf of the guru and died.

The inscriptions of the Kuppatiir agrahdra referred to above, however,

offer us many more interesting details than those at Belgame
;
and so I shall

give here some details elicited from these inscriptions. Sb. 253 informs us that

in A.D. 1141 a fight took place between the agrahdra of Kuppatiir and the

neighbouring village of Nerilige about a dispute regarding the boundaries of

these villages, and that in this fight several men lost their lives. Sb. 252

mentions a similar fight between the same two villages on August 20, a.d.

1143, Sb. 255 informs us that on March 9, 1159, a fight took place between the

armies of the Mahaiuandalesvara Boppadeva and of Bammarasa on the Kuppa-

tiir plain and that Kesiga, the retainer (besa-maga) of the Kuppatur agrahdra^

which seems to have somehow been mixed up in the fight, lost his life in the

fight. Sb. 266 informs us that on December 3, 1218, Bijjana-deva-nayaka on

account of the wrong (anjjdga) done by Jagadeva Sahaui made the Brahmins
of the Kuppatiir agrahdra prisoners, and that Dosama . . . one of the re-

tainers of the agrahdra rescued the Brahmins and died of the wounds that he

received. Sb. 251 which seems to be dated in a.d. 1177, relates to us that the

dandandyaha G-avuda-sami and his friends who went about attacking and seiz

ing were apprehended and kept as prisoners by the Brahmins of Kuppatur.

In revenge, Gavuda-sami on regaining his liberty invited and brought the

army of Hadedeva of Uchchangi to invest the place which it did. After

surrounding the agrahdra the invaders fought their way in, plundered the

village and carried off the women as prisoners ; on this Keteya-nS-yaka charged
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the enemy, killed many and rescued the women and cattle and died of his

• wounds. Sb. 250 informs us that the cattle of Kuppatur were harried in

A.D. 1236 by SoYi-dera of Gutti and rescued again by Mara and Kama, two
retainers of the agmhdra.

Sb. 268 tells us that a big tiger took shelter in a wood near Kuppatur and
that it was hnnted and killed after mach trouble by the son of Korana-Haripa.
On July 11, A.D. 1183, Podaleya —we are informed by Sk. 169—was^ killed by
a boar, and, we are informed by Sk. 150, that some disciples of the raja-

guru Vama^akti while journeying were set upon by highway robbers and that

in the skirmish which ensued some men were killed on both sides.

These accounts show to us sufficiently clearly how life and property were
generally insecure in those times. They also show that the agrahdras and
mafhas were by no means let alone, but on the contrary were often visited

with the displeasure of the temporal authorities.

The latest reference to educational institutions made by the Belgame
inscriptions is that of Sk. 95 to Kodiya-matha and its guru Vamasakti III.

This inscription is dated September 8, a.d. 1211. The inscriptions of a later

date contain no references whatever to the educational institutions
; they are

mere mrahals commemorative of the death of persons who had mostly been
killed in fights. But although unmentioned, these institutions could not have
all disappeared by a. d. 1 280, for example. In all probability, Belgame, too,

like so many other important cities, must have been plundered by the
Muhammadans towards the close of the thirteenth century. The aboriginal
tribes, too, living on the slopes of the Ghats might have accelerated its decline
by their attacks and raids until by the end of the thirteenth century a.d., all

its greatness was departed and it became reduced to a mere village.
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Section III

ALAGIA MANAVALA AS JlYAE

We now arrive at the most important period of Alagia Manavila’s life, as

depicted in the chronicle we have already noted. Eor immediately after the

completion of his Bhashyic studies, he proceeded to Srirahgam, and there, at the

instance of his followers, resolved to spend the rest of his life. A scholar both

in the Bhagavadvishaya and the Bhdshya, he now seems to have definitely

assumed the championship of the new cult and openly started on a campaign

against the orthodox party and their dchdryas. One great obstacle in the accom-

plishment of this aim he found in his householder’s life. He, therefore, took

advantage of the pollution caused by the death of a near relation of his and

the consequent inability on his part to go within the precincts of the temple,

to severe himself from a life which imposed such restrictions on divine

worship. He, in other words, became a sanydsin; and God Eahganatha him-

self, we are told, bestowed on the new jiyar his own name Alagia Manava|a‘

and asked him to take his abode in a ruined matha named Pallava ' Eaya’s

monastery. Here Manavala Mahamuni carried out certain repairs and spent

his days in the expounding of his teachings. He brought the 36,000, which

had so long been in oblivion, to light. He explained and elaborated the

Vachanahhushana and other treatises of the Teugalai school. He established

an image of Pil|ai Lokacharya in the matha, and celebrated the anniversary

of his birth as well as that of the other saints of his school, with great pomp

1 This matha is said to have belonged to Kandadai Andan, the contemporary of Bhashyakar a.

In bis time some provision had been made for its maintenance and for the worship of the deity

there. But, in course of time, owing to disunion in the KandSdai family, the monastery had be-

come ruined, the worship ceased, and the endowments annexed to the temple. This was now
repaired and made the seat of Tehgalaism. (See the YaMndrapravaif‘aprabhdva)>
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and piety. . In short, from the time when Eaiiganatha is said to have recog-

nized in Manavala Jiyar, the achdrya and given him a residence, we may date

the distinct organization of Tehgalaism as a community. No Tengalai treatises

speak of such a social and religious transformation ;
but the nature of the events

they give is sufficient to illustrate the tremendous revolution which followed

the elevation of Alagia Manavala. They prove clearly that, ‘whatever might

be the capacity of the new prophet, he was certainly not wanting in tact, in

statesmanship and in the power of organization. Ever watchful of bringing

under his influence people of the orthodox creed, his agents tried their best to

make the new mcotlico the centre of religious life at Srlrahgam. In their en-

deavour to break the citadel of orthodoxy and to increase the adherents of

Manavala Mahamuni, they adopted all means, fair and foul. They intrigued ^

and interfered with women in orthodox homes. They proclaimed and praised,

in season and out, the miraculous powers of their idol. Incessant activity

and prolonged panegyrics had their influence and before long, many came to

the matha to acknowledge Manavala as their achdrya.

The first of the adherents to the new cult and the new achdrya was one
' Tirumahjanam Appa.’ This man had heard so much of his followers’

activity that he made up his mind to adopt him as his guru. Proceeding to

the Kaveri every morning with Manavala Mahamuni, he daily bathed in such

a position that the waters in which the teacher plunged his frame had
necessarily to pass over him. The frequent contact of the water which had

touched 2 the sage, caused, it is said, a new religious knowledge in the mind of

the devotee, and he became, in consequence, the earliest and the most devoted

disciple of Manavala Mahamuni ! The next prominent convert was, it is

curious to narrate, a woman, none other than the daughter of Tirumanjanam
Appa. The story relating to her conversion is this. On one occasion, while

Manavala Mahamuni was going, early in the morning, to the river, he was
caught in an unexpected rain. He then took refuge in the verandah of a

house, when, we are informed, the woman of that house welcomed him
in such a most earnest and disinterested manner that she at once drew
the attention and the grace of the saint. Prostrating at the feet of the jiyar,

she had herself purified by the contact of her head with the holy waters of his

feet, and sweeping the verandah with the folds of her dress, she requested him
in great reverence to stay there. The jiyar, we are told, was so much struck

with the humility and sincerity of the fair host that he inquired who she was,

and found, to his intense joy and surprise, that she was the daughter of his

1 The Tengalai wrifciags themselves are the avitharities for these' statements,

sit will be noted that, throughout Mariavala Mahamuni’s career, it is the miracles, the
visions and the personal touch of holy things that are responsible for the growth of the cult.

No intellectual efforts were necessary, no other qualifications on which the traditional school in

sisted,
'

‘
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fayourite follower Tirumanjaiiara Appa, and that her husband was a man of

the great Kandadai family. The woman, in the meanwhile, had, thanks to

the contact of the holy water, a new spiritual awakening! The lady of a

highly orthodox and achdryic family, she, however, resolved to become a female

disciple of the saint. But her husband and her relations who belonged to the

high status of dchdryas, would look on this behaviour with contempt and in-

dignation^ and would surely divorce her. She resolved, therefore, to accomplish

her object in secret. Proceeding to her father’s house, she revealed her designs

and asked him to help her. The father, unaware of a better morality, and

determined to resort to. any means in the furtherance of his master’s following,

consented to the pious conspiracy. He took her, in secret, to the new jlyar

and made him fix the marks of Vishnu’s conch and shell on her arms. The
Yatmdrapravanaprablidoa says that the was at first reluctant to interfere

in a family which was so famous for its orthodoxy, but that the importunities

of Appa.and the stronger importunities of his daughter, reconciled him to

the bold and daring experiment. It was indeed an act which naturally abashed

the rising teacher himself. He was a foreigner, just come to Srirahgam,

and having as yet a score of followers. The Kandadai Aiyaiigars, on the

other hand, were illustrious as the descendants of one of the Simhd-

sanddMpatis appointed by Eamanuja. To meddle in such a family was

a daring and reckless act
;
and the conversion of a member of that family was

naturally an epoch in the Tengalai movement. True, the method adopted was

positively immoral, and the person who was instrumental in the revolution

was a woman who, in theory, had no independence of her own. All the same,

the experiment was not less daring because it was not open, and less effective

because it was through a woman ;
for the time soon came when that woman

was the cause of the conversion of the other members of the family, whom she

had feared and avoided so much at the time of her initiation as the disciple

of Manavala Mahamuni.

It happened in this manner. Soon after the secret conversion of the

daughter of Appa a ceremony took place in her house. After its performance,

the fair disciple of Varavara Muni laid herself down, saying, ‘ I take refuge

under the /iyar’5 feet! I take refuge under Pillai’s feet! Blessings on the

liokacharya !
’ Her relations, the orthodox members of an orthodox family,

were surprised to overhear this. They were wondering what she meant, when
an event happened, which enlightened them on the whole subject. A Brah-

min, ^ihgar Aiya by name, came there and told the chief of the Kandadais

that he was waiting to be received as a disciple by the pyar who had newly

established himself at Srirahgam. They asked him why he preferred a new
preceptor while there were -already dchdryas in plenty at ^rlrafigam. He
replied that he had of late used regularly to supply vegetables to the great

men of ^rlraiigam
;
that on that day, he, in accordance with the advice of a
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follower of the new jlydr, gave the vegetables to the latter
;
that the priests of

the temple were particularly glad to hear this and honoured him
;
and that God

Kahganatha himself appeared to him in a dream, and saying that the jiyar

was an avatar of His Adi ^esha, asked him to enter into his order of disciples.

An account, so wonderful and so convincing, could not but be effective ! The
Kandadai Aiyangars realized that Manavala Mahamuni must be really a great

man ! They soon had a more direct proof of this fact. The story goes that

the head of the family, known as Kandadai Annan, had a dream to the effect

that he was whipped on the ground of unrighteousness by a Vaishuava and
taken by him to the presence of another Vaishnava, who was a sanydsin

;

that

the latter also beat him with his tridanda, but soon relented, and told him
that he was the great Bhashyakara himself

;
that the other Yaishnava was

Mudaliandan, his own ancestor; that he was whipped, because of his not

becoming a disciple of the Jiyar Alagia Manavala who, the visionary Bhashya-
kara said, was himself born again

;
and that Kandadai Annan should therefore

immediately become Manavala’s disciple. A more rational inducement than
this was hardly possible, and so Kandadai Annan came entirely to agree with
his kinswoman and the stranger ^ihgar Aiya ! It happened that all the
other members of the family had the same dream, and so a still greater

proof of Alagia Manavala’ greatness was obtained. The result of all this

was that Kandadai Annan ^ made up his mind to sacrifice his dchdryic
dignity, a dignity which had been bestowed on his ancestors centuries back
by Bamanuja, and become the disciple of Manavala Mahamuni. He at the
same time took steps to persuade the other Kandadai Aiyangars to join

him. Proceeding to the houses of his brothers, cousins, and other relations,

he argued with them and impressed on them the greatness of the new
dchdrya. These preparations over, he started, in the midst of a crowd of
devoted Kandadais, to the jiyar's math, formally to acknowledge him as the
spiritual leader. The news of this strange arrival reached the jiyar. He
was then engaged in teaching his disciples, when one of them told him that
a large crowd of Kandadai Aiyangars were coming. Instantly seized with
the fear that an attack was going to be made upon him, the teacher hid
himself, with characteristic timidity, in the back-yard of the math’, but fortu-
nately, he soon learnt from his woman disciple, the real cause of the arrival.
He then came out of his refuge and gave the strangers a most kind and cordial
welcome. He took them to the matha, preached to them the meaning of a

__

1 Annans Bon Kandadai Appan wrote tlie Peria-Tirumudiadaivu, a biographioal sketch of the
Alvdrsi and AcJidryas from the Tengalai standpoint. There is a copy of this work in the Oovt.
Onental Mss. Library, It should not be forgotten that all the members of the Kandadai family
did not become the followers of Manavala Mahamuni. There were some who adhered to the
orthodox school and their^descendants even now are Vadagalais. It was the attitude of the se
loyalists that made Manavala Mahamuni organize the Saptagotras.
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passage in the TirmaymoU, and formally recognized them/ though hesitating to

last moment, as his disciples. With that tact which was his secret of success,

and with that want of self-confidence which always characterized him, Varavara

Muni asked his favourite disciple and lieutenant Eamanuja pyar of Yanama.
malai, to bestow the sacred marks on some of the new converts. Cousins and

relations, men and women, the Kandadais numbered in all 120 souls
;
and

their adoption of Tehgalaism was tlie most startling event of the clay.

After the conquest of the Kandadai Aiyahgars, Alagia Manavaia Maha-
muni proceeded on a tour to the south of the Peninsula to establish the

Tengalai cult, on a firm basis. After visiting various shrines on the way, he

reached Tirunagari, and stayed there for some time, in the contemplation of the

great Alvar who, he believed, was the friend and saviour of mankind, and

whose works were more holy and important, in his opinion, than the Vedas

themselves. The sincerity of the great fiyar, his deep knowledge, and his

mastery of gnalandhas gained him admirers and disciples in large numbers,

and the idea spread tliat lie was an incarnation of the Bhashyakara. It was at

this time that an incident happened w^hich led to the spread of Manavaia

Mahamuni’s teachings to Mysore. Happening, it is said, to find some diffi-

culty in understanding a passage of the A ohdryahridaya, he desired to consult

a great scholar of Tirunarayaiiapuram known as Devaraja. Fortunately for

him, Devaraja had heard much of his greatness and left his native place on a

journey to the south to see him. Both met on the way, and Alagia Manavaia

returned with him to Tirunagari, and there had his doubts cleared up. The
temporary preceptor, however, saw in the learner an incarnation and so stayed

for some time in his company ! Meanwhile the people of Tirunarayanapuram

had mistaken his long absence for death and so annexed all his property to the

local temple. When Devaraja returned, he was, far from being aggrieved, in a

state of jubilation. Gladly taking the vow of poverty, he devoted himself to the

work of garland-making for the Lord, and to the spreading of the teachings of

the Aclidryahridaya in his country.

Manavaia Mahamuni next converted a local chief® named ^athagopa-

dasa, and made him construct the Kalameglia-Maiitapa, Alagia Manavaja

Man tapa, etc., in the ^rlrangam shrine. He then proceeded to Tirukkurnn-

gudi, and converting a Brahmin there and making him construct several works

in the local shrine, he returned to ^rlrangam. Tlie next great conversion was

that of Erumbi Appa, ihe.jiyars old friend and admirer. A Yaishnava going

1 Nothing is RO curioiia in the life ofUanav.nla l\rah5muni as the timidity he displayed on

this occasion. More than once ho expressed liis fear to iaterfero in a highly orthodox family, bnt his

followers goaded him on to do it by giving plausible arguments. Incidents like this give a clear and

unmistakable proof of the innovating nature of Tehgalaism; and yet writers like Mr.Gopinatha Rao

maintain that the Tengalai school is the traditional one. A grosser misreading of original materials

is hardly possible.

The YatindrapravanaprabhSva doe.s not say of what place he was the chief.

7
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to Tirupati saw him at Emmbi and told him of the activity of Manavala
Mahamnni and the wholesale conversion of Kandadai Annan’s family.

Actuated by the desire to imitate them he proceeded to ^rlrangam and got

himself introduced, through Kandadai Annan, to the saint. The yearning

proselyte admired the scholarship of the rising dchdrya, whom he found to be

a better Sanskrit scholar than reputation represented, but was shocked by his

invitation to dinner—an act prohibited on the part of a sanyasm} ©isgusted

with the pyar's breach of an ordinary rule, he returned to his native place, but

was ordered by his tutelary deity, we are told, to go back and beg pardon of the

jiyar as he was an avatdy' of Adisesha ! So Appa came back and was received

into the fold of Tengalaism. At the instance of tliQpyar, Annan bestowed the

Tiruvilacohinai and the Mant7'drtha on him, and the pyar soon raised him to

the list of his devoted adherents. The conquest of Brumbi Appa was followed

by the conquest of another great scholar Appillan. The latter was an authority

bn the Visislitadvaitic philosophy and had distinguished himself in many a con-

troversy with Advaitins in the north. Time was when he had the intention of

engaging %\iQpy(ir in disputation and overthrowing his doctrines, but he had
been prevented from doing so by the persuasion of Brumbi; Appa. And now
that Brumbi Appa himself was an adherent of ^i^pyar, he became the agent

of the other’s conversion. The YaMndra;pravana^7'ahhdva describes, with be-

coming detail, the acquisition of this scholar to the new party, and rightly

considers it an epoch-making event.

Manavala Mahamuni was now becoming a power in the land. Even
those who held him in contempt, who disputed his right to be an dohdrya,

who scorned his attainments, felt compelled to acknowledge his unique and
growing triumph in the very heart of ^rirangam. The spectacle of the daily

addition of even great scholars like Brumbi Appa and Appillan had its effects,

and success led to further success. The new converts, the Kandadals in parti-

cular, however, were in a difficult position. Held as apostates by the mass of

the Vaishnava cult they had a good deal of difficulty in their social intercourse.

Men refused to enter into marital alliances with them and otherwise put

them to trouble. The pyar, therefore, in accordance with the advice of

Brumbi Appa, introduced a new organization among them. He divided them
into seven communities of seven gotras and ruled that inter-marriages should

take place among them. The Kandadais and their relations came to form, as

a result of this, a community among themselves which was so self-sufficient in

social and marriage matters that there was no necessity to depend on an
unwilling class of outside men. The descendants of the Sapta-gotra are

J Here wo have got another proof of the unorthodox and innovating nature:of Manavala Maha-
muni’s teachings.



characterized even nov?" by an esprit de corps of which the genius of Manavala

Mahamuni was the author.

But it was not by a new social organization alone that ManavSla Maha-

muni ensured the permanent adherence of his followers to himself. He
attracted them by his literary and religious works as well. His works were

indeed not original but simply commentaries on the works of his predecessors

;

but the fvork of expounding was, it was believed, the necessity of the day.

The rahasyas and writings of Piilai Lokacharya, in particular, were in the

form of ‘ Satras ’ and good glosses on them were necessary, and ManavEla

Mahamuni supplied the defect.^ The Brlvaclmna hhuslmna, the Tattvairaya,

and the Bahasyatraya of Piilai Lokanharya, the Achdrijahridaya of Alagia

Perumal Nainar, and the Gnd^iasdra B,iid Prameyasdra ot AruMa Perumal

Emberumanar were in this way expounded. Besides, he wrote the Prmidna-
ttiraUus of the Idu, the Tattvairaya and Vachanabhusliana. He further

annotated the Tinmoli of Perialvar. His original works were the Upadesa-

ratnam&lai, a poem of 73 stanzas in venba metre on the dates, the birth-

places and works of the Alvars and Achdryas
;
the Tiruvdymoli Nuttandddi,

a poem of 100 stanzas in the verila metre giving the gist of the 100 padihas

of Nammalvar’s Tiruvdymoli; the Artiprabandha, and the Yatirdjavimsati

on Eamanuja. He also wrote a small treatise on the method of daily worship

in home. Almost all these works are in Manipravdla. Limited indeed is

their range in style as well as in thought, in diction as well as profundity
;
but

.Manavaia Mahamuni’s work should be judged not from his literary efforts but

from his practical life ; not from what he did but from what he was ; not from the

quality or quantity of what he lorote, but from the skill with which he won

over men and organized them into a distinct community.

Manavaia Mahamuni now felt himself to be successful enough to engage

in proselytizing tour, To visit the different sacred places and to establish insti-

tutions which could spread his teachings was his object. At Conjeeveram, for

instance, where he constructed a math^ he made Koyil Kandadai Annan the

head. He then visited Tirupputkuli, Ghatikachalam, Erumbi, and Tirupati.

In no place did he fail to get new adherents, and no place did he leave without

leaving some to carry on the work of proselytism. Every spot of his travel

became characterized thus by a permanent memorial of his advent, and a

wonderful scheme of organized action was thus provided for. At Tirui^ati he

appointed a jiyar to carry on his mission. By way of Triplicane, Tiruvallur

and Conjeeveram, Manavaia Mahamuni then came to Madhurantakam and

1 Sae Prof. Rangacharya’s Trien: Oatal., 1913 (Tamil) for reviews of all tliege works. They

have all been printed.

2 See Yatindrapravana prabMva, p. 85. Anpan was very sorry to part with the Jiyar and the

latter thereupon converted an old copper vessel of his into two idols of his own, and gave them to

Eamauuja Jiyar and Apnan, and asked the latter to proceed to Conjeeveram. Annan had now

the satisfaction of worshipping Mapavala’s image, and so reecinoiled himself to the new position. -
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Chidambaram. From there he proceeded to the various shrines of the Ohola

country, Tiruvali-Tirunagari, Tirukkannapuram, Kumbhakonam, etc. Going
* to Tentirnpperai and other shrines in the south, he ultimately came back to

^lirahgam. The Yatlndrapravanaprabhdva points out how the jhjar

brought with him costly jewels, umbrellas of silk, clidmaras, flags and colours,

carpets, cushions and quilts of silk, and presented these to the deity, and how
the temple authorities honoured him by escorting him in pomp to hcjs maiha.

After his return from his tour, Varavara Muni continued his old career of

teaching and lecturing. With that tact which always characterized him, he

was on friendly terms with Prativati Bhayankaram Annan, so that the

Bhashyic erudition of the latter might be at his disposal. Similarly he author-

ized Suddha Satva Annan of the Kandadai family to lecture on the Bhagavad-

Vishaya. He welcomed, with the same view, Erumbi Appa to ^iiraiigam, and

placed so much value on his companionship that the latter, in the depth of his

gratitude and the profundity of his admiration, immortalized his name
by the composition of the Dindchdrya,^ a treatise describing his daily

habits. Surrounded by an array of admirers Varavara Muni now felt

that the time was come for an authoritative exposition of the 36,000

in the presence of the deity, so that it could equal the Bhashya in

sanctity. A liberal donor of riches to the shrine, and the centre of a

determined and active set of men, Varavara Muni easily gained his object.

The priests in the name of the Lord, we are told, solemnly issued an order

asking the pyar to expound the Prabhandas, and for the space of a year

Mauavala jlyar gave an elaborate and thrilling series of lectures based on the

6,000, the 9,000, the 12,000, the 24,000 and the 36,000. The Lord is said to

have been exceedingly pleased. He considered Himself to be a disciple and
th-Q jiycor to be the dchdrya

;

and He, tliereforo, wanted to immortalize this re-

lationship to the world. The way in which this was accomplished was very

curious. At the end of the course of his lectures Mauavala Mabamuni was
once being honoured in the temple with the holy gifts, etc,, when a five-year-

old son of the priest, Eanganatha by name, became inspired, and thrusting

himself, in the face of opposition, into the midst of the assembled company,
gave vent to a verse, meaning ^ ‘I bow to Alagia Mauavala Muni, the

devotee of Yatindra, (i.e. Eamanuja), the ocean of virtues like intelligence,

devotion, etc. and the object of ^ri ^ailesa’s grace.’ Eepeating this, the boy
ran away. All the people assembled there were astonished to see this pheno-
menon. They saw what a beautiful verse it was, under what circumstances

1. It is very oortunonly read now. It shows curiously enough that the teacher led a life

not in strict conformity with an orthodox sanyasin as the description in the Dinacharya, for ins-

tance, of his costly sleeping cot, soft silk cushions and bedding with perfumes, etc. shows.

2. Tiujfcqcf i
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it was uttered, and by whom
;
and concluded that the Lord himself appeared

for the time in the guise of the boy and gave utterance to the verse. And
very soon a demonstration of this divine theory was obtained. The boy was
‘brought back and pressed to say how he got hold of the verse, but he found

himself unable to explain
;
he in fact was unconscious of any exploit on his

part ! A wonderstruck audience then realized that the real author of the verse

was the*Lord and adopted it from this time onward as the holy verse to be

uttered by every Yaishnava of Manavala’s following before religious study or

worship. At the request of the assembly, we are told, the boy, being a Tamil

scholar!), broke ^ forth into a benedictory verse in Tamil, blessing the disciple

of Tiruvaymoli Pillai, blessing his Prabmidhic lectures, blessing his lotus-

feet, his robes, his shoulders, his navel, his chest, his sacred thread, his holy

stick, his eyes, and his frame, and praying that he might yet live, for the sake

of the world’s good, for a century more! Every part of the verse was
faithfully taken, and together with the Sanskrit Patra above mentioned,

came to be repeated by the adherents of the Prabandhic school on occasions

of study and worship. The Yatmdraprmanaprabhdva gives a large number
of miraculous occurrences in different shrines of the south in which dreams

play a prominent part and which led to the recognition of the teacher and

the repetition of his taniyan and his VdliUirundmmii during worship. The
proselytizing efforts of the growing party were not confined to the south.

Eamanuja Jiyar himself undertook a tour as far as the Badarikasrama

and introduced the cult there, after gaining over a certain Ayodhya Eama-
nuja dasa and other Vaishnavites of that place I

It is highly fortunate that the Yatlndmpravanaprabhdva gives a clue to

the date of the first lecture of Manavala Mahamuni on the Idio. It says

that it took place in Paritdpi, Srdvana 31, SuMachaturdasi Eriday, Svati

corresponding to Eriday, August'^ 29, a.d. 1432. The performance ended

evidently in Anmida, Ani 24, Mula, Sunday, Paurnami, corresponding to June

20, A.D. 1434. I have already pointed out how Manavala Mahamuni’s final

settlement at ^rlrangam should have taken place about 1425. More than

six years had to pass before he could undertake his propaganda in the temple

itself, before he could create such an opinion as to make his innovation appear

harmless ;
and he, thanks to his organizing genius, succeeded. It was indeed

an accomplishment and the permanence of the Teiigalai faith was assured

for ever.

J The celebrated VdliUirunamm. It will bo seen that the P&tram and the VSliUirundmaLm

were imitated from those of Vadanta Desika, but without meaning. In the one case, moreover,

the wisdom, the character and the spiritual greatness of the Acharya arc alluded to, while in the

other, the shoulders, the navel, the chest, etc ! ! Even the expression ‘a century more,' so fitting

in the case of Desika, is senselessly repeated though Manavala Mahamuni lived only 74 years.

2 Here Chaturdaii, says Mr. Svamikannu Pillai, is a mistake for CJiaturthi. See Journal of the

8. India Association, June 1914, p. 260.



Varavara Muni was by this time struck with disease and old age, and he

made the last arrangements for his departure. He authorized Anna and Annan
to carry on his lectures in the Bhashya, and Bhagavadvishaya. He sent

Tolappa to Tirunarayanapuram to carry on his work there. He appointed

Bamanuja Jiyar the guardian of his, creed in the south, and Bhattar Piran

Jlyar at ^rirahgam. He despatched Erumbi Appa to his native place where

he celebrated the name of his teacher by composing the Vamv6lramuni-

satakam, the VamDaranmniprahaiidhavi, the Varavaramimipanchdiat, the

Vcwavaramunistavam, the Varavaramuni-mangaldsdsanam and the Vara-

varamunigadyam. He appointed Appiilai, Appillan, on similar missions. All

these who formed the Ashta-diggajas popularized the creed of their teacher,

thanks to the support of stray kings and chiefs, and thus introduced a

socio-religious change which was of a revolutionary nature.

These arrangements over, Manavala Mahamuni set out on a tour to the

south. At Madura he was welcomed by king Mahabalivanada ^ Baya who
not only received panchasamsTidra from the teacher but gave him all royal

paraphernalia, lifted his palanquin and endowed the village of ‘ Muttarasan ’

or Alagia Manavalanallilr. After visiting Tiruppullani, Tirunagari, ^rivilli-

puttur and Tirumalirunjolai (which was in ruins and which he repaired

through the generosity of Mahabalivanada Baya', he returned to ^rirahgam.

With that remarkable foresight and energy which made him attractive to

men he used even this journey to gain new adherents. He is said to have
converted a Tuluva® prince under the designation of Bamanuja Dasa. An
even more tactful achievement was the conversion of ^ingaracharyar of

Ettur who was a descendant of the great Peria Tirumalai Nambi Tatacharya,

and whose conversion must have caused a sensation throughout the Vaishnava
world. The apostasy of ^ingaracharya placed him in difficulties similar* to

those which the Kandadais had formerly felt, and Manavala Mahamuni there-

fore added his family to the Saptagotras. The accession of Tojappa to the

ranks of Tehgalaism and of. a chief Anna Baya were two more achievements

of these last days of the Jlyar.

The great Jlyar had accomplished his mission by this time and on the

1 Gtiefa who had this title ruled over Madura in the 15th and 16th centuries. Insornsv685 and
537 of 1902 at Kalayarkovil, for instance, refer to a Sundarattolulayar Mavalivanadaraya in S1462
(A.D. 1530) and S1454 (A.D. 1532). Similarly inscrns. 109 and 113 of 1903 at Tirupullani refer to
him in A.D. 1528 and 1518. The Vanadaraya who met Manavala Mahamuni was earlier than this
chief, as the latest year at which he could have been met him was A.D. 1473. And two such earlier

chief have been discovered by epigraphy. An inscription in the Apdal temple at Srivilliputtflr
mentions an XJringavillidasan Mahabalivanadarayar in A.D. 1453. Another inscription of the same
place mentions a king of the same name, the son of Tirumalirunjolai. Mavalivaranaraya, in A.D.
1476. It is this last- mentioned prince that evidentlybeoame the disciple of Mauava|a Mahamuni.
See U!rm. Arch. Ser., I, 46 and my Hist. Naik. King. Madura in Ind. Antg Feb. 1914.

* It is difficult to identify this prince.
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KrishnapaTcsha dvadasi day of Mdsi of year Budhirodgdri ^ in his seventy-fourth

year, he bade farewell to his disciples and his worldly life. It was indeed a life

well led, a life of momentous significance to thousands of the present and millions

of the future. His work was so thorough and so admirable to his followers and

admirers that he was none else than an avatar. The story runs among them

that originally the Lord commanded his vehicle Ananta to proceed to the earth

and incatnate there as man for the sake of man for two centuries
;
that he accord-

ingly took his birth on earth as the celebrated Eamanuja
;
that after the lapse

of a century and a quarter, he felt the separation from his heavenly abode so

keenly that he returned thither ;
that the Lord commanded him to be born

once again as man and fulfil the original object
;
and that, in consequence,

Eamanuja came once again in the form of Manavala Mahamuni. ’ Many a

miracle is given by the biographers of the saint to prove his incarnation. He
was, it is said, of an extremely white complexion,—the complexion of the moon

and the milk-ocean. Later on, when Manavala was a renowned teacher and an

object of profound admiration and worship, he incurred, it is said, the enmity

of some jealous men who resolved to take revenge on him by setting fire to his

hut at Tirunagari. The hut was burning when, 'to the surprise and satisfaction

of the spectators, the sage came out through a hole in the form of a serpent.

It was an achievement, possible, his admirers contend, for an avatar of ^esha

alone. On another occasion, we are informed, one of his original detractors,

Erumbi Appa by name, could not, in consequence of his indifference to him,

open the door of his domestic shrine. Much agrieved at the non-performance

of the puja, he laid himself down at night without eating anything, when he

had, it is said, a vision to the effect that Eamachandra, the object of his

worship, appeared before him, rebuked him for his opposition to Manavala,

and proved his greatness and identity with Ananta by showing his image

alternately with Adisesha, with Eamanuja, and with Lakshmana ! The deity

ended his interview with the assurance that he would receive worship at his

hands only in case he repented his past and sought forgiveness at the hands

of the saint
;
and Erumbi Appa, we are told, promptly obeyed his Grod’s

mandate, and proved to the world by his own history the greatness of the great

Tengalai saint. One of Manavala Mahamuni’s disciples, again, the well-known

Uttama Nambi, is said to have seen the sage in his true serpent form at a

moment when, in the absorbing nature of his contemplation, he had tempor-

arily renounced his mortal coil. On another occasion, a woman is said to have

1 TMs date corresponds to Februar}^ a.d. 1 444.

2 See Appillai’s .S’awjomdTia^a G/Jandriiiai He is a very recent and obscure writer. .The verse

relating to Manavala is :

—

.s/suet^SQeo u:j.(§iQ!iiiraT

uir^iSCSeo iqOTi luaiQ^iii ueiDup QunSeijQesrdiretsT,

£^ujirib (ipenrCufrGffl) SesipQeuppS 6i;r0Qiflsw<w,

s^B’pirnemsrQiogpiDir )E^iSBrc»f?d) tf6t!R^.^'6i3/r gpso,5(ri

—

itot
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seen him as a thonsand-headed cobra while engaged in yogic meditation. The
followers and professors of the Vadagalai sect have disputed the right of

Manavala Mahamuni to be considered an incarnation of Ananta or Ramanuja.

They consider these stories to be myths, and contend that the white complexion

of the Tengalai sage was the sign of disease. It existed, moreover, they say,

not from the time of his birth, but was a later acquisition, the product of his

unpardonable disrespect to the dlmrs whose writings he ‘falsely’ expoiihded, to

Ramanuja whose teachings he neglected, and to Vedanta Deseka whose treatises

he did not care to understand. The oppressing pain of his disease he tried, it

is said, to soothe by the unsanydsic food of cold rice and certain prohibited

vegetables, but in vain. At length he propitiated the prophets whom he had

wronged and whose displeasure he had incurred by composing the TiruvdymoU

Nurrandddi {dQ^eambQLDni^ ,) ]
Yatirdja Vimsati and

Ao'tijombandha {^ir^uiruihp), and by studying Vedanta Desika’s works at the

feet of Kdambi Rainar. It was after this, the Vadagalai version continues,

that he became free from disease, though not from his paleness. Not con-

tented with this damaging picture, they have given their own theory

of the real personality of Manavala Mahamuni and his mission on earth.

He was in reality, they say. Kali, the spirit of the false modern age, who
came to the earth to undo the labours of Ramanuja, Vedanta Resika and

others. The story of the circumstances under which he was born, as given by

them, is at once a proof of their ingenuity and their prejudice. In this they

take advantage of an event in the last days of Ramanuja related in the Guru-

paramparas of both schools, about the appearance of Kali before them in

human shape. The great Ramanuja, they say, was at the point of death when
Kali visited him, acknowledged his distress so long as Ramanuja lived, and

asked him, as he was going, to permit him to return once again to the world.

Ramanuja refused, and Kali vowed to find some opportunity for his advent.

At first he used as his instruments men whose expoundations of the Visishta-

dvaitic philosophy were against the stringencies of ^astraic disciplind; as a

result of which ‘ the Gita perished, the true path was left far behind, the 8mr-

itis and commentaries were neglected, the Purdnas vanished, and the way
to salvation, to MdJcsha, was destroyed.’ To check this catastrophe, to undo
the evil and to save the world by the restoration of the true religion, the

story continues, the Lord sent His bell to be born as a teacher and repair the

disaster. Thus it was that Vedanta Desika was born in K. 4370, a.d.

1209. The ideal teacher and saint, he restored the system of Ramanuja to

its full vigour and was in consequence an object of terror and aversion to

Kali, and so long as he lived and taught Kali had to hide his head. But no

sooner was Vedantacharya dead than that infernal spirit, resolved to incarnate

himself on earth and achieve the object of his heart, was born in the guise of

Manavala Mahamuni ! The ingenuity of malice invented stories to belittle
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even the constellation—it was Mulam—in which the Tenalai prophet was

horn. The constellation of Mulam and two others immediately preceding

and following it, had been purposely removed by the anger of Visvamitra who
had, centuries back, foreseen that it would give place to Kali as against his

own descendant, Vedanta Desika, so that the constellation of the latter

(^ravana) would not be separated from that of Nammalvar (Visakha) by a

Eakshaswc constellation like mUlo/m ,—an incident the proof of which exists

even to-day in the separate existence of Miilam and its immediate constel-

lations in the south !

Such are the controversies which have gathered round the person and

purpose of Manavala Mahamuni. No person has ever been the object at once

of so much praise and so much condemnation. The critical historian need not

pause to inquire into these childish wranglings and vituperative myths. It is

sufficient for him to note that, if Manavala Mahamuni’s claims raised an out-

burst of indignation in the ranks of the orthodox school, they satisfied a larger

number of people whose religious enthusiasm or interest permitted or inspired

the largest amount of credulity. To the Tengalais, especially the converts

from the lower classes, his Liu is more valuable than the Bhdshyas, and even

a feeble expression of doubt as to Manavala’s divinity is a rank heresy. Nor

is it surprising that their attitude was such. They had an interest in his

elevation, for in his elevation they felt their own social and religious elevation.

It was to him they owed their new cult, their new social status, and in their

gratitude they naturally paid to him the adorations due to a divinity. By

doing it they were placing themselves on a more secure basis, because with

his rise they rose, and with his fall they fell. It is not surprising that, while

some did not hesitate to call the Tengalai seer a blasphemer and impostor,

there were others, far more numerous, who celebrated him as a trusty servant

of G-od and saviour of men.

{to be concluded)

8



A NOTS: ON THE SUPPOSED
IDENTITY OF

VATSYAYANA AND KAUTILYA
By E. Shama Sastby, Esq., b.a., m.b.a.s.

Now that the Arthasdstra is widely known to scholars, the one important ques-

tion that is engaging their attention is one that relates to the names and date
of its author and the authenticity of the work itself. Few are the authors of

ancient Sanskrit works, whose date and personality ure well known to us, and
fewer still are the Sanskrit works, the authorship of which is authenticated
beyond doubt. Leaving the Vedic and Brahmanic works which are all as-

cribed to G-od himself, there is hardly any Sutra work, the date and authorship
of which are not disputed. The same is the case with almost all the Purdnas,
Edvyas, dramas, and philosophical works. Kautilya, the reputed author of the
Arthaidstra, is no exception to this rule of chronological doubt. Hence any
attempt to ascertain his times and personality most necessarily depend upon
the scanty materials that can be gathered not merely from the ArtJiasdstra
itself, but also from the works of contemporary or later authors. The bearing
of these internal and external evidences on the decision of the question of the
date and authenticity of the Arthaidstra has been elaborately discussed by
eminent scholars in the pages of English and German Oriental journals. Prof.
K. V. Eangasami lyangar of the Travancore Educational Service has also
dicussed the question in some detail, attempting to refute the recent criticisms
of Dr, A. Berriedale Keith, in his Madras University lecture entitled, “ Consi-
derations on some aspects of Ancient Indian Polity.” These discussions have
brought a new question to the front. It is about the plurality of the names of

Kautilya as given out in the Ahhidhdnachintdmani of Hemachandra, 1088

—

1172 (p. 34, verse 833, Bombay edition) and the Vaijayanti of Yadavaprakasa,
A.D. 1100 (ed. Oppert 1893, p. 96), which has been engaging my attention for

the last two years. The verses run as follows :

—

Hemachandra
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(2) i

sO sSi'O

^ri%55: qft[55se^r^ ?]^>sfq ^ ii

Yadava
‘ The meaning of the verses is this :

—

Yatsyayana ... Yatsyayana.

Mallanaga ... Kautilya.

Kautilya ... Yishnugupta.

Ohanakatmaja ... Varanaka.

Dramila ... Dramila.

Pakshila ... Pakshila.

Swami ... Swami.

Yishnugupta ... Mallanaga.

Angula . . . Angula.

(Hemachandra). ... (Yadava).

These are synonymous names of one and the same person.’

Almost harmless and perhaps useless as these lexigraphic verses seem to

be like those of a hundred or thousand names of Vishnu and other Hindu

gods, they contain two charming names, Yatsyayana and Mallanaga, which

are likely to add unlimited fuel to the burning question of the authorship of the

ArtJiasdstra, for Yatsyayana known also as Mallanaga is believed to be the

author of two famous works, the Edmasutra and the Bhdshya or commentary

on the Nydyasutra of Kanada. Now the question that crops up is this :—Is

Yatsyayana, the author of the Edmasutra and of the commentary on the

Nydyasutra, the same as Kautilya, the author of the Arthasdstra, and is the

authority of Hemachandra and of Yadavaprakasa unquestionably reliable

In addition to this apparently authoritative assertion of the two lexicographers,

the style and parallel passages’ of the Edmasutra are said to lend support to the

same conclusion. But the dates, so far assumed on the strength of internal

and external evidences of the two authors, Yatsyayana and Kautilya, are, how-

ever, at conflict with each other. As I have already pointed out in my preface

to the translation of the Arthasdstra, the Purdnas as well as Bandi are unani-

mous in making Kautilya a contemporary of Ohandragupta Maurya whose

prime minister he was and for whom, as stated by Dandi, he wrote his Artha-

sdstra of about six thousand slokas in prose. From this evidence of Dandi and

the Purdnas, earlier and therefore more credible than that of the later writers,

Hemachandra and Yadavaprakas'a, it is clear that the date of Kautilya is

nearly the same as that of Ohandragupta Maurya, 327 to 320, b,c. But from

what Yatsyayana says in his Edmasutra he appears to have lived somewhere

about the second or third century of the Christian era. While describing the

1 3. R. A. S. for January 1916, pp. 130-7.

* See tlie preface to my translation of the ArthaMstra.
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dangers attendant on excessive indnlgence of sexual pleasures, Vatsyayana

mentions the name of Kuntala ^atakarni of the ^atavahana dynasty as an

instance in point. This is what he says (II 7, p. 154) :

—

^atakarni of the ^atavahana dynasty, King of the Kuntalas, slew with

scissors Malayavati, his queen.

The ^atavahanas to whose line ^atakarni belongs are believea on the

strength of epigraphical evidence to have ruled, -oyer the western parts of

India from a.d. 137 to 209. Accordingly Vatsyayana'‘Tnmst necessarily have

been either their contemporary or their immediate successor,! as the incident

he has mentioned seems to have been fresh in his memory, aim not taken from

history or tradition. He cannot, however, be later than the sixth century, since

Bubandhu, the author of the Vdsavadattd, ma^es use of his Kdmasutra and

his name Mallandga for the purpose of his usual puzzles in words.

Thus while the dates of the two authors are at variance so as to disprove

their identity, the style and diction of Vatsyayana’s Commentary on the

Nydycbdarsana seem also to render the assertion of Hemachandra and of

Yadavaprakasa utterly unreliable. Though the peculiar way in which
Vatsyayana makes quotations in his commentary from the Arthasdstm
confirms his acquaintance with that work and leads us to suppose that he

may perhaps be identical with Kautilya, still his acquaintance with the

grammar of Paqini, the Mimansdsutras of Jaimini and the sciences of

astronomy, astrology, Sankhya, and Yoga, none of which seems to have been

known to Kautilya in the form in which they are quoted by Vatsyayana
points to the conclusion that the two authors cannot be identical. The first

quotation made from the Arthasdstm in the commentary runs as follows:

(I. 1, 1, p. 8)

ii i
ii

Here preserving the metrical form, the last quarter of the verse is so

altered as to give the name of the section in which it is contained in a

different form in the Arthaidstra. In the section, turned VidyoddeSa or end
of sciences, of the Arthaidstra, the last quarter of the verse runs as

Wr’. The word praUrfUd, signifying ‘is defined’, in the

quotation may mean that Anvikshaki was so defined either by himself or by
somebody else.

The second quotation runs as follows
:
(1 1, 4).

1 AHhaiStstra 1 2, p. 7.
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Here the word Tantrayuhti, ‘plan of a treatise,’ is the name of the

last section of the Arthasdsira; and here, too, nothing is said about its

author.

The third quotation is as follows : (I. 2, 55),

Here, too, nothing is said either of the work or of its author. One that

is not acquainted with the Arthasdsira from which the above quotations are

made is likely to presume that they are the words of Vatsyayaua himself.

Whoever might be the author of the Arthasdsira, either Vatsyayaua alias

Kautilya or a different person under the name Kautilya, it is not easy to guess

why Vatsyayaua omitted to name the work or its author. Still the acquain-

tance which he shows with the works that are evidently later than the Artha-

sdstra inclines me to believe that there was a wide interval between Vdtsyd-

yana and Kautilya. In I. 2, IG he shows his thorough acquaintance

with Panini’s grammar and its commentaries and freely quotes from it as

follows :

—

Panini

(0 ^rfrsqiq \ ^d5i: qicT? 1

I 4, 54.

m 1

I 4, 49.

(3) ifrqq#rfcT erqefifiq \

I 4, 42.

1

I 4, 32.

(6) qqtf^ I

I 4, 45.

His learned commentary on II. 2, 41 where he cites the diverse views

which grammarians held regarding phonetic changes and quotes Panini’s

aphorisms, (14,52), (14,53) still more clearly proves that

not only Vatsyayaua, but the author of the Nydyadarsana also was thoroughly

familiar with Panini’s grammar and its commentaries. The same is the case

with his commentary on II 5, 7-8 where he quotes three of the fourteen

Mdhesmra sutras on which Panini has based his peculiar Pratyahara system

1 Arthaiditra II. 10, p. 72.
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for brevity. Consistently with his knowledge of Sanskrit grammar, his

commentary and also ]iiz KayncbSMtfCb are,' as can be expected, entirely free

from all traces of grammatical errors and absolutisms with which, as I have

pointed out in the preface to my Translation of the ArthcLsdstra, the latter work

abounds.

In I. 1, 29 ;
III. 2, 1 ;

IV. 1, 40 ;
and IV. 1, 42 ;

and IV. 2, 46 he refers to

the school of Sankhya, Yoga and Dvaita philosophy and in I. 1, 39 he ;i:uentions

another commentary on the Nydyadasana.

In II. 1, 56-64 both the author and the commentator manifest their

acquaintance with the Mimdnsd sutras of Jaimini.

In II. 1, 67 Vatsyayana mentions such huge periods of time as Manvan-

tara and Yugantara, which Kaufcilya does not seem to have been aware of
;
for

while defining a Yuga of five years in II. 20 of his Arthasdstra, he would not

have omitted to notice them also, had those huge divisions of time been known
to him.

Furthermore his reference to the school of atheists in his commentary on

III. 2, 65 and to the Vedanta Philosophy also in IV. 1, 61 points to his having

been one of the forerunners of the revival of Brahmanism and Sanskrit

literature—an event of far-reaching changes in the customs and religion of

the Brahmans, which happened during the third and fourth centuries of the

Christian era, whereas Kautilya’s description of customs and manners of a

bygone epoch in the Arthasdstra establishes beyond doubt his priority to the

period of the renaissance of Sanskrit literature.

Moreover the thorough familiarity which Vatsyayana seems to have had
with astronomy and astrology in their later form {Kdmasutra I. 2 ;

I. 3 ;
II.

10, pp. 19, 29, 179), the geography of India, and the customs and manners of

men and women of different nationalities (I. 1, p. 5 ;
II. 4, p. 118 ; II. 5, pp.

129-131
;
II. 6, p. 144 ;

II. 9, 172), such as Pataliputra, Gauda, Dakshinatya,
Maharashtra,^ Madhyadesa, Bahllka, Avanti, Malava, Abhira, Sindhu, Apa-
ranta. Lata, Andhra, Dravida, Chola, ^ Pandya, ® Kuntala,^ Vanavasika, Kosala,
Strirajya, and Saurasena—which existed in India at his time and many of

which, though perhaps in existence, do not seem to have been so well known
during the time of Chandragupta Maurya, is scarcely discernible in the Artha-
^ftstra and it is a point leading to prove its priority.

Besides, this, there is also reason to believe that if Vatsyayana had been
identical with Kautilya, Yasodhara, the learned commentator on his Kdma-
suira, would never have passed it over

; for it is too important a fact to
omit; nor can it be said that he |had no occasion to mention it, for he
deals with the very nomenclature of Vatsyayana and also makes, as we
shall see, quotations from the Arthasdstra. When in accordance with

^ *, 3 KSmaaHtra II. 7. p. 164, Bombay edition, 1900.
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Kautilya's principle that the ‘ citation of another’s view implies its acceptance

when not contradicted,
’

^ Vatsyayana cites his own view, appending his own
name after mentioning the views of others on a question at issue for the first

time in Kdmasuira I. 2, p. 17, Yai^odhara says that Vatsyayana was his goira

or family name and Mallanaga his sacramental name. I doubt not that if

there had been any truth in the supposed identity of the two authors, Ya^od-

hara wduld not have omitted to mention it in this connexion. It should also

be noted that as gotra or family names, Vatsyayana and Kautilya belong to

different gotras or families, ® a fact which goes far to prove that the persons

bearing those names must be quite different. The other occasion when he

should have noticed the identity is where he quotes from the Arthasdsira in

support of Vatsyayana’s opinion. Instead of prefacing the quotations as

Vatsyayana’s own statements contained in the Arthasdst^-a, he introduces them

by saying, ‘ Accordingly it is said and he seems to imply thereby

that the Arthasdstra is the work of a different person. The passages which he

has quoted from it run as follows ;

—

(1) I

Kama. I. 2, p. 21 ;
ArfJia. I. 2, p. 6.

(2) fl sppf q[55qfcT I

>0

Kdma. I. 2, p. 23 ;
ArtJia. VI. 2, p. 258.

c vs va NO

Kdma. 1. 4, p. 54 ;
ArtJia. JL 25, p. 120.

(4) cfW T? 1

Cs.

Kdma. III. 3, p. 208 ; ArtJia. III. 2, p. 161.

(6) ^ i

Kdma. V. 6, p. 303 ;
ArtJia. I. 10, f).

17

(6) i

Kdma. VI. 1, p. 809 ;
ArtJia. VI. 1, 256,

While explaining Mlechchhitavikalpa, one of the sixty-four arts given by

VatsyS^ana, he mentions Kautilya, i. e. Kautilya’s contrivance as an artificial

1 ArthaiSatra XV. 1.

8 See Ootrapravaamirnaya, Mysore OrientM Literary edition.
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language contrived so as to hide the meaning, and quotes the following verse

to explain it {Kama. I. 3, p. 39) ;

—

•Z'

When (in the words formed of alphabetical letters) ending with hsha, the

meaning is made unintelligible by interchanging short and long vo-^els, and

nasal sounds and sibilants, it is called Kautiliya or Kautilya’s contrivance (for

the purpose of keeping state matters secret)—TTScf^cl What is frequently

mentioned as giidhalekhya (1. 12, p. 21), cipher writing, in the Arthasdstra seems

to have been called Mlechchhitavikalpa and enumerated as one of the old sixty-

four arts in the Edmasutra. In none of these places does Yadhara refer to the

identity of Yatsyayana with Kautilya, and it is needless to say that if Vatsya-

yana had been identical with Kautilya, he would not have omitted to mention

it while explaining Mlechchhitavikalpa as an artificial language invented by

Kautilya. It follows, therefore, that either he was not aware of the identity or

he did not believe in it.

Hence I conclude that Yatsyayana who, as shown above, seems to have

lived during the period of the renaissance of Sanskrit literature in the second or

third century of the Christian era is a different personage from Kautilya who,

according to the Purdnas and Dandi and others, was the prime minister to

Ghandragupta Maurya in the fourth century before Christ and that as almost

all the writers from Kamandaka down to Mallinathasuri, the celebrated

commentator on famous kdvyas, are unanimous in ascribing the Arthasdstra

to Kautilya, it is a genuine work of Kautilya himself dating from the fourth

century B.C.



mAdhavacharya and ms younger
BROTHERS ^

By V. SUBEAHMANYA IyEE, EsQ., B.A.

Madhavachaeya, distinguished as ‘ The Establisher of the Karnataka King-
dom ’ of Vijayanagar, with whose name that of Madhvacharya is sometimes
confounded by western writers, is known in the world of letters, by his

literary or spiritual title ‘ Vidyaranya i.e. ‘Eorest of Learning probably
intended to be suggestive of his wide range of studies and scholarship. He
is, however, associated in the popular mind with the Advaitic or Non-dualis-

tic school of Philosophy as one of its foremost teachers, while Madhva-
charya, who is also well known, was the founder, or more accurately the

greatest exponent, of a different school of thought the Dvaitic or Dualistic.

Of Vidyaranya’s life no authentic account exists. And this circumstance
has naturally made his life a mine of great value to students of historical

research. Tradition has handed down biographical scraps, upon which have
been based a few Vernacular and Sanskrit sketches, the accuracy of all of

which, as may be expected, is questioned by such critics. But it is indeed in

the highest interests of historical truth that traditional accounts should be so

challenged. And it is a matter for sincere congratulation that so eminent an
authority on Indian Archseology as Eao Bahadur R. A. Karasimhachar,
M.A., has investigated this subject which has not merely a literary signifi-

cance but also considerable historical importance, relating as it does to the

Karnataka Kingdom of Vijayanagar in some of its palmiest days. As the

result of his extensive researches he has just given to the public two articles

on ‘ Madhavacharya and His Younger Brothers’, in which he has brought to^

gether a deal of exceedingly interesting and valuable archseological facts, for

which the public cannot but be deeply indebted to him.

With regard to the inferences he draws from them, however, there is,

of course, room for wide divergence of opinion.

His conclusions briefly are

—

(1) In the latter part of the fourteenth century, during the reigns of

Bukka I and Hari-Hara II of Vijayanagar, there existed two distinct

1 An article contributed to the Indian Antiquary of January and February 1916, by Eao Bahadur
Praktana Vimarsa Yiohakshana R. A. Naraaiinhachar, M.A., M.E.A.S., Director of Archceology in

Mysore.

9
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Madhavamanfcris or ministers, one of the ‘ Angirasa ’ family and ;the other of

the ‘ Bharadwaja ’ family, both of them, ministers in -the court, both known
as Madhava Amatya or Madbava mantri, both great authors.

(2) Madhava of the Bharadwaja family was an Advaitic teacher : he
was known also as ‘ Vidyaranya But he was neither warrior nor conqueror,

nor the author of all the works attributed to him. This Madhava, Mr. Nara-

simhachar designates Ivladhavacharya, as distinguished from the other one

whom he calls Madhavamantri.

(d) Madhava of the Angirasa family had younger brothers who were also

scholars and authors; and one of them, Sayana, was also a minister under

four kings.

This last or third item is easily disposed of inasmuch as what the

learned author says about the brothers, Sayana and Blp:oganatha, contains little

that is controversial. The literary and historical information brought to light

is of great value to those interested in the history of one of the largest of the

Hindu Empires of the past. Further, Mr. Narasimhachar has proved beyond

a doubt that Sayana was not identical with Madhava, who was his brother, a

point the ignorance of which was a source of confusion to many students of

Sanskrit literature, not only in the west but even in the east.

Turning to the rest of the essay, we find in it one central theme, which

may be considered the main issue, namely, that while tradition points

to but one Madhavamantri, Mr. Narasimhachar argues the existence of two
such mmtris. The rest of the issues are auxiliary ones intended to explain

and support the central.

The very first observation that one is compelled to make on reading the

essay, is that while it is entitled ‘ Madhavacharya and His Younger Brothers,’

and while the most prominent topic in it is made to appear to be Madhava-
charya, there is no attempt to make out who Madhvacharya, the great

Advaitic teacher of Sringeri was. One may read the article from end to end ;

one will not find in it any light beyond the single dogmatic assertion :
‘ We may

call this minister Madhavamantri to distinguish him from Madhavacharya,

as though Madhavacharya’s identity had been pre-established. All that the

author has done is to start with an assimption that Bharadwaja Madhava
alone was Madhavacharya. But we find in Tatparya deepika that Angirasa

Madhava was also called ‘ Madhavacharya,’ and yet this point is not dis-

cussed.

Letting alone, however, the title of the essay and Madhavacharya, for a

moment, and coming to the central position, the existence ‘ of the two
Madhavamantries, we find ourselves first of all confronted by the great fact

that there is no information as to the places of birth and death, as to their exact

dates of birth, of their assumption of the office of minister, of their retirement

from public service, of the taking of the holy orders. In the absence of such

data, one cannot help questioning the validity of the essayist’s inferences.



That there should have been two ministers of the -same secular name
Madhavamantri, and of the same spiritual name Madhavtcharya

;
at the same

period of history, in the same court, under the same kings, both of similar

attainments in the same school of philosophy, both scholars and authors, both

religious propagandists, both Brahmins, belonging, as the evidence available in

Sringeri shows, probably to the same sect or community, and both having died

at abouf the same time, is, to say the least, a most miraculous coincidence.

The entire assumption hangs upon the single thread of Gotra, and parent-

age. One Madhava is said to be of Angirasa Gotra and the other of Bharad-

waja, each having had parents with dilferent names. This is the only point

that appears to be worthy of serious consideration. The other argument

based upon the difference in the names of Guru.s or upon their number is of

little consequence, since one may have any number of teachers, who may be

referred to in different connexions under different names, as has been pointed

out by the author himself.

Now as regards the evidence bearing on Gotras, we find that the literary

alone refers to Bharadwaja, while the epigraphical alone mentions Angirasa.

I exclude the Conjeevaram inscription, as it does not refer to Madhava
directly but to Mayana. The essayist does not weigh the relative merits of

the epigraphical and the literary pieces of evidence here. The authenticity

of the Shikarpur inscription and Bhau Dajis, Goa copper plate, is certainly

incontestable, and they distinctly say that ‘ Angirasa ’ was the Gotra of

Madhava. Whereas the reliability of the information contained in the verses

he quotes from literary authors is not above question. They have to be sifted

and proved to be no interpolations and that they have not been fathered upon

wrong authors, which, as he knows, is no rare phenomenon in Indian literature.

Again, if their real authors were not contemporaries of this Madhava, how
far their testimony can be relied on has also to be decided. For, if they

were separated by centuries, they could not have been free from the

traditional confusion to clear up which is the very aim of these articles.

If, however, the evidence of the literary compositions be reliable as Mr.

Narasimhachar himself believes it is, all that he can succeed in establishing

is, that there were two Madhavdchdryas, but not two Mddlimdnmntries or

ministers, and certainly nothing regarding ‘ Vidyaranya ’ or the Adwaitic

Guru of Sringeri different from the traditional account.

On what grounds then, does Mr. Narasimhachar say that Bharadwaja
‘ Madhava ’ whose existence is proved by literary evidence was also a Madha-

vamantri different from the Angirasa Madhavamantri.

Though I am no epigraphist, yet I believe it stands to reason to infer

that, if the author had any epigraphical authority to support him, he would

certainly have produced it. And as for his literary data, his quotations do
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not countenance his theory, inasmuch as there is no reference in them to

any Bharadwaja Madhavamantri. There might, however, be literary evidence

oilier than that adduced in the essay to justify his inference. But to it he

makes no allusion, and much less does he indicate how far such evidence

has been sifted and found reliable.

It is, we fear with no credentials whatever, that this new theory of two

different Mantris lias been, in this light manner ushered into the world.

Nevertheless, it could be welcomed as a reasonable ])yputhesis, if, at least, it

explained the connected facts. Granting that Bharadwaja Madhava was a

Mantri different from the Angirasa Madhava Mantri, we find ourselves land-

ed in a series of hopeless difficulties. Wliat historical events of the times could

Bharadwaja Madhava’s administration be distinctively associated with?

His tenure of office is said to have been a very long one. We know that

the period of Vijayanagar history to which he belongs, was an epoch making
one. And yet was there not a single public act of his worthy of being

recorded on stone or metal? Did he not perform even ordinary deeds of

charity ? Were his days an entire blank? If not, why do wo not find even a

single scrap of epigraphical evidence relating to Bharadwaja Madhavamantri ?

Mr. Narasimhachar, having once committed himself to the theory of

two Mantris, is obliged to connect his Bharadwaja Mantri, with at least

some non-secular or non-political events. He says, therefore, that a warrior,

a conqueror and a builder of an empire could not have been a Sanyasi,

the head of the Bringeri Mutt, to boot, and that a less.significant minister

would answer the latter purpose better, and this must be Bharadwaja Madhava.
Our fii-st enquiry then is, which of the two Ministers was the Advaitic

Guru of the Sringeri Mutt? He says that it was Bharadwaja Madhava,
whereas his data point to Angirasa Madhava. Here is an analysis of the

evidence :

—

Bharadwaja Madhava Angirasa Madhava
As MINISTER

1. No indication of his con-

nexion with regions about Sringeri.

•2. No evidence of title ‘ Acharya ’

having been bestowed on him
;
yet

was called Madhavacharya.

3. No evidence of propagandist

work.

-J. No evidence of Vedantic
authorship.

As MINISTER
1. Had influence in Thirthahalli,

Shikarpur, Banavasi, Westerp. Coast

and regions about Sringeri, as the

inscriptions and grants show.

2. Was given titles ‘ Acharya ’

and ‘ Guru as in Upauishanmarga
Pravartakacbarya, etc., and was
called Madhavacharya.

3. Was an active propagandist

also built Saiva temples.

4. A¥as the author of one of the

most important w^orks on Adwaita-

Vedanta; The Tatparyadeepika.



5.

Was a Vedic scholar himself.

2^1

5. No evidence of Vedic scholar-

ship, but was the brother of a great

Vedic scholar.

6. No evidence of his having

given away lands, etc., to Brahmins
in his capacity as minister.

7. No evidence of having achieved

anything worthy of the title : Estab-

lisher of the Karanataka Kingdom.

6. Gave many villages to Brah-

mins and in regions bordering on

Sringeri.

7. Was one whose political
achievements, were worthy of the

title, establisher of the Karnatak

kingdom, which the Sringeri Gurus

even now hold.

Here, the Madhavamantri that became the Advaitic teacher must
evidently have been the one who was well known in and about Sringeri, the

seat of the great Advaitic teacher, the one whose grants and inscriptions

are found in Thirthahaili, Shikarpur and Banavasi. And this minister who
was warrior and conqueror, who is definitely known to have had the title,

‘ Ouru and ‘ Acharya, ’, and who definitely calls himseif Madhavacharya in

his own Tatparyadeepika, must surely have been the Madhavacharya of

Sringeri.

Again, any one that is acquainted with the literature of the Advaiia

Vedanta knows that one of the most fundamental works on the system is

Suta Samhita, Sankaracharya himself is said to base some of his strongest

arguments on it. It is also definitely asserted that he studied it a number
of times before writing his famous commentary on the Vedanta Sutras, On
such a work it was that Angirasa Madhavamantri wrote a commentary

known as ‘ Tatparyadeepika' Further, it is Angirasa Madhavamantri that

bears the title ‘ Upanishanmarga Pravartakacharya or Pratisthaguru The
other, Bharadwaja Madhava, was not the sole author of even Panchadasi,

a manual of Vedanta. And he wrote it only after he became ‘ Vidyaranya ’

that is, a Sanyasi.

Supposing, then, that there were two Madhavamantries, which of the two,

the author of the commentary on one of the most important works and the

distinguished possessor of the title ‘ The Propagator of the Upanishadic

Faith ’ the one connected with the regions about Sringeri, who gave away
lands to Brahmins

;
or, the one who was no sole author of any work on

Vedanta, one with no pretensions to any public marks of honour and one

unknown as the champion of any faith, the minister that had no acts of public

charity to his credit, would have been honoured by the name of the

great ' Acharya ’

or ‘ Guru ’

of the Advaitins ?

(2' Next, which of the two ministers was Vidyaranya ? Nor, here, does

the new theory appear to be on perfectly logical grounds, when it argues

that the title ‘ Vidyaranya ’ was conferred on Bharadwaja Madhavamantri.



It lias been pointed out that both the mantris were known as ‘ Madhava-

charya And when the question is asked to whom the title ‘ Vidyaranya-

helongs, the reply given is one that serves as a good illustration of the fallacy

of ‘ Arguing in a Circle’. Who is Vidyaranya? Madhavacharya. Who is

Madhavacharya ? Vidyaranya. We get no farther. Even this fallacy could

he overlooked if at least, Madhavacharya could he shown to be identical with

Vidyaranya. In all the essay is to be found not even a scrap of prdof from

the inscriptions regarding their identity. Mr. Narasimhachar himself says, ‘ I

do not remember to have come across any inscription that states explicitly

that Madhavacharya and Vidyaranya were one and the same individual

‘ A few references to Vidyaranya he adds, ‘ in inscription and literary works

seem to ]point to the identity of the two ’. But among the literary works,

that he quotes from, there is not even one which says that Vidyaranya was

Madhavacharya. And the inscription of 1386, the only one cited in this con-

nexion, it must be observed, seems to point to a conclusion the very reverse

of Mr. Narasimhachar’s. He says that Vidyaranya was Bharadwaja Madha-

varaantri but not Angirasa Madhavamantri. Now, as the Shikarpur, Bana-

vasi and other inscriptions show and as our author himself admits Angirasa

Madhavamantri was the minister of Harihara II. This prince gave in the

presence of Vidyaranya a grant to three scholars. Who could this Vidya-

ranya be ? Angirasa Madhavamantri was the propagator of the Upanishadio

faith, and the author of religious works. The three scholars were ‘ the pro-

moters of the commentaries on the Vedas Now, while epigraphical

evidence says that this Madhavamantri was a Vedic scholar also, Mr. Nara-

simhachar holds that it was not this Madhavamantri, but the other whom he

calls Madhavacharya, that must have had a hand in this literary work and

must, therefore, be identical with Vidyaranya. But, where is the evidence

to show that it was not Angirasa Madhava, the mantri of Harihara II,

who was also called Madhavacharya, that is referred to here as Vidyaranya ?

On the other hand, the fact that Vidyaranya bore the secular and

political distinction, ‘ The Establisher of the Karnataka Kingdom ’ and that it

has been inherited by every one of the Sringeri Swamis, his successors,

during the last six hundred years unchallenged by any secular or political

ruler of Karnataka, or by the other sectarian mutts keenly alive to its im-

portance, leads to the inference that Vidyaranya was Angirasa Madhava-
mantri, the distinguished empire builder, not Bharadwaja Madhavamantri,

so wrapt up in inexplicable obscurity.

(3 Nor again does the next inference of the essayist appear to fare better

from a rational standpoint. He says that the Advaitic teacher was not a

warrior, because, he says that ‘ it is unthinkable that a Sanyasi and the

author of Bharma Sutras should have exchanged the mendicant’s staff for

the sword ’. And with this single observation, he dismisses the evidence of

a number of writers, who declare that Vidyaranya was a soldier. Our author
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admits that Vidyaranya was a minister before he became an ascetic. And why
Gonld he not have been a warrior when he was a minister, like the other

Madhava, who was an equally pious Brahmin? And which Dharma
Sutra, says that a Brahmin or a Guru like Dronacharya should not be

a warrior ?

• (4) As for Vidyaranya’s defeat in a theological controversy, I should have
gladly a^dmitted it as a piece of satisfactory evidence for scientific purposes had
it come from purely secular sources. Discussions based on sectarian data are

more likely to rouse passion, which invariably clouds judgment than to lead to,

the ascertainment of truth. For that matter, there are, on the other side, a

number of stories current regarding Vidyaranya’s dialectical victories over

his opponents. Such sectarian material, though they may serve the purposes

of propagandistic work, are of little historical value, unless corroborated by
independent and authentic evidence of which there is not a modicum in this

case.

t5) Turning to the statement that some of the works, such as the

commentary on the Suta Samhita, which are attributed to Vidyaranya, are

not his, our critic’s arguments do no more than adumbrate a doubt. Inas-

much as it has not been proved that Vidyaranya was different from Angirasa

Madhavacharya, the doubt that the author has raised appears to be of no
logical value whatever, though as regards other works, the author’s views may
be entitled to considerable weight.

All that we should, therefore, be justified in deducing from the data

furnished in the articles is

—

(i) That Bharadwaja Madhava, Sayana’s brother, was a great scholar

and author, and was called Madbavacharya, that he lived in Vijayanagar

during the days of Bukka I and Harihara II, that his brother, Sayana, was a

minister under four kings and that his brother Bhoganatha had considerable

influence in the Vijayanagar Court.

There is no evidence to prove that Bharadwaja Madhava, Sayana’s

brother, was either Vidyaranaya or a minister or a religious propagandist

or the Sringeri Guru.

(ii) That Angirasa Madhava was a mantri or Amatya, a warrior (vira)

author and scholar ; religious propagandist, bore the titles ‘ Acharya ’ and
‘ Guru,' was known also as Madhavacharya, was connected with the regions of

Thirthahalli, Shikarpur, Banavasi and other places on the western coast

bordering on Sringeri and therefore was Madhavacharya of Sringeri, and,

as one worthy of the political or secular title that Vidyaranya held was
Vidyaranya ’.

We have thus, attempted to point out in this review that there existed not

as Mr. Narasimhachar says in his essay two Madhavamaiitris, but two
Madhava Acharyas, one undoubtedly a mantri, and another not a mantri, but

a great author and scholar, and a contemporary that lived in Vijayanagar.
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It is possible that the works of these two Madhavacharyas were mixed
np by those that lived long after them, so that one Madhava was mistaken

for the other.

Thus far, on the supposition that the trustworthiness of the literary

evidence is unquestionable may we go. But, as has already been pointed

out, it is not easy to accept it as trustworthy till it is properly sifted.

We now see that even if we grant the new hypothesis of two mdrniris to

be true, we find that it does not fit in with the facts of history. Nor is it

free from contradictions. And the hypothesis in itself has no sure foundation

to stand on, except the one fact of the difference in Gotras and names of

parents, which, after all, does no more than point to two Madhavacharyas.

But can this difference in Gotras and parentage be explained*? The
temptation is very strong indeed to find a way out of this conflict between
literary and epigraphical evidence by supposing that there was only one

Madhavamantri, as tradition has it, but that he was adopted from one family

or Gotra to another. Angirasa and Bharadwaja are not altogether

unconnected Gotras. ‘ Angirasa, Bharadwaja, Barhaspatya ’ form one of the
‘ Triarsheya ’ groups, which admit of intra-adoption from one to another.

Nevertheless, I cannot venture to offer this as a solution, with confidence, as

the evidence before us is clearly far from being adequate. More definite

data are absolutely necessary.

We are living in an age in which ‘ doubt ’ plays a most remarkable part.

It has been questioned whether Shakespeare was the author of all the plays

' attributed to him, whether Valmiki or Kalidasa ever wrote the works said

to be theirs and whether a Christ or a Buddha ever existed. It is true that

scientific enquiry and knowledge begin with doubt. Doubt is the parent of

intellectual progress. Descartes sanctified doubt. Darwin, Huxley and all

the roll of accurate and scientific thinkers swear by him. But the great

Descartes also added that he would not relinquish what he held, though he

doubted its validity, till he should lay hold on something that was beyond a

doubt. One would therefore, like to err, if error it be, with Descartes, the

father of modern scientific thought and stick to the traditional belief that

there was only one Madhava known as Madhavamantri and also, as

Madhavacharya and Vidyaranya, though it be not free from doubt, rather

than embrace the new unproven conjecture that there were two different

Madhavamaniris, whatever evidence there may be as to the existence of two
or even more Madhavacharyas.



REVIEWS
<•

The Travancore Archaeological Series, Vol. I

(l9lo-13) and Part I of Vol. II (I9I6)

Edited by T. A. Gopinatha Eau, M.A.

Superintend6nt of Archceology, Travancore State.

It is somowhat late in the day to review the above volumes some of whose

numbers have been before the public for the last five years. The object of the

above series is to publish the iuscriptions that have been found in the Travancore

State
;
and the various numbers of the two volumes before us accordingly contain

the texts and translations of^.^out eighty inscriptions besides many plates giving

facsimiles of the inscriplionli. Each inscription is preceded by an introduction

touching upon the points of interest contained therein as regards paleography,

history, geography, interpretation, grammar, etc. It is, however, unfortunate that

the editor has given no transliteration of the original texts. He has thus preferred

to follow the editors of South Indian inscriptions in this respect and not the editors

of the Epigraphia Indica, without, however, giving any reasons for such preference..

It is also inexplicable why he has chosen to write Trevandram in vol. i. No. 5

while he has in other places wncitten Trivandram.^

The inscriptions thus collected are of much value for the construction of the

history of Travancore. Most of them belong, as might be expected, to local kings

and chieftains that once held sway in that part of India, namely, the rulers of

Malainadu, of Venadu, of Travancore and of Cochin. The inscriptions also bring to

light some rulers of the hitherto unknown line of Ay chiefs ;
while No. 10 of vol. ii,

which is an extract from a Eavya gives the genealogy of the rulers of the Mnshika

country, who were likewise hitherto unknown. And as Travancore was overrun

and conquered by the Pandya King Vira-Pandya, by the Ghola Eajaraja I and by the

later Paiidyas, there are many inscriptions in this collection that belong to those

kings
;
of these, those of the latter Paudyas are specially valuable for constructing

their history.

The western coast of India is the nearest place of call for ships from Europe,

Syria, Arabia, Persia, etc. It was here, on the Malabar coast, that in the early

centuries after Christ, the Roman ships used to call and it was also here that the

Moorish and later the Portuguese and Dutch ships called to take in eastern

merchandise. Two of the inscriptions that have appeared in the above collection

refer to such western traders. The first of these is No. 3 of vol. i, which records a

treaty between the Eaja of Cochin and the Dutch Bast India Company and is

10
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dated March 22, a.d, 1663, The other is No. 3 of vol. ii, which records certain

privileges and concassions conferred on a Christian trader Maru 7an Sapir 146 by

the governor of Venadu, (1) lor carrying on trading operations at Quilon and (2) on

behalf of the ^alli or Church that was there erected by him
;

it belongs to the ninth

century a.d. This inscription is very interesting, but it contains a number of

words whose significance is doubtful; besides, one cannot agree with all that

Mr. Gopinatha Bao has to say about it. Thus, for instance, he says on p. 76

(in vol. ii) that the privileges and concessions conferred on Saptr Iso mfS,de him

practically a political head. This seems hardly to have been the case and the

original inscriptions do not warrant such a statement. The concessions and privi-

leges too were conferred not with the object of bestowing favours on Sapir Iso but

in order to promote trade and commerce and in order to help in maintaining a place

of worship. Bor analogous instances, see Ejp. Garn., vol. ix, Bn. 61 ; v. Hn. 82, etc.

In the same way, Mr. Gopinatha Ban’s opinion that the town of Quilon was built by

Sapir Iso does not seem to be very probable. It is not likely that foreign merchants

that came to trade with India would have chosen to build warehouses and shops in

a place where nobody was living before. Similarly, it is improbable that the Kollam

era was reckoned from the founding of Quilon by Sapir Iso.

The numbers before us are full of all kinds of interesting matter of which it is

possible to touch upon a few only in a review. No. 1 in vol. i, for instance, records

the establishment of a Sn:lai (Sanskrit : sslw) containing seats for ninety fi,ve sattars-

(Sanskrit: chMtra), the inscription contains details as to the allotment of the seats

among the followers of the Taittiriya, Talavakara, Bhavishya (sic) and othex charanas

,

about the conditions of entrance into the ialai, about the course of instruction,

the discipline to be enforced, etc. These details are interesting and should be

compared with those on mathas which are given in the paper appearing above,

pp. 181-5 give a history of Pallippuram, a small village which was given by the

Baja of Cochin to the Portuguese, captured from them by the Dutch and sold in

A.D. 1789 by them to Travaucore in order to preserve it against the encroachments
of Tippu Sultan. It is interesting to observe that even at the present time this

village belongs partly to Travancore, partly to the British and partly to Cochin,

Pp. 283-303 give a history of the development of the Vattejuttu alphabet, and

pp. 201-60 of the Tamil and Grantha alphabets. In pp. 1-4 of vol. ii,

Mr. Gopinatha Eau has -attempted—in my oiDinion without success—to determine

the meaning of that difficult phrase that occurs in the inscriptions of the Ohola
King Rajaraja T, KandcLlur-chchfilai Kalam-arutt-aruli

; in pp. 9-11 he has attempt-

ed to show, again as I think unsuccessfully, that Bajasekhara the author of Kar^Ura-
manjari was a ruler of Malai-nadu.

Excepting, therefore, these and other such matters about which it is possible -

to hold other opinions, one has nothing but whole-hearted commendation for the
way in which Mr. Gopinatha Ban has executed bis task; and one awaits with
interest the issue of the numbers which are to follow.

B. V,



Tine Ceylon Antiquary and Lriterary Register
for October, I9IO

The third instalment of The Jesuits in Ceylon in the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-

turies gives us the rapid progress of Christianity in some of the parts of the island

which necessitated the establishment of missions in the outstations. The provincial of

Malabar paid constant visits. Ohilaw, Gaimel, Cardivo, Oalpetty, Malwana, Matia-

gama amd Maoandure were the chief centres of mission activity. The inevitable

tale of martyrdom had to be recited. Two pious priests who were good friends

were done to death by fifty Ceylonese soldiers in revenge for the death of three

Buddhist priests of which the murdered missionaries were blissfully ignorant. A
copious appendix gives translations of Jesuit letters from 1610 to 1617.

The next article of importance is by Mr. J. P. Lewis, C.M.G., C.O.S., on ‘ Some
notes on archaeological matters.’ These relate to the ruins of the Portuguese Port

on the shore opposite Port Hammenaiol. It was originally called Port Eyrie.

How this name was given nobody knows. The probable date of construction is about

1669. One interesting feature is another Portuguese Port in the neighbourhood

of this fort, which is said to have been according to local tradition built by the heroine

of the popular drama .^liyarasani. Vishnu worship was not unknown in the northern

provinces visited by the writer. Of the four shrines dedicated to the god one is

situated in the village of Vallipuram. There are many other places of interest in the

northern province which abound in precious relics of Buddha. A very interesting

article is the one on marriage and its attendant customs among the low country

Sinhalese by Mr. G. A. Galpin. The article must be read in the original to be

appreciated. We earnestly wish that the Colonial Government would take up the

question of publishing at an early date monographs of the customs of the several

classes of people living in Ceylon, which otherwise are likely to fade out of memory.

In the contribution on Ceylon Gypsies by Mr. H. C. P. Bell, C.O.S. (Retd.) an

interesting comparison is made between them and the Indian Gypsies.

Tbe Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of
Great Britain and Ireland for Oclober I9I6

Op the six articles given in the Journal, two are of peculiar interest to the Indian

reader, one on the Sarada alphabet by Sir George Grierson, K.O.I.B., M.E.A.S.,

and the other on Salivahana and the Saka era by Dr. J. P. Pleet, I.C.S, (Retd.),

Ph.D. C.I.B. The Sarada alphabet is based on the same system as that of the

Nagari alphabet, and is most nearly allied to certain systems of alphabet in

vogue in the Punjaub. It is so called because of its being in use in Kashmir

which is called the Sarada Kshetra, another way of accounting for the name be-

ing that it is so called in honour of one Saradananda who is said to have first

reduced the Kashmiri language to writing. In reference to the name, is it impro-

bable to think that, as the early settlers had found a convenient home in the

Punjaub valley and spread about, any system of reducing their language to

writing would naturally be identified with the goddess of learning Sarada. One

point of interest would be to inquire which is the earlier form the Sarada or
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the Nagari, or if both had a common origin at about the same time. Sir George

takes considerable pains to prove that each letter of the alphabet represents

some mystic object of worship in the Kashmiri Saivaism, the vowels representing

the various Saktis, the consonants and the other letters the higher and lower

tabtvas, while Koa represents the prana bige or life seed. Id is really an interesting

study how the letters of the alphabet were quite early identified with worship

and how their significance was entirely religious. That the Saiva cult was more
prominent is another positive inference wo. make frojn Sir George Griersofi’s study

of this alphabet system.

The next article of supreme importance is by Dr. Fleet on Salivn.hana and the

Saka era. Our readers know that there are two eras much in vogue amongst the

Hindus, the Vikrama era of 58 b.c. in Northern India and the Saka era of a.d.

78 in Southern India. There is absolutely no objection to calling the latter era

the Saka era, but Dr. Fleet proves that it is all a fiction to father the era

on the glorious and victorious king Saiivahana, though he admits that there are

some grounds for this use of the name of Saiivahana. He in the main agrees

with Professor Kielhow who has also made a special study of the question that

the name of Saiivahana, as that of a personage famous in Southern India was
prefixed to the ordinary Sake and Saka-varthe in the Saka year simply in

imitation of the name of Vikramaditya. At the outset we might say that

Dr. Fleet is very exacting in always demanding epigraphic proofs, or proofs quite

as satisfactory. The absence of any such proof, we may be ventured to submit,

does not vitiate any theory we hold, till proof to the contrary is indubitably

given. But anyhow as far as Dr. Fleet goes he is thorough. He takes for a

critical study six inscriptions all after the eleventh century and proves how each

is unreliable for the purpose of connecting the Saka era with King Saiivahana. With
the reservation that we have not as yet exhausted all the epigraphic material either

to prove or disprove a theory, we will not quarrel with him when he proves that a.d.

1354 of the copperplate record of the time of King Brikkaraya I of Vijia-

nagar is the only one where the earliest known certain instance of the name of

Saiivahana is to be found. After an elaborate inquiry into the question connect-

ing a King Saiivahana with the Saka the doctor concludes that the name was
introduced in the first part of the fourteenth century by the Court Pandits of

the kings of Vijayanagar who rose to power in the: person of Harihara I, an elder

brother of Brikkaraya I closely about 1336. How far this negative evidence can

stand the test of future revelations it is too soon to say but that people should

have slept over a thousand two hundred years before connecting Saiivahana with the

era passes our comprehension, and we cannot satisfactorily account for the sudden

inspiration that made them do so. It was surely not surely the vanity of Vijaya-

nagara kings. They were too noble to commit that conscious error.

TKe Indian Antictuary
September and October I9I6

Wb have received with pleasure the above two numbers. In the September

number besides the continuation of the articles reviewed already, we find a short



note on Muijnr, the English equivalent being Thornton by our eminent archaeo-

logist Lewis Eice O.I.B. It is a pleasure that he still keeps up his interest in a

field, peculiarly his own unabated. MuUur is the name of a village in the north
of Ooorg of some historical interest. It was a chief place of the Kongalva king-

dom, founded by the Ohola King Eajaraja about a.d. 1004. The Kougalvas were
Jains, and the place derives its interest at the present day from a group of ruined

hasadisox Jain temples intimately connected with them. The last mention is in

1390 afflbr which there is no historic record of the place.

The credit of removing a literary puzzle belongs to the indefatigable scholar

Eao Bahadur K. P. Trivedi, B.A. of Surat. Though his conclusions are correct

that the Sutras attributed to Valmiki are not the production of the immortal bard

of the Eamayana, but of another sage of the same name, yet it is regrettable that

Trivedi should have based a part of his argument on a very slender basis. His

dictum that ‘ since the opening verses embody a salutation to Valmiki, the verses

cannot be taken to have been composed by Valmiki himself He does not seem
to be aware that there are countless instances in Sanskrit and other literature

where the devoted pupils of the author have some prefatory verses which gradually

came be embodied in the original work itself. Panini's grammar gives us an

example of the kind. The third article in the periodical is a continuation by

Mr. V. Eangachari, M.A., L.T. of Madras of Ma History of the Baik Kingdom, of

Madura, He gives us a vivid pen portrait of the great Tirumal Naik the builder

1623 to 1664, and of the magnificent palaces built by him. The same contribution is

continued in the October number where the other great achievements of the Naik

are described in detail. The Mysore War should be of particular interest to the

Mysore readers of the Journal.

The Journal of the Bihar and Orissa Research
Society for September, l9l^

As usual the number gives us a substantial fare. Most of the articles are of ethno-

logical and anthropological interest. But one article by Prof. Jadunath Sarkar is

an erudite article of great historical value. There is all the difference between

other historians of India who rely too much on historical documents, or, in other

words, historians of the documentary school and the Professor. He makes the dry

bones of history live. His Persian sources of which he is the greatest exponent stand

him in good stead and have helped him to give an intelligent idea of the connexion

between the Mughals and the tributary princes of Orissa in the seventeenth century.

The chapter on revenue collection gives us very interesting details. Besides the

annual tributes, there were succession fees and nazar at intervals of two or three years.

Severe measures had to be taken with the Eevenuo Collectors and Zamindars lest

they defrauded the Government of its dues. Not unoften they were put in chains

or imprisoned. There are reasons to believe that in Mughal times the revenue of

Orissa was collected in the form of rice. Some incidental light is also thrown on

the state purchase of local industries. The revenue collection for a century varied

from thirty lakhs to one crore of rupees, the valuation being accounted for by the fact
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that the area under imperial rale varied oonaiderably from time to time and

secondly because the Persian statistical books are very badly written. The Diwans of

Orissa were a bad lot on the whole. They were either inefficient, slack or dishonest.

Hence their rapid succession and dismissal. In eight years from 1657 to 1665 there

were as many changes in these imperial officers. The pro-Islamic ordinances of

Aurangazeb were rigidly enforced in Orissa, x'^tt the end of the sixteenth century

Orissa, like many other parts of Eastern India was notorious for the cast^-ation of

children and their sale as eunuchs by their mercenary parents, though occa-

sionally the Muhammadan Viceroy put an end to this cruel system. The Muham-
madan rulers were free in tho grant of lands rent-free to the holy men and

scholars of their faith.

A very interesting ‘miscellaneous contribution,’ is from the pen of Prof.

Vincent A. Smith on the Bodh Gaya Plaque, and a reply to his observations by

Dr. D. B. Spooner, Mr. Vincent Smith maintains as against Dr. Spooner that the

temple depicted on the famous plaque could not be identified with that of Bodh

Gaya as argued by Dr. Spooner, and that it does not agree with Hiuen Tsang's

description of that building and that there is no sound reason for believing that the

representation on the plaque is the oldest drawing of the temple. Dr, Spooner

modestly but convincingly replies that it is true that the temple cannot be identi-

fied with perfect certainty, though he does not , share the full measure of

Mr. Vincent Smith’s doubt, and that still he considers the temple on the plaque is,

in all probability actually the temple which we know in modern form (italics ours) at

Bodh Gaya.

Berlamatimarga (The way of tlie Childish)
This is a neatly got up brochure by one aerial personality presumably called Shri

Advaitaoharya written down and rendered into English by the author of ‘ The real

tolerance’. We may at the outset say there are books enough and to spare

acknowledged by all to be the works of sages without our book world being over-

loaded by ‘ inspired ’ sayings. All religions believe that the age of miracles has not

ceased, and accordingly know that our mundane activities are controlled and directed

by supernatural forces. But all the same our activities for a healthy progress do

not require the guidance of inspired sayings however worthy they may be. At best

they are no better than weak echoes, and the book under review is no exception

to the rule. Truisms there are plenty in the book and it would do nobody harm to

read them once again. London firms would do better to have an editorial board to

publish books of the highest wisdom and the greatest popularity by authors ancient

or modern who are acceptable to all creeds and castes.



The Journal of the Hyderabad Archaeological

Society, July, l9lh

This Journal well maintains the reputation it has acquired for itself in the

Indian arohseologioal world. Sir John Marshall’s remarks on the monuments of

the Dekhan is given the place of honour. It is a brilliant address, and many
.

arehseologists will be glad to have it in the permanent form which it has secured to

itself in the pages of this Journal. This is followed by a chatty paper on ‘The

Faradesi or Meandering in Bahmini History/ by the Eev. G. E. Brown, M.A.

Next comes Dr. H. H. Moulton’s address on Dr. Spooner’s now famous paper on
‘ The Eoroastrian Period of Indian History.’ Dr. Moulton thinks that there is some
basis for Dr. Spooner’s speculations. But it would have been more satisfactory

if he had devoted more attention to tangible evidence for the point of view ho

suggests. However, we would not press hard our argument on him since he adds,

in a postscript, that critics should note that a better version of his lecture appears

in a small book entitled The Teaching of Zaratliustra in which he saya he gives

‘ much additional matter.’ This apart, perhaps, it is permissible to point out that

Dr. Moulton would have done well to omit his disparaging references to Dr. Keith

and his scholarship. Recriminations are always to be avoided, especially by

scholarly critics. Dr. Keith may not have done any digging unless it be in his own
garden, but he is, perhaps, one of the very few scholars left to us in the British field

of Orientalism. His knowledge of the Veda is perhaps as profound as that of

Dr. Moulton in the Avesta. To say that he has no right to speak in a matter like

the one adumbrated by Dr. Spooner is to deny to one of the best Sanskrit scholars

in the world bis say on a matter of universal importance. He surely speaks

not as an expert in archaeology which role he would be the first to disclaim, but

as an expert in Sanskrit,—in the Vedas (The Atharvana comes in for attention at

hands of Dr. Spooner) and in the literature of the pre—and post—Buddhist epochs.

Independent testimony aliunde, literary and other is what Dr, Spooner wants and

who else but scholars like Dr. Keith can offer it? It is past understanding to us

that Dr. Moulton should lightly criticise Dr. Keith on a matter like this— and much
less call his competency to offer any remarks at all on it into question.

To resume our review. Mr. T. Srinivas has a superbly illustrated article on
‘ Bajkonda and its remains.’ It is an entirely creditable paper. Equally able is

the paper of Mr. B. H. Hunt on the ‘ Hyderabad Cairns.’ should like to see

Mr. Hunt devote more of his talents in the direction of pra-hi-storio archaeology. The
Government of His Highness the Ni;^ara of Hyderabad can well take- the hint and

help to organize a genuine pre-historic survey of its Dominions so full of these

remains. Mr. Hunt’s paper shows that they have in their midst a man full of zeal

for such a work as that.

Before concluding we would draw attention to the short but touching ' In

Memoriam’ that appears in the number. To Sir Alexander Pinhey belongs the

credit of having inaugurated the Hyderabad Archseological Society. His love for

Arohseology was apparently an in-born one ; what is more, it proved to be infectious



in Hyderabad. The Hyderabad Society bids fair to be his monument in the

Dekhan.
H.

THe Story of the Btiddha^

By Edith Holland

This little book gives a very interesting and fairly full account of the life

of Gautama Buddha and his gospel. It is addressed to English school children,

and is written in a very easy narrative'style. To an Indian reader, the manner in

'which this country and its conditions are described appears quaint and in some

cases the picture seems overdrawn, But considered as an inspirational study for

children and for those who have little time for matters extramundane, the book

ranks high and deserves wide patronage.

South Indian Images of Gods and Goddesses
By Eao Sahib H. Krishna Shastry

The web of Indian history is woven in religious texture, and it is because most
books on Indian history ignore this fact that they read dry and dreary. The
conquests of kings and the triumphs of dynasties, the invasions and internecine

wars are but the frame-work and can never stand for the finished commodity
itself.

The task of writing a history of the Indian people still remains undone and
among the preliminary work in this connexion, the study of the evolution of

religious thought will take the foremost place. All research work in Indian history

and allied subjects stands or falls according as it subserves the above end or not

;

and it is from this standpoint that we welcome the book before us.

Rao Sahib Krishna Shastry deserves the best thanks of all those interested in

the subject for this comprehensive and interesting work. The book gives not

merely ‘ illustrations of and information about the images one commonly sees in

temples and museums in Southern India ’ but attempts also, in some cases to trace

how the deities came to be included in the Indian theogony. We in Mysore have
cause for gratification in learning that his * chief source of information was an
excellent work entitled Tattm nidhi compiled by His Highness the Maharaja
Mummadi Krishnaraja Wodeyar Bahadur.’

The author strikes the true note when he observes that ‘round the village

temple in India centres the corporate civic life of the community which lives in it.’

But his statement that ‘ temples must have existed in Southern India from time
immemorial ' appears to require testing in the light of further researches, especially

as the earliest inscrfptional evidence of the existence of temples takes up back only

to the fouth century a. d.

Harrap & Co., London, W.O. Heroes of Old Time series, Indian Agents. P. T. I. Book
Depot, Bangalore City.
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We learn from this book that there is insoriptional evidence to prove that in the

Oeded Districts, certain classes of Muhammadans were devoted to Hanuman, and

that in the past, the worship of Jyestha, now ignored as the goddess of ill-luck and

misfortune, was quite familiar and shrines were dedicated to her. Space forbids our

going more into details.

The book deals also with the several mystic charms and symbols found in

temples ^and with the instruments used in worship. Dour plates giving the

pedestals, postures, etc,, and a copious index bring to a close this highly interesting

and valuable work.

A. V. R.

Archaeological S-urvey of India (Part I, 1914-5)
The volume before us deals as usual with the administration of the department

during the year i91i-5, and makes but brief references . to the several discoveries

made throughout India during that year, detailed discussions being given separately

in Part II of this report and of the reports of the various archaeological circles.

But it helps to focuss attention on the essential features of the work and is also

amply illustrated.

The more important results of the year’s activities consisted in the conservation

of two elaborately decorated carved and well-proportioned faqades in wood used for

the decoration of house fronts in Ahmedabad
; the unearthing of a stupa of imposing

dimensions at Taxila, which Hiuen Tsang described as being more than 100 feet

high and the sides of which disclose a delicate concave curvature suggestive of the

Hellenic principle of entasis ; the discovery at Sirkap of ‘ the first Aramaic inscription

that India has yet produced
; and of a rare coin of Azes I at the Dharmarajika Stupa

;

the laying bare of a certain tank or theatre in the part of Pataliputra popularly

known as Mauni Pokhar
; the find of certain specimens of the so-called Early Oast

Goins in the Bulandi Bagh, Patna, and of certain interesting fragments of stone

columns below the property known as Kallu Khan’s Bagh, Patna, suggestive of

some important Mauryan building
;
the, discovery of three Yajna-kundas or sacrificial

pits amidst the ruins of old Vidisa and a find of Naga coins and ancient sculptures

ranging from the first to the tenth century a. d. on the site of the ancient city of

Padmavati in Gwaliar State ; the recovery in Sarnath of a number of large and
excellently preserved Buddha images of the Gupta period, two of which mention a
certain king Buddhagupta, hitherto unknown

; the excavation in the western area of

Sarnath of successive layers of remains, each pertaining to a different period, and
lastly an epigraphical discovery of more than usual interest and importance, namely,
that of an Asoka Rook Edict on the Maski Hill in the Nizam’s Dominions, which is

unique as referring to Asoka both by his title Devanampuja and his proper name
Asoka.

The epigraphic research of the year included also the valuable Planetary Tables
computed by Professor Hermann Jacobi of Bonn, which serve to calculate the
position of planets for any date between a. d. 300 and 2000, in order to verify the
constellation of the planets or a horoscope, given in any inscription or other

11
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docTimenfc, a contributiion of much interest by Professor Padmanaba Vidyavinoda

on the Nidhanpur plates of Bhasharavaman, King of Kamarupa (Assam) and a

contemporary of Harahavardhana and Hieun Tsang, and the collection of references

regarding the Golconda ministers Akkanna and Madanna.

The year was thus one of considerable activity and progress, and the gratitude

of all well-wishers of India is due to Dr. Sir John Marshall and his noble band

of enthusiastic workers who are thus steadily helping in the reconstru-otion of

her past.

A. V. E.

Indian PreHistoric and Protohistoric
Antictnities

The Poote collection of Indian Prehistoric and Protohistoric Antiquities—notes on

their ages and distribution—by E. Bruce Poote, P.G.S., P.E.A.I., M.V.I
, Superin-

tendent, Geological Survey of India. With a preface by Mr. J. E. Henderson,

M.B.O.M., P.L.S., Superintendent, Madras Government Museum. (Madras Govern-

ment Press, Madras. 2 Vols., price 14s. 8d.)

These volumes sum up the late Mr. Bruce Poote’s vast knowledge of the pre-

historic antiquities of India. Over ten years ago he published a catalogue of the

prehistoric antiquities collected together in the Madras Government Museum since

its foundation. That volume was reviewed by the present writer in the IndianBeview

at that time. After that he became personally acquainted with the late Mr. Poote

whose lamented death occurred on December 29, 1912, at the age of seventy-eight

years. Dr, Henderson in his .-preface to these volumes explains the circumstances

under which the collection catalogued in these two volumes came to be got together by
Mr. Poote and the stage at which the volumes themselves lost the personal attention

of their author. Thejate Mr. Poote was a most enthusiastic worker in the field of

prehistoric research in India. His wide travels in India as a geologist had early

impressed himrwith the virgin;soil still awaiting exploration in this time of research.

He was, to speak the truth, quite opposed to what he called mere ‘ Architectural
Surveyors ' opening these remains and adding to the difSculties of elucidating an
already difficult subject. He was keen on having a scientific survey undertaken
so that the whole field might be systematically covered by expert prehistoric explo-
rers. The volumes now under review show why he proposed such a survey. It
ought to be plain even to those who take a cursory glance through these two
volumes that a systematic survey is a necessity. Such a survey may well be orga-
nized on suitable lines by the Indian Archaeological Department uchat is wanted is
not only adequate funds but also a sufficiency of men with something more than a
mere working knowledge of prehistoric archeology. If the work of the late Mr.
Bruce Poote results in some such undertaking as this—after the war—it would
help to place our knowledge of the early history of India on a far more satisfactory
basis than now. If alive, Mr. Poote would not, I think, have wished for anything
better than that,

^



We would add a few words in regard to the two volumes themselves. T^he

first is a descriptive list of the objects in the collection arranged according to the

districts and localities in which they were found. The second includes the author’s

notes on the ages and distribution of the antiquities, the plates and map, the general

index and certain addenda written by Mr. Foote shortly before his death. This is a

very satisfactory division
;

for the actual worker will want the first one for constant

use in his travels and if loaded with extraneous matter it is likely to prove cumber-

some. 'fhe second the man in the study will want. Both together make up a com-

plete whole, which all interested in the subject will require. The general reader is

likely to interest himself in Volume II which contains Mr. Foote’s introduction and
notes to both the volumes. To these two we would devote a little attention

before closing this all too brief review. Mr. Foote thinks that there is no evidence

in India of the supposed eolithic people, the predecessors of the palseolithio people

of India. He says he cannot explain as yet why we have no evidence of this people

in India. It is, he says, ‘ a puzzle hard to explain,’ He, however, 'adds, that

‘ possibly the type will yet bo found’. Mr. Foote supports Sir John Evans’s theory

of a hiatus between the palseolithic and neolithic ages. He points to the evidence

available in India as to this. As regards the neolithic people of India, the work is

really a veritable mine of information. The same must be said of the people of the

Iron Age of India. Those interested in these peoples would do well to peruse Mr.

Foote’s volumes and the plates appearing in them. Of prehistoric pottery, Mr.

Foote writes with ample knowledge. No old pottery sites have been met with in

India. This is one reason why we cannot explain many of the difficulties now felt

in determining the relative ages of the pottery sherds so largely to be seen in this

country. One other point about prehistoric pottery may be noted and that is the

entire absence of human figures on the vessels unearthed so far. In the Deccan,

very few positive representations of any natural objects have been met with. We
might incidentally add hero that Mr. Foote found at Maski—where an Asoka Edict

was recently discovered—some very interesting pottery remains. Among these was

a melon bowl with fillet of raspberries— see plate 59, Vol. II. This howl must

certainly have been a distinctly handsome vessel. The articles he found there,

Mr. Foote sets down to ‘ the early iron age or very late neolithic ’. As regards the

distribution of the prehistoric peoples of India, Mr. Foote has some exceedingly

interesting remarks to offer. We regret we have no space for these hero, except

to state generally. From the wide distribution of the localities where the remains

have been found, Mr. Foote infers that they were ‘ widely distributed over the

country’. He, however, excepts the mountain and the great forest regions of the

west of the Peninsula, where no traces so far have been found of the palseolithic

race or races.

H.
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Indian Arctiitecture ^

JPa/ri I—'December, 1916
41'

The first part of Indian-AroMtecture is now before us. It is neat and attractive

and leaves nothing to be desired both as regards its artistic get up, and the

matter it embodies. No apology is needed for its introduction to the notice of the

public. There has been no work published till now that embodies between its covers

the main features of all the styles of architecture in India and the principle's under-

lying their design, with suitable illustrations from existing types. The importance

and magnitude of such a work is obvious.

2. Indian Architecture may be said to comprise the following main heads :

—

(1) Dravidian including Chalukyan.

(2) The Buddhist or Mongolian.

(3) Saracenic.

Add to this, there are the numerous permutations and combinations of these.

The variety and number of styles evolved from these is quite apparent. Such

examples are met with all over India. It is very seldom that one meets with styles

of architecture in their chaste purity. Good combinations are none the less pleas-

ing and artistic.

3. The scope of the work is very comprehensive. The details of the various

styles of Indian Arohiteoture will be treated and illustrated with examples of many
of the important edifices in India. The book will be issued in three sections of

eight parts each.

4. Section (1) will explain the ancient literature on arohiteoture and trace

its evolution in theory and practice in all countries from the earliest times to

the present day.

Section (2) will explain and illustrate the different types extant in India and

outside.

Section (3) will deal with modern architecture in all its phases.

6. The appearance of the work is quite opportune. Oriental style is becoming

more and more popular in the west. The Government of India have weighed all

the pros and cons when they decided to build the imperial capital of Delhi in oriental

style.

6. We congratulate the compiler and the editor and wish them success in

their efforts in such a worthy cause.

The Kesava Temple at Somanathpur ®

The charming volume before us is the first of the Mysore Archeological Series ;

Architecture and Sculptures in Mysore and has appeared not a day too soon.

' Published A. V. T. Iyer & Sous, Malleswaram, Baugalore.

2 By Praktana-Vimatea-Viohakshana, Rao Bahadur R. Narasimhachar, M.A., M.R.A.S., Director

of Arohseologioal Researches in Mysore. Price, Bs. 2 or 8 shillings. Government Book Depot,

Bangalore City.
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It was a long standing complaint that the Mysore Archaeological Department had

mostly contented itself with its annual reports and ponderous volumes of inscrip-

tions, and that it had not bestirred itself sufficiently to present in easily readable

monographs descriptions of, and information about, ‘ the extraordinary wealth of the

artistic products (and may we add, historical material) of Mysore.’ Till now, we
owed most of our assimilable information about these to European scholars aiod

travellers. The general public of Mysore is still woefully ignbrant of a good part

of Mysofe history and Mysore antiquarian and artistic riches and the Mythic

Society has been working single-handed to dispel this ignorance to the best of its

power in the limited sphere open to it till now. It is, therefore, a matter of no

small gratification to us to welcome the present volume which' is sumptuously

provided with photos of all that is best and most interesting in the supremely

beautiful and captivating edifice at Somanathpur.

This village is situated about twenty miles from Seringapatam, on the Seringa-

patam—Sosale Talakad Eoad and is on the banks of the Oauvery, The Kesava temple

in Somanathpur was completed in the year a. d. 1268 under the orders of, Soma, or

Somanatha, a high officer under the Hoysala King Narasimha III (a. d.;1254 to 1291).

The temple is situated in the middle of a courtyard about 215 feet by 177 feet,

Surrounded by an open veranda. It stands on a raised terrace, about three feet high

which closely follows the contour of the structure, and is supported at the angles by

figures of elephants facing outwards and elsewhere by free images representing

Vishnu and other gods and goddesses. It is a trikutschala or three-celled structure

and the three-cells are surmounted by three most elegantly carved towers identical

in design and execution. The front of the temple with its three towers presents a

feast of imposing beauty and has often been selected as a model for caskets.

(See frontispiece)

On both sides of the entrance, runs along the front hall a Yagati or railed

parapet, which is divided into six horizontal friezes containing (1) elephants.

(2) horsemen, (3) scroll work, (4) scenes from the epics and the Puranas, (5) turretted

pilasters with small images and lions between them, and (6) a rail divided into panels

by double columns containing figures. From the corners where the raised parapet

ends, begins, in the middle of the outer walls, a row of large images with various

kinds of ornamental canopies, and continues round the remaining portion of the

temple. Below these images also there are six horizontal friezes. Above this row

runs a fine cornice ornamented with bead work and above this, again, a row of minia-

ture turrets over single or double pilasters, surmounted by ornamental eaves. The

scenes depicted in the fourth frieze of the Yagati are mainly illustrative of the story

of Prahlada, but those in the fourth frieze of the rest of the building are from the

Eamayana, the Bhagavata-purana and the Mahabharata.

The three cells were originally dedicated to KSsava, Janardana and Veiiugopala,

respectively, but as irony would have it, the main shrine had long been empty and

the images in the other two cells alone have survived. Judging from the execution
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of the latter, the chief image, i. e., of Kesava must have been of exquisite workman-
ship and its loss cannot be too greatly deplored.

Space forbids our following the author through his description of the other

images, and we shall content ourselves with noting a few special features of this

temple. As in most other Vishnu temples in the Hoysala style, special prominence

is given to Ganapati and Mahishasuramardini in this temple and their images once

occupied the two fine niches at the sides of the central cell or garbha-gri^a. It is

also worthy of note that many of the large images on the outer walls bear inscribed

on their pedestals the names of the artists who executed them. Such labels have
also been deciphered by Mr. Narasimhachar in a few other temples such as those at

Bglur, Halebid, Nuggihally, etc. It is also interesting to learn that the artist

Mallitamma who announces himself to us on forty images in this temple is also

responsible for several images on the north wall of Lakshminarasimha temple at

Nuggihally. Several other artists are also introduced to us in this fashion, and it is

this interesting habit of -the Mysore sculptors that has enabled Mr. Narasimhachar
to refute the theory that Jakanachari represented an individual artist and to prove
that, in fact, the word is merely a corruption of the Sanskrit Dakshincfchdrya, i. e., a

sculptor of the Southern school. The next peculiarity of this temple is that the

Oamdagamha (or stone pillar with a figure of Garuda sculptured on it) is not exactly

opposite the entrance as usual, but a little to the north-east. This peculiarity has
given rise to the following curious tradition. ‘When the temple was completed,

it looked so grand and beautiful that the gods, thinking that it was too good to be
on the earth, wanted to transport it to Indra’s heaven. Accordingly, the structure

began to rise from the earth. Jakanachari was amazed at the sight and, in his

eagerness- to avert the calamity, set about mutilating some of the images on the

eouter walls, whereupon the building descended and occupied its present position.’

Still another special feature consists in the elaborate inscription on a slab in the

entrance porch—a long one of ninety-one lines—informing us of all the details about
the construction and the consecration of the temple and the endowments made for

its maintenance. This and other inscriptions found in Somanathpur are published as

Tirumakudlu-Narsipur, Nos. 97, 98, 99 and 100 in Volume III of the Epigra^Ma
Garnatica.

But the main interest of the work is in its illustrations and the book, which is

priced cheap, deserves the study of all Mysoreans and all Indians. By the courtesy

of Mr. Narasimhachar, we present our readers with a photograph (of the temple.)

No one who studies the illustrations in the book can fail to feel increased pride for

the country which possesses such treasures and for the race which produced such
artists. Indeed books of this kind help to fan the fire of patriotism and quicken
national revival, and we cannot be too grateful to Mr. Narasimhachar for the very
valuable volume he has presented to his countrymen. We hope that the Mysore
Government will make it possible for him to bring out the other volumes of the
series quickly, and we appeal also to the Government in this connexion for the
early enactment of an Ancient Monuments Act in Mysore to ensure the better

preservation of our numerous antiquarian and artistic treasures.
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mE MYTHIC SOCIETY
KTJLES

«

1. The Society shall be called the Mythic Society.

2. The objects of the Mythic Society shall be

—

() To promote the study of the sciences of archaeology, ethnology,

history, religions and allied subjects more particularly in

Mysore and South India.

() To stimulate research in the above subjects.

3. The entire management of the Society shall vest in a Committee

consisting of a President, Vice-Presidents, a G-eneral Secretary, an Honorary

Treasurer, Branch Secretaries, one or more Editors, and seven other mem-

bers, who shall hold office for one year, but shall be eligible for re-election.

4. Membership shall be of two kinds

—

(a) Honorary. (6) Ordinary.

5. Honorary membership shall be restricted to persons who, in the

opinion of the Committee, have rendered distinguished service towards the

attainment of the objects of the Society. Honorary members shall be

nominated by the Committee, and from the date of their election they shall

be entitled, without payment, to all the privileges of ordinary members.

6. Ordinary membership shall be open to all gentlemen and ladies who

may be elected by the Committee,

7. The subscription for ordinary membership shall be

—

(a) For members resident in Bangalore, rupees five per annum,

(b) For members resident elsewhere in India, rupees three per

annum. These subscriptions shall be payable on election, or

annually, on July 1st. The Honorary Treasurer may recover

any subscription which may remain unrecovered at the time

the second number of the Journal is issued by sending the

second number by V.P.P.

Membership shall be open to residents in the United Kingdom, the

subscriptions being four shillings annually, a remittance of twelve

shillings covering subscriptions for three years. Subscription

1
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from the United Kingdom may be remitted by ‘British Postal

Order ’ to the Honorary Treasurer, Mythic Society, Bangalore.

Bona fide students resident in Bangalore will be admitted as members
without the right of voting on payment of rupees three per annum.

Any subscriber, on payment of rupees three per annum, will be

entitled to receive the Quarterly Journal of this Society, ^

The activities of the Society shall be as follows :

—

(a) There shall be, as far as possible, nine ordinary meetings in

each session, at which lectures will be delivered
; due notice

being given by the Secretary to resident members only.

Each session shall be reckoned from 1st July to 30th June.

[Members shall be entitled to bring their friends to the meet-

ings. The President shall have the power of vetoing, admis-

sion in any special case.]

(b) The transactions of the Society shall be incorporated and
published in the Quarterly Journal to be issued as far as

possible on 1st October, 1st January, 1st April, and 1st July,

which will be sent free to all members, and which will be
on sale at twelve annas per copy to non-members. Mem-
bers joining in the course of a session shall be entitled

to all the numbers issued during that session but their

subscriptions will be due as from the previous 1st July, and
they will be expected to pay for the whole year. No resig-

nation from membership will be accepted except between
1st July and 1st October.

[Lecturers are expected not to allow any Paper or Eeview to

publish their lectures in extenso before they have appeared
in the Quarterly Journal of the Society.]

(c) The Society will encourage a spirit of research among Univer-

sity students by awarding a medal annually to the best

essay on a subject determined upon by the Committee.

9,

A Library and Eeading-room will be maintained by the Society.

10. The Eeading-room will be opened to members and registered

readers on days and at times decided on by the Committee and duly notified

to those concerned,

11, Books will not be lent outside the premises to any one except
with the written sanction of the President, the clerk taking requisitions

and obtaining orders in each case.
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12. The Annual Q-eneral Meeting will be held, as far as possible, in

July, when the report and accounts for the previous session shall be submit-

ted to the members and new office-bearers shall be elected.

13. The framing and the alteration of the Eules rest entirely with the

Committee,
e

14. The habitation, offices, and library of the Society are situated in the
‘ Daly Memorial Hall,’ Cenotaph Road, Bangalore City.

15. The Trustees for the ‘ Daly Memorial Hall ’ are the following office-

bearers for the time being :

—

The President, the General Secretary and the Treasurer.

A. V. RAMANATHAN,
General Secretary.
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SOME DRAVIDIAN AFFINITIES. AND
THEIR SEQUEL

A paper read before the Mythic Society

By U. J. Eighards, Esq., m.a., m.e.a.s., i.o.s.

CONTENTS
I. The Aryan Bubble.

II. The Baoes of Europe,

in. The Races of India.

IV. The Heliolithic Culture.

V. Who were the Aryas.

VI. Conclusion.

I AM occasionally fated to read a book wliicb throws all my ideas into a new
IDerspective. Professor Eipley’s Itaces of Eitrope, is such a work, but I should
not trouble to elaborate on this change of view were it not that certain recent

investigations, based on entirely different data, seem to point to the same
conclusions that my interpretation of Professor Eipley’s theses has led me to.

Before I proceed to discuss Professor Eipley’s views, however, it is neces-

sary that I should touch briefly on what is called the ‘ Aryan Controversy.’

1. The Aryan Bubble

In the fifth century of the Christian Era Western Europe was overrun
by hordes of Huns and G-ermans, and civilization ceased to be. It is true
that the darkness of the weary millennium that followed was sporadically

brightened by a flicker of culture, kept alive by the Church of Eome, but it

was not till the fall of Constantinople to the Turks (a. d. 145S), and the
dispersal westward of Byzantine scholars, that the peoples of western Europe
began to rouse themselves from their intellectual coma. The ‘ Eevival of

Learning ’ was primarily a revival of the study of Greek and Latin Literature.

Inevitably, therefore, the culture of modern Europe is dominated by a literary
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bias. The influence of Literary Tradition, an influence intensely conservative,

I might also say reactionary, is a very potent factor in human history. The

strangling of Athens at the close of the Peloponnesian War, the assassination

of Julius Caesar by the Oligarchs of Eonie, the judicial massacres of the French

Eevolution, were alike inspired by literary precedent, and orators and tractarians

of the cheaper kind still reiterate, with almost gramophonic faithfulness, the

commonplaces of Demosthenes or Lucan.

It was in 1786 that Sir William Jones first announced his discovery

that the similarities between the languages of Hindustan, Persia, G-reece, Borne

and Western Europe could only be explained on the hypothesis of their com-

mon parentage. Fifty years later (1833-5) Bopp placed these affinities on a

scientific basis. The cult of letters was at that time supreme, Literature

was the sole criterion of knowledge, the ‘ G-olden Past ’ was monopolized by

Greece and Borne. The marvellous civilization of Egypt and Mesopotamia

was an unopened book, the splendour of Minoan Crete undreamed of. The

tyranny of letters was so absolute that the preposterous fallacy that

identity of Language proves identity of Bace seems almost excusable.

This fallacy took other fallacies in its train.

{a) The fact that the only ancient cultures familiar to the literary

world were those of Greece and Borne led to the assumption that the

civilization of Europe owed everything to the ‘ Aryans ’ and nothing to any

other race, that outside the pale of ‘ Aryanism ’ no culture worth the name

of culture ever existed.

('0 The fact that the nineteenth century was a period of the rapid

expansion and world-wide dominance of the ‘ White Bace ’ led to the

assumption that all that is best in human civilization is the monopoly of the

‘ White Bace ’. Unfortunately, by one of those freaks inseparable from

purely academic research, it was also presumed that the purest type of the

‘ White Bacej’ was to be found in the region of the Caucasus, which is, in fact,

perhaps the most heterogeneous oficina gentium in the world ^ and the

ridiculously inappropriate word ‘ Caucasian ’ came to be adopted as synony-

mous with the ‘ White Bace ’, and tacitly associated with the ‘ Aryans.
’

Philologists busied themselves with the study of root words, and on this

basis of ‘ Linguistic Palaeontology ’ attempted to reconstruct the idyllic

culture of the ideal ‘ Undivided Aryans and to locate their early civilization

geographically. The conclusions arrived at on these data are too diverse to

carry conviction. Here are a few of them
;
the Pamir plateau

;
the Aral-

Caspian depression
; between the Ural, Bolor, and the Hindu Kush

;
Siberia

;

Armenia ;
the steppes of Southern Eussia

;
the plains of Northern Germany

;

‘ somewhere in Asia ’
;
all Northern Europe between latitudes 45° and 60° from

iSee Ripley, p. 436 ag.
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tlie Ural Mountains to the Atlantic (Ripley, p. 482). ‘ Linguistic Palaeontology
’

is useful and suggestive within its proper limits, but its limits are narrow.
The data are few, the same root word may be applied to one thing in one
place and quite a different thing in another place (e. g., aes = copper and
eism=iron), ^ and, on the other hand, the thing designated by a i^oot word
might itself migrate

; there may have been lions in Europe, though there are

none thSre now (Ripley, p. 484).® Holding as they did the dogma that 'all-things

bright-and-beautiful’ must be of ‘Aryan’ origin, the scholars of Western
Europe claimed, each for his own nation, the coinpletest purity of ‘ Aryan ’

descent.

Now it so Jiappened that, so far as anthropometric research had
then advanced, the typical Frenchman was believed to be round-headed,

short and dark, and the typical German long-headed, tall and blonde, and the

controversy as to which of these types the ‘ Undivided Aryans ’ belonged to

became an international affair. The crisis became acute when in 1871 De
Quatrefages propounded the theory that the Prussians were descended from
the Finns. Professor Virchow of Berlin at once set himself to disprove a

theory which was deemed an insult to the dominant peo|)le of the Empire
(Ripley, pp.;219, 220), and the German Government authorized a census of the

hair and eye colour of six million school children.

With the expansion of anthropometric investigation it was soon found

that accepted generalizations were based on insufficient data. In fact, the

population of Germany contains a substantial element of the short dark round-

headed type, and the population of France contains a substantial element of

the tall blonde long-headed type. The truth came slowly to be recognized

that the boundaries of race cut at all angles the boundaries of language and
nationality. After all it does not follow that a man’s hair must be blonde and
his eyes blue, because he is inflectional in speech, nor does it follow that,

because a people early hit upon the knowledge of bronze and learned how to

tame horses and to milk cows, they also invented the declension of nouns and

the conjugation of verbs (Ripley, p. 466). The Negroes of the United States of

America speak English, but they are not Anglo-Saxons. The Normans who
conquered England spoke a Latin tongue, but their grandfathers came from

Scandinavia. Even Max Muller, High Priest of the ‘ Aryan Fallacy ’ in

England, realized in his declining years that most of his dogmas were

foolishness, and declared that ‘ an ethnologist who speaks of an Aryan race,

Aryan blood, Aryan eyes and hair is as great a sinner as a linguist who
speaks of a dolichocephalic dictionary or brachycephalic grammar ’. (Ripley,

p. 266.)

1 Similarly the beech (fagus) of the Romaus became the oak of the Greeks.

3 So in Denmark during the human period the pine gave place to the oak, and later, in

historic times, the oak gave place to the beech.
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II. The Races of Europe^

So obsessed were scholars with the idea that the origin of civilization

must be looked for in Europe or Asia, that it was regarded as positively shock-

ing that Sergi should claim to have found it in Africa.

Sergi bases his conclusions primarily on the shape of the human skull

viewed from above, but these conclusions tally well with the evidence of

cranial indices. He shows that a striking uniformity exists in 'general

physical structure, particularly in head-form, among the races, commonly
called ‘ Hamitic, ’ who extend along the North of Africa from Bomaliland,

Abyssinia and Egypt to the Canary Islands. This uniformity is shared by the

main population of Greece, Italy and the Iberian Peninsula, and extends

through France to Great Britain. It is of African origin, and approximates,

on the one hand to the Negro, on the other to the tall blonde ‘ Nordic ’

Scandinavian. The establishment by Sergi of the uniformity of the Medi-

terranean Stock marks an epoch in the history of European ethnology.

Working on this foundation, Professor Eipley has sifted and summarized the

available evidence (1899) on the Eaces of Europe, and with his methods and

conclusions I shall briefly deal.

After indicating the relative influence of heredity and environment

(Chapter I) Professor Eipley warns us (Chapter II) of the unconformability

of Language, Culture, Nationality and Eace, which rarely coincide. He then

discusses the evidential value of the three race criteria on which he relies.

—

(1) Head Form {Chapter III).

(2) Pigmentation of skin, hair and eyes (Chapter IV).

(3) Stature (Chapter V).

(1) Head Form

The Cephalic Index, i.e., the percentage proportion of the maximum
breadth of the human head to its maximum length, is held by Professor

Eipley to be the most constant and trustworthy criterion of all.

A world map showing the distribution of the Cephalic Index reveals in

the Old World a sharp line of demarcation between long-headedness and

round-headedness, coinciding nearly with the southern edge of the great moun-
tain belt which passes from the Pyrenees, ma the Alps, Balkans and Asia

Minor, to the Himalayas. South of this line long-headedness prevails, north

of it round-headedness. To the west, however, the long-heads spread through

France to the British Isles, Scandinavia, Iceland, and the great Plain to the

south of the Baltic, while the round-heads dominate Indonesia and permeate

the Pacific Islands. Papua and Australia are long-headed. The aborigines

of the Americas* are fairly homogeneous in type, and intermediate
;

except the

Eskimo who are among the longest headed people on earth.

1 This section of ttis paper is a richavffi of Ripley, and those who are familiar with Eipley

ehould ship it.
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The parallelism between the geographical distribution of head form
types and that of types of flora and fauna is remarkable. ‘ The whole matter

is reducible at bottom to terms of physical geography, producing areas of

characterization. ’ It is not necessary to suppose that physical environment

has generated these characters
;
but geographical isolation undoubtedly pre-

serves individuality, while, in areas which are freely open to migration, varie-

ties afe merged into a conglomerate whole compounded of all immigrant types

alike.

The most important point established by this survey of the cranial indi-

ces is that the so-called ‘ White Kace ’ of Europe, so far from being physically

uniform, presents the most extreme and sharp divergencies. Two distinct

varieties ol man are mixed up in that little continent
;
the round-heads pre-

dominate in the Inairt of inland Western Europe, and throughout the eastern

half of the continent, while the long-heads fringe its western shores and
islands, together with the African and peninsular shores of the Mediterranean.

The old theory of a single ‘ White Eace,’ ‘ Aryan,’ ‘ Caucasian ’ or ‘ Indo-

Germanic ’ must be rejected.

(2)

Pigmentation

It is hardly necessary to follow out in detail Prof. Ripley’s survey of

blondes and brunets, because true blondeness is unknown in India.

Roughly mankind may be divided by colour into four groups :

—

(1) Coal black
;
found chiefly along the southern border of the Sahara

Desert and in Papua and Melanesia.

(2) Brownish
; the Negroes, the Australians and the ‘ aborigines ’ of

India.

(3) Yellow; Mongolian Asia, the northern third of Africa, and Brazil,

and isolated peoples, such as the Lapps, the Eskimo, the Hottentots, the

Bushmen, and most of the people of Malaysia.

(4) White; often almost brown or yellow. Except for the Ainus of

Japan, the very light shades are confined to Europe and the Mediterranean
littoral of Africa, but light-skinned peoples are to be found also in South-East

Asia (Arabia, Persia and Hindustan).

It is not known exactly on what causes dark pigmentation is dependent.

Some scientists suggest heat, others humidity, others the rays of a tropical

sun. These theories are not borne out by facts. It is true that the colour

which appears in ‘ tanning ’ or freckles is similar to the pigment which forms

in the skin of the darker races, but it is not hereditary. On the other hand,

the Jews of Central Europe, in spite of the fact that they have for centuries

observed a sedentary indoor habit of life, are shades darker than their neigh-

bours who spend most of their time out of doors. The characteristic blonde-

ness of North-Western Europe does not follow the parallels of latitude,

2
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but seems to radiate from a centre somewhere near Copenhagen, the waves

sweeping in a circle near Vienna, across mid-Switzerland and through the

middle of the British Isles. In Britain itself blonde and brunet are mixed in

a way that precludes environment as an explanation, while the contrast

between blonde Normandy and brunet Brittany is still more instructive.

Professor Eipley adduces evidence to show that blondeness is somehow favoured

by a mountain environment,' and he sums up with the inference that ‘colora-

tion is due to a great number of combined influences working through physio-

logical processes, none of which can be isolated from the others ’.

It cannot, I think, be doubted that dark-skinned races are better fitted for

exposure to a tropical sun than those with fair complexions. Blondes, in

short, are sterile after two generations in the tropics, unless they intermarry

with the people of the country, and it is obvious that the darker offspring of

such mixed marriages 'must stand a better chance of surviving than children

who ‘ take after ’ the blonde parent. Hence, under natural selection, there is

an irresistible tendency for the progeny of fair-skinned immigrants who marry

and settle in the tropics to revert to the type of their environment.

fSJ Stature

Stature Professor Eipley describes as ‘ rather an irresponsible witness * of

race, as it is very susceptible to influences other than hereditary. It is

undoubtedly affected by environment, and scarcity or uncertainty of food

limits growth.^ Por similar reasons the populations of mountainous tracts

are shorter, as a rule, than those who inhabit the fertile plains. Yet the

evidence is not unanimous, for while the inhabitants of moderate altitudes

often seem physically depressed by their surroundings, it sometimes happens

that the dwellers in regions of extreme elevation are above the normal stature.

Only the robust can withstand the rigors of a severe climate. ‘ Artificial
’

selection, too, affects the stature of a community
;
it is the biggest and most

vigorous men who bear the brunt of war, and are the pioneers of a migration,

it is the weaklings and the under-sized who stay at home and breed. Habits

of life and nature of employment are also disturbing factors. Professional

men, porters, firemen, policemen, are above the average in Bm’ope
;
weavers,

tailors, shoe-makers are far below. ‘ Civilization too protracted ’ also tends

to stunt a race.

It is hardly to be wondered at that a world map of stature pressents little

uniformity. The only homogeneous groups are the African Negroes, whose

environment is quite uniform, and the peoples of Indonesia and the Pacific.

The Malays are always short and the Polynesians tall.

1 See 5 . 235 foi blondeness in the Heart of the Black Forest
; see also p. 76.

« For example the Bushmen as contrasted with the Hottentots, and the Fuegians as against

the Patagonians,
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Variable as stature is, it is not, however, without its uses as corroborative

evidence of race. , It should be noted here that Professor Eipley discounts the

value of facial features as evidence of race. Facial features are governed,

according to him, by ‘ sexual or, as he calls it, ‘ artificial ’ selection, and he

gives (p. 50) several instances where facial features belie altogether the

cranial evidence
;
e. g., the Eastern Eskimo, who retain to perfection the ideals

of beibuty characteristic of the extremely round-headed Mongolians, though

their head form is the opposite extreme to the Mongolian type. ^

Applying his criteria (Chapter VI) Professor Eipley discriminates his

three European Eaces :

—

1. Nordic (Teutonic); long-headed, tall, with very light hair, blue eyes

and narrow nose.

2. Alpine : round-headed, of medium height and ‘ stocky ’ build, with

light chestnut hair, hazel-grey eyes, and a nose rather broad and
‘ heavy ’, but variable.

*3. Mediterranean ; long-headed, of medium stature and slender build,

with dark brown or black hair, dark eyes and rather broad nose.

Professor Eipley then proceeds (Chapters VII to XVI) to examine in

detail the distribution of these racial characters in the principal countries of

Europe, and (Chapter XVII) summarizes his conclusions as to European

origins in four clearly expressed propositions. ®

I. European races are of secondanj origin^ intermediate between the

extreme primary types of the Asiatic and Negro races (p. 457).

The races of Europe present all extremes of human variation in Head

Form, Stature and Complexion. In one physical characteristic only they can

claim homogeneity, and that is in the texture of their hair.

Human races can be roughly grouped into three classes according to the

texture of their hair

—

1. Ulotrichi, with woolly or frizzly black hair.

2. Cymotrichi with wavy hair of all shades.

3. Leiotrichi, with straight black hair.

The two extremes are the woolly hair of the Negro and the straight hair of

the Mongolian. ®

The difference m texture is due to a difference in morphological

structure
;
the cross-section of Negroid hair is flattened and ribbon-like; that

1 Seo Eipley’s remarks (p. 362) on the ‘ in.sidiousncss of the liJongoliau features of. how-

ever, pp. 330-1.

s I omit refereiiooto the remaining chapters; XVlIl Eaco and Culture, XIX and XX Social

Problems, and XXII Aoclimatization, because the first-named takes no account of the subsequently

discovered Aegean civilization, and the otheis have no bearing on my problem.

Sit should here he noted that some scientists contend that the human Eaco is of dual or

multiple origin (dipbyletic or polyphyletic) like the horse, . and not descended ficm one single

proto-type. See Duckworth, Prelmioric Man, P- 138,
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of the Mongolian is rounded or cylindricaL These features are constant,

and do hot vary within the Race, but a mixture of blood between these two
races imparts a wavy character to the hair, and its cross section is intermediate

between a flattened oval and a circle. A world map illustrative of hair

texture shows the flat cross-section in Africa south of the Sahara and in Papua
and Melanesia, the circular cross-section spreads over the whole of the'

Americas, and the whole of Asia exclusive of India, Persia, Arabia and Asia

Minor, and extends westward into Europe up to a line drawn from the Caspian

to Lake Ladoga, and thence along the eastern and northern shores of the

Gulf of Bothnia, and across to the North Gape. Sandwiched between these

areas is the area of ‘ intermediate ’ type, extending throughout Western,

Central and Southern Europe, North Africa, Asia Minor, Arabia, Persia and
India, omitting Indonesia and bifurcating eastward to the north and south of

Melanesia, the northern branch including Micronesia and Polynesia, and the

southern branch Australia and New Zealand.

The distribution of woolly and straight hair corresponds in a remarkable

way with that of head form and colour. Roughly speaking, the round-heads

are round-haired, and the black long-heads have flat-sectioned hair.

Scientists are agreed that the frizzly Melanesian type was the primitive

occupant of the Pacific Archipelago as well as Indonesia, and that the

Polynesian and Australian types are derived from an intermixture of the

Melanesian type with straight-haired Asiatics. In the Malays the Asiatic

element predominates, in the Australians the Melanesian influence is stronger
;

the Polynesian and Micronesians exhibit both elements in about equal

proportions.

The three Races of Europe have hair of the ‘ intermediate ’ type.

II. The earliest ayicl lowest strata ofi^opulation inBurope ivere extremely

long-headed, probahlij akin to the Mediterranean Baoe of to-day (p. dQl).

The theory which held the field in the middle of the nineteenth century

was that the ‘ pre-Aryan ’ population of Europe was broad-headed like the

Lapps and Finns, but the evidence since unearthed proves to the hilt that the

European both of the Palseolithic and Neolithic periods were uniformly long-

headed, even in areas such as Bavaria and Auvergne which are now markedly
broad-headed, while in the present day long-headed areas, such as Britain,

Spain, Scandinavia, and the Caucasus, long-headedness was far more pronoun-
ced in the Stone Age than it is to-day. The best evidence of all (p. 352) comes
from the tumuli {kurgans) of European Russia, which prove beyond all doubt
the complete submergence of a long-headed race, taller than the Russian of

to-day, by a shorter intrusive race of round-heads, who have raised the average
cephalic index of Russia well above 80. Only in the Higher Alps is

evidence of this primitive long-headed race lacking, and it would seem that
the Higher Alps remained uninhabited till a later period.
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North-Western Europe, while brunetness is widespread. It is incredible that

ninety-nine per cent of the human species should vary from a blonde ancestry,

while the flaxen haired Nordic type alone remained true to its primitive

characteristics, and it would follow from this that the primitive substratum of

the Races of Europe was brunet. Moreover, in stature this primitive race was

nearer t^ie medium-sized Erench and Berbers than the ‘ relatively gigantic
’

Scandinavians, and, though rather taller than the northern Italian or Span-

iard, it is probable that these latter have been stunted by ‘ too protracted

civilization The probabilities therefore practically amount to proof that the

earliest races of Europe belonged to the Mediterranean type.

III. The Te^itonic Bace of Northern Europe is merely a mrkty of the

primitive long-headed type of the Stone Age, its hlondeness and stature were

acquired during a long period of isolation in Scandinavia, through the influ-

ence of environment and artificial selection (p. 467).

Professor Ripley’s argument here turns on the instability of pigmentation-

Brunetness varies with age in the same individual, a fact which indicates its

impermanence. There is evidence that environment in mountainous or in-

fertile tracts increases the proportion of blonde traits. Whether this is due to

climate or defective nutrition is immaterial. In the distribution of lower

forms of life the effect of an increase of 260 ft. in altitude is equivalent to

that of a removal of one degree of latitude from the equator. Hence the

higher the latitude, the more pronounced should be the blondeness.

But climate alone cannot account for the blondeness of the Nordic Race,

for brunetness increases, not only southward, but also eastward, from the

Scandinavian area. This is no doubt partly due to the westward migrations

of brunet round-headed Slavs of the Alpine type. But a more powerful factor

in this differentiation may be found in ‘ artificial ’ selection. Tallness and

blondeness are the pride of the Nordic Race, and the ‘ Upper Classes ’ in

France, G-ermany, Austria and the British Isles are distinctly taller and more

blonde than the peasantry. The prestige which goes with a fair complexion

is not confined to the Indian ‘varna’ (
= caste= colour). The same idea is

popular in modern Spain, in the Icelandic Eddas, in mediaeval sacred art.

If fairness connotes nobility, the whole force of social and sexual selection

would strive to perpetuate it.

IV. After the partial occupation of Western Europe hy a long-headed

Africanoid type in the Stone Age, an invasion of abroad-headed race of Asiatic

affinities took place. This intrusive element survives in the Alpine Race of

Central Europe (p. 470).

The broad-headed layer of population in Western Europe was not contem-

porary with the earliest stratum, for its remains are found superimposed on

it geologically. In France especially, where several layers of human remains
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are found, the long-headed type is quite nnmixed in the lowest stratum
; and

gradually the broad-headed type becomes more and more frequent, until it

outnumbers its predecessors utterly.

The Alpine type entered G-aul by two routes, neither of which followed

the usual channels of immigration. The broad-heads followed the uplands

and the mountain chains. From the north-east they entered the Ardennes

plateau, from the High Alps they penetrated to Auvergne. They overflowed

the valley of the Seine and swept into Brittany. They invaded Britain for a

time, but were exterminated or absorbed before reaching Ireland. They

settled in the Netherlands (Zealand), in Denmark, and on the south-west

coast of Norway. In Eastern Europe their occupation was complete, save for

the lower Danubian plain.

This broad-headed migration in Western Europe was not a conquest, but

an infiltration. ‘ A gradual peaceful immigration, often merely the settlement

of unoccupied territory No' displacement of the earlier population seems

necessary. The broad-heads settled in the inhospitable highlands which the

earlier long-heads had never occupied, ‘ From the earliest remains of the lake

dwellers
;
before bronze and iron were known

;
before many of the simpler arts

of agriculture or domestication of animals were developed
;
man has in these

Alps remained perfectly true to his ancestral type. We can add art after art

to his culture, but we cannot till very recent times detect any movement of

population, after the first occupation, in a state of relative savagery, by this

broad-headed race.’

The Alpine type is found in the peoples of the Pamirs, the Galchas, the

mountain Tadjiks, and their fellows ;
it extends uninterruptedly westward over

Asia Minor and into Europe. The area of their first occupation of Europe

was once far broader than it is to-day. It spread widely at first, and then had

to recede.

The reason which Professor Eipley assigns for this contraction is economic

rather than military or cultural; he finds the explanation in the ‘ fundamental

laws which regulate density of population in any given area ’. The north of

Europe is unfitted by nature to provide sustenance for a large population.

When the round-heads began to percolate from the East, there was yet room
for the primitive inhabitants to yield ground to the invader. But later on the

natural increase of population would saturate the northern area, and, to relieve

the pressure of population on the soil, a steady southward migration would

ensue. This southward movement, sometimes in the form of peaceful perco-

lation, and sometimes in the form of a military cataclysm, has dominated the

history of Europe since history began, and it still continues, the Germans
I3ressing into Northern France, the Swiss and Austrians into Northern Italy,

and the Balkans, the Slavs into the Balkans and Caucasus, the Danes into

Germany, the Swedes into Eussia.
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III. The Races of India

So mucli for the Eaces of Europe. What about the Eaces of India ? Let

us assume for the sake of argument that the jprinciples and conclusions of

Professor Eipley are correct. Can his formula be applied to India ?

Eipley’s conclusions are based on the examination of over 25 million

subjects (p» 34). On the other hand, in the whole of South India, Mr. Thurston’s

investigations, as recorded in his Castes and Tribes, total a little less than

3,000, a sj^ttudid achievement for a single-handed effort, but considerably less

than one in 10,000. The number of subjects dealt with in Eisley’s People oj

India is not quite 12,500, or about one in 24,000 of the total popirlation (in

1901), of 294 millions. It cannot, therefore, be said that the Anthropometric

Survey of India has been exhaustive or adequate, and the data available are

seriously defective in that little count has been taken of sub-caste and locality,^

two factors of immense importance.

The anthropometric evidence must therefore be accepted with caution, but

it need not be rejected on that score. I propose to assume for the sake of

argument that this evidence is correctly recorded. Let us see to what con-

clusions it points. A glance at Eipley’s World Map (p. 42) of the Cranial

Index shows that long-headedness prevails over the greater part of India, in

sharp contrast to the pronounced round-headedness of the Mongolian area

which adjoins it on the north and east. This long-headedness is practically

continuous with the long-headedness of the Mediterranean region, of the

Atlantic seaboard of Europe, of Africa, and of the Pacific Islands.

Turning next to the Eipley’s World Map of Hair Texture (p. 459), we see

that the hair of Indians is essentially ‘ wavy of similar quality in fact to that of

the countries bordering on the Mediterranean and the Atlantic seaboard, and
one grade less ‘ curly ’ than that of Arabia, the North of Africa and Somaliland,

If one of these maps be superimposed on the other, the only possible

conclusion must be that the races of India are intermediate between the

Mongoloid and Negroid extremes, and that they bear the closest affinity to

either (1) the Mediterranean Eace or (2) the Nordic Eace or (3) both.

A closer examination of the Indian data, as given in Eisley’s map, reveals

a broad belt of long-headedness stretching from Kashmir and the Punjab
along the dangetic plain and southwards to Gape Comorin.

The North-Western and North-Eastern Frontiers are, however, foci of

round-headedness, the influence of which permeates Bengal and. the East

1 Mr. Thur,Eton’s enquirie.? are confined to

(1) the Madra.s-Ohingleput area
;

(2) the West Coast

;

(3) Bellary District

;

(4) the Nilgiris and adjoining parts of Coimbatore
;

(
5

)
the Shevaroys {Malayalis only).
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Coast as. far as Cuttack, and Sind and the West Coast as far as Coorg and

Mahe.

The Eastern area Eisley attributes to Mongoloid influence, the Western

to what he calls Turko-Iranian and Scythian elements.

The inference as to Mongolian percolation is undoubtedly justified by

geographical facts. The Turko-Iranian and Scythian theories are pure

conjectures which cannot be taken as proven by evidence. Our attention

must, however, be concentrated on the long-headedness wdiich Eisj^> classes

under three heads

—

(1) The Indo-Aryans in the Punjab, Kashmir and Eajputana.

(2) The Aryo-Dravidians of the Gangetic valley, between the Nepal

foot-hills and the Vindhyan Highlands.

(3) The Pravidians, whose domain stretches from the Vindhyan Hills

to Gape Comorin.

At this stage it would be as well to define what I mean by ‘ Pravidians ’

Eisley assumes that the aborigines of Northern India were Pravidians, and

Mr. Grooke, in his able article on the Northern Pravidians in Hastings’

Eoicyclopcedicb of Religion and Ethics, adopts the same view. The connota-

tion of the term ‘ Pravidian ’ is linguistic and not racial, and modern

research has established the fact that the Mnnda group of languages

(formerly and wrongly called ‘ Kolarian ’) spoken by the people of the Central

Indian Uplands are quite distinct from the Pravidian tongues, and are allied

to the great ‘ Aiistric ’ group of languages, which are spoken by the people of

Indo-China and right across the Pacific Ocean. (Gait, G.R., 1911, p. 324)'.

Whether the Munda speaking people are racially akin to those who speak,

Pravidian is a question which I do not propose to discuss. By ‘ Pravidians’ I

,

mean the peoples who now speak Pravidian tongues.

Though the term ‘ Pravidian ’, however, is primarily linguistic, it is equally .

important and useful by virtue of its being, in effect, topographical. The*

Pravidian speaking people number 63 million, and the speakers of ‘Aryan’

Tanguages nearly 233 million, the two groups totalling over 295 (or over 91

per cent) of the 313 million inhabitants of the Indian Empire.

Most of the people included in these two groups are long-headed (as are

also the majority of the Munda speakers, who number nearly 4 million), for,

with the exception of the Bengalis, they monopolize the most densely

populated areas of the Continent. But language in India, as elsewhere, is

by no means co-extensive with Race, and the Pravidian speaking Brahuis of

Baluchistan present no racial affinities whatever with other Pravidians.^

Let us examine the long-headed races of India a little more closely,

1 The Brahuis have a cephalic index of 8J.*5, and a nasal index of 70-9. There is nothing to

touch this nasal index among other Dravidians, and so high a cephalic index is only approached on

ths borders of the ‘ Scytho-Dravidian ’ tract. The Brahhi stature averages 1659.
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(1) Gephalic Index

In dealing with the Cephalic indices I shall adopt the following

standards :

—

‘ Ultra-round,’ 85 and over.

.0 ‘ Bound,’ from 80 to 84' 9.

‘ Eoundish,’ from 77-5 to 79-9.

‘ Longish,’ from 75 to 77'4.

‘ Long,’ from 70 to 75.

Now accordingly to Eisley the average indices of the tribes and castes he

classes as ‘ Indo-Aiyans ’ vary from 72-4 to 74-4, a range of two points only,

and distinctively ‘ long A variation, or ‘ range ’ as it is called, of two points

only, is a very narrow limit, and suggests that the Indo-Aryan group is

extremely homogeneous.

The ‘Dravidian’ averages, on the other hand, vary frojn 71-7 to 76-6,

very nearly 5 points, and the ‘ Aryo-Dravidians ’ vary from 72T to 76-7, a

range of 4‘G points. These larger ‘ ranges ’ which lap over into the ‘ longish
’

‘ intermediate ’ grade suggest racial heterogeneity and admixture with a round-

headed element.

Eeferring now to the data furnished in Mr. Thurston’s Castes and Tribes

(Volume I), we find a marked difference between the various linguistic groups

of Southern India, which, be it remembered, are also topographical. I tabulate

below the highest and lowest averages in each group :

—

Group Minimum Maximum Eange

Jungle Tribes ... 72-9 76’4 3'5

Malayalam ... 72-5 76-3 3-8

Tamil ... 73-0 76‘2 3-2

Telugu ... 75-0 81-0 6-3

Kanarese ... 75*6 81*7 6-1

Tulu ... 78-0 80-4 2-4

Marathi ... 77-8 82-2 5-2

To make the point clearer, I exhibit the averages of the several com-

munities examined diagrammatically (Plate I). I have purposely excluded as

exceptional the Badagas, Todas and Kotas of the Nilgiris. From these facts

the following inferences are apparently deducible.

(1) The southern Tamil, Malayalam and ‘ Jungle ’ groups present little

internal variation, and differ little from each other. They are^ without excep-

tion ‘ long ’ or ‘ longish. ’ Other things being equal, one might think

them homogeneous, but, as will be seen later, this apparent uniformity is

deceptive.

3
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(2) The more northern Telugn and Kanarese groups are heterogeneous,

and betray a strong dilution of round-headedness. None of them are truly

‘ long they range from ^ longish ’ through ‘ roundish ’ to ‘ round.’^

(3) The Tulus are distinctively roundish, and appear homogeneous, but

this homogeneity also is deceptive.®

(4) The Marathi speaking people of the Deccan are heterogeneous, the

Desastha Brahmans being ‘ roundish, ’ and the lower castes distinctively

‘ round.’

(2) Colour

‘ Colour ’ Eisley has ruled out from his data, on the ground that it is

‘ indefinite ’ (p. 13). The criteria of blondeness and brunetness in hair colour

and eye colour, as applied by Eipley, are meaningless in India, as black hair

and dark brown eyes are almost universal throughout this Continent. As for

skin colour, it is an elusive character which it is almost impossible to standar-

dize, and Broca’s chromatic scale has failed in practice, as no two persons can,

apparently, apply it with consistency. Even if a scientific gradation of skin

colour could be arrived at, its value would be slender, for complexion varies

with environment and habitual occupation, and children of mixed marriages,

even children of the same parents, vary ' in a way that defies scientific

investigation.

There are, however, a few points in this connexion which deserve notice.

(1) There are contrasts so marked between the colour of the higher

castes of Southern India and the ‘ Jungle Tribes ’ and lower castes, that they

can only be explained as due to racial differences.

(2) A combination of blue eyes, auburn hair and reddish blonde com-

plexion is met with on the North West frontier, and grey eyes occur occa-

sionally in Peninsular India and particularly among
{a) Konkanasth Brahmans,

(6) Ayyangar Brahmans, and

(c) the people of Malabar (Eisley, p. 16).

Unfortunately the distribution of grey eyes among .the various castes of

India has not yet been systematically investigated

.

(3) A strong feeling of social prestige is associated with a fair skin

throughout India. This feeling is far from modern. The pride which certain

classes of Indians took in the fairness of their skins is noted by Herodotus,

Ktesias and Arrian, the latter describing them as ‘ white like the Egyptians
;

and the very caste system itself, as the word varm indicates, is founded on
differences of complexion.

1 See the detailed analyses of Kapn and Vakkiliga on pp. xxxix, sq. of Castes and Tribes,

vol. j.

s See analyses on pp. xxxix and xliii of Castes and Tribes, vol. i.

3 See H, G. Rawlinson, India and the Western World, pp. 21 and 31 ; Hdt. Ill 102.
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(3) Statuie

1 shall adopt the following terminology

‘ Tall ’=over 170 cm.

‘ Tallish ’=from 166 to 169*9.

‘ Shortish ’=from 160 to 164*9.

• ‘ Short ’= under 160.

Eisley’s ‘Indo-Aryans’ are ‘tallish’ or ‘tali’; the lowest averap is

165*8, the highest 174*8, the range is only 9 cm. His ‘ Aryo-Bravidians
’

are much shorter (159 to 166), the tallest being practically the same as the

shortest ‘ Indo-Aryan ’. The range is only 7 cm.

The ‘ Dravidian ’ averages, on the other hand, range from 150*5 to 167*2,

the variation being 16*7 cm. This large variation confirms the inference

drawn from the cranial index that the Dravidian peoples are of mixed race.

Let us now examine the data provided by Mr. Thurston. The averages

of the communities comprised in each linguistic group are summarized in the

subjoined table.

G-roup.

Jungle Tribes

Malayalam

Tamil

Telugu

Kanarese

Tulu

Marathi

Minimum Maximum Range

. 150*6 162*5 12*0

163*0 165*2 12*2

. 159*7 165*8 6*1

. 169*9 165*7 5*8

. 160*8 167*2 6*8

. 163*2 165*7 2*5

. 160*3 163*4 3*1

These averages are exhibited diagrammatically in Plate II.

It will be noted that the Jungle Tribes and the Malayalam speakers

present rather wide variations, and that these variations are incompatible

with the homogeneity that might otherwise be inferred from the evidence of

the cranial index alone. The Jungle Tribes, indeed, are distinctively ‘ short

Only two of them average over 160. The Malayalam averages start from

the very low figure 163 cm., and range right through the ‘ shortish ’ grade.

The Tamils, Telugus and Kanarese, on the other hand, are all very much

on a par. They are distinctively ‘ shortish ’ (i. e., betw'een 160 and 165), but

not ‘ short ’, and overlap slightly with the ‘ tallish ’ grade.

It would appear from the diagram that the Malayalam speakers comprise

two racial elements, one approximating to the Jungle Tribes and the other

to the Tamil, Telugu and Kanarese castes. A glance at the detailed .list of

communities comprised in Mr. Thurston’s survey supports this inference.

The only two jungle tribes that average over 160 cm. are (1) the Ohenchus

of the Nallamalais, and (2) the Malasar of Cochin and Coimbatore. The

Chenchus are certainly a mixed race, the Malasars probably so. On the

other hand, of seven Malayalam castes examined, three are well below 160 cm.



and the others are well above that figure. The three ‘ short * Malayalam

communities (Pulayans, Gherumans and Kanikars) are, as might be expectedi

among the lowliest. There is little to distinguish them from the Jungle

Tribes.

(4) Na$al Index

As already stated, Eipley rejects the evidence of facial features as

<vorth1ess. Eisley, on the other hand, lays great stress on nasal index, i. e.,

the percentage proportion which the breadth of the nose bears .to its length

It is true that variations in breadth of nostril are ascribed by some to climatic

conditions, broad nostrils being unsuited for cold climates because they let too

large a volume of cold air into the lungs (Eipley, p. 666). It is quite likely

that atmospheric temperature, as well as altitude and climatic conditions

generally, do contribute to variations in the shape of the nostrils, but I do not

think that the nasal index in Southern India can be altogether ignored as a

toist of race.

My chief reason for holding that the nasal index is a useful criterion of

race is that the application of Mr. Thurston’s data in Southern India yields

extraordinarily lucid and consistent results.

I may add that, though the emphasis laid by Eipley on what he calls

‘ social selection’ (and what Darwin calls ‘ sexual selection ’), in the formation

of a racial type of beauty inay be perfectly valid in Europe or America where

marriage is voluntary, its force is seriously discounted in a country like India

where the blissful state of matrimony is, by social opinion, compulsory.

Eisley claims (p. %9) that social status in India can be expressed in terms

of the nasal index, the two varying in inverse ratio. This dictum is strongly

disputed by Mr. Bnthoven, who proclaims the bankruptcy of anthropometric

data on the ground that the nasal index would class the Koli along side the

Konkanasth Brahman, and that the Desasth Brahman and the Kunbi would

rank below the Edli and the Lohar.

Ho doubt Eisley’ s dictum cannot by itself be seriously regarded as an
infallible teat, but I do not think that Mr. Enthoven’s argument is conclusive,

for it is quite possible that a closer examination would show that some or all

of these caste groups are racially complex. The best test of the validity of a

criterion is consistency, and I do not consider that the evidence so far collected

warrants the rejection of the nasal index test on this ground.

A nasal index of 85 and over is called ‘ broad ’, of less than 70 ‘ narrow’.

I shall suh-divide the intermediate class into

(1)
‘ Narrowish ’ 70 to 74'9.

(2) ‘Medium’ 76 to 79*9.

(3)
‘ Broadish ’ 80 to 84-9.

1 Rialey also took aooouafc of, the Ch'iito-Ndsail Index (p. SO), as a test of relative flatness of

face, hut epoh. indices have not been collected in Southern India.
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The nasal indices of Eisley’s ‘ Indo-Aryans ’ vary from 66’9 to 75'2, a range

of 14’3
;
those of ‘ Aryo-Dravidians ’ from 78*0 to 88-7, a range of 26‘4. The

Dravidian indices according to him range from 73T to 94‘6 (range 21’4).

Let ns now examine Mr. Thurston’s data. I subjoin a tabular synopsis of

the communal averages of his various linguistic groups, and have exhibited

his cMonclusions diagrammatically in Plate III.

Group. Minimum. Maximum. Kange.

Jungle Tribes ... 80-1 96T 15-0

Malayalam ... 71T 81-2 10-1

Tamil ... 72-4 81-5 9T
Telugu ... 72-8 80*8 8-0

Kanarese ... 71-2 79'4 8-2

Tulu ... 72-2 72-6 0-4

Marathi 72*0 76-8 3-8

The most striking feature of these figures is the fact that the Jungle

Tribes begin where the rest leave off. It is true that the Malayalam, Tamil

and Telugu speakers overlap slightly with the Jungle Tribes, but if we omit

(1) the Malayalam Milkkuvansi and Kanikars, (2) the Tamil Irulas and Pallans,

and (3) the Telugu Madigas, we are confronted with the fact that the nar-

rowest index among the Jungle Tribes is broader than the broadest of any of

the other Dravidian groups, which are either ‘ medium ’ or ‘ narrowish.’

It is hardly necessary to discuss in detail the individual castes covered by

Mr. Thurston’s Survey, but it should be noted that the Nayars and Tiyans

of Malabar, the Tamil Vellalars, Agamudaiyans and (pastoral) Idaiyans, the

Telugu Kapus, Balijas and (pastoral) (Jollas, and all the Kanarese, except

the Bedar-Boya (hunter) group, the Toreya fishermen and the outcaste Holeya,

are ‘ narrowish and that these ‘ narrowish ’-nosed castes are numerically

large, and socially of relatively high status.

It would be hazardous in the face of these facts to contend that the nasal

index is of no significance as a criterion of race.

Let us now recapitulate briefly

(1) Mr. Thurston’s survey discloses the fact that the majority of the

speakers of Dravidian languages belong to a long-headed race, ‘ shortish ’ in

stature, and with ‘ narrowish ’ noses, very variable skin colour and wavy hair.

(2) The Tamil and Malayalam groups contain a number of castes

which approximate to another long-headed race typified in the Jungle Tribes,

^ short' in stature, and with ‘broad’ or ‘ultra-broad’ noses, and dark skins.

Their hair, as a matter of fact, tends towards curliness, but, be it .noted, it is

never of the ‘ peppercorn ’ woolliness which characterizes the true Negro or

1 The exceptionally wide range in the cranial and nasal indices and in the stature of the Mokku-

v»m auggests that they are moiadly composite.
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Negrito. The tendency to ‘broad’ noses is evident in some of the lo-\^er

castes among the Telngn and Kanarese groups.

(3) The Telngn, Kanarese and Tnln groups are diluted with a

round-headed racial element of unknown origin, but probably akin to the

Bengalis on the one hand and the people of Sind on the :other. So far as

the evidence goes, this round-headed element is ‘ shortish ’ in statU'^e, of

‘ narrowish ’ nose, and not particularly dark.

It is probable that each of these three racial elements is complex and
‘ intermediate ’ in character.

The round-headed element is probably derived from more than one

source. Its distribution indicates that it is a foreign and relatively late

intrusion. Eound-headedness is not a fundamental feature of the Dravidians,

and we need not waste time in looking for ‘ Dravidian Origins ’ in a round-

headed people.

The short, dark, broad-nosed race of long-heads, on the contrary, was

almost certaijily in occupation of South India at an earlier date than the

great mass of the Dravidians. Its relegation' to hills and jungles, and its

abject serfdom when in contact with other Dravidians, are conclusive on this

point. It is tempting to ascribe to them kinship vnth some pigmy, frizzly

-

haired Negrito race, such as the Andamanese, but unfortunately the Anda-

manese are distinctively round-headed. It is certain that the earliest

substratum of humanity in Eastern Seas was a short, dark, ‘peppercorn-’

haired race
;
the now extinct Tasmanians were of this type, and there are

traces of it among the Melanesians. But it would be un-wise to dogmatize,

and the safest course seems to be to regard the Jungle Tribes of South India

as an ‘ intermediate ’ race (in Eipley’s sense of the word), and to call them
‘ JPr6- Dravidians.'

‘ Pre-Dravidians ’ I call them advisedly, and not ‘ Proto-Dravidians,’

because I believe that the whole trend of ethnological investigation in South

India has been perverted by the failure of anthropologists to discriminate

between the two perfectly distinct long-headed racial elements comprised! in

the Dravidian speaking people. This fundamental duality is the pivot on

which the hypothesis I am about to formulate hinges.

Hitherto it has been customary to regard the South Indian Jungle Tribe

as the pure type of Dravidian. Prof. Deniker, for instance (Baces of Man,

pp. 410-11), speaks rather offensively of the ‘five half-civilized Dravidian

peoples,’ the Telugus, Kanaras, Malayalam, Tulus and Tamils, and classes

them with the Jungle Tribes and ‘ Koiarians ’ as one race under the head of

‘ Melano-Indians ’

ifb. 408). Eisley himself lumps together the Tamil and
Malayalam castes and the Jungle Tribes of Madras, the ‘Moormen’ of

Ceylon, the Bhils of Eajputana and' the Munda-speaking people of Western
Bengal, as if they were all one homogeneous Dravidian Eace. The Sholaga
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(Plate XXXIII) and the Kadir (Plate XXXIV) he figures as ‘ Pure Dravidians,’

and he names the Male Paharia, the Paniyan, the Munda and the Oraon as
‘ typicM "Plravidians.’^

Now it is quite true that the Munda and Dravidian-speahing Hill Tribes

of the ? Central Belt ’ do hear a striking physical resemblance to the Hill

Tribe# of Southern India. Whether they are racially identical does not

concern my present contention. Probably they are. But two facts remain of

no small importance :

—

(1) That a nasal organ of greater breadth than length is not

characteristic of the great mass of the Dravidian-speaking population of

South India, except among the lowest castes

;

(2) That the typical Jungle Tribe of South India does not speak a

typical Drayidian tongue, but a grotesque caricature of it.

In other words the main ethnic stratum of Southern India does not

consist of the broad-nosed, ‘ ultra-short/ Jungle Tribe element, though it is

sometimes diluted with it. The typical Dravidian is long-headed, ‘ shortish
’

in stature, and possessed of a ‘ narrowish ’ nose.

To what races of mankind do these ‘shortish,’ ‘ narrowish ’-nosed long-

heads belong. They are closely analogous to Eisley’s so called ‘Aryo-

Dravidians ’ of the United Provinces. But to say this is not to answer the

question, though it is certainly curious that Eisley, in recognizing a racial

duality in the United Provinces, failed to see that his own data pointed to a

closely analogous duality in his Dravidians. I have suggested at the outset

of this section of my paper that Prof. Eipley’s World Maps of Hair-Texture

„ and Cranial-Indices indicate a priori that the Peoples of India are akin to one

or other of the two long-headed Eaces of Europe. To the Nordic Eace the

Dravidians assuredly do not belong; their ‘shortish’ stature and the

evidence of blondcness is against such a theory. If there be anything in
’

-Wrofessor Eiplcy’s arguments, the Dravidians should claim kinship with the

^}^t&rranecm Bace.

IV. The HelioUthic Culture

formulated iny hypothesis, but I.1 jx&.ve formulated iny hypothesis, but I am fully aware that the

antlip,(>p!btp.6tric evidence available is too slender to bear its weight unaided.

iii..^fij^ce of the propj.-ieties of scientific enquiry, I shall now proceed to

' look for iio fit the theory. Several obvious cultural links between South
* India and tfee Mediterranean area at once rush to one’s mind

; serpent worship,”

^

^r instance (the sacred serpent was reverenced alike in ancient Egypt and in

A Mr. Thurston, ])§.:|t .noted, was under no delusions on this subject. See Oastes and Tribes^

p. Iv,

s Note also the complete similarity between the eaduceus of Hermes and the intertwined cobras

on the stelae to bo seen in almost every Indian village.
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Mediterranean Crete), or tlie cnlt of the Mother G-oddess, presiding deity of

every Dravidian village, consortless like the Great Mother of the Gods, -M or

Ammas as she was called, in Asia Minor, proto-type of the MagnaT>euin
Mater, whose cnlt, with that of Isis (also a Mother), at one time dominated the

Eoman Empire ; or the worship of stocks and stones, carved and uncarved, the

bane alike of Muhammad and of the Prophets of Israel
; or the east-and-west

orientation of churches and temples; religious ceremonies connected with

boundaries
;
votive offerings, a little model of eye or limb from one who is

stricken with disease, or a ship from a storm-tossed mariner (Marseilles), or

the wealth of a woman’s hair ; fear of the Evil Eye and prophylactics against

it,^ blue beads round the pony’s neck, the symbols of the horn and the orescent

;

the written or recited spell
;
ithyphallic dummies to guard the crops (Egypt)

;

drums, trumpets, bells and obscene vituperation to scare evil spirits on occasions

that should be auspicious
;
the coin placed in the mouth of a corpse

; the

ceremonial use of red ochre
;
blood sacrifice and the common sacrificial meal

;

the garlanding of the. victim and the victim’s shiver, a necessary prelude to its

death-blow, alike in the cult of Apollo and that of Mari-amman
;
the sacred

beasts of the Egyptian temples, vultures, monkeys, crocodiles, geese, carp,

tortoises, etc., in short a most comprehensive menagerie
;
bull-baiting

;
games,

such as ‘ cat’s cradle,’ or pacMs, the proto-type of back-gammon
; matrilinear

succession {manmahkattaymn) recorded by Herodotus (I. 173) of the ancient

Lycians
;
asceticism, relic worship, belief in the transmigration of souls

;

lucky and unlucky numbers
;
there is not one of these cultural facts which is

not common to Dravidian India and the Mediterranean Race, and the list seem^
inexhaustible. But I need not weary you by protracting this enumeratiou

,

for I find that the work of establishing cultural relationship between Soutli

India and the Mediterranean has already been done for me.by far abler brainis*
At the meeting of the British Association at Manchester in Septem^^^

1916, a discussion was inaugurated by Professor G. Elliot Smith on the

ence of Ancient Egyptian Givilimtionon the World's Culture. Professoi^^^^S
Smith puts forward four theses :

—

(1) That the ancient civilizations of India, Further Asia,

Archipelago, Oceania and America owe their essential elements ^
whose oriental migrations began with commercial intercourse

and the Eastern Mediterranean about 800 b. o. ^
;

(2) That the culture spread by these mariners was deriv^^^^^^rom
Egypt of the XXIst Dynasty (c. 1100 b. c.). and partly also

{a) The Phoenician civilization of the Eastern

(6) East Africa and the Soudan, ^

(d) Babylonia.

1 See especially Folk-Lore, 1908, pp.
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’ (3) That the civilization of Burma, Indonesia, the eastern littoral of Asia

and Oceania was in turn modified by Indian influences.

(4)

. That this complex stream of culture, with additions from Indonesia,

Melanesia and Polynesia, as well as from China and Japan, for many centuries

played upon ’ the Pacific littoral of America and there ‘ planted the germs

,

of pre-Colombian civilization.

Ncfw with these theses themselves I have no immediate concern, but the

facts put forward in support of them are of startling interest. I must quote

the Professor's own words, for his summary admits of no abridgement.

‘ The reality of these migrations and this spread of culture is substantiated

(and dated) by the remarkable collection of extraordinary practices and

fantastic beliefs which these ancient mariners distributed along a well-

defined route from the Eastern Mediterranean to America. They were

responsible for stimulating the inhabitants of the coasts, along a great

part of their extensive itinerary
;

(1)
‘ to adopt the practice of mummification, characterized by a variety of

methods, but in every place with remarkable identities of technique and associa-

ted ritual, including the use of incense and libations, a funerary bier and boat,

and certain peculiar views regarding the treatment of the head, the practice of

remodelling the features and the use of statues, the possibility of bringing the

dead to life, and the wanderings of the dead and its adventures in the under

world
;

(2)
‘ to build a great variety of megalithic monument s'conforming to certain

well defined types, which present essentially identical features throughout a

considerable extent or even the whole of the long itinerary, and in association

with these monuments, identical traditions, beliefs and customs ;

(3) ‘to make idols, in connexion with which were associated ideas

concerning the possibility of human beings or animals living in stones, and of

the petrifaction of men and women, the story of the deluge, of the divine

origin of kings, who are generally the children of the sun or of the sky, and

of the origin of the chosen people from incestuous unions

;

/(4)
‘ to worship the sun, and to adopt in reference to this deity a complex

•And arbitrary symbolism, representing an incongruous grouping of a serpent

in ’conjunction with the sun’s disc, equipped with a hawk’s wings, often

associated also with serpent worship, or in other cases, the belief in a relation-

ship with or descent from serpents

;

(5)
‘ to adopt the practices of circumcision, tattooing, massage, piercing

and distending the ear-lobules, artificial deformation of the skull, and perhaps

trephining, dental mutilations and perforating the lips and nose

;

(6)
‘ to practise weaving linen, and in some cases also the use of Tyrian

purple, pearls, precious stones and metals and conch-shell trumpets, as well as

the curious beliefs and superstitions attached to the latter

;

4
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(7)
‘ to adopt certain definite metallurgical metliods, as well as

mining

;

(8)
‘ to use methods of intensive agriculture, associated with the use of

terraced irrigation, the artificial terraces being retained with stone walls

;

(9)
‘ to adopt certain phallic ideas and practices

;

(10) ‘to make use of the suasUha symbol, and to adopt the idea that stone

implements are thunder-teeth or thunderbolts, and the beliefs associated with

this conception;

(11) ‘ to use the boomerang

;

(12) ‘ to hold certain beliefs regarding the heavenly twins

;

(13) ‘ to practise couvade

;

and

(14) ‘ to display a special aptitude for and skill and daring in maritime

adventures, as well as to adopt a number of curiously arbitrary features in

boat building.’

Thanks to the courtesy of Professor Elliot Smith and of Mr. W. J. Perry,

who is collaborating with him, I am in possession of a wealth of evidence

in support of their contentions, and, incidentally, of my hypothesis. Put it is

hopeless within the limits of this paper to discuss them. Each one of the

fourteen headings requires at least a separate monograph, if not a separate

volume.

Some of the most important links in the chain I have indicated in the

Map, which is based on three maps published in the Manchester Me^noirs

(Volumes 59 and 60) and shows the geographical distribution of the following

items ;

—

(7) Head-deformation.

(8) Ear-piercing.

(9) Legends of a Deluge.

(10) Tattooing.

(11) The Gouvade.

(1) Terraced Irrigation.

(2) Megalithic monuments.

(3) Mummification.

(4) Sun-worship.

(5) The SvastiJca.

(6) Serpent-worship.

It must be admitted that some of this evidence has but a very indistinct

bearing on South India. The cult of the ‘ Heavenly Twdns for instance, is

conspicuous by its absence, though it appears in the Asvins of the Big Veda,

and is perhaps suggested the Dyads, or dual deities, of the Vedic Hymns. The
South Indian evidence for the preservation of the dead by mummification is

defective, though funeral rites yield a host of analogies with the West. The
evidence for cou'oade mlndm is confined to a very few communities, i and it can-

not, therefore, be described as characteristic. Circumcision among Hindus is con-

fined to a section of the Kallars, and is also recorded of the Bedars of Mysore,
both^military castes. It is an open question whether the practice should not

1 Thurston, Ethnographic Notes, pp. 547-51,
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be ascribed to Muhammadan influence, in the case of the Kallars to the

Madura Sultanate which followed Malik Kafur’s invasion in the fourteenth

century, and in the case of the Bedars to Haidar Ali. As for the Boomerang

the use of which is confined to the Kallars and Maravas of the South, and the

Kolis of Gujarat, evidence is wanting to show that the weapons used in India

and those used in Egypt, Australia and Arizona are of common origin.

The analogies between the Egyptian pylon and the Dravidian gdpuram

or between the Babylonian dggurat and the Dravidian vimanam, ^ are open to

two objections ; in the first place there is a most disconcerting chronological

lacuna between the date of the earliest Dravidian gopuram or mmanam and

the latest alleged proto-type ;
in the second place the evolution of goptura^n

and vimdnam has been very satisfactorily accounted for by Eergusson and

others on indigenous lines. On the other hand, it must be admitted that the

rigorous exclusion of the arch from the religious architecture of Egypt,

Greece and India alike is most suggestive.

Again some of the customs cited by Professor Elliot Smith are of such

universal -distribution among both Negroid and Mongolian peoples, to say

nothing of the ‘ Intermediate ’ races, that they seem to prove little more than

that mankind was originally of one blood, a conclusion of no interest for our

present purpose.

Leaving these minor points out of consideration, we find, in association

with Megalithio Monuments throughout the world, a ‘ culture complex ’ the

most characteristic features of which are

(1) Sun Worship, (2) Serpent Worship, (3) Phallic Worship, (4) the

Worship of Sacred Stones, both carven and plain, and (6) Terraced Cultivation,

together with such practices as tattooing, ear-piercing, the use of the

Svastika and of shell-trumpets, a superstitious regard for the sanctity of the

human head, an aptitude for navigation, and a mass of rites and beliefs too

numerous to detail.

This Megalithic, or ‘ Heliolithic ’ C Sun-and-Stone ’), Culture seems to

preserve remarkably consistent uniformity, and it seems to underlie the ancient

culture of Egypt, Mesopotamia, Sabaean Arabia, Crete, Asia Minor, Persia,

Greece, and Borne, and if the evidence adduced by Professor Elliot Smith be

accepted, it has girdled the world.

It must, however, be admitted that the maps themselves, which illustrate

so graphically the distribution of this Mediterranean culture are apt to be a

little misleading. ‘ Mercator’s Projection it is needless to point out, grossly

exaggerates the superficial area of the higher latitudes, and minimizes those of

the equatorial regions. Then, again, it so happens that the bulk of the symbols

in the maps cluster in the regions where population is densest, and consequently

1 See Bhys Davids, Buddhist India, j?. 70.
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most mixed. Again, it may be argued with some truth, that the distribution

shown in the maps is confined to the seaboard, and that it therefore merely
represents the distribution o f a maritime culture, which, from its very nature,

is more continuous and more coherent than inland cultures can possibly be.

The last criticism, of course, supports Professor Elliot Smith’s argument,

so long as that argument is confined to ‘ Cultural Drift ’ only, but I would at

this point ask the question, ‘ is it possible for the migrations of a few iifiariners

to affect the customs of indigenous peoples as deeply* and minutely as the

evidence indicates ?
’

I confess I am rather sceptical as to the soundness of the view that the
period of migrations can be definitely dated. Professor Elliot Smith gives the
date about 800 B. c. as the beginning of the great migrations, he contends that

the carriers were Phoenicians, and he traces the culture which they disseminate

to Egypt of the XXIst Dynasty (about 1100 to 950 b. o.,) ‘ not earlier

I am not for a moment questioning the statement that the influence of

Egypt of the XXIst Dynasty can be traced in Eastern Seas, and the
expansion of commerce after 800 b. o. between India and, at least, Babylonia
is entirely consistent with the authoritative conclusions of Mr. J, Kennedy
{J.B.A.S., 1898). But I cannot help thinking that the world-wide manifesta-
tions of this Heliolithic Culture are too complex, too profound, and too in-

timately domestic, to be the work of a few generations of Phoenician traders.

I believe that the ‘ Drift ’ was not merely ‘ Cultural ’ but also ‘ Eacial and
that the eastward extension of the Heliolithic Culture is due to continuous
eastward expansion of the Mediterranean Eace, not necessarily by sea only,

but perhaps also by land, and dating back, not merely to 800 b. g. or the
XXIst Dynasty, but possibly right away to the middle of the Neolithic
Age, when the taste for constructing Stone Monuments first made its appear-
ance in the Mediterranean area.

I confess that this view is inspired largely by those resemblances between
Dravidian and Mediterranean Culture which I have sketchily recounted, and
which Professor Elliot Smith has not considered. I am biassed, in fact, by the
Indian evidence, and I limit my generalization to South India. The exten-

sion of the Heliolithic Culture to the far east and across the Pacific, and the
part played by India therein is a fascinating subject which I hope to examine
more closely on some future occasion, in the light of Dr. Rivers’ great work on
the Melanesians. The ‘ Drift as it went eastward, was probably increasingly
‘ Cultural decreasingly ‘ Racial for I notice that the anthropometric data
of the Pacific shores of America yield very different results to those of India.
Links between India and the Pacific Islands undoubtedly exist, not only in
the Austronesian languages, but also in the use of arecanut and betel, in the
classificatory system of relationships and in the practice of burying in a sitting

posture. But I must refrain from further comment.
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The Mediterranean Eace itself is, according to Eipley, of ‘ secondary

origin, and it has many branches or sub-races, of more or less mixed blood, and

of many tongues. I have little doubt that several such sub-races exist in

India, but their fundamental unity, if proved, should account for many things.

The round-headed and broad-nosed elements in the Dravidian population are

of little moment. The resemblances between Dravidian India and the

Mediterranean area are too numerous and essential to be ignored. I think

Professor Elliot Smith will prove a good deal more than he intended to prove

;

the evidence he adduces points to the identity of the Dravidians with the

Mediterranean Eace.

V, Who were the Aryas ?

But if the main body of the peoples of India are of one blood with the

Mediterranean Eace, who were the Aryas, ^ who introduced the Aryan langu-

ages ?

The linguistic evidence seems to indicate a succession of migrations

through the Kabul Valley, spread over a great length of time. It is inferred

that there were two series of migrations, the later arrivals entering the Punjab

'.like a wedge’, and forcing their way through the earlier settlers to the

Gangetic Doab, to the Madhya-desa or ‘ Sacred Middle Land,’ where they

formed the nucleus of Sanskrit culture. The modern Aryan vernaculars,

however, are not derived from Sanskrit, but they and it have a common origin.

The languages of the earlier settlers displaced by the Midlanders are known

as the languages of the ' Outer Band.’

The Midlanders expanded from Madhya-desa, or Aryd-varta as it came

to be called, and took with them their language. The further from their

centre, the weaker the influence of the Midland language, and the stronger

that of the ‘ Outer Band ’ till the traces of the Midland speech disappear

altogether. The languages of the ‘ Outer Band ’ are more closely related to

each other than any one of them is to the language of the Midland. Later

on the peoples of the ‘ Outer Band ’ expanded in their turn, and we find

Marathi in the south, and Bengali, Oriya and Assamese in the east, quite

unaffected by the speech of the Midland.

In the extreme west and north-west, on the other hand, is another

group of Aryan languages, which are supposed to represent the earliest influx

1 The word Arya means ‘Kinsmen ', according to lla-cAonell, Smiskrit Literature, p. 152, no

‘ Noble as is commonly supposed.

2 The country between the Himalaya and the Vindhya mountains, extending from the eastern

to the western sea was called AryoL-varta,

Madhya-desa was that part of Krija-varta which lies between the same two mountain ranges,

and is bounded on the east by Allahabad, and on the west by the place where the river Saraswati

loses itself in the sand.

Professor Rapson, Ancient India, p. 60-1.
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of all, a ‘ spill through the passes, of the * Aryans ’ before they were differen-

tiated into their Indian and Iranian branches. The influence of these earlier

languages formerly extended to the western Punjab and Lower Sind, and

is still traceable on the Lower Indus, though they now survive only between

the Punjab and the Hindu Kush. These earlier settlers were despised by the

true ‘ Indo-Aryans ’. Their languages are very archaic and closely akin to

Vedic.i
'

'"

So much for the linguistic evidence and the theories founded thereon.

Let us now turn to the earliest document we have of the Vedic ‘ Aryas the

Big Veda.

The Aryas of the Big Veda were settled in the Punjab. They know
nothing of India outside the Punjab. It was only at the very end of the Eig-

Vedic period that they spread as far as the Jumna, and the Ganges is only

mentioned twice. Their southward movement did not extend beyond the

point where the rivers of the Punjab unite with the Indus. The ocean

was apparently unknown, except by hearsay. The Vindhyas and the Narmada
are nowhere named.

The Yajur Veda marks a complete cliange. The centre of political

gravity has shifted altogether from the Punjab, and is to be found (a) in the

land of the Kurus (the eastern portion of the plain which lies between the

Sutlej and the Jumna), and (b) in the land of the Panchalas, the Loab
between the Jumna and the Ganges.

In discussing the question who were the Aryas, I do not think it is neces-

sary to follow up further the history of the Middle Land, or to attempt to

correlate the linguistic evidence with that of Vedic Literature. It is evident

that a very large chronological gap must be allowed for between the Big Veda
and the Yajur Veda, and it is equally certain that the Big Veda was not
compiled in a day, but covers a period of several generations, or perhaps
centuries. The key to the origin of the ‘ Aryas ’ must, therefore, be looked
for in the Big Veda.

It would be difficult deliberately to invent a contrast more striking than
that between the culture of the Aryas of the Big Veda and the Brahmanic

'

culture which we have come to regard as typical of India.

The Aryas of the Big Veda, like so many of the militant races of history,

were primarily a pastoral people. Cattle-breeding was their chief economic
interest, apart from war, and agriculture was but a secondary consideration.

They knew nothing of irrigation or of rice. As is usual with pastoral peoples,
domesticated cattle were held sacred, and milk was their chief article of diet

;

but cattle were killed and eaten on ceremonial occasions
;
the slaughter of

Idne was a feature of the wedding ritual. The cow was the economic unit of

1 TKe foregoing account is Tjiused on the Imperial Gazetteer, vol. i, pp. 351-18.
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vsblue, as it was in barbarous Europe, and stHl is in savage Africa. Cattle

raiding was the favourite mode of getting rich.

Horses were essential for the war chariots, the chief arm in warfare, but

the art of riding was unknown. Chariot-racing was a favourite pastime,

The horse sacrifice was the most efficacious of all the public sacrifices, and

this survived till late historic times. The elephant and the tiger are never

mentioifed.

Ordinarily the x\ryas of the Eig Veda wore beards ^ though the tonsorial

art was occasionally resorted to. Their garments were of woven sheep’s wool,

their ornaments of gold
;

silver is never named. Their weapons were pre-

sumably of copper, for there seems little doubt that ujyu.s (which njeans reddish)

was not iron, and there is no evidence that the Aryas knew of bronze.'^ In

war they wore coats of mail and metal helmets
;

their weapons were bows

and arrows, spears and axes, but swords apparently were not used.

The political unit was the tribe {jama,) which consisted of a group of

settlements {vu), which comprised groups of villages {grama). Government

was monarchical, each tribe having its own Bdjd, sometimes hereditary,

sometimes elected, whose power was limited by the tribal assembly {samiti)

.

On the eve of battle, and on other important occasions, the king himself

offered sacrifices on behalf of the people. There was no hereditary priesthood,

though sometimes the sacrifices were performed for the king by a domestic

chaplain called puroliit. The position of the wife was one of honoui-, and she

shared with her husband the performance of sacrifice. She exercised control,

not only over servants and slaves, but also over the unmarried brothers

and sisters of her husband. Post-puberty marriage appears to have been

usual, and girls might without reproach remain unmarried and grow old \

their father’s house.® The veto on widow^ remarriage was unknown.

It would be hard to paint a picture of Society more ‘ un-Indian ’ than

this, but when we turn to religion the contrast becomes still more bewdlder-

ing.

The religion of the Eig Veda is clearly composite, and seems to be in a

condition of rapid disintegration. That Vedic Theology was in unstable equi-

librium follo-ws, I think, necessarily from the ‘ indefiniteness of outline and
the lack of individuality ’ which ‘ mark the Vedic conception of the Gods.’

Many of the characteristics of the several deities are interchangeable, and

their delineation is utterly wanting in consistency. ‘ Certain great cosmical

functions are predicated of nearly every leading deity individually ....

1 See Hall, JSgean Archaeology, p. 242.

* PLilologically ayas = Latin aes, ‘bronze and German eisen (Englisli ‘iron’). This itself

proves that the word has been transferred from one metal to the other.

3 This account is extracted from Professor Macdonell’s Samhrit Literature,

< Eisley, p. 182,
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Nearly a dozen gods are described as having created the two worlds, and

rather more are said to have produced the sun, to have placed it in the sky

or to have prepared a path for it. Four or five are also spoken of as having,

spread out the earth, the sky or the two worlds. Several ... are lord of all

that moves and is stationary ’ (A. A. Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, p. 15). But

I need not elaborate on this theme. Such fluid theology could have little

permanence.

As for its composite character, it is obvious that in the Kig Veda a num-

ber of distinct cults, or groups of cults, appear to be commingled. For in-

stance ;

(I) an Earth-aud-Sky Cult (Dyaus.—Prithivi);

:2) a Sky-God (Varuna) ;

(3) Cults of Atmospheric Phenomena
;

e.g., Indra and the Maruts' (Storm-

Gods)
;
Vayu, the Wind God

;
Parjanya the Bain God

;
Ushas the Dawn

;

Eudra, a composite deity embodying several of the more awe-inspiring aspects

of Nature
;

(4) five different Sun Gods; Mitra, SCiiya, Savitri, Pushan, Vishnu;

(5) a Fire Cult (Agni);

(6) the Cult of an intoxicating beverage called Soma
;

(7) Cults of Mountains and Eivers

;

(8; Cults of Animals, Plants and Inanimate Objects;

(9) Cults of Spirits beneficent and malevolent (angels and devils)

;

(10) Cults of Heroes and Saints

;

(II) Cults of Creator Deities, Prajapati, Visva-Karma ;

(1

2)

the Cult of Ancestors {Piiris) and of Yama the God of Death.

How much of this congeries has survived into Brahmanic Hinduism ?

Almost nothing in its Vedic form, at least as a living cult, except perhaps the

worship of Ancestors and Saints. It is true that traces of animal and plant

worship are abundantly found in modern India, but unfortunately the Vedic

Flora and Fauna differed materially from that of India. Spirit cults exist, but

the Spirits now worshipped differ materially from those of the Eig Veda.

It is true that Fire Worship and Sun Worship are important ingredients

in Hindu ritual, and Indra, Vayu and Yama in legend, but as cults they no

longer exist. The cult of the river Sarasvati has been transformed into the cult

of a Goddess of Learning, consort of the post-Vedic Brahma. The intoxi-

cating Soma somehow became identified with the Moon. Vishnu survives in

name, but in the Eig Veda he is of quite minor importance
; his three strides

and his general beneficent temperament are Vedic, but the story of his Avatars

and his symbol the chank shell were then unknown. Eudra, also a minor

deity in the Eig Veda, is the proto-type of Siva, but most of the conceptions

associated with Siva are post-Vedic accretions, As for Brahma the Creator,

Subrahmanya, Vignesvara, Lakshmi, Parvati, Hanuman and other members
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of the Hindu Pantheon, the Aryas of the Big Veda knew nothing of them.
Even Metempsychosis and the doctrine of Karma find no place in the Eig
Veda, and, perhaps the most significant point of all, the very idea of sacrifice

seems fundamentally different, for Vedic sacrifice is a ‘ gift ’ to the god, whereas
in the sacrifices of Brahmanic Hinduism, as in that of the Dravidians, the

idea o^ ‘ communion ’ with divinity seems paramount.

One fact stands out clearly in all this chaos. Hinduism, whatever its origin,

owes very little to the Aryas. But what was this very ‘ un-Indian ’ culture

that bronght to India the Aryan tongues ? Let us seek an analogy in the West.
In the Aegean area, centring in Crete, a wonderful civilization ran its

course concurrently, and occasionally in contact, with the civilization of Egypt,
from the Neolithic Age to nearly the end of the second millenium B.c. The
Minoan civilization enjoyed a period of great prosperity in the sixteenth and
fifteenth centuries b.c., which ended in about 1400 b.c. with the sack of the

capital Knossos. The fourteenth and thirteenth centuries were a period of

turmoil and disaster. Hostile hordes began to press in from the north.

Egypt herself has to face invasions in about 1225 and again about 1200 b.c.

The first onset was repulsed by Meneptah, the second by Eameses HI. The
names of the invading hosts recorded in Egyptian inscriptions suggest their

identification with Sardinians, Sikels, Achaeans, Lycians and Etruscans, and

in the second onset, which moved through Asia Minor and Syria, and desolated

the Hittite Empire on its way, we find Philistines and Danai, It is interesting

to note, however, that some of the hostile peoples fought in the ranks of the

Egyptian army, just as the Barbarians of Central Europe took service in the

army of the Eoman Empire. From the death of Eameses III (c. 1166) till the

seventh century b.c. an age supervened as dark as the Dark Ages in Western
Europe which followed the fall of Eome, and our knowledge of the history of the

Aegean area is almost blank. At the end of this period the Aryan-speaking Hel-
lenes emerged, ‘ united in blood and speech, religion and customs ’

i Hdt VIII. 144,

of. Enc. Brit., s. v. G-reece, p. 444) in sharp antithesis to ‘ Barbarians ’.

Fortunately we possess in the Iliad and Odyssey two lucid documents

which throw a flood of light on this dark transition period.

It has been customary to speak of the besiegers of Troy as ‘ Greeks ’ or

‘Hellenes.’ The term is misleading and involves a petitio principii. The
words ‘ Hellas ’ and ‘ Hellenes ’ are never used by Homer as general terms for

what we call ‘ Greece ’ and ‘ Greeks
;

’ the term he uses is ‘ Achaeans.’ '

1 I extract tlie following from Liddle and Scott :

—

B&llas ,

—

1, A city of Thessaly (II. 2. 683.)

. 2. All that part of Thessaly in which the Myrmidons dwelt (also called Phthiotis).

3. Northern Greece, as opposed to Peloponnesus. (Od. 1. .344 ; 4. 726, etc.)

Hellen.— (2) The Hellenes of Homer are the Thessalian tribe of which Hellen was the reputed
chief. II. 2. 684 (therefore Aristarchus rejected the line of 11. 2. 5.30 in which the Greeks are
called Panhellenes), Of. Hes, Op. 526.

6
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The Achaeans of Homer tenanted part of the area covered by the Aegean

civilization. It is pretty certain that they had a hand in its overthrow.

It is equally certain that they did not destroy utterly this civilization, but they

assimilated it in much the same way as the Normans assimilated the culture

of Sicily and Trance. ^

It is very clear that the Achaeans felt no prejudice towards the ^peoples

they had subjugated
;
there is nothing in Homer corresponding to the contempt

of the classical Greeks for ‘ Barbarians.’^ Moreover, there is reason to believe

that the Trojans themselves were of the same stock as the Achaeans. Mr.

Walter Leaf points out that all Homeric Heroes trace their pedigrees to some

god or other, and that these pedigrees do not go back more than two or three

generations. He suggests that when an Achaean chieftain is made son of Zeus

it is because he has no more authentic lineage to show
;
and that a son of Zeus

means in fact a self-made man.^ In other words the Achaeans were soldiers

of fortune who had entered the Peloponnesus two generations or so before

the Trojan War.

I need not describe in detail the Achaean Culture, but a word is necessary

on their Eeligion. Homer names two Vedic deities :

(1) Zeus = Dyaus, the Sky-God, but in Homer his position as paramount

deity and ‘All Father ’ is utterly different from the insignificant position he

occupies in the Eig Veda

;

(2) Eos=Ushas, the Dawn, named freely enough, but never the direct

recipient of worship.

There is little doubt that the Achaean Zeus has appropriated a large

heritage from the pre-Achaean cults of the Aegean area. As for the other

High Gods of Olympus, they are the same as the High Gods of Classical

Greece. But there is a curious antagonism among the Homeric gods, which

indicates that the process of syncretism, though advancjed, was not complete.

For instance. Aphrodite,-Ares and Apollo persistently favour the Trojans, while

Hera, Poseidon, Athene and Hermes are devoted to the cause of the Achaeans.

The cult of Artemis certainly belongs to the Aegean, and so does that of

Aphrodite. Both are portrayed with cynical levity by Homer, Ares never be-

came truly Hellenic. Apollo’s attitude, in spite of his Delphian origin, is

strongly pro-Trojan, and his position in Classical Greece is probably the result

of events that happened after the power of the Achaeans had vanished. Athene

is plainly a virgin goddess of the Aegean type, but she is one of the first, to be

absorbed by the Achaeans
;
and Hera too, the pre-Hellenic deity of Argos, is

thoroughly Achaeanized by the time of the Trojan War.'* As for ritual, the

1 The culture of the Achaeans is very near the culture we call ‘Mycenean,’ if not identical

with it.

2 Similarly the Romans expressed no racial antipathy towards the Carthaginians or NumidiaM"
3 Earner and History, pp. 12-14 and 257.
i My authority for the ahoye is Dr. L. R. Parnell.
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Acliaean religion had no idols, the priesthood enjoyed but little power and was
not hereditary, temples were of little importance, prayers were simple and
addressed direct to the gods, without ceremonial form or priestly inter-

mediary, and sacrifice seems to have lost its ritualistic aspect- of ‘ communion ’

and to be of the purely ‘ do-ut-des' type.

The Trojan War seems to have been a last effort
; when the veil lifts again

the Aclaeans have disappeared from History. A big event, the Dorian inva-
sion, has supervened. Though the Dorians of Lacedaemon seem to have
assimilated less of the indigenous culture than did the Achaeans, they form
part of a new civilization, the civilization which we call ‘ Hellenic’. Causes,
at which we can only guess, have infused the complex of Aryan-speaking
communities in the Aegean area with a sense of unity, based on community of

language, blood, and religion, and yet we find that this new culture embodies
as a whole, much more of the spirit of the culture that it supplanted than did
that of the Achaeans

;
and the protagonist of Hellenic civilization, Athens,

is the very member of the Hellenic world which preserved most completely
the traditions of the Aegean past. In Athens the leaven of a new and energe-
tic race aroused afresh the dormant spirit of Minoan Crete.

Does Homer afford a clue to the origin of the Aryas ? I think he does.

It is impossible for me, in the limits of this paper, to examine in detail

the analogies between the culture of the Big Veda and the culture of Homer
but there are a few points to which I should like to invite attention.

(1) In about the sixteenth century B. o. there began a catastrophic move-
ment of peoples from the north, similar in character to the wanderings which
preceded and followed the fall of the Boman Empire in the West. The fact

that in the fifteenth century the Mitanni, in Upper Mesopotamia, worshipped
Grods with Big Vedic {and Iranian) names (Indra, Vanina, Mithra) seems to

imply that the movement which overthrew Minoan civilization had some
connexion with the appearance of Aryan-speaking invaders in India and
Persia. The inference is strengthened by the fact that two or three Big Vedic
deities are included in the Homeric Pantheon.

(2) The Aryas plumed themselves on their blondeness. I think (with ail

respect to Sergi, pp. 18-21) that the Achaeans did so too. The aristocracies

of Western Europe are distinctly fair, and, like the Aryas and the Achaeans,
they preserve strongly their military tastes.

(3) The Aryas had no deep religious convictions. This may seem a wild
statement in view of the fact that the Big Veda is essentially religious, but no
other hypothesis can explain, to my mind, the rapidity with which the Big
Vedic Theology disintegrated. The Aryas, it is true, did not handle their gods
so flippantly as Homer did, but India and Greece alike owe most that is sin-
cere and stable in their religion to the renaissance of the culture which the
fiorthern invaders temporarily submerged. And the analogy holds good, too
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in the history of Scandinavian religion, composite as we know it, niaterialistio

and rather flippant in tone, and in comparison with the religions conservatism

of the Mediterranean Eace, somewhat easily uprooted.

(4) With the Big Vedic Aryas are associated (a) Cremation, and (b) Eire-

Worship.

(a) Cremation was distinctive of the Achaeans, and also of the Scandina'

vians of the Bronze Age and of the Nordic Barbarians who overthrew Borne,

though in contact with other races the practice tended to disappear.

(b) Fire-Worship became a dominant feature in the Iranian culture;

the sacredness of the hearth-fire was of supreme importance in Classical

Greece and Borne, in the domestic ritual, in the cults of Hestia and

Vesta. To dwellers in colder latitudes the preservation of the hearth-fire is a

matter of grave domestic importance. This clue deserves further investi-

gation.

I cannot help thinking that Cremation in India is a legacy of Nordic

Baces and perhaps Fire-Worship is too.

(5) The Achaeans undoubtedly had a genius for Epic and Saga, a genius

shared by them with the Nordic Baces. Is not the same true of Vedic Lite-

rature, and of the Sanskrit Literature that it inspired, particularly the

Mahdbharata and Bmidyana, ? Surely the habit of memorizing poetry, and
the analogies between the Court Bards of Homeric Kings and the Court

Bards of India, between the Bhapsodists, to whom we probably owe the

preservation of the Iliad and Odyssey, and the Bhats of India, are more than

chance coincidences. It will be inferred, from what I have just said, that I

incline to the view that the Aryas and Achaeans were representatives of Nordic
Baces. Of course there are obvious differences in the analogy I have drawn.

The Achaeans had absorbed the culture of the people they conquered to a

far greater degree than had the Aryas of the Big-Vedic period. On the other

hand, the culture of Minoan Crete was almost certainly of a higher grade than
the culture of India before the advent of the 5ryas.

I do not for a moment contend that the Aryas or the Achaeans were
homogeneous and of pure Nordic descent. We know that the Barbarian
hordes that overthrew the Eoman Empire of the West were of very mixed
composition, and so were the hordes that swamped the civilization of the

Aegean. Probability is consonant with the evidence of the Vedas, the Aryas
were divided against themselves, and assuredly accumulated all sorts of
accretions on their road to India. The receptivity of the Normans and
Achaeans, their readiness to assimilate the culture of those they come in

contact with, is a strong racial characteristic, and there is no reason to doubt'
that the Aryas possessed the same faculty.

Sergi contends (p. 263) that the Aryan languages were disseminated by
the Eurawatic Alpine Bace. Bipley (pp. 451 and 417) formulates a like^
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describes (p. 450) what he vaguely calls ‘ Hindoos ’ as the eastward extension

of the Mediterranean Eace. The objection to these ‘ round-headed ’ theories

of Aryan languages is the overwhelming ‘ long-headedness ’ of all the peoples

who inhabit the vast tract of Hindustan, which, beyond all doubt, is the centre

of diffusion for the Aryan languages of India from the Punjab to Patna. I

» think this objection is fatal. On the other hand, my Nordic hyi^othesis is

supported by the affinities of the Finns to the Nordic Eace (Eipley, p. 365), if

there be any truth in the theory that the Aryan languages were developed

from a language of the Finnic type.^ A Nordic hypothesis also explains

the occurrence of the Nordic traits of blondeness, tallness of stature and

narrowness of nose which are so marked in the Punjab. More than this

cannot be expected, for the Nordic Eaces are doomed to die out in sub-

tropical latitudes unless they mix their blood with an acclimatized race.

That the Aryas did mingle with the indigenous races is certain,® and in

spite of their contempt for them they were not ashamed to welcome them as

allies in those internecine struggles which remind us of the Saxon Heptarchy.

As for this racial contempt, it is true enough that the Aryas reviled the

dark skins and flat noses of the Dasyus in terms that to a modern Englishman

seem intolerably vulgar, but, though they undoubtedly came in collision with

severval broad-nosed tribes, it by no means follows that all the indigenous in-

habitants of that period were platyrhine. Eacial contempt of this kind is

absent with the Achaeans, perhaps because no broad-nosed type existed in the

Aegean area. But race feeling, acidulated with the virus of social and political

animosities, was prominent in Classical G-reece,^ as in Norman England and

‘ caste ridden ’ India, and there is reason to believe that in each of these three

cases the antagonistic parties were racially akin.

But it will be asked, if the Aryas were absorbed by the indigenous popu-

lation, how comes it that Aryan languages overshadow all others in the Indian

Continent ?

The question demands an answer, and an explicit answer is not easy to

formulate, for the ‘ Biology of Speech,’ by which I mean the causes that

determine the life history of languages, their expansion and contraction, their

vitality and decay, is a complex science, little understood. Let us look for

analogies elsewhere. The vast continent of the Americas was unknown to

Europe till a little over four centuries ago. It is now almost monopolized by

people who speak Spanish, Portuguese or English.

1 See EitcyclopcBdia Britannica s.u. Fiimo-Uyrian, p. 390.

3 See Croobe in J.M.d.S., 1914, pp. 270-80, and Weber, Vedic literature, pp. 77 , 110.

3 Particularly against ‘Barbarians’, but also bstws&n the difierent sections of tb® Greeks

themselves.
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Now ^Spanish, and Portuguese are dialects of Latin, which 2,500 years

ago, was itself a local dialect of a little district in Central Italy, and the

Angles were some 1,600 years ago, an obscure tribe of savages, who lived

‘ somewhere ’ in the south-west corner of the Baltic:

It does not, however, follow that all Spanish and Portuguese-speaking

Americans are lineal descendants of the Latins of Latium, or that all English-

speaking Americans, particularly the Negroes, are the progeny of tha'^t single

Baltic tribe. As for the American aborigines, though they number little more

than ten million, they speak between them over 1,000 languages, included in

nearly 200 ‘ families Contrast Europe with its sixty languages and four

‘ families inclusive of Einnic, Turkisii, and Basque.

The vernaculars of India number 220, and they represent only five

* families.’
^

A similar unevenness of distribution is evident on a closer examination of

the Dravidian languages. Tamil, Telugu, Kanarese, Malayalam account for

some fifty-eight million. On the other hand, the little district of the Nilgiris

can boast of five vernaculars of its own, only one of which is spoken by more

than 3,000 persons. (Badaga 38,000, Kurumba 2,900, Irula 2,300, Kota 1,200,

Toda 727).

The Aryan languages seem to possess a special vitality, a special aptitude

for ousting languages with which tney come in contact. No other family of

languages has met with such success, though the Semitic and Dravidian

groups have been partially successful in their resistance. I do not think that

the dominance of Aryan languages in India need vitiate my hypothesis, in view

of the fact that, though the language of so many early Mediterranean nations

withered and vanished on contact with Aryan speech, the people themselves

preserved their racial integrity unimpaired.

VI. Conclusion

I must briefly recapitulate my main conclusions.

Mr. M. Srinivasa Aiyangar ^ traces four distinct ethnic elements in the

population of the Tamil districts, (1) Negritos, (2) a mixed wavy-haired race

allied to the Veddahs of Ceylon and the aborigines of Australia, whom he
calls Nagas, (3) the Dravidian Bace, and (4) the Aryans.

1 A ‘ family ’ is a group of languages, wMch, so far as avilable evidence goes, can reasonably be
regarded as descended from one original tongue.

9 Of tlae total population, 75 per cent speak Aryan languages, and 20 per cent Dravidian. Tie
remaining 6 per cent speak languages of the Austro-Asiatio (Munda and Mon-Khmer

)
and Tibeto-

Ohinese families. The fifth ‘family’ is Malayo-Polynesiau, and is spoken by only some 6,000.

Account is not taken of the Gipsy languages or Andamanese

.

S' Tamil Studies, pp. 56-7.
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I should be inclined to regroup these elements as follows, leaving out of

account the round-headed ingredients in the Telugu, Kanarese and Tulu

Dravidians, which may be either Alpine or Mongolian, or both :

(1) A broad-nosed ‘ Pre-Dravidian ’ race akin to the Jungle Tribes,

(and to the Munda-speaking races? and Melanesians?), probably composite

in origin, compounded perhaps of Negroid and intermediate (? Mediterranean)

elements.

(2) The Dravidians properly so called, being the main body of the

population of South India, and composed of many different strata of the

Mediterranean Eace in varying degrees of purity, and including the snake-

worshipping ‘ Nagas ’ of tradition.

(3) A faint Nordic element, evidenced by an occasional ‘throw-back’

to a fair-skinned light-eyed type.

I believe that the Aryan influence was far more ‘ Cultural ’ than ‘ Eacial,’

and that even the ‘ Cultural ’ influence was far less than is generally supposed,

for there is good reason to believe that most of the characteristic features of

Brahmanism and the caste system are either of pure Dravidian (i.e.,

Mediterranean) origin, or else the direct outcome of the impact of Nordic

hordes on the indigenous cultures. Buddhism, at least, was admittedly a

revolt of the masses against the priestly classes, and Buddhism has exerted a

vast influence on post-Buddhist Hinduism.

I shall briefly examine two racial puzzles in the light of the foregoing

summary.

(1) Nambudri Brahmans .—It is commonly said that the Nambudri

Brahmans of the Malabar Coast are the purest surviving type of the original

* Aryans.’ Considering that they differ from orthodox Brahmans in observing

sixty-four irregular customs, it seems to me ridiculous to describe them as typical

of anything but themselves. Moreover, their whole culture, whether orthodox

or otherwise, stands out in violent contrast to the culture of any non-Indian

Aryan-speaking race
;

its closest analogue perhaps is to be found in ancient

Egypt. It is certain that they are immigrants into Malabar, and that their

culture is saturated with Sanskrit philosophy, and incidentally they. afford an

instructive example of the influence that a small aristocratic class of aliens

can exert on the language of the people, for to no other source can we ascribe

the intense Sanskritization of Malayalam. But I think their peculiarities are

explained on correct lines by Mr. Srinivasa Aiyangar, who conceives them as

an immigrant, intensely Brahmanized community,^ which has adapted itself

to the institutions of the indigenous Dravidians for reasons of convenience,

partly domestic, mainly economic. Moreover, the Nambsdris exemplify a

fact of crucial significance, which has not received from ethnologists the

1 Tamil Studies, pp. 340-S76,
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attention that it deserves, namely, that the most important and brilliant

sections of the Brahmans of South India are not priests.

(2) Todas ^—The mention of Nambudris suggests to me the question,

Who are the Todas ?

It is a general principle that the hills contain ' the ethnological sweepings

of the plains.’ On the Nilgiris we may expect to find types in primeval

pmity. The Todas are long-headed (73*3), but the range is large (68’7 to

81‘3 = 12*6). In stature and nasal index they present a very marked contrast

to the Jungle Tribes. Their average stature is 169 ‘8, which is well above

that of any other Dravidian community examined by Thurston. The range

is from 167-6 to 186-8 (29-2). Their nasal index averages 74-9 (just within the

‘ narrowish ’ group) with a range of 27-9 from 61-2 to 89*1). The wide ranges

suggest that they are a composite race, an inference which might also be

drawn from the duality of their social organization. They are a pastoral

community, and, like so many pastoral communities, they enjoy a marked
prestige among their neighbours. They show not the faintest trace of

Brahmanic influence. Br, Bivers points out that their practices seem to

indicate affinities with the people of Malabar, but it cannot be said that their

religion is typically Dravidian, for their socio-religious instincts find almost

their whole expression in their exaggerated ‘ dairy ritual.’ They must be
immigrants to the Nilgiris

; to suppose that they have been * evolved ’ from
any of the jungle tribes would be absurd. Yet evidence is wanting to

affiliate them to the Mediterranean Bace. They remain a standing puzzle

and a warning against hasty generalization.^ They corroborate what I have
already emphasized, that in the Dravidian races there are many strata.

1 It is of interest to compare the Todas with (1) tlie Nayars and (2) the Tlyans, the former
partly influenced by Nambtidri blood, the latter certainly not.

Gepbalio Index Average Maximum Minimum Range
Nayar .

.

. . 74-4 81-9 70-4 11-5

Tlyan .

.

. . 73-0 80-3 68‘6 11-8

Tada .

.

.. 7S '3 81-3 68-7 12-6

Stature

Nayar .. . . 166-2 179-0 152-2 26-8

Tiyan .

.

.. 164>2 m-6 166-2 16*4
Todas .

.

. . 169'8 186-8 167-6 29-2

Haial Index

Nayar .. .. 71-1 78-*7 54-4 24-3
Tlyan .

,

. . 74'2 85-7 61-5 24*2
TOdn 74-9 89-1 61-2 27*9
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If my hypothesis be established, it may well be asked, What follows from

it ? In the first place, a new interpretation may have to be given to a number
of facts familiar to ethnologists. The idyllic ' all-things-bright-and-beautiful

’

vision of the ‘ Undivided Aryans ’ must go, and it would be well to abandon for

ever the use of the term ‘ Aryan ’ in any but a linguistic sense. It is advisable

also to re-examine, and perhaps to revise, the current theories of ‘ independent

evolution,’ which explain cultural resemblances as due to ‘ psychological ’ coinci-

dences, to convergent ‘ modes of thought.’ * I do not deny the possibility of

‘ independent origins ’ in matters ethnological, and I agree with the principle

that analogies should be regarded as analogies, and not promoted to the status

of homology lightly and without evidence. But I fear that the hypothesis of

‘ Spontaneous Generation ’ is apt to become in Ethnology an obsession as

obstructive as it was in the days of Darwinian controversy.

I may be permitted to illustrate the possible bearing of my rather

venturesome hypothesis by a few examples.

A. Folk Tales

("Andrew Lang’s Gusiom and Myth.)

It was part of the life’s work of the late Andrew Lang to destroy the

preposterous theories of the ‘ philological school ’ of mythological interpretation,

particularly the absurdities of Max Muller’s explanation of the irrational

element of Myth as the result of a ‘ disease of language.’ The value of Lang’s

services to the science of Anthropology cannot be overrated, and I believe his

explanation of Myths * as the ‘ rough products of the early human mind, not

yet characterized by the differentiations of race and culture ’ is not likely to be

impugned. Lang’s writings were polemics, and it is perhaps unfortunate that

he adhered to the terms ‘ Aryan ’ and ‘ non-Aryan ’. Lang-saw clearly enough

I subjoin a table comparing the Toda with the Denbighshire Upland type of Messrs. Thomas
and Meure, 1916, pp. 67-8, omitting, however, the last individual onjthe list as altogether

abnormal.

Head LENaiH
(cm.)

[ Head Bbeadth

(
cm.)

Index

/

1

SxAa?UBE (cm.)

1

q;
tiO

s
Maximum

Minimum

Average

Maximum
Minimum

Average

9
! gp a

.§ i
a

% \ ’IM 1 ^
Average

g

I
Minimum

1

Wales

Toda

19-6
'

19-4

20-9 ! 18-6
'

!

1

20-4 18-2

15-3

14*2

15‘9

15-2

14-0

13*3

76-8

73*3

1

82-0
1

69'6

81-3
1

68-7
i

1

168-9

1G9-8

186-0

186-8

1

158-0

157-0

1 See Mr. Hooart’s remarks in Man, 1915, No. 51.

‘^Encyclopcedia Briiannica, s.v., Mythology, p. 131,

G
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the absurdity of speaking of any particular Myth as ‘ Aryan ’ or ‘ non-Aryan,’

but he did not seem to reali^ie that the boundary lines of language cut those of

race and culture at all sort of odd angles. The Fairy Tale of which the story

of Jason is a type is found, not only among the Greeks, Scotch, Eussians and

Italians, but also among the Algonquins of North America, the Finns, in

Madagascar and in Samoa, and bits of it are known to Zulus, Bushmen,

Japanese and Eskimo. Lang cites this distribution to prove the inadequacy of

the ‘ Aryan hypothesis.’ In view of the fact that the Folk Tale is the most

easily transmitted of all cultural phenomena, the distribution of the Jason

Myth is perfectly consistent with my Mediterranean hypothesis.

B. Metempsychosis

The doctrines of the transmigration of souls through a cycle of existences

and of the sanctity of animal life, and its logical sequel, the veto on flesh diet,

are common to the philosophy both of Buddha and Pythagoras. Associated

with Buddhism are celibacy, monasticism, asceticism, and relic worship,

practices as familiar in the countries of the Eastern Mediterranean as in

India. Controversy has raged as to whether Greece or India was the borrower.

Pythagoras lived from about 582 to' 500 B.O., Buddha from about 518 to 48B

B.o. They could not have exchanged ideas. The hypothesis of borrowing is

untenable.

These coincidences between East and West are usually lightly explained

as due to the survival and independent evolution of the ‘ primitive ’ beliefs of

‘ pre-Aryan ’ peoples. All of them are foreign alike to Homer and the Eig

Veda. Yet there is abundant evidence that they ante-date Buddha and Pytha-

goras, in both areas, by many centuries. To describe them vaguely as survivals

of savagery is to my mind inadequate. These beliefs and practices indicate

surely an elaborate and organized culture. Is it not at least probable that

they are the hall-marks of one race

C. Names

Ask a little Tamil boy his name, and the chances are he will reply ‘ Tdta-
‘ Grandpapa name’. The practice of naming a child after his father’s

father is not confined to India. For four centuries the Kings of Denmark
have borne alternately the name Kristian and Frederik. The Xllth Dynasty
of Egypt is an alternate series of Senwosri (TJsertesen) and Amenenhe, just

as the XVIIIth Dynasty varies between Tethmosis and Amenophis. So in the

X See 1916, p. 183.
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Oihola Dynasty the Kings are alternately entitled Parakesarivarma and

Bajakesarivarma, and, among the Hoysalas, Narasimha and Ballala in turn

recur

D. The Art of writing

The scripts of Southern India are traced to two sources
; (1) Brahml, (2)

Vattelu^u, Brahmi is supposed to have been derived from a Semitic original,

but whether its proto-type is to be looked for in the Northern Semitic area or

in Southern Arabia is still, I believe, disputed. The origin of Vatteluttu is a

problem which as so far defeated all research.

Vatteluttu existed in the eighth and ninth centuries a.d. side by side

with Grrantha, a derivative of Brahmi. In the extreme south of India a

number of rock-cut Brahmi inscriptions exist in a language which no one has

yet been able to interpret, though the letters are plain enough. These inscrip-

tions are believed to date from the third century B.o., and are taken as

indicating the existence of ‘ Aryan ’ influences in South India at that period.

In his monograph on Hyderabad Cairns (published in the Journal of the

Hyderabad Archceological Society for July, 1916), Dr. E. H. Hunt has referred

to certain incised linear marks some of which are constantly recurring on the

cairn pottery. Eight of these marks he figures.

12 3 4 5 6 7 8

On p. 306 of his little book on The Mediterranean Race, Professor Sergi

figures the characters of the Etruscan Alphabet which no one yet has been

able to decipher.®

It is rather startling to find that numbers, 1, 2, 4 and 7 of Dr. Hunt’s

signs are identical with letters of the Etruscan alphabet, while No. 8 is

extremely like another of them. No. 7 recurs in Archaic Hebrew (p. 303 of

Sergi’s book), and also in the Cretan, Proto-Egyptian, and ancient Libyan

scripts {ih. p. 198, from Evans
;

cf. the figures on pp. 294 and 295, and the

markings on ancient Egyptian pottery on p. 293, taken from De Morgan) . As
for No. 3 of Dr. Hunt’s symbols, it differs from one of De Morgan’s (p. 293 of

1 See -J.R.A.S., 1916, p. 167. Salamevau and Siri Sang-bo of Ceylon.

s I cannot resist the temptation in this connexion, of pointing out the analogy between the
combinations of the consonants (cerebral) and”'? fetv combinations
permissible in Tamil, (Caldwell, 1913, p. 183), 'i

" !' •; : .

. -> in certain Greek
words and place-names in the Aegean area, which have been ascribed to non-Aryan and pre-
Hellenic sources. This coincidence would be hardly worth noting but for the facts that a similar
combination is distinctive of certain Etruscan names and words, and that, according to tradition,
the Etruscans came from Asia Minor. (See H. E. Hall, Aegean Archceology,-^. 299, and other
references to ICietsohmer and Eick therein quoted ; also Hogarth’s Ionia, p. 108.)
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Sergi) only in fclie absence of a vertical line from the apex downwards, while

No. 6 is a replica of a sign which recurs on French dolmens (Sergi, 290). ^

It IS rash to generalize from such slender data, but, if the script of a civil-

ization which perished about 1000 b.c. was know in South India, we may
have to revise our ideas as to the origin of both Brahmi and Vattelutta. *

E. Ritual r

(Sir Laurence Gomme, Ethnology in Folklore)

In this little book, written in 1892, long before the Cretan discoveries of Sir

Arthur Evans, Sir Laurence Gomme sought to show that the Folk-Lore of

Great Britain comprised two strata of culture, Aryan and non-Aryan. The
non-Aryan element he held to be identical with the culture of savages and with

the non-Aryan culture of India. Two items he works out in some detail, viz.

,

ll) the Cult of the Grama-Levata and (2) Well-Worship.

(1)

Grdma-Devdta

After transcribing in extenso an account by Sir Walter Elliot of the

festival of a village goddess in South India (p. 6) Gomme proceeds to give

instances of the survival of analogous rites in various parts of England, and in

the cult of Dionysus in Greece (p. 28). The rites he traces are thes.5
: (p. 34).

(1) The decoration of the victim with garlands.

(2) The killing of the victim by the community.

(3) The place of the ceremony, 6n lands belonging to the community, and

at a stone pillar.

(4) The struggle for pieces of flesh by members of the community.

(5) The time of the ceremony, before daybreak.

(6) The sacred power of the piece of flesh,

(7) The festivities preceding the ceremony.

(8) The origin of the ceremony as a sacrifice to the god of waters.

(9) The sanctity of the head of the sacrificed victim.

(10)

The procession of female votaries clad only in leaves, a ritual device

for bringing rain common in India, the best known English analogy

being the progress of Lady Godiva though the streets of Coventry

(pp. 36-9.)

1 Compare also the articles in EneyclopcBdia Briiannica under Alpihabet and Etruria.

'1 The script docs not of course exhaust the archseologioal evidence. For instance, the head-rest

found by Bruce Foot at Narsipur in Mysore State (Indian Prehistoric Antiquities, 1916, p. 69), and

the gold ‘ diadems ' of Adittanallur (A. Rea, Catalogue of Prehistoric Antiquities, 1916, p. 7 and plate

I) are of distinctly of Mediterranean type. (See Hall Aegean Archcsology, 1916, p. 237) as is also the

glazed pottery, black inside and red without, so common in the dolmen-tomhs of South India (Com-,

pare the types in Mr. Rae’s Catalogue with those on page 76 of Eneyolojocedia Britannica, vol. xi, s.v.

Egypt). The whole question of the affinities of this ‘ prehistoric ’ South Indian Art, demands search-

ing investigation. .

3 See Hartland’s Science of Fairy Tales, pp. 70-92.
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(2)

Well Worship

In describing the various rites connected with the sacred wells in Great
Britain, Gomme enunciates the following points : (p, 105).

A. The presiding deity is in England usually a saint, sometimes a fairy,

but in Wales, Oornwall, Ireland and Scotland he gives instances of an animal
geniusk loci

;
in some cases fish, in another a fly.

B. The offering in England is ordinarily a garland, but offerings of pins

and coins are common in the West and North and also in Wales. While in

the north-east of England, in Scotland and Ireland the practice prevails of

hanging bits of rag to the bushes or trees that adjoin the wells. In one place

in Wales a cock is offered, but not sacrificed, and in a Cornish case human
sacrifice is indicated.

C. The ‘ Form of Worship ’ in the East and South-East of England, the

Isle of Wight and the West Midlands is simple reverence for the sanctity of

the well. In the West and North England, and in all the Celtic countries, the

wells cure diseases, madness, epilepsy, sore-eyes, rickets, and in the same
tracts the wells are frequented for the purposes of accomplishing the fulfilment

of a wish, or for divining the future by bubbling (p. 89), by the direction in

which a floating wooden dish revolves (p. 99), by the floating or sinking of a

bit of rag (p. 84), by the survival or death of a cock (p. 87), or the movenaents

,
of a fly (p. 100). In Ireland and Scotland the cult of wells is associated with

the control of wind and rain, and in all the ‘ Celtic Fringe ’ the influence of

Sun-Worship is evidenced by the practice of thrice circumambulating the

sacred spot (well or stone) ‘ sun-wise.’

Other practices worthy of note are :

—

(1) Throwing water over a stone (pp. 86, 94).

(2) Enforced silence (p. 99).

(3) Taboo on looking backwards (p. 99).

(4) Taboo on saluting any passer-by (p. 99).

(5) Taboo on the vessel, in which the water is carried, touching the ground

(p. 99).

(6) Throwing the offering over the left shoulder (p. 99)

.

It should also be noted that some of the wells in the Celtic countries are

in charge of an attendant (usually a wise woman) who plays the part of

•pujari.

Now Sir Laurence Gomme contends that the local distribution and varia-

tion of these customs indicates the extent to which Aryan influence has over-

ridden non-Aryan culture
;
in the South and East of England and to a less

extent in the West, the Midlands and the North, i.e., in what we may call the

Teutonic area, the pre-historic cults are vague and shadowy, while in the

Celtic Fringe they persist with greater vitality. His conclusions are witiated,
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however, by the fallacy that language indicates race. Nowhere, be it noted,

does Sir Laurence discriminate between ‘Celtic’ and ‘ non-Aryan’. The
‘ Celts ’ of Britain speak languages as Aryan as that of the Teutons, but, if the

Cranial Index means anything, they are of the Mediterranean stock, while

Teutonic England is mainly of Nordic race. It is hardly necessary to point

out to you that almost every - one of the customs above enumerated is closely

analogous to customs of other branches of the Mediterranean stock, and to

those of the Dravidians.^ What Sir Laurence has proved is, I think, that the

Nordic invasions of Britain have overridden and weakened a culture which is

identical with that of South India, the culture, in other words, of the Mediter-

ranean Eace,

I fear, however, that my hypothesis may be condemned as subversive of

the prestige of the Aryan scriptures and of Indian civilization generally.

I submit for your consideration that its logical sequel should have quite

the opposite effect.

In the first place, if the identity of the Dravidians with the Mediterranean

Eace be established, the civilization of India must be regarded as of Indian

origin, and not an alien importation of Eig-Vedic times as is commonly sup-

posed, and the term ‘ Hinduism ’ will not be the misnomer that current theories

make it.

In the second place, my hypothesis implies that the multitudinous peoples

of India possess far broader and stronger elements of racial unity than the

theories accepted hitherto allow, a circumstance that should hearten those

who aspire to national unity.

Thirdly, my theory involves kinsliip between the great mass of Indians

and the greatest of all Human Eaces, the Eace which has produced the

cultures of Egypt, Assyria and Persia, of Greece, Eome and Arabia, and is the

parent of all that is best in Western Europe.

Not one of these consequences can possibly be regarded as derogatory to

India in any sense. But please do not imagine that I ask you to accept my
theory as proved. To prove or disprove it is a task too vast for a paper like

this. I am only toying with the fringe of the subject. Whether I am right

or wrong, the fact remains that the cultures of India and the Mediterranean
area, past and present alike, are characterized by a mass of facts which are

common to both cultures, which date back to remote antiquity, and which
were unknown alike to the Achaeans of Homer and the Aryas of the Eig Veda.
I have indicated a possible grouping of these facts, a possible field for research.

What I have propounded is not a dogma, but a hypothesis.

1 Those who ace sceptioaJ. on this point, I would refer to. Bishop Whitehead’s FiZZaps Gods
of South India, in the light of Mr. Otooke’s Popular Religion and FolJe-lore of Northern India and
of Mr. Thurston’s wcfcks.
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A FEW INSCRIPTIONS OF THE ANCIENT
KINGS OF ANEGUNDI

By E. Shama Sastry, Esq., b.a., m.b.a.s.

During the Christmas vacation of- 1916, I paid a visit to the r-uins of

Anegnndi, the scene of the once flourishing empire of Vijayanagar, and

happening to see inscriptions carved on huge granite rocks, I took as good a

copy of some of them as my unassisted eye could permit. It is probable that

my reading of the inscriptions may be faulty here and there. Still I consider

my time -well spent and my trouble well rewarded, if it enables others to

identify them more easily and take a correct impression of them, for which

I had no necessary instruments.

The inscriptions, eleven in all, are given below together with a summary
translation of each.

From the first of the inscriptions, it is evident that long before the

Gajapati kings of Vijayanagar came on the scene, Hampe and Anegundi

formed part of the famous Ghaiukya empire in the tenth century of the

Christian era. From the second and third inscriptions, it is also clear that

some Jaina kings ruled over those parts, though the dynasty to which the

kings, Eayaraja and Nar^ndrad^va, mentioned in the inscriptions, belonged

cannot now be identified. The disagreement between the Vikrama era and

the Cyclic year mentioned in the second and third inscriptions may be due to

some mistake on the part of the carver or of the composer of them. Both

from the style of the inscriptions and from the human figures, carved at the

top of the inscriptions to represent, perhaps, the Tirthankaras of the Jainas,

it goes without saying that those inscriptions are of Jaina origin.

The rest of the inscriptions from' IV to IX refer to the kings of the

celebrated empire of Vijayanagar, and the last two appear to have originated

from some ministers of Vijayanagar kings. Inscriptions are likely to be

found to fill up the gap between the Ghaiukya and Jaina kings that ruled

over Anegundi in the tenth and thirteenth centuries of the Christian era. My
thanks are due to Mr. B. Krishna Iyer, Private Secretary to the Eaja Sahib of

Anegundi, for pointing out the following inscriptions :

—
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I

On a prepared stone, now kept as a stepping stone to ascend from the

Pampa tank to the Lakshmi temple two miles from Anegundi

—

1. Svasti Samasta-^bhuvan^sraya-^rl pri

2. th-vl-vallabha-mah^rajadhiraja-paramesva ^

3. ra-paramabhattaraka-Satyasraya

4. kulatilaka-Ohaldkyabharana-SrJma

?

5. dahavamalla devaru Tungabhadreya

6. tenkana tadiya Pampeya bidinalu

7. Samasta rajyapravardha mana-vija

8. Ya . . . tri . taraparam . . .

9. . Sakavarsa 910 neya savvadari samva

10.

tsara maggasira su. 1 hongalagi

11 maha
12. Matya padavlvirdiamana—^rl maha

13

Manna mayyangal

14
15
16

11

?

17

12 khandiya

18

19

20. ... i dharmama alipida . .

21 . . . . .

np to

32

II

On a rock to the north-east of Krishnaraya Mantapa of sixty-four

pillars in the midst of the Tungabhadra river where it flows to the north in

Anegundi.

1. Svasti Sri Vikrama sam 1274 neya nan-

2. dana samvatsarada vai^akha Su 10 Manga-
3. lavaradalu l^rlmadrayaraja guru

4. Mangalacharyaru puj'ya ^ri lalitaki

?

6. rti badhara kalagutti Sakarandrama
6, sihdha samsiddhi hondidayu.
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III

On a rock to the right of the stonesteps leading to the cave temple of

Banganatha in Anegundi.

1. Svasti ^rl Vikrama Varsa 1288 neya rakkasa samvatsarra i^rava

2. na sudda 1 hi ^rimilla sandarsanaguna granyarSda

•3, * 8rT narendra devarugala priya bandhngaln manaya
? ?

4. da laja ja . ra . . . . Maniyada Gantamarayara

5. Nisadi

IV

On a rock on the northern hank of the Tnngabhadra river and to the left

of the road leading to Anegundi after crossing the river.

1. Svasti l^rl vijayottunga l^alavaha^akantare

2. Ohandranalanabhoveda sakhyabdeshvati patishu

3. Budhirodgarinamabde Mahodayavidhiidaye
9

4. Vadanyebhe deka sapatmya . . . subhe

6. Knmarakampa bhupalah feman hariharatmajah

? ?

6. Vyadatta Tungabhadrayah Sopanasamatikramam

V
On a rock on the northern bank of the Tungabhadra river and to the

south of Mahishasura mardini temple in Chintamani in Anegundi.

1. Kari samvatsarada margasira-su-

?

2. Aiana maga immadi Kabadevara devarige

3. Siddhi

VI

On a prepared stone in a paddy field to the left of the road leading to

Gangavati from Anegundi.

1. Svasti Vijayadya-sa

2. kavarusha 1368 ne

3. samvatsarada baya-

4. sakha I Mangalavarada

6. lu ^rimadraiadhiraja

6. rajaparamesvara Vira

7. praudha pratapa devara

8. ya . . .

7
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9. Mis araganda rayarn

10. .

11. ... i-

12. neya gnndiya baya-

13. rava devarige appisida

14. Mangala maha
r

VII

On a prepared stone in a paddy field to the right of the road leading to

G-angavati from Anegnndi.

1 . ^nbhainastu

2. hTamstnnga iirschnmlbi chandxa chamara charave.

3. Trrilokya nagarErambha mulaslambhaya ^ambhave

4. Svasti i^rljayabhyu

5. daya ^alivahana ^aka varsha

6. 1455 neya Vyijaya samvatsarada

7. Jyeshtha 8u 15 In

8. ^rimamnaha rajadhira

9. ja raja parame^vara i^rivlra

10. pratapa Achynta devara

11. ya maharayarn prithivi

12. rajyam geynttiralu

18.

Anegriindiya magnniya

14. Timmarasayya nayarn pn-

15. nyatithiyalu Achynta

16. rayarige pnnya vagubeken-

17. dn 6ri mahesana gudige

18. naivedyake gndiya baliya

19. na volannn bittu

20. kottu i Ana
21. barasidaru

22. katti moharu

VIII

On a rock on the northern bank of the Tungabhadra river and to the left

of the road leading to Anegnndi after crossing the river.

1. Svasti ^rljaya ^alivaha ^akasam
2. 1478 neya Ananda samvatsara baya
3. sa iSnl. gnrn ^rlmantara ^ri sada^iva

4. rayaru
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On a rock to the left of the road leading to Mallapur and other villages

from Anegundi.

1. ^vasti !&rijayavijayabhyudaya-^alivahana ^aka varusha 1481 neya

Virodhi samvatsarada.

2. » Ghayatra-ba-5 In Srimanmaha mandalesvara Eamaraja Tirnmala-

raja devaru.

3. . . . Jangamyya namatha . . . Anegundiya maganiya
Ramaghantige.

4. . . .

5. ....... .

6. . . . innuru honniigalige holannn

7
8

9. . . . Aravattigeya dharma

10

11

X
On a rook near the head sluice of the dam across the Tungabhadra by

the deserted village, Shanapur.

1. Visvavasn samvatsarada

2. Margasira-^u 8-Xara-

3. sanayakaru sidda

4. devarige madisida

5. manyakke aru Varaha

6 . . . .
'^

7, maha sannadu

XI

On a rock in a paddy field to the left of the road leading to Shanapur and

close to Anjaneya-gudda.

1. I^ubhamastu

2. Svabhanu Samvatsarada Margasira

3. ba 6. budhavaradalu Srimaha. '

4. Anjana deviya Hanumanta devanige

5. Anegundiya haniya Naganna devaru

6. Vanduva binnaha Anjanadevi Hanumanta devara

7. Anuta parige bhatamanyada dara

8. Ramapurada ura holada kolaga 18

9. . . . khandagada manya bhumiya
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dSreya neradu.

Ibarada saniida naya,

TEANSLATION

I

Peace ! The refuge of the whole world, the lord of the earth, Maha-

rfijadhiraja paramei^vara-paramabhattaraka, the ornament of the family of

Satyassaya, Ahavanalladeva of the Chaliikya dynasty, by Pampe on the

sonthern bank of the Tungabhadra river, the first day of the light half of the

month of Margaiiira of the year, Sarvadhari of the Saka era 910 having elapsed,

made a land grant to his prime minister Mannamayya.

II

Peace ! On the tenth day of the light half of the month of Vaisakha of

the year Nandana of Vikrama era 1274, the Venerable Mangalacharya

Lalitakirti, the teacher of Bayaraja, attained to heaven.

in
Peace ! On the first day of the light half of the month of Sravana of the

year Eakshasa of the Vikrama era 1288, the leader of those who are capable

of witnessing the Srlmiila, a close relation of Narendradeva

attained to heaven.
IV

Peace ! There having elapsed 1304 years in the era of Salavahana, head-

ed by "Vijaya, on the seventh day of the light of the month of

the year, Endhirodg&ri, Prince Kampa bhnpala, the son of Harih^ra, provided

the Tungabhadra river with stepping stones.

V
On the first day of the light half of the, month, Margarira of the year

Vikari, Eapadeva, the second, the son of Ajana, attained to heaven.

VI

Peace ! On Tuesday, the first date of the month of Vaisakha of the year(?)

of 1358 of the Saka era, Eajadhirajarajaparamesvara-Vira praudhapratapa

devaraya made a land grant to God Bhairava of Anegundi.

11 .

12 .

13.

14.

16.

16.

17.
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VII
. .

^

Be it well ! Obeisance to Sambliii, beautiful with the fly-brush in the

form of the moon on his elevated head, and the foundation pillar in the

construction of a city composed of the three worlds. Peace ! Of the year 1455

of the era of Vijayabhyudaya Salivahana, on the fifteenth day of the light half

of thejnonth, Jyeshtha of the year, Vijaya, Maharajadhirajaraja parame^vara

Srivirapratapa, Achyutadevaraya being the ruler of the earth, Timmarasayya

of Anegundi, on an auspicious date, for the wellbeing of Achyuta devaraya

made a laud grant for the worship of God Mahesa.

VIII
r

Peace ! In the year 1478 of Salivahana, on Thursday, the first day of the

light half of the month of Vaisakha of the year of Ananda Sri, Sadasivaraya

IX

Peace ! In the year 1481 of the Saka era of Jayabhyudaya Salivahana,

on the fifth day of the dark half of Ohaitra of the year, Virodhi, MahS-manda-

lesvara, Eamaraya and Tirumaladevaraya made a land grant for the purpose

of distributing water, etc., to passengers. . . . .

X
On the eighth day of the light half of the month of Marga^ira of the

year, Vi^Svavasu, Narasanayaka made a land grant of six Varahasin value for

the worship of the god, Siddha .....
XI

Be it well ! On the sixth day of the dark half of the month of IMargasira

of the year, Svabhanu, for the worship of Hanumantadeva of Anjanadevi,

Naganuadeva of Anegundi submissively made a land grant of eighteen Kolagas

in value .



THE HOYSAEA EMPIRE

By S. Seikantaiya, Esq., b.a., e.l.

Fiest Part

The Hoj^salas or Hoysala-Ballalas were a Kannada line of kings ruling at

one time considerably more than the whole of modern Mysore with Dorasa-

mudra for their capital. They were also called the Yadavas of Ddrasamudra

in contradistinction to the Yadavas of Bevagiri. These Yddavas or Yddava-

Ballalas probably came from the north and settled among the hill-tribes in the

Western G-hats (Malepas)
;
gradually conquered them and assumed the title

of Maleparolgonda (lord among the Malepas) ;
then advancing from the Ghats

slowly extended their territory in the east and, about the commencement of

the eleventh century had acquired some territory.

Early in the eleventh century, the Cholas under Eajendra Ohola in the reign

of Baja Eaja the Great, ents^ing their country with a powerful army, drove

the Gangas from their territories to seek protection of the Hoysalas. About

the same time the Pallavas also being subdued, the Cholas remained the sole

important pov^er in the country surrounding Mysore that threatened the

onward march of the Hoysalas. But even the Cholas could not long contend

for supremacy single-handed with the advancing Hoysalas who, in course of

time, expelled them from Mysore, establishing themselves there in the. begin-

ning of the twelfth century.

For more than a hundred years after their rise to power, the Hoysalas

preferred to be feudatories of the western Chalukyas. The Hoysala inscrip-

tions from Vinayaditya to Vira-Ballala II acknowledge their allegiance to the

Chalukyas. Yinaydditya, Vishnuvardhdna and Narasimha I were rulers of

‘ Gangavadi Ninety-six Thousand ’ under them and Ereyanga was also a

general in the western Chalukya army. There is abundant evidence of the

yeomen service rendered by these rulers who called themselves ‘ Mahamanda-
lesvaras ’ to the western Chalukyas in their wars against the Cholas early in

the eleventh century.

Dr. Fleet says that the Hoysalas were at first feudatories of the Kala-

churyas and mentions that some inscriptions of their kings Sankama and

Ahavamalla exist at Halebid (Kanarese Dynasties, p. 64). In 1177 Vira-

Ballala 11 was unsuccessful in the war against Sankama. In 1179 a battle is
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recorded between the Hoysalas and the Kalachuryas. But by 1184, Brahma,

a general of the Kalachurya army, was signally defeated by BalUla Deva and

the Kalachuryas had disappeared from the history of South India. No inscript-

ions of Sankama and Ahavamalla are to be found at Halebid, nor do the

Hoysalas anywhere in their inscriptions acknowledge Kalachurya supremacy.

It is worthy of remark that eyen in this period there is evidence from the

inscriptions of a tacit, if formal, acceptance by the Hoysalas of Ghalukyan

overlordship. Besides, Sankama and Ahavamalla were kings only in name
and contemporaries of the greatest of the Hoysala kings—Vira-BalMla,

who extended the Hoysala Empire in all directions and threw off even his

shadowy allegiance to the Chdilukyas. He is sometimes described as 'an

impetuous Ballala sweeping down from the Ghats and succeeding in subvert-

ing the ancient dynasties of the plains.’ He was the first Hoysala king to

be styled ‘Emperor of the South.’ If to this is added the fact that the

Kalachuryas reigned in the south for a very short period, viz. between a.d. 1151

and 1182, it is least likely that when the Kalachuryas conquered the

western Ohdlukyas, the Hoysalas were obliged to submit - to them, even

temporarily, as suggested by Dr. Fleet and also by Mr. H. Krishna Sastri.^

It is important for us to remember that, after the western Gangas, the

Hoysalas are the only indigenous and powerful dynasty in Mysore whose

power and influence was felt between the Eiver Krishna and Setu. For

instance, according to Belur 77, Vlra-BalHla ‘ moistened his sword with the

blood of the Pandya King, whetted it on the grindstone the head of Bhillama

and sheathed it in the mouth of Jaitugi ’ while, according to Arsikere 23 and

104, ‘ on the east he had shaken Kaiichi, on the west he had made the ocean

roar, while the great Chera country rose up and fled and the whole of the

Pandya kings took refuge in forests entering even those with fear.’ Vishnu-

vardhana was the ‘ preserver of his country from the Chdlas ’ and Ereyanga

‘ trampled down the Malwa army, burnt Dhara and laid it in ruins, dragged

down Ghdla and plundered his camp, broke and ruined Kalinga ’ (Sravana-

Belgola 464).

The Hoysala dynasty reigned according to the Telingana Eecords for eighty-

seven years. Their genealogical list as furnished by Gapt. Mackenzie extends

from A.D. 1077 to 1313. Dr. Buchanan’s informant at Halebid says that BelAl-

Eayan and his successors, nine in all, ruled for ninety-eight years above and

below the Ghats, and for another 111 years below the Ghats, on the whole for

two centuries. The Ghannabasava kalajnana begins with Hoysala Belldla

Eaya in a.d. 984 and ends with Vira-Narasimha in a.d. 1309, thus covering a

period of over 300 years. According to Indian Antiquary, vol. ii, p. 131,

‘from Saka 777 (Bhflva) Hoysala Ballala kings were Jaina Kshatriyas ruling

1 journal of the Mythic Society, vol. ii, p. 120,
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over Hoysala country ’ and Saka 777 corresponds to the year 855 of the

Christian era. Another authority says that ‘ Hoysala BalUlas arose on the

ruins of Kongu kings’ {L.A.M.,yo\. ii, p. 161) and ‘they conquered Kongu
Desa in a.d. 1080 ’ {Ibid., p. 189). Saka 995, Sobhakritu (a.d. 1073) would

be the year when Sala came from the north to Sasakapuri and founded the

empire if we are to trust the account given in the Halebid Kaifyjat, a

Kanarese manuscript in the Oriental Library, Madras. The one reliable

historical evidence, viz. the inscriptions, so far as they are available to us,

range from a.d. 1022 to 1348, the earliest historical mention of the Hoysalas

being that of a Chbla grant of a.d. 1004. Unquestionably, then, the Hoysalas

ruled for over three centuries.

Sala

The founder of the Hoysala dynasty was Sala, of the Yadu race and Soma
Vainsa. By identifying ‘ Hoysala Ballala Eaya ’ with Sala, Channabasava-

kalajnana apparently says that he reigned from a.d. 984 to 1043. Although

the precise date of this king is not yet determined, the name cannot

be mythical. The traditional account of the Hoysalas given in the Halebid

Kaifyyat islliat Sala came from the north in Saka 995, Sobhakritu and settled

at ^as4kapuri (Angadi, Mudigere Taluq), two miles, from the ruins of an an-

cient capital of the Yadavas. Madhusudana, a descendant of the Yadava
Krishna, left Indraprastha in Saka 890 (Pingala) on a pilgrimage to Eames-
vara, and halted for a day near Halebid. In the night Pushpagiri Mallik4r-

junaswdmi appeared before him in a dream and asked him to build a town

and stay there. This he did and called it Dvaravathi after his own city in

the north. While he was ruling here, in Saka 920, Sarvajitu, the king died

owing to a curse of Eishi Sringa and the fort went into ruins. We might

treat this as a cock-and-bull story inasmuch as Sasakapuri is very far from

Halebid and the ruins can only be identified with Lorasamudra because of the

specific reference to the Pushpagiri Mallik4r|unaswami near modern Halebid

or the ancient Ddrasamudra while Saka 995, Sobhakritu given as the date for

Sala is clearly an afterthought in the light of the historical testimony in the

shape of the inscriptions going as far back as Saka 944 and even Saka 922.

Whether the name of Madhusudhana is mythical or based on historic fact

cannot possibly be said. The exploits of one Madhusudhana, a feudatory of

the Ghdlukya Trailokyamalla (a.d. 1042 to 1068) are described in an inscription

at Nagai in the Nizam’s dominions. On the occasion of the Uttarayam
Sankrdnti on Tuesday, the fifth lunar day in the dark fortnight of Pushya of

Subhakrit (Saka 984) he is said to have obtained a gift of some lands and, pro-

ceeding on his journey, to have encamped on his way for many days at

~ Benneyadandu. If the Madhusudhana mentioned in the Halebid Kaifyyat were

to be identified with this Madhusudhana of the inscriptions, we have to account
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for the difference of fifty-four years in their respective dates
;

if, on the other

hand, we were to identify the Madhiisudhana of the inscription with Sala,

the Kaifyyat is eleven years later in dates and there are also other inscriptions

belonging to the descendants of Sala of earlier date, for instance, an inscrip-

tion of Nripa Kama Hoysala belonging to the year a.d. 1022.

Another record of the same place belonging to the reign of Tribhuvana-

malla* says that Bachiraja slew the Dhdra and Mr. E. A. Narasimhachar sug-

gests whether this is the Hoysala King Phora that is referred to. I am not

aware of any Hoysala King of that name. There was a Eashtrakuta King,

Ph6ra who had imprisoned a powerful G-anga King, and I find Kanarese Poets

mentioning King Phora Dore-raya Do7'e-ra,i/ana-Sabheyolu and the like. If

it can be discovered that there was a Hoysala King by the name of Phdra^

this find will be a landwork in the history of South India. It will clear up

the mystery surrounding the origin of Pdrasamudra and to me, personally, the

discovery will be most welcome as it fits in with my theory of the origin of

the Hoysala Capital, that it was named after a King Phora, possibly the Eash-

trakuta King of that appellation and not as Pvarasamudra or Pvaravathi as

it is attempted to be made out by the learned in the subject.

The name Hoysala is pronounced in a variety of ways as, Hoysafia,

Hoysala, Poysana
;
in Tamil Hoyichala, Pochala and even Hdiyichala. The

origin of the name and the adoption of the Tiger as the dynastic emblem of

the Hoysalas are variously explained
; but, according to the account given in

the inscriptions, it is briefly thus :
—

‘ While Sudatta, a Siddhamuni of the pros-

perous town of ^asakapuri (^asaka = hare, puri = town) was one day making

penance in the Vasanti temple, he happened to notice his royal pupil Sala

observe a hare being pursued by a tiger and, apprehending an attack, he

ordered Sala to kill it
—

“ Adam poy Sala Sala immediately pounced upon the

tiger and with his iron rod or cane slew it. Then, hoisted upon the Sele, the

tiger swinging on the point of the rod looked so wonderful that it became his

banner and the famous Sala became celebrated in the world under the name
“ Hoysala Out of gratitude for this timely rescue, Sudatta permitted Sala

to collect from the villagers one fanam (- 4a. 8p.) for every kandy of grain

produced and to raise an army therewith, while he himself prayed to the God-

dess Padmavathi, hereafter known as Vasantika, to bestow a kingdom on Sala.

There are but few glimpses of Sala himself and his deeds in the inscrip-

tions. Some persons, of course, call him a raja, others represent him as a cow-

herd, According to a few others, he was a village headman who undertook to

protect the villagers from the dreaded animal which rendered their life in-

secure and carried away their sheep and cattle, demanding in return an

annual subsidy of a quarter fanam on every kandy of grain grown by the

villagers which was gradually increased to fourteen fanams. With the money

thus collected he raised a force and, in course of time, founded ^alakapuri and

8
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established his power. As Capt. Mackenzie suggests, he was probably a

Zamindar in the Carnatic under the Ghdlas. By prudence and ability, he
slowly carved unto himself a virtually independent kingdom and became the

founder of a dynasty.

Nbipakama

Sala was succeeded by Nripakama who must have reigned for ak least

seven years. Inscriptions of his bear the dates a.d. 1022 to 1027. A few inscrip-

tions insert a certain Kari between Sala and Yinayaditya while a number of

inscriptions mention K^ma as the successor of Sala and as the father of Yina-
y^.ditya. Possibly K4ri was another name for Sala.

There is evidence of Kama’s achievements in the field of conquest. In
1022 he repelled an attack on his capital by Kannama, a general of the

Kongalva King of Goorg and neighbouring territories in Mysore. In 1026
this Kongalva, who was a Ghola feudatory, again attack Kama at Manne and
claimed a victory over this ‘ base poysala.’ It is also stated that about 1023
the Hoysalas overthrew the Kongu kings and seized their territories. If this

be true, it was probably Kama that effected this conquest. In 1027 we find

him going to the help of Banavase. Acoording to Mg. 19, an Uggihalli inscrip-

tion belonging to his seventh year, he was Baja permadi yenipa nripa Kama
Hoysala—King Kama Hoysala, styled Baja permadi. The latter is a Ganga
title and it is inexplicable how he came by it unless he was the son of a Ganga
princess or had conquered the Gangas assuming their title.

Kdma was the patron of Echiga, the father of the famous general Ganga
Baja who captured Talakad.

Yinayaditya

Nripakama’s son Yinaydditya is the first Hoysala King of whom some
definite account can be gleaned from the inscriptions. His reign extended
from A.D. 1060 to 1098, possibly 1100 according to the inscriptions. It is not
impossible that he began to reign as early as a.d. 1047 and continued as a
crown prince for about a dozen years.

Yinayaditya was born in Sasakapuri. After becoming king he ruled from
there. He was a feudatory of the western Chalukya King Yikram^ditya YI
and also a general in his army. He finally subdued the Malepas, assuming
the title of Maleparoluganda. He is often described as the ‘ establisher of the
Iloysalas . Conquest and expansion of the Hoysala kingdom began with
him and within a few years of his accession, he had considerably extended his
dominions. As early as 1062 Yinayaditya was governing Gangavadi 96,000,
his son Breyanga being associated with him. It is said that the Hoysala
Ballalas conquered the Kongu desa in a.d. 1080 ;

' possibly this conquest will

1 vol. ii, p. 161.
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have to be attributed to Vinaydditya. In bis reign tbe kingdom of the

Hoysalas comprised all that lay between South and North Kanara, Talakad

(under the Ohblas), Heggadadevanakbtd (Mysore District) and Savimale

(in Dharwar). Vinaydditya was ruler of one half of the Granga empire

with the other half under the Chdlas. He was a terror to his neighbours

and was looked upon as a giant crushing every one who ventured to withstand

his aggressions. This is probably the explanation of the name Eakkasa

Poysala on his banner after 1062. Mr. Eice, however, suggests that it may
refer to a connexion with the Ganga King Eakkasa, but with great respect, it

has to be pointed out that the appearance of this name on the king’s banner

after he began to govern Gangavadi can only be explained in the way I

have suggested.

His wife Keleyabbe, by bringing about the marriage of her sister with

Dandanayaka Mariyane, in 1039, established a close relationship between the

Hoysala kings and the family of Mariyane. This alliance which was cement-

ed time and again by further marriages was of very great political importance

in the succeeding generations. The Mariyanes became lords of Sindigere

and trusted ministers and generals of the Hoysala kings. The Hoysala

kings were also related to their Suzerain, the Ohalukya Sdmesvara Trailokya-

malla (a.d. 1040 to 1069) whose queen in a.d. 1047 was a princess Hoysala

Mahadevi.

Beeyanga

Vinayaditya’s son was Breyanga. It is difficult to say whether he ruled

as king at all. If, as Mr. Eice says, Vinaydditya reigned till a.d. 1100, then

Breyanga was all through his life a Yuvaraja and never King. Ohennabasava-
KalajSana says that he ruled between a.d. 1073 and 1114 but this date, though
adopted by Mr. Bergusson in determining the age of Belur and Halebid

temples, is not authentic. Vinaydditya reigned till Saka 1010, i.e. (a.d. 1088)

according to the Halebid Kaifyyat
;
if so, Breyanga must have been king. But

whether Breyanga is the Anganrupala referred to as the son of Vinayaditya,

born in Saka 1048 it is not possible to say even though he is referred to as

the father of BaHala, Vishnuvardhana and Aditya because Saka 1048 corre-

sponds to A.D. 1126. An inscription (Kd 142) represents him as a Yuvaraja

till A.D. 1095 while according to another inscription (On 148) he was ruling in

1093. The latter must have been as a Yuvaraja considering that inscriptions

only after 1094 call him an emperor with the usual Hoysala titles. Mr. H.
Krishna Sastri says :

‘ Breyanga ruled probably from 1095 to the earliest date

known for him as Yuvaraja to 1100 ’. ^ If Vinayaditya reigned till a.d. 1098 or

1100 and his son Ballala I ruled from a.d. 1100 or 1101 to 1106, we will have

to take it that Breyanga was not Mahamaij dalesvara but only Yuvaraja

1 Journal of the Mythic Society, vol. ii, p. 116.
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as suggested by Mr. Eioe, although it should he noted that ‘ Tribhuvanamalla

Poysala ’ should be interpreted more as a royal designation referring either to

the father, son or grandson rather than specifically to Vinayaditya though he

was, as a matter of fact, called ‘ TribhuYanamalla Existence of inscrip-,

tions in Ereyanga’s name is then accounted for iDy the fact that, in olden

times, as we know right up even to the days of the Moghuls, it was^ usual

for the Yuvaraja, after attaining majority, to take part directly in the

administration of the country, by assuming charge of the governance of

some distant province. He would be known as prince, raja or king. Of

course, it is not uncommon that this prince has questioned the authority

of the sovereign as we see later even in Hoysala history and there would be

virtually two. kings in the land at one and the same time. This certainly

causes great confusion in determining the dates of these rulers and explains

the uncertainty of dates in the Indian chronology.

Ereyanga led victorious expeditions to Malwa, Chola and Kalinga king-

doms. Dhdra, Capital of Malwa, was captured. Jagaddeva, the Santara King

of Patti Pombuchcha or Hombucha attacked the Hoysala in Ddrasamudra

itself but was repulsed and driven back by the three sons of Ereyanga. His

army was destroyed, the central ornament of his necklace and his treasury

being taken.

About A.D. 1094 Ereyanga was governing G-angamandala, probably as a

crown prince, where he gave a grant to his guru G-opanandi. He was the right-

hand man of the Ghalukya King Vikrama and, as a general in his army, sub-

dued the Ohdlas and put down other powerful kings. He is said to have

made the Ohdla King ‘ to wear leaves Could it be that he conquered the

other half of the Gangavadi which was now in the possession of the Cholas ?

His wife Bchala Devi, a Chola princess of the Solar race, bore him three

sons, the second of whom Vishnuvardhana shed a lustre upon the whole

dynasty.

*Ballala I

On the death of Ereyanga, his eldest son Ballala I succeeded to the

Hoysala Kingdom but his reign was short. Inscriptions of his extend from

A.D. 1101 to 1106. Immediately after ascending the throne :he said to have paid

a visit in a.d. 1100 to ^a^akapuri, the original home and capital of the dynasty.

This probably means that, after Sala, ^asakapuri was only nominally a Hoysala

capital while the kings generally resided in the important city of Belur.

In A.D. 1103 he married, in one day, the three accomplished daughters of

Mariyane and confirmed the old grant of Sindigere to his father-in-law. This

Mariyane was the second of that name of Dandanayakas and the marriage

alliances in the succeeding reigns between this trusted family of ministers,

generals and treasurers and the kings continued.
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In A.D. 1104 Ballala I led an expedition against Changalva Deya. Jagaddeva

is said to have suffered a defeat at his hands. Possibly this campaign is the

one referred to in the previous reign. The ability and vigilance with which

Ballala administered his territories thwarted the ambitious schemes of his

suzerain Jagadekamalla and the neighbouring rulers against him.

** VishnuVAEDHANA

On the death of Ballala I, his younger brother Vishnuvardhana

(Bittideva) became king. His reign is in marked contrast with the un-

eventful and practically unimportant reigns of his predecessors. The times of

Vishnuvardhana are politically of momentous importance in the fortunes of

the Hoysala dynasty. One of the greatest of them, Vishnu stands out pre-

eminently as a most important character in South Indian History. Having

rescued the country from the Ohblas and established the independence of

his dynasty, he bequeathed a ‘large, powerful and united kingdom to his

successors.

As regards the date of his accession to the throne, according to an in-

scription (Kd. 164) he was ruling in a.d. 1100. With Ohannabasavakalajnana,

Mr. Fergusson says that his reign commenced in a.d. 1114 and ended in a.d.

1146. Inscriptions of his range between a.d. 1101 and 1141 or 1146. Strangely

enough, Mr. Vonkayya supported by Mr, Sewell gives his dates as a.d. 111.5

and 1137. According to Mr, Krishna Sastri and Hn. 114, it may be safely

presumed that Vishnuvardhana’s rule extended from a.d. 1106 to at least a.d.

1139. As inscriptions of Ballala extend uii to a.d, 1104 and even a.d. 1106,

might it not be that Vishnu was joint ruler or crown prince between the year

A.D. 1101 and 1104 or 1106? According to Cm. 96 Vishnu died in 1141 at

Bankapura, his body being removed to Mudigere. But, this cannot be recon-

ciled with a later inscription of a.d. 1144 which mentions an engagement

between Permadi I and Vishnu. We may take it, under these circumstances

that he was associated with Ballala I between a.d. 1101 and 1106 as Vuvaraja

and afterwards reigned as king till a.d. 1141, if not longer.

Even before his accession to the throne, as a crown prince, Vishnu had

taken a prominent part in the wars with Jagaddeva and other neighbouring

princes. These wars had filled him with great ambition and he now evinced

great interest in extending the Hoysala dominion taking active steps therefor.

The first necessary step- to begin an era of conquest was a secure and

fortified capital. Belur gave place to Borasamudra which had been for a

very long time an important centre. A strong fort was built and Dora-

samudra was rendered fairly impregnable.

Taking a.d. 1106 as the date of his accession, for about a decade after

becoming king, Vishnu did not enter upon his career of conquest. Probably

the fortifications of his capital, the arrangement for the internal administra-
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tion of his little state and the recrnitment and training of his army engaged his

attention during this period. It is worthy of note that his conquests began

after his conversion to Vaishnavism in a.d. 1116. This fact coupled with tradit-

ional authorities must have induced Messrs. Venkayya and Sewell, and Mr.

Ferguson before them, to adopt the year a.d. 1111 for his reign. Explanation

of Vishnu’s silence for a dozen years after his accession is thus dispensed with

and the existence of inscriptions in the period referring to him is easily

accounted for as relating to his Viceroyalty as crown prince. It may possibly

be that in his change of religion lies the probable explanation of his keeping

quiet for a dbzen years. Considering that his conversion was partly the

outcome of some domestic troubles and that Vishnu took an active part in

the religious controversies of the time, it may be contended that his zeal for

Vaishnavism after his conversion in a.d. 1116 must have formed an additional

force which gave expression to his forward policy. No doubt love of military

glory and a desire to throw off the yoke of subordination to the western

Ohdlukyas were in themselves sufficient motives to spur him on to an aggres-

sive wave of conquest. He was, however, also surrounded, on all sides, by

Jain principalities against whom his victorious armies were led with the

supposed intent to convert or destroy their little chiefs. Once he began, wave

after wave of conquest followed, and Vishpu carried it on in right earnest, as

it were, for its own sake. His 6vermastering passion for conquest made him

in a very short time the master of one-half of the Oh61a kingdom, the

Nilgiries and South and North Kanara. Indeed he had grown so powerful

by A.D. 1122 that he led an army against his suzerain, the great Vikramaditya

himself.

Vishuuvardhana first turned his attention to the adjoining province of

Gangavadi under the Ohdlas. The Ganga Empire had long ceased to exist

as a separate entity. The western portion of the empire was conquered by

Vinayaditya and absorbed into his dominions; while the eastern half had

fallen into the hands of the Oholas. It has been observed that the Gangas had

at one time been forced by the Ohdlas to seek protection of the Hoysalas.

Then there was, as we know, some existing relationship between the Gangas

and the Hoysala rulers. But more than either of these, the Hoysalas

regarded themselves as the natural and rightful successors of the Gangas in

Mysore. Under these circumstances, Vishnu would not tolerate the conti-

nuance of Gangavadi as a Ghola province and was bent upon exterminating

the Ohdlas at the first opportunity that presented itself. Ganja Eaja, a

famous general of Vishuuvardhana marched against Talakad, the capital of

Gangavadi, routed the Gholas and burnt it. The Gh61as were driven out of

Mysore. Narasingavarman (probably a Pallava prince), Adiyama and other

Gh61a feudatories in South Mysore were forced to seek refuge elsewhere.

Thenceforth, Talakadu became one of Vishnu’s capitals and he assumed the
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refer to bim hereafter, i.e. after a.d. 1116 as Ylraganga without even mentioning

his name. Mr. Eice suggests that the conquest of Ghdla Gangavadi, enabled

him to assume his independence and in E.O. IV, 19 that ‘ 1116 is the date

when he assumed the dignity practically of an independent king.’ However,

after this conquest in a.d. 1116, Vishnu was also known as Bhujabala Viraganga

or Viraganga simply. In the same year Kolar, which was another of the

famous Ganga capitals, was made the centre from which he effected his

eastern conquests.

In the same period, Lakkigundi in Dharwar was subjugated. In a.d.

1116 (Cm. 99) a general Chama Deva, a son of the Orissa King, Ch61a Ganga

and born in the Mysore country, attacked the Pandyas of Uohchangi and

defeated them in a battle at Humme, on the border of Shimoga and Ghital-

droog districts. In a.d. 1117 took place the conquest of the Nilgiries by Punisa

Eaja, another of Vishnu’s generals. The mention of his having frightened

the Todavars first introduces their name into histoL-y. ‘ About this period or

possibly before a.d. 1111-2 Vishnuvardhana defeated King Sumesvara and

captured his capital Ohakragotta, identified to be in the Bastar State in the

Central Provinces.’ ^

Art inscription of a.d. 1117 (Oh. 83) describes him as ruling in peace in

Talakad and Kolar having under his sole umbrella the kingdom of the

Gangavadi 96,000 including Kongu (Salem and Coimbatore). The extent of

the Hoysala dominions in 1117 is described as follows East—Lower Ghat,

Nanguli (Mulbagal Taluq, Kolar District) ;
South—Kongu (Salem and

Coimbatore), Cheram (Cochin and Travancore) and Anaimalai
;
West

—

Baraknur (South Canara) and the Ghats of Konkan; North—Savimalai.

Another inscription gives the southern limits as Eamdsvara (Ak. 30) while,

according to Hn. 119 the empire of the Hoysalas was surrounded by the

three oceans on east, west and south, the Heddore forming the northern

boundary. At all events, it may safely be assumed that the empire at this

period comprised the whole of the present province of Mysore, Coorg, the

District of Dharwar and at least a portion of the Bellary District.

Several other victorious expeditions were directed from Talakad. Nolam-

bavadi was subdued temporarily at least in a.d. 1118. By 1128 it had been

absorbed as an integral part of the Hoysala country as evidenced by the

appellation of Nolambavadiganda assumed by the Hoysala ruler. King

Irungola who claimed to be of Chola descent and had his capital at Henjira

(Hemavathi, Anantapur District) was forced to submit. The conquest of

Eodda (on the Eiver Pennar in the Anantapur District) is also ascribed to this

period. These conquests being completed Vishnu left Talakad in a.d. 1118

and lived at Ddrasamudra.

1 Journal the Mythic Society, vol. ii, j). 118,
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In the interval after his return to Dorasamudra and before he undertook

to wage his war of independence against his suzerain, Yishnu seems to have

been occupied in organizing the administration of the conquered territories.

The army must also have been strengthened and trained further in order to be

placed on an efficient footing for the emergencies of his epoch-making enter-

prise. In a couple of years, after taking some breathing time on the comple-

tion of his extensive conquests, he commenced his aggressive campaigns

against the suzerain power, of the western Cn^lukyas, campaigns which

extended oh and on till the time of his grandson Vira-Ballala II.

Attention may be called to the fact that even as early as the times of

Ereyanga, attempts had been made to become independent of the^Gbalukyas

and Yishnu and his brothers had taken no small part in this affair.,

The attack of the Santara chief Jagaddeva on the Hoysala capital

at that period suggests as though the Hoysala ruler was a disturbing

element and, an obedient feudatory as Jagaddeva was, he was instructed

to march on Ddrasamudra. Possibly, Yishnuvardhana .with his brother

Ballala and the Kakatiya King Prola against both of whom Jagaddeva, on
behalf of Yikramdditya YI had led his armies, were some of the unruly sub-

ordinates who were adventurous enough to attempt to throw off the imperial

yoke. Yishnu was supposed ‘ to have drunk the rolling sea of the armies of

the lord of Malava, Jagaddeva and others sent by the emperor {Ghahnn)’}

Again in 1116, Yishnu had driven away the ChAlukya army which had en-

camped at Kanuegala (near Hassan). Evidently, the Ghdlukyas had attempted

to humble the refractory ruler of the Hoysalas when his attention was else-

where directed but had failed. These little successes, small as they were, had
filled Yishnu’s ambitious soul with an ever-increasing passion to throw off the

Gh^lukyan overlordship and declare himself independent. After his prepara-

tions were complete, in a.d. 1122 Yishnuvardhana marched against his master
Yikrama YI and attacked him but suffered a reverse at the hands of his

general Achugi Beva II. Yishnu, however, showed great valohr in battle

which excited admiration and wonder in the hostile camp. Yikramdditya
himself was so much struck by the energy displayed that he complimented
the mighty king of the Hoysalas with the remark—‘ Know that of all kings,

Hoysala is alone unconquerable. ’ Nothing daunted by this defeat, Yishnu
fitted out another expedition and resumed his attacks within a year. How-
ever, he was not destined to achieve his most cherished desire—to free himself
from the Ghdlukyan overlordship—but his repeated attacks overpowered the
GhAlukyas gradually and led to their final overthrow by his grandson Yira-
Ballala. The western Ghilukyas appear to have tried their utmost to keep the
Hoysala ruler in check, for evidently Yishnu continued his attacks till practi-

1 Journal of the Mythic Society, vol. ii, p, 117.
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cally his last days, In a.d. 1144 a Sinda feudatory of Jagadehamalla II,

named Permadi I, appears to have ‘ seized the royal power of the Hoysalas,

penetrated into his mountain passes, besieged the city of Ddrasamudra,
pursued him as far as Belur which he took and followed biin beyond that.’ ‘

These expeditions had, however, one immediate result. The Hoysala
dominions were extended in the north and comprised the territory lying

between the rivers Tungabhadra and the Krishna, the latter of which long

remained its northern boundary. The king is even described by an
inscription of A.D. 1126 as ruling the country from the Krishna as far as the

Southern Ocean with his capital at Talakad. Vishnu must have experienced

considerable difficulties in consolidating these conquests. His hold on these

territories was temporary and it was only after repeated campaigns that his

grandson Vira-Ballala II was able finally to amalgamate them with the

Hoysala empire. As mentioned above, Jagadekamalla II, the successor nf

Vikrama resisted its occupation by the Hoysala as that would certainly

endanger his own position as a western Ohdlukya King and the overlord of

the Hoysala and led a series of expeditions into the Hoysala country, at one

time, even pursuing Vishnu as far as Ddrasamudra and Belur.

In A.D. 1134, Vishnu’s general Boppa Deva subdued the Kongus, They
had been defeated by Nripakdma and Vinaydditya before but occupying the

hilly country round the Nilgiries and on the fringe of the Ghats, they seem to

have had great vitality in them. They would bow before the wind, but once

it passed away, would rise again. Vishnu was not completely successful in

his attempts to crush them and it was left to Vira-Ballala to complete their

conquest.

About A.D. 1135 the Kadambas of Goa under Jayakesin II were defeated

and Halasige in Dharwar was captured. In the same year, the Kadambas of

Banavase and Hanungal were put down, both of them being absorbed into the

Hoysala empire. But owing to frequent risings in the newly conquered north

and east, Vishnu was unable to keep an efficient control over the whole of. the

conquered territories, and it was only after the lapse of more than half a

century that the empire was consolidated with a settled form of Govern-

ment,

Inscriptions of 1137 also refer to Vishnu’s conquest of the Nilgiries.

Vishnu had, after his conquest of the Nilgiries, founded a city there to

commemorate his victory, probably also to mark the limit of his empire at

the time.

There is a chorus of praise for Vishnu and his deeds in all the inscrip-

tions. He ruled over Kongu, Nangili, Talakad, Gangavadi, Nolambavadi,

Banavase, Hanungal, Huligere, Halasige and Belvala. He is described as

burning to emulate the Sauvira Kings, ‘ as having trodden the earth to

9

1 Dr. Fleet’s Kmarese Dynasties, p. 676,
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enemies as if the great deep had been broken up, the courses of the sun

broken away in a deluge, and all the points of the compass filled with the

sounds of ids neighbouring’ (Rice). ‘The lion the Hoysala King’s valour,

having sported in plunder at Talakad, attacked the lofty elephant XJchchangi,

calmly marched by Banavasi, daringly seized on Belwala, and sprang forward

with joy to the Perdore, planting his feet on Hanungal ’ (Kd. 69). He is ‘ the

emperor of the world who by the might of his arm cut down the evil-doers up

to the boundary of Kanchi in the east, the noted Kongu on the south,

the shore of the Ocean on the west and the Krishna on the north.’ Setting up

piles of stones as marks of the permanent limits of his kingdom, by his halam

(army) he brought it into subjection and was celebrated for the sports

of his bravery. Yishnuvardhana is also compared to Srikrishna and said

to have been born with the set purpose of exterminating the Danujas.

Born in the Yadukula of his own free will, he conquered the whole world and

took tribute. He was Tribhuvanamalla (=lord of the three worlds) and

Vira-Ganga (= warrior Ganga).

Of his ministers Ganga Raja was the most celebrated. He was a scion of

the ancient and illustrious Ganga family and was Yishnu’s ablest general

and most trusted minister
;
indeed, the king’s confidence in his valour was so

great that before the march of the army, Ganga Raja was prospectively invest-

ed with the Government of Gangavadi. Ganga Baja, of course, justified

this confidence and drove the proud Chdlas out of the territory. He is said to

have been also instrumental in Yishnu’s endeavouring to shake off the

Chdlukyan supremacy. It may be observed that he was the brother-in-law of

the senior Dandanayaka Mariyane to whom the Hoysalas were allied by

marital ties and his father Echga was living in the times of Nripa Kama
so that it may be said that Ganga Raja’s family also had continued from the

early Hoysala days to render meritorius services to the dynasty. Ganga Raja

was a staunch Jain and restored several Jain temj^les and hasiis, making
liberal contributions to them. He is also credited with rebuilding ruined

towns. After his death in a.d. 1133, his son and nephew held high offices and

were beloved by the king. Yijayaparsvanatha hasti was built in memory of

this great general and his dharma continued by his wife and son.

Another of Yishnu’s famous generals was Punisa Raja who ‘ conquered

the Nilgiries, frightened the Todas, drove the Kongas under ground,

slaughtered the Poluvas, put to death the Maleyalas, terrified King Kala . . .

made himself master of Kerala, etc.’ He was generous to the fallen enemy and
he utilized ail his wealth in raising Jain structures and making Gangavadi
Shine loke Koppal in the Kizam’s dominions.

Of Yishnu’s queens, Santdladevi assumed the crown with royal per-

mission in A.D. 1117. She gave several grants to Jain temples and also erected
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at Sravanabelgola the Savathi-Gandhavarana hasti to which in 1123 she made
certain donations. The grant of Santigrama was also in her name. She died

at Sivaganga in a.d. 1131. Vishnu survived her at least another ten years.

In A.D. 1132 he married Lakshmidevi who gave birth to the next Hoysala
King. He is also credited with another queen, a Pallava princes Bommala-
devi. yishnu died in a.d. 1141 at Bankapura (Cm. 96), his body being removed
to Mudigere. Of course this cannot be reconciled with later inscriptions which
clearly refer to him and to some engagements which are alleged to have

taken place in his time but are clearly after a.d. 1141. We can only leave

it at that simply mentioning the fact.

This period marks an important stage in the history of the Hoysalas,

certainly politically, more especially in religion. We may advantageously take

here a brief survey of the condition of Jainism in the early Hoysala period

before Bittideva’s conversion to the religion of Eaminuja and make an attempt

to estimate the political importance of that conversion to the empire.

From their earliest days the Hoysalas were Jains in religion. It is record-

ed in Indian Antiquary (vol. ii, p. 131) that Ohamundaraya’s family princes

about the beginning of the seventh century built small temples at Halebid.

Whether this refers to the Jain temples cannot be said. Another sentence on

the same page of the same volume is significant though inexplicable. It says

‘ from Saka 777 (Bhava) Hoysala Ballala kings were Jaina kshatriyas ruling

over Hoysala country ’. Hoes it mean that the date marked the beginning

of Jainism in Hdrasamudra or wherever the Hoysalas might then have been ?

Anyhow Ddrasamudra was filled with numerous Jain hastis
;
even as early as

the reign of Vinayaditya numberless Jain hastis were to be found in Halebid

Possibly, the Jain structures in the Hoysala capital before their advent was
due to the Gangas and the Ohalukyas who were great supporters of the Jain

religion. Under Ohilukyan patronage, the Jains were increasing everywhere

and numerous grants were given in several parts of the country for the

support of Jain liastis and the like. The guru of the founder of the dynasty

of the Hoysalas was a Jain and probably, Sala was also a Jain—and there

must have been a close alliance between the Hoysala king and the Jain guru.

Being Sala’s adivser, Suddatta must certainly have done his best to strengthen

with the royal help that he could obtain the Jain influence in the country.

There is evidence that the alliance that .was thus set up between the Hoysala

King and his Jain guru continued in the succeeding reigns. A great number

of Jain structures were built by Vinayaditya and his successors and large

grants given for the maintenance of Jain gurus.

Jainism attained the zenith of its influence in the early years of Vishnu-

Vardhana’s reign. He built a number of Jain hastis at Horasamudra itself~a

recognition by the King of Jainism as the State religion. His ministers and

generals were all Jains. Ganga Baja, as has been observed, was a great Jain
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Jjatron and, for the first time, obtained a munificent royal endowment to

Gromatanatha at Sravana-Belgola. In a.d. 1115, only one year before Vishnn’s

conversion, Ganga Eaja’s wife erected a tomb in memory of a Jain Tirthan-

kara. Vishnu’s wife SantaMdevi remained a staunch Jain to her death in

A.D. 1131. Many ruined Jain hastis were restored by Ganga Eaja himself and

Punisa Eaja, Vishnu’s general, it has been mentioned, employed his wealth

mainly in restoring Jain hastis throughout the kingdom. Ife may t£.us be

presumed that Jainism was undoubtedly the most predominant and the pre-

vailing religion in the State finding favour both with the king and his people.

It is, therefore, hard to explain Vishnu’s conversion by Edmanuja in a.d. 1116.

We have a number of stories relating to this conversion. The story as

recorded in Dr, Francis Buchanan’s Travels {vol. ii, pp. 801) may be briefly

summarized in the first instance. Edmanuja, being unable to endure the per-

secution by the Gh61a King any longer, determined to flee his kingdom and

undertook a journey to the Hoysala capital. It happened that, at D6ra-

samudra, circumstances were particularly favourable for his reception. A
female devil known as Brahma Eakshasi had possessed the king’s daughter

who had consequently become very foolish without any control over her senses.

Bittideva (later, Vishnuvardhana after the conversion) had taken her to all the

temples and consulted the priests therein but no priest could effect a remedy.

Eimanuja, who was now at Ddrasamudra, being also consulted as a last

resource, offered to cure her completely of the malady. He administered some

tulasi leaves to her and sprinkled some holy water over her head, and she was

instantaneously rid of the- devil. This incident was followed by Bittideva’s

conversion. Moreover, ‘in eighteen days of public disputation, he refuted the

Jain doctrines and convicted them of heresy ; those who would not after this

submit being ground on oil mills ’ (Rice). Then, according to a Sthalapurana

at the chief Jain stronghold in South India, Sravana-Belgola, the taunts of his

favourite concubine were the cause of his change of religion. To follow it up

with a third story, narrated in the Mackenzie collection of Mss. (p. 65), Bitti-

deva had recently lost a finger and an insolent Jain guru refused to take his

meals in the palace in consequence, because the Jains enjoined upon every

true Jain that he should not, on pain of excommunication, receive alms of a

person with any the least defect in any part of his body. Resentment of this

conduct of a Jain priest induced Vishuu, at the instance of his favourite

wife, to adopt Vaishnavism.

The stories above recounted have all some glimpses of the true facts in

them which no doubt led Bittideva to become a follower of Ramanuja, but, by

themselves, they cannot be considered to be sufficient. We may roughly

assign the following causes for his conversion :

—

(1) Bittideva resented the growing insolence of the Jains which was cer-

tainly due to their increasing power.
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tude of the Jain tenets to the conditions of his day.

(3) Edmdinuja’s arguments were convincing and held their ground in

public disputation against the Jain tenets.

While the Jain gurus were too bigoted and uncompromising to meet the

growi;^g conditions of the day in anything like a sympathetic spirit, Vishnu

found Edmanujdcharya a very sincere worker for the welfare of the masses.

Excepting his own Ohola King who was a bigoted Saivite, wherever he went

and preached his doctrines, Edmanuja found no opposition. He preached the

‘ all-merciful fatherhood of Vishnu and the all-loving motherhood of Lakshmi.

This breathed a most loving sympathy to the people and carried to the masses

the idea of a personal God whom they could understand and to whom all

people, high and low, alike bowed in implicit faith. • When, in addition,

Edmdnujdcharya defeated the proud Jain gurus in public disputation, the king

—the great scholar that he was—who was already angry and disgusted with

the insolence of the Jain gurus, easily yielded to the powerful and convincing

arguments of Eamdnujachdrya and became his pupil, henceforth bearing the

name, by which he is famous to history, of Vishnuvardhana,

After becoming a follower of Eamanuja, Vishnu did much to propogate

the Sri-Vaishnava cult. The means he adopted to secure this object are sup-

posed to have been not always fair. Capt. Mackenzie even accuses him of great

religious intolerance. He is, however, praised elsewhere for his toleration of

other religionists. The specific charges against him are that he destroyed

about 720 Jain hastis in Dorasamudra, out of the materials of which, the great

tank of Tirumalas^gar overlooking the Hoysalesvara temple, was built and,

secondly that the Jains who did not become Vaishnavas were ground in oil-

mills. Mr. Eice also confirms this statement but he, however, is forced to

add ‘the succeeding kings professed both the Vishnu and Siva cults; but

there was much religious toleration and the Jains were often the recipients of

royal favour ’ and further explains that the Jains were too influential to be

ignored.

The strongest indictment against him is to be had from the StJialapurana

of Sravana-Belgola itself. It gives a long story of his persecution of the Jains’

his discontinuing or abolition of all Jain inams, destruction of hastis and his

setting up of Narayana temples, the most famous of them being located at

Belur. A great mutt was established by Eamanuja at Melkote under his

patronage. There was, however, an end even to this persecution. Because the

same purana tells us, further on, that Vishnu had to cease persecuting the Jains

and allow, Jain temples to resume the grants for the following reason. ‘ After

he had continued in this course (of persecution) for some time, unable to bear

the deva droho,, the earth opened and all the lands near Adaguru (in the Belur

Taluq) were swallowed up.' When the news thereof reached the king he called
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together his wise men and inquired of them why this thing had come

to pass. The learned men told him that it was because of the Jain

persecutions. He then called together all castes of people and offered Santi

to the gods, all in vain. The people then said that a remedy should be sought

from the Jains alone. But the king having changed the religion would not

ask them for a remedy. He tried again to remove the evil by going to^reat

expense but it was of no use. Fearing that further delay would cause the

ruin of the country, all the people went to the king who thereupon went to

Belgdla and earnestly requested the Jain guno to find a remedy.’ Subhachan-

drdchdri, the Ghcru, spurned their address at the first instance but, on repeated

requests, he exacted a promise, as a first and preliminary condition, for the

restoration of all Jain grants. This done, the guru sent for 108 pumpkinS)

chanted some mantrams and ordered that one fruit should be thrown into the

gap every day. The gap was finally filled up after the priest had received the

promised rewards. Now, in this fashion we might no doubt explain away

Vishnu’s later kindness to the Jains, but we cannot seriously maintain, how-

ever, that Vishnu persecuted them relentlessly throughout, or that he was

anything but perhaps indifferent to them. After all, it is only natural that for

some time immediately after his conversion, Vishnu might have given vent to

his feelings against the Jains, which probably led him on in the heat of the

moment, to a few persecutions. But this could not have lasted for anything

more than a very short time because there certainly existed other influences

to check his persecuting tendencies. Having been once a Jain, he could not

forget their chief tenet

—

Ahimsd paramd Dharmah. His Jain queen Santa-

ladevi must have exercised a very sooothing influence on her lord. Moreover,

as mentioned before, his chief advisers G-anga Eaja and his son Boppa and his

general Punisa Eaja, being the principal supporters of Jainism could not have

failed to stay his destroying hand.

There is besides ample evidence to show that Vishnu very soon overcame

his aversion and hatred for the Jains. In A.n. 1129 he gave a grant to a Jain

temple, Mallijinalaya. In a.d. 1133, on the death of Ganga Eaja, his son erected

a hasti in memory of the father and sent the consecrated food to Vishnu,

Highly pleased with it Vishnu granted endowments to it and called the hasU
itsdf the ‘Vijaya parsvanathabasti.’ His toleration of other religions is also

shown, for ex-ample, by his erection and endowing of the Gangadharesvara
temple at Sivaganga. About a.b. 1134, Echa, Ganga Eaja’s nephew, erected

another Jain bastiiov which Vishnuvardhana conferred large grants. Though
he was concilliatory to the other religions he doubtless did much to further

the Vaishnava cult by setting up a number of Vaishnava temples and giving

grants of Agrahars and inams to the followers of E4manu]4ch4rya,
Vishpu’s successors though at first Vaishnavas were later on both Saivas

And VaMhnavas ynth marked toleration for other reli^ons. All grants to Jain
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temples and hastis and Jain gurus were continued by them. In the reign of

Narasimha I, his minister Hulla, a devout Jain, erected the Bhandara hasU at

Sravana-Belgola with rich endowments from the king. Vira-Ballala II made
several grants to Siva temples and confirmed the grants to Gomata deva-

Jainism, however, was slowly declining. The Oh61as were rigid Saivites and

never Jtolerated the Jains. Notable among them was Eaj^ditya who destroyed

many Jain temples and compelled a number of Jains to become Saivites or put

them to death. The rise of the Lingayats as attested by the voluminous

literature of the period must have also contributed its share towards the decay

of Jainism. Harassed and persecuted by the Chdlas and unable to bear the

questionings and taunts of the Saivas, the Jains were already tottering. The
appearance of Eamanuja and the conversion of Vishnu to his religion fairly

completed their destruction. From this time onward their influence began to

wane, and by the end of the thirteenth century the Jains had dwindled into a

handful in and around the town of Sravana Belgola, which to this day remains

a most important Jain centre in South India.

Throughout the existence of the Hoysala empire, Jainism may be said to

have been more or less a living religion. At times it suffered an eclipse and

certainly after Vishnu’s famous conversion, it must have ceased to be what it

was before, the State religion. But its influence had been great and prominent

Jains could not be neglected at any time. To the end of their days, the

Hoysala kings, whatever their religion, continued to patronize them. Narar-

simha III even had a Jain guru who was called Baja guru.

(To he concluded).



‘THE EOST CITIES OF CEYEON'i

A Stupt by S. Seikantaiya, Esq., b.a., b.l.

‘ The Lost Cities of Ceylon,’ by Mr. Q-. E. Mitton is replete with, numerous
illustrations and contains four maps. This book, intended for a handy guide

to the ruins of Ceylon, invites us to the antiquities of the little island, famed
as the abode of the great Eaksasa chieftain Edvana who was eventually

subdued by the celebrated hero of the Eamd,yana, after erecting a bridge across

the ocean and marching upon the island. The oldest historical record in

Ceylon, the Mahavamsa which, by the way, is not merely a sacred writing but

a history of his native land, recorded in orderly sequence by a priest of the

royal house, goes back to 600 B.c, Lieut. Eagan’s articles written in 1820 for

the Geylon Gazette and all the extant literature on the subject are laid under

contribution by the author in bringing out the present volume. We can only

make a passing reference to some interesting features in the book which are

of absorbing interest to the Mythic Society.

Throughout its history we hear of raids carried on by the Tamils of

South India upon the island. We are told that the Island took its name from
‘ Sinha ’, son of a lion, and that his grandson Wijaya came over from the

mainland of India and established himself in 643 b.o. and that Wijaya’s
followers intermarried with the original inhabitants, ‘ Yakkho ’ or demons.
Whether it is possible to connect this account with the traditional conquest

of Lanka by Edma and the establishment of the power of Vibhishana in

Simhala is more than could be suggested. As we know, however, the Chdlas

and Pdndyas swarmed over to the island in search of booty in increasing

numbers time and again. While the Pdndyas occupied the extreme south of

the Peninsula, the Ohdla kingdom extended from the Pdndyan border as far

north as Mysore. One of their capitals was Uraiyiir, now a suburb of

Trichinopoly, and later on Kdnchi. The Tamil Literature tells us that a
Chdla king led a conquering expedition to the island of Lanka, and established

himself there. According to Mr. Mitton, ‘ the first recorded regular invasion

(of the island of Ceylon) was that of one Elala (or Elaro), a Ohdlyan who, with
an army from Mysore, arrived with force and succeeded in establishing him-
self as king of Lanka (205 b.o.)’. During his long reign of forty-four years
this Elala established a liberal Government in the country and, though not a

1 By Q. B. Mitton, pnblislied by John Murray, London, pp. 256,
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Buddhist himself, did much to improve the national religion and continued

many useful works. Justice ' was rigorously enforced. At the head of this

king’s bed there was a bell, with a long rope ready to be rung by the seeker

for redress. We hear that once the king’s son when on a hunting excursion

to the Tissa tank ran his chariot over a full-grown calf, and its mother the cow
immediately rushed to the bell-rope and pulled it by falling on it, whereupon

the king appeared and on hearing of the incident struck off the head of the

royal prince with the same wheel. The rule of this Solomon in the island of

Lanka did not extend to the country of the Eohuna across the Mahawelli-

ganga. It is next mentioned that G-emuna, a member of the Eoyal line of

Wijaya was, even as a lad, fretting at his exile from power and vowed revenge.

He marshalled a faithful rally of ten strong men and finally killed Blala in

161 B.o. The details of this Homeric combat are vividly described in the >

Mahavamsa. This slain hero, Elala lies embalmed in a tomb which the

monarchs to this day cannot pass by with music. It is singularly unfortu-

nate that there is no reference on this side of the ocean to the part played by

Mysore in this connexion.

There is splendid testimony to the existence of Hinduism side by side

with Buddhism in Ceylon, as he who runs may read in the temples at Lambulla,

the Hindu ruins in the vicinity of Abhayagiriya, Siva Bevale, Thuparama and

the like. As regards Buddhistic structures themselves, ‘ Ceylon alone of all

known countries possesses a series of Buddhistic monuments extending from

the time of Asoka to the present day.’ Most of these are to be found at

Anurddhapura, a city which was founded about 437 B.c. by Pandukdbhaya

and named after the constellation Anurddha. The story of this king Pindu
is as full of exciting incidents as that of Krishna, and the attempts of his

uncle Kamsa to destroy him with this difference that king Pdndu was himself

an usurper to the throne after his destruction of his maternal uncle, while

Krishna’s killing of Kamsa was to save mankind from a tyrant. This city

which became the capital in 267 B.c, is famous for the conversion of its king

by Mahinda into the present religion of the island. We are thus led on to the

famous bo-tree, the oldest historical tree in the world planted in this place by

Mahinda. It is common knowledge that Princess Sangamitta followed her

brother in 288 B.c. with a branch of the bo-tree under which Buddha sat

and received revelation. This twig has stood in Ceylon for over twenty two

centuries, older than the oldest tree in the world by at least a century, and

‘ green for ever ’, in any case attaining sanctity on its own account and

exciting and inspiring the most careless with a passing feeling of reverence.

The other ruins of the place are :— (1) the Peacock Palace, a collection of

leaning columns and carved capitals, (2) the Bansimalakaya and (3) the

Lohopasada or the Brazen Palace, a group of 1,600 columns built by Dutu-

gemunu in the second century B.c. The next object of attention, the dagaba

XO
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of Euanweli is a huge pile of stones erected in the shape of an inverted bowl

and solid but for a tiny passage to a sacred chamber which contained a relic.

West of it is a viharob approached by a moonstone and carved steps which

arrest our attention. These moonstones in Ceylon have a distinctive feature

of their own, though they are clearly influenced by Indian thought and follow

Indian ideas to some extent. The moonstone is a semi-circular slab of sfone,

set at the foot of a flight of entrance steps and wonderfully carved. It is

divided into concentric rings, first and outermost a narrow, conventional

design, then a wider band in which a procession of animals—elephant, horse,

Hon and bullock—follow one another round, two. complete sets of these

animals and the elephant being thrice repeated. Elephants are exquisitely

executed, full of fire and life, differing from each other in detail. Inside it

is another floral scroll of artistic design and within it, a row of liansas or

sacred geese while in the centre is a half of a conventional lotus flower.

The slab is hewn from a solid rock and the figures are worked from left to

right. The carving appears quite fresh and is alive with the spirit of the

artist whose hand fashioned the life-like elephants and bullocks, the strange

horses and the still stranger lions which run incessantly after one another in

a race which began some 2,000 years ago and stretches into infinity.

In the moonstones of Polonnaruwa there is a ring of floral design on the

outside, then comes a row of small sacred geese and thirdly a most spirited

row of elephants following each other trunk to tail and then a semi-circle of

galloping horses with tasselled collars and unduly depressed bodies, resting on a

further scroll which is broad and encloses the lotus centre. Curiously, bulls or

lions do not appear in these stones and it may be remarked that the lion is hot

a native to the soil. Fa Hian had about a.d. 400 heard of a temple in India,

five storeys in height, with ‘elephant figures, lion-shapes, horse-shapes, ox-

shapes and dove-shapes,’ the last of which probably representing the sacred

geese. To compare these with the friezes in the temples of Hoysala Archi-

tecture, the elephant frieze with riders and equipments comes below a frieze

of sdrdMas or tigers, the Hoysala emblems
;
then comes a scroll of infinite

beauty and variety of design. Above them the frieze of horsemen, and then a

scene from the Hindu mythology. Next come celestial beasts and birds and
so on. It has to be noticed that the bulls are not found in these friezes. In
Tissa-Wuva there is a curious circular diagram filled with mysterious symbols
and having a procession of fiigures scratched on the circumference, representing

the scientific knowledge of some man who lived close upon a thousand years
ago may be, and the meaning of fish, scorpion, tortoise and other sketches
which suggest but do not follow the signs of the zodiac. Is it one of the
earliest maps of the world founded on the Buddhist cosmogony? The
diameter of the circle is six feet. There is a double ring round the edge
in which fish and crustaceans are represented, being undoubtedly the ocean
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ring. The concentric circles with their wide interspaces at the centre of the

ring refer to the Sakvala, in the centre of which rises the Mahameru sur-

rounded by, the seven seas and walls of rock which shut in the fabulous

mountain. The sun and the moon lie on either side of the Sakvala in the

second strip. Eoundabout in space are scattered numerous other worlds

reprtsented by quadrisected circles. Below and around is the world of waters

in which swarm gigantic uncouth denizens—fish, turtle, crab, chank and

other marine fauna. If we now turn round to the Buddhist cosmogony

itself for a while we find Meru as its central point, and at various heights

from it the six blissful seats of the Devas followed by sixteen seats where the

perfect dwell. Beneath the earth there are eight hells and thousands of

smaller ones and girdling the earth are to be observed the seven hills and the

seven seas. There are four islands in the southern on most of which men live

and there are five hundred smaller ones occupied by heretics.

Now, with these facts before us, looking at the Buddhist cosmogony and

the curious looking map of the world as described on the rock at Tissa Wuva
on one side and the disposition of the four beasts in the moonstones carved in

a particular order on the other, can we not possibly trace some connexion

between these and point to some astronomical significance even in these

moonstones and boldly say with the author that the four beasts in these

stones occupy the four cardinal points in the earth, viz. lion in the north, horse

in the south, elephant in the east and bull in the south ? Of course, we may

dismiss the idea that these moonstones were used for hypnotism, being called

yogi-stones, though possibly there is a prevailing superstition to that effect in

the island. It is interesting to notice in this connexion that in Ceylon as well

as in modern Hindu temples, where the animals friezes are to be seen, the

succession of the animals is the same

—

mahara, naga and hamsa.

We pass on to a short notice of other interesting scenes in the island of

Lanka. The tooth relic in the Temple of the Tooth (Dalada Maligawa) was

brought to Ceylon in a.d. 311 by a Brahmin Princess, and is held peculiarly

sacred. The vicissitudes of this interesting and sacred relic surpass the

history of Kohinoor which adorns the crown of our august sovereign, and the

adventures of the Golden Fleece. It was carried away for safety during the

worst Tamil raids. Even then it was stolen and actually removed to India

in the fourteenth century A.D., but Parakrama III went to the mainland,

pleaded for it in person and brought the relic back. ‘ From golden caskets

set with jewels, raised above bowing, swaying, adoring multitudes, to the

hair of a princess’s head or the saffron folds of a priest’s robe as places of

hurried concealment,’ ‘from temples of granite, decorated with gold aad

silver, to windy caves on bare hillsides and holes in depths of jungles the

tooth has wandered. Sage Khema rescued it from the funeral pyre of Buddha,

and it was eventually brought to Ceylon concealed in the hair of a princess,
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who was of Kalinga lineage, a race that gave more than one king to Ceylon’

.

Thuparama, the supposed original receptacle of this sacred ‘ collar-bone ’ is a

huge dagaba whose chief beauty is found in its slender columns, some of a

great height, which spring from the platform encircling it, There are four

rows of these, 14 feet to 23 feet in height. These pillars, 176 in number, were

constructed in the reign of Tissa (307 to 267 b.o.) Its decoration and? im-

provement went on in the succeeding centuries, and it was treasures of this

kind which repaid the Tamil hordes that invaded the isla’Ud.

The Tamil invasions of Ceylon did not cease with the death of Eiala,

There was an expedition in the eighth century, and we have it in the Dewan’s

address delivered to us last year, that a Mysore king was reigning in Ceylon

in that century. It has not been possible for us to identify 'the prince

referred to above, nor can we find any trace of him either in Mysore

history or in the volume under review. Possibly a Mysore ruler attempted

to emulate the example of Elala and other chieftains of the main-

land and carried an expedition into the island and ruled from there, being-

successful. The Tamil incursions continued for another three to four

centuries. In one of these raids Polonnaruwa was captured and the con-

querors ruled from there till a.d. 1066, when Wijaya Bahu reconquered it for

the natives of the island.

To return from the digression, the Lankarama District to which we are

next introduced is a world of marks. The guardstone at the elephant stables

is the most wonderful yet unearthed with a canopy five feet in height and a most

perfectly
_

designed elephant on the outer side. We will proceed now to

the two greatest dagabas of Jetawanarama and Abayagiriya. The beauty of

the former consists in the splendid platforms of hewn blocks from which the

ruin rises and the bits of carving on steel and stones near the altars. Here
are also found the most graceful human figures and floral designs of great

delicacy and finish. This dagaba was built in 88 B.c. by a sect of monks in

rivalry with the older community of the chief monastery of Anuradhapura, of

which the Brazen Palace was the head-quarters. It was enlarged by G-aja

Bahu I between a.d. 113 and 125 and reached a height of 315 feet. King
Mahasena (a.d. 275) exalted this by pulling down the Brazen Palace. A few
centuries later, the monks were punished and in the eighth century following

in A.D. 787, Mahinda II rebuilt this at a cost of 300,000 pieces of gold, setting

up an image of Buddha out of 60,000 gold pieces. Jetawanarama was
originally supposed to have been 160 cubits high. Stone railings in the parts

are met with in a style more appropriate to wood and possibly intended as a

magical protection against evil spirits, resembling those at Sanchi.

In the west of Anuradhapura are rocky sites where rock is worked into

the building, being allowed for and adapted. There are two platforms, an
outer and an inner built with geometrical exactitude and linked by a big and
ponderous stone. There are also two tiny gold images of the Sedant Buddha
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excavated in the Block down the leafy arch in the group of ruins at the juho-

tion of Arippu and the outer circular roads, full of absorbing interest. One
of them follows the local pattern and is of solid bronze coated with gold, three

inches high, with hands lying palm upward in the lap one above the other.

The other is a fragile shell of gold, half the size of the former, of unmistakable

Burmese character with Mongolian features represented with the right hand

drooping over the knee in Burmese style. We must pass by in rapid review

the ruined mass called Burrow’s Brick Building erected by Nissanka, where is

found a dwarf stone of unusual size, Vijayarama which once possessed a

preaching hall of an exceedingly beautiful design in addition to its present

living attractions, the carved stones decorating the wall of the platform, from

which a flight of steps led on to the main building from this half which

contains panels with differing figures, male or male and female standing

beneath a carved makara canopy whefe the figures face each other open

mouthed with a human or animal figure in their jaws suggesting as it were

cannibalism in the island, Puliyankulam which resembles Vijayarama but has

no stair case and come to the Medina of the Oinghalese Buddhists with folded

hands and whispering humbleness. This Mihintale or the sacred Hill is the

scene of king Tissa’s meeting with the great apostle of Buddhism and his

subsequent conversion. It is eight miles from Anuradhapura and on one of

the highest plateau rest the bones of the great missionary. ‘ In the recollec-

tion of Mihintale’s hill and ruins, carried away by the ordinary visitor, the

sights begin and end with the long stairways, the stone-boats and inscription-

flanked Vihara-ruin, the picturesquely placed Ambastale dagaba, ringed in by

graceful columns mid cocoanut palms, bringing to mind the similar Thuparama

and Lankarama dagabas of Anuradhapura ;
the bold roundness of Maha Seya

Dagaba which crowns Mihintale kanda, the rock-cut NagaPokuna, with, may
be, Sidis Placeat, if the guiding gods are complacent ! descent to that cool rock

retreat, “ Mahinda’s bed ” so called, and a cursory look at the ornamental, but

fat less ancient ” stone-bath ” fatuously connected with the same Apostle of

Buddhism, near the half-way terrace.’ The highest stair-case at Mihintale is

beautiful, ‘ Overhanging trees throw green shadows on the worn stone and

the shifting golden lights between may well betaken for the angel visitants.’

‘Visions of the mighty Buddha overshadowing the island with his pre-

sence and of Mahinda his apostle, alighting on the topmost crag which

towers up into the azure sky far overhead ’ recall to mind the familiar vision

of Jacob.

The next place of interest, Sigiriya or a palace on a rock, 400 feet above *

the surrounding jungles, was built by king Kashyapa I (a.d. 477 or 611) as a

bulwark against his brother’s wrath and there is a gallery named after him.

The frescoes on the cave represent the ladies of his court with their attendants

carrying offerings. They compare most favourably with the paintings at

Ajahta which they resemble, but the figures at the Sigiriya cave are all females
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and of three quarter lengths. The outlines are full and rich without the least

trace of anaemic tendencies.

‘While Anuradhapura was the proud capital between 600 b.c. and the

ninth century of the Christian era and never lost its glamour of peculiar

sacrednessj Polonnaruwa, to which the seat of the government was transferred

owing to the incursions of the Tamils, remained the capital till the middle of

the thirteenth century,’ The royal palace was built by Aggabodhi III in a.d.

623, and even this was not safe from the Tamil invasions directed from the

mainland of India. It was conquered by the Tamils who remained there till

A.D. 1066 when Wijaya Bahu reconquered it and rebuilt the city, We might

refer the reader to the volume before us for the euchanting epic of Parakrama,

the citadel of Polonnaruwa, the necklet of architecture, Dalada Maligawa,

Thuparama, Wata dage, the Nissanka late Mandapaya or floral hall, Gal

Vihara, a flower in stone or the lotus bath which is a lotus flower of granite

24 feet 9 inches in diameter, consisting of five concentric lamina of eight petals

gradually diminishing into a stamen and reversing the order of nature by

pressing the petal rings into a concavity, Demala Mahasaya where the paint-

ings rival the best at Ajanta, the rock cut figure supposed to be of Parakrama

who was crowned in 1164 but really representing a holy man, 11 feet 6 inches

high, possibly a Hindu guru fudging from the Brahminical uttariya, and just

describe a few interesting details which give us an insight into the social life

of the Oinghalese of those times.

The lion bath is an open air bath, beautifully carved, ‘ where a robust and

most pugnacious lion, 7 feet 4 inches ramping on his hind legs, holds up the

stone work.’ The pool of the five-hooded cobra was built by Aggabodin I in a.d.

564. The work of these public baths suggests animal and serpent worship of

the wild tribes influencing royalty just as much as is found to be the case in

the mainland of India. Principles of sanitation were not neglected in

those early days. Urinal or mwtragala in Block D is highly decorated and

sculptured suggesting art even in structures erected for meeting the prime

necessities of man. A deep and wide moat, built of stone, filled with water,

kept the living rooms on either sides cool and pleasant. There was a hospital

with a stone-boat for preserving medicines. A grant was given for the

maintenance of the hospital and ‘any one who takes by force what has

been provided for this (hospital) will become a goat slaying Bakkasa.’ Near

Jetawanarama there was a great monastery of fourteen buildings provided witfi

a refectory, both house and the rest. A stone-boat near Thuparama 44 feet by 3

was intended to hold rice. Labour was paid for as may be seen presently.

Batana-Maha-Pasada or elephant stables in the Lankarama District was

rebuilt at a cost of 300,000 pieces of gold. This shows that the country was

fertile, rich and prosperous as is also evidenced by the large amounts spent in

architecture and painting and also by the rich jewellery worn by the people,

CoJ^ets, tiaras, aigrettes carowned the head'; flowers and ribbons were used.
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for the hair while the ears, neck, breast, arm and wrists were full of jewels and

waist upward were covered in a filmy gauze ending at the neck. Nor was

public welfare forgotten. The conduct of monks was strictly regulated by

legislation. It has also been mentioned how a king had a bell-rope in his room

for dispensing justice followed by an Indian Potentate at Delhi in this matter

in the fourteenth century. Parakrama built tanks and carried out other

irrigation works. Abhayagiriya revealed brick at a depth of 26 feet on a bed of

concrete and shows the solid foundations then laid for temples. Parakrama
also devoted his attention to planting and sowing. The arts of war were

carefully kept up and the army was developed into an efficient fighting

force. Possibly it was due to this that the Tamil raids fairly came to an end

about the fourteenth century.

In fine, the volume before us repays careful perusal by all lovers of

antiquity, and it is hoped that as many as possible will pay a visit to the

far-famed island with a copy of the volume under review for their guide.



MADHAVACHARYA AND HIS YOUNGER
BROTHERS

A Eeply bt Eao Bahadur E. Narasimhaghae, m.a,, m.r.a.s.

In the last issue of the joTirnal fpp. 217-'24) has appeared a review by

Mr. V. Subrahmanya Iyer, B.A., of my article ' Madhavacharya and His

Younger Brothers ’ contributed to the January and February numbers of the

Indian Antiquary for 1916. My article gives briefly a few new facts gathered

in the course of my investigations about Madhavacharya and his younger

brothers Sayana and Bhoganatha, supporting them in every case by either

literary or epigraphical evidence. It proves among other things the existence

in the fourteenth century of two Madhavas—one of them the son of ^rimati

and Mayana of the Bharadvaja-gotra and the disciple of Vidyatirtha and

Bharatitirtha, and the other the son of Machambika and Chaundibhatta of the

Angirasa-gotra and the disciple of Kriya^akti—both of whom were ministers

under the early Vijayanagar Kings, and gives some strong reasons for the

identification of Madhava of the Bharadvaja-gotra with Vidyaranya.

In his review Mr. Subrahmanya Iyer has not produced a particle of

evidence, either literary or inscriptional, in support of his assertions, though

he has been pleased to apply such expressions as ‘ dogmatic assertion ’ and

‘unproven conjecture’ to my well-supported conclusions. Any scholar who.

goes through my article and the review dispassionately will at once see that

the assertions made by the reviewer have no base to stand upon.

I shall first proceed to show that the conclusions arrived at by Mr.

Subrahmanya Iyer are wrong and then say a word or two about some other

details in the review. The two important conclusions of the reviewer are (1)

that Madhava of the Bharadvaja-gotra was not a mantri or minister, and (2)

that Madhava of the Angirasa-gotra was identical with Vidyaranya. In order

to avoid., the frequent repetition of the gotras in distinguishing one Madhava
from the other, it may be convenient to name Madhava of the Angirasa-gotra

as Madhava A and Madhava of the Bharadvaja-gotra as Madhava B. That
Madhava B was a minister is a well-known tradition to prove the correctness

of which we need not go beyond the Pardsam-Mddhamya, which is admitted

on all hands to be a work by Madhava B,
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The colophon at the end of this work, which runs thus :

V3 ffw V©

WT fjci^
c

makes the clear and indubitable statement that the work was composed by
the nfinister {amatya) Madhava who was the hearer of the burden of the

sovereignty of King Bukha. Further in the opening verses, given below, of

his Purushdrtha-sudhdnidhi, Sayana, the younger brother of Madhava B,

clearly tells us that his elder brother was the hereditary preceptor and minis-

ter (mantri) of King Bukka just as Brihaspati was of Indra, Sumati of Nala,

Medhatithi of ^aibya, Dhaumya of Dharmasuta, Svaujas of King Yainya,

Gautama of Nimi, and Vasishtha of Kama.

II

RFfci: |

q-'^qTcJTfi; i

C <)

cn >0

We have thus the testimony of Madhava B himself and of his younger

brother Sayana as regards Madhava B having been a minister.

With regard to the reviewer’s identification of Madhava A with Vidya-

ranya, the following facts go to show that this identification is quite wrong :

—

(1) According to orthodox tradition Madhava B acquired the title of

Vidyaranya after he renounced the world. But the reviewer, though eager to

stick to the traditional belief that there was only one Madhava, finds it con-

venient to brush aside the above tradition as also the tradition that Madhava
B was a minister. Let this pass. In my article I have quoted a record from
the Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Boyal Asiatic Society'^ which gives

A.D. 1391 as the date of Madhava A’s death, while a copper plate inscription

in the possession of the Sringeri matha ^ gives a.d. 1386 as the date of

Vidyaranya’s death. (2) According to a record at Sringeri ® Vidyaranya died

at Hampi; but according to the above-mentioned record in the Bombay
Journal Madhava A died on the west coast. (3) Another record at Sringeri *

says that King Bukka brought Vidyaranya to Sringeri and directed Madarasa,

i.e. Madhava A, to grant lands in Kikunda-nadu and Hiriya Koda-nadu,

which belonged to the province under his rule, for the livelihood of the

ascetics and disciples in the matha of Vidyaranya. (4) The above-mentioned

record in the Bombay Journal registers the grant by Madhava A who was on

1 Volume iv, p. 116. ^ Mysore ArchcBological Report for 1916, para. 97. ^Ibid. ^Ibid., paras,

and 96.

11
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his death-bed of a village which was named Madhavapnra after the donor.

This shows that Madhava A was not Vidyaranya even at the time of his

death ; else the village would naturally have been named Vidyaranyapura.

The ^ringSri inscription referred to above as giving the date of Vidyaranya’s

death records the grant by King Harihara 11 of a village named Vidyaranya-

pura after the departed sage,’- These facts can lead to but one conckision,

namely, that Madhava A was not Vidyaranya. The fact of the matter is that

Madhava A was only a provincial governor and he died as such. He was
never a sanyasi.

I shall now say a word or two about some other details in the review.

Mr. Subrahmanya Iyer takes me to task for not giving more information

about Madhavaoharya, the subject of my article and for calling Madhava A
Madhava-mantri. In writing this article my object was simply to bring to the

notice of scholars a few new facts ; so I have abstained from repeating well-

known traditions and from referring to matters already published. I know
that both the Madhavas had the affix achdrya affixed to their names

; but the

reason why I have called one of them Madhava-mantri is because his name
occurs more frequently in that form in the inscriptions. Again, the reviewer

doubts the reliability of the literary evidence that I have produced about the

parentage etc., of Madhava B. The quotations that I have given are all form
the works of Madhava B and of his younger brother Sayana who may very
well be trusted to give correctly the names of their parents. The review also

contains some more details which do not call for any notice.

1 Mysore Archaologital Beport for 1916, para. 97.



REVIEWS
TKe Journal of tlie Royal Asiatic Society of
Great Britain and Ireland* January* 1917

Thh January number of this journal has reached us only in April, perhaps owing
to delays iii communication caused by the war. Of the many contributions
very learned, though not interesting to all, the one of greatest interest to

the Indian readers of this journal is Visvamitra, Vasistha, Earischandm and
Sunahiejoa by that tried orientalist Mr. E.E. Pargiter. It is really unfortunate that a
caste importance is attached to this story, and that the personal conflict between the

so-called Kshatriya Yisvamitra and the real Brahman Eishi Vasistha is made much
of. Western scholars writing on eastern subjects, particularly on religion, run to the

other extreme, blissfully ignorant as they are that the historical side of the question

is not all in all, but that there is also another side, the religious side, which embodies
in it a- spiritual meaning. It would be too long to discuss the matter here and con-

vince such writers that Vasistha was never opposed to Visvamitra because the latter

was a Kshatriya moving heaven and earth to become a Brahman, for he was already

one. That is a long story. Meaningless aspersions are made against 'Vasistha,

implying that he is not the holy rishi he is considered to be, but a Brahman with
a machiavellian head. So long as this course is adopted there is no hope of the

other side—the Pandit side—understanding the so-called scientific method applied

to religious history. Mr. Pargiter has not conclusively proved, as he must know
that is impossible, that the personal name of the well-known Eishi Vasistha is

DSvaraja, The next article of importance is that by Sir Aurel Stein, K.O.I.B., on

Some rivers in the Big Veda. He identifies ail the rivers with the existing ones

in the area from the North-West Provinces to the Punjaub, except Arjikiya, which

he is not able to equate with auy of the modern streams. He admires the geogra-

phical knowledge displayed by the Hymnists, and says parallels are to be found in

plenty among the unlettered Turks in locating things accurately over immeasurable

distances, and concludes the article with an appeal to empiric knowledge hunting.

This is also our faith. The miscellaneous communications made by Dr, Pleet are

not to be brushed aside as really miscellaneous. They contain a lot of curious

information and shrewd observations. There is a very readable contribution on

the date of Vardhamana the founder of modern Jainism by Mr. S. V. Venka-

teswara Aiyer, We feel so glad that the unseemly controversy between Dr.

A. B. Keith and Professor Eidgeway has come to an end,‘^at least in the pages of this

journal. The origin of the Indian Drama, the point of their contention, for all the

pages devoted to their views, is as much shrouded in mystery as it was ever before.

K.D.



jReport of tHe Mysore ArcHaeological
Department for I9IO

Op the several Government publications relating to the science of history, nothing

is looked forward to with so much interest as this annual report of Mr. E. A.

Narasimhachar, Eao Bahadur, relating to the doings of his department. As far as

his work is concerned each year throws into the shade the past year, and new

wonders are revealed to the world of historical research. Once again we may be

allowed to say that this report is the model of its kind, and not a few are the

directions in which it excels other reports of the kind. It is no dry official

record, but wherever it is possible for him, he gives a complete history of his find-

ings with apt drawings, photographs and other methods to bring vividly before our

eyes these vestiges of the glorious past. It is bare truth when the Government in

their review say ‘ It is gratifying to note that the illustrations of architecture and

sculpture contained in the annual reports of the department have attracted the

attention of scholars and authorities on Indian art, both in India and outside.’ We
are glad to find among other interesting things contained in the report, a fairly

complete history of ^ringeri, which Mr. Narasimhachar read before our Society a few

weeks ago. The paper drew considerable attention, and not a few were struck with

wonder when they were authentically told that such a bigot as Tippu Sultan, not to

mention his father and other Mahomedan rulers, had a considerable regard for the

Sringeri Sankaraoharya Swami. What the eminent archaeologist says in his report

of the Vidyasankara temple in SringSri forms very interesting reading. We wish

more particulars were given of the OhennakSsvara temple at Tandaga. Mr, Nara-

simhachar, even though we admit it was out of the scope of his report, would have

done well to give us the history of the founding of the ^ring§ri Mutt, for that is the

only thing wanting to a complete history of the mutt. Among the arohasolo-

gioal discoveries of the year a set of Ganga plates found in the Sringeri matha and

another set received from the Mulbagal Taluk are of considerable historical impor-

tance. The President of the Mythic Society, Eev. Father Tabard, M.A., M.E.A.S., was,

we believe, after all correct in characterizing the Vidyasankara temple, at least as far

as the go^ura is concerned to be roore of the northern type than the Dravidian, and

as far as one can judge of it by the illustration in the report, the structure is also

more Hoysala than Dravidian. The talented archaeologist could have, by giving a

few more particulars, removed this doubt. In conclusion, we may say that the ex-

istence of the department is fully vindicated by the work turned out by it under the

able direction of this eminent scholar, and people who ignore the past many learn a

lesson that the past is the best teacher for the present. This conversion js possible

only by reports of the kind under review, as every page of it breathes a living history,

extremely human in its interest.

K. D.



M
Tlie Journal of the Bfhar and Orissa Research

Society for December, l9lb

Wb are not to blame for the late review of this excellent journal. It was received

only recently. Better late than never, as the substantial fare however, will keep

one going without pangs of hunger. There are as many as eight leading articles.

A ooneiderable number of pages is devoted to the publications in original with

translations of seven copper plate records of land grants from Dhenkenal. The

work was undertaken, at the request of Sir Edward Gait, Lieut.-Governor of Bihar

and Orissa, by that eminent Orientalist of Bengal Mahamahopadhyaya Hara Prasad

^astri, M.A,, O.I.E. He has done his work well, but what a pity that he does not

give the history of the grants, their significance, their time and other to be eagerly

sought for details. Perhaps he intends doing so in the next number. Two other

contributions similar in nature are Kumuru Kela Charter of Eanaka Satur Blianja

' Deva (a.d. 1326) by Mr. B. 0. Muzumdar, B.A., M.E.A.S., and an Oriya copper

plate inscription of Eamaohandra DSva, Saka 1728 by Eai Bahadur Monmohan
Ohakravarti, M.A., B.L. The author says ‘ this plate, though it relates to a recent

date, has an interest of its own in that it is in Oriya characters, which is very

rare.’

There is a very interesting article on the death and cremation ceremonies among

the Santals by the Hon’ble and Eev. A. Campbell, D.D. Those that are conversant

with the funeral ceremonies of the Brahmans will be struck with wonder that there

are not a few particulars in which their ceremonies closely resemble those of this

aboriginal people. It cannot be definitely said that each developed its form

independently of the other. We are not far from correct in taking the view that there

must have been considerable Brahmanising influence on these primitive tribes. A
Lepoha funeral by Mr. Sarat Chandra Eoy, M.A., besides its other interesting details of

a Tibetan funeral, contains particulars of a curious custom or belief. The most

exciting part of the ceremonies is the exorcising of the devil or the evil spirit which is

believed invariably to bring about the death of persons. Some figures of miniature

animals and one or two miniature human figures are seated on a plank, with a life size

model of a cat, meant for the evil spirit which caused the death of the deceased

person. After the recitation of some mantras by the Lama, the plank is carried with

the figures which are pelted with pebbles and at last burnt to free the soul from the

evil spirit. Then the people go back to the house with a freer heart. A curious

custom indeed ! The number under review is not only scholarly but also very interest-

ing.

K. D
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The Divine Aspect of Historr^

By J. E. MoziiBT.

The Cambridge University Press has manifested its activity in a number of ways,

and there is hardly any department of thought to which it has not made
solid contributions. But the books that have been sent for review are ^ new
departure inasmuch as they come under original contribution, whereas most of its

other publications relate to topics which have been handled by others or which

have been published by others.

History is a comprehensive term and it has many aspects but though the social,

economic, political, military and other aspects. have been extensively dealt with, it

is a pity that the religious side of it has been neglected and treatises relating to

this absorbingly interesting aspect have been conspicuous by their absence. It was

reserved to the Syndics of this scholarly press to remove this defect, and they could

not have chosen an abler man than Mr. Mozley to do so. Two substantial volumes

give in brief the result of his studies extending over a vast period, and every page is

brimful of suggestive thought.

The title of the volumes indicates how history political and constitutional in its

accepted sense is closely intertwined with religion, and in these volumes is traced

the development of this religious thought and life of the people. We should have

been glad if representative nations ancient and modern had been taken, and their

religious history traced from the beginning. In fact the histories of some of the

greatest nations are religious histories and their other aspects fall into insignificance.

Bor example, it is the religious books of the Hindus that give an idea of their polity.

But it is not in this sense the learned author of these books develops the idea. He
takes the religions themselves for consideration. Each of the great religions of the

world is taken up, and except Christianity and Judaism, every religion is allotted

a few details mixed up with critical ideas of a superficial type. We do perceive

the fairness throughout. It is not always by comparative methods that conclusions

are drawn. Much is taken for granted, and at times there is a good deal of self-

opinionativeness. We are afraid that the talented author’s knowledge particularly

of Hinduism, is not deep and all that has been written by him and even more could

have been done in a less pretentious book by an infinitely less competent authority,

Bor the meagre details we have in the books under review we would have had
ampler details with half the books of reference to which Mr. Mozley is indebted.

Pity it is he seems to betray that his knowledge of the Hindu faith is not first

hand, and abounds in platitudes.

While very highly commending the author for the lucidity of exposition as far

as he goes and charm of language which are invariably in evidence, we are sadly

struck with the lack of a sense of proportion. We admit that there need be no mathe-

matical calculation in the number of pages to be devoted to each religion. But it is

no serious representation of the religious history of the majority of the people of

1 Publiehed by tbe Oambridge University Press in two vols., pp. 908, price 36s. net.



the world when their religions are disposed of in a few pages and two-thirds of

the work devoted to the faith of the New and the Old Testaments. In this view of

the case the book could have been appropriately named the Christian Aspect of

JSistory. We are constrained to say that this want of proportion should either be the

lack of requisite knowledge or the result of an indifferent attitude to religions other

than his own. But in either case it is much to be regretted. We cannot commend
it for*a full knowledge of faiths other than those of the Jews and the Christians.

Coming to the presentation of the Ohristiam faith, the author seems to have a

predilection for the Protestant faith. He seems to think that the reformation should

rather be styled a just rebellion. We tell him ‘ yes ’ as far as the form is concerned,

but not where the reformers aimed at the creed. Every century departed from its

predecessors in effecting certain changes, and so there were reformations all along.

But the deliberate doings of some people to gain their own ends by using a religious

weapon would not sanctify the reformation as a spiritual one, or as a just one. It

was a serious error for people to have departed from the medieval church, and the

best answer that was made against the hasty condemnation of the faith of the ages by

some misguided enthusiasts was what Bishop Laud attempted to do, i.e. to make the

church approximate to the ideal of the medieval church without the infallibility of

the Pope. Whether somebody should be regarded as the head of the religion, and

whether people should give him unswerving allegiance and whether that alone would
conduce to the unity of the faith are matters of opinion. The very fact that there

have been too many schisms is proof positive that opinions among the seceders

were divided. We are glad to see Mr, Mozley’s view of the miracles is refreshingly

original and extremely reasonable. But after all has the age of miracles passed.

Not yet, we believe. The concluding chapter is splendid and the message con-

veyed therein talking about the Mope of the Future makes up for several discordant

notes in the book. It is written with a large-hearted sympathy and with a great in-

sight. We are one with him to whatever religion we may belong that conduct

divorced from religion is not exemplary conduct anyhow. In conclusion, we might say

that the purpose of this hook is more negative than afiGirmative, and this negative side

is more constructive than a bare formless, unimaginative affirmative would have been.

K. H.

Revtie Hisioricttie de I’lnde Francaise
f

Wb have much pleasure in welcoming in the field of historical and archseologi-

oal researches, a new review which bids fair soon to take a prominent place among
similar publications. We allude to the ^ Sooi6te de I'Histoira da I’lnde Fraiujaise

’

founded by His Excellency Monsieur A. Martiueau, Governor of the French

Possessions in India. We have before us the first two numbers of the Society’s

Journal, the perusal of which has made us proud of the fact that the Society has
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already consented to exchange all its publications with the modest Quarterly

Journal of the Mythic Society^

For many years France disputed with England the supremacy over Southern

India and to the present day Dupleix, de Bussy, Labourdonnais in the south are

still household names as well as Baymond in Hyderabad and Perron and De Boigne

in the north. It would have been a matter for regret if Pondicherry, obliv^us of

the glories of the past, had not followed in the footsteps of the British Provinces and

Feudatory States in India where Archaeological and Historical Societies have been

started during the last decade. His Excellency the Governor of Pondicherry

believes that the time has come for the French to enter the field of such researches

on their own account and with the ready help of men like Professor G. Jouveau

Dubreuil and Mr. E. Gaudarb he c^ans to make it the great success it deserves to be.

The new Society, which, though founded in 1911, yet has only now decided to

publish its own journal will be welcomed everywhere in India, but we venture to

say that the welcome will be still more sympathetic in Mysore as it may be expect-

ed that the Government Archives in Pondicherry will throw some more light on the

period when France and Mysore were allies. The interest evinced in the paper read

before the Society by its President on ‘ Tippu’s Embassy to the Court of France
’

makes us feel certain that the readers of our Quarterly Journal will watch with a

special sympathy the activities of the ‘ SociiU de VRistoire de VInde Franqaise.’

The first number of the Society’s Journal is almost fully taken up by the ‘ Anti-

quities of the Pallava Period ’, of Professor G. Jouveau Dubreuil. The Pallava

country was for a time the scene of the rivalry between the English and the French

and the study of Pallava antiquities falls naturally within the scope of the new
Society. Still in the flower of youth, Professor G. Jouveau Dubreuil has revealed

himself as a past master where South Indian archaeology and history are concern-

ed. His ‘ Archaeology of South India ’ has attracted attention far beyond India ;

his originality of views, his enthusiasm, his love of India and everything Indian,

inspires one with the hope that a long stay out in this country may enable him to

continue studies which are bound to place him in the foremost rank of archaeolo-

gists. His paper deals with the periods of Rajasinha and of Mahendra and ends

with a successful attempt at the classification of the antiquities of the Pallava

Period. The illustrations are not chosen at random but each one is meant to eluci-

date a special point in the text.

Then follows a ‘ Memoir on the establishment of the French Company and its

commerce in the Bast Indies.’ This Memoir signed by Dupleix himself is dated 8th

October, 1727. In it the great Frenchman exposes his ideas of what the French

East India Company ought to do in order to promote its interests at Pondicherry,

Ohandernagore, Cassim Bazaar, Balassore, Yanaon, Masulipatam, Mahe, Calicut,

Surat, Mocha, Bunder Abbas, Canton, Macao, Siam, and Merguy.

The second number leads off with an account of a French establishment at

Bunder A.bbas in the eighteenth century. It is taken from a manuscript kept in the

Pondicherry Archives which contains the correspondence of the French Consul at

Bassora from March, 1739 to July, 1716. Professor Jouveau Dubreuil follows with a



most interesting study of four ancient statues found in the Tiruvakarrai Pagoda in

1914:, those of Brahma, Siva, Vishnu, and Skanda (Subramaniar),

His Excellency the Governor publishes with introductory notes an account of

the journey of the Chevalier de Bourdon in 1787 to India. The Chevalier travelled

by land from Beyrout to Bassora and then by boat to Muscat and Mahe. The

accoT^nt which tells of his adventures at Damascus, on the Euphrates and the Tigris,

and at Bagdad is of a fascinating actual interest. The journey by land occupied five

months and twelve days and the cost amounted, from Paris to Pondicherry, to

11,588-2-6 livres. A study on the cyclones of the Godavari by M. S. Aroul brings to

a close the second number.

The Soci6t5 de I’Histoire de I’lnde Erangaise is to be congratulated on the first

two numbers of its ‘ Eevue Historique ’ and we hope that it will keep up the same

high standard of scholarship in its future publications.

May we be permitted as a conclusion of this review to translate the last para-

graph of the editorial foreword which opens the first number. We hope that this

Eevue, to which we shall devote our greatest care, will he an honour to the Govern-

ment of French India as also to the ‘ Gonseil General ’ of the Colony who have kindly

made secure the existence of the Society hy freeing it from all financial anxiety. ’

A. M. T.

Mfe and Teachings of Sri Madhva

By 0. M. Padmanabhaohab, b.a., b.i.,, Coimbatobb

The lives of the saints of South India have been, as a rule, more admired than

studied by their disciples, and, Sri Madhva has probably experienced more of this

deferential neglect than either Sri ^ankara or Sri Eamanuja, the other members of

the trio, nor has the indifference of the followers been made up by any exceptional

keenness on the part of foreign scholars of Indian religion and philosophy. Some

of these, as the author shows, have fallen into gross errors identifying Sri Madhva-

charya with Vidyaranya (alias Madhavacharya), the renowned head of the ^ringgri

Mutt who played a part in the rise of the Yijayanagar Empire. The error is due no

doubt to the similarity of names, but it is as little pardonable as one, for instance,

which would confound Herbert Spencer with the author of the Faerie Queene. Such

mistakes are of course avoided by the few Indian writers on the subject but these

according to our author, have often been carried away by sectarian prejudice and

hostility. The book is an attempt to depict Sri Madhva in an appreciative, but not

uncritical spirit.

The main, if not the exclusive source of information, on the Life of Sri Madhva

is the Madhva' Vijaya, a biography of the saint written by one of his earliest fol-

lowers. ‘ Making allowances for poetic fancies, the account contained in Madhva

Vijaya’ observes the author, ‘is fairly full and authentic.’

Sri Madhva was born in the distiict of South Kanara in a village near XJdipi,

and he is thus the second great religious teacher (Sri Sankara being the first) from

the West Coast of the Peninsula. He appears to have lived between A.n. 1118 and

12
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1317 though there is some doubt as to the precise dates. He is believed by his fol-

lowers to have been an incaru ation of Vayu, the God of Wind, who took human
shape in order to correct and purify the world, which, as is its wont on such occa-

sions had got into a muddle in order to give scope and excuse tor this happy celes-

tial intervention. Sri Madhva’s childhood, like his later life, was full of miraculous

incidents. On one occasion-, he rode merrily on the tail of an infuriated bul] much
to the consternation of his people, and got off, easily and unhurt, when he had suffi-

ciently enjoyed the fun. He relieved his father from pecuniary embarrassment by

an easy feat of alchemy, converting tamarind seeds into gold coins. On another

occasion, he killed a huge and ferocious serpent with his toe and followed up the

valiant performance by a prodigious ‘long Jump’ from the forest to his house

where he appeared in answer to his mother's , call. ‘ It is said that the rocky ground

on which ha set his feet thus with great velocity and force became indented by his

footprints. Over this monument now stands a temple to signalize the event.’

Sri Madhva having completed his religious studies, in which his progress was,

as might be expected, exceedingly rapid, began his life work by exposing the errors

of the Advaita philosophy of l^ankara which had hitherto held undisputed sway in

the land. After achieving some local successes in this direction, he travelled in

South India passing along the West Coast to Eameswaram and returning home
after journeying some distance along the Bast Coast, In this tour, Madhva encount-

ered and vanquished, along with many persons of lesser note, the head of the great

^ringSri Mutt. Everywhere he was listened to with rapt attention by crowds of

hearers, who came to participate in the feast of reason and flow of soul which he so

prodigally laid before them.

Nor were Sri Madhva’s banquets always of the metaphorical kind. He received

sumptuous hospitality wherever he went and though simple in his habits, never made
an ostentation of abstemiousness. On one occasion, having done Justice to a heavy

dinner, he ate two hundred plantains by way of dessert, and answered the enquiring

looks of the surprised guests by telling them ‘ that the animal heat within him was
a flame as thick as a thumb, capable of consuming any food in any quantity,’ One
wonders if a spark of this flame has been imparted (along with the Master’s

doctrines) to his disciples, as the popular Jokes regarding the digestive capacity of

the members of this sect seem to imply.

Sri Madhva’s next trip was to Badarikashram in the Himalayas where Veda
Vyaaa was living with the rishis. ‘He longed to pay his respects at the lotus feet

of Vyasa"^ and obtain his approbation for embarking on evangelization and reforma-

tion ’ which he now contemplated, having formulated his dwaita system of philoso-

phy. Veda Vyasa’s permission having been obtained, Sri Madhva returned home
from the Himalayas travelling through Bengal and the Northern Circars. On the

banks of the Godavery he held learned disputations and made converts of two dis-

tinguished scholars of the Adwaita persuasion. Swamy Sastry and Sobhana Bhatta

—

who subsequently succeeded Sri Madhva on the pontifical seat. The former under

the name of Narahari Theertha, ruled the kingdom of Kalinga as regent for the

infant heir, for some years, and as a reward for his Just and beneficent rule, obtained



from the Mug certain very ancient and sacred though neglected, images of Kama
and Sita which he delivered to Sri Madhva a few days before the latter’s death.

Returning home from the eventful tour to Badari, Sri Madhva settled down to

his pious duties. Most of his time was spent in conducting service in the temple of

Sri Krishna which he built in honour of a sacred image of that God which had mira-
culously come into his possession. He installed in the temple a system of worship
which is said to be very inspiring and which is continued unchanged to this day. He
was himself the first Pujari and in order to ensure the continuance of the worship
in proper form after his demise, he established eight monasteries the abbots of which
were enjoined to take charge of the shrine under a system of rotation, which is still

followed.

Some time between a d. 1260 and 1271 Sri Madhva undertook his second trip

to Badari, this time to consult V§da Vyasa and obtain his permission to write an
epitome of the Mahabarata. The great sage had of course no serious objections to

urge against such a laudable proposal and the work known as Sriman Mahabharata
Tatparya Niryaya was therefore composed. Another result of this trip, which was
of equal importance in the eyes of Sri Madhva as of his biographer, was the acquisi-

tion of eight Saligrams of rare value, presented by Vyasa to his favourite pupil, and
no doubt received by the latter with gratitude as a welcome addition to the already

large college of sacred images that he had so devotedly formed. On the return

journey, Sri Madhva visited Benares, Hastinapura (Delhi), and the historic field of

Kurukshetra. Wherever he went, he was feted and feasted, performed miracles and
partook in religious discussions.

His life after the great tour in Northern India was characterized by numerous
conversions, of which the more notable where those of Pandit Trivakrama, a learned

brahman brought up in the Advaita creed and Jayasimha, the king of Kuntala. As
for the ordinary people, they simply flocked every day to the Mutt and sought initi-

ation. When Sri Madhva was satisfied that the seeker was sincere, he allowed the

conversion and signalized by binding him with moderately heated seals representing

Sri Narayanas ^ankham and Chakra. The growing popularity of Sri Madhva and

his creed roused the jealousy of the devotees of the Sri ^ringeri Mutt who, after delibe-

rating on various means of compassing his ruin, finally contrived to rob him of his

Library. The holy miscreants wore afterwards made to disgorge the booty, but

they do not appear to have met with any other punishment.

In his last days, Sri Madhva did not undertake any long journ63’’s but he constant-

ly visited places in Oanara and Mysore. The banks of the Bhadra near Mysore were

in particular his favourite resort for tapas. He maintained his physical and mental

vigour unabated to the end and there is at least one spot in Mysore associated with

his feats of strength. This is near Kalasa in the Kadur District where by the side of

a river there is a ‘ large boulder, a big square shaped stone placed horizontally on
another. On the former is an inscription in Sanskrit stating that Sri Madhvachary
brought and placed it there with one hand.’ Stones cannot lie, and the biographer

finds in this inscription irrefragable proof of the authenticity of the story regarding

Sri Madhva’s marvellous strength,
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Sri Madhva lived seventy-nine years and some months and when he quitted the

scene of his early labours, he left a large and not undistinguished following, and

a name which will imperishably live in the annals of the Indian religion.

The second part of the book is devoted to a somewhat abstruse discussion of

Sri Madhya’s teachings and the works. On this part of the subject it is unnecessary

to carry beyond indicating very briefly the place of Sri Madhva among the religious

reformers of India. Sri Sankara, who according to different historians lived ^o far

back as 2000 b.o. or so recently as a,d. 800 had preached a religion which at its

highest, was a sublime pantheism and in its popular form, consisted in the worship

of Siva, ^ankardi’s religion had very general acceptance but dissenters there

always were and on three notable occasions they carried an attack against Sdnkari’s

system which resulted in the establishment of three rival creeds. The leaders on

these attacks were Sri Eamanuja in the twelfth century, Sri Madhva about 200 years

later and Sri Gouranga alias Obaitanya (of Bengal) in the sexteenth century. The

teachings of these reformers though agreeing in general outline differ considerably in

detail. All of them inculcated belief in a personal God and insisted on Ihahti of

selfless devotion to that God as the one key to salvation. But while Sri Eamanuja

recognized the doctrine of monism to a modified extent, Sri Madhva and Chaitanya

uncompromisingly maintained that ‘ Man is man and God is God and the twain

shall never be one.’ Again, while Eamanuja and Ohaitanya' admitted all classes of

people into their faith, Sri Madhva carried on proselytism only among Brahmanas,

resembling in this respect, the great advaita leader whose doctrines he spent his life

in attempting to overthrow. •

N. M. E.

Annual Report of tKe ArcKaeological Survey
of India

EASTERN CIRCLE 1915-6.

The report is written by Dr. Spooner, who continued to be in charge of the Eastern

Circle and gives detailed accounts of the useful work done during the year. Owing

to straitened finances on account of the war not much work was done in the way of

conservation. Three treasure troves were discovered which contained coins of Sher

Shah, Islam Shah, Ala-ud-din Ehilji and other Muhammadan rulers. A copper

grant also has been discovered of the Eashtrakuta King Krishna I. Akalavarsha-

Subhatunga.

The most interesting portion of the report is that which deals with the excava-

tions at Pataliputra and Nalanda, the former conducted at the expense of Sir Eatan

Tata and the latter subventioned by the Eoyal Asiatic Society of London. The ex-

cavations have not been completed, but many interesting antiquities have in the

meanwhile been discovered among which are a number of knives, coins, a sword,

many terracottas, a chariot wheel and more than 600 clay seals or tablets. A stone

temple has been unearthed at Nalanda which has a band of sculptured panels run-

ning above the plinth on all the four sides of the shrine. The total of such panels is
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211 and as according to Dr. Spooner, they belong to the Gupta period, their import-

ance can hardly be exaggerated. It is a pity that the report does not contain more

detailed information about these.

A. V.

We have been asked to publish the following in our Journal and we do so with

great pleasure in the hope that some members of the Mythic Society will compete

for the medal.

Pinliey Memorial Medal
The Hyderabad Arehseological Society, on April 21, 1916, decided that a

Gold Medal be instituted to commemorate the memory of Sir Alexander Pinhey,

K.O.S.I., the founder and first President of the Society.

Regulations :—(1) The ‘ Pinhey Memorial Gold Medal ’ shall be awarded

triennially for the best work on Deccan Archaeology or History, in accordance

with the subjoined conditions.

(2) The competition shall be open to scholars in any part of the world.

(3) Competitors shall submit a thesis on any subject chosen by themselves

relating to Deccan Archffiology or History. The thesis should be an unpublished

work, or, if published, it should not have been published more than two years before

its submission for the ‘Pinhey Medal.

(4) Theses for the first competition will be received up to the end of October,

1918, and subsequently in the October of every third year, i.e. in October, 1921, 1924,

and so on.

(5) If the selected thesis is an unpublished work, the Society, at the recommen-

dation of the Council, shall have the right to publish it in the Society’s Jownal.

(6) If in the opinion of the Council none of the theses submitted in any year

are of special value, the medal shall not be awarded in that year,

(7) If his thesis is written in any language other than English, the competitor

shall furnish an English translation thereof.
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I Goodwill, F., Rev. Coh'% Parh, Promenade Road, Banga-
lore.

2 Hay, Dr. Alfred, m.i.c.e. Indian Institute of Science, Hebbal,
Bangalore.

3 Krishnaswami Iyengar, S., Esq.,
M/A., M.R.A.S., etc.

University Professor of History,
‘ Srivasam,* Nadu Street, My lapore,

Madras,

4 Madhava Rao, V. P., Esq., c.i.e. ...j
‘ Patmi Bhavan,' High Ground,
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5 Metcalfe, E. P., Esq., B. Sc. Professor, Central College, Bangalore,
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• 6 ‘ Richards, F.
J,, Esq., m a.;i.c.s., etc. Madras.

7 Rudolf, N. S., Prof. M., Sc., f.i.e., Riyal Automobile Club, London,

8
'

Sell, F. R., Esq., m.a., . Professor of English, Portway
Palace Road, Bangalore.

9 ,

Tabard, A. M., Rev. Father m.a.,

M.R.A.S., '

\
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10 Tait,
J. G.j Esq., m.a.. Principal, Central College, Banga-
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His ''Highness The Maharaja of
Mysore, “g.c.s.i.,
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'

His Highness the Gaekwar of
Baroda g c.s.i., g.c.i.e.

Baroda.

His Highness the Ynvaraja of

Mysore, g.c.'le.

Bangalore,

The'Hon’ble Col. Sir Hugh Daly,
' C.S.I.

Cfo India Oj^e^ London,

The Hon’ble Mr. H. V.: Cobb, b.i e.,

c'.s.iV

'

British Resident itrMysore^ the Resi-
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Br.
J. G. Eraser Trinity College, Cambridge, E4igland,

The Rt. Rev. Henry Whitehead,
D.D.-

Lord Bishop e^Madras^ Madrfas,

Sir J. H. Ma-rshall, Kt. Director of Archceology in India,
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Sir S’. ’Subramanya Iyer, ll.d.,
K.C.I.E., p.B. etc.

South. Beach, Madras,
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Prof. Felix Lacote Professor of Sanskrit, University of
Lyons, Lyotis, France. *

Col. Sir Richard Temple The Nash, Worcester, England.
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1913 Acharya, B. G. S., Dr. Minto Opthalmic Hospital, Banga-
lore.

1909 Achyuta Rao, P. S., Dr., Retired- Senior Surgeon to the Govt,

of Mysore, Chamarajpet, Banga^
lore City.

1909 Aga Abbas Ali Sahib, Esq*, Hosur Road, Bangalore.

1916 Ahmed Sait, Esq. Messrs, R. A. Sattar Co., Dicken-
son Road, Civil and Military Sta-

tion, Bangalore.

1916 Aiyyasami Iyer, V., Esq.,B.A.,B.c.E.

i
-

Ojfg. Superintending Engineer, Ban-
galoie.

1914 Amritaraj} C. Dr., Health Officer, C, <&• M, Station,

Bangalore.

1916 Ananda Rao, T. Esq., C'.i.e., Pra-
dhana SiFomani* . *

:.

Late Dewan of Mysore, 3,
Sheshadri

Road, Bangalore City.

1910 Anantaraman, K. V. Esq., b.a., ... Railway" Superintendent of Police,

Bangalore,

1915, Anaritha Subraraanya-Iyer, R. Esq.

,

B.A., B.L. ’ .

Annasami Moodr, B. P., Esq. c.i.e

District Economic Siifferintendent,

Chamarajpet, Bangalore City,

1913 Osborne Road, Bangalore,
igra Anstead, R. D. Esq., m.A. e.b., Deputy Director of Agriculture,

Cambridge Rood, Bangalore.
^ 1914. AravagMidlengar, G., Esq. b.a., b.l., Secretary to the Government of

Mysore, Muzrai Dept,, Fort,Banga-
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. 1914
' Arunachellam Iyer, M., Esq., Wesleyan Secondary School, Dharma-

raja Street,

C

.& M, Station, Banga-
lore.

1913 Aucouturiere; F,; Rev. Father principal, St.JosepJfs College (Indian

Sectiorp), Bangalore,

1910 Barton, P. A., Esq. Brunton Road, C. M, Station,

Bangalore. .

Banerji, A. R., Esq., c.s.i., i.c.s. ... State Councillor, Langford House,
Bangalore.

19^5 Bourne, Sir Alfred, K.C.I.E. Indian Institute ofScience, Bangalore,

1915 Campbell, R. H., Esq., c.i.e. Private Secretary to H. H. the

Maharaja of Mysore, Bangalore.

- I9II Chakravarthi, J. S., Esq., m.a.,

F.R.A.S., Rajamantrapravina, De-
wan Bahadur

Financial Secretary to Govt, ofH . H.
iheMaharaja of Mysore, Bangalore.

1912 Chambers, J. W-, Esq., Manager, Messrs. Binny Co., Ltd.,

Palace Road, Bangalore.

1909 Chelvaroya Mudaliar, A. R., Esq.,

Rao Sahib
St. John's Road, C. M, Station,

Bangalore.
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1916 Chennakesava Iyengar, H., Esq., ... Assistant Editor, Myscrt'e Economic
Journal, “Ringwoed" High
Ground, Bangalore,

1915 Chatterjee, Miss ...
" Sampegay Road, Bangalore.

1914 Chatterton, Alfred^ Esq., c.i.e. Infantry Road, Bangalore.

' 1914 Qlarke, H:, Esq., I s.o.
“ Penshurst,*’ Central Street, Infantry

Road, Bangalore.

1916 Cole, C. W., Esq. Agent, Bank of Madras, Bangalore,

igiD Coleman, Leslie C. Dr. Director of Agriculiitre in Mysore,
Bangalore.

1909 Cotton, G. J., Dr. Ingram. Denial Surgeon, Trinity Road,
Bangalore-.

1916 D'atla, K. L., Esq., m.a., Retired Accountant General, Basavau'
gudi, Bangalore City,

professor, St, Joseph’s College, Shan-
karpur, Bangalore City,

1914 Devanatha Chariar, K., Esq., 11. a.

1909 Dorasami Iyer, C. S., Esq‘. b.a., b.l. Advocate, V Main Road, Chamaraf-
pet, Bangalore City.

' T9 I 3V Doveton, C. B-, Esq., ... Infantry Road, C. &> M. Station,

Bangalore.

„
D’Souza, P. G., Esq., b.a., b.l. ... Secretary to Government, Education

and Agriculture Departments,Ban-
galore.

Wesleyan Missiom, Bangalore,19^5 Edwards, E. S., Rev. ...

1915 Elton, M, E. Miss “Beaulieu,” Avenue Road, Banga-
lore.

1910 Fawcitt, C. S. Esq., ... “Leamhurst,” Sampegay Road,
Bangalore,

19H Gajaraja MndalFar B. L-, Esq 116 , & 117,] Commercial Street,

C, & M. Station, Bangalore.
19^5 Garudachar, B. K., Esq., City Mart,Cliickpet, Bangalore City.

1917 Gop'alakrishnaswami Naik^M., Esq., Pal'egar of Manjarahad, 127
,
Cotton

Petta, Bangalore City.

1915 Govindarajulu, R., Miss. Maternity Hospital, Bangalore City.

1914 Govinda Rao, T., Esq. Assistant Commissioner, .Survey

Department, Sheshadripnram, Ban-
galore.

igits Granger, Miss. Shnnkarpnr, Bangalore City.

igi 6 Gundappa, K., Esq ,
... Editor, “The Karnataka,” Bangalore

City.

1916 Hall, G. T., Esq., Infantry Road, Bangalore,
1916 Hanumanthia, P., Esq. No. 330 ,

Old Poor House Road,
Bangalore.

1915 Hart, Henry Esq., 1,Ulsur Rd. South Parade,Bangalore.
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1915 Hayavadana Rao, C-, ESq., b.a.,b.l. Editor, Mysore Economic Journal

^

“Ringwood,’’ HighGround, Banga-
lore.

1911 Hayes, Alfred, Esq. Superintendent of Police, Residency
Road, Bangalore,

1917 Haynes, A. G., Esq., m.a. Bishop Cotton Schoool, Bangalore,

1913 Kann, J., Esq., Indian Institute of Science, Banga-
lore ,

1915 Kantharaj Ufs, Sirdar M., Esq.
C.S.I., B.A., Rajaseva Dhurina,

Beaidieu," High Ground, Banga-
lore.

1914 Keseviengar, B. T., Esq., e.a., Assistant Secretary to Government,
Bangalore,

1909 Kothandaramiah, C., Esq., Armstrong Road, C. M. Station,

Bangalore.

1911 Krishna Iyer, K. S., Esq., B.A., ... Merchant, Chickpet, Bangalore City.

1910
i

Krishniengar, K., Esq., b.a., l.c.e.,

R.B.,

Agent ^ Engineer-in-Chief, Mysore
State Railway Construction Depart-
ment, Bangalore.

1915 Krishnaswami Iyer, K. A., Esq., b.a. Headmaster, Govt, Collegiate High
School. Bangalore.

1916 Krisbnaswami Rao, M. G., Esq.,

B A., B.L.

Assistant to Revenue Commissioner,.

Basavangudi, Bangalore City.

1914 Lakshminarasimha Rao, T., Esq.,
B.A., B.L.

Under Secretary to the Government

of Mysore, Railway Department,
Basavangudi, Bangalore City.

1909 Leishman, Thomas, Esq., Sydney Road, Bangalore.
Lobo, A., Rev. The Cathedral, Residency Road,

Bangalore.

1911 Lubeck, H., Esq., Bar-at-Law ... Trinity Road, Bangalore.

1915 Madhava Rao, N., Esq., b.a., b.l.... Assistant Secretary to Government,
Basavangudi, Bangalore City.

1915 i Martin, Aylmer Ff. Ksq. ” Westward Ho

!

” High Ground'
Bangalore.

1915 Me. Alpine, Esq., m.a., Professor, Central College, Bangalore.

1915 Md. Sarwar Saheb, Esq., 2nd Magistrate, C. ^ M. Station,

Bangalore.

1915 Miller, Sir Leslie C., Kt. High Ground, Bangalore.

1913 Murphy, W. H., Esq., .. Municipal Engineer, St. John's Road,-

C. S’ M. ’Station, Bangalore.

1917 Murugesam Pillai, P., Esq. Assistant Superintendent, Woollen
Departfneht, Binny's Mills, Kalas-
palyam. Bangalore City.

1910 Mylvaganam, H. B., Dr. f.r.c.s. ... Infantry Road, Bangalore,
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1916 Nair, V. K., Esq., 'Representative, Associated Press,

Bangalore.

1910 Nanjundayya, H. V., Esq., c.i.e.,

M.A., M.L. Rajamantrapravina ,

Malleswaram, Bangalore,

1909 Nai-asirahachar, R., Esq., m.a., etc.,

Praktana VimarshaVichakshana
Director of Archceology in Mysore,

Malleswaram, Bangalore.

1909 Narasimha Iyengar, M. T., Esq.,

B.A., M.E.A.S.,

Malleswaram, Bangalore.

1916 Narasimha Iyengar, N., Esq.,

G.B.V.C.,

Civil Veterinary Deptt., Basd-

vangiidi. Bangalore City.

1909 Narasimha Murthy, N. Esq., m.a., Shankarpuratn. Bangalore City.

1916

B sTj • 9

Narasinga Rao, D. M.,. Esq., b.a.,

B.L.

Secretary to the Govt, of Mysore,

General Department, Bangalore.

1913 Narayana Iyengar, M. A., Esq.,

B.A., B.L,

Dy. Commr. Shimoga, Shankerptir,

Bangalore City.

1916 Narayana Rao, C. V., ’^sq. Retd. Amildar, 1st Main Road,

Chamarajpet, Bangalore City.

igi6 Narayar.aswami lyejjgar, B., Esq- Registrar, General and Revenue

Secretariat, Bangalore.

1912 Norton, Fletcher, Esq. Bangalore United Service Club,

Bangalore.
1916 Pallonjee, C., Esq., m.a. Lecturer, Govt. Collegiate High

School, Bangalore.
1916 Pietrini, Mrs. 2, St. Mark's "Square Road, Banga-

lore.

1912 Pluraer, R. B., Esq., Bar-at-Law... Sessions Judge, Hill-Side,'" Palace

Road, Bangalore.
1915 Puttaiya, B., Esq., b.a. Government Press, Bangalore.

1917 Raffin, Allain Esq. 2, Church Stjreet, Bangalore.

1915 Raghavendra Rao, P., Esq. b.a., b.l. Excise Commissioner in Mysore, High
Ground, Bangalore.

1915 Raghavendra Rao, S., Esq., m.i.c.e. Technical Assistant to the Inspector-

General of Edtication in Mysore,

Bangalore,

19^5 Raghunatha Rao, R., Esq., b.a. ... Head Master {Retired), V Main
Road, Chamarajpet, Bangalore

City.

1914 Raiagopalachari, S. P., Esq., b.a.,

B.L.

Under-Secretary to the Govt, of My-
sore, Basavangudi, BangaldTe

City.
’*

1917 Rama Rao, C., Esq. ... Retd. Senior Assistant Commissioner

Chamarajpet, Bangalore City.

1915 RamaRao, N., Esq. b.a., b.l. Secretary, Agricultural Committee,

Mysore Economic Conference,

Shanharpuram, Bangalore City.
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1915 Rama Rao, R., Esq., b.a., History Lecturer, Government Colle-

giate High School, Bangalore-

1917 Rama Rao, C. E., Esq., b.a. Supt., G. R. S. Shankerpur
,
Banga-

lore City,

1916 Ramachandra Mudaliar, D. B.,

Esq.
Deputy Superintendent, Govt, Press,

Bangalore

.

1915 Ramachandra Rao, M. S., Esq.,
B.A., B.L.

Assistant Secretary to Gov t. Shan-
kerpur, Bangalore City.

1914 Ramanathan, A, V., Esq., b.a. Assistant to the Revenue Coimnhsioner
in Mysore, Bangalore.

1915 Ramaswami Iyer, S. A., Esq.,
B.A., B.E.

Executive Engineer, Irrigation Divi-
sion, Crescent Road, High Ground,
Bangalore.

1909 Ramaswami Iyengar, S. V., Dr. ... Superintendent, Minto Opthalmic
Hospital, Bangalore.

1909 Ramaswami Iyengar, K., Esq., m.a. Reid. Supt. Revenue S^irvey Dept.
Chainnrajpet, Bangalore City.

1916 Ramaswami Iyengar, B., Esq. ... Retired Asstt. Commissioner
,

175
,

HI Main Street, Chamarjapet,
Bangalore City.

1916 Ramaswami Iyengar, K. V., Esq.
B.A., B.L.

Ill Main Road, Chamarajpet, Banga
lore City.

1915 Ranga Rao, R., Esq., b.a., b.l. ... Deputy Registrar of Co-operative

Societies in Mysore, Shankarpiiram,
Bangalore City.

1910 Ranganatha Rao Saheb, C., Esq., Assistant Director of Industries,

B.A., B.L. Sandal Oil Factory, Bangalore.

1909 Rice, E. P., Rev. London Mission, St. MarFs Square,
Bangalore.

Ross-Thompson, M. B., Miss ...
“ Plas-Newydd,” Race Course Road,
High Ground, Bangalore.

1909 Sainpat Iyengar, P., Esq., m.a. ... Assistant Geologist, Basavangudi,
Bangalore City.

1917 Seetaramayya, Esq., b.t. Asstt. to Revenue Survey Superinten-
dent, Ooregaiun House, Shoolay,
Bangalore.

1915 Shamanna, S,, Esq., b.a. Assistant Comptroller, Chamarajpet,
Bangalore City.

1915 Shama Rao, D., Esq., Rajakarya-
prasakta, Rao Bahadur,

Retd. Survey Settlement Commis-
sioner, Chamarajpet, Bangalore
City.

1910 Shama Rao, M., Esq., m.a., Rao
Bahadur,

Inspector-General of Education in

Mysore, Bangalore.
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RESIDENT UEUB'E^m—continued

Date of
Membes-

SHIP
NAMES

1913 Shama Sastri, R., Esq-, b.a. m.R.a.s.

Mahamahopadhyaya
1915 Skipwith, P. A., Colonel

.1917 Somasekhara Rao, P., b.a., ll.b.

1916 Srikantayya, S., Esq
,

b.a., b.l. ...

19^5 Srinivasa Iyer, G., Esq., b.a., m.l.

1909 Srinivasa Iyengar, L., Esq., b.a.,

B.L.

1912 Srinivasa Iyengar, K.R., Esq., m.a.

1916 Srinivasa Murthy, M., Esq.

1914 Srinivasa Rao, K., Esq.

1915 Srinivasa Rao, M., Dr. m.a., m.d.
F.B.C.S.

1915 Stanchfield, 0 . 0
, Esq.

1912 Studer, E., Revd.
1915 SubbaRao, S. N., Esq.

1915 Subramanya Iyer, V., Esq., b.a., ...

1913 Sudborough, J. J., Dr. ... ...

1910 Sundara Murthi Mudaliar, A. M., .

Esq., Rao Bahadur

1909 Suryanarayana Rao, C. N., Esq., ,

B.A., B.L.

1909 Suryaprakasa Rao, G. N., Esq., >

B.A
,
B.L.

rgio Thangavelu Mudaliar, A. M., Esq. 1

1909 Thorpe, "W. H., Revd. b.a. ... 1

1910 Tiruraaliengar, N. S., Esq., b.a. 1

r’9-i6 Tucifer, T., St. George, Mrs. ... 1

1909 Varadachar, M. G.i Esq., b.a., b.l. /

ADDRESSES

Chamarajendra Sanskrit College,

Bangalore City.

Trinity Road, Bangalore.

Advocate, Basavangudi Bangalore
City,

Advocate, Basavangudi, Bangalore
City.

Assistant Secretary to Govt. Basa-
vangudi, Bangalore City.

Advocate, Basavangudi Extension,

Bangalore.

Offg. Inspector-General of Police, V
Main Road, Chamarajpef, Banga-
lore Giti/.

Assistant Commissioner, Shankarpur,
Bangalore City.

Retired Deputy Commissioner, Charna-
rajapet, Bangalore City.

Sanitary Commissioner to the Govt,

of Mysore, “ Chidvilas," Basavan-
gudi, Bangalore City.

Y. M. C. A. Bangalofe.
Cleveland Town, Bangalore.
Binny’s Mills, Bangalore City.

Secretary, Education Committee,
liAysore Ec, Conference Ringwood,”
High Ground, Bangalore.

Indian Institute of Science, Hehhal,
Bangalore.

Mysore Hall, C S^M Station, Banga-
lore. ,

Pleader, St. John's Rond, C M
Station, Bangalo) e.

S^. John's Road, C &> M. Station,

Bangalore.

Mysore Hall, C. M. Station,

Bangalore.
United Theological College, Banga-
lore.

Oistrict Judge, C- & M. Station,

B'ctftgalor'e

,

^Picnnre.

i^^'fet, I^angahre' City.
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RESIDENT MEMBERS-cotifcufoL

Date of
Member-

ship
1

NAMES ADDRESSES

191

1

Venk'ataramajia Chetty, B., Esq-*** Commissioner Agency, Nagavtharpet,
Bangalore City.

1914 Venkatasawmy Naidu, B, V., Esq. Municipal Commissioner, Shoolay,
Bangalore.

1915 Venkatasubbiah A., Dr. m.a., Ph. d. Assit. to the Director of Archaeology
Malleswaram, Bangalore.

1910 Venkatesa Iyengar, N., Esq., b.a. Meteorological Reporter, Chamaraj-
pet. Bangalore City.

1913 Venkatesachar, B,, Esq,, m.a. Central College, Bangalore.
I914 Visveswaraya, M., Sir k.c.i.e. Dewan of Mysore, “ Balebroie,’*

High Ground, Bangalore.
1910 Walsh, F. P., lOsq. ... Survey of India, Sheshadri Road,

Bangalore.
1914 Watson, H. E., Dr. ... Indian Institute of Science, “ Niton,”'

Palace Road, Bangalore.
1909 Wilkins, G., Revd. London Mission, Mission Road,

Bangalore.
1917 Willan, Miss C. E. Z. Mission Cubhon Road,

Bangalore.
1909 Yates, C. H.., Esq.

V
Superintendent, Govt. Press, High
Ground, Bangalore.

1916 Yates, Y. A., Esq., m, a. Inspector of Schools, 9th Circle, Tru
nity Road, Bangalore,

1914 Yegnanarayana Iyer, A. K., Esq.,
M.A., etc.

Zahimddin Meccai M. Esq., b.a. •••

Deputy Director of Agriculture,

SJiankarpur, Bangalore City.

Dy. Commissioner ,
Tumkur.1917



-M©FIJSSIL MEMBERS

Date of
Member-
ship

NAMES ADDRESSES

1913

igi6

1912

igi6

1910

1916

1912

1909
1915
1910

1909
igi2

1917

igi2

1914

1915
1912

1916

1915
1910

1909
1914

1915

1913
1916

1914

190Q
1909

1915
1910

.^909

194
1912

1916

Abdul Khader, T., Esq., b.a.

Acharya, A. M. T., Esq.

Allardice, H., Esq. ...

Alur, V. B., Esq., b.a., ll.b.

j

Aseervadam Pillay, J. S., Esq., b.a.

1 Austin, H., Revd.
Auzech, C , Revd.
Badcock, W. W., Esq.

Balaraj Urs, M. N., Esq., b.a.

Balasundaram Iyer, C. S., b.a.

Bhabha, H. J.,
Ksq.,M.A.

j

Bheemachar, A., Esq., m.a. .

Bheeina Rao, Belldane Esq., b.a.

B.L.

Probationary Assistant Commissioner,
Chikmagalur.

Geologist, Tata Iron and Steel Co.,

Garumahisani Via Kalimati,
B. N. Ry.

cjo Meppen Esq:, Mylomane Estate,

Chikmagalur.
Pleader, Dharwar.
/Immayappa Mudali Street, Roypetta,
Madras.

S. P. G. Mission, Nandyal.
Vnyithri, Malabar.
Yately, Hants, England.
Mysore.
Deputy Commissioner, Chitaldrug

.

Pedder Road, Bombay.
Headmaster, Mzmicipal High School,

Bellary.

High Court Vakil, Bellary.

Bird, A. F. R., Rev.
Bishoo of Mangalore, the Rt, Rev.
Bo\vring, P. F., Esq.
Bracken. W. A. F., Esq.,

Brockbank, A., Rev.
Brown. C. Hilton, Esq., i.c.s,

Burn, J. G., Esq., i.c.s.

Buttrick, J. B., Rev. •••

Carline, G. R., Esq., f.r.a.1.

Chandrasekharan, C. V., Esq., m.a.

Chandy, K., Esq., b.a.

Chengayya, M., Esq., b.a., b.l. ...

Clarke, William Ross, Esq.

Cochet,
J., Rev.

Colaco, X
,
Esq.

Cooke, H, M. A., Esq. —
Cotton, C. W E., Esq., i.c.s. ...

Cox, S. J., Rev,
Dallas, j., Col ...

Desiiia T,, Dewan Baha-
dur, B.A., B.lw

Doraiswamy Filial

,5>. P. G. Mission, Nandyal.
Mangalore.
Deputv Commissioner, Bangalore.
Knttekoda Estate, Siddapur, Coorg.
Wesleyan Mission, Hassan.
Assistant Collector, Vellore.

Sessions Judge, Madura.
Secunderabad, Deccan.
Historical Medical Museum, 54a

Wigmore Street, London, England.
Professor of History, Maharaja's

College, Kasi Bhavanam," Trivan-
drum.

Deputy Commissioner, Tumkur.
High Coitrt Vakil, Nellore,

Tinnevelly Mills, Ambasamudram,
Tinnevelly Dt.

Virajpet, Coorg.
Supervisor, Revenue Settlement Party

Chingleput.

Supt. of Mines, Oorgaum, K. G. F.
10, Middleton Street, Calcutta.
London Mission, Hosur.
United Service Club, Simla.
Municipal Chairman, Trichinopoly

.

F'^Jp^iilkhana Street, Palamcottah.
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MOPUSSIIj members

—

continued,
^ r'

Date of
Member-

ship

NAMES ADDRESSES
1

1915 Dubreuil, J.,
Jouveau Prof. Professor, Colonial College, C.

Dumas Street, Pondicherry.
igio Eliot, Sir Charles, K. C, M. G. ... The University, Hong Kong, China.
1916 Eliot, J., Esq. Assistant S 7i{>t. of Police, Mala-

puram P. 0 ., S. Malabar.
1913 Fitz-Maurice. Dr. J, ]., Medical Officer, Champion Reefs.

K. G. F.
1913 Forrest, Sir George, K. C, I. h. ••• Oxford, England,
1910 Foulkes, R., Esq.

Ghose, A., Esq., f.c.s., f.r.g.s.
Fischers Gardens, Madura.

1916 Gooty R. S., Madras Presidency.
M-I.M.Ei,

1912 Giovanini. D., Rev. f,h,, s.j. Codialbort, Mangalore,
1915 Gnarin, Y,, Rev, Catholic Chaplain, Coromandel.

K. G.F.
1910 Gopalachariar, C., Rsq Pleader, Poonaniallee, Madras.
1910 Gopalachariar, A. V-, Esg. High Court Vakil. Trichinopoly

.

1912 Gopalasami Mudaliar M., Esq,, Rao
Bahadur

Chairman ofMunicipality
,
Bellary.

1910 Govindacharyaswami, A., Esq. “ Vedn-Griham,'" 1050
,

Viceroy
Road, Mysore.

1914 Govinda Rao, P. S„ Esq. District Forest Officer, Mysore.
1912 Govindasaini Navagar, N., Esq. •••

1

Medical Practitioner, Kornad.
1909 Gulliford. H., Rev, ... —

|
1

Wesleyan Mission, Mysore.
1914 Haddon, A. C,, Dr, f.e.s. ...

j

Lecturer of Ethnology, University of
Cambridge, SCranmer Road, Camm
bridge, England.

1909 Hall, J. F., Esq.
1910 Hehderson, J. R., Esq. Museum House, Madras.
1909 Krishnan, R. V., Esq., b.a-, m.l. ... District Munsiff, Ellore.
1917 Krishna Rao, B., Esq., l.m. & s.,

L.S.S.C.

Krishna Rao, C., Esq., b.a.

Dt. Sanitary Officer, Chichnagalur

.

1916 Retd, Deputy Inspector-General of
Education, Tunikur.

1910 Krishna Sastri, H., Rao Saheb, Epigraphist to the Govt, of India
B.A. Madras.

1917 Krishnasawnji Iyengar, S. V., Esq. Assistant Professor of History, Maha-
M.A., B.L. raja's College, Mysore.

19J5 Krishnasawmi Iyer, E. S., Dr.
B.A., M.B.C.M. etc.

Durbar Surgeon Mysore.

1914 Krishnaswami Iyer, R. V., Esq., Headmaster, High School, Hassan.

1915 Lakshmanan, N., Esq, Chennunalai Post, Coimbatore Dt.
1915 Lakshminarasimhaiya, Esq., b.a., Assistant Deputy Director ofSchools,

L.T. 1 st Range, Mysore,
1912 Lakshminarasimhiengar, N. G., .

Esq.
Munsiff, -Chitaldrug.



M0FU8SIL MEMBERS-

„ Date of
Member- I

^ NAMES ADDRESSES
SHIP

1916

1910
1909
X915

1915

1909

1909

1915

1910

1916
igi6

Lescher, R., Esq.

Loftus-Tottenham, R. R., Esq. ...

Marrett, R. R., Esq.
McClay, A. G., Esq. ...

Meerwarth, H
,
Dr. * ...

Millard, W. S., Esq. ...

Mir Hamza Hussain Saheb, Esq.,

B.A., B.L.

Morgan, Frank L, Esq.

Mustafa Ali Khani B., Esq.
it

Muthusami Iyer, S., Esq.
Nanjundayya, N. S., Esq.

Eddiwanna Estate, Nilambti-r P. 0.
S. Malabar,

’

Collector of Ramnad, Madura.
Exeter College, Ozford England.
Oxford Street, Secimdernbad, Deccan.
Assistant Director, JSthnographical

Mn-sewn, Imperial Academy ' of
Sciences, Petrograd, Russia.

Secretary, Bombay Natural History
Society, 6 Appollo Street, Bombay,

District and Sessions Judge, Mysore.

Planter, ' Honeyvale" Baliir,Kadur
District.

Circle. Inspector, Madras Police
Force,

^

Badvel, Cuddappa District.
Methu Street, Salem.
Pleader, Hassan.

1916 Naj-asinga Rao, A., Esq.
igio Narayana Iyer, P. R., Esq., Dewan

Bahadur
1916 Narayana Menon, P., Esq.

1917 Narayana ‘tiurti, K. D., Esq. b.a.,

LL.B.

1910 Nicholson, Rev. Sydney
1909 Nightingale, A. E., Rev.
1916 Nurse, W. H., Esq, ...

1917 Osborn, H. H, Bsq. ...

1910 Panchanada Iyer, A., Esq

1915 Parthasarathy Iyengar, Esq.
1916

;

i

Penn, W. C, Rev. m.a.

1910 President, The, Maharaja’s College
Union

1915 Raghavendra Rao, B. S., Esq. b.a.

1914 Rama Iyer, S., Esq. ...

1912 Ratnakrishna Rao, B , Esq., Raja-
’karyaprasakta r

1917 Rathaswamayya, B„ Esq.
1915 Ramaoathkn, F., The Hoa^ble Mr.

:iU C M. G.

Sub Registrar, Malur,
Deputy Director of Survey, Sande-

pettai Street, Madura.
Vresidency Magistrate, Prirsewakam,
Madras.

Advocate, Mysore.

Birstwith, Leeds, England.
Wesleyan Mission, Shimoga.
Madras Stable Company, Mount
Road, Madras.

I

Oorgaum, K. G. F.
Sub Accountant and Director, Madras

Survey, Tanjore.
Pleader, Chittoor.

Principal, Noble College, Masulipa-
tam.

Mysore.

Lecturer, Collegiate High School,
Mysore.

Civil Surgeon, Loi Mwe District^

Southern Shan States, Burma.
Palace Controller, Mysore.

Sub District Officer, Chikmagalur.
“ Sukhaston” Ward Place, Colombo,

Ceylon.



MOFtJSSlL MEMBERS—coniinued.

Date of
Membee-

SHIP

NAMES

1914 Ramaswami Iyer, S., Esq., b.a,, b.l.

1914 Ramesam Pantulu, V., Esq.^ m.a.,

1915 Rangachari, V., Esq., m.a., l.t. ...

1914 Rangiah Naidu, B. M., Esq.

1912 Reed, W. H., Esq.

I9II Reilly, H., Esq., i.c.s. •••

1909 Richards, J. W., Esq. ...

1914 Rivers, W. H. R„ Esq.

1912 Roberts, S. G., Esq. ...

Sambiah Pantulu, M. R., Esq.

1912 Sell, R^*Eanon
1914 |Sesha lyeiv^. G., Esq.

1912 Seshagiri Iyei\T. V., The Hon’ble
Mr, Justice K4., b.l.

1914 Simmons, J, W.,'>Rev.

ifji6
\

Sivarama Krishna Iyer, M. Esq.,
B.A.

1910 Sivaswamier, P. S., Sir. k.c.s.i.,

K.C.I.E.

1909 Slater, A. R., Rev.
1909 Smith, Mervyn, A., Esq.
1910 Sreemant Sampat Rao Gaekwar
1915 Subba Rao, N. S., Esq., m.a.

1916 Subba Rao, R., Esq., b.a.

1915 Sukhtankar, Dr. Vishnu, Ph. d. ...

1915 Sundai’am Aiyer, T. M., Esq.

^915 Sundaram Pillay, R., Esq.

igio Sundararaja Aiyer, P. M., Esq,
B.A., b.e.

1917 :Suryanarayan Rao, R., Esq., b.a.
1916 :Sutherland, W., Revd.
1909 1Stuart, G. A. D., Esq., i.c.s.

ADDRESSES

High Court J/ukil, “ Gowri Vilas,*

Mylapore, Madras.
High Cotirt Vakil, Triplicanc,

Madras.
Assistant Professor ofHistory, Presi-

dency College, Madras,
Municipal Secretary, Davangere,

Chitaldrug District.

Mavinkere Estate, Kalasa, Kadiir
District.

“ Merrington 2nd Wondvilla Road,
Bexhill-on-Sea, England.

St. John's College, Cambridge
England.

Sessions Judge, Cuddalore, South
Arcot.

Zamindar of Jagadevi, Krislmagiri,

Salem DistPct,

C. M. House, Vepery, Madras.
High Court Vakil, Trivandrum.
Poonamallee House, Egmore, Madras,

1050 Vth ivenue, New York,

U.S.A.
Assistant Master, Government High

School, Kolar.

‘ Madhav Bagh', Mylapore, Madras.

Wesleyan Mission, Chikmagalur.
Calicut.

Race Course Road, Bangalore.
Maharaja’s College, Mysore.
Senior History Assistant, Machaurin
High School, Temple Street, Coca~
nada.

14, Napier Road, Poona.
Mittadar of Chinnasamudram, Tiru-

pattur, {North Arcot.)

Headmaster, L. M., High School,

Salem.
Stib Assistant Director, Madras

Survey, Cuddalore, N . A.
Teacher, M . H .,

School, Kurnool.
Chmgleput.
Ag- Director of Agriculture, Madras.
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AlOFUSSIL MEMBERS—continued.

Date of
Member-

ship.

NAMES ADDRESSES

1909 Thompson, E. W., Rev. m.a. W&sleyan Mission, Ttimhur.

i 9 i 7 Timmalachar, M. D., Esq. b.a., Munsiff, Seringapatain.

1916
B.L.

Vasudeva Rao, D., Esq. Kuppavi, North Arcot.

1915 Vedantum, T. M., Esq., b.a.,b.l. ... High Court Vakil, Brodies Road,
Mylapore, Madras.

1914 Venkatanaranappa, M., Esq., b.a. Assistant Commissioner, Kolar,

1917 Venkataramayya, D., Esq., b.a., Principal, Training College^ Mysore,

1916
Ilt»T •

Venkata Rao, M. V., Esq., b.a.,

LL.B.

Advocate, Vicefoy Road, Mysore.

1917
1

Venkata Rao, K., Esq., b.a. Principal, Mahabodhi College, 98 Sea
Street, Colombo, Ceylon.

1915 Venkatesa Ivengar, M., Esq., m.a. Assistant Commissioner, Mysore.
Headmaster, Marimallappa's High

School,JHysore.
1917 Venkatakrishnayya, M., Esq.

1910 Venkatasubba Iyer, K. G., Esq.,

B.A., b.l. l.t.

High Court Vakil, Salem.

1910 Venkoba Rao, B., Esq., b.a. Special Magistrate, K. G. F. ^
1918 Viswanatha, Rao 0 ., Esq., b.a.. High Court Vakil, Nellore.

1916
3 iL •

Vyas Rao, R. Esq. Tata's Geologist, Sakchi Via Kali.'

mati, B. N. Ry.
Lake View," Coimbatore.1910 Waddington, H., Esq. ...

1909 Watson, H. A., Esq. i.c.s. Revenue Settlement Officer, Cudda-
lore, N . T.

1915 Wolfe, G. C. Esq. Military Finance Department, Rooms
Nos. 155

,
156

,
The Grand Hotel,

Chowringhee, Calcutta.

j



SDBSeRIBERS

Date of
Entry

NAMES

1912 Anstead, Mrs.

1912 Curator, The

_.X9i4 Curator, The

1916 Curator, The

1916 Honorary Secretary,

ADDRESSES

cfo R. D. Anstead, Esq., M. A,,

Planting Expert, 8 Cambridge

Road, Bangalore.

Government M^iseiim, Bangalore,

Oriental Library, Mysore.

The State Museum, Trichur.

Saklespur Free Reading^ Room,

Saklaspur, Hassan District.

1917 Do
1

I

Krishnarafa Reading Room, Hoskote,

Bangalore District.

1917 Inspector-General of Education in Bangalore.

1912

Mysore
Librarian, The Adyar Library, Adyar, Madras.

1917 OjGScer in charge, Public Library ... Sheshadri Memorial Hall ,Bangalore.

1914 •1 Principal, The

!

European Boy’s High School, Cali-

cut.

1914 Principal and Superintendent School of Arts, Madras.

1912 Principal, The Central College, Bangalore.

1917 Rajaram Rao, D.,. Esq. Assistant, London Mission High
School, Bangalore.

1915 ' Secretary, The Cosmopolitan Club, Mount Road,

Madras.

STDDENT MEMBERS

1915 Chakravarthi, C., Esq., b.a. ... “ Satyalayafn,'' High Ground, Banga-

lore.

1913 Kurupad, Gundappa, S., Esq. ... 184, Basavangudi Bangalore City.



EXeHflNGE LIST

No. NAMES ADDRESSES

1 Director, The Of Public Instruction, Poona,
B ombay,

2 Direotor-General, The Of Archccologn in India, Simla.
“ Hindustan Review," Allahabad.3 Editor, The

4 Editor, The ‘South India Association JournaV,
Madras,

,5 Editor, The “ Indian Antiquary,^* British India
Press, Mazagon, Bombay.

6 Editor, The Ceylon Antiquary and Literary

Register, Times of Ceylon,Colombo,
Ceylon.

7 Editor, The Modern Review, Calcutta.

8 General Secretary, The Bihar and Orissa Research Society,

Ranchi, Bihar and Orissa,

9 Honorary Secretary, The Branch Royal Asiatic Society,

! Bombay,

lO Honorary Secretary, The Asiatic Safety of Bengal, 1
,

Park,
Street, Calcutta,

II Iyer and Sons, A. V. Messrs ••• Publishers, Indian Architecture,

Car Street, Triplicane, Madras.

‘

i2 Registrar, The Chief Secretariat, Fort St. George,
Madras.

13 Secretary, The Connemara Public Library, Madras,

14 Secretary, The Hyderabad Archccological Society,

Hyderabad, Deccan,

15
i

Singaravelu Pillai, A,, Esq. Secretaire Administratif de la

Societe de I'Indi francaise Biblio-

thique, Pondicherry

.

16 Superintendent, The Archceologiced Survey, Southern
Circle, Madras.

17 Superintendent, The Research Department, Kashmir State,

Sriftagar

.

_
,

'

18

j

Superintendent, The , OfArcheology, Trivandrum, Travan-
core.

I
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